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Abstract: In 2017 World Habitat Day, the United Nation raised the alarm bell that
1.6 billion people are living in inadequate housing. Hong Kong faces similar issue,
with 2 percent of the population living in crowded and squalid housing of around 60
square feet per person. Transitional Social Housing (TSH) is now being built with the
prime objective of providing a decent and transitory shelter with supportive services
for the underserved group to enable them to aggregate sufficient resources to migrate
to permanent housing. Scale of economy for production of TSH units, operation
efficiency, affordability and sustainability are key for breaking the dichotomy of
public and private housing in Hong Kong and scaling up its provision to promote
systemic change. Driven by this missing link, the paper proposes a new TSH service
model called ‘Vitality Housing’. Vitality housing is a private-public partnership
service model aims to equip the NGO operators with the necessary knowledge to
implement, operate and manage TSH. The model generally follows the following
approaches: (i) engaging the NGO operators and understanding their needs and
concerns in operating TSH, (ii) working with sustainability engineers to introduce
cutting edge construction and operation technology to reduce the life cycle cost of
TSH, (iii) partnering with asset managers to derive an affordable financing and
operating model for the TSH, and (iv) having developers to transfer their knowledge
in property development and facility management to the NGO operators. Through
Vitality Housing, it is hoped that the NGO will have a standardized approach in
managing and operating TSH. When combining with the existing social services offer
by NGO operators and their counterparts, it is envisaged that underserved groups will
be empowered with housing and social skills necessary to sustain their basic needs
and be able to progress out of the cycle of poverty.

Keywords: Housing, Green Construction, Affordability, Smart Technology,
Sustainability, Operational Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Housing shortage coupled with the scarcity of the developable land has long been a

social problem in Hong Kong. According to the latest figures published by the Hong Kong
Government, the city’s housing market needs to supply a total of 450,000 new housing units
by 2029 to meet the current housing demand [1]. Of the 450,000 housing units, 116,000 units
are expected to accommodate inadequately housed low-income families, including
households living in units made up of temporary structures, non-residential buildings or
subdivided units, and the households sharing the flat with other families. These people have
suffered from the poor housing conditions under the pressure of the expensive market rent.

Transitional social housing (TSH) is a new type of low-income housing operated by
Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) in Hong Kong, aiming to provide a decent and
transitionary shelter for these groups of people. While the merits of TSH has increasingly
been recognized in recent years, the NGO operators’ lack of professional knowledge and
expertise in housing provision and management has in fact hindered the prompt TSH supply.
To empower the NGO with the necessary knowledge to operate TSH, this paper proposes the
‘Vitality Housing’ model, an original housing service model proposed by the authors that
aims to provide NGOs with standardized guidelines to construct, operate and manage TSH.
With the support from this model, it is hoped that NGOs can better focus on their forte in
providing proper social services to the underprivileged group. When the underprivileged
groups are empowered with proper shelters and provided with the necessary guidance to
tackle their life challenges, their well-being would gradually improve and ultimately help
break the generational cycle of poverty. Our ‘Vitality Housing’ model concerns the
engagement of the stakeholders, housing design and construction, financial feasibility, and
housing management in TSH operation, which are elaborated on in the following sections.

2. STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT
The expansion of TSH delivery is premised on the engagement of a range of

stakeholders. From August to September 2018, the cross-sectoral design workshops for TSH
were organised by a local university-based design institute. The aim of the workshops was to
engage the TSH stakeholders to explore different options and possibilities to deliver a
sizeable amount of TSH units in a relatively short period of time [2]. During the participatory
workshops, the participants identified three major issues with regard to the current TSH
system.

First, while various NGOs have been approached by the Government’s Task Force and
are willing to take the initiatives for TSH services, they nevertheless do not have sufficient
capacity for TSH operation. In fact, the core businesses of NGOs in Hong Kong are nothing
more than to provide social services, such as child care, elderly services and rehabilitation
services, with none of these services linking to developing and managing housing. Therefore,
NGOs demands the assistance of the experienced professionals from the building industry in
designing, constructing and managing TSH in order to execute the project and services in a
sustainable manner.

Second, although the Government has streamlined the approval process for TSH
development and clarified that TSH is for a temporary use permitted under the Outline
Zoning Plan [3], most of the TSH developments still need to resolve a list of highly
complicated technical issues. These technical issues include complying to the rigorous site
assessments set by the different Government departments, mobilizing and forming the site for
TSH development and securing the necessary capital and resources to develop TSH. Given
the validity period of up to five years for site being classified as a temporary use, the structure
used in TSH development should be cost-effective, durable and highly re-locatable.

Finally, while the Government has set aside HKD2 billion to support NGOs in
constructing TSH [4], it is estimated that this fund could produce only 4,000 housing units
due to the high cost of production and customization of TSH being built in a densely
populated city like Hong Kong. This limited amount of housing units to be built in the years
to come indicate the importance of design optimization and coordination with NGO, TSH
tenants and relevant stakeholders in order to maximize the social benefit of TSH.
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Acknowledging these gaps, cross-sectoral participants proposed a few design and policy
solutions to facilitate the delivery of TSH in Hong Kong to serve the underprivileged during
the workshops, which have been concretized into a few prototypes in which ‘Housing-First’1
model has been consistently taken into account. Alongside, a common list of the design and
operational requirements for TSH have also been developed. They include the provision of a
dedicated kitchen area for each of the TSH households, multi-functional rooms and training
facilities, consideration of on-site employment opportunities, adoption of construction
methods that are efficient, cost effective and highly standardized and the capacity building of
NGOs to independently operate and maintain TSH. The design and operational requirements
identified in this user-centric design process are likely to help increase the adaptability of the
units to different households, reduce the production cost and enhance the sustainability and
re-usability of TSH units for different target groups and sites. Our ‘Vitality Housing’ model
has been developed drawing on the discussions and prototypes generated from these
workshops.

3. OVERCOMING DESIGN AND RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS
The prototyping process helped the project team to identify the resource limitations and

design constraints in delivering TSH. In order to maximize the utility of the existing resources
and increase the benefit of the future tenants from TSH design, we have come up with five
design options drawing on the existing Government’s policy on adaptive reuse of existing
building structures and the cutting-edge technologies available in the private sector. Moreover,
these design options are also believed to shape up the buildability, adaptability and
sustainability of TSH.

a) Optimizing Underutilized Spaces
The scheme on revitalization of industrial buildings was first announced by the

Government in 2009. The objective of the scheme is to provide more floor area to
accommodate Hong Kong’s changing social and economic needs and make a better use of
valuable land resources. Initially, the scheme only allowed the owners of industrial buildings
to convert their underutilized industrial buildings into commercial usage or hotels. However,
in 2018, the Government of Hong Kong amended the scheme to allow the revitalized
industrial building to be used as TSH as well [5].

The revitalization of industrial buildings into living quarters was nothing innovative in
Hong Kong. In fact, there have been precedent cases where owners have successfully
converted industrial buildings into hotels, including the ‘Hotel Ease’ in Tsuen Wan where the
building owner transformed the industrial building into a 160 rooms hotel complex within just
two years. This adaptive reuse of industrial building was accompanied by upgrading the
former fire safety system, electrical installations, building envelope and air-conditioning
system to meet the latest building codes.

Given the prior success in converting industrial buildings into hotels and the
Government’s active introduction of the new policies that promote the use of underutilized
industrial buildings, conversion of industrial buildings to TSH also seems feasible. Moreover,
the concept of changes in use of buildings could be applied to other underutilized structures
across the city, such as car parks, warehouses and schools. By utilising the existing
underutilized structures, the delivery of TSH could possibly be scaled up in a relatively short
time.

(b) Capsule Units
Capsule units are prefabricated chambers with the size of one unit roughly equivalent to

a single bed. These units are usually found in pod hotels that provide inexpensive
accommodation for travellers. The concept of capsule unit could be applied to TSH in the
revitalized buildings in view of its merits in standardization, cost-effectiveness and simply
assembly. Therefore, it is highly recommendable for the interior spaces with a lot of physical
and structural constraints.

1 ‘Housing First’ is a recovery-oriented approach to ending homelessness. In this model, the homeless are first moved into
independent and permanent housing and are provided with additional supports and services that are helpful for the reconstruction
of their life.
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The tenancy of TSH is expected to be longer than hotel usage and TSH tenants would
need more space for privacy, movement and storage of their personal belonging than a hotel
room. Therefore, the capsule units provided for TSH is suggested to have a larger dimension
than those provided for the pod hotel. The enlarged spaces in the capsule units could then
create additional spaces such as private closet, drawers and foldable desks, which would
allow TSH households to have private activities within their own living spaces.

(c) Allocation of Communal Area
We propose to allocate the communal area in TSH buildings for the exclusive use of

individual tenant and for the shared use by all tenants to cater for the design and operational
requirements derived from the prototyping process. The communal area dedicated for the
exclusive use of individual tenant may include dedicated kitchenettes in the communal
kitchen area or dedicated showering modules in the communal bathroom. The remaining
communal area will be shared among the different tenants living in the TSH. This may
include co-living area where different TSH tenants could get together to mingle, relax and
entertain and co-working area where different tenants can utilize the space to work, learn and
collaborate.

(d) Acoustic Treatment
Underutilized building structures, such as industrial buildings and carparks, tend to have

high reverberation time due to its deep and hollow interior spaces. Moreover, as many of the
underutilized industrial buildings and carpark structures are located next to arterial roads, the
structures are expected to inherit traffic noise. The acoustic problem of the structures is likely
to impact the quality of the life of the TSH tenants. To minimize the acoustic impact in the
underutilized building structures, we propose lining perforated acoustic panels and noise
absorption carpet throughout the indoor spaces and refitting windows with soundproof
features. This method has long been used in designing commercial offices to reduce noise in
the working space. Hence, the same concept could well be applied to TSH buildings to
improve the acoustic properties of the inhabitable spaces.

(e) Smart Building Management System
Smart building management system is proposed to enhance the effectiveness and

efficiency in managing different services of TSH buildings. On one hand, the smart building
management system helps future maintenance staff to control, monitor and manage different
building services installations installed within the premise under a single control. On the other
hand, the system could serve as an information portal for the TSH tenants, whereby they
could request for social services, read community news bulletin and pay for utilities charges.

4. PAY FOR SUCCESS FINANCINGMODEL
Sustainability-themed investing, impact/community investing and green financing has

been gaining momentum in recent years. Between the years of 2016 to 2018, the global
growth of sustainable investing has increased by 34% [6]. At the same time, the Hong Kong
Government has wished to make Hong Kong a fund-raising hub for green projects [7]. In
view of the vast amount of funds from sustainable financing and the Hong Kong
Government’s keen support in green financing, socially responsible investment that involves
the participation of both the public and private sectors could make TSH financially
sustainable.

When converting existing building structures, building owners oftentimes have
difficulties in channeling investments into the project partly due to the factors such as shorter
lifespan of the existing buildings compare to new buildings, excessive expenses in fixing the
structural integrity of the old buildings and the remote location of the underutilized existing
building structures. All these factors would lengthen the payback period and therefore reduce
the overall attractiveness of building conversion. Besides, spaces rented out for residential use
typically earn lower average rent compare to the spaces rented out for commercial use [8].
With all these investment constraints, building owners would likely prefer to convert the
existing building structures for commercial use in order to maximize their investment yield.

However, if TSH is classified as a sustainability-themed investment project, the
Government could take a more active role in channeling the investment for TSH projects. The
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Government could consider paying an attractive coupon rate to the investors for building
conversion. The coupon rate could be set at a rate that would make the investment in TSH
marginally attractive than investing in commercial properties. The impact assessment by
using the indicators focusing on household income, electricity consumption and education
attainment can be implemented throughout the financing cycle to evaluate whether TSH is
delivering the environmental and social benefits and how the coupon rate should be paid.

5. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER ON FACILITY MANAGEMENT
The NGO operators specialize in relief work and social welfare services and thus usually

do not possess the adequate knowledge to manage and maintain the overall operational
quality of TSH. Moreover, they do not have sufficient resources to hire external contractors to
maintain TSH buildings. To equip the NGO operators with the skills and knowledge for
quality services in TSH, it is proposed to have the facility managers working for local
credible property developers to share and transfer their knowledge and expertise in facility
management to the NGO operators. This private-public partnership, on one hand, empowers
the NGO operators by sharing the necessary expertise to operate and maintain TSH on their
own. On the other hand, the developers could fulfill their own corporate social responsibility
by promoting and enhancing the disciplines and professions of facility management for the
betterment of the society.

The knowledge that could be transferred to the NGO operators include setting up a
management system, formulating proper management policies and procedures and allocating
necessary resources for TSH provision and operation. Once the NGO operators acquire the
knowledge, the tenants can also benefit from it. They could work together with the NGO
operators in self-managing TSH and thereby generating local employment in this process. All
in all, the partnership between the professional facility managers with the intellectual capital
and the NGO operators and the tenants with the human capital can certainly help operate TSH
in a more resilient, sustainable and durable manner.

6. CONCLUSION
The paper has provided an overview of how ‘Vitality Housing’ model could expedite the

delivery of TSH and help NGOs to operate it in a sustainable manner. This housing model has
been drawn from the interactions with different stakeholders of the TSH program and has
identified a few opportunities and constraints concerning the design, construction, operation
and management of TSH. Based on the information provided by different stakeholders,
design options were derived with an objective of overcoming the design and resources
barriers of reconfiguring existing building structures for TSH. To encourage private investors
into investing in the conversion of existing building structures into TSH, the pay for success
model has been proposed to reward investors for successfully administering the delivery of
the TSH. Knowledge transfer on facility management has also been introduced to enable the
NGO operators and the tenants to self-manage their TSH buildings and increase the
sustainability of the buildings. The ‘Vitality Housing’ model has demonstrated that the
collaborative engagement of different stakeholders in the early stage of the design process is
the key to facilitate the delivery of TSH through a more sustainable system.
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Abstract: Under the influence of global climate change, low-carbon construction has
become an important principle for measuring sustainable urban development. As an
important node of urban development, historical blocks have become an important
path for sustainable development. From the perspective of low carbon, this paper
divides the carbon sources in historical blocks into direct carbon emissions and
indirect carbon emissions. After explaining the respective measurement methods, this
paper explores the factors affecting the carbon emissions of historical blocks,
including block size, block space shape and architectural layout, land use, energy
transmission methods, building maintenance models, green space carbon sinks,
carbon capture, etc. Then it discusses in detail the protection mechanism, the land use,
the spatial shape and other influencing factors of the historical blocks on the carbon
emission. Then find that suitable renovation materials, low-carbon retrofit solutions,
higher block accessibility, and appropriate building density can all reduce the carbon
emissions of historical blocks to a certain extent. Finally, on the basis of summarizing
the existing research conclusions, taking the control of carbon sources as the starting
point, the sustainable development path of historical blocks in reducing energy
consumption, controlling transportation energy consumption, low-carbon tourism
development and reducing energy consumption is proposed.

Keywords: Historical Block; Sustainable Development; Carbon Source; Carbon
Emission

1. Relationship between low carbon concept and historical block protection
Under the influence of global climate change, low-carbon construction has become an

important principle to measure the sustainable development of cities. The term "low-carbon"
first appeared in the concept of "low-carbon economy", placed in the urban context, and its
core is "to Urban space is the carrier to develop a low-carbon economy, implement green
transportation and construction to transform the concept of household consumption, and
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innovate low-carbon technologies to achieve the maximum reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions in cities[1]. Develop low-carbon concepts and promote Energy conservation and
emission reduction are essential for building a resource-conserving and environment-friendly
society. The development of low-carbon concept has also provided new ideas for research in
various fields of the city and explored a new path for building an ecologically civilized city.

As an important node of urban development, historical blocks have become an important
path for sustainable development. In the construction of ancient cities in China, low-carbon
concepts have emerged. For example, the street texture of narrow road dense mesh is
conducive to reducing traffic carbon emissions, and the low-density medium-density urban
form is conducive to micro-climate regulation. In addition, traditional lifestyles in historical
districts have relatively low carbon emissions and are also conducive to the formation of
low-carbon formats. Therefore, in the construction process of low-carbon cities, the historical
block as an important part of it, not only is conducive to the sustainable development of the
historical block itself, but also helps to achieve the carbon control target of the entire city.
Clarifying the internal mechanism of carbon emissions in historical blocks will help to
achieve better energy conservation and emission reduction.

The low carbonization of historical blocks is imperative. This paper analyzes the
relationship between carbon flow in historical blocks and the main factors affecting the
sustainable development of historical blocks by analyzing the main carbon sources and
carbon sinks in historical blocks. Then it discusses in detail the impact mechanism of various
influencing factors such as historical block protection, land use and spatial form on carbon
emissions. Finally, on the basis of summarizing the existing research conclusions, the
sustainable development strategy of low-carbon historical blocks is proposed to provide
theoretical support for the protection and renewal of historical blocks.

2. Study on the composition and influencing factors of carbon emissions in historical
blocks

2.1. Historical block carbon emissions
Carbon emissions are a general term or abbreviation for greenhouse gas emissions.

According to the structure and type of carbon sources, they can be divided into direct carbon
emissions and indirect carbon emissions. Direct carbon emissions refer to the direct energy
consumption of activities in the block, specifically lighting heating, gas consumption, and
vehicle emissions. Indirect carbon emissions generally refer to carbon emissions that may be
generated during the production, transportation and use of products or services, including
construction, commercial activities, and household consumption. Although the carbon flow
paths of the two are different (Figure 1), they should all be counted as part of the historical
district's carbon emissions, and classified according to the characteristics of the historical
blocks.
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Figure 1 Carbon emission source structure
Historical blocks are different from ordinary blocks, and the main sources of carbon

emissions are also different. Since the built-up environment of historical blocks is mostly old,
the frequency of maintenance and repair is relatively high due to the protection of historical
features[2]. Therefore, the carbon emissions in this process cannot be ignored. In addition, due
to the particularity of the historical districts, its tourism and sightseeing properties will make
its commercial activities significantly more than the general neighborhoods. Tourists will be
accompanied by carbon emissions during the tour. According to the particularity of historical
blocks, the carbon source is summarized, including: transportation, life, building construction
and commercial activities, while carbon sinks are mainly derived from the absorption of green
plants in the block. Clarifying the main carbon source carbon sink activities in historical
blocks will help to classify and control the control, thus achieving low carbon targets.

2.2. Carbon Emissions Measurement Method of Historical Block
For the direct carbon emissions and indirect carbon emissions of historical blocks,

different measurement methods are often adopted. Direct carbon emissions generally adopt
the carbon emission coefficient method, which mainly refers to multiplying the energy
consumption generated by people's activities in historical blocks by the corresponding carbon
dioxide emission coefficient. On the one hand, the district energy consumption data can be
apportioned according to a certain proportion of the overall regional data provided by the
relevant departments, and on the other hand, direct survey data accounting can be used. This
method is relatively simple and easy to operate, and the carbon footprint calculator also uses
this principle to help residents visually obtain their own carbon emissions data, thereby
enhancing low carbon environmental awareness. However, for different energy types,
different regions, and different standards, the carbon emission coefficient is different.
Therefore, how to choose the carbon emission coefficient is also an important factor in
determining whether the result is accurate or not.

The process of indirect carbon emission is complicated, so the calculation method is also
complicated. At present, no unified standard has been formed. The frequently used methods
include life cycle analysis method, input-output method and consumer lifestyle method. Life
cycle analysis method is a consideration. A method of carbon emissions in the whole life
process of a block, due to its wide range, many factors involved, and difficulty in data
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acquisition, is generally used in combination with other methods. The input-output method
and the consumer lifestyle method are all based on the life cycle. One method, input-output
method mainly refers to the dependence of input and output among various macro-industry
sectors. Consumer lifestyle law is the micro-application of input-output, mainly from the
perspective of consumption, combining carbon emission coefficient and input production.
The method of calculating the carbon emissions of various consumer expenditures by
multiplying the household consumption expenditure by the carbon emission intensity per unit
of output value of the consumer project[3]. Some scholars recognize the shortcomings of these
single methods, so they combine them in a variety of ways. Improvements, such as the
formation of economic input and output - life cycle assessment, mixed life cycle assessment
and other methods.

On the whole, various methods of measurement have advantages and disadvantages. For
the characteristics of the carbon source of the historical block, different methods can be used
for calculation. For building construction and transportation carbon emissions, the carbon
emission coefficient method can be adopted to select the appropriate carbon emission
coefficient; commercial activities and living carbon emissions can adopt the consumer
input-output method.However, the acquisition of data, the selection of coefficients, etc. are
still the problems that need to be broken at present.

2.3. Factors affecting carbon emissions in historical blocks
Studies have shown that the various spatial and non-spatial elements in the block are not

directly related to carbon emissions, but they all have a greater impact on the carbon
emissions of the block, as well as for historical blocks. Relevant spatial and non-spatial
elements include block size, block space form, building layout, land use (format), energy
transmission mode, building maintenance mode, green space carbon sink, carbon capture, etc.
Based on the relationship between the above factors and carbon emissions, this paper builds a
research framework for the impact factors of carbon emissions in historical blocks on the
basis of summarizing the relevant scholars' carbon flow in the neighborhood (Figure 2), and
reveals the deep impact mechanism of carbon emissions in the neighborhood[4].
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service facilities for residents of historical blocks is also an important aspect to reduce the
amount of traffic.

Compared with private cars, the carbon emissions of public transportation are relatively
low, so guiding people to change the way of transportation is an effective way to reduce
carbon emissions in the neighborhood. Of course, this includes enhancing the convenience of
the bus stop and reducing the number of transfers. In addition, it is necessary to strengthen the
construction of the slow traffic system in conjunction with the historical block landscape, and
vigorously advocate low-carbon travel to create a more comfortable and safe travel
environment.

4.3. Tourism Development Low Carbon Strategy
Tourism development activities are the main source of carbon emissions in historical

blocks, and corresponding measures must be taken to promote the development of low-carbon
tourism.Generally speaking, historical blocks have their own capacity limits. Before the
development of the block, the environmental carrying capacity of the historical blocks should
be fully evaluated, and the tourism projects should be properly developed within a reasonable
range. Certain restrictions .In this way, while protecting the ecological balance of the
historical block itself, it can also enhance the tourist experience[10].

In addition, through relevant statistical data, it can be found that the waste in the
historical block is the most waste food. Therefore, when doing tourism planning, the service
functions such as food and accommodation should be arranged in a convenient place to
reduce the energy consumption of garbage transportation. To regulate the industry operations,
strict screening of settled businesses, requiring them to adopt a low-carbon business approach,
and strengthen supervision and management.

4.4. Reduce the energy consumption of residents
Resident life is a part of the historical block renovation process that cannot be ignored. It

is the source of the vitality of the block. Therefore, the control of the carbon emissions of
residents' living has become an important part of energy conservation and emission
reduction.According to the daily life of residents, it can be seen that the energy consumption
in daily life is mainly concentrated on electricity consumption. Therefore, the use of clean
energy such as solar energy and wind energy should be vigorously promoted in historical
districts. The government should also strengthen policy guidance and mechanism
establishment.In addition, we must vigorously promote low-carbon concepts, cultivate
low-carbon awareness among residents, and raise awareness of energy conservation.At the
same time, we should do a good job in the classification of waste, and pay attention to the
recycling of waste to achieve sustainable development.

5. Conclusion
This paper systematically analyses the composition of carbon emissions in historical

blocks, including direct carbon emissions and indirect carbon emissions. On this basis,
different carbon emission estimation methods are proposed for different carbon sources. In
addition, explore the spatial and non-spatial factors that affect the carbon emissions of
historical blocks, including block size, block space form, building layout, land use (format),
energy transmission mode, building maintenance mode, green space carbon sink, carbon
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capture, etc. Establish a linkage framework between impact factors and carbon emissions.
Then it discusses in detail the impacts of various influencing factors such as protection
methods, land use and spatial form on carbon emissions in historical blocks. Then find that
suitable renovation materials, low-carbon retrofit solutions, higher block accessibility, and
appropriate building density can all reduce the carbon emissions of historical blocks to a
certain extent. Finally, taking the control of carbon source as the starting point, the sustainable
development path of historical blocks in reducing energy consumption, controlling traffic
energy consumption, low-carbon tourism development and reducing energy consumption is
proposed.

In the past, research on the protection of historical blocks was rarely considered from a
low-carbon perspective. However, historical blocks, as a special existence in the city, carry
certain urban memories and require low-carbon sustainable development. The paper makes a
preliminary analysis and summary of the carbon emissions of historical blocks. There are still
many deficiencies. For example, the research is mainly qualitative and lacks quantitative
research. For the specific impact mechanism, there is no specific case description. The lack of
it.

The low carbonization of historic blocks is a very complicated task. Due to the lack of
data and research methods, research is often limited to building renovation and tourism
development. In addition, the update of the historical block itself is also a dynamic process.
How to scientifically and rationally join the low-carbonization method in this dynamic and
complex process requires continuous exploration and continuous experimentation in
practice.In the future, I hope that more and more scholars can gradually improve the
sustainable development path of low-carbonization in historical blocks on the basis of
summing up experience and pioneering and innovating.
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Abstract: In the typical vertical high-density urban built environment, the
development and utilization of building roof space has become one of the
exploration areas for improving urban sustainability. Although the Ecosystem
Services Assessment (ES) is an important assessment method for the ecological
performance of green roofs, urban rooftop farms need to be studied in
conjunction with their productive functions due to their unique service content
and periodic characteristics. Based on the assessment method of ecosystem
service, this paper obtains the weight coefficient of each assessment indicator
according to the score of experts, and then combines the case analysis to propose
the ecosystem service assessment system of urban rooftop farms led by social
service function. The research results can be applied to the planning and design
strategy of urban building rooftop farms. The first section in your paper

Key words: high-density, rooftop farms, ecosystem services, evaluation, strategy

1. Introduction
With the continuous expansion of urban built-up areas, the area of   cultivated land is
decreasing, and all parts of the world will face increasingly serious food security problems. At
present, 80% of the arable land on the earth has been utilized. At the same time, the global
population is increasing at a rate of 2%. The ever-decreasing arable land area and increasing
food demand are major contradictions that must be faced by human sustainable development.
According to the data of the 2017 National Statistical Yearbook, in the past ten years, China's
urban area, built-up area and urban construction land area are growing, and the urban
population density has increased to 2,477 people per square kilometer. Faced with the
contradiction between urban expansion and agricultural development, the idea of developing
urban agriculture in urban areas has gradually been recognized. Limited by economic benefits,
urban agriculture is difficult to obtain formal land use rights in urban areas. Therefore, in the
built environment of high-density cities, new urban agriculture represented by rooftop farms
is gradually emerging. These green roofs, which add productive functions, can alleviate the
contradiction of land use and ensure the benefits of urban agriculture [1].
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Although the rooftop farm has evolved from the development of the roof garden, it is
clearly different from the traditional roof greening in terms of plant type, planting method and
planting system. It has the productivity that traditional roof greening does not have. As a
sustainable technology, rooftop farms can help solve urban problems and restore green space.
It is closely related to technical topics in urban planning, ecological landscape, green building,
circular economy and food supply.

2. Preliminary Construction of Assessment Indicator for Urban Rooftop Farm
Ecosystem Service
Due to the distribution characteristics and architectural constraints of urban rooftop farms,
they are often used as small and medium-sized ecosystem units in cities. Therefore, it is
necessary to improve the content system and assessment indicators of their ecosystem
services.

According to the research background of urban rooftop farms and ecosystem services,
this paper is based on the assessment method of ecosystem services, emphasizing scientific,
comprehensive and practical. The first is to determine the principle of indicator selection, and
then to structure the assessment indicator system for urban rooftop farm ecosystem services
according to the research purpose, and obtain the weight coefficient of each assessment
indicator according to the scores of experts. In this way, an ecosystem service assessment
model suitable for urban rooftop farms can be constructed, and the importance of each
ecosystem service can be derived. The research conclusions can be applied to the planning
strategy of urban rooftop farms.

On the whole level, this paper studies the ecosystem services of urban rooftop farms to
make up for the gaps in the comprehensive assessment of small and medium-sized urban
ecosystems, and supplements the ecological assessment of urban green spaces. By studying
the importance of the services of the rooftop farm, the rooftop farm can be designed as a
sustainable, practical solution to alleviate urban problems.

2.1. Selection of assessment factors
Research on ecosystem services began in the 19th century and developed rapidly in the

1990s. In 1997, Costanza, R et al. defined ecosystem services as life-supported services and
products that humans could obtain directly or indirectly from ecosystems, and divided
ecosystem services into 17 main categories[2]. On this basis, Gretchen Daily divides
ecosystem services into two broad categories and 13 subcategories[3]. The Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment is an important catalyst for the development of ecosystem services
research. The assessment defines “a range of products and services that humans can derive
from ecosystems” as ecosystem services and divides ecosystem services into supply,
regulation, culture and support services. Over the past decade, most of the ecosystem services
provided by rooftop farms have been studied ,such as enhancing urban food security [4] [1];
food transportation distances reduction[5] ; water flow regulation and runoff mitigation[6];
urban temperature regulation, air purification [7]; regulation of the global climate [8]、carbon
sequestration [9] ； mitigation against the loss of natural biodiversity [10] [11] ； esthetic
satisfaction improvement [12]、boosting community empowerment, social inclusion and social
cohesion processes[5], etc.

Therefore, this paper divides the ecosystem services of rooftop farms into supply
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services, regulation services, cultural services and support services. These four services
belong to the social, economic, environmental and ecological categories on a spatial and
temporal scale.

Supply service (B1), support service (B2), social service (B3), and regulation service (B4)
were used as the basis for the assessment system of this study. Considering that the urban
rooftop farm is a complex ecosystem with more intense human social characteristics, this
paper optimizes the indicator system according to the characteristics of the urban rooftop farm.
In this way, the assessment of the urban rooftop farm ecosystem service can be carried out,
and it can also be used as the design basis and planning strategy for the urban rooftop farm.

2.2. Selection of assessment indicators
2.2.1. Principle of indicator selection

When determining the evaluation indicators of ecosystem services, the principle of
selecting indicators should be followed.

First, the selected indicators should have a theoretical basis. Combined with the basic
theories of urban rooftop farms and ecosystem services, the selected indicators need to have
corresponding evaluation theories and methods to scientifically and accurately reflect the
relationship between ecosystem services and selected indicators, so as to ensure that the
results of the export are precise.

Second, the selected indicators should be systematic. The urban rooftop farm ecosystem
is an overall concept that includes various service functions. The selected indicators should
cover the ecosystem services provided by the urban rooftop farms.

The third principle is operability. The purpose of the evaluation system is to enable the
ecosystem services provided by urban rooftop farms to be compared and indicators to be easy
to calculate. At the same time, the number of indicators will be streamlined and the use value
of the evaluation index system will be improved.

2.2.2. Indicator selection
The four elements of supply service (B1), support service (B2), social service (B3) and

regulation service (B4) are used as the framework to construct the ecosystem service
assessment indicator system of urban rooftop farms. The urban rooftop farm is a sustainable
roof greening landscape integrating crop production, ecological energy conservation,
recreation and cultural heritage. Therefore, when it is used to reflect the comprehensive
service capacity of urban rooftop farms, these four elements should be more specifically
defined, and assessment indicators should be selected on this basis.

First, select the case of urban rooftop farms, conduct field research on their building type,
operation mode, roof use population, activity type, landscape features, etc., and summarize
the ecosystem services provided by urban rooftop farms.

According to the research object of this paper, the selected cases are all open-air urban
rooftop farms, that is, the green space on the roof of buildings with productive functions in
the city, and pay attention to the comprehensiveness of the building types and the diversity of
the types of activities.
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Tab.1. List of Urban Rooftop Farm Cases

Building type Rooftop farm Area
(m2)

Mixed-use
Complex

Yiyun sky farm, Shanghai Aegean Shopping Park 4500
Fengshang Roof Farm, Shanghai Hongqiao Nanfeng City 4800
City Garden Farm, Jinqiao Commercial Plaza, Pudong New
Area, Shanghai 600

Mengtian sky farm, Tianfu New District, Chengdu 12000
Fangtian sky farm, Qingyang District, Chengdu 1700
Coffee roof farm, Zongfu Road, Chengdu 1700
Shanghai Qibao Vanke roof garden, Shanghai 8000
Roof garden of Weijing square, Minhang District, Shanghai 10000

Public
Building

Fulai community center rooftop farm, Qingdao 6567
Roof garden of Shanghai History Museum 652

Industrial
Park

Roof garden of Shanghai Chuansha Kai Neng Water Purification
Company 400

Tianyou Rooftop Farm, Tianjin 413

School
Building

Tianyang Kindergarten Sunshine Farm, Qingyang District,
Chengdu 300

Roof Garden of Hanyang Qili Primary School, Wuhan 500

Residential
Building

Residential Rooftop Farm, Shayong Village, Panyu District,
Guangzhou 150

Residential Rooftop Farm, Bangdong Village, Panyu District,
Guangzhou 80

Residential Roofop Farm, Pudong NewArea, Shanghai 30
Residential Rooftop farm, Qibao Town, Minhang District,
Shanghai 24

Through the study of the above cases, the main functions of each rooftop farm are
classified and elaborated, including:

1) Productive functions: Agricultural products produced on the roof can be used in a
variety of ways, including: open-air agricultural markets, cooperation with nearby community
farmers' supermarkets. Rooftop farms can also reduce the length of food transportation by
cooperating with corporate canteens, rooftop outdoor restaurants or in-building restaurants.

2) Agricultural participation function: Through various forms of planting activities,
picking activities, etc., urban residents can have the experience of personal planting, not only
enjoy the fun of agricultural planting and harvesting, but also the way to get close to nature.

3) Parent-child activity function: The rooftop farm has created an outdoor practice place
for urban children. Through the provision of natural interactive facilities, such as animal
fostering and publicity boards, various parent-child interaction activities are carried out to let
children enjoy the happiness of being close to nature. They can also learn natural knowledge.

4) Educational function: Enhance the understanding of urban residents on crops and
farming by setting up plant introduction cards, publicity boards, and conducting lecture
courses.

5) Recreation function: By setting up an interactive communication space in the middle
of the site, setting different themed rest spaces in different plant communities to form an open
or confined space, the rooftop farm enhances the aesthetics of the top space of the building. It
also guides people to establish new ways of leisure.
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6) Business function: The rooftop farm has the functions of carrying out various business
activities including product launches, commercial advertisements and so on.

7) Reduce the energy consumption of buildings: Compared with non-planted building
roofs, rooftop farms can reduce the temperature of building interiors and save building energy
consumption.

In summary, the specific meanings of the four elements of the ecosystem services of
urban rooftop farms are as follows:

1 Supply service (B1)
Supply service mainly refers to the urban rooftop farm providing a platform for urban

residents to produce agricultural products, which is a reliable food source and can alleviate
food safety problems. The space of the rooftop farm can carry out various activities to form a
place for planting recreation. Crops grown on the roof can reduce packaging costs and energy
consumption in food transportation; at the same time, the commercial output of crops is also
part of the supply. In the selection of indicators, the production capacity of rooftop farms and
economic benefits should be used as indicators to select the basis.

2 Support service (B2)
As a green space in the city, urban rooftop farms increase the natural ecological area and

the habitat of living organisms by alleviating the contradiction between construction land and
ecological land in the city. Therefore, when selecting indicators, it is necessary to consider
whether the rooftop farm is properly planted and whether it can improve the biodiversity of
the ecosystem.

3 Social services (B3)
As a farming space, the rooftop farm provides a place for study and practice for urban

residents and has the function of science education. As a leisure and recreation place, it can
promote the communication of urban residents, guide and create a healthier lifestyle. It can
also provide jobs and create a sense of social belonging. Therefore, it is necessary to use the
impact of rooftop farms on the lifestyle of urban residents as the basis for the selection of
indicators.

4 Regulation services (B4)
Urban rooftop farms form green spaces of different sizes and patches in urban areas. It

can form a green network that regulates the urban climate, repairs the damage caused by the
building to the surface ecosystem, realizes the complete restoration of the building area and
the permanent use of the cultivated land. In the process of selecting indicators, it should be
based on the environmental improvement function of the rooftop farm, the resource recycling
system and whether the environmental protection requirements are met.

According to the above analysis, this paper divides the indicator system of urban rooftop
farm ecosystem service assessment into target layer (1 item), factor layer (4 items) and
indicator layer (15 items). The three levels are represented by A, B, and C. The assessment
indicator system is shown in Table 2-4:

Tab.2. Selection of assessment indicators
Target Factor Indicator Explanation

Urban
Rooftop
Farm

Ecosystem

Supply service
(B1)

Food Supply
(C1)

Increased agricultural acreage;
production of roof crops;
vegetable supply capacity

Ornamental Outputs other than edible crops, such as
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Service
Assessment
（A）

Resources (C2) ornamental species

Regulation
Service
(B2)

Water Regulation
(C3)

Proportion of irrigation water saved by
rainwater purification and reuse in
rooftop farms; freshwater filtration
retention and storage capacity

Local Climate
Regulation (C4)

The ability of a rooftop farm to mitigate
the urban heat island effect;

Gas regulation
(C5)

The ability of a rooftop farm to maintain
the balance of atmospheric chemical
composition;
Absorbing the amount of sulfides,
fluorides, and nitrogen oxides; reduce
PM2.5 values

Waste treatment
(C6)

The ability to retain dust;
Organic waste utilization

Pest Management
(C7)

Number and impact of pest control
species

Energy
Conservation

(C8)

Reduce energy consumption by reducing
food mileage

Social Service
(B3)

Recreation and
(eco)tourism

(C9)

Public participation; maximum number of
participants; actual use of facilities

Landscape
Aesthetics
(C10)

Seasonal and color of plant configuration;
diversification of landscape space levels;

Science and
Education
(C11)

Types and quantities of science education
activities and agricultural experience
activities that can be carried out;

Cultural and
Artistic

Inspiration
(C12)

Cultural sense of belonging;
Regional cultural expression

Employment
Opportunity

(C13)

Number of jobs generated by rooftop
farms

Support
Service
(B4)

Soil Retention
(C14)

Carbon fixation of plants in rooftop farms

Biodiversity
Conservation

(C15)

Improvement of biodiversity in
ecosystems;
The number and impact of pollinated
species;

3. Weight assignment of indicators for Urban Rooftop Farm Ecosystem Service
In existing research on ecosystem services, the methods for weighting indicators can be
divided into two categories, one is the subjective weighting method, and the weighted value is
obtained by expert consultation and scoring, and then the results are standardized into
dimensionless values, and finally the results are comprehensively evaluated. This method
includes: comprehensive index evaluation method, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
and analytic hierarchy process. The second category is objective weighting method, which
analyzes the correlation of various indicators to determine the weight. This method includes
entropy weight method, gray correlation method, etc., but this method has strong dependence
on objective data.
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As a complex ecosystem, the impact of indicators on urban rooftop farms ecosystem
services is also different, so it requires expert experience. After fully considering the expert
experience, this paper uses AHP to calculate the weight of Indicators and builds judgment
matrix, and uses the strict mathematical theory to process the obtained data. It can not only
reduce the influence of subjective factors, but also make the Indicator weight of the
evaluation system more scientific and reasonable.

The expert scoring questionnaire of this study is based on the quantitative evaluation
parameter table (Tab.3. AHP scale and their descriptions). The importance level of each
service category and indicator is divided according to the importance classification criteria,
and make a two-two importance judgment on each level of indicators. The research team
distributed questionnaires to 14 experts with landscape and ecology background by mail,
collected the questionnaires within 5 working days. And then summarized the importance
scores of 14 experts, obtained the average value for building the judgment matrix. And finally
calculate the weights.

Tab.3. AHP marks and their descriptions
Calibration (aij) Calibration meaning

9 I and j are equally important
7 i is slightly more important than j
5 i is more important than j
3 i is very important than j
1 i is absolutely important than j
1/3 j is slightly more important than i
1/5 j is more important thani
1/7 j is very important than i
1/9 i is definitely not important than j element

2,4,6,8,1/2,1/4,1/6,1/8 A grade between two adjacent levels

3.1. Establish a judgment matrix
In the analytic hierarchy process, it is necessary to compare the elements of the hierarchy

at each level and then write them into a matrix form to form a judgment matrix.
It is necessary to compare the influence of n factors X=（X1,X2,X3,……，Xn） on the

target Z, determine the proportion of each factor, and need to select two factors Xi,Xj each
time, and use aij to represent these two factors. The ratio of the influence of factors on Z is
obtained as a comparison judgment matrix for each of the two factors.

A=（aij）nxn

Among this，aij>0，aij=1/aji，Aij=1（i，j=1,2,3,4，……，n）
In this study, the scores of 15 experts and scholars on the relative importance of each

evaluation index were obtained through questionnaires. Based on this, the judgment matrix of
each level was obtained.

A=

B1 B2 B3 B4
B1 1 1.76 1.06 1.92
B2 0.5682 1 0.7 2.21
B3 0.9434 1.4286 1 4.52
B4 0.5208 0.4525 0.2212 1
Fig 1. The judgement matrix map of A-B
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B1=
C1 C2

C1 1 3.17
C2 0.3155 1

Fig 2. The judgement matrix map of B1-C

B2=

C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
C3 1 1.5 2.74 3.39 4.06 3.44
C4 0.6667 1 3.36 3.74 4.1 3.61
C5 0.365 0.2976 1 2.56 2.72 2.16
C6 0.295 0.2674 0.3906 1 2.53 2.32
C7 0.2463 0.2439 0.3676 0.3953 1 1.86
C8 0.2907 0.277 0.463 0.431 0.5376 1

Fig 3. The judgement matrix map of B2-C

B3=

C9 C10 C11 C12 C13
C9 1 2.45 1.71 3.93 4.24
C10 0.4082 1 1.58 2.79 4.18
C11 0.5848 0.6329 1 2.5 3.71
C12 0.2545 0.3584 0.4 1 3.08
C13 0.2358 0.2392 0.2695 0.3247 1
Fig 4. The judgement matrix map of B3-C

B4=
C14 C16

C14 1 1.7
C16 0.5882 1

Fig 5. The judgement matrix map of B4-C

3.2. Hierarchical single sorting and consistency check
According to the above judgment matrix, the maximum eigenvalue and the

corresponding eigenvector are calculated, and the calculation can be performed by using the
sum product method. The steps are as follows:
1 Normalize each column of the judgment matrix:

��u� ��� � ��u�
���

�

��u� ���u � ������……��

2 The normalized judgment matrix of each column is added by row to obtain a vector:

��� ��� �
u��

�

��u� ���� ���u � ������……��

3 Normalize the vector���� � [��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� �…���� ��� ]�

� � ��� ��� �
u��

�

�u� ����� ���u � ������……��

4 Calculate the largest eigenvalue of the judgment matrix

��仠ဧ �
���

�

(AW)������

Then, the consistency check of the judgment matrix is performed, and the consistency
index and the average randomness index are calculated. Only when the consistency ratio
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CR<0.10, the hierarchical analysis ordering obtains reasonable consistency, that is, the weight
coefficient distribution is reasonable. Otherwise, the judgment matrix needs to be adjusted
and the weight coefficient will be re-allocated.

Through the above calculation method, the weight coefficient of each level of the
evaluation system constructed in this study can be obtained.

Tab.4. Factors and their weights in comprehensive assessment level (CR=0.0355<0.10)
Factor Weighting Ordering Total weighting

Supply serviceB1 0.3159 2

1Regulation ServiceB2 0.2167 3
Social ServiceB3 0.3557 1
Support ServiceB4 0.1118 4

Tab.5. Indicators and their weights in project assessment level
Indicator Weighting Ordering Comsitency

Food SupplyC1 0.7602 1
CR=0<0.10Ornamental ResourcesC2 0.2398 2

Water RegulationC3 0.3170 1

CR=0.0500<0.10

Local Climate RegulationC4 0.2942 2
Gas regulationC5 0.1475 3
Waste treatmentC6 0.107 4
Pest ManagementC7 0.0714 5

Energy ConservationC8 0.0629 6
Recreation and (eco)tourismC9 0.3810 1

CR=0.0395<0.10
Landscape AestheticsC10 0.2438 2
Science and EducationC11 0.2077 3

Cultural and Artistic InspirationC12 0.1089 4
Employment OpportunityC13 0.0586 5

Soil RetentionC14 0.6296 1
CR=0<0.10Biodiversity ConservationC15 0.3704 2

3.3. Hierarchical total ordering and consistency check
Using the results of all the hierarchical ordering in Table 6, the weight values of all the

elements of the current level for the previous level are calculated, that is, the total ranking of
the levels is obtained. This step also needs to judge the consistency of the hierarchical model.
Table 7 is the hierarchical total ranking table. This table passes the consistency check, so the
total ranking result is consistent. .

Tab.6. All indicators weights and their orders
Factor Weighting Indicator Weighting Ordering
Supply

serviceB1 0.3159
Food SupplyC1 0.2401 1

Ornamental ResourcesC2 0.0758 4

Regulation
ServiceB2 0.2167

Water RegulationC3 0.0687 7
Local Climate RegulationC4 0.0637 8

Gas regulationC5 0.0320 11
Waste treatmentC6 0.0231 12
Pest ManagementC7 0.0155 14

Energy ConservationC8 0.0136 15
Social 0.3557 Recreation and (eco)tourismC9 0.1355 2
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ServiceB3 Landscape AestheticsC10 0.0867 3
Science and EducationC11 0.0739 5

Cultural and Artistic InspirationC12 0.0387 10
Employment OpportunityC13 0.0208 13

Support
ServiceB4 0.1118

Soil RetentionC14 0.0704 6
Biodiversity ConservationC15 0.0414 9

4. Conclusion and Outlook

4.1. Conclusion
Based on the ecosystem service method, this paper selects the assessment factors and
assessment indicators according to the unique service content and periodic characteristics of
the urban rooftop farm, and then obtains the weight coefficient of each evaluation index
according to the expert score.An assessment model for the ecosystem services of urban
rooftop farms was completed.

According to the research, among the four types of ecosystem services in urban rooftop
farms, the most important is social services (weight value is 0.3557), followed by supply
service (0.3159). Due to the special nature of the rooftop farm planting cycle, the importance
of the regulation service (0.2167) is relatively low, and the support service (0.1118) is of the
least importance. Therefore, the urban rooftop farm is a type of urban ecosystem dominated
by social services.

Among the specific 15 ecosystem services, the food supply function of urban rooftop
farms is the most important service function (weight value is 0.2401), and then Recreation
and (eco)tourism（0.1355）、Landscape Aesthetics（0,0867）、Ornamental Resources
（ 0.0758）、 Science and Education（ 0.0739）、 Soil Retention（ 0.074）、Water
Regulation（ 0.0687）、 Local Climate Regulation（ 0.0637）、 Cultural and Artistic
Inspiration（ 0.0387）、 Gas regulation（ 0.0320）、Waste treatment（ 0.0232）、

Employment Opportunity（0.0208）、Pest Management（0.0155）和 Energy Conservation
（0.0136）.

4.2. Discussion and Outlook
This paper mainly studies the importance of four types of evaluation factors and fifteen

evaluation indicators of urban rooftop farm ecosystem services. In the future, we can verify
the effectiveness of the evaluation system through evaluation and analysis of some actual
urban rooftop farms. And the detailed requirements of each evaluation indicator will be
developed using both qualitative and quantitative methods, so that the evaluation model can
be more quantitatively applied to the planning strategy of urban rooftop farms.

At the same time, it is known from the research results of this paper that more attention
should be paid to the functionality of social services and supply services in the planning
strategy of urban rooftop farms, by increasing crop planting area, setting landscape recreation
facilities, increasing landscape richness, and improving the frequency of science education
activities and so on, which can optimize the ecosystem services of urban rooftop farms.
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HUMAN ECOLOGYTHEORYAND ITS APPLICATION

IN URBAN DESIGN
READING THE CONTEMPORARY URBAN FIELD FROM AN ECOLOGICAL POINT
OF VIEW AND DESIGNING THE CITYWITH THE ALTERNATIVE TOOL
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Abstract: From the ecological point of view, this paper discussed the
phenomena in nature and urban area. Metaphorically, natural ecology is
comparable to urban ecology. By studying a selected case, the human
ecology is explored in depth. Furthermore, it clarified the relationship
between urban conditions and human ecological patterns, and proposed a
workable process in urban design. Then, the author uses two projects to
elaborate this process. One is Venice project, another is an urban design
project in Beijing which is actualizing and under construction.

Key words: Human Ecology Theory, Ecological Pattern, Urban Condition,
Venice Project, Urban Design in China

1. Introduction
Ecology certainly is not a new word. In Greek (“Oikos”), it means the home, the place

where we live.[1] The Earth, and survival of all species (mankind, plants and animals), is
reliant upon the harmony of its existence among billions of other planets and space objects. In
the past, people usually referred to ecology as natural ecology, which was reasonable when
less of the earth was urbanized and most spaces were the pure nature. While, nowadays,
urbanization is happening extensively, the human is becoming the most active element in the
world. As a consequence, the interrelationship of people (not plants or animals) and their
environment is becoming the key issue. In this context, human ecology is crucial to be
explored.

1.1. The Definition of Ecology
The way in which plants, animals, and people are related to each other and to their

environment.[2]

The branch of biology concerned with the various relations of animals and plants to one
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another and to their surrounding environment.[3]

1.A branch of science concerned with the interrelationship of organisms and their
environments. 2.The totality or pattern of relations between organisms and their
environment. .HUMAN ECOLOGY.[4]

In order to get some insights into the contemporary human ecology, we could firstly take
the natural ecology as a metaphor.

1.2. Ecology of Nature
Within a natural ecosystem there are several food webs. A food web is an overview of

which species in an environment consume which species (plant, animal or both) (Fig.1).
We are all bound by social interactions; we all live in a society; and we are all cultural

animals.[5]

If we compare the natural ecology with the urban ecology, we can find the similarity
metaphorically:

Organisms-Human beings
Food chains/web-Interrelationship of human beings

In the world of nature, the organisms are all bound by a web of relationship. We can refer
to an example of aquatic ecosystem. Fig.1 shows the spatialized ecosystem (or you can
represent it in 3 dimensions). In this diagram, each space has different intensity of relationship.
The denser the area (the more lines crossing each other), the more potential this area is
(synergy and emergence).
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this chain, every node is closely connected with the next node, the fluid of material is always
one directional - outflow of fishes and inflow of limited money. Meanwhile, other local
people are parasitic to this chain. This living pattern is not designed by man, but ‘naturally’
formed. This story is a perfect case of “actor-network”[7] in reality. People engaged in it in
terms of scales by different means of movements. For instance, in the local scale, fishermen
catch fish by small boat; in the village scale, workers of fish processing factory transport fish
by small truck; then, sellers in global scale are connected by cargo plane and big truck.. These
movements are each steered by hidden structures which in turn generate hidden places (living
patterns). Conditions of each site (scales and infrastructure) breed specific living patterns.

Fig.3 Village eco system diagram by author

Then, what is the potential danger of this ecological system? We could foresee several
possibilities: 1. This chain works well and all of the people inside it get benefit (although the
local fishermen get the least benefit), meanwhile, outside this chain, people orienting
themselves towards this chain can survive on, and people independent of it will die. There is a
widening gap between the poor and the rich, which will result in many social problems. 2.
The demand of European market is decreasing, which leads to the weakening of the fishing
chain, thus local people either inside or outside this chain cannot find other job opportunities,
they become poorer. 3. The Perches died because of unpredictable reasons (e.g. too much
Perches cause the unbalanced ecological water system, or some plagues etc.). So the top layer
of this chain (European market) shifts to other suppliers, which results in the collapse of the
whole chain, no local people can survive.
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happen between whatever spaces with very short time. Thus, by this process of
“implosion-exposition”[9], the cities entered into the Critical Zone. The HEP were
unprecedentedly complexified, becoming multi-layered. People in different scales were
interrelated with many sites (Fig.7)

Fig.6 Social relationship during the phases of Political City and Mercantile City diagramed by
author

Fig.7 Social relationship during the phase of Industrial City[10]

2.3. Ecology of City - Hidden Forces, Human Ecological Patterns, and Urban Conditions
In the city, there is also a crude social Darwinism at play. To elaborate, the ‘fittest’

economic actors seize the prime locations, big businesses and rentiers in the central city area;
the wealthy middle class in the upwind and upriver, leafy suburbs; the most socially
disadvantaged relegated to the noisiest, most polluted and run down quarters of the city.[11]

Thus as competition for space increases, former slums adjacent to high-land value areas can
be profitably developed for business or commercial use, the area on the fringes of expanding
business districts is constantly under threat, while the very presence of large numbers of poor
households often induces middleclass ‘flight’ to the relative safety of the suburbs. This
process is similar to the process of invasion and succession in nature (the invasion of the
territory of a ‘weaker’ species by a ‘strong’ rival).

There are forces at work within the limits of the urban community – within the limits of
any natural area of human habitation, in fact – which tend to bring about an orderly and
typical grouping of its population and institutions.[12]

The urban reality is complexified by space-time realities which are generated by
movement and communication. Both of these (movement and communication) are each
steered by hidden structures which in turn generate hidden places. Placeness is not inserted by
program or defined by conceived borders, but is a temporal, fluid, dynamic activity. It is in
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constant flux. The true form of the city is not the configuration of buildings and infrastructure,
but is generated by our movement through the city. Just as the texture of the city is not the
materialization of the urban fabric, or is characterized by the overlaid program inserted to
facilitate the city, but it is generated by our engagement within the city through the
appropriation of space through social relations.[13]

These forces are the hidden forces behind the process of city evolution. By these forces,
the individuals in the city could achieve some ecological patterns of distribution. These
patterns were not conceived by man, but ‘naturally’ happened, just like the Darwinism in the
world of nature. Different conditions of sites, under these hidden forces, could result in
different ecological patterns. The conditions here mainly refer to the urban infrastructure
within which each social transaction was played out. In other words, each structural feature is
juxtaposed with some aspect of human character or human relations. Then, as urbanists, what
we should react is not to conceive the real living patterns but to create the conditions of sites.

There are two main threads in this broad loom of transatlantic empirical urban studies.
The first is the social reformist agenda that studies the city in order to change it for the better.
The second is represented by a humanistic concern with ‘social facts’ that are, nevertheless,
the product of a unique social environment – the city.[14] In the second thread, the ‘social
facts’ are the real living patterns (the human ecological pattern), and the unique social
environment is the specific condition of the site.

By the former case study of village, we have already concluded the unfriendly ecological
pattern of village. But city is more complex than village, the bigger the city, the wider the
spectrum of individual variation and also the greater its social differentiation[15]. And the
metropolis has a distinctive set of social, economic, cultural and topographic features that are
not found in smaller, less densely concentrated settlements. In order to simplify it, we could
conclude the friendly human ecological patterns of city by referring to the natural ecology, the
village case, and taking into account the complexity of city:

1. Multi-living pattern: diverse activities engaged by different people in different
intensities;

2. Integration and segregation in different intensities: different intensities of
inter-human, some sites have more layers of users, some have less. Each site has its
unique quality. It was the dimension, density and heterogeneity of the urban
environment that differentiated the experience of the city life from any other[14];

3. Cyclic process: recyclable in the viewpoint of social ecology. Sustainability of the
living patterns.

4. The condition of the site matches the real activities: each site has its unique
conditions, the scales of activities on one site match the potential scales of the site.

2.4. Urban Design Features Human Ecology - Utilization of Human Ecological Thinking in
Urban Design Process

Those friendly human ecological patterns could be regarded as desired human ecological
patterns for urban design. In order to achieve them, I propose a working process in urban
design:
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Then, the finalization of urban design:

2.5. Urban Design Case 1 - Application of the Human Ecological Thinking in Venice Project
In the Venice project, I did urban design in 3 scales: community scale, city scale,

neighborhood scale.
In the community and city scale, I created sets of new conditions first, e.g. new

infrastructures, new transit nodes, new ports, promoted infrastructures etc. These new
conditions were created on the basis of the former analysis.

Secondly, I defined the ‘panorama’[16] – the scope I was going to deal with. The scope
focused on the new urban area (canal city and its vicinity), and its relationship with Venice
historical centre, with the inbetween places, with Mestre, with Marghera garden city, and with
parts of the regional scale network. (Fig.8)

Fig.8 Panorama of user-footprints of Venice project diagramed by author

Within the defined scope, I drew out the user-footprints (Similar to “actor-network”) of
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each layer of users (9 typical layers of users were selected here). According to the scale of
their relationship with the new urban area, these layers of users could be related to 3 scales:
global, regional and local (Fig.9), i.e. the scale of each user-footprints were revealed. (Fig.10)

Fig.9 Layers of users in 3 scales diagramed by author

Fig.10 User-footprints of 9 layers diagramed by author

Then, all the footprints were divided into segments (one segment contains the same
layers of users and the same means of movement). And all the segments were ranked in terms
of scale (the scale of users, secondly, the hierarchy of movement means). (Fig.11). Within the
scope, 34 segments and 9 transit nodes finally appeared. At this point, we started to realize the
scales and the thickness of each segment.
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Fig.11The mapping layout and the first 3 ranks of all the segments diagramed by author

Based on the understanding of each segment, the living patterns of the specific segments
could be foreseen (Fig.12). Living patterns would be generated by users themselves, they are
lived space. As urbanists, we create conditions to facilitate the emergence of living patterns.
Conditions could be changed and fine-tuned, after several cyclic processes, the desired human
ecological patterns had been achieved.

Fig.12The foreseen living patterns in the neighborhood scale diagramed by author

The final conditions, together with the human ecological patterns, contribute to the final
product of my Venice urban design project.

2.6. Urban Design Case 2 - Application of the Human Ecological Thinking in an Urban Design
Project in Beijing

Following the planning of the Daxing international airport and the “New South City
Plan” in Beijing, Xihongmen area will be reconditioned. Our task is to inject sets of new
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conditions (e.g. the new shuttle bus connecting the pedestrian street to the metro) to the
existing mono-residential area, to facilitate the emergence of new living patterns. Within the
defined scope, I classified 7 typical layers of users. Their user-footprints were revealed under
new conditions (Fig.13).

Fig.13User-footprints of 7 layers diagramed by author

Within the design scope, 8 segments were revealed. All the segments and their
scales/thickness were foreseen under new conditions (Fig.14).
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Fig.14 Ranking of 8 segments with their scales and thickness diagramed by author

Meanwhile, restricted by the regional planning, the land-use is predetermined by the
government in reality. As urbanists/architects, by knowing the knowledge of segments, still,
we could adjust or fine-tune some of the conditions, as well as the so called functions, to
avoid offering predetermined functions conflicting with the actual living patterns in the future
(Fig.15).

Fig.15 Final conditions and functions diagramed by author

3. Conclusion
The increasing complexity of urban realm forces us to deconstruct and reconstruct the

conventional epistemologies. By reading the urban field, from “outside” in, from the
perspective of social production of social space, we got an alternative understanding of the
urban phenomenon, which gives us another opportunity to rebuild our ways of thinking. Then,
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by taking several moves (i.e. flattening the urban field, getting into and tracing it like an ant,
building the context and defining the panorama etc.), a certain tool has been built up to
reassemble the social realm. This process of reconceptualization is fundamental for us to deal
with the urban problems in the contemporary society. Then, based on human ecological
thinking, I proposed a workable process in urban design which further elaborated by 2
working cases.

By reading the urban field from two countering perspectives - Panopticon and

Oligopticon[17], a certain degree of insight has been achieved. In this process, by linking

Panopticon research/design with Oligopticon research/design, with the Human Ecology as

theoretical base, a new instrument has been built up to deal with the urban problems in the

contemporary society to achieve a sustainable urban design:
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[16] The idea of ‘panorama’ raised by Bruno Latour. The word ‘panorama’ does not signify

the whole but a scope, “a completely coherent scenery” (Latour (2005), 187).
‘Panoramas’ are the multiplicity of local sites in the flattened landscape.

[17] Latour ( 2005), 181
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Abstract: The indicator of urban spatial morphology are important correlation factors 

to study the correlation between urban morphology and urban microclimate. However, 

many morphological indicators were not originally formulated for urban spatial, which 

led to the difficulties in the utilization of these indicators by architecture and urban 

planning majors. To this, 16 "derived indicators" introduced and developed from 

meteorology, aerodynamics and other fields are discussed in detail in this review. 

According to the differences of their research approaches, these indicators are classified 

into two categories: based on geometrical city model and topological city model, to 

investigate and analyze their principles and formation process. This paper can provide 

theoretical basis for the discrimination and selection of spatial morphology indicators in 

the future research. 

 

Keywords: Thermal environment; Air ventilation; Derived indicator; Morphology 

indicator; Urban microclimate 

 

1. Introduction 

The formation of urban microclimate are complex and have a wide range of influences. 

Interdisciplinary research is the characteristic of this field, but the perspectives and 

contributions of different disciplines must be clear. In terms of architecture, the main research 

objective is to find the descriptive rules between urban morphology and urban microclimate, 

to provide quantitative standards and theoretical basis for practical urban design, so as to 

optimize urban microclimate with effective design strategies. Under this background, as an 

important correlation factor between urban morphology and urban microclimate, the index 

parameters of urban spatial morphology are the key link to achieve the research goal. An 

effective urban morphology indicator should possesses three attributes: (1) Has a close 

correlation with the quality of urban microclimate; (2) Could accurately describe the 

morphological characteristics of urban space; (3) Clear and simple, able to provide effective 

communication between scientific research and design practice. 

Since 1969, when Japan meteorologists Lettau (1969) 
[1]

 use the concept of the 
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aerodynamic roughness length (Zo) to measure the influence of wind environment exerted by 

the city underlying surface, the urban morphology indicators used to study the factors of 

urban microclimate could be divided into two main sources: one is the "native indicator" of 

the architecture and urban planning, such as building density, plot ratio, stick line rate, etc.; 

one is the ―derived indicator" introduced from the field of meteorology and aerodynamics, 

such as roughness, porosity, sky-view factor, etc. Due to their respective theoretical 

foundations and discipline limitations , the performance of these two types of indicators in the 

research and application have their own advantages and disadvantages: the native indicators 

are often able to smoothly connect with the design strategies, policies and regulations. 

However, their response to the change of microclimate is not sensitive enough (Gan, 2014) 
[2]

. 

In comparison, the derived indicators are able to describe the thermodynamic characteristics 

of urban canopy more accurately, but they need complex calculations and are hard to be 

compatible with practical design strategies, which makes scientific research results difficult to 

be applied. 

More importantly, compared with the native indicators, most derived indicators were not 

originally developed for urban spatial morphology. For example, the aerodynamic roughness 

length (Zo) was originally used by aerodynamic engineers to evaluate the drag coefficient of 

the rough surface, while the porosity (P0) was first used by physicists to evaluate the sound 

absorption effect of rigid porous materials. Therefore, when the assessment object of these 

indicators turn to be the quality of urban microclimate and the value object turn to be the scale 

parameter of urban canopy, it needs to go through a series of complex theoretical assumptions 

and calculations, which makes it difficult for architecture and urban planning majors to utilize 

these derived indicators. In response to this question, while expanding the "indicator library" 

through literature review, this paper conducted a deeper study on the derived indicators: 

sorting out the mutual relations, tracing the theoretical source and analyzing the formula 

principle, so as to identify and select appropriate indicators for different research purposes in 

the future. 

In the research on the correlation between urban morphology and urban microclimate, 

urban spatial morphology can be expressed through multiple dimensions: some indicators 

pursue comprehensive and detailed, while others choose to express only the key dimensions. 

Through the search of important databases around the world, 48 urban spatial morphology 

indicators (including 15 native indicators and 33 derived indicators) were collected, and they 

were divided into three categories according to their different dimensions: (1) 

One-dimensional indicators, which only represent the morphological characteristics of urban 

canopy in the vertical direction; (2) Two-dimensional indicators, representing the 

morphological characteristics of urban canopy on the plane or elevation (windward); (3) 

Three-dimensional indicators, comprehensively represents the spatial volume characteristics 

of urban canopy. The indicators of each category are sorted according to the time sequence of 

occurrence (table 1). 
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One-dimensional indicators 

1* Zo aerodynamic roughness length 
[1]

 1969，Lettau H 

2 Zr blending height 
[3]

 1970，Pasquill 

3* Zd zero-plane displacement height 
[4]

 1982，Shaw and Pereira 

4* h roughness 
[5]

 1986，Kondo J, Yamazawa H 

5 σH standard deviation of building heights 
[6]

 1997，Rafailidis 

6 H  average building height 
[7]

 1999，Ratti C 

7 H
2  average of building heights squared 

[7]
 1999，Ratti C 

8 ZH average building height (frontal area) 
[7]

 1999，Ratti C 

9* Hm absolute rugosity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L 

10 △ H expandability 
[10]

 2015，Zhang  

Two-dimensional indicators 

11 gaM surface conductance 
[11]

 1986，Hicks and Hosker 

12 H/W aspect ratio 
[12]

 1988，Oke T 

13 L/W aspect ratio 
[12]

 1988，Oke T 

14* λP plan area density 
[13]

 1993，Theurer 

15* λF frontal area density 
[13]

 1993，Theurer 

16* λp、λf packing densities 
[14]

 2010，Santiago and Martilli 

17* λf（△ z） frontal area density 
[15]

 2011，Edward 

18 N1 street network linear density 
[16]

 2011，Yuan 

19 Na street network areal density
 [16]

 2011，Yuan 

20 ζs windward area ratio
 [17]

 2013，MOHURD 

21 
S

 
mean windward area ratio 

[17]
 2013，MOHURD 

22 ζv volumetric blocking ratio 
[17]

 2013，MOHURD 

23 ζ ventilation obstruction ratio 
[17]

 2013，MOHURD 

24 κ ventilation overhead rate 
[17]

 2013，MOHURD 

25 C surround ratio 
[10]

 2015，Zhang 

26 N stick line ratio 
[18]

 2016，Zhou 

27 L/C plane permeability 
[19]

 2016，Zhang 

28 -- BCR，ground coverage ratio  -- 

Three-dimensional indicators 

29* Ψs（H/W） SVF，sky-view factor 
[20]

 1973，Oke T 

30* Ψs（photo） SVF，sky-view factor 
[21]

 1980，Steyn D 

31 -- fractality 
[8,9]

 1994，Frakhause P 

32 -- confinement 
[8,9]

 1997，Dupagne A, etc 

33 λc complete aspect ratio 
[22]

 1997，Voogt J, Oke T 

34 -- regularity 
[8,9]

 1998，Maïzia M 

35* Rα relative rugosity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  

36* P0 porosity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  

37* Sθ sinuosity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  

38 Oc occlusivity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  

39 G1 compacity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  

40 Ct contiguity 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  

41 M mineralization 
[8,9]

 2001，Adolphe L  
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42* Ψs（face） SVF，sky-view factor 
[23,24]

 2005b，Kanda M, etc 

43 Pb（z） floor density distribution 
[25]

 2005，Kondo H 

44 m volume porosity 
[25]

 2005，Kondo H 

45 V envelope ratio 
[26]

 2006，Shashua-Bar, etc 

46* Poc comprehensive porosity 
[27]

 2012，Xin 

47* Ψs（sectors） SVFsectors 
[28]

 2018，Zhang 

48 -- FAR -- 

 

   

derived indicators  native indicators 

 

Table 1: urban spatial morphology indicators table 

 

Focus of this review is to discuss and combing with the derived indicators in theoretical 

basis and applicable condition. By excluding the parts with incomplete solution method, 

unclear evaluation object or too limited application scope, a total of 16 derived indicators in 

the table (marked with *) was chosen as the discussion object in this paper. 

 

2. Theoretical basis of "derived indicators" of urban spatial morphology 

Once the research of morphology indicators conducted on a block or larger scale, it will 

encounter an inevitable challenge: how to maintain the clarity and simplicity of the indicator 

itself while giving consideration to the complexity and diversity of the representational object 

(urban spatial morphology)? In order to overcome this problem, the 16 derived indicators can 

be divided into two kinds according to their solutions: one kind is to establish the geometry 

model, simplifying the real city with a uniform and regular arrangement of cubes; another 

kind is to build topology model, homogenizing small differences by ―reducing resolution‖, in 

this way, the basic texture of the real city can be retained while the difficulty of expression is 

reduced. 

Through literature reading and sorting, it is found that these 16 derived indicators 

possess close theoretical relations with each other. In addition, among which the important 

aerodynamic indicators, aerodynamic roughness length (Zo) and zero-plane displacement 

height (Zd), can be defined as their common thought source. Therefore, although these 

indicators are proposed by scholars from different backgrounds and span more than half a 

century, they are still feasible to be discussed together (Fig. 1). This chapter first introduces 

the two primary indicators and the theoretical basis of the two urban models. 
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Fig. 1: relation graph of derived indicators 
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2.1. Aerodynamic roughness length(Zo) and zero-plane displacement height (Zd)  

In the study of evaluating the aerodynamic characteristics of cities by morphological 

measurement, the aerodynamic indicators, Zo and Zd, are the two most core indicators in the 

field of meteorology in the early days. Grimmond and Oke (1999) 
[29] 

summarized a number 

of formulas for calculating these two values, including 7 formulas for Zd and 9 formulas for 

Zo. Among them, the most famous one is the calculation method proposed by Lettau (1969) 
[1]

: "the Lettau relationship". In the next decades, this formula is widely used by 

meteorologists and wind engineers to evaluate the roughness of regular rough elements, and 

gradually become the early important urban spatial morphology indicators, to evaluate the 

impact of urban underlying surface on wind environment. In many research, Zo is often 

subdivided into: Roughness length for momentum above city (Zom), Roughness length for 

momentum above canyon (Zo), and Roughness length above roof (ZoR) (Kusaka, 2001) 
[30].

 

As the city underlying surface is a kind of rough surface, its drag coefficient is composed 

by the pressure drag (τtp) and skin drag (τtS) (Shao and Yang, 2008) 
[31]

. In this regard, the 

combination of Zo and Zd is needed to represent the drag coefficient of different urban 

morphology: If we adding buildings to an open space gradually, the Zo will increases with the 

increase of building density until it reaches a peak (usually when the building density is 

around 0.4), further increase in building density will actually reduce the existing roughness 

(Shaw And Pereira, 1982)
[4]

. From this point, the increase of the resistance of the urban 

underlying surface is reflected in the increase of the Zd, that is, the effective height of the 

urban canopy for momentum exchange will continue to decrease. 

This phenomenon has been confirmed by field measurements (Raupach, 1992)
 [32] 

and 

wind tunnel tests (Hussain and Lee, 1980) 
[33]

. The reason is that as before the tipping point, 

with the increase of density, the main source of τtS is the surface of ground (Zd=0 at this time), 

but with the increase of the density, τtS is more and more exerted by the roof of buildings, so 

the raise of the zero-plane height datum (Zd) is needed (Wieringa, 1993) 
[34]

. In theory, when 

the building density is close to 1 (although it does not exist in reality), the rough elements 

(buildings) are tight enough to form a new surface, so that Zo drops back to the lowest value, 

and Zd reaches the peak which is the mean height of roofs .  

According to the classification in this paper, Zo and Zd are one-dimensional indicators, 

which only represent the morphological changes of urban canopy in the vertical direction, and 

cannot describe the textural and spatial characteristics of the city. As indicators derived from 

aerodynamics, it is closely related to the atmospheric flow in the urban boundary layer and 

the turbulence in the street canyon (Ding, 2012) 
[35]

, but it also has its own discipline 

limitations: it is only limited to low-roughness objects (Ratti, 1999) 
[7]

. So in present, Zo and 

Zd have rarely been directly used in the study of urban wind environment and pollutant 

diffusion. However, most derived indicators developed since then are directly or indirectly 

related to them. 

 

2.2. The theoretical basis of geometrical city model 

Due to the unrepeatability of real urban morphology, the conclusions based on the field 

measurement are often with limitations. In order to get the general conclusion, and reduce the 

amount of calculation at the same time, ―Simpler building-averaged models‖ was put forward. 

Its characteristic is: all the buildings are arranged in regular order, with the same size and 
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spacing. The advantage of the simplified model is that the performance of each building and 

street is the same, so the calculation of the heat flux of one building and street can yield the 

results of the whole block (Martilli, 2002)
 [36]

. One of the most important examples is the 

"canyon model" proposed by Canadian scholar Oke in the 1970s, which is a city street 

bounded by two building facades extending indefinitely. Based on this street canyon geometry, 

various urban simplified models were proposed to study radiant heat transfer and street 

canyon wind in cities (Johnson, 1991; Mills, 1993; Arnfield, 1998)
 [37-39]

. 

At the beginning of this century, geometric simplified model was widely used in the 

research of urban canopy parameterization (UCP). UCP simplified model are usually bar-type 

(Masson 2000; Kusaka 2001; Martilli 2002)
 [40,30,36]

, point-type (Kanda 2005a; Kondo 

2005) 
[23,25]

 and staggered-type (Santiago and Martilli, 2010) 
[14]

. The established principles 

are still based on Oke's assumption of the canyon model, such as the simplified bar-type 

model established by Masson (2000)
 [40]

, which is characterized by: (1) All buildings have the 

same height and width, and the length are infinite. (2) The space between the buildings is 

defined as the street canyon. (3) Street canyons can be in any direction and all exist with equal 

probability. 

The theoretical basis of this research method is: In mesoscale (block scale) studies, the 

evaluation objects should be the overall heat flux, turbulent kinetic energy and wind field in 

the urban canopy, but the independent morphology and influence of each building should not 

be taken into account. The research by Spanish environmentalist Martilli (2009) 
[41]

 can 

partly supports the feasibility of this theory. The article discussed how to create a simplified 

model of heat flux similar to real and specific cities, and five urban block segments (London, 

Berlin, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles and Toulouse) with vastly different textures were selected 

as experimental subjects. The results show that the simplified model is able to reproduce a 

real city in terms of thermal performance by extracting the plan area density (λP) and frontal 

area density (λF) from the real city. Another noteworthy conclusion is that while point and 

staggered models were proposed to be more similar to real cities in morphology (Kondo 2005) 
[25]

, the study found that the bar-type models with infinitely long buildings and streets could 

represent real cities more precisely, at least in terms of thermodynamics. 

Based on the simplified geometric model, a large number of urban spatial morphology 

indicators have been proposed and applied, including plan area density (λP), frontal area 

density (λF), packing densities (λp、λf), and sky-view factor (Ψs). But before analyzing these 

indicators in detail, one thing needs to be made clear: the mainstream simplified models are 

based on the premise that all buildings are of the same height. However, as explained in the 

previous section, the parameter of urban canopy in vertical direction is one of the key 

dimensions affecting wind environment. Therefore, this kind of derived indicators should be 

used cautiously when applied to the block whose height varies greatly (Martilli, 2002) 
[36]

. To 

this end, some Hong Kong scholars have made some positive improvements to some of the 

indicators in response to the special characteristics of local urban morphology with high 

density and large height difference (Edward, 2011; WongMS, 2010,2011) 
[15,42,43]

. 

 

2.3. The theoretical basis of topological city model 

Different from the research idea of simplifying urban morphology, topological change of 

real complex urban spatial morphology is carried out from a completely different perspective. 
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Adolphe (2001a, b) 
[8,9]

, the representative of them, studied how to use simple topology 

indicators to directly represent the real complex urban forms by borrowing the theory of fluid 

propagation in porous media. 

Adolphe's theory was based on the study of sound absorbing materials by the Dutch 

physics professors Zwikker (1949) 
[44]

. Zwikker studied five types of sound-absorbing 

materials: high-elastic impermeable materials, rigid skeleton porous materials, elastic skeleton 

porous materials (with open surface), elastic skeleton porous materials (with coated surface), 

and porous materials with air layer. Among them, the rigid skeleton porous material is 

creatively referenced by Adolphe due to its geometrical and physical characteristics similar to 

the urban canopy. In addition, in the physical experiment on the internal airflow of rigid 

porous materials, Zwikker proposed the indicators of porosity and sinuosity to evaluate the 

impact of pore volume and shape on airflow, which has great reference significance for the 

study of wind environment inside urban canopy. Inspired by this, Adolphe re-described the 

urban canopy from a three-dimensional perspective, changed its topology into a porous 

medium with rigid skeleton. Based on it, a variety of urban spatial morphology indicators 

were proposed, including: absolute rugosity (Hm), relative rugosity(Rα), porosity (P0), and 

sinuosity (Sθ). They provide complementary information in the description of urban 

morphology: the rugosity is specific to buildings, evaluating the impact of urban boundary 

layer on atmospheric airflow; the porosity and sinuosity are used to characterize the corridor 

effect of streets, evaluating the street wind in the urban street canyon. 

However, this hypothesis (assumed the urban canopy to be a porous media) distinguishes 

two different wind environments. Since this kind of derived indicator is limited to the 

evaluation of the air flows inside pores of porous media (i.e. street canyon wind), it means 

that wind environments above urban canopy and inside need to be discussed separately 

(Eerens, 1994) 
[45]

. This constraints the applicability of these indicators: it would be more 

accurate to target deep street canyons, but ineffective to target shallow street canyons, where 

large and complex air exchanges occur above and within the urban canopy. What is more 

noteworthy is that there are few researchers engaged in this kind of derived indicators. 

Although they all cite from the mature research results in the field of hydromechanics, there is 

still a lack of sufficient verification in the field of urban research. 

 

3. Morphology indicators based on geometrical city model 

3.1. Plan area density (λP), frontal area density (λF) 

 

A
A

d

P

P


             

A
A

d

F

F
                                    (Formula 1) 

AP= building footprint area; AF= facade area of the building; Ad= total land area 

Both plan area density (λP) and frontal area density (λF) take a city slice demarcated 

from the city as the object of research, and evaluate the ventilation potential of the city slice 

on the premise of ignoring the surrounding conditions. λP is the ratio of the building footprint 

area to the total land area (the building density of the city slice), while λF is the ratio of the 

total building facade area at the boundary of the city slice to the total land area . Formula 1 is 

the general calculation method of λP and λF, and the formulas 1-1 to 1-3 presented in the 

following are only specific expressions in different simplified models. 
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At first, λP and λF were more used to calculate Zo and Zd, which were a secondary index 

among the many calculation methods for these two core meteorological indicators (Petersen, 

1997)
 [46]

. In the subsequent emerging UCP simplified model research, λP and λF become the 

most core spatial morphology indicators (Ratti, 2000, 2002; Burian etc, 2002) 
[47-49]

. Since 

the urban form is simplified to a regular array with the same streets and buildings. In this 

regard, its spatial morphology can only be described by these two geometrical parameters: λP 

represents the plane characteristic while λF represents the elevation characteristic. Among 

them, the formulas of the point-type model (Kanda, 2005a, b)
 [23,24]

 and the bar-type model 

(Martilli, 2009)
 [32]

 are as follows (Fig. 2, 3): 

 

point-type:        Wbb
22

P     Wb
2

bH F       (Formula1-1) 

bar-type:         
Wb

b


P           

Wb


H
F             (Formula1-2) 

b = building width; H = building height; W = street width 

In the staggered-type model established by Santiago and Martilli (2010)
 [14]

, the two 

indicators λP and λF are still used to represent the model‘s spatial characteristics, but they are 

expressed as the packing densities (λp、λf) which composed of two dimensionless proportions 

of λp and λf. The formula is (Fig. 4): 
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f
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            (Formula1-3) 

W, L= building scale; H = building height; Sx, Sy = street width 

 

Fig. 2: point-type                 Fig. 3: bar-type                   Fig. 4: staggered-type  

Meanwhile, λP and λF are also used as secondary indicators of the sky-view factor (Ψs) in 

the UCP researches (Kanda, 2005b; Martilli, 2009)
 [24,41]

. 

In terms of the study specific to real-world urban environments, Hong Kong scholars 

have localized the λF based on their own city's morphological characteristics. As Hong Kong 

is a high-density city with particular form: there is a big spatial difference between the 

podium and the urban canopy, which present as large numbers of thin and tall buildings stand 

on the large scale podiums. In response, Hong Kong scholars (Edward, 2011; WongMS, 

2010, 2011) 
[15, 42, 43]

 believe that in order to better describe the complex urban form of Hong 

Kong, each floor should have its independent λF. So the urban space was vertically divided 

into podium floor (0~15m) and building floor (15~60m). And put forward the improved 
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indicator: section frontal area density ( λf（△ z）). 

 

P


 




16

1
zfzf ），（）（

                                (Formula 2) 

Pθ = annual wind frequency in the θ direction 

Compared with the traditional frontal area density, the λf（△ z） only focus on the key 

height range in the urban canopy and weighted by the local wind frequency of Hong Kong. 

 

3.2.  Sky-view factor, SVF (Ψs) 

The predecessor of SVF is the ―view factor‖. It first appeared in the theory of heat 

transfer, to simulate the radiation heat transfer of diffuse surface (Oke, 1988) 
[12]

. 

Subsequently, it is widely used in urban climatology, representing the ratio of the visible sky 

area to the sky in the hemisphere, which can reflect the degree of closure of urban form. It is 

considered to have significant linear correlation with the ventilation efficiency of urban 

canopy, the density of scattered radiation flux, and the intensity of heat island effect (Zheng, 

2016)
 [50]

. 

Since Toups (1965)
 [51]

, an American scholar in the field of computer, first tried to 

determine SVF with a series of computing programs, various computing methods have been 

proposed by scholars with different backgrounds. According to the formula of ―wall view 

factor (Ψ w)‖ (Davies, 1970) 
[52]

 , Oke (1973) 
[20]

 proposed the calculation method of SVF 

based on the aspect ratio of street canyon (H/w): 

 

 
 ΨΨ wH/W s

2-1  

   cosΨ
1-

2

w
1-cossin5.0 

 

)
W

2H
(tan 1-                                                  (Formula 3) 

W = street width; H = building height 

The formula is established on the premise of "canyon model" mentioned before, and the 

calculation point is located in the middle of a street canyon with symmetric section and 

infinite length. However, the accuracy of the formula is questioned because it is based on 

idealized assumptions. As a result, A graphic method (Ψs(photo)) using fish-eye camera is 

proposed as an alternative by the Canadian geographer Steyn (1980) 
[21]

, which has been 

widely recognized as the most accurate calculation method (Glenn, 1984; Martilli, 2009) 
[53,41]

. As a response, Oke (1981)
 [54]

 compared the calculation results of the two, verified that 

the value of Ψs(H/W) is relatively low, but still with Ψs(photo) highly relevant:  

Ψs(photo) = 0.15 + 0.87 Ψs(H/W), r
2
 = 0.97 

In the research of point-type model, Kanda (2005 b) 
[24]

 proposed the SVF formula 

based on the λP and λF. This value of SVF is no longer for any one point, but for the average 
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sky-view factor of the whole street bottom facing the sky. The establishment of this formula 

comes from two theoretical bases: (1) The ―enclosure theory‖ which discussed the view factor 

between surfaces (Siegel and Howell's, 1972) 
[55]

; (2) Model output regression method based 

on high precision three-dimensional radiation scheme (Kawai and Kanda, 2003) 
[56]

. 
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                                                    (Formula 4)                               

                                       

W = street width; H = building height; b = building width 

The formula of Vloc is the same with Ψs(H/W), which refers to the SVF at the center of two 

orthogonal street canyons, its value in theory can be determined by the area of the gray area in 

Fig. 5. Vmod explained the change in the SVF value caused by the change of location, from the 

center of intersection (with the maximum SVF value) to the center of street canyon (with the 

minimum SVF value) (Fig. 6). The solution formula of Vmod is only the fitting function 

obtained by the output regression of the high-precision model and has no specific physical 

significance. On this basis, Martilli (2009) 
[41]

 developed the application of this formula in 

the bar-type model and found that the SVF value calculated in the bar-type model was no 

longer low compared with Steyn's graphic method (Ψs(photo)). 

 

 

Fig. 5: the SVF at the center of two orthogonal street          Fig. 6: Maximum and minimum SVF  

The latest development on the calculation and application of the SVF is the concept of 

SVFsectors proposed by Zhang (2018)
 [28] 

from Shanghai Tongji university. Previous researches 

mostly take SVF as a whole, while less attention has been paid to the influence of SVF on site 

microclimate under the time and season difference. Therefore, Zhang attempts to divide the 

sky dome into several sectors, and superimpose the ―solar track map‖. Thus, the key sectors 

that affect the microclimate of the test area could be obtained, which means, the enclosing and 

shielding objects of these sectors should be the focus of attention. 

 

4. Morphology indicators based on topological city model 

4.1. absolute rugosity (Hm) and relative rugosity (Rα) 

The absolute rugosity (Hm) is used to evaluate the impact of urban canopy on reducing 

the average wind speed. The higher the Hm, the lower the wind speed. This concept was first 
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proposed by Japanese geophysicist Kondo (1986) 
[5]

. In relevant literature, the meaning of Hm 

is often expressed as the average height of buildings in air flow. However, it should be noted 

that this is a completely different concept from the average height of buildings in architecture 

majors. In fact, the value is the sum of building volumes divided by the total land area, rather 

than by the building footprint area: 

 







builtnon built

built

mH
AA

hA
ji

ii                                     (Formula 5)                         

Ai = building footprint area; hi = building height; Aj = non built element area 

As mentioned above, in the field of meteorology, Lettau (1969) 
[2]

 and Brutsaert (1982) 
[57]

 proposed to use the roughness length (Zo) to evaluate the influence of uniform urban 

underlying surface (all buildings have the same height) on wind speed. However the actual 

urban form varies greatly in height.  

Therefore, by analyzing the measured wind data of AMeDAS observatory, Kondo 

calculated the morphology indicator which apply to the non-uniform underlying surface: 

roughness (h), the correlation between the two is: Zo = 0.25 h. Based on the measured data, 

Kondo also verified that, at least within the range of 1.6 < h < 10, such an urban morphology 

indicator can effectively predict the influence of non-uniform complex urban morphology on 

wind speed. 

In subsequent studies, Adolphe (2001a, b)
 [8,9]

 retained the calculation method, but 

renamed this indicator to absolute rugosity (Hm), and introduced it into his own research. On 

this basis, Adolphe further put forward the concept of relative rugosity (Rα) to evaluate the 

influence of urban morphology on the average wind speed in different directions. It is 

expressed as the mean square deviation of the average height of urban canopy at a given 

azimuth angle, and is weighted by the width of the cross section of each relevant element. 
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                                      (Formula 6) 

hα = mean height of the urban canopy in the α direction; 

hi = height of the (built or non built) element i of the canopy; 

li = width of the element i in the α direction; 

∑li = diameter of the studied urban canopy   

In calculation, the studied area should be designated as a circle, and the center point 

should be taken as the evaluation object to calculate the Rα. The diameter of the circle is equal 

to the ∑(li1 + li2 + li3 + li4 .......) (Fig. 7). When studying the Rα in the α direction, the city 

section is made with the diameter of the circle in the α direction, and take this section as the 

calculation object (Fig. 8). The Rα in each direction could be superimposed to form an Rα rose 

diagram. The larger the arrow of the rose, the greater the Rα and the smaller the ventilation 

potential in this direction. 
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Fig. 7: Calculation method of Rα                  Fig. 8: The city section in the α direction 

 

 

4.2. Porosity (P0) and sinuosity (Sθ) 

 

porosity (P0) refers to the ratio of the effective open volume (which is the effective 

channel of airflow) to the total volume of a rigid porous media. When discussing the urban 

wind environment, the urban canopy is regarded as a porous medium, in which the streets 

form the pores that serve as the air channel (Fig. 9, 10). 

When wind blows into a porous medium, the wind speed would changes in the pores. 

Zwikker (1949)
 [44] 

proposed the P0 to represent the impact of the open volume of pores on 

the  internal wind speed. However, the introduction of this concept faced two difficulties: 

Firstly, P0 was originally used to calculate circular pores in porous media, but streets in cities 

are not shaped like this; Secondly, as the air is sticky, the maximum wind speed is on the 

central axis of the street, while the wind speed along the building facade is 0, which increases 

the difficulty of calculation (Fig. 11). Facing these problems, Adolphe introduced the concept 

of equivalent hydraulic radius (rh) (Judet DE la Combe, 1991) 
[58]

, so as to calculate the 

equivalent hydraulic area of a circle from the square section of the street. 
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rhi = equivalent hydraulic radius of the open space i; Li = length of the open space i; 

Vi = street volume i; Vj = built volume j; 

L = mean street width; h = mean height of the adjacent built and non built spaces 
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Fig. 9: Facade of air passage       Fig. 10: Plan of air passage     Fig. 11: Air velocity in the street 

However, it is worth noting that in the real world, many urban road networks are 

orthogonal. Therefore, when evaluating the ventilation potential of this urban fabric, it is not 

possible to simply add the porosity values in these two vertical directions. Because when the 

airflow is only parallel to the street canyon in one direction, only the P0 in that direction needs 

to be considered, while the street in the vertical tend to be in the state of calm wind. And in 

the other case, if the wind direction is at an angle to two orthogonal street canyons, the 

influence of urban canopy on wind speed has a component in both directions. Based on this 

consideration, Xin (2012) 
[27]

 and Gan (2014) 
[2]

 proposed the concept of the comprehensive 

porosity (POC). 

 

'''P oo

22

C O PP                                            (Formula 8) 

Po‘ = X direction porosity; Po‘‘ = Y direction porosity 

Porosity is a comprehensive assessment of the ventilation potential of a porous medium 

without considering the wind direction. However, when there is an angle θ between the wind 

and pore direction, only the wind component in the pore direction can be considered. This 

phenomenon is evaluated by Zwikker using the sinuosity (Sθ), which is (cosθ)
2
. It can be seen 

from its calculation method that the original Sθ does not consider the effect of pore length on 

wind speed. However, Adolphe (2001)
 [8] 

added the weight of street length when he use the Sθ 

to evaluate urban canopy (Adolphe did not explain this adjustment further). 
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                                   (Formula 9)           

Li = street lenth; θi = angle between the street and wind 

By calculating the Sθ in different directions, the rose chart of Sθ can be obtained. The 

longer the arrow, the higher the Sθ and the greater the wind resistance. The superposition of Sθ 

and Rα rose chart can be used to comprehensively judge the ventilation potential of a city 

canopy: the direction with high rugosity and sinuosity is the direction where wind speed is 

most affected. If superimposed on the wind rose chart, it can be an excellent design tool for 

urban planners. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The focus of this paper is the 16 spatial morphology indicators based on geometrical and 
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topological urban models, to analyze their theoretical basis, applicable conditions and 

relationships between each others. Therefore, the calculation methods, evaluation objects and 

accuracy of all 48 indicators are not within the scope of this review. On this premise, the 

scope of literature involved in this paper limited to the principle and formulation process of 

urban spatial morphology indicators, does not involve the specific utilization and evaluation 

study of each indicator. As a key tool to explore the correlation between urban morphology 

and urban microclimate, the following work is needed for the study of urban spatial 

morphology indicators: 

(1) Under different geographic and climatic conditions, the key influencing factors of 

urban microclimate will be significantly different, which will affect the prediction effect and 

contribution weight of urban spatial morphology indicators. Therefore, it is necessary to 

conduct comparative studies on the performance of each indicator parameter around the world, 

so as to comprehensively present the evaluation effect of each indicator under different 

climatic conditions. 

(2) By analyzing the principle and formation process of morphology indicators, this 

paper has made it clear that most derived indicators have special value range due to the 

limitations of their own research backgrounds. Although theoretical qualitative analysis is 

conducted in the paper, systematic measurement and simulation experiments are still needed, 

in order to obtain the specific applicable range of each indicator. 

(3) No urban spatial morphology indicator can fully describe all morphological 

characteristics of a city. When faced with the real complex urban morphology, typology study 

of urban space elements is needed to realize the classification of basic types. Only through the 

combination of qualitative type description and quantitative parametric description can the 

effective representation of urban morphology finally be realized. 
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Abstract: After decades of rapid development, China's urbanization process has 

slowed down gradually. Stock renewal has become a new trend of urban development 

in China. Urban historic block protection and renewal is the representative of stock 

renewal. Low-carbon renewal of historic blocks is an important part of realizing 

low-carbon cities. Since the emergence of life cycle theory, there have been many 

achievements in applying it to carbon emissions in the whole life cycle of buildings. 

This paper extends the research to the medium-scale space, and explores the factors 

affecting carbon emissions from the block scale, including the building, traffic, green 

space, infrastructure, spatial layout, functional organization and residential life in the 

block. Finally, Taking Dongguan Street of Dalian as an example, this paper puts 

forward the low-carbon protection and renewal strategy and corresponding planning 

measures for the historic district, in order to minimize the carbon emissions in the 

renewal process. 

Keywords: low carbon; historical blocks; protection and renewal; life cycle 

 

 

Introduction 

With the rapid development of China's economy, it is difficult to avoid the problem of 

resource consumption and environmental pollution, and carbon dioxide emissions are 

increasing. In this context, “low carbon” is getting more and more attention. The urban block 

scale is the key level for building low-carbon cities, the improvement of low-carbon 

technology for micro-level buildings, and the implementation of low-carbon strategies for 

macro-level cities.
[1]

The key role of the link. As a special part of the city block, the historical 

block has been widely and continuously focused on its low-carbon strategy in the protection 

and renewal process. Due to its characteristics of its own fading cycle, historical blocks are 

very different from the low-carbon strategies of new urban blocks. The low-carbon renewal is 
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currently facing many difficulties. How to take effective measures to protect and update it has 

become an urgent problem to be solved. 

 

1. Dilemma of low-carbon historical block construction 

1.1.  Update mode extensive 

In the process of updating the existing historical districts, there is still a large number of 

extensive constructions, and there is no real exploration of acupuncture-type and 

micro-renewing modes in line with the historical blocks, resulting in a large amount of 

construction and obvious damage to the original environment of the historical blocks. This 

update model brings high carbon emissions, and existing updates are less likely to take into 

account the high energy consumption of extensive construction. On the other hand, this 

update mode does not take into account the traffic situation in the block, and lacks planning 

for motor vehicle traffic, resulting in a large number of motor vehicles flooding into the block 

to increase the carbon emissions of the block.
[2]

 

1.2.  Insufficient application of energy saving measures 

In the update of historical blocks, the application of new technologies and new materials 

is relatively insufficient. The technology of high energy consumption and high carbon 

emissions is still in the process of updating, and the development and use of low energy 

consumption processes and materials are lacking. Moreover, the low-carbon renewal of 

buildings in historical blocks is not in place, such as external wall insulation, recycling water 

utilization, etc., resulting in large energy consumption of buildings and increased carbon 

emissions. 

1.3.  Public space has not received enough attention 

In the current historical district renewal, there are many concerns about the building, but 

less attention is paid to the environment, and the improvement of the space quality is 

neglected. Due to the small spatial scale of historical blocks, there is a widespread problem of 

insufficient public space and green space. The shaping of public space is an important 

prerequisite for the formation of neighborhood feelings, and the greening level is related to 

the carbon sink of the block, which is of great significance for reducing the carbon emissions 

of historical blocks. 

1.4.  Weak human care 

The problem of gentrification brought about by the renewal of historical blocks has a 

great impact on the functional structure of the block, lacking humanistic care for the 

aborigines and lifestyle of the block, resulting in the loss of the aborigines and the great 

changes in the way of life. The update to the block lacks proper guidance and control. The 

emergence of gentrification also changed the cultural environment, values and consumption 

habits of the neighborhood, leading to more energy consumption and carbon emissions. 

 

2. Life cycle carbon emissions of historic blocks 

2.1. Life cycle assessment theory 

The life cycle assessment theory is a quantitative evaluation of all the resource 

consumption and environmental impacts involved in the evaluation process from the cradle to 

the grave. 
[3]

Mainly to quantify the resource consumption of the evaluation process from 

production to use to the end of the process. The life cycle has the following characteristics: 
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integrity, the goal is regarded as a whole, its emergence from death to death is a process, can 

not be separated; relevance, the life cycle process of the target is interrelated; dynamic, The 

goal is always in the process of dynamic development and evolution, and its research and data 

statistics should be constantly adjusted according to changes. 

 

2.2.  Historical block carbon emission calculation method 

According to the research ideas of domestic and foreign scholars on the carbon 

emissions of the whole life cycle of buildings, the calculation method of carbon emissions in 

historical blocks is derived. Historic blocks are an extension of the architectural scale, which 

involves more functions and components, making it more difficult to calculate the carbon 

emissions of historic blocks. Therefore, the research object needs to be simplified, and the 

street is divided into different systems, including buildings, roads, green spaces, 

transportation, infrastructure and other systems. Each system uses a similar building system 

research method to calculate the carbon emissions of the life cycle, and finally the results are 

statistically aggregated to obtain the carbon emissions of the historical blocks.
[4] 

 

2.3.  Life cycle carbon emissions of various systems in historical blocks 

2.3.1.  Building system carbon emissions . 

The carbon emissions of building systems in historical blocks refer to the total amount of 

carbon emissions generated during the entire process of design, building materials mining, 

construction, use, maintenance, and demolition. For the historical buildings in the historical 

blocks, due to the long-term construction period, the carbon emissions generated in the design 

stage, building materials mining stage and construction stage are untestable and do not affect 

the existing environment. Therefore, the carbon emissions of historical buildings Mainly 

concerned about the carbon emissions generated during its operation and use, protection and 

repair, and demolition and recycling. But for new buildings in historic blocks, you need to 

calculate from the above full life cycle. 

2.3.2.  Road system carbon emissions . 

The road system is the sum of all the road areas in the historical block, including the 

urban roads on the periphery of the historical blocks and the pedestrian roads on both sides of 

the road, all the roads inside the historical blocks, the ground parking lots in the blocks, the 

squares and the pedestrians in the park green areas.  

2.3.3.  Green space system carbon emissions . 

The green space system in the historical block refers to all the greening in the block, 

including lawns, trees, roof greening, architectural greening, and so on. In addition to the 

carbon emissions from the green space system, including the carbon emissions during 

construction and transportation, and the carbon emissions during use and maintenance, the 

green space system can produce carbon sinks, which are contrary to carbon emissions. 

Process, so for carbon emissions from green space systems, calculating carbon sinks is an 

essential process. For different types of green land and green land planting forms, there is a 

corresponding carbon sink coefficient that can be used to calculate carbon sinks. 

2.3.4.  Transportation system carbon emissions . 

The carbon emissions of transportation systems in historical blocks refer to the carbon 

emissions generated by vehicles in the block. Although it is not part of the historical block 
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hardware, the carbon emissions generated by vehicles are an important part of the carbon 

emissions of the block and the main carbon source. Therefore, the carbon emissions of the 

vehicles should be included in the calculation. The calculation of carbon emissions of 

vehicles should first calculate their holdings and driving distances in a specific period, and 

then calculate the carbon emissions in this period according to the carbon emission factors of 

different vehicles or different energy sources. 

2.3.5.  Infrastructure system carbon emissions . 

The infrastructure system in the historic district includes municipal infrastructure such as 

water supply, power supply, drainage, gas, and heat. Municipal facilities are extremely special, 

they are part of the city's operation and cannot be separated, so they do not have a complete 

life cycle and are difficult to quantify. In addition, the infrastructure of historical blocks is 

mainly responsible for specific municipal departments, and is less affected by the status of the 

block. The carbon emissions generated by the neighborhoods have little to do with the 

protection and renewal methods adopted by the blocks. For the above reasons, the carbon 

emissions of the historical block infrastructure may not be studied and calculated. 

According to the calculation method proposed above and the decomposition study of the 

various systems in the historical block, the carbon emissions of the historical blocks can be 

quantitatively analyzed, which will be the basis for the research and correlation analysis of the 

factors affecting carbon emissions. At the same time, quantitative research can more 

intuitively reflect the changes in carbon emissions during the update process, providing a 

basis for selecting the minimum carbon renewal method. 

 

3. Factors affecting carbon emissions in historical blocks 

3.1.  The space factors of the historic district  

3.1.1.  Block layout .  

The spatial form of traditional historical blocks is mainly based on small blocks and 

dense road networks. This feature restricts the travel of motor vehicles to a certain extent, and 

the resulting carbon emissions from transportation will decrease. Some scholars have 

compared the traffic energy consumption of different types of neighborhoods, and also 

concluded that the super-street-type carbon emissions are the highest, while the traditional 

districts have the lowest carbon emissions, 
[5]

which confirms the above viewpoint to some 

extent. The spatial layout of the block, such as the size of the green area, which is the size of 

the green area, also affects the carbon emissions of the block. The green space affects the 

carbon sink of the block and has a positive effect on reducing carbon emissions in the block. 

3.1.2.  Mixing degree of land use . 

Mixing degree of land use in blocks of various function such as residential, commercial, 

and public service function of mixing degree, mixed land use degree affect carbon blocks of 

transportation, the higher the mixing degree of block the blocks to contain more features, 

more residents can meet the daily needs, it can even provide jobs, which are to reduce the use 

of motor vehicles and to reduce the number of traffic emissions has a positive role. 

 

3.2.  The transportation organization of the historic district 

3.2.1.  Public transport accessibility .  

The accessibility of public transport in historical blocks affects people's travel choices. In 
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blocks with high accessibility of public transport, people are more likely to choose public 

transport for travel, and the development of public transport is of great significance to reduce 

traffic carbon emissions. In neighborhoods with poor public transport accessibility or no 

public transport, people can only travel by car for medium and long distances, which 

produces much higher carbon emissions than public transport. 

3.2.2. Block traffic control .  

Whether there are traffic control policies or measures in historical blocks also has a great 

impact on the carbon emissions of street traffic. Traffic control imposes certain restrictions on 

the passage of motor vehicles. For example, certain sections of the road prohibit motor 

vehicles from passing through, or restrict the passage of motor vehicles by time. If the roads 

in the historical district are narrow or there are a large number of people walking, measures 

can be taken to restrict the passage of motor vehicles. This will not only improve the 

environmental quality of the neighborhood, but also greatly reduce the traffic carbon 

emissions in the neighborhood. 

 

3.3.  The human factors of the historic district 

3.3.1. Positioning of historical district development . 

The positioning of historical district development is one of the most important factors 

determining the carbon emissions of the block, which fundamentally determines the source of 

carbon emissions in the block. For example, a commercial-oriented historical block will have 

significant differences in carbon emissions and residential-based neighborhoods. For example, 

the difference between the electricity consumption of commercial buildings and the electricity 

consumption of residential buildings. And the traffic in the commercial block is dense, and 

the traffic carbon emissions generated by it are much higher than those in the residential block. 

Therefore, before calculating the carbon emissions of historical blocks, we should first define 

the type of neighborhood, and then calculate the carbon emissions of the neighborhood life 

cycle for different types. 

3.3.2.  Crowd of historical district . 

Differences in the use of people in historical blocks will also affect the carbon footprint 

of the block. For example, in the renovated neighborhoods, there are differences in the 

lifestyles and even life concepts of the aborigines and migrants. This difference is reflected in 

all aspects of life, such as household energy consumption, transportation, etc., and will also 

produce different carbon emissions. . In addition, the age factor is also an important factor 

affecting carbon emissions. The living needs of different age groups are different, and the 

resulting carbon emissions will be significantly different. 

There are many internal and external factors that affect the carbon emission of historical 

blocks, such as economic development, transportation, life style, and human environment. 

The above analysis has a direct relationship with the carbon emission of historical blocks, 

which provides a basis for the low-carbon protection and renewal strategy of historical 

blocks. 

 

4.  Low carbon protection and renewal strategy of Dongguan Street Historical District 

4.1.  Overview of Dongguan Street Historical District 

Dongguan Street is the only immovable cultural relic area with a certain scale in Dalian, 
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which is the witness of Dalian's nearly 100 years of history. It is located in Xigang District, 

Dalian City, with a plot area of about 7.64 hectares, 800 meters away from Dalian railway 

station, with a superior geographical location. 

 

  

Figure 4-1：Location of Dongguan District Figure 4-2：Construction quality classification  

  

The current situation of the block space environment is poor, many roads are damaged, 

there is basically no greening, the infrastructure is aging seriously, and the quality of some 

buildings is worrying. In recent years, Dongguan Street is a shantytown in the city, most of 

which are rented by the outside population. The historical context is broken, and the living 

atmosphere is poor, so it needs to be protected and renewed. 

4.2.  Low carbon protection and renewal strategy of Dongguan Street 

4.2.1.  Form layout strategy.  

Historical block of traditional land parcel scale is suitable for slow traffic, is also 

relatively low carbon transportation, in the process of protection and renewal, not just to keep 

up with the trend of block scale expanding blocks the original texture, seize this blocks traffic 

will continue to be a motor vehicle, disrupting blocks go slow traffic system, lead to increased 

carbon emissions. The original texture of the historic block should be preserved and the size 

of the block should be controlled within a reasonable range. On the one hand, it can preserve 

the original appearance of the block, and on the other hand, it can help realize the goal of 

low-carbon block. The layout of public activity Spaces such as parks and green Spaces should 

be increased as much as possible in the historical blocks as long as conditions permit. Public 

space is a place where people gather in the block, which plays an important role in the 

improvement of the vitality of the block. Green space can also reduce the carbon emission of 

the block. 

In view of the layout pattern of Dongguan Street, we should focus on shaping its 

courtyard space, maintaining the greening space in a certain proportion, improving the 

environmental condition of the block, and at the same time, preserving the block texture 

completely to create a small-scale pleasant walking block. 
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Figure 4-3：Courtyard space shaping 

4.2.2.  Functional organization strategy. 

The functional organization of historical blocks should evolve towards the direction of 

mixing. Mixing functions is the future development trend of the city and also a more 

convenient organizational form. If there are all activities involved in the daily life of residents 

in the neighborhood, then the residents do not need to travel long distances to achieve the 

purpose of activities, which reduces the carbon emissions of transportation, but also 

convenient residents, making life more convenient. The compound utilization of functions 

also increases employment opportunities for the residents of the block, which is conducive to 

reducing the commuting distance of work, enriching the block functions and achieving the 

best land use effect. Therefore, during the transformation or function replacement of the block, 

different functions should be introduced as much as possible to improve the mixing degree of 

the block land. 

When Dongguan Street is renovated, it is positioned as a mixed function block, which is 

not only a mixture of residence and commerce, but also a concentration of various industries. 

The commercial formats include catering, accommodation, sightseeing, shopping, 

entertainment, etc. to meet the daily needs of residents. 

  

Figure 4-4：Functional zoning plan 

4.2.3.  Transportation strategy.  

The carbon emission generated by block traffic is the most direct carbon emission source, 

and cars and private cars are the travel modes with high per capita carbon emission. Therefore, 

reducing travel distance and times is the fundamental measure to control the carbon emission 

of block traffic. For short and medium distance travel, it should be advocated to adopt more 

slow traffic, and bicycles can replace motor vehicles to travel, which is not only the advocacy 

of healthy cities, but also the advocacy of low-carbon cities. For medium and long distance 
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travel, the use of public transport should be called for. In this respect, the coverage of bus 

stops should be improved, and the public transport network should be improved to achieve the 

goal of high efficiency and few transfers. On the other hand, it is necessary to improve 

people's public transport awareness and make public transport a convenient means of 

transport in the city. 

Plan the slow traffic system in Dongguan Street, increase the interest of cycling and 

walking, limit the traffic of motor vehicles in the block, and create a slow and friendly block 

atmosphere. 

 
 

Figure 4-5：Slow streamline 

4.2.4.  Building energy saving strategy.  

The carbon emission generated by building energy consumption is another major carbon 

emission source besides traffic carbon emission. Therefore, reducing building energy 

consumption is of great significance for reducing carbon emission of blocks. Building energy 

consumption mainly includes building energy consumption, refrigeration, heating and other 

aspects. Generally, the window wall of buildings in historical blocks is relatively small. For 

buildings that can be reconstructed, the window wall ratio can be appropriately increased, the 

lighting area can be increased, and the lighting energy consumption can be reduced. In 

addition, the external wall insulation effect of some historical blocks is poor, which will 

increase the heating energy consumption. Therefore, the external wall insulation system 

should be installed to increase the indoor temperature and reduce the heating pressure. In 

addition to energy saving measures of building system, the construction of outdoor 

microclimate also has a certain impact on the energy consumption of buildings,
 [6]

which 

should also be paid attention to when updating blocks. 

Dongguan Street itself is seriously damaged, so first of all, it is necessary to repair and 

update the building. We should pay attention to the selection of low-carbon building materials, 

pay attention to the protection of the original building form, and use the traditional 

low-carbon technology to repair, so as to avoid large demolition and construction. 

4.2.5.  Residents' lifestyle guidance strategy.  

Residents' lifestyle and energy saving concept have a great impact on reducing carbon 

emissions. Therefore, it is of great significance to formulate guidance strategies from the 

perspective of low carbon and advocate residents to implement them. Such as the 

development of energy-saving incentives for residents, such as the purchase of energy-saving 

appliances for residents to provide subsidies. Develop green travel incentives, public transport 
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travel and bicycle travel to give preferential prices. For residents' life style, consumption 

pattern gives low-carbon guidance and encourages residents to return to low-carbon life. 

Enhance residents' awareness of environmental protection and energy conservation. 

5.  Conclusion 

In this paper, the life cycle evaluation theory often used in architecture is extended to the 

mesoscale of the city -- the block scale, and applied to the historical block. Firstly, the paper 

introduces the predicament in the process of low-carbon development of historical blocks, 

including extensive renewal mode, insufficient energy saving measures and weak humanistic 

care.Then, from the perspective of life cycle assessment, the carbon emission composition 

and calculation method of each system in the historic block are elaborated. Then it analyzes 

the main factors that affect the carbon emission of historical blocks, including space factors, 

traffic factors and human factors. Finally, based on the above analysis, Taking Dongguan 

Street in Dalian as an example, the paper puts forward the low-carbon protection and renewal 

strategy of historical blocks. 

The limitation of this paper is that the research is still in the qualitative stage, and no 

quantitative model of carbon emission calculation has been put forward, and no systematic 

correlation analysis has been conducted on the influence factors. However, the idea of 

low-carbon renewal of historic blocks from the perspective of life cycle is proposed in order 

to provide some inspiration for the establishment of carbon emission database of historic 

blocks in the future. 

In the future, the low-carbon renewal of historical blocks is bound to be more intelligent. 

People's behaviors and activities can be directly shown through carbon emission, and people 

can see the corresponding carbon emission value of each activity, which is of positive 

significance for improving people's awareness of energy saving and building a low-carbon 

society. 
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Abstract：Promoting green building is a necessary way to solve the problem of high 

energy consumption in buildings and explore the development of sustainable 

buildings. While forming industrial cluster benefit is a key factor in promoting green 

building. According to the “Assessment standard for green building” 

(GB/T50378-2019), this paper establishes a life-cycle cost and benefit model based 

on value engineering from five aspects: safety and durability, health and comfort, 

occupant convenience, resources saving, and environment livability, analysis the 

formation mechanism of green building industrial chain from two aspects of 

cost-push and beneficial drive, proposes the scheme of establishing green building 

information and transaction platform. Cost-benefit evaluation results can be used as 

the basis for economic assessment of green building development by investors, and 

the stakeholders can take participation in the market depend on the information and 

transaction platform, the mechanism could be of great significance for the sustainable 

development of green building industrial chain. 

 

Keywords：Green building，Industrial chain formation mechanism，Life-cycle, Cost 

and benefit model，Information and transaction platform 

 

1. Introduction 

Green building is a high-quality building that can save resources, protect the 

environment, reduce pollution, provide people with healthy, applicable and efficient using 

space, and maximize the harmonious coexistence between human and nature
 [1]

. Green 

buildings help to reduce CO2 emissions and alleviate energy crisis. In 2007, China surpassed 

the United States to become the world’s largest carbon emission country
 [2]

, facing huge 

pressure of energy conservation and emission reduction. China’s building terminal energy 

consumption accounts for 18% - 23% of the total national energy consumption, and the total 

building carbon emissions account for 20% of the total national carbon emissions 
[3]

. The 
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overall energy consumption and carbon emissions of the whole construction industrial chain 

accountfor about 50% of the total energy consumption and carbon emission
 [4]

, the 

development of green building has become a requisite measure for China to carry out energy 

conservation and emission reduction. 

The incremental benefits of energy conservation and emission reduction caused by the 

use of green building technology can’t be reflected until in the operation stage, which makes 

the government, real estate developers, consumers, suppliers and other stakeholders unable to 

objectively understand the importance and evaluate the benefit of the green building, to some 

extent, hinders the development of green building. This paper analyzed the formation 

mechanism of green building industrial chain, built the whole life-cycle cost and benefit 

evaluation model of green building, and put forward some ideas and suggestions about the 

construction of information and transaction platform of green building industrial chain, 

expecting to promote the development of green building industrial chain, reduce the cost of 

green building products, and further popularize green building. 

 

2. Connotation, development status and formation mechanism of green building 

industrial chain 

2.1.Connotation and current situation of green building industrial chain 

2.1.1.Current situation of green building development 

(1) Development history of green building evaluation 

After more than 10 years of development, China’s green buildings have made great 

progress, developing into a better situation that activities are carrying out all over the country 

from small-scale growing in the past, in addition, the security housing projects of 

municipalities, provincial capitals and independent planning cities have thoroughly enforced 

the green building standards
 [1]

. Green building rating system is the main way to promote 

green building in China, and the green building label system has been established, which is a 

system to evaluate the green building level according to the "Assessment standard for green 

building"
[5]

. Since the first edition of the "Assessment standard for green building " was 

issued in 2006, it has been updated three times. In 2019, the latest edition of "Assessment 

standard for green building " (GB/T 50378-2019) has been issued which emphasizes more on 

people-oriented and operational effectiveness, meanwhile further consistence with the 

international green building rating systems such as BREEM in the UK and LEED in the US, 

which are used worldwide. 

The establishment of green building rating system has undoubtedly promoted the 

development of green building. At the same time, many projects participating in the 

evaluation of green building pay more attention to the level rating and score of green building 

due to the administrative restriction and imperfect rating system. They often choose too many 

green building technical measures with high maintenance cost, bad saving effect and short 

using life, which indirectly promote the increment of green building and misread the 

connotation of green building at the same time. 

(2) Focused more on design rather than operation and maintenance 

Green building has developed rapidly in China in the past decade. In 2017, the Ministry 

of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China (MOHURD) 

issued the 13th five-year plan for building energy conservation and green building 
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development, which proposed that "by 2020, China will increase the energy efficiency level 

of new buildings in cities and towns by 20% higher than that in 2015, the proportion of green 

building area in new buildings in cities and towns by more than 50%, and the proportion of 

green building materials application by more than 40%".By the end of 2016, China’s cities 

and towns have accumulated 1.25 billion square meters of green building area, and 500 

million square meters of new green buildings were added in 2016, accounting for more than 

29% of all new urban and civil building area 
[6]

.According to the current development speed, 

there is still a big gap to achieve the 13th five-year plan goal of green building development. 

As the number of green buildings increases, more attention should be paid to the quality 

of green building projects. In 2008, the science and technology development promotion center 

of the MOHURD issued detailed rules for the green building rating system, which divided the 

rating label into "green building design label" and "green building label". According to 

incomplete statistics, at present, the proportion of green building label projects that can better 

reflect the actual operation and effect of buildings in China is less than 5%.It shows that the 

concept of green building development has not been generally accepted, the enthusiasm and 

power of investment in green building construction are generally insufficient, and even a 

considerable number of green building technology has not turned from the design drawings 

into real construction. The operation and maintenance cost of green building usually accounts 

for 70%-80% of the total life cycle cost (LCC), Therefore, the real green building should 

focus more on effect and benefit of operation and maintenance. 

From the current situation of green building development in China, we can see that the 

scale of green building is constantly expanding, but there are also deeper challenges: Firstly, 

under the guidance of national policies and regional administrative examination, the narrow 

sense and simple pursuing of level rating as the pure goal of green building design in the past 

distorted the healthy development of green building to a certain extent. Secondly, generally 

lacking the awareness of the real green building connotation, people have not fully realized 

the economic, environmental and social significances and advantages of the green building in 

the whole life cycle. Finally, as the development of green building industrial chain is not 

mature enough, the incremental cost form materials, equipment and construction technology 

involved is the biggest obstacle to the development of green building. 

2.1.2.The proposal of industrial chain and the value of green industrial chain 

In the book of economic development strategy, Hirschman discussed the concept of 

industrial chain from the perspective of forward and backward connection of industry in 

1958
[7]

.Then Houlihan (1988) expanded the scope of the industrial chain, and proposed that 

the industrial chain is all the material flows from suppliers to producers or distributors to final 

consumers 
[8]

.Stevens (1989) regards the industrial chain as a system connecting suppliers, 

manufacturers, consumers, etc., extending from product chain to information chain and 

function chain, emphasizing the feedback process of information between products
[9]

.In 

China, Fu Guohua first put forward the concept of industrial chain
[10]

in the early nineties, and 

then related theoretical research gradually rose. 

Green building industry is a new type of industry based on the existing construction 

industry, economy, ecology, recyclability and low carbon development oriented, which runs 

through the whole life cycle of green building. It mainly covers green building planning and 

design, green product application, green construction and operation, as well as all kinds of 
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supporting professional services, including survey, planning, design, testing, certification, R 

& D, materials, equipment, components, construction and installation, operation and property 

management, and related consulting and services 
[11]

.The green building industry is based on 

the traditional building industry. At the same time, as the green building involves the deeper 

connotation of the harmonious coexistence of human and natural environment, the green 

building industry is an overall upgrade of the traditional building industry under the 

proposition of sustainable building. 

The development of green building will bring more added value to the green building 

industrial chain. First, the correlation effect of the industrial chain can guide and drive the 

development of more related industries. Second, with the promotion of green building 

technology, it will continue to promote the transformation and upgrading of the green 

building industrial chain, and then create more value for the industrial chain enterprises, 

hence finally form the agglomeration effect. The former is the development of quantity, the 

latter is the improvement of quality. Only when the quantity and quality of the green building 

industrial chain rise can the development of green building be fundamentally promoted. 

2.1.3.Form of green building industrial chain 

According to the activity period of the green building industry, the green building 

industrial chain can be divided into three levels: upstream, midstream and downstream. The 

upstream industry mainly involves top level design such as policy making and standardization, 

planning, design and consulting services; the midstream industry mainly involves material 

and equipment manufacturing, construction and construction, and ecological environment 

construction; the downstream industry mainly involves property management and resource 

recovery. The distribution pattern of the green building industrial chain is as Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 Distribution pattern of green building industrial chain 

Location Main business level Main product level 

Upstream 
Planning, design and technical 

consultation 

Standardization construction 

Planning, design and consultation 

Ecological planning and landscape design 

BIM consultation 

Midstream 

Green building materials 

manufacturing 

Structural components 

Insulation and sound insulation parts 

High performance materials 

Environmental decoration materials 

Green building equipment 

manufacturing 

High efficiency HVAC equipment 

High efficiency motor equipment 

Energy saving lighting equipment 

Water saving equipment 

Renewable energy equipment 

Rainwater utilization systems 

Intelligent devices 

Engineering construction 
Building construction 

Industrialized Building 

Building ecological Permeable pavement 
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Location Main business level Main product level 

Landscaping 

Downstrea

m 

Property management and 

resource recovery 

Property management 

Energy management 

Construction waste recycling 

Generally, the development scale of the industrial chain can be evaluated by the annual 

output value of the industrial chain. If the added value of green buildings accounts for 5% of 

the total investment, by 2020, the whole industrial chain of green buildings can reach at least 

2.5 trillion yuan of output value
[11]

, while the whole industrial chain has been initially formed, 

and there is still a huge growth space. 

 

2.2.Formation mechanism of green building industrial chain 

2.2.1.The basic driving force for the formation of green building industrial chain 

(1) Green values 

Green values are based on survival values, development values and ecological values in 

the process of human development, respecting for the laws of nature, advocating the 

harmonious coexistence of human and environment, and take the establishment of sustainable 

production mode and consumption mode as the connotation, pathing to the road of scientific 

and sustainable development
[12]

.With environmental issues being paid increasing attention to, 

green values have gradually formed a wave of popularity in the world since the 1990s.The 

construction industry has the characteristics of high energy consumption and high CO2 

emission, which has been widely known, while green buildings have provided solutions for 

severe environmental problems, and are gradually recognized by people. At the same time, 

under the pressure of people’s shifting attitude or public opinion, the enterprises related to the 

green building industrial chain must change the traditional development concept, transform 

and upgrade the production process and circulation mode that do not meet the new 

environmental protection requirements
 [13]

. 

(2) Lower cost and higher benefit 

Cost and benefit are the most fundamental factors for investors to choose green building 

development. According to the hypothesis of "economic man" in economic theory, enterprises 

related in the construction industry can be regarded as rational "economic man", so these 

enterprises have the goal of maximizing their own interests 
[14]

. 

Due to the improvement of functions, green buildings will have a certain incremental 

construction cost compared with traditional buildings, which is the main barrier restricting the 

development of green buildings in China
 [15]

.On the one hand, to reduce the incremental cost, 

the green building process should be further standardized, as well as the relevant standards of 

equipment and material manufacturing, thus improving the production efficiency and reduce 

the management cost, On the other hand, participators in the whole industrial chain should 

take part in promoting the refinement of labor, technical progress, and industrial chain 

improvement, which will lead to cost reduction. At the same time, it is necessary to select the 

relatively low-cost technologies such as general layout optimization, design optimization, as 

well as cost-effective equipment and materials actively to realize the green building function. 

The benefit factors include the direct economic benefits generated by energy and 

resources conservation, maintenance cost reduction, material component recycling and other 
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factors during the green building operation period, and the indirect economic benefits 

generated by factors such as improving users’ comfort, reducing environmental pollution and 

greenhouse gas emissions, as well as the agglomeration effect brought by enterprise’s 

participation in the green building market activities. 

Only when the incremental economic benefits of green building in the operation period 

cover the incremental costs in the development stage, will it bring demand pull to the green 

building product market. At the same time, only when the enterprises benefit from the 

agglomeration effect of the green building industrial chain, will the enterprises spontaneously 

participate in the green building market activities, and then promote the green building market 

to gradually mature. Investors and consumers generally accept the green building with lower 

cost and higher benefit, which ultimately can bring the real prosperity of the green building 

industrial chain. 

(3) Market activities 

Green building represents the future development trend of building, which will 

inevitably promote the relevant enterprises of green building industrial chain to continuously 

explore and analyze new ideas and methods, constantly improve and develop better 

cost-effectiveness green building technologies, and to maintain the sustainable market 

competitiveness to avoid being eliminated in the competition. The appropriate market 

competition is conducive to the effective allocation of resources jointly optimized by 

enterprises and the market, hence the green building industrial chain can be continuously 

optimized and upgraded. At the same time, under the market competition environment, the 

enterprises related in the construction industrial chain tend to seek a long-term and stable 

cooperative relationship, which is conducive to reducing the costs of related transaction, as 

well as reducing the risks caused by changes in the external environment through resource 

sharing and so on. The market activities full of competition and cooperation can keep the 

green building industrial chain alive, promote transactions and reduce risks, and then attract 

more relevant enterprises to join the green building industrial chain. 

At present, the green building industrial chain is still in the stage of formation and 

development. Under the influence of externality, the government needs to provide financial 

subsidies, tax incentives and other interventions to make up for the loss of investors’ 

incremental construction investment. In the early stage of green building development, 

government policy support is required, but its sustainable and healthy development must be 

promoted by market forces
 [16]

. Only when people generally accept the concept of green 

values, and green building technology continues to make breakthroughs driven by the market, 

can market participants in the green building industrial chain develop green building products 

with lower cost and higher benefit, ultimately truly promote the development of green 

building products and the growth of the market. 

2.2.2.Resistance to the formation of green building industrial chain 

(1) Difficulty in obtaining information 

Green building is an inevitable choice for the sustainable development of buildings. 

Most participants in the construction industry still regard it as a very mysterious and 

expensive product. On the one hand, there is insufficient policy guidance and publicity in the 

industry, on the other hand, it is still very difficult to obtain green building policies, 
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technologies, detailed cost and benefit data of completed projects, a comprehensive 

information system is in need. 

(2) Lack of the whole life cycle cost-benefit visualization 

Compared with traditional buildings, the incremental cost of green buildings is usually 

difficult to be calculated accurately. In fact, many green building technical measures can be 

realized by design optimization and selection of appropriate equipment and materials with 

less incremental cost. At the same time, the incremental benefit generated by the whole life 

cycle of green buildings is more difficult to be accurately quantified, which makes it difficult 

for investors to choose schemes. 

(3) High transaction cost 

Compared with traditional buildings, the value chain of green building is extended and 

there are more participators
 [17]

, At the same time, as the sophistication and creativity of green 

building technology, the development of the green building has the characteristics of strong 

technical specificity, low transaction frequency and information asymmetry
 [18]

. 

(4) Existence of externality 

Green building has a typical positive externality, investors and consumers can not 

directly get the corresponding remuneration from social and environmental benefits, so it is 

not realistic to only rely on market forces to promote the development of green building at 

present stage. In order to maximize social welfare, the government must adopt scientific and 

reasonable economic incentive policies to mobilize the enthusiasm of relevant investors and 

consumers to participate in the development of green buildings
 [19]

. 

 

2.3.Development strategy of green building industrial chain 

There are still many obstacles in the development of green building industrial chain,at 

the same time, the promotion of green building in China is in step with the acceleration of 

urbanization, economic and social transformation. The houses that meet the basic needs of life 

are still the main products in the markets, and the consumers’ consumption capacity is limited, 

which challenges promotion of the high value-added green building
 [18]

. Therefore, it is 

necessary to establish the whole life cycle cost-benefit evaluation mechanism of green 

building based on the existing green building rating system, a new evaluation mechanism 

with market driven as the core should be established simultaneously. At the same time, a 

green building information and transaction platform should be built, providing the main 

functions of information sharing and product trading, as well as opportunities to establish 

industrial alliance and online education, and carry out appropriate government intervention on 

the green building industrial chain based on the public platform of the industrial chain. 

 

3. Life-cycle cost and benefit evaluation model of green building 

3.1.Cost composition 

The life-cycle cost of green building covers the cost of green building in the whole life 

cycle. Taking the time of building completion and delivery as the dividing point, the whole 

life cycle cost of building can be divided into construction cost and operation cost (including 

demolition cost)
 [20]

, the life-cycle cost of green building can be expressed as: 

 C=CI+CII= Cii +  Cjj  

 i∈ d,c ，j∈ o,m,a,r,s,e .                    （3-1） 
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Where: C is the life-cycle cost of green building; CIis the construction cost, including 

design cost Cd and construction cost Cc; CII is the operation and demolition cost, including 

operation cost Co, maintenance cost Cm, management cost Ca, reparation cost Cr, replacement 

cost Cs and demolition cost Ce. 

 

3.2.Benefit composition 

The benefit of green building refers to the economic benefit increased compared to the 

general building during the operation period, which includes direct economic benefit and 

indirect economic benefit. The direct economic benefit mainly refers to the energy and 

resource consumption reduced by adopting green building technology, i.e., the economic 

benefit of saving according to the local actual energy and resource price; the indirect benefit 

mainly refers to the environmental economic benefit and social economic benefit, among 

which the environmental economic benefit refers to improving the environmental quality by 

improving the indoor and outdoor environmental quality and reducing the emission of CO2 

and pollutants. Social economic benefits refer to the increased economic benefits
 [21]

from 

improving work efficiency and living comfort of residents, reducing health loss, etc., the 

benefit of green building can be expressed as: 

 E=EI+EII= Eii +  Ejj  

 i∈ e,r ，j∈ a,s .                       （3-2） 

Where: E is the incremental economic benefit of green building due to the investment of 

green building technology compared with general building; EI is the direct economic benefit, 

including the economic benefit of energy conservation Ee and the economic benefit of 

resource conservation Er; EII is the indirect economic benefit, including the environmental 

economic benefit Ea and the social economic benefit Es. 

3.3.Cost benefit evaluation 

Since the operation period of green buildings usually lasts for decades, the reduced 

operation cost compared with general buildings during the period is the direct economic 

benefit of the whole life cycle, and the annual economic benefit of the operation period is 

discounted to the building completion time to calculate the whole life benefit of green 

building. The whole life benefit of green building can be expressed as: 

 EI= △Cii .                          （3-3） 

 E(t)= △Cii +  Ejj =   △Cii
𝑡
s=1  (s)+   Ejj

𝑡
s=1  (s) 

 △Ci(s)=△Ci(1)(
1+𝑟𝑖

1+𝑖𝑖
)𝑠，Ej(s)=Ej(1)(

1+𝑟𝑗

1+𝑖𝑗
)𝑠 

 i∈ o,m,a,r,s ，j∈ a,s .                     （3-4） 

Where: E(t) is the whole life economic benefits increased by green building technology 

investment compared with general buildings; t is the evaluation period, generally to be 

equivalent to whole life cycle of green building; ri is the average annual increase of green 

building operation cost, ii is the discount rate; △ Ci (s) is the reduced operation cost compared 

with general buildings in a given year of green building operation period, including operation 

cost Co (s), maintenance cost Cm (s), management cost Ca (s), maintenance cost Cr (s), 
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replacement cost Cs (s); Ei (s) is the indirect economic benefits of green building in a given 

year of operation period compared with general buildings, including environmental economic 

benefits Ea (s) and social economic benefits Es (s). 

According to the previous analysis that the main factor of the formation mechanism of 

green building industrial chain is to seek the lowest life-cycle cost based on the pursuit of 

economic benefits. This is consistent with value engineering which essentially pursuit the 

realization of necessary functions at the lowest cost. Value engineering aims to improve 

product value, which is not only the need of users, but also the goal pursued by investors and 

operators
[22]

.Therefore, it is reasonable to bring in value engineering into the whole life-cycle 

cost-benefit evaluation of green building, the evaluation model can be expressed as:. 

 V=
𝐸

𝐶
=
E(t)

𝐶(t)
.                          （3-5） 

Where: E(t) is the whole life economic benefits increased by green building technology 

investment compared with general buildings, C(t) is the incremental life-cycle cost of green 

building, both E(t) and C(t) are discounted to the building completion time from each year of 

the whole life operating period; V is the life-cycle cost and benefit evaluation value of the 

green building, V＞1, indicating that the green building evaluated is completely feasible in 

economic evaluation, otherwise it is not feasible. When comparing and selecting green 

building schemes with similar functions, the scheme with bigger V value considers to be 

economical better. 

3.4.Green building evaluation content 

The “Assessment standard for green building” (GB/T 50378-2019) consists of five 

categories, namely, safety and durability, health and comfort, occupant convenience, 

resources saving, and environment livability. In order to distinguish green building from 

general building more accurately, it is necessary to select appropriate green building 

technologies and make a clear classification based on the “Assessment standard for green 

building”. The selecting principles are as follows: 

(1) Technologies that requires acquisition of materials and equipment, increasing 

construction and installation costs; 

(2) Technologies that are relatively mature and can be carried out by the participations in 

green building industrial chain; 

(3) Technologies that have not been widely adopted. 

According to the three principles, the green building technologies selected in the 

evaluation are shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1Green building technology selected 

Categories Green building technologies selected References 

Safety and 

durability 

Safety protection measures N/A 

Durable building materials General scheme 

Healthy and 

comfort 

Sound insulation materials General scheme 

Ventilation systems N/A 

Air quality monitoring systems N/A 

Adjustable sunshades N/A 

Occupant 

convenience 

Electric vehicle charging posts N/A 

Intelligent systems N/A 
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Resources saving 

Water-saving equipment General scheme 

Rainwater utilization systems N/A 

Energy saving air conditioning General scheme 

Energy saving lighting equipment General scheme 

Energy saving electrical equipment General scheme 

High strength building materials General scheme 

Recyclable building materials N/A 

Energy saving enclosure structure N/A 

Environment 

livability 

Landscaping N/A 

Permeable pavement N/A 

3.5.Example analysis 

3.5.1.Engineering Overview 

In order to verify the feasibility of the evaluation model, bring in an example of a green 

building project in Shenzhen. The total floor space of the example project is 20,094.71m
2
, and 

the total construction area is 142,198.00m
2
, the project is a large-scale office building with 

total construction investment estimated to be 1.49 billion yuan, the annual electricity 

consumption is 12.84 million kWh, and the annual water consumption is 14.60million m
3
, the 

project has taken a number of green building measures to meet the national two-star level 

green building standard. 

Reference (1): An office building in Shenzhen with a total construction area of 19,615 

m
2
. The project used conventional building design and electromechanical solutions in the late 

1980s in China. The annual electricity consumption is 3.6 million kWh, and the annual water 

consumption is 2.30million m
3
. 

Reference (2): An office building built at the beginning of the 21st century in Shenzhen 

with a total construction area of 84,300 m
2
. The project had optimized the general layout and 

adopted a relatively energy-saving electromechanical solution, the unit area energy 

consumption has reached the advanced level of the same type of building in the early 20th 

century in China. The annual electricity consumption is 9 million kWh, and the annual water 

consumption is11.00 million m
3
. 

The information above is summarized in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2Unit area energy and water consumption 

Project Design scheme 
Unit area energy 

consumption 

Unit area water 

consumption 

Example 

project 
National two-star green building 90.30kWh/ m

2
·a 0.99 m

3
/ m

2
·a 

Reference (1) 
Conventional building design and 

electromechanical solutions 
183.53kWh/ m

2
·a 1.17 m

3
/ m

2
·a 

Reference (2) 
Optimized general layout and 

relatively energy-saving 
106.76kWh/ m

2
·a 1.30 m

3
/ m

2
·a 
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electromechanical solution 

Table 3-2 shows that the example project consumes 50.80% less of electricity and 15.38% 

less of water than reference (1), and consumes 15.42% less of electricity and 23.85% less of 

water than reference (2). 

3.5.2.Evaluation of life-cycle incremental cost and benefit 

(1) Incremental cost 

The incremental cost of green building of the example project is shown in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3Incremental cost composition of the example project 

Items Technical measures selected References 
Incremental cost 

(yuan/m
2
) 

Safety and 

durability 
Durable building materials General scheme ¥10.25 

Healthy and 

comfort 

Sound insulation materials General scheme ¥2.29 

Ventilation systems N/A ¥12.53 

Air quality monitoring systems N/A ¥8.65 

Adjustable sunshades N/A ¥7.21 

Occupant 

convenience 
Intelligent systems N/A ¥11.86 

Resources 

saving 

Water-saving equipment General scheme ¥ 0.58 

Rainwater utilization systems N/A ¥ 6.56 

Energy saving air conditioning General scheme ¥ 46.16 

Energy saving lighting equipment General scheme 2.67 

Energy saving electrical equipment General scheme ¥ 12.35 

High strength building materials General scheme ¥ 11.93 

Recyclable building materials N/A ¥ 8.62 

Energy saving enclosure structure N/A ¥ 68.12 

Environmen

t livability 

Landscaping N/A ¥3.52 

Permeable pavement N/A ¥2.53 

Total ¥215.83 

It can be seen from the above table that the incremental cost of green building is 215.83 

yuan/m
2
, and the total cost of green building technology application is 30.69 million yuan, 

accounting for 2.06% of the total project construction investment. 

(2) Incremental benefit 

According to the comparison with the reference (1) and the reference (2), the direct 

economic benefit calculation depends on the conditions that, the example project saves energy 

by 20%-30% and saves water by 20%-25%based on the benchmark scheme; the 

environmental benefit is in accordance with the CO2 emission reduction caused by the saving 

of energy consumption and the health improvement caused by the promotion of the indoor 

environment of the building; the social benefits can be measured according to the reduced 

sewage discharge cost caused by the reduction of water consumption and the corresponding 

reduced construction cost of the municipal facilities, and the improvement of the staff’ swork 

efficiency. 
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Conditions set also include that savings per ton of standard coal can reduce the 

production of 2.4 tons of CO2, the cost of CO2 treatment per ton is 400 yuan; savings per ton 

of water can reduce the financial investment of 7 yuan; the number of office workers is 600, 

and the annual average benefit per person is 200 thousand yuan,10% of the work efficiency is 

improved by 5%, and the medical expenditure per person is reduced by 10% due to the 

improvement of building environment. The incremental benefit of the example project is 

calculated and the results are shown in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4Incremental benefit composition of green building in the example project 

Categories Technical measures for green building 
Benefit amount  

(10k yuan/year) 

Economic 

benefit 

Energy saving of air conditioning system ¥61.98 

Energy saving of lighting system ¥6.96 

Energy saving of enclosure structure ¥85.3 

Energy saving electrical equipment energy saving ¥10.86 

Water saving of water appliance ¥10.6 

Water saving of rainwater utilization ¥3.14 

Saving building materials ¥2.15 

Saving of maintenance cost ¥4.5 

environmental 

benefit 

CO2 emission reduction benefit ¥65.25 

Health benefit ¥6.5 

Social benefit 

Saving from pollution discharge fee ¥3.09 

Saving from financial loss ¥19.89 

Work efficiency improvement ¥60 

Total ¥340.22 

It can be seen from the above table that the incremental benefit of the project is 3.40 

million yuan/year. 

(3) Incremental cost and benefit evaluation 

Conditioning that the average annual growth rate of electricity and water charges is 8% 

during the example project operation period, the discount rate is 12%, and the calculation 

period is 50 years, the inflation coefficient is 8%.According to equation (3-4), the net present 

value of the economic benefit of the example project is 41.95 million yuan, the net present 

value of the environmental benefit is 16.23 million yuan, the net present value of the social 

benefit is 18.77 million yuan, and the net present value of the total economic benefit is 76.95 

million yuan. 

According to equation(3-5), the life-cycle cost-benefit evaluation value of the example 

project is 2.51＞1, which shows that the example project is completely feasible in economic 

evaluation. 

 

4.Green building information and transaction platform construction 

The green building information and transaction platform is designed into three parts: 

information, trading and project. The information part mainly involves the popularization of 

green building, the publicity and implementation of relevant laws and policies, standardized 

construction, and the business display of enterprises in the upstream, midstream and 

downstream of the industrial chain. The trading part could be connected to the project 
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transaction platform of the construction executive department, the public resources 

transaction platform, and the supply chain of large real estate development enterprises, etc., in 

order to realize the full life cycle online transaction of green building projects. At the same 

time, by bringing the whole life cycle cost and benefit evaluation model of green building, it 

can provide decision makers with the basis for scheme comparison and selection. The project 

part could provide the development and operation information of the project to the public, 

which could promote information flow in the planning, design, construction and maintenance 

management of green building projects, and then improve the efficiency of project 

management. 

The information and transaction platform need to be led by the government departments, 

with free market and timely open information operating system to ensure its public reliability. 

Through the operation of the platform, it is expected to achieve goals about information 

sharing timely, promoting green values, improving the development and management 

efficiency of green building projects, assisting the operation and maintenance of green 

buildings, reducing the trading cost of green building products, and promoting the 

construction of green building market credit system, ultimately reducing the incremental cost 

of green building and promoting the healthy development of green building industrial chain. 

5.Conclusion 

(1) The mature industrial chain is the most fundamental support to promote the 

development of green building. At present, China’s green building industrial chain is still to 

be improved, and there is still a huge space for development. 

(2) The relatively high-priced incremental cost of green building is the main barrier to 

the development of green building industrial chain. in order to reduce the incremental cost, 

the green building construction should be further standardized, the industrial chain should be 

further improved. At the same time, it is necessary to select the relatively low-cost 

technologies such as general layout optimization, design optimization, as well as 

cost-effective equipment and materials actively to realize the green building function. 

(3) The whole life-cycle cost and benefit evaluation model is useful to help investors and 

consumers to choose the most cost-efficient green building solution and can intuitively reflect 

the advantages of green building, thus help people to break the misunderstanding of the high 

price, and better promote green building. 

(4) The construction of green building information and transaction platform is conducive 

to promoting the aggregation of green building industrial chain, realizing information sharing 

and promoting green building trading. 
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Cities Based on the Ecosystem Service Value: A Case

Study of Chongqing
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the ecosystem services of urban green
spaces in mountainous cities. Based on the multi-source spatial data, this
paper takes the mountainous city Chongqing as a research case, provides the
evaluation system for the assessment of ecosystem service value in
mountainous cities. Through comprehensive analysis of urban green space in
Chongqing, the value of green space in mountainous cities was discussed, and
the optimization strategy of green space planning in mountainous cities was
proposed to provide reference for the improvement of urban green space
ecological value. The assessment of ecosystem service value in urban green
space not only helps to correctly understand the importance of greenspaces in
urban areas, but also provides research support for rational urban green space
planning and management, and then continuously improves the quality of
urban green space.

Keywords: Mountainous city; Ecosystem Services; Urban greenspaces; Ecological
planning

1. Introduction
Ecosystem services play a critical role in environmental protection and sustainable

economic production[1, 2]. Ecosystem services refer to the formation of ecosystems and
ecological processes, which can maintain the natural environment and the effectiveness of
human existence[1-4]. Ecosystem service value for different purposes can be divided into
different categories[5-12]. Costanza et al. put forward the principles and evaluation methods of
the ecosystem service value in 1997[3], and since then quantitative assessment of the
ecosystem service value has become a single hot topic in international sustainable
development, ecology and environmental economics [4, 13-17]. the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment have emphasized the significant role that ecosystems play in critical services and
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set up classification structure of ES[4]. The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)
classified the ecosystem services into four categories: provisioning services, regulating
services, habitat or supporting services, cultural services[18], while the Common International
Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) demonstrates that the main categories of
ecosystem outputs to be provisioning, regulating and cultural services[19].Apparently, the
similarity and broad equivalences between CICES, MA, and TEEB Classifications can be
easily found. In this study, the ecosystem services were generally divided into three categories,
including supplying services, regulating and supporting services, cultural services[4, 18-21].

Compared with the plain cities, urban ecosystems of mountainous cites have more
comprehensive spatial and environmental characteristics[22, 23]. In recent years, the urban
expansions of mountainous cities have led to the deterioration of the ecological environment
and the frequent occurrence of geological disasters. Natural geology, topography, climate,
hydrology and other natural ecological factors of mountainous cities have a direct impact on
its ecosystem. In the metropolitan mountainous area, we defined urban areas as matrix, forests,
woodlands and wetlands as patches, and streams and ridgelines as corridors[23]. These
elements built up a basis of a functioning ecosystem in the mountainous environment.
Obviously, the ecosystem service value of urban greenspaces in mountainous cities has its
unique characteristics.

As public places in cities, urban green spaces not provide many social and recreational
functions for citizens, which make urban green spaces a valuable public resource[24]. Also,
green spaces play an important role in ecosystem services and city sustainability [25]. This
paper mainly focuses on ESVs of green spaces in mountainous cities and tries to derive the
planning strategy of green spaces from the assessment results of ESVs.

2. Method
2.1. Study area

This study is focused on the city of Chongqing, which is located on southeastern China
(Figure 1). The study area is about 181 km2, administratively consisting of nine main districts.
The resident population of Chengdu reached 8.5 million with an urbanization rate of 65.5%.
Chongqing is known as the most famous “mountainous city” in China., Chongqing is Located
on theupper reaches of the Yangtze River. Consisting of four parallel ridges, namely, Jinyun,
Zhongliang, Tongluo, and Mingyue mountains, and two valleys, namely, Jialing and Yangtze
Rivers. The terrain of Chongqing includes valley floors, natural slopes, and mountain ridges,
ranging from 100 m to nearly 1000 m in evaluation. Nearly half of the urban area is located in
slopes over 25%.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area

2.2. Data Collection
This paper focused on the evaluation of ecosystem service of urban greenspaces. Based

on multi-source remote sensing data and land use survey data of Chongqing urban area in the
years 2009 and 2015. The images from Landsat-5 ETM+ and Landsat-8 ETM+ were used for
the Land use change analysis with 30-m spatial resolution, which were taken from the
Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/). The land use survey data from land and
resources Bureau (1:10000) were used to derive green space information to ensure the
uniformity and accuracy of analysis. The green spaces in the study area were classified in five
land use types based on the land use classification criteria of China: forest, farmland,
grassland, construction land, urban green space, wetland and water (Figure 2). This study
focus on the ESV of green spaces, so the construction land was excluded from the
measurement of ESV, as well as the urban green spaces in the constructed area. Figure 2
demonstrates the land use maps of 2009 and 2015.

Figure 2. Land use maps of Chongqing Urban Area in (a) 2009 and (b) 2015
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Green spaces have a positive effect on many aspects of urban ecosystem services, such
as cooling, CO2 sequestration, water buffering, and improvement of air quality [26]. Due to the
classification in previous studies, and the unavailability of data, 8 types of ESV were selected
from three classifications of supplying services, regulating and supporting services, cultural
services. They were Food production, Water supply, Air purification, Climate regulation,
Water regulation, Water purification, Carbon cycling, Recreation and culture.

In this paper, we combined physical assessment method (PAM) with the value
assessment method (VAM) to evaluate the green space ESV. Individual physical assessment
factors were evaluated through multidisciplinary methods and various data sources, such as
government statistics, monitoring, and remote sensing (Table 1). Compared with the
equivalent factor method, the physical assessment methods can derive more accurate results
from the ESV assessment in accordance with local conditions.

Table 1 Selected factors for assessing ESV

Ecosystem Services Physical Assessment Factors Data sources

Supplying
services

Water supply T The amount of water supply per
year (m3*a-1)

Chongqing Water Resources
Bulletin (2009&2015)

Food
production

The amount of food production per
year (kg*a-1)

Chongqing Statistics
Yearbook (2009&2015)

Regulating
and

supporting
services

Water
regulation

Regulated runoff volume per year
(m3*a-1)

Chongqing Water Resources
Bulletin (2009&2015)

Water
purification

Purified water volume of green
space (m3*a-1)

Chongqing Water Resources
Bulletin (2009&2015)

Carbon
cycling

Carbon dioxide absorption &
oxygen release (kg*a-1)

Net Primary Production(NPP)
of Chongqing

Air
purification

The amount of removed Sulfur
dioxide, Nitrogen oxide, and
particulate materials (PM10)
(kg*a-1)

The observed data of air
pollution sources and the
annual AQI from 16 fixed air
monitoring stations in 2009and
2015

Climate
regulation

Annul heat reduced by evaporation
(kj*a-1)

Weather China Website
http://www.weather.com.cn/ ,
Evapotranspiration data of
Chongqing fromJia’s research
[27]

Cultural
services

Tourism Average visitor numbers of parks Tourists Data from Chongqing
Bureau of Parks

2.3. ESV Assessment

2.3.1. Supplying services. The data for supplying services were directly from the local
government statistics[28, 29]. The value of water supply and food production were
derived from the market value. The value of food production was referring the
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Chongqing Statistics Yearbook and the value of water supply could be calculated as
follows:

��＝�� ∗ ��

where Vwis the total value of water supply in supplying services, Zi is the amount of
water supply per year (m3*a-1), Cwis the shadow price of water resources in China, and i is the
year. According to the Dynamic equilibrium model of shadow price of water resources [30], the
shadow price of water resources is 4.47 yuan• m-3.

2.3.2. Regulating and supporting services.regulating and supporting services have a
relatively indirect impact. These types of ecosystem values were transferred from
physical assessment results.

（1）Water Regulation
For instance, the value of water regulation could be calculated as follows:

�� � �� ∗ ��
where Vris the value of water regulation, Qi is the runoff volume per year (m3*a-1), Cris

the unit water storage cost in China, and i is the year. According to Xue’s study, the unit
water storage cost in Chinais 0.67yuan/m³[31], and the annul regulated runoff volume could be
calculated as follows:

�� �
���

�

���� �� − ���

wherePiis theannual precipitation (mm), Ei is the annual evaporation of green spaces, Ai
is the green areas, and i is the year. The precipitation data is from Chongqing Water
Resources Bulletin and the evaporation data is from previous studies [32].

（2）Water Purification
It was demonstrated that green spaces have a positive impact on water purifying while

water regulating. Therefore, the amount of water purification and its value can be calculated
as follows:

�� � �� ∗ ��
where Vp is the value of water purification, Zp is the volume of purified water by green

space per year (m3*a-1), Cpis the unit water purification cost, and i is the year. According to
the local sewage treatment price, the unit water purification cost of Chongqing is
2.78yuan/m³[33], and the annul volume of purified water could be calculated as follows:

�� � ������� − �� − ��
where Zp is the purified water volume of green space, Piis theannual precipitation (mm),

Ei is the annual evaporation of green spaces,R is the surface runoff, Ai is the green areas, and i
is the year.

（3）Carbon Cycling
Through photosynthesis, plants have a positive effect on CO2 sequestration and O2

release. At the city scale, the CO2 sequestration and oxygen release of green spaces can be
calculated by the Net primary productivity (NPP) reflecting the carbon “metabolism” of urban
vegetation.

According to “National Evaluation Specification of Forest Ecosystem Service Value
(LY/T 1721-2008)”[34], the value of water regulation could be calculated as follows:
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�� � �� � �� � �� � ��
�� � �h�� � �� � �� � ��
�� � �h�� � �� � ��

where VC is the value of carbon cycling, GC and GO are the amount of carbon
sequestration (t·a-1)and oxygen release (t·a-1); CC and CO are the carbon tax price and unit
oxygen price, which are 928.5 yuan/t and 1000 yuan/t respectively. Rcis the carbon ratio in
CO2, which is 27.27%, Bi is the average NPPs in a year, Ai is the green areas, and i is the year.

（4）Air purification
According to the ecological benefits of green spaces, the air purification service is

including removing Sulfur dioxide (SO2), Nitrogen oxide (NOx), and particulate materials
(PM10), the value of air purification could be calculated as follows:

�� �
���

�

�� � ��� � ��

where Vais the total value of air purification, Qjis the unit area air purification per year
(g/m2a), Cj is the unit purification cost for different types of air pollutant, and j is the type of
air pollutant, Aiis the green areas, and i is the year.

（5）Climate Regulation
The temperature regulation effect of vegetation is affected by many factors. The leaves

of green plants are affected by transpiration, and a large amount of water is lost. During this
process, the leaves continuously absorb heat from the surrounding environment, so the
temperature of the surrounding air is reduced to some extent.

Previous research demonstrates that one hectare of green space can absorb 81.8 MJ of
heat per day from the surrounding environment in the summer. To reduce the equivalent heat,
it takes 189 air conditioners with 735W power to work continuously for 24 hours. In other
words, the green space absorbs 432.804 KJ of heat from the environment, which is equivalent
to one air conditioner with 735W power running continuously for 24 hours. And the average
power consumption of an air conditioner running for 24 hours is 20.64 kWh per hour, so the
value of climate regulation could be calculated as follows:

�� �
��

��䁒hꀀ�� � 䁒�h�� � �� � ��

where Vtis the value of climate regulation, Qt is the heat absorption by evaporation, Fi is
electricity fee of Chongqing, which is 0.57 per kWh, Ai is the green areas, and i is the year.

2.3.3. Cultural services. In this study, due to the limitation of data resource, the cultural
service is main reflected by the recreation value of green spaces. The assessment of
recreation services is based on the data of visitor numbers and the ticket price of
parks.

According to data from Chongqing Bureau of Parks, the parks in Chongqing could be
divided into three categories: residential parks, urban parks and country parks. The average
tourists number of residential parks is 4000-6000 per day, which is 1000-2000 per day in
urban parks, and the number of tourists in country parks is 500-1000 per day. So the value of
recreation could be calculated as follows:
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�
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where Vi is the total value of tourism, Qk is the tourists number of parks, Ckis the ticket
price of parks, k is the type of park, and i is the year.

3. Results
The total ecosystem service value of Chongqing urban area is about 45.97 billion Yuan

in 2009 and 57.93 billion Yuan in 2015 (Table 2). From 2009–2015, the ecosystem service
value increases by 11.96 billion Yuan (26.01%), primarily due to the increase of forest area.
However, in addition to the value of food production and water regulation, the other types of
ESVs has shown varying degrees of decline, mainly due to the decrease in green space cover
and the expansion of construction land.

The value of food production and water regulation account for the largest proportion,
followed by water supply. The value of recreation services and carbon cycling services are in
the middle. Other types of ESVs, including water purification, climate regulation, and air
purification are relatively low.

The value of regulation and support services and supply services increased, and the value
of regulation and support services increased by 7.45 billion yuan, of which the value of water
regulation services increased significantly, with a growth rate of 16.69%, while the value of
water purification rarely changed. The other types of ecosystem services have declined to
some extent. The value of supplying services increased by 4.94 billion yuan, of which the
food production increased significantly, and the water supply declined. The total value of
cultural services declined slightly, down 0.95% from 2009.

Table 2. Ecosystem service value ofChongqing in 2009and 2015
Ecosystem
service

2009 2015 Change of ESV

ESV Proportion
(%)

ESV Proportion
(%)

ESV Proportion
(%)

Supplying
services

213.238 46.38% 262.632 45.34% 49.394 10.74%

Water supply 112.872 24.55% 98.16 16.94% -14.712 -3.20%
Food production 100.366 21.83% 164.472 28.39% 64.106 13.94%
Regulating and
supporting

136.374 29.66% 210.898 36.41% 74.524 16.21%

Water regulation 93.377 20.31% 170.087 29.36% 76.71 16.69%
Water

purification
5.33 1.16% 5.452 0.94% 0.122 0.03%

Carbon cycling 29.107 6.33% 27.36 4.72% -1.747 -0.38%
Air purification 0.772 0.17% 0.737 0.13% -0.035 -0.01%

Climate
regulation

7.788 1.69% 7.262 1.25% -0.526 -0.11%

Cultural services 110.133 23.96% 105.774 18.26% -4.359 -0.95%
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Tourism 110.133 23.96% 105.774 18.26% -4.359 -0.95%
Total 459.745 579.304 119.559 26.01%

4. Discussion
4.1. Characteristic of Mountainous Cities

The assessment results demonstrate that the rapid development of construction in recent
years has caused the decreasing of green space in the urban area of   Chongqing, which
had a negative impact on the ecological environment and its ecosystem services. On the other
hand, the growth of the overall ecosystem service value reflects the importance of green
spaces.

This study highlighted that mountainous cities possess characteristics of ecosystem
services of green spaces. Vegetated mountains and hills plays an important role in protecting
these environmentally sensitive areas and providing significant ecosystem services, which
also meet traditional ecological wisdom that regards mountain and hill ranges as the Dragon’s
Back[22] where large scale developments are prohibited. However, the functions and values of
green spaces are usually underestimated in modern urban development [22, 23, 35]. With the
rapid urbanization in the past ten years, urban development in Chongqing has been
approaching the edge and steep slopes of mountains, and even encroaching on the ridgeline
and the top of mountains. Further, as sensitive areas, the riverside have also been taken by
expensive residence and commercial development. Such high-intensity developments have
led to serious ecological problems and decreasing of ESVs. Therefore, in the process of green
space planning in mountainous cities, we the mountain environment characteristics should be
considered.

4.2. Green Space Planning Strategy
Considering the ecosystem services of green spaces, this study proposes the planning

strategies for green spaces in mountainous cities:
First, the protection of the natural landscape of mountain cities. In order to protecting

mountains and waterfront from urban development, constructions are suggested to be strictly
restricted. To improving air quality, public transportation systems should be emphasized. To
mitigating urban heat island effect, vegetation coverage should be raised; minimize the
large-scale excavation of mountains, filling of depressions, destruction of terraces,
interception of water systems, destruction of vegetation and other urban development
activities that may cause natural disasters.

Second, planners of mountainous cities should be sensitive to the mountainous
environments. Decision maker of urban planning should be aware that experiences from
lowland cities cannot be simply extrapolated into mountainous cities because of different
natural processes and environmental limits. Planning efforts should restrict further expansion
of built-up areas in hazard-prone areas to preserve the uniqueness of mountainous landscapes.
For areas that have been damaged, ecological restoration should be taken.

Finally, the wisdom of respect for nature, such as polycentric urban form and
preservation of ridgeline and the top of mountains, should be respected and preserved. And
which is protecting the unique cultural landscape of mountainous cities.

4.3. Methodological Limitations
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This study introduced multi-source data and methods into the assessment of ESVs of
green space. However, this study has some limitations. Some important assessment factors
were chosen to reflect the ESV of mountainous cities, while other variables, such as noise
reduction and biodiversity, are excluded due to the lack of data. The study was calculated
from 2009 to 2015, because of the difficulty of obtaining historical data, which is hardly to
demonstrate the change of green spaces of ESVs in the past decades. These issues should be
explored in future research.
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Abstract: With the continuous development of urban construction and the 

increase of housing price, available space in the city gradually decreases, 

while the space between adjacent buildings in the city has been ignored. 

Planting new buildings in this kind of space not only saves the urban space, 

but also USES the gap space to increase the vitality of the city. To achieve the 

purpose of energy saving and emission reduction. 

The wind environment of the proposed interlock residential in Shenhe district, 

Shenyang was analyzed by PHOENICS and other software. This paper 

summarizes the factors that affect the layout of the interlock residential and 

puts forward the corresponding improvement Suggestions. As the basis of the 

research on the stage of the design theory of interlock residential. Optimize 

and adjust the design of the proposed interlock residential to improve the 

sustainable urban regional planning. Some feasible Suggestions on green 

building design are put forward. 

 

1.  Introduction 

With the rapid development of cities, however, land resources are limited. Cities must 

constantly improve the utilization rate of land. With the rise of housing price, urban buildings 

have changed from spreading type to high-altitude type, which has become the requirement of 

building an intensive city with sustainable development. At present, the lack of planning for 

urban development leads to the generation of idle space. 

People pay too much attention to the commercial use of land and ignore the feelings 

between urban space and people. A new method to solve the congestion of urban space is 

called  interlock residential. It can improve the utilization of space while transforming the 

urban space properly. Based on the background, this project is dedicated to solving these 

interlock. Interlock space, different from a certain period, a certain area of the common space 

has conditions, and strongly affect the psychology of those who pass and stay, resulting in 

negative space negative sense of oppression. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the use of 
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unused space in the gap to form a new form of architecture. Transform it into a comfortable 

or characteristic energy-saving and bright spot space in urban public space. Therefore, a 

certain area in Shenyang was selected to conduct simulation design research on the interlock 

residential by taking into consideration the important factors that affect building energy 

consumption and people's quality of life, such as sunshine time, natural ventilation 

environment and outdoor wind. 

 

2.  Introduction to the research on interlock residential 

2.1.  Interlock residential 

In recent years, due to the rapid urban expansion and the continuous increase of housing 

price and rent, a series of problems such as space transition between adjacent old and new 

buildings and urban space utilization rate have emerged. For economic reasons, architects are 

motivated to maximize the limited land space and make full use of the walkways and empty 

Spaces between the existing buildings.Break through the limit of urban block, compact urban 

space, reduce the traffic interference on the road. Remkohas uses cantilevered structures to 

design "luxury high-rise apartments in a crowded culture" in New York City; Lucky Drops, 

designed by taiyu yamashita in a high-density living space and building in Japan (through the 

use of translucent walls to highlight the design concept of light texture of traditional Japanese 

lanterns, gives a sense of space to a building only more than three meters wide), all of which 

are exploratory designs for the space of sandwiching buildings. 
[1]

 

 

2.2.  Local climate 

Shenyang has a temperate sub-humid continental climate. The annual average 

temperature is 6.2 ~ 9.7°C.Since 1951, when complete records began, the highest temperature 

in Shenyang was 38.3°C(July 18, 1952), the lowest temperature in the central city was 

-32.9°C(January 15, 2001), and the lowest temperature in the suburbs was -35.4°C(January 11, 

2001). A low temperature of -33.1°C(1950) was previously observed in Shenyang.
 [2]

 

Shenyang is a city with obvious monsoon circulation. The cold winter makes people pay 

more attention to the requirements of street microclimate quality. Street microclimate is a 

relatively independent climate environment formed under the joint action of street and 

buildings on both sides. As a public place where residents gather in daily life, the 

micro-climate of city streets has a close influence on the design of interlock residential, 

residents' life and the development of the city. 

 

2.3.  Introduction to numerical simulation software 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been widely used in engineering due to its 

advantages of easy operation, accurate results and low cost. In the field of architectural design, 

CFD can be used for simulation and quantitative analysis of indoor and outdoor natural 

ventilation, and the layout of indoor and outdoor wind environment can be optimized 

according to the analysis results. 

There are many CFD simulation software with applicable scope and characteristics, 

among which PHOENICS is a software with simple model establishment, direct parameter 

setting, high efficiency, fast and intuitive simulation prediction, and a large number of 

experiments have verified that the software simulation has the advantages of accuracy and 
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high result accuracy. Therefore, PHOENICS software was used to analyze the model of the 

proposed crack building. 

PHOENICS can simulate air flow and temperature 

distribution around and inside the building, as well as 

wind pressure coefficient on the building surface. 

PHOENICS software was used to create the building 

group model. The wind environment inside the 

community was only analyzed during the modeling 

process without considering the surrounding area. The 

dominant wind direction and wind speed are consistent 

in winter in Shenyang. Therefore, this study mainly 

completed the simulation analysis and research of the air 

temperature cloud map, outdoor relative wind pressure 

cloud map, outdoor wind speed amplification factor 

cloud map, outdoor wind speed cloud map and the front 

and back relative pressure cloud map of buildings in 

winter at the height of 1.5m. 
[3]

 

 

3.  Model establishment and condition setting of 

interlock buildings 

3.1.  Model and research 

Because in real life, neighboring buildings around 

buildings tend to affect the wind field around them. The 

calculation scope is mainly surrounding buildings. In 

order to meet the requirements of the specification, the 

study of the vertical direction includes the space with the 

height of each main building extending 250 meters from 

the ground. The human activity area should be set on a 

plane 1.5 meters above the ground. 

 

3.2.  Selection of simulation conditions 

Simulation of the location of the interlock 

buildings is not only related to the safety of the whole 

building, but also has an impact on the overall aesthetics 

and the external safety and rationality of the building. 

Therefore, designers need to fully consider and utilize 

the green building design concept in the process of 

building site selection. Specific application process :(1) 

As far as possible, an area with high infrastructure 

integrity and low damage should be selected as the 

construction site to ensure the real and reliable data basis 

provided by the simulation of the interlock buildings. 

(2)Make the best use of public areas to strengthen the 

relationship between green buildings and public 

Figure 1 
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transportation system, so as to guarantee 

the travel convenience of regional 

residents. 

This example selects a residential 

area in Shenhe district, Shenyang , 

Liaoning province to make a simulation 

analysis of interlock buildings. Built in 

1988, the residential area faces south and 

east as the city road. Including 886 houses, 

it is a representative residential area in the 

center of Shenyang city. The building type 

is multi-storey, with a plot ratio of 2.0 and a 

greening rate of 25. See figure 1. The plot is 

close to the main road. Figure 2 is the noise 

distribution diagram, and the road is a 

two-way four-lane road. The construction 

land is close to the surrounding main road. 

The road becomes the main additional heat 

source, which generates radiation to the 

surrounding buildings and has little 

influence on the microclimate. 

There is an outdoor northeast wind in 

Shenyang in winter. At the reference height 

(10 meters), the average wind speed is 2, 

and the calculated temperature of wind 

speed is 11°C. PHOENICS software was 

used to simulate it with a wind direction of 

3.5m/s and a west wind. The outdoor 

exponential gradient wind was used to 

simulate the city center, and the value of the 

inlet gradient wind (a =0.25) was applied. 

The simulation results were shown in figure 

3.The accuracy of the calculation is two 

order upwind, and the iteration step is 500 

times. 

T is outdoor 1.5m air Temperature 

Cloud chart. 

P is outdoor 1.5m outdoor relative 

wind pressure cloud picture. 

WAMP is 1.5m outdoor wind speed 

amplification cloud picture.  

V is 1.5m, the outdoor wind speed 

picture.  

P B is winter construction relative stress 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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nephogram , respectively. To be built around the wind speed should be less than 5m/s. The 

surrounding wind speed amplification is less than 2.The relative pressure difference between 

positive and negative surfaces of buildings should be less than 5pa. 

The colors in the figure vary from dark to light, and the wind speed decreases in order. 

The wind speed in the surrounding area is obviously higher than that in the central area, and 

the wind speed is mainly distributed in the central area in the area with lower wind speed. The 

result of environmental simulation is whether the main road in the selected area of the 

building has adverse wind field and whether the public activity area of the community is 

sufficiently sheltered from wind. It can be seen from the analysis of the wind speed vector 

diagram at an outdoor height of 1.5 m under the northeast wind of 2.5m/s that wind can be 

formed in the yellow area, and the cold wind will have a great impact on the interlock 

buildings in winter. Moreover, most of the entrances of the community are at the wind inlet, 

which will also affect People's Daily travel to some extent. Therefore, the insulation structure 

and performance of the front row building should be enhanced. 

According to the simulation, the variation of street wind environment is mainly related to 

the following factors: 

1) Building density 

The buildings in the central area are more densely distributed than those in the 

surrounding areas, and the building density is large. The airflow is obstructed by the buildings, 

and the wind speed decreases, making the wind speed in the area less than that in the 

surrounding environment. It can be seen that the size of the building density will affect the 

street wind environment. 

2) Street width 

When other conditions are the same, the wind speed increases with the increase of street 

width, otherwise it decreases. 

3) Building height 

Comparing the wind speed between high-rise buildings and low-rise buildings in shenhe 

district, it is found that the wind speed in the low-rise buildings is lower than that in the 

high-rise buildings. This is mainly because the airflow in the street is affected by the flow 

around the surrounding buildings, but when the buildings increase to a certain height, the 

airflow is compressed by the buildings, and the wind speed will increase suddenly, causing 

changes in the wind environment in this area. The relationship between street width and 

building height can be expressed by the ratio of street height to width, and its numerical value 

is affected by both building height and street width. Therefore, the relationship between wind 

environment and street width and building height can be converted into the relationship 

between wind environment and street height and width. 
[4]

 

The ratio of street height to width restricts and influences the airflow movement of street 

space by controlling the height of the building and the width of the road. When the building 

height is relatively low, the wind environment is mainly affected by the width of the street. 

The street gorge with a relatively large height and width will make the high temperature 

gather, and reduce the wind flow, so as to reduce the wind speed. When the building height 

exceeds a certain value and the ratio of the height to the width of the street continues to 

increase, the wind environment is greatly affected by the building height on both sides of the 
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street. It is difficult for the airflow over the building to enter the inner space of the street, so 

that a stable circulation airflow is formed inside the street and the wind speed increases. 

In conclusion, it can be found from the above studies that the formation of wind 

environment is influenced by a variety of factors and is the result of joint action. Factors such 

as building density and street aspect ratio Angle all affect various internal Spaces of the street, 

and determine the variation and distribution of airflow in the street space, which affects 

people's comfort experience of activities inside the street. It is of great significance and 

practical value to explore the mechanism of influencing factors on the wind environment of 

street space, reasonably plan and design, and improve the wind environment of street interior 

space. 

 

4.  Measures to optimize the design of green building indicators 

4.1.  Design interlock buildings under the concept of green architecture 

(1) In the layout design of the interlock buildings, the design concept of green buildings 

should be fully applied, and the natural environment, climate and geographical conditions 

within the region should be fully understood and mastered, so as to achieve the maximum 

reduction of energy consumption. 

(2) In order to realize the healthy comfort of the building space and the development and 

utilization of resources, the planning and site selection of the interlock building should be 

similar to the original building, and the same building type should be arranged in the same 

large area to ensure that the layout of the functional area of the building is consistent with the 

environment.
 [5]

 

(3) The interlock building outdoor and indoor environment green design should be 

according to the principle of passive measures, optimized building shape and internal space 

layout, combined with choose the building toward the region geography and climate 

conditions, make full use of natural lighting, natural ventilation, palisade structure with heat 

preservation, heat insulation, shading, measures such as reducing building heating, air 

conditioning and lighting system load, improve the indoor comfort. 

(4) In the layout design of interlock buildings, the local latitude, temperature, humidity 

and wind direction should be analyzed in detail, so as to clarify the building direction and 

improve the utilization rate of solar energy and wind energy. 

(5) In order to reduce the thermal energy load of buildings and design green buildings, 

the building site should be integrated with surrounding buildings and trees and forests in the 

outdoor environment. 

 

4.2.  Simulation design of construction optimization measures for interlock 

According to the above situation, To reduce the noise and the influence of the winter 

monsoon, effectively improving the acoustic environment and the wind environment, we have 

Figure 4 
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made improvements to move the building backwards and plant trees in front that. As shown 

in Figure 4. 

The aspect ratio of the selected model is 8m: 9m. The height of the first floor is 3.5m, and 

the height of the standard and top floors both are 3m. Typical indicators such as sound, light 

and energy consumption are selected as control variables, and the accuracy of the model is 

improved by software simulation to improve the scope of application. The calculation of the 

actual local data in Shenyang has achieved sufficient modeling. 

(1)Thanks to the heat transfer coefficient of the outer window is much larger than the heat 

transfer coefficient of the wall, so the size of the outer window has a great relationship with 

the air conditioning load. In the Shenyang area, the solar radiation intensity and time are long. 

Considering the lighting and economic aspects, the east-west window and wall ratio should be 

smaller, and the north-facing window should improve the insulation performance to achieve 

comprehensive energy-saving effects. Regardless of the air conditioning factor in the building, 

the window area ratio of each orientation can be: 0.25 in the north, 0.3 in the east and west, 

and 0.45 in the south.
 [6]

 

(2)When designing the perimeter structure of a building, it is necessary to take into account 

the location of the doors and windows and the requirements for shading, and these 

requirements also determine the energy consumption level of the building. Under the premise 

of ensuring the overall ventilation and lighting of the building, in the design process of 

building doors and windows and curtain walls, the penetration of cold air is minimized and 

the airtightness of the doors and windows of the building is strengthened. In the design of the 

building curtain wall and door and window, it is most advantageous to choose three-glass or 

double-glass low-e insulating glass. When selecting the inner and outer glass materials, it can 

be reasonably matched. If it is a two-layer insulating glass, the outer layer can be used for 

sunshade and heat absorption during the design process, and the inner glass can be selected 

from low-radiation glass materials. In this way, while ensuring the overall aesthetics of the 

building, the use value of the glass can be maximized to meet the requirements of energy 

saving and environmental protection. 

(3)The solar heating system uses solar collectors as a common heat source. To save part of 

the energy, due to the lack of sunshine in the Shenyang area, auxiliary heating facilities must 

be installed. In some areas, the water heater can be combined with a floor radiant heating 

system for winter heating. Considering the actual utilization efficiency and aesthetics, a 

centralized solar collector can be used to plan the heat recovery of the entire residential 

heating surface. 
[7]

 

 

4.3.  Construction optimization measures for interlock 
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Regarding to the high illumination of the original scheme, the energy saving 

improvement suggestion are proposed after calculation. 

In order to save energy, the size of the window area is reduced, and the window position 

is changed according to the actual situation. 

Figure 5 
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After improvement, the lighting uniformity of the room is improved, and the indoor glare 

is weakened. Eliminate the indoor local brightness cased by high illumination. The effect of 

excessive solar radiation on indoor microenvironment is weakened. 

 

4.4.  Materials 

Figure 6 
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For the climatic characteristics of Shenyang, the summer is relatively short, the cooling 

load of summer is reduced and the annual cold load value is very low. Therefore, it is 

considered that does not need to be equipped with refrigeration and air conditioning, which 

can meet the human body comfort in summer and can save energy. If the insulation layer of 

the building's envelope structure becomes thinner, the heating load in winter will increase 

accordingly. According to the law of thickness and energy consumption, a qualitative analysis 

is carried out by man. It is considered that the 60-80mm thick insulation board has good 

thermal insulation effect and can reduce the cost and wall thickness, the installation position 

of the window should be placed outside the wall as much as possible, so that the lighting 

effect of the building becomes better. As shown in Figure 8. 

Overall, based on PHOENICS deductive analysis of the architectural scheme, the 

position of the door and window was changed, and the visor and the double-glazed jacket 

were added and obtain the plan B. Ventilation is required in summer and 60-80mm thick 

insulation is required to improve thermal efficiency in winter. For the simulation analysis, it 

provides a powerful reference for the energy-saving design of the cracked building. 

 

Figure 8 

 

Figure 7 
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5. Conclusion 

 
 

 

Through the above simulation analysis, it can be known that the northeast wind is 

prevailing in Shenyang in winter, and the buildings should be managed in a ladder-like 

arrangement and arranged in a vertical relationship with the wind direction. In winter, the 

Figure 9 
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high-rise buildings in the northeastern region can withstand the winter cold wind intrusion. 

The wind pressure drop in the residential area is small, the wind speed is reduced, and it is not 

easy to form cold wind infiltration. In addition to the first row of buildings, due to the 

difference of the front and rear wind pressure, the thermal insulation structure and 

Performance should be enhanced. 

In the proposed joint construction, the design elements should be fully considered: based 

on the green building concept and regional comprehensive conditions, the same building type 

should be unified and regionally laid out, adopt passive measures priority principle, use 

natural lighting, natural ventilation, reduce construction load, Improve the utilization of wind 

energy, solar energy, etc., as well as improve the use of the outdoor environment and reduce 

the building heat load. 

The entire building was improved by changing the height of the lifting window, using a 

ventilated glass wall, shortening the window width, changing the position of the switch door 

and window, and the application and simulation of the energy-saving design method of the 

solar panel and the 60-80 mm thick insulation board. As shown in Figure 9. These innovative 

experiments on negative gap spaces are a good solution to solving the space that was 

originally ignored. The results of this research can seek a reasonable path for the sustainable 

development of urban agglomerations, and put forward feasible suggestions in the direction of 

green building design. 
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Abstract：Under the background of the city entering the stock development stage, the
contribution of the development main body within land red-line becomes an
important way of public space supply. How to guarantee the quality of public space
contributed by fine incentive policies? Based on the analysis of the implementation
effect of the current incentive system in Shenzhen, various situations involving
possibility knowledge are investigated: first, the implementation of the incentive
policy(including the portability and conditions of the public space incentive policy) in
New York and Hong Kong is discussed; then it compared with Shenzhen; lastly,
some suggestions to improve the public open space incentive policy in Shenzhen is
provided to achieve its sustainable development.

Keywords: Urban renewal, Privately owned public, Incentive policies, Inspiration
from New York and Hong Kong
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1. introduction
High-quality public space supply is an important embodiment and guarantee of urban quality
in high-density development. Under the background that the main path for Shenzhen to obtain
development space has turned to urban renewal, guiding private capital to carry out public
space construction in the renewal unit has become an important way of public space supply [1].
Since the promulgations of Shenzhen urban renewal measures in 2009 and implementation
rules of Shenzhen urban renewal measures in 2012, the Shenzhen government issued a series
of documents [2-3] to implement the public open space incentive policy, and clearly defined the
types, amount and conditions of public space that can be awarded the FAR in urban renewal.
However, the incentive policy is still in the exploration stage, and as a result it has not yet
formed a set of refined reward system and its implementation performance has not yet
reached the ideal effect. The Experience of Start city in the world , in order to promote the
private sector to provide public space, as early as 1961, the city of New York adopted a new
zoning regulation to provide "incentive open space" to improve the quality of space in
high-density urban areas.After constant self-improvement, correction and seeking the balance
of fine classification and easy management, New York formed a set of effective privately
owned public space reward system[4-5]. As shenzhen neighbour and urban construction of the
prototype, Hong Kong introduced incentive zoning in 1962 to encourage private to provide
public facilities in private development property.Through formulating specific design
guidelines, its public open space in private development (pospd) construction was relatively
successful[5].This will be followed by a description of the experience of public open space
reward mechanism in New York and Hong Kong and detailed presentation of how enhance
the effectiveness of the public open space reward mechanism through combining Shenzhen’s
own characteristics.

2. New York experience
The rise of neo-liberalism in western countries has changed the previous dominant position of
the government in urban construction and advocated the use of the private sector to produce
public goods [6]. Public space is gradually changing from public investment to non-public
investment. Especially in the redevelopment project of high land price central area, the urgent
demand for public space and the austerity of national public finance make the involvement of
the private sector an inevitable choice.

In 1961, New York City first proposed to encourage the private sector to invest in the
construction of urban public space by using the zoning incentive policy [7]. Since 1961,
according to the low quality of private owned public space construction in the process of
complex, construction, management and so on, combining with the zoning control
requirements (red line back, cubic construction, parking requirements, design style, etc.),
simplify the approval process, the relevant expenses breaks and other incentives, formed in
the public plazas and arcades for main types of fine private owned public space (pops)
incentive mechanism [8-9].

2.1. define the reward objects and refine the design standards
In terms of reward standards, the New York forms the different design standards of

public plazas and arcades according to the function of space. The public plazas includes 18
design standards and 4 operation standards, and the arcades includes 6 design standards
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(figure 1) . Different from the public plazas, the arcades, as an accessory space of the building,
is a linear space mainly serving walking traffic. Therefore, the control of the arcades is mainly
the requirements of depth and height, and the internal requirements are without any facilities
except the pillars.This can be illustrated by the design standards of public plazas.The
minimum area for public plazas is 2,000 square feet. In terms of spatial form, the public
plazas is divided into major portion and minor portion. The shape of the major portion should
be regular, accounting for at least 75% of the plaza area. The minor portion are allowed to add
flexibility in shape and configuration and are limited to no more than 25% of the plaza area..
Major portions of public plazas are required to have average width and depth of 40 feet. To
allow for additional flexibility in the configuration and design of the public plaza, up to 20%

of the plaza area may be less than 40 feet in depth. Minor portion are not less than 15
feet in width and depth and are required to have a width to depth ratio of at least 3:1(figure 2).
Through clearly and quantitatively define maintenance management that includes public
space scale, form, facilities and opening hours after completion, catering management in the
design phase to realize the operability of space design.

Figure 1. Design standards for private owned public spaces in New York [10]

Source: author draw

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the size and spatial form of the public plazas

Source: New York City planning bureau, author collated

Private owned public spacesPublic plazas ArcadesDesign standards Operation standards Dimensions,Elevation,PermittedHoursof Access,Daily
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Visibility, Circulation Paths,
Elevation, Planting and Tree, Steps,
Seating, Lighting and Electrical
Power, Signage

Hours of Access,Daily
Maintenance,Outdoor Catering
Management, Building Facade



2.2. adjust the reward mechanism and scientifically calculate the amount of reward
In order to attract social capital, the setting of reward amount should take into account

the coverage of all costs and the maintenance of reasonable profit space [11]. At present, there
are mainly four calculation models, among which the marginal cost benefit model takes into
account the change of market demand and investment risk, etc. Comparatively, the calculated
reward amount is in line with the reality and is mainly applied in San Francisco [12](table 1) .
In order to realize rapid urban construction, New York City adopts the equivalent
development right with simple operation and easy management to calculate reward FAR.

During the implementation of the incentive mechanism, the New York City government
revised the incentive zoning in 1977 by reducing the amount of incentive in the central district
and the upper limit of the overall incentive (20% to 6%) in response to the mismatching of
contributions and the abuse of the incentive mechanism. Since then, according to the actual
situation, New York has continuously fine-tuned and improved the incentive mechanism,
taking into account the difference in land costs caused by different land rents and different
types of pops construction and management costs, forming the current differentiated incentive
system(table 2).

In other cities in the United States, in order to avoid public interests from being infringed
upon after the development intensity is greatly increased under the effect of incentive
mechanism, the method of reducing base FAR is adopted before implementing incentive
zoning. For example, in 1974, Los Angeles reduced the floor area ratio of downtown
foundation from 13 to 6 before implementing incentive zoning. Now it seems that the way of
reducing the basic FAR provides a feasible path for the implementation of incentive and
space for the incentive zoning to play its effect.

Table 1. Types of reward Calculation Model
Calculation
Model

Calculation
Method

Calculation
Formula Advantages Disadvantage

s examples

Equivalent
land cost
model

According to
the

production
cost of public
goods and

the
surrounding
average land

price

Critical value
of reward

FAR = basic
FAR x

production
cost of public
goods/surrou

nding
average land

price

The
operation is
simple and
easy, the data
is easy to
obtain, the
management
cost is low,
and the
incentive
FAR can be
updated
timely

according to
the

fluctuation of
land price

Without
considering
the changes
and risks of
the real
estate

market, the
adaptability
is poor in
regions
where the
land value
and the basic
FAR vary
greatly in a
small range.

Seattle

Equivalent
development

right

The cost of
land per

building area

Critical value
of incentive
building area
= production
cost of public
goods x total
land area x

basic
FAR/total
land price.

New York
city
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Return on
investment
ratio model

The
investment
income ratio
of public
goods is
compared
with the
average

investment
income of
surrounding
construction
projects

Investment
return ratio =

total
income/total

cost.

Consider all
costs,

investment
risks and
market
demands,

and compare
the amount
of incentives
for different
public goods

It is difficult
to obtain
accurate

data, and the
cost of

supervision
and

management
is high.

Denver

Marginal
cost benefit
model

Compare the
marginal
benefit of
rewarding
floor space
with the

marginal cost
of producing
public goods

Unit bonus
area = total
bonus

area/total
area of

public goods.

More can
reflect in the
implementati
on of the
actual

situation, the
amount of
incentives
more in line
with reality

There are
many data
involved,
high

requirements
for data

acquisition
and update,
and high

management
costs.

San
Francisco

Source: author draw

Table 2. Incentives for pops in the New York zoning (2014)

Districts partition Basic FAR
Amount of reward(multiple of pops

area)
Public Plazas Arcades

C1 C1-8 2.0 3 3
C1-9 2.0 3 3

C2 C2-7 2.0 3 3
C2-8 2.0 3 3

C4 C4-6 3.4 6 3
C4-7 10.0 6 3

C5 C5-1 4.0 6 3
C5-2 10.0 6 3
C5-3 15.0 10 3
C5-4 10.0 6 3
C5-5 15.0 10 3

C6 C6-1A 6.0 6 3
C6-1 6.0 4 2
C6-2 6.0 4 2
C6-3 6.0 6、 3、2
C6-4 10.0 6 3
C6-5 10.0 6 3
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C6-6 15.0 10 3
C6-7 15.0 10 3
C6-8 10.0 6 3
C6-9 15.0 10 3

Source: New York City zoning ordinance 2014, author collated
Note 1: bonus amount = bonus building area ÷pops area
Note 2: reward FAR ≤ basic FAR ×20%
Note 3: for c6-3 land, when the land includes community service facilities, the reward amount
should be large.

3. Hong Kong experience
As the most densely populated city in the world, Hong Kong has very little land available for
public space alone when land resources are scarce. In order to improve the shortage of public
space in high-density cities, Hong Kong introduced the incentive policy of New York in 1962
to provide privately managed open space for public access, use and enjoy in private properties
(known as pospd) [13-14]. Popsd management in Hong Kong has gone from rough to fine.

Section 233 of the first edition of the certified persons registered structural engineers
practice notes (PNAP) 1999 states that private developers are allowed to obtain a FAR of 5
times of the land/place allocated for public access to actively promote the construction of
dedicated access and public space for public use. In 2000, the rising urban land price made
the construction of public space face the dual pressure of land supply and capital
contradiction. The incentive policy provided a feasible path for developers to improve FAR to
overcome the cost of land price and the government to build more public space. The incentive
policy in Hong Kong gradually standardized and improved in guidance and control [15]. In
2003, PNAP identified incentives for private construction of public space. But in the actual
construction process, the public space under the management of private developers gradually
becomes commercial subsidiary space, and the public space of privatization excludes the
public. The most prominent example is times square in 2008. According to the public deed of
dedication, the public space on the ground and open to the public was leased to private
owners to operate coffee shops, which caused heated discussion among citizens on public
space, and the construction and operation standards of popsd began to be valued by the
society. Since 2008, drawing on the design standards of New York City, the development
bureau commissioned universities and design agencies to compile the "guidelines on the
design and management of private development public open space", which was officially
promulgated in 2011, as follows:

According to the five common types of public open space in private development in
Hong Kong, they are divided into public green space, plazas, courtyard, small open space and
corridor, and specific design and management guidelines are formulated (figure 3) [16]. Design
guidelines, in view of the different space types, refer to the New York remobilised design
standards, according to their own space characteristics, in shape, frontage, length-width ratio,
major portion and minor portion, area, Visibility, slope, green area on fine flexible and
targeted specific quantitative indicators, public space design level of usability.Management
guidance, draw lessons from New York operating standards, can be divided into licensing
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activities, operation principles and application of the public channel.It qualified after the
completion of the area and proportion of business activity To avoid the constant
commercialization of privately managed public space. Through the data of the public give
play to the role of public supervision, guarantee the public after the completion of the public
space.

Figure 3. Overview of design guidelines for different types of POSPD in Hong Kong
conditions Public green

space
plaza courtyard Small open

space
gallery

shape According to the site Long shape
generally

frontage More than 30% at least 13.5 m inapplicability
length-width
ratio

at least 1:3 at least 13.5
m,have rest
space per 50
m

major portion
and minor
portion

According to the site，major portion≥75% Long shape
generally

area ≧500m2 ≧500m2 ≧200m2 ≧100m2 inapplicability
Visibility clear quite clear clear clear clear
Outdoor
space

the open air

slope Preferred flat ground According to
the site

green area ≧50% ≧30% ≧30% ≧30% Have better
Source: guidelines on the design and management of pospd; development bureau, hksar
government

4. Implementation effect of Shenzhen public open space incentive policy
In the process of old city reconstruction and urban renewal, the high land cost and

project investment make the government realize that the establishment of public policies and
the introduction of non-government investment can help reduce the burden of public finance
and realize the internalization of "negative externality". In the pearl river delta, In order to
solve the problem of Old town, old factory, old village(“Sanjiu” for short) reconstruction,
guangdong province , proposed a FAR incentive policy for providing urban public goods,
such as public service facilities, urban public space, affordable housing, municipal
infrastructure and historical relics protection in the guiding opinions on strengthening the
implementation of "Sanjiu" reconstruction plan(2011). The reward policy of FAR shall not
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exceed the upper limit of 10% of the basic FAR. For the areas that are not suitable for the
FAR reward in the original site, the compensation mechanism can be implemented in
different places[17]. On this basis, Shenzhen's urban renewal measures in 2009 marked the
initial establishment of an urban renewal system[18]. After rolled out a series of technical
documents and policy specification[19-21] improve the system of urban renewal, the Shenzhen
urban renewal unit planning capacity review technical guidelines (2015)clearly put forward
that Providing the construction of overhead or building interior space (including indoor public
pedestrian access) and approved as a public space can award 1-2 times the building area in the
development of land for construction[2]. Public open space awards are beginning to get
attention in the whole incentive mechanism. But from the current implementation effect, the
public open space reward is in a passive position, the implementation is relatively weak.
There are two main reasons.

(1) compared with other FAR adjustment methods, it is difficult to attract developers.
(figure 4) First, the transfer volume is favored by developers because of the large amount of
incentives and no upper limit, which is usually reached by land contribution. Second, the
reward volume has an upper limit (30% of the FAR), among which the proportion of public
open space reward is very small.

(2) the threshold for public open space is high. First, different from the pure incentive
model in New York, Shenzhen adopts the model of combining standard basic requirements
and FAR incentive. According to Shenzhen standard (2013), new construction and
reconstruction are required to provide 5-10% independently public space, and the interval
value increases the threshold of public open space rewards. Second, this also causes that the
award objects are limited to the space type with limited area, such as aerial corridor and
public passage, and the FAR has little room to increase on the basis of 1 times of the award
amount.

(3) The complexity of obtaining reward conditions has greatly reduced the probability of
using the reward policy in public open space. For example, the premise of getting rewards is
relatively complicated, including the identification of the necessity of public channels (such
as connecting large public Spaces, subway stations, etc.), and 24-hour open demonstration.
Second, the reward way is single, and lacked a way to compensate when the development
intensity reached its maximum.In addition, fine design standards have not yet been formed for
public space, and the quality of construction is difficult to be guaranteed. The government's
approval under discretion is relatively prudent, and fewer approvals are awarded, which also
limits the effectiveness of incentive policies to a certain extent.

Figure 4. Incentive mechanism in urban renewal
Incentive
mechanism

Reward
volume

Transfer
volume

Publicopenspace Supporting
facilities

Historic
buildings

Affordable
housing

Land
contributio

Education
facilities

Source: author draw

5. Inspiration to Shenzhen
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In view of the relatively weak implementation of public open space incentive mechanism in
Shenzhen, the author proposes two solutions. First, reduce the incentive FAR of other ways;
Second, improve the incentive mechanism for public open Spaces. By summarizing the
practical results of New York and Hong Kong on incentive policies, this paper provides
experience for shenzhen.

5.1. Shenzhen and New York, Hong Kong incentive mechanism comparison
Through an in-depth analysis of the fine reward system in New York and Hong Kong,

and a comparison of the gap between Shenzhen and the former two (table 3), the following
points are mainly included: clear reward space type, detailed planning conditions (design
details and specific requirements of service facilities), various reward methods and
differentiated reward amount.

Table 3. Comparison table of incentive mechanism between New York, Hong Kong and
Shenzhen
Contents New York Hong Kong Shenzhen
Determine the basic
FAR

Density Zoning

Reward area Specified area（C-）
Lead in the
commercial area

Urban renewal area

Reward objects Public plazas,arcades

Public green space,
plazas, courtyard,
small open space and
corridor

Public passage, aerial
corridor

Reward conditions Refinement Refinement Rudeness

Reward way

FAR reward, relax
zoning conditions,
simplify the
examination and
approval system,
related costs
reduction

FAR reward FAR reward

Reward amount
3-10 times building
area

5 times building area
or 20% permitted
FAR

1 times building area

Reward cap

Not exceeding the
maximum volume
ratio (not exceeding
20% approved)

Five times building
area or 20%
permitted floor area
ratio

No more than 30% of
the approved amount

Source: author draw

5.2. Suggestions for Shenzhen
Taking the experience of New York as a sample for reference, and combining with how

Hong Kong first learned from New York and formed its own reward system as a reference,
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this paper discusses the solution to the problem that it is difficult to implement the reward of
public open space in Shenzhen(table 4).

Table 4. Suggestions on public incentive policies for Shenzhen's public opening
Reasons for the poor implementation of
incentive policies

Countermeasures and Suggestions

higher appreciation space of Other FAR
adjustment way

Reasonably allocate the amount of reward,
and allocate the amount of reward for
transfer volume to public open space

Rewards are limited to small public Spaces
Expand the number of award recipients
and incorporate public space into the
award system

Different space type award amount is equal

According to different types of
construction cost and maintenance cost
space to implement a differentiated
amount of incentives

Lack of offsets beyond plot ratio

ntroduce relaxation of planning conditions,
simplification of the approval process,
reduction of related expenses or cash
compensation

Public space planning conditions are not
systematic

Quantitative design standards, operational
standards, from the planning to achieve
space design operability

Source: author draw

5.2.1 reasonably allocate the amount of reward.
In urban renewal, by setting the upper limit of transfer volume and controlling the

amount of reward in the reward volume in other ways, a certain amount of reward is released
for the public open space reward and the usability of this reward policy is increased.
5.2.2 improve the incentive mechanism and improve the incentive effectiveness.

（1）Expand your rewards. Different from the simple incentive mode in New York,
Shenzhen adopts the mode of combining standard basic requirements and FAR incentive,
which results in the dislocation of incentive objects, which are limited to public channels and
aerial corridors. It is suggested that semi-outdoor and indoor public Spaces that are required
to be built and approved together with the building approval should be included in the
incentive public Spaces, and the incentive base should be increased from the target of the
award.

（ 2）Detailed space design indicators. According to the type of incentive space in
shenzhen ,taking example by the design and operation standards in New York, quantitative
guidance is made on the construction quality, standards and acceptance requirements to be
achieved for different space types, so as to realize the sustainable design of public open space
(table 5). The sustainable strategy is embodied in the following four aspects in the design of
spatial indicators: first, improving the quality of space. At the design level, the shape,
length-width ratio, spatial form and other indicators are stipulated to prevent space
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fragmentation, and the green space threshold is set to ensure the greening rate of public open
space. At the management level, the reward and punishment mechanism is also used to ensure
that the space will continue to be used by the public after completion. Second, promoting
space sharing. The explicit provision of seats and other facilities makes public communication
possible. Third, building visual accessibility. Frontage ratio, visibility and signage regulations
enhance the identification of public open Spaces and stimulate the interest of users. Lastly,
business integration. Public space,a leisure space, increase the vitality of the space, attract
people into the public space through appropriate proportion of commercial activities.

Table 5. List of incentive conditions for public open space

Conditions Public
plaza

Public
green
space

Over
head
groun
d

courtyard Public
access Arcades Aerial

corridor

Desig
nstan
dard

spac
e

shape Site - specific, regular shape as design guide
fronta
ge Over x% street, drive at least x m

lengt
h-wid
th
ratio

The minimum x: y

major
portio
n and
minor
portio
n

According to the site, major portion occupies not less than x%

area Minimum x m2

sens
ory

Visibi
lity The visible area ratio is greater than x%

Outd
oor
space

Outdoor(Open
air)

Semi
-outd
oor
(not
open)

Indoo
r
(open
air)

Semi-outdoor (not
open)

Semi-o
utdoor

slope

The preferred level
shall not exceed x%
slope along the street
facade

envir
onm
ent

green
area

The green
area shall
not be less
than x%

Types
of
facilities

Seats, entertainment, barrier-free facilities, etc

sign Public space signs, prohibited signs, ancillary signs
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Opera
tion
stand
ard

The
com
merc
ial
scale

According
to the site,
the
commerci
al
proportion
shall not
exceed
x%

Open
time Normally for 24 h

viola
tions

Not according to the requirements of the construction or the
phenomenon of arbitrary occupation of cash and other forms of
punishment

Source: author draw

（3） Increase incentives. From raising the developers' profits and reduce the cost of
developers as a starting point, the introduction of a variety of incentives of New York, such as
the liberalisation of planning conditions (red line back, cubic construction, parking
requirements, design style, etc.) approval process simplified, the relevant expenses breaks or
cash compensation, allow multiplication, improve the applicability of some bonus policies.

（ 4） Differentiated rewards. One is to reduce the basic volume ratio. At present,
Shenzhen has adopted density zoning, and in 18 years, Shenzhen standard has adjusted the
basic FAR and the upper limit of the FAR to strictly control the stability of the limit of the
maximum FAR. By reducing the basic FAR, the incentive space can be improved and the
public interest can be avoided. The second is to adopt scientific reward calculation model. It
is suggested to adopt the marginal cost income model to obtain the data of unit rent, unit
operating cost, leasable area ratio, average building occupancy rate in the market, unit land
cost, basic FAR, etc., so as to form a differentiated reward amount and better reflect the actual
situation of incentive zoning in implementation (table 6).

Table 6. Reference table of incentive amount (taking commercial service land as an example)

Density
Zoning

Basic
FAR

Bonus amount (building area/public space area)

Public
plaza

Public
green
space

Overhead
ground courtyard Public

access Arcades Aerial
corridor

Density
zone 1 5.4

Density
zone 2 4.5

Density
zone 3 4.0

Density
zone 4 2.5

Density
zone 5 2.0

Source: author draw
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（5）Sustainable management strategy. First, the management system should be refined,
and design factors in different stages of the rewarding public space should be incorporated
into the planning approval, construction implementation and maintenance supervision stage,
so as to realize the whole-process supervision of the public space [22]. Second, improving the
public participation system to improve timely the space that didn’t meet the requirements of
the public and achieve effective planning control and sustainable design.
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Abstract: The development of wind energy technology helps mitigate greenhouse
gas emissions and climate change, which is a global long-term mission for energy
sustainable development. In European countries such as UK and the Netherlands,
more large-scale wind turbines are seen in cities, some of which are close to
residential areas. Noise impact is a significant concern for a local community that can
determine planning decisions and create obstacles for wind energy exploitation. This
paper presents the results of a field study carried out across three wind farms in the
UK that focused on the siting of wind turbines in relation to existing layouts of
residential areas and road networks to achieve moderated wind turbine noise (WTN)
evaluation. Using noise-mapping techniques, the study calculates both WTN and road
traffic noise at each respondent’s dwelling, and examines their effects on
self-reported WTN evaluation obtained from questionnaire surveys. The results point
out the dose-response relationship between WTN and annoyance. The results also
include the masking effect of road traffic noise (RTN), by indicating that high
day-time RTN that exceeds WTN over 20dBA could greatly moderate the
self-reported noticeability and annoyance due to WTN. A night-time RTN (Ln) of
41dBA is calculated as a threshold for the occurrence of the masking effect. With Ln
higher than the threshold level, each dB increase significantly decreases the
probability of noticing WTN by 0.8. The findings of this paper can be utilised to
guide the planning authorities to define suitable areas for the placement of wind
turbines within existing suburban contexts. A separation distance of 900m between
wind turbines and the nearest residence is confirmed. It is also suggested to use an
express road or highway to separate wind turbines and residential areas.

Key words: wind turbine noise；noise masking
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1. Introduction
Wind turbines are playing an important role in producing renewable energy. As onshore wind
turbines are becoming common in many countries, a number of them have been introduced
into suburban or urban settings1, which can bring noise pollution to surrounding residents.
Noise emission from a wind turbine at the hub height is larger than typical urban noise
sources, which is normally 98-102dBA for a modern wind turbine at wind velocity of 8m/s at
10 m height2. The potential adverse impacts of wind turbine noise on health and well-being
have attracted substantial attention.

It has been found in previous studies on wind turbine noise that residents in noisy areas
were less disturbed by wind turbine noise3. However, to date no evidence has been provided
regarding the masking effect of noisier environments on wind turbine noise. It has been
proposed in many studies (e.g. 4) that the planning of residential areas at the urban scale can
greatly influence the distribution of traffic noise. It is important to explore if high volume of
road traffic noise in urban areas can mask wind turbine noise and decrease the adverse
impacts on residents, which will guide the siting of wind turbine noise within existing plan of
urban areas.

This paper therefore explores the masking effect of traffic noise in suburban areas on
wind turbine noise evaluation. It investigates the layout of the road network in the studied
area, estimates the traffic noise at each respondent’s dwelling, and examines its impact on
evaluation of the wind turbine noise. In the following sections, the masking effects of traffic
noise are examined from two perspectives: the effect of RTN in relation to WTN (Section
3.1); and the masking effect of RTN by itself (Section 3.2). The threshold level of RTN that
could reduce the impact of WTN is calculated (Section 3.3) and the effect of RTN above the
threshold is demonstrated (Section 3.4). Planning suggestions are provided at the end of each
section and highlighted in Section 4.

2. Method
Three wind farm sites in the UK were selected as study areas. The wind turbines were large
and modern, with tower heights between 80 and 85m. All sites could be classified as
suburban-urban with high-medium level of road traffic noise and high population densities
(2000-4000/km2). A total of 261 respondents participated in the questionnaire to indicate
whether they noticed wind turbine noise, and if yes, whether they were annoyed by the noise.

A-weighted sound pressure levels (SPLs) of wind turbine noise (WTN) were calculated
using noise mapping techniques, for the most exposed façade of each target dwelling using
the software package CadnaA5.The wind turbine was simulated as a point source at hub
height. The spectrum of the point source was set based on that given by the manufacturer,
where the SPLs are relatively high at low-frequencies and attenuate with octave. The
calculations using the above method have been verified by field measurements.

To investigate the hypothesised masking effect of traffic noise in suburban areas, noise
exposure at studied dwellings from major roads were also calculated using CadnaA. An
example of a building noise map of road traffic noise is shown in Figure 1. The sound
emission of a road was simulated according to the RLS-90 guideline for calculating road
noise, with inputs of the road width (m), average daily traffic density (counts of vehicles/18h),
road type (motorway, federal, ordinary and local), and speed limit of the road (km/h). These
parameters were obtained based on on-field observations and the street-level traffic counts
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data from the Department for Transport (DfT) in the UK. The annual average daily flow
(AADF) for a certain road in the year of the survey was downloaded from the DfT, which
covered the traffic counts for each junction to junction link on the “A” road network in the
UK 6. The counts of vehicles on a stretch of other major roads in the study sites were obtained
from on-field observations. Noise from minor roads with an estimated 18h vehicle counts less
than 2000 were not considered in this study. The emission level for railways was
automatically calculated in CadnaA according to the chosen guideline based on selection of
the local list of train classes from the list. As shown in Figure 1, the time-averaged levels of
traffic noise exposure at the dwelling for day (Ld) and night (Ln) were calculated.

Figure 1. Exampleofcalculatedtrafficnoiseexposure at studiedbuildings

3. Result

3.1. Masking effect of road traffic noise in relation to wind turbine noise
This section presents the difference between road traffic noise (RTN) and wind turbine noise
(WTN) levels at respondent’s dwelling and investigates whether this difference in RTN and
WTN levels influence the evaluation on wind turbine noise, including noticeability and
annoyance.

The calculated Ld and Ln of road traffic noise (RTN) at studied dwellings were
correlated (Pearson’s r=0.979, p<0.001). On all study sites, Ld ranged from 38 to 66dBA
(mean=49.0, SD=5.3), Ln ranged from 29 to 60dBA (mean=41.2, SD=5.4). The difference
between Ld and Ln was in the range of 2 to 10dBA, which was significantly correlated to Ln
(Pearson’s r=-0.233, p<0.001), but not significantly correlated to Ld (Pearson’s r=-0.033,
p=0.543). This indicated that high Ln implied less difference between day and night traffic
noise exposures. In other words, the dwellings exposed to high levels of night-time traffic
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noise were likely to be noisy day and night, such as beside high ways that conveyed much
transportation even at night.

In addition, it was found that the S-R distance from the wind turbine was significantly
negatively correlated to RTN, suggesting that residents near wind turbines might be also
exposed to higher level of RTN. There was a significant correlation between WTN and both
Ld (Pearson’s r=0.156, p=0.003) and Ln (Pearson’s r=0.135, p=0.011)1. This finding
corresponds with a trend of siting urban wind turbines near motorways and other large noise
sources 7.

In the suburban areas of this study, respondents were exposed to higher RTN than WTN.
For all studied dwellings, day-time RTN (Ld) exceeded WTN from 7 to 48dBA (mean=22.6,
SD=7.2); night-time RTN (Ln) exceeded WTN mostly in the range of 2-42dBA (mean=14.8,
SD=7.4), with only one exception where WTN exceeded Ln with 1dBA at one dwelling.

To investigate the hypothesised masking effect of RTN, the study sample was divided
into three groups corresponding to the difference between levels of day-time RTN (Ld) and
WTN, with the difference less than 20dBA (n=135), within 20-25dBA (n=101), and over
25dBA (n=113). Similarly, three sub-samples were created according to the difference
between Ln and WTN, of below 10dBA (n=101), 10-15dBA (n=98), and over 15dBA
(n=150).

Figures 2 and 3 compares the dose-response relationships between WTN intervals and
subjective evaluations between different sub-samples. It can be seen that masking effects of
RTN were found when the difference between day-time RTN (Ld) and WTN was higher than
20dBA (Figure 2), or higher than 10dBA between night-time RTN (Ln) and WTN (Figure 3).
The masking effect of RTN did not occur within the above levels, where the percentage of
respondents who noticed and were annoyed with WTN significantly increased with increasing
of WTN intervals, approaching around 60% and 40% respectively in the highest exposure
interval of WTN (>40dBA). Thus, the dose-response relationships for Ld(RT) exceeding L(WT)

less than 20dBA or Ln(RT) exceeding L(WT) less than 10dBA were set as baselines with which
relationships for higher relative values between RTN and WTN were compared.

As shown in Figure 2, when Ld exceeded WTN within the interval 20-25dBA, the
percentages of noticed and annoyed respondents decreased in the highest exposure interval
(WTN>40dBA), with 44% and 23% lower than the baseline where Ld exceeded WTN less
than 20dBA. When Ld exceeded WTN over 25dBA, the reduction in noticeability and
annoyance started when WTN was moderate (35-40dBA), as the percentages of ‘noticed’ and
annoyed respondents were lower than the baseline at both moderate (35-40dBA) and high
(>40dBA) WTN intervals.

Similarly, as shown in Figure 3, when night-time traffic noise (Ln) exceeded WTN
within 10-15dBA, percentages of ‘noticed’ and annoyed respondents at the highest WTN
interval (>40dBA) were 49% and 26% lower than the baseline where the difference between
Ln and WTN was less than 10dBA. A difference between Ln and WTN over 15dBA was
found to reduce noticeability and annoyance due to WTN with 12% and 11% respectively at a
moderate level of WTN (35-40dBA), and reduced to 0 at the highest WTN interval
(>40dBA).

1 The provided correlation coefficients were calculated using average façade exposure as an example for wind
turbine noise exposures. Correlations between maximum/minimum SPLs and traffic noise levels were also
significant and similar to average SPL.
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Figure 2.Percentageofrespondentswhonoticed (Fig.2.a) orwereannoyed (Fig.2.b) by WTN in
relationto WTN categoriesforthreesituationswhereday-time roadtrafficnoise (Ld) exceeds WTN

with<20, 20-25, or>25dBA.

Figure 3.Percentageofrespondentswhonoticed (Fig.3.a) orwereannoyed (Fig.3.b) by WTN in
relationto WTN categoriesforthreesituationswherenight-time roadtrafficnoise (Ln) exceeds WTN

with<10, 10-15, or>15dBA.
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These findings implied a possible masking effect of RTN on WTN when WTN levels
were moderate or high (>35dBA) and day-time RTN levels exceeded that level over 20dBA,
or night-time RTN levels exceeded that level over 10dBA. This is in line with a previous
study which found that annoyance with WTN was reduced when the RTN level (Lden)
exceeded WTN by 20dBA 8.

It was found that the masking effect occurred when WTN levels were moderate
(35-40dBA) or high (>40dBA). This finding was different from the previous one which only
found a decrease in annoyance at an intermediate level of WTN (35-40dBA), but not in the
high interval above 40dBA 8. This might be because in the suburban-urban area of this study,
the relative levels between road traffic and wind turbine noise were higher than the previous
study, which could mask wind turbine noise even at high levels over 40dBA. It is worth
noting that when WTN was low (<35dBA), the presence of high RTN over WTN might
increase the reported noticeability of and annoyance with WTN, probably due to the
synergetic effect between RTN and WTN which will be stated in next section.

Therefore, in practical planning, the siting of wind turbines in existing traffic noisy areas
can be supported, but the traffic noise should be substantially higher than wind turbine noise,
with Ld over 20dBA higher than wind turbine noise, or Ln over 10dBA higher than wind
turbine noise. In addition, the road should be planned in the area with high wind turbine noise
exposures, but not placed at low wind turbine noise (<35dBA) areas, as high traffic noise in
the less exposed area might increase the noticeability and annoyance with wind turbine noise.

3.2. Threshold level of road traffic noise for the masking effect on wind turbine noise
This section investigates the threshold of RTN beyond which the masking effects

occurred. As shown in Table I, binary logistic regressions were carried out to examine the
masking effect of traffic noise levels on noticeability of WTN, controlling for the maximum
SPL from wind turbines at a dwelling and site dummies. Using the same models, Table
IIshows the regressions for annoyance with WTN. As the relationships between RTN and
WTN evaluations were non-linear, squared variables of RTN were added to the regression
models to calculate the turning points.

In terms of noticeability, as shown in Table I, WTN levels still significantly increased
the probability of noticing WTN. Night-time traffic noise Ln was positively associated with
noticeability of WTN, while Ln2 was negatively associated with noticeability, as shown in
model 2. The calculated turning point of Ln was 41dBA, indicating that an increase of Ln was
associated with an increase of noticeability of WTN until Ln reached 41dBA. When Ln
exceeded 41dBA, an increase of Ln decreased the probability of noticing WTN, where the
high level of RTN possibly masked the noticeability of WTN.

In terms of annoyance with WTN, as shown in Table II, RTN levels were not significant,
thus no turning points of RTN could be calculated for reducing annoyance. In addition, for
both noticeability and annoyance, day-time traffic noise Ld and Ld2 were not significant. As a
result, the threshold of Ld that reducing WTN noticeability and annoyance could not be
confirmed.
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TableI.Binary logisticregressionsmodellingnoticeabilityof wind turbinenoise (WTN) using WTN
levelsandroadtrafficnoise (RTN) levelscontrollingforsiteand variant dummies.

Model (sample) Variables B p-value Odds Ratio
1 Notice WTN [n=348, R2=0.250, p(H-L)=0.521]
(Variant 1+2) Ld (Day-time RTN) 0.905 0.137 2.471

Ld2/100 -0.925 0.128 0.396
Maximum SPL (WTN) 0.163 0.000 1.177
Site (ref: Site C)
- Site A -0.048 0.919 0.953
- Site B 0.777 0.053 2.175

2 Notice WTN [n=348, R2=0.263, p(H-L)=0.437]
(Variant 1+2) Ln (Night-time RTN) 1.136 0.046 3.114

Ln2/100 -1.391 0.042 0.249
Maximum SPL (WTN) 0.161 0.000 1.174
Site (ref: Site C)
- Site A -0.178 0.710 0.837
- Site B 0.722 0.080 2.058

Statistically significant associations in boldface

Table II.Binary logisticregressionsmodellingannoyancewith wind turbinenoise (WTN) using WTN
levelsandroadtrafficnoise (RTN) levelscontrollingforsiteand variant dummies.

Model (sample) Variables B p-value Odds Ratio
1 Annoyed by WTN [n=348, R2=0.145, p(H-L)=0.890]
(Variant 1+2) Ld (Day-time RTN) 0.056 0.922 1.057

Ld2/100 -0.083 0.883 0.920
Maximum SPL (WTN) 0.140 0.001 1.151
Site (ref: Site C)
- Site A 0.091 0.869 1.096
- Site B 0.597 0.198 1.817

2 Annoyed by WTN [n=348, R2=0.151, p(H-L)=0.509]
(Variant 1+2) Ln (Night-time RTN) 0.462 0.381 1.588

Ln2/100 -0.586 0.352 0.556
Maximum SPL (WTN) 0.133 0.001 1.142
Site (ref: Site C)
- Site A -0.044 0.936 0.957
- Site B 0.545 0.252 1.725

Statistically significant associations in boldface

In this study, only a night-time RTN of 41dBA worked as a threshold for the occurrence
of a masking effect. This could be due to wind turbine noise was more likely to be noticed
and more annoying at night than during the day 9, when it required a high level of masking
sound at night. Thus, a high level of night traffic noise could possibly mask the noise from
wind turbines. Another reason could be that dwellings with night-time traffic noise over
41dBA were more likely to be near highways that were noisy day and night, as Ld and Ln
were positively correlated (Pearson’s r=0.979, p<0.001). The masking effect on wind turbine
noise might be enhanced in this situation where the road was noisy day and night.
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This section provides guidance for planning by pointing out the minimum threshold of
traffic noise which can mask wind turbine noise in studied suburban areas. It is suggested to
use an express road or highway to separate wind turbines and residential areas. The volume of
traffic on that road at night should be substantially high, with estimated Ln at the receptor
dwelling over 41dBA.

The results also allow the prediction of potential effects of new or proposed wind
turbines in urbanised areas with busy roads. One would expect less opposition to wind turbine
development and less annoyance from a nearby wind farm if residents are already exposed to
night-time traffic noise levels of over 41dBA.

3.3. Masking effects of road traffic noise with Ln exceeding the minimum threshold level
This section examines how each dB increase in RTN can decrease the noticeability and

annoyance due to WTN, when Ln exceeds the calculated threshold level.
As stated in the section above, 41dBA was the Ln threshold for the occurrence of a

masking effect in this study. Thus, the study sample was divided into two groups, of Ln less
than or equal to 41dBA (Group 1, n=204) and Ln over 41dBA (Group 2, n=144). Binary
logistic regressions were used to examine the masking effect of RTN on both noticeability
and annoyance in each group, controlling for maximum wind turbine noise SPLs, and other
moderating variables.

It was found that levels of traffic noise were not associated with noticeability nor
annoyance of WTN for Group 1 with Ln≤41dBA, which indicates that the SPL of WTN was
the only variable that was significantly associated with noise evaluation when Ln≤41dBA.

For Group 2 with Ln over 41dBA, increasing RTN was associated with reduced WTN
noticeability and annoyance. Table III shows the results of the four regressions modelling
noticeability and annoyance using Ld and Ln, respectively. As shown in regression models 1
and 2 regarding noticeability of WTN, for the sample group with Ln>41dBA, one dB increase
in Ld could decrease the odds of noticing wind turbine noise by 0.84 (p<0.05); and each dB
increase in Ln decreased the odds by 0.80 (p<0.05). SPLs of wind turbine noise significantly
increased the odds of noticing the noise. In terms of annoyance with WTN, as shown in
models 3 and 4, both Ld and Ln were associated with reduced odds of annoyance at the
significance level of p<0.1, while an increase in WTN level did not significantly increase
annoyance. These findings confirmed the masking effect of road traffic noise where the
night-time traffic noise exposure was over 41dBA, and indicated that the masking effect was
more significant on reducing wind turbine noise noticeability than annoyance.

In terms of moderating variables, as shown in Table III, females were less likely to
notice (p<0.05) and be annoyed (p<0.1) by WTN. Respondents in Site B were significantly
more likely to notice wind turbine noise, given equal WTN and RTN levels. This might be
due to that Site B had two turbines while other sites had one, which could make wind turbines
easier to be detected both visually and audibly, and hence increased the reported noticeability
and annoyance. Another reason might be that a high level of traffic noise could better mask
the noise from a single wind turbine than multiple turbines, even at the same level of
A-weighted wind turbine noise exposure.
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To conclude this section, as the previous study found no significant association between
WTN annoyance and RTN as a continuous variable 8, this study selected the sample with Ln
over the threshold of 41dBA and found that an increase in RTN significantly moderated the
evaluations on WTN. The results of this section provide evidence for planning by indicating
that above 41dBA, each dB increase in RTN could decrease the odds of noticeability and
annoyance by around 0.8. It should be noted that the planning of using high road traffic noise
to mask wind turbine noise might be more effective on a single wind turbine than a wind farm
with more than one turbine. Therefore, for wind turbine noise in an urban area where one
stand-alone turbine is usually used, the integrated planning of roads and wind turbines should
be applied for wind turbine noise management.

4. Conclusions
This paper demonstrated the masking effect of road traffic noise (RTN) on wind turbine noise
(WTN) evaluations. It has been found that the masking effects occurred in the sample group
where day-time RTN (Ld) was at least 20dBA higher than WTN, or night-time RTN (Ln) was
10dBA higher than WTN. The masking effect only works for dwellings with moderate or

Table III.Binary logisticregressionsmodellingnoticeabilityof wind turbinenoise (WTN) fortwo
sub-samples of different night-time roadtrafficnoise (RTN) levels (Ln>41 or ≤41dBA) using

WTN levelsand RTN levelscontrollingforsiteand variant dummies.

Model (sample) Variables B p-value
Odds
Ratio

1 Notice WTN [n=143, R2=0.343, p(H-L)=0.571]
(Group 1: Ld (Day-time traffic noise) -0.180 0.042 0.835
Ln>41dBA) Maximum SPL (Wind turbine noise) 0.128 0.007 1.137

Female -1.446 0.010 0.231
Site A 1.123 0.133 3.075
Site B 2.380 0.001 10.808

2 Notice WTN [n=143, R2=0.357, p(H-L)=0.521]
(Group 1: Ln (Night-time traffic noise) -0.225 0.026 0.798
Ln>41dBA) Maximum SPL (Wind turbine noise) 0.118 0.014 1.126

Female -1.449 0.011 0.235
Site A 0.773 0.305 2.165
Site B 2.068 0.002 7.911

3 Annoyed by WTN [n=143, R2=0.245, p(H-L)=0.683]
(Group 2: Ld (Day-time traffic noise) -0.173 0.079 0.841
Ln≤41dBA) Maximum SPL (Wind turbine noise) 0.087 0.080 1.091

Female -1.119 0.054 0.326
Site A 1.185 0.165 3.271
Site B 2.257 0.004 9.557

4 Annoyed by WTN [n=143, R2=0.254, p(H-L)=0.813]
(Group 2: Ln (Night-time traffic noise) -0.205 0.060 0.814
Ln≤41dBA) Maximum SPL (Wind turbine noise) 0.076 0.128 1.079

Female -1.089 0.060 0.337
Site A 0.864 0.314 2.372
Site B 1.952 0.010 7.041

Statistically significant associations in boldface
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high wind turbine noise levels (>35dBA), but does not work for lower levels (<35dBA). It
confirms that urbanised areas with high background noise are considered suitable for siting
wind turbines. Noisy roads can be planned in high wind turbine noise exposure areas.

As modern wind turbines could produce more sound at night than in day-time 9, a high
level of masking sound at night is required. This study provides guidance for planning by
pointing out the minimum threshold of traffic noise (Ln>41dBA) which can mask wind
turbine noise in studied suburban areas. With Ln higher than the threshold level, each dB
increase in RTN significantly decreases the probability of noticing WTN by 0.8. Therefore, it
is suggested to use noisy roads to separate wind turbines and residential areas. The volume of
traffic on that road should be substantially high, especially at night, with estimated Ln at
receptor’s dwelling over 41dBA. Thus, express roads or highways with high night-time
transport are preferred. In addition, a high level of traffic noise was more effective to mask
the noise from a single wind turbine than multiple turbines.

The results also allow the prediction of potential effects of new or proposed wind
turbines in urbanised areas with busy roads. One would expect less opposition to a wind
turbine development and less annoyance from a nearby wind farm if residents are already
exposed to night-time traffic noise levels of over 41dBA.
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Abstract: In the past 40 years, China has experienced the largest and fastest
urbanization process in the world. In the process of urbanization in China, urban
infrastructure, landscape environment and medical services have been significantly
improved, but many problems have also been arisen. To be specific, China has
rapidly entered an aging society, and is now facing a series of changes and challenges
brought about by the aging problem. It is of great strategic significance for China to
establish and improve the evaluation system of "health maintenance" and the old-age
security system to become a healthy aging country. At the same time, the aging
phenomenon is becoming more and more serious in Northeast of China. The
environmental construction system under the healthy aging standard is the
precondition of guaranteeing the basic life of the elderly. On the basis of previous
policy and practice achievements, this paper summarizes the problems, and puts
forward the problems in the view of the current and future ten-year development
trend, from rational decision-making analysis to the construction of policy system to
the construction of spatial environment, and finally achieves the basic composition of
urban environmental health by upper-level decision-making analysis. That is to say,
at the decision-making analysis level, the old-age service system should be
established, which aims at the establishment of "health maintenance" evaluation
system, while paying attention to medical facilities, health services and other aspects
to maintain the health of the elderly, and building an aging urban environment
construction system at the spatial level.

Keywords: Northeast of China; Healthy aging; Environmental construction system

1. Research Background:
1.1 Requirements Under The National Strategy Of Healthy China:

With the development of economy and the improvement of life expectancy, the
proportion of middle-aged and old people is increasing. With the acceleration of population
aging, the health problems of the old people have become the focus of social attention. From
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1999, China began to enter the aging society. To 2018, China became the country with the
largest aging population in the world. According to the statistics in 2018, the number of
people aged to 65 and above is up to 166 million, accounting for 11.9% of Chinese total
population, which is far higher than the international general aging standard. However, China
has been seriously lagging behind in the awareness, measures and laws, which needs pay
attention to solve these problems. It also results in a series of social problems, especially
individual life expectancy, which is widely concerned by people all over the country. In the
"Outline of Healthy China 2030 Plan" issued by the State Council, special attention has been
paid to the health problems of the elderly and other key social groups, and a series of
measures have been formulated to cope with the healthy aging, and it is believed that people
can overcome the adverse consequences of population aging through cognitive intervention or
use reasonable mechanisms to effectively reduce the negative phenomenon of population
aging. It is of great significance and value to study the health problems of the elderly in depth.

1.2 The Environment Construction System Of Healthy Aging Needs To Be Optimized:
With the acceleration of aging population, in the 1990s, the World Health Organization

put forward the strategic concept of healthy aging to meet the challenges of aging population,
which is to solve the problem took "health" as the key point for the existing policies.

In the trend of aging population, such as aging but not be ready to, aging but not be rich,
the cause of healthy aging in China needs to be optimized immediately. With the development
more than 20 years, Chinese pension industry is still in the exploratory stage. Because of the
incomplete circle of industrial chain, the development of pension industry is limited. Taking
the Northeast of China as an example, the survey shows that the elderly go to the nearby
community for medical treatment, but the medical staff who works in the community do not
have the professional technical ability, which reduces the functionality of the community
hospital; the fees of institutional pension mode generally are higher, and the ordinary families
even can not afford the expenses for it; some pension institutions are not professional enough
in interior environmental design, and the interior environment is not up to national standard,
which restrains the elder’s willingness to choose the community pension mode.

To sum up, the healthy aging is to provide comfortable space and healthy environment
for the elderly. Through these issues above, we can optimize the living space and healthy
environment, which meet the requirements by the elderly. Based on the existing space and
environment, we can optimize the living space and healthy environment with the principle of
healthy aging for the future but not just now. After that, combined with the requirements of
the elderly, we improve the aging environment construction system.

1.3 New Concept Of The pension Plan By the Young Elderly:
By the investigation, as the elderly born in the 1960s, they have experienced social

change, which makes them more open. Most of them have reached the peak of their careers,
and some of them are retired or waiting for retirement. And their only children have left home
or worked. Due to the changes of their own health status and social roles for the elderly born
in 1960s, they often feels lonely, anxiety and other negative emotions. Nowadays, the family
structure mode tends to be smaller and smaller. Their children are too busy with work and
neglect to take care for their parents, and still less spiritual communication, which makes
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more and more the elderly have unhealth living conditions. These problems require social
attention to take care in spirit. Due to the aging of physiological functions, inconvenient
movement and vulnerable body, the range of activities is reduced, even limited to
communities and families. In 1999, China entered the aging society. The overall economic
situations, physical condition, education level and family structure of the the elderly born in
the 1930s are totally different from those in the 1960s. The concept, preparation and attitude
of pension for the elderly in the 1960s are different, and due to their higher education level,
they have better acceptance of the different pension industry modes. So it is necessary for the
elderly born in the 1960s to promote the improvement of the space and environment system
of pension industry, and it can also be actively accepted by the elderly.

1.4 The Serious Situation And Particularity Of Population Aging In Northeast Of China
With the slowdown of economic development in Northeast of China, the loss of young

labor force and the reduction of fertility rate, the aging population in Northeast of China has
been further accelerated. Due to the special climate conditions in Northeast of China, there
are five months in a year in the heating period, the air quality is not suitable for the elderly.
The immune function of the elderly has gradually declined as well as the physiological
function. The rheumatism, cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, Alzheimer's disease
and other diseases are high incidence by the elderly in Northeast of China; in addition, the
death rate of the elderly in winter is more than 32% of that in summer, because of the large
temperature difference in the four seasons in Northeast of China and the cold winter. After its
history, most cities in Northeast of China are old industrial bases. The income of the elderly
mainly comes from retired annuity, which comes from this special enterprise mode and
perfect social support system in Northeast of China that the retired elderly have relatively
stable income, which makes the foundation for healthy aging in Northeast of China.

2. Research Status At Domestic And Abroad:
2.1 Domestic Research Status

Many scholars in China focus on the research of urban pension mode, and they think that
the research object of pension mode in China is mainly cities (Dong, Pei, 2008), and pay more
attention to the choice of urban pension mode in the context of aging population(Lin, Lefei,
2006); when we study the differences of pension modes between Chinese and Western, we
take "cultural consciousness" as the guide, and "harmony without uniformity" as the principle.
Based on the principle, Chinese pension industry explores a more suitable way by providing
for the elderly under the condition of "being old before being rich" (Li, Lu, Zhang, Xu, 2011);
some scholars also explained the intergenerational relationship of Chinese society and the
discussion on the mode of providing for the aged with Chinese characteristics from the
perspective of the interaction between parents and children in traditional culture (Chen,
Youming, 2010). There are a lot of discussions on the classification of pension mode in China.
Some scholars think that the pension mode is still the following categories: family pension,
social pension, self pension and home-based pension, whose essence is inseparable from the
family pension and social pension (Chen, Saiquan, 2000); some scholars also think that the
distinction of pension mode should be mainly based on who provides for it. In the real life, it
is often a mixture of many modes (Mu, Guangzong, 1999). In addition to the classification of
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the existing modes, some scholars also explore and analyze some new pension modes, such as
feasibility analysis of the pension modes in different places. With the change of pension
concept, advantages of the comparative cost and scale economic benefits brought by the
pension in different places are the practical basis for the implementation of pension in
different places in China (Gu Qiang, 2008).

2.2 Research Status Abroad
Foreign countries began to pay attention to the concept of "healthy old-age care" for a

long time, and its research mainly focused on the related concepts, model selection and
implementation path of healthy old-age care. The World Health Organization (who)
mentioned in its 1946 constitution that "health is the perfect state of physical, mental and
social functions". Based on this, who put forward the concept of "healthy aging" in 1990,
which includes the psychological, social adaptability and health of the elderly into the
legitimate needs of the elderly. The international community began to pay attention to healthy
old-age care. In 2015, the "global report on aging and health" was released, putting "healthy
aging" on the agenda again, which is defined as the function required for the development and
maintenance of healthy life of the elderly, but different from the past only focusing on the
medical security and health issues of the elderly. In the 1996, declaration on health and ageing,
the World Health Organization explicitly set "active ageing" as its working goal. In 2002,
Madrid, Spain, held the second world assembly on aging, which accepted the proposal of
"active aging - policy framework" and put forward the development strategy of "active aging".
The connotation of active aging was written into the political declaration of the second world
assembly on aging, which became the policy framework to deal with the aging of population
in the century. Active ageing - a policy framework states that active ageing is the best
possible process for people to improve their quality of life and for health, participation and
security opportunities when they reach old age. Active aging itself is revolutionary. In fact, it
has built a harmonious society in which the elderly enjoy themselves and can give full play to
their surplus heat, so as to make the elderly change from the social burden to the driving force
of social development.

3. Research Purpose And Significance:
This research responds to the project of "Healthy China", which is the hope of the people

and the direction of the government. It has entered the top-level planning and designed at the
national level. This research implements the top-level design into the material space, pays
more attention to enriching the spiritual and cultural life of the elderly while meeting the
material life needs of the elderly, and realizes the social goal of the elderly friendly city. It
puts forward to realize this kind of project The material space environment planning strategy
of social goal enables the elderly to realize the social care, which is not only conducive to
promoting social stability, but also to realize the real benefits of the common people.

This study puts forward the construction layout that meets the actual situation and brings
economic benefits to the society. Throughout the established elderly care community in China,
community building is the most critical in the process of improvement, and the material
environment of the elderly care community is the most noteworthy focus. It is an effective
way to realize the livability of the elderly community through detailed planning and design.
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We will reduce the mandatory behaviors of community hospitals, community pension sites
and other policies apportioned by various districts and districts, rationalize the functions of
pension communities, strive to meet the needs of the elderly for medical treatment, and make
the construction layout to meet the corresponding actual situation, so that the elderly
community hospitals and community pension can play the maximum practical effect, reduce
social pressure and benefit the elderly in China, and optimize space construction. Set up
system and public facilities construction system, and improve economic benefits for the
society.

This research promotes the theoretical development of the discipline and has the
theoretical significance of the discipline. Although the development of the old-age service has
been going on for nearly 20 years, it is difficult to fall into the degree of built environment
due to the diversity of needs and the complexity of model operation. It has been staying at the
level of gimmicks and selling points. In the aspect of space design of the old-age community
buildings, it is an effective way to improve the quality of life of the elderly from the
perspective of humanistic care, This design concept fully considers the actual needs of the
elderly, based on the familiar living environment, and reasonably designs the architectural
space, so that the elderly can invest their emotions in a good natural environment, so as to
improve the quality of life of the elderly, achieve the purpose and demand of human-oriented
pension, and promote the layout of architectural space and the allocation of functional space
with the demand for pension after 60 years Research, promote the thinking of the subject
level, and deepen the development of urban planning and architectural design theory.

The results of this study guide the construction of old-age buildings, which has practical
significance. It is always the traditional virtue of the Chinese nation to care for the aged and
love for the aged. The elderly still have expectations for family support for the aged. The
research on the built environment realizes the care for humanity, and really implements the
promotion of people's physical and mental health. Through the analysis of the differences of
life composition and behavior characteristics of the elderly in different disease stages, this
paper provides design guidance for the elderly building, technical support and service
decision-making guidance for the government and developers, and constructs a
health-oriented design system.

4. Research Framework:
China has rapidly entered the aging society, and now it is currently facing a series of

changes and challenges brought by the aging problem. Establishing and improving the "health
maintenance" assessment system and pension security system is of great strategic significance
for China to become a healthy aging country. At the same time, under the background of
healthy aging, the existing environmental construction system is optimized to achieve healthy
aging in Northeast China It has practical significance. This study aims at the national strategy,
based on the existing research and guided by the future trend, to conduct an in-depth study on
the environmental construction system in the process of aging in Northeast China. The
framework is as follows:

The aging phenomenon in Northeast China is becoming more and more serious. The
environment construction system under the standard of healthy aging is the precondition to
guarantee the basic life of the elderly. Based on the previous policy and practice results, this
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topic summarizes the problems, puts forward the problems for the development trend of the
present stage and the next ten years, from the rational decision-making analysis to the
construction of the policy system to the completion of the space environment, and finally
reaches the basic composition of the upper decision-making to implement the urban
environmental health. That is, to establish a pension service system at the decision-making
level, with the goal of establishing a "health maintenance" evaluation system, and pay
attention to medical facilities, health services, etc. to maintain the health of the elderly, and
build a space level aging urban environment construction system.

This study will build an interdisciplinary platform, aiming at the development trend of
the aging society in the future ten years in Northeast China, with the goal of improving the
"health maintenance" evaluation system and the elderly care service system as policy support,
under the guidance of the leading direction of healthy aging, it will mainly study the
evaluation system of the elderly friendly cities, the construction system of health service
facilities and the construction system of health environment space to establish a progressive
research framework.

5. Research Content
Under the background of healthy China 2030, the population of 1950-1969 will formally

enter the aging stage in the next ten years. Combined with the core concept of healthy aging
China program, taking "health maintenance" as the core service leading mode, the evaluation
system of "health maintenance" for the elderly in the northeast of China in 1950-1969 will be
established. Taking this as the goal, the typical pension model and pension for the future ten
years in the Northeast will be established Optimize the service system. With the support of
policy, we can achieve the goal of healthy aging from three aspects: urban construction,
health service facilities construction and space environment construction of pension
institutions in the northeast of China.

To achieve the strategic goal of healthy aging in line with China's national conditions, it
is necessary to define its specific implementation goals. First of all, we should make and
perfect the corresponding strategic policies and regulations, give full play to the leadership
and decision-making of the government, and clarify the specific tasks and implementation
methods of the healthy aging strategy. Second, establish and improve the medical and health
service system for the elderly, that is, all the elderly can get effective health services. Third,
establish a long-term care system to safeguard the dignity of the elderly. For the elderly who
have lost their ability of self-care or poor ability of self-care, a long-term and sustainable care
system should be built in the cooperative relationship among family pension, community
health care and private institutions. Fourth, social moral and cultural dissemination, building a
friendly city for the elderly, building a friendly community for the elderly, building a friendly
family for the elderly, linking urban and rural areas to the community, community to family
three levels, and creating a high-quality environment suitable for the life of the elderly.
Finally, we should pay attention to the evaluation and supervision level of healthy aging. The
realization of healthy aging is bound to be accompanied by the effective evaluation and
supervision of the achievements of health service system and long-term care system. China's
government has carried out early and relatively mature research on policy and the
establishment of pension service system; due to the attention paid to the elderly in recent
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years, the elderly friendly, active aging, inclusive and other aspects have been focused on in
urban design and planning; the environmental construction of pension institutions has also
attracted great attention from all sectors of society, and relevant institutions have also carried
out a lot of research, because The research on the above problems in this subject will be based
on the existing research results, give full play to the existing research advantages of the
architectural discipline, find problems and needs, and carry out each research in depth. Under
the overall framework, we choose some key issues as our main breakthrough direction. Some
of these studies have just been carried out, or have been carried out for some time but are not
deep enough. Based on the above considerations, this study will include five research
directions:

(1) target level: A Study on the characteristics of the elderly population in the northeast
of China from 1950 to 1969 and the evaluation system of "health maintenance"

(2) policy level: A Study on the typical pension model and the optimization of pension
service system in Northeast China in the next decade

(3) macro level: Study on the evaluation system and construction of the old friendly
cities in cold regions

(4) meso level: Research on the optimization of the whole life cycle home health service
public facilities construction system in Northeast China

(5) micro level: Study on the optimization of the space construction system of the
healthy environment of the long-term care and double loss pension institutions

6. Expected Objectives
This study follows the strategic direction of healthy aging, puts forward the expected

goals in three aspects of theoretical thinking, discipline development and social service, and
takes the existing research as the starting point to make an in-depth interpretation of the
development strategy of healthy aging in China and improve the relevant policy system.
Sound means that the core index system of healthy aging has been established, but it needs to
be improved. It should be said that China's healthy aging program has initially established a
system in terms of top-level strategy and materialization, but with the rapid development of
the aging process, it is urgent to further improve. For example, to further improve the old-age
security system, it is urgent to clarify the basic concepts, pay attention to the health of the
elderly in terms of action and social functions, improve the core indicator system of healthy
aging, and lack accurate data indicators for the spatial environment construction of double
lost elderly care institutions. The specific objectives are as follows:

1. To achieve healthy aging and establish the theoretical thought of "healthy
environment, aged friendly" environmental construction -- Theoretical ideological goal

(1) summarize and summarize the basic characteristics of the elderly in the northeast of
China from 1950 to 1969

(2) research on the typical pension model of Northeast China in the next decade based on
the needs of the elderly

(3) establish a city evaluation model based on multi-objective coupling index system
(4) extraction of the whole age healthy space type and its organizational structure
(5) explore the differences of life composition and behavior characteristics between the

disabled and the mentally retarded in the elderly care institutions
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2. Deepen the development of urban planning and architectural design theory, and build a
health oriented design system -- discipline development goal

(1) to achieve the social goal of the old friendly cities in cold regions, and to put forward
the material space environment planning strategy to achieve this social goal

(2) An Empirical Study on the evaluation system of old friendly cities in cold regions
(3) research on the scale and layout optimization of public service facilities under the

health standard
(4) compare and analyze the behavior differences between the disabled and the mentally

retarded elderly in different spaces, analyze the relationship between the space and the
behaviors of the disabled and the mentally retarded elderly, and then clarify the influence
mechanism of the architectural space on the behaviors of the double disabled elderly.

3. Provide technical support, service decision-making and other guidance to the
government and developers - serve social goals

(1) the construction of basic database aiming at "cold and old friendly city"
(2) according to the characteristics of the target population, put forward research

suggestions for the "health maintenance" evaluation system
(3) research on the pension service system of Northeast China in the next decade based

on the home-based pension model
(4) research on the quality and detail optimization of public service facilities under the

health standard
(5) analyze the differences of life constitution and behavior characteristics between the

disabled and the mentally retarded in different disease stages
(6) analyze the relationship between different space structure and the development of

disease degree, summarize the architectural space design strategies applicable to the elderly of
different degrees, and optimize the space.

7. General Thinking And Research Perspective
7.1 Government Guidance And Comprehensive Integration:

For the elderly, the construction and design of the material space is not too difficult, but
the upper planning is not done well, and the construction and design of the material space is
aimless. The constructed material entity will become construction waste because of the
inaccurate project positioning. Therefore, this topic is to think about the top-level design,
rather than the architectural planning and design.

For the realization of healthy aging, the government should pay attention to multi-party
participation and cooperation from research, continuous tracking and feedback to the
implementation stage of the initiative. In other words, the government is only a guiding role at
the level of community renewal. More practical power can be delegated to all relevant sectors
of the society to complete the operation. At present, the aging affairs in Northeast China are
mainly supported by health, education, social security, justice and other departments,
cooperating with the civil affairs department and the office of the Aging Working Committee.
Because the service direction of each department is inconsistent with its own standards, there
are often overlaps or gaps in how to coordinate and implement the service policies. For
example, the closely related pension and medical resources, due to independent distribution
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and management, have limited mutual service support capacity. After the reform of
"combination of medical care and maintenance", the resource barriers of departments will be
broken, and the complementary penetration of services will be gradually realized. Therefore,
it is necessary for all departments of the government to form a coordinated and unified aging
response mechanism as soon as possible, jointly formulate policies and plans for the elderly
friendly, and coordinate all resources for the elderly service.

In addition, the local government should also actively mobilize social resources,
especially in mobilizing the enthusiasm of non-governmental organizations and private
enterprises, and strive to achieve a win-win situation in many ways, give play to the market
resources in endowment projects, and even further influence the urban planning, design and
construction. For example, we will gradually open the market of social pension services
through various channels such as public construction, private construction, private public
assistance, government purchase of services, subsidy and discount.

Taking Northeast China as an example, in recent years, with the strong promotion of the
local government, many cities in Northeast China have built a large number of elderly service
facilities, but still can not meet the needs of the rapidly growing elderly population. In the
13th five year plan for the development of Liaoning Province's aging undertakings and the
construction of the elderly care system, the bottom line control of basic, public welfare
elderly care institutions and community home-based elderly care service facilities, the
guidance and supervision of market-oriented facilities, and the improvement of new facilities
and stock facilities are emphasized to ensure the basic elderly care service demand and the
possibility of multi-level selection. In addition, considering a series of practical factors such
as the nearby advantages of elderly care facilities, the willingness of the elderly and their
children to use the facilities and the utilization rate of the facilities, the local government
should suggest that the community level elderly care service resources should be set up in an
integrated way. Integrate the service function, upgrade the existing facilities into
comprehensive old service centers, give priority to the compatibility of health and cultural
service land when selecting new facilities, and promote service docking and hardware sharing
between facilities.

Even in recent years, the government level for the construction of social aging and
pension service facilities, the Northeast urban environment in the fine and human design of
healthy aging still has a lot of space to be improved. First of all, planning workers and urban
managers should face up to the problem of aging in the whole region and city, and form a
sense of "striving for healthy aging". Secondly, according to the requirements of the local
standards of each city in the actual construction, the healthy aging fine design represented by
general design is promoted in the construction of aging housing and urban space environment.

In 2018, take Shenyang as an example, the proportion of the elderly aged 65 and over
has reached 30% of the total population, and the proportion of the aging population in
Shenyang will further increase in the future. Shenyang, as one of the goals of the healthy
urban master plan of China 2030 in Northeast China, is an important part of the construction
of healthy aging in Northeast China. We should take the characteristics of healthy aging as
the starting point to improve the urban construction in Northeast China. By paying attention
to and respecting the spiritual life needs of the elderly, advocating social resources to
participate in the construction of aging, reasonably improving the comfort of space
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environment, and innovating pension methods, the elderly can feel the high-quality life
brought by the development of social economy and culture, and build a positive and friendly
social environment for all citizens.

7.2 People Oriented, Multi-assessment:
The phenomenon of aging has been a topic for a long time, but it can not be determined

as a number or a phenomenon. It is not a simple indicator like "15% of the population over 60
years old and over 7% of the population over 65 years old" that can be fully realized. Its
noumenon is human, which means that some people have entered the aging stage, and the
characteristics of the elderly in the aging stage are also different. It is difficult to solve
practical problems without any research on "human". In 1999, China entered the aging society.
The 60 year old population was born in 1939. The overall economic conditions, physical
condition, education level and family structure of the old people from 1939 to 1949 were
totally different from those of the 1960-1969. The concept, preparation and attitude of
providing for the aged were different, and the number of children and women were different.
Therefore, positioning population was the core of healthy aging.

However, with the continuous development of economic analysis on the results of
population aging, the current analysis model often used may lead to inappropriate responses.
For example, a commonly used economic indicator known as the "elderly dependency ratio"
is defined as the ratio of elderly dependents (65 years and older) to the working age
population (15-64 years old). As a starting point for policy-making, this has led to concerns
about the costs of supporting the assumed dependent population. Moreover, there are many
shortcomings in this measurement method, especially assuming that the actual age is an
effective indicator of individual performance. One of the characteristics of the elderly is
diversification, and the relationship between actual age and functional level is not close.
However, the dependency ratio assumes that every 15-64-year-old has a job (although in 2009,
more than one third of the so-called working age population in China did not actually work),
and that every person over 64 years old is considered a dependency (in fact, many over 64
years old people belong to the active formal labor force). It also ignores the impact of policies
and other external factors on the proportion of older people taking part in formal work.

Moreover, many older people may no longer work, but they get independent financial
security through their lifetime accumulation of wealth or investment in pensions. A detailed
analysis of families shows that, contrary to the expected dependence, in many countries, cash
flows from older family members to younger family members, up to their 80s. Moreover, the
elderly have made great economic contribution to the society through consumption. In many
developed countries and regions, people over the age of 55 will control 70% of the disposable
income of the country by 2017. In other countries and regions, it is expected that two thirds of
consumption growth in 2015-2030 will be borne by people over 55 years old.

This study aims to establish a set of data model for the health status of the elderly, assess
the objective physiological health status of the elderly through model analysis, and according
to the experience gained from monitoring the internal ability track, evaluate and predict the
possible future track of the elderly based on the relevant information of individual behavior,
health characteristics, genes and personal factors. The more information collected, the higher
the accuracy and practicability of the prediction model (an event that may occur at a certain
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point in the future and lead to a sharp decline in physical function of the elderly). These
models provide specific interventions to achieve the ideal goal of healthy aging life.

7.3 Establish Standards:
Health environment is a material space with physical characteristics, which is

specifically implemented in the field of elderly care facilities, such as community care center,
nursing home, elderly service center, elderly canteen, nursing home and so on. Space
environment is the carrier of the life of the elderly, which directly affects the quality of life of
the elderly. However, in many types of elderly care facilities, there are few building types
with design standards, and most of them take ensuring the safety and accessibility of the
elderly as the standard, which does not involve how to promote the health and indoor comfort
of the elderly from the architectural design. In our country, there are two problems in the
formulation of the design standards and basis of the elderly care building: 1. The design
specifications of the elderly care facilities copy each other, many regulations repeat the same,
and there is no obvious pertinence to the building type. Moreover, the formulation of the
design specifications has been for a long time, which is seriously out of line with the needs of
the elderly in the contemporary society; 2. The relevant regulations on the space of the elderly
care facilities The achievements of the planned economy era, with low standard and low
distribution, are far from the current living requirements; including the basic size of the
population, which was compiled in 1969 according to the physical characteristics of the
population in the Yangtze River Delta, and the regional behavioral characteristics of the
elderly were not considered. Therefore, the requirements of space reflect the real needs, social
and economic level and other soft cultures.

According to the basic physiological indicators and regional behavior characteristics of
the elderly in different regions, this project establishes a set of design standards for healthy
aging buildings belonging to different regional characteristics, so that the construction system
of healthy aging environment in different regions is truly implemented on the regional
characteristics and population characteristics. In technology, through human factor
experiments and physiological instruments to collect the data indicators of the elderly in
different areas for the building space and basic behavior, to develop a basic architectural
design standard system for the elderly in different regions. Abandoning the so-called "path
dependence" design in the traditional architectural design is not only for the architect to
design by virtue of his own subjective experience, but also to formulate the design basis for
the architectural design from a more objective point of view, so that the architecture is more
in line with the physiological behavior characteristics and psychological cognitive preferences
of the elderly.

8. Key Problems To Be Solved
8.1 Construction Of Health Assessment System For The Elderly With Healthy Aging

The elderly health assessment can maximize or maintain the quality of life of the elderly,
improve the ability to predict the risk of diseases in the elderly, improve the level of health
management of the elderly, as well as the level of diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation and
nursing of diseases in the elderly. However, the current health assessment of the elderly only
stays in the physical and mental health of the elderly, and the systematic assessment of
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healthy life, health services, health environment and health industry based on the health level
of the elderly is still lacking. Therefore, the construction of the elderly health assessment
system is the key and difficult issue of this topic.

The important goal of healthy aging is to promote the equalization of basic public
services in the field of health services for the elderly. We will narrow the gap between urban
and rural areas, regions and sectors in basic services for healthy aging. Therefore, under the
macro background of unbalanced regional development and class differentiation, aiming at
the characteristics and health needs of the elderly in the next ten years in Northeast China, this
paper discusses the reasons for the transformation of the health status of the elderly and the
health needs in the future. Under the premise of the existing comprehensive assessment
system for the elderly, the assessment system for the elderly care needs, and the assessment
system for the elderly's ability to take care of themselves, it is the key issue to establish the
assessment system for the health and functional status of the elderly in Northeast China from
the aspects of physical health, mental health, action ability and social functional health.

8.2 Response Relationship Between Multi-agent Services Of Health Care Model
The convergence and homogeneity of the current pension model formed under the norms

of the social system make the pension model problems have certain differences. Various
pension models such as home-based pension, institutional pension and community pension
emerge in an endless stream, but under the trend of healthy China, the healthy pension model
still needs to be solved. The relationship between the dimension, goal, interaction and
collaborative promotion mechanism of multiple supply subjects and the service system is the
key to solve the problem of healthy aging. According to the integration and coordination of
pension resources in various pension models, how to provide service content and guarantee
suitable for the development of healthy aging in multiple systems such as government, social
organizations, commercial institutions and individual masses; how to ensure that the theme of
"healthy aging" is to guarantee the healthy life of the elderly, and how to provide the elderly
with pension service model and guarantee suitable for the regional characteristics of
Northeast China Policy is the basic premise of the research on the healthy aging of the elderly.
Therefore, in the interaction and response between the subjects, it is important to clarify the
framework relationship between the subjects and the pension model.

8.3 Motivation And Optimization Of Construction Environment Assessment For Health And
Aging

The key to solve the problem of healthy aging is to construct the influencing factors and
driving mechanism of environmental assessment. The environment construction system under
the standard of healthy aging is the prerequisite to ensure the basic life of the elderly. While
maintaining the health of the elderly, such as medical facilities and health services, the core
content of this topic is to build a space level elderly friendly environment construction. From
the rational decision-making analysis to the construction of policy system to the construction
of spatial environment, the basic structure of urban environmental health should be achieved.
At the same time, in the optimization of the whole life cycle facilities and environmental
space construction system, in addition to the construction of the service system and the
implementation mode of the supply, the passive subject of the service is the physical physical
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facilities and physical environment in space. Therefore, the health construction of the elderly
care facilities should be based on the whole life cycle, promote the equalization and policy of
the elderly health services in the facilities, and improve the optimization of the construction of
the core index system of the facilities for the public service facilities of the home-based
elderly care mode and the health space environment of the elderly care institutions is an
urgent solution under the construction of the health environment.

9. Summary
This study covers system policy, social structure and environmental construction. With

the development goal and policy support of healthy aging, it analyzes the construction of
aging society, government, organization and individual from the perspective of environmental
construction. At the same time, from the quality, evolution trend, capacity and carrying
capacity of the urban middle-aged and old people's living space environment, from the micro,
meso and macro perspectives, this paper analyzes and discusses the particularity of urban area,
the construction of public facilities, and the comfort of environmental space. It can be
summarized as follows:

① Healthy aging system based on regional characteristics: starting from the basic
construction of environmental health, aiming at the residential environment system of urban
aging society, this paper puts forward a set of construction methods of healthy aging system
for the northeast region, emphasizing on ensuring the healthy maintenance of the residential
environment of the urban elderly, so that it can be applied to a wider and more complex
environmental construction system in the next decade It is more convenient and has certain
theoretical basis. To realize the integration of healthy aging construction mode, system policy
and social structure.

② Provide environmental support for healthy aging Construction: realize systematic,
holistic and dynamic evaluation of the healthy living environment of the elderly in the
construction of innovative construction system from simple to complex environment. At the
same time, in the process of building effective comprehensive index of health and
environmental quality and sustainable construction index, we should provide optimization and
update support for the existing environmental evaluation system, create a healthy living
environment suitable for "living in the old", and achieve the real-time environmental
evaluation construction of healthy aging.
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Abstract: Since the beginning of the 21st century, with the impact of natural
disasters on cities, urban resilience has increasingly become a research hotspot.With
the substantial increase in the number of relevant research literature, it is difficult to
grasp the breadth and depth of current research content accurately.For the first time,
this paper attempts to use the 1997-2019 urban resilience literature included in the
Web of Science database as the research object and uses CiteSpace and VOSvewier
as the tools of scientific knowledge mapping analysis method combined with the
traditional literature review method to reveal the research trends and development
trends of urban resilience. , theme evolution and development context.The research
results show that the basic concepts of urban resilience research are clear, the system
is complete, and the evaluation framework is diverse. The research on urban
resilience is gradually diversifying from theoretical structure to local practice and
reflective criticism.In the future, we should consider the local practice of urban
resilience and the resilience assessment of urban disasters to promote the further
development of China's urban resilience research and make relevant research on
urban resilience better guide the construction of resilient cities.

Keywords: Urban Resilience; Scientific Knowledge Mapping; Research Progress;
CiteSpace; Enlightenment

1. Introduction
In 1973, C.S.Holling of the University of British Columbia (UBC) Resource Ecology

Institute of Canada introduced the concept of “toughness” into ecosystem research for the first
time.Then, various related researches in the past forty years have accumulated to form the
“resilient concept group”[1].In 2002, the International Council for the Advancement of
Regional Sustainability (ICLEI) put forward the concept of "toughness" at the UN Global
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Summit on Sustainable Development and introduced this concept into the urban and disaster
prevention fields. As a result, "urban resilience" became Emerging hot topics. How does
urban resilience go from theory to practice, and what kind of development process has it
experienced? Which scholars have played a key role in promoting the development of urban
resilience? What new trends are emerging in the field of urban resilience? This is the focus of
this study.

In recent years, scientific knowledge map analysis has become a hot spot in academic
history because it can visualize the abstract knowledge evolution process with visual maps.It
uses scientific analysis methods to analyze the concept of science itself and promotes the
rapid development of bibliometrics [2].In the domestic architecture science and engineering
discipline system, the scientific knowledge map has been successfully applied to the sponge
city [3],BIM  [4]Community planning [5],city renovation [6].The development trend of the
field and the frontier dynamic research.In the information explosion era where the relevant
research literature is exponentially growing, the traditional literature combing method is
difficult to accurately grasp the breadth and depth of the current research content.Therefore,
scientific knowledge map analysis is a more scientific and efficient research method.

Based on this, this paper attempts to use CiteSpace and VOSvewier software for
scientific knowledge mapping analysis, combined with traditional literature review methods,
to systematically analyze the research trends, development trends and theme evolution of
English literature on urban resilience in the past 20 years from 1997 to 2019. And the
development of the context, in order to provide inspiration for the study and practice of
domestic urban resilience.

2. Research methods and data sources
2.1. Research methods

CiteSpace is a multi-dimensional, time-sharing and dynamic citation visualization
analysis software based on Java language developed by Chen Chaomei, a professor of Drexel
University [7].Since the structure, laws, and distribution of scientific knowledge are
presented through visualization, the visual images analyzed by such methods are also referred
to as "Mapping knowledge domains"[8]. The main functions of CiteSpace include
co-occurrence analysis and co-citation analysis, which visually display the location and size
of each node in the knowledge network and reflect the relationship between each
node.CiteSpace's unique time zone and timeline capabilities distinguish it from other visual
metrology analysis software.This paper uses CiteSpace to map the scientific knowledge of
English papers in the study of urban resilience from 1997 to 2019, extracts the research
countries, keywords, and citations of the literature further summarizes the overview and
hotspots of foreign urban resilience research, and gathers themes through VOSviewer
knowledge mapping software. Class function analysis of knowledge clustering of urban
resilience research.

The color of the citation ring in CiteSpace indicates the time when the corresponding
citation appears. As the year progresses from blue to red, the thickness of the ring of one
circle represents the number of citations in the corresponding year.The connection between
nodes means that there is a co-citation relationship between them, and the thick rule of the
connection means the frequency of the cited frequency.Purple color on the outer circle of the
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node indicates that the node has a high intermediately.If the highlight function is selected, the
part marked with red indicates that the corresponding research article suddenly increases or
decreases in a short time[9].

2.2. Data source
The study selected the Web of Science core database as the data source for the

paper.Search for resilient city( ("Resilien* urban" OR ("Resilien* city"))or urban resilience
("Urban Resilien*") OR ("city Resilien*")), with a literature search time of October 20th,
2019.After the search results were obtained, the connotation of urban resilience was selected
and corrected, and some irrelevant content was removed. After finishing and de-duplication,
856 records were obtained, which were used as the basic data for the analysis of this
study.The data includes journal articles on urban resilience published in 1997-2019.

3. Overview of foreign urban resilience research
By combing relevant literature, we can explore the temporal and spatial distribution

characteristics of urban resilience research.From the perspective of time distribution (Fig.1),
the literature on urban resilience research began in 1997, and the volume of publications
began to increase year by year after 2010, showing a clear upward trend.From the perspective
of spatial distribution, the current research on urban resilience mainly focuses on Western
developed countries such as Europe and the United States and East Asian countries.

Figure 1 Number of documents in the years of urban resilience research
Source: drawn from the author

After that, further, use CiteSpace for national time slice analysis.The time range of the
study was from 1997 to 2019, with one year as a time slice, the country as a node type, the
time zone view function was called up, and the national time slice map of urban toughness
was drawn (Fig. 2).The study found that the number of articles on urban resilience in the
United States was the largest and the earliest.The UK's urban resilience research is closely
followed, but it is not as good as Italy.China's urban resilience research started late but ranked
fifth in the number of articles published after the United States, Italy, the United Kingdom,
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and Australia.In CiteSpace's analysis process, Betweenness Centrality is an indicator of the
importance of nodes in the network. Documents with high intermediates are usually key hubs
connecting two different nodes or clusters [8].Therefore, although the number of articles
published in the United Kingdom is not as high as that of the United States, the median index
of the United Kingdom is 0.32, which is more than 0.30 in the United States, indicating the
UK's leading and core position in the subject area.China's intermediary centrality index is
0.01, which indicates to some extent that China needs to increase the depth and breadth of
research in the field of urban resilience.

Figure 2 National time slice map of urban resilience study
Source: drawn from the author

4. Research on urban resilience and knowledge map analysis
4.1. Knowledgebase

In the analysis of scientific knowledge maps, the reference literature constitutes the
knowledge base of the research frontier.Therefore, before analyzing the research hotspots and
frontiers, it is necessary to sort out the English literature in the field of urban resilience, so as
to identify the key research literature that really promotes urban resilience research.The
co-citation analysis in CiteSpace is to collect 856 document records as the object of analysis.
The nodes with higher citation frequency have higher academic value and representativeness,
and also have great influence in the field of urban resilience research.The study uses the cited
literature as the node type, the rest of the parameters use the default values, draw the literature
citation network relationship clustering map (Fig.3), and find six landmark papers from the
map, according to the citation frequency The high-to-low order is arranged in order (Table 1).
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Sara Meerow's "Defining Urban Resilience: A Review" addresses the main contradiction
in the study of the concept of "urban resilience" and proposes a more inclusive definition of
urban resilience: urban resilience refers to the urban ecosystem and all its constituent social
and social technologies. Network, the ability to maintain or quickly restore expected
functionality on a time and space scale to cope with interference; adapt to change; and rapidly
transform or limit current or future adaptive capabilities of the system [11].It can be said that
this article is a summary of the study of the concept of urban resilience and has a
groundbreaking contribution.Simin Davoudi’s “Resilience: A Bridging Concept or Dead
End?” critically puts the need to be cautious when applying the concept of “toughness”,
which is rooted in ecology, to the social environment and to ensure that it is attempting
through an ecological perspective. When you understand society, you will not lose the
insights of critical social science.“In practice, the benefits of resilience are as much as the
challenges it brings [12]."Jack Ahern sharply pointed out in the article " From Fail-safe to
Safe-to-fail: Sustainability and Resilience in The New Urban World", the lack of "toughness"
in practice, and the design practice in combination with specific practical cases. Strategies to
enhance urban resilience include versatility, redundancy, and modularity, (biological and
social) diversity, multi-scale networks and connectivity, and adaptive planning and design.
Robin Leichenko from an economic policy perspective It analyzes the problem of
input-output ratio and social fairness that must be paid attention to in urban resilience
construction [14].This article expands the concept of urban resilience by extracting “urban
resilience” from ecology and applying it to the field of social sciences.Stephen Tyler's Urban
Climate Resilience Framework uses a structured and iterative shared learning approach to put
the concept of resilience into practice. The effectiveness of the framework is obtained in 10
cities in the Rockefeller Foundation-funded Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network.
Actual verification  [15]Kevin C. Desouza builds a four-in-one dynamic resilience framework
from a systemic perspective: design, planning, management, and evaluation[16]. It provides
guidance for the application of urban resilience from theory to practice.

Figure 3: Co-cited network map of the literature on urban resilience research
Source: drawn from the author
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Table 1: Six papers with the highest frequency of urban resilience research

NO.
Cited
Counts

Intermediary
Centrality

Author
Year of

Publication
Journal Name Topic

1 104 0.06

Sara
Meerow;
Joshua P.
Newell;
Melissa
Stults

2016
Landscape and
Urban Planning

Defining Urban
Resilience: A
Review

2 91 0.1

Simin
Davoudi;

Keith Shaw,
LJ Haider

2012
Planning
Theory and
Practice

Resilience: A
Bridging Concept
or a Dead End?

3 69 0.08 Jack Ahern 2011
Landscape and
Urban Planning

From Fail-safe to
Safe-to-fail:
Sustainability and
Resilience in The
New Urban World

4 56 0.05
Robin

Leichenko
2011

Current
Opinion in

Environmental
Sustainability

Climate Change
and Urban
Resilience

5 47 0.11

Stephen
Tyler;
Marcus
Moench

2012
Climate and
Development

A Framework for
Urban Climate
Resilience

6 47 0.06

Kevin C.
Desouza;
Trevor H.
Flaner

2013 Cities

Designing,
Planning, and
Managing
Resilient Cities: A
Conceptual
Framework

Source: drawn from the author
4.2. Knowledge Mapping Analysis of Research Hotspots
4.2.1. Law of hot spot evolution.In academic papers, keywords often represent the focus of
the entire article. Based on this, this study explores the issues of constant concern in this field
by exploring the hotspot evolution of urban resilience. The study uses keywords as node types
and uses pathfinding as a pruning method to highlight the characteristics of the overall
structure of the network. After removing keywords that are not related to urban resilience,
draw a co-occurrence map of urban resilience keywords (Fig. 4). After opening the time zone
function, the city toughness keyword co-occurrence time slice map is obtained (Fig. 5). As
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shown in Figure 4, in addition to “toughness” and “city resilience”, the core keywords with a
high median centrality index in the urban resilience field also include “climate change”,
“city”, “system” and “management”. , “vulnerability”, “sustainability”, “adaptation”, etc.

Keywords co-occurrence time slice map presents the research hotspot evolution law in
the field of urban resilience in the time dimension. By identifying hot words in different years,
the evolution path of urban resilience research hotspots in each year is obtained.In the 22
years included in the study, starting from the hot keywords in 2006, “adaptation” has been
running through the beginning and end of the urban resilience research timeline, “climate
change adaptation, disease risk reduction, mitigation, adaptive management”. Keywords such
as keywords are related to the type of risk that is adaptive or specific to the city.Combined
with Figure 4, it can be found that the research hotspots mainly focus on the theoretical
research of urban resilience and the theoretical framework of system theory, rather than the
empirical application.For example, in urban adaptation and climate change, it is the
introduction of climate change that has led to the integration of urban adaptation
strategies[10]. These hotspot keywords reveal the core of research on urban resilience:
strengthening the ability of cities to adapt to the external shocks and disturbances in the
prevention, preparation, and response, and returning to the original state or reaching a new
equilibrium state during learning.

Figure 4 Keyword co-occurrence map of urban resilience research
Source: drawn from the author
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Figure 5 Keywords co-occurrence time slice map of urban resilience research
Source: drawn from the author

4.2.2. Hotspot evolution trend. Combining with Figure 5 and Figure 1, the study divides the
hotspot evolution path of foreign urban resilience into four main stages.

The first phase: the basic concept discussion phase in 2004 and before.At this stage,
scholars mainly focus on the multiple meanings of the concept of “resilient” and how to
accurately define the concept of “city resilience”.In 1973, Canadian ecologist Holling first
applied the idea of resilience to Systems Ecology [17]. Then, different disciplines have
expanded the conceptual connotation of resilience from their own, resulting in ecological
resilience, engineering resilience, economic resilience, and social resilience.The concept of
urban resilience also emerged at this stage and reached a consensus on the adaptive attributes
of urban resilience [18].

The second stage: the theoretical system construction phase of 2004-2009.In addition to
the further theoretical discussion of the concept of “urban resilience” at this stage, a
considerable number of scholars have shifted the focus of research to the disasters and
challenges faced by cities.Different communities in different cities have shown different
responses to specific problems such as hurricanes, diseases, floods, and resource
depletion.Poor communities have weaker recovery capabilities and more need to improve
urban resilience.Based on this, the core theoretical contents such as the characteristics of
urban resilience, the development concept of transformation, and the theme of service rights
are all deeply studied at this stage.The initial construction of the theoretical system also laid
the foundation for the next phase of practice.

The third stage: the phase of theory and practice in 2009-2014.The concept of urban
resilience at this stage and the perspective of how to measure resilience have been further
discussed, including Green Infrastructure, Sustainable Development, Climate Change
Adaptability, Vulnerability. The concept has been expanded in the context of urban
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resilience.However, more literature adopts the way of seeking common ground while
reserving differences, shelving the controversy of the concept of resilience, summing up the
"adaptive" consensus of the concept of resilience, and thus applying the concept of resilience
to practice.It is worth noting that at this stage, there have been many papers linking the theory
and reality. These papers focus on the framework of the practice of resilience, and the
government, institutions, planners, and residents of the resilience practice are co-ordinatedin
the same language. Providing actionable guidance and tools for urban resilience practices.

Practical research at this stage emphasizes the use of social networks to enhance urban
resilience and explore the use of systemic resilience practices to maintain urban ecosystem
services.For example, from the perspective of case studies in the cities of New Orleans, Cape
Town and Phoenix, Henrik Ernstson uses the idea that cities in geography form part of the
regional ecosystem and propose to address future uncertainties through policy and
management innovations[19]. J. Arjan Wardekker proposes the “Resilience Principles” tool
for local communities (principles include dynamic balance, omnivorousness, high throughput,
flatness, buffering, redundancy, predictability and preparation/planning, zoning and flexibility)
Planning/design), the tool has strong flexibility, the place can be modified according to the
actual situation [20].At present, Rotterdam has put this tool into practice.

The fourth stage: the concept extension from 2014 to the present and the multi-expansion
stage of the application field.At this stage, urban resilience has formed a more scientific and
complete knowledge and practice system, and the research hotspots show a trend of multiple
distributions.In turn, theoretical corrections and improvements have been made to the
previous stage of resilience testing.

Fairness, community resilience, urban resilience assessment, and local practice are
becoming the latest research hotspots in the field of foreign urban resilience.In terms of
fairness, Joanne Fitzgibbons and others evaluated the fairness of the “100 Resilience Cities”
program and found that the importance of fairness in participating cities is sporadic, and the
concern for socially disadvantaged groups is ignored. It is recommended to incorporate
fairness into the global toughness city experiment  [21].In terms of community resilience,
GustiAyuKetutSurtiari concluded from a survey of 170 families in Jakarta and interviews
with regional governments that vulnerable communities can improve resilience by optimizing
existing community culture [22].It includes three aspects: mutual help among family members,
self-organization ability of local governments, and economic support within ethnic groups.At
the same time, the assessment of urban resilience and local practice continues to be the latest
hot topic.More literature is reflected in the topic of earthquake disaster assessment. Katarina
Rus proposed the concept of “seismic ability of complex toughness system” by quantitative
toughness assessment method, and used the general indicator evaluation preparation stage
before disaster to evaluate the overall efficiency of the system[23]; Vulnerability assessment of
key buildings and key facilities during the disaster response phase; consider the importance of
urban open space in post-disaster reconstruction during the post-disaster recovery
phase.NisrineMakhoul digitizes the map of the world's heritage city, Byblos, to more
effectively prevent possible earthquake damage to historical buildings  [24].

4.3. Knowledge Mapping of Subject Dynamics
The research uses VOSviewer's topic keyword clustering function to classify keywords

with similar research themes into one category and express them in the same color.Figure 6
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reveals four major research themes in the field of urban resilience research: red is the theme
of social policy research, blue is the theme of urban disaster prevention and mitigation, green
is the theme of technical method research, and yellow is the theme of urban ecological
environment.

(1) The theme of social policy research.The high-frequency keywords for this topic are
Implication, Literature, Agenda, Actor, and Review, as shown in the red part of Figure 6.The
research on this topic mainly discusses the new planning, management, policy and other
agendas that cities need to develop under the resilience consensus in the context of severe
environmental challenges.The paper on this topic also explores more questions about the
concept of urban resilience.In terms of policy development, Gertrud Hatvani-Kovacs
recommends improving the thermal stress of Australian cities by means of rapid
dissemination of information, appropriate incentives and restraints, and demonstration of
regulatory disclosures[25]. Kevin Keenan believes that the importance of micro-scale for
urban resilience is as important as urban and regional scales. It is important to conduct
detailed research on local conditions when formulating policies [26].Louis Lebel observed that
urban flood management in Thailand was severely constrained by institutional
traps.Compared to top-down government-led policies, decentralization to local communities
or community non-profit organizations may have better resilience [27].These studies show
that policies based on public participation and community research will be more
representative of residents' demands and more effective in implementing urban resilience
actions.

In terms of action plans, G. H Enriquez focused on AHP fuzzy analysis to determine
business vision, opportunity entrepreneurship, business environment, corporate behavioral
disaster response and women's entrepreneurship, the five cities' resilience indicator values,
and successfully evaluated the volcanoes of Ecuador Tough city [28]Ashley Baker's spatial
distribution of the Census Block Group (CBG) and the Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI)
in Portland, Oregon, and Baltimore, Maryland, answered which blocks were more Gained the
benefits of green rainwater infrastructure [29]. Research on action plans gives urban resilience
theory to practical actionable frameworks and practical feedback on practical outcomes.

(2) The theme of urban disaster prevention and mitigation.The high-frequency keywords
for this topic are Disaster, Event, Damage, Experience, Government, and Resident, as shown
in the blue part of Figure 6.The research on this topic is mainly aimed at a specific type of
disaster and proposes a full-process solution strategy for such disasters from the perspective
of resilience.For example, Oliver MC identified high-risk risk areas in densely populated
areas in the flood perception survey in Colima-Villa de Alvarez, Mexico, in order to prioritize
public resources and disaster prevention facilities in the future. [30]Bernice Rosenzweig
pointed out in the study of urban sudden rainstorms that partner learning relationships
between different cities can play an important role in the occurrence of sudden events.At the
same time, there is an urgent need to develop decision-making support systems for
decision-makers under relevant uncertainties such as climate change. [31]

(3) Technical method research theme.The high-frequency keywords for this topic are
Methodology, Scenario, Mitigation, Climate, Reduction, and Energy, as shown in the green
section of Figure 6.Most of the technical method topics develop a practical urban resilience
analysis tool from a quantitative perspective, providing technical support for the local practice
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of urban resilience.The more outstanding results are the design tools of Saveria Olga Murielle
Boulanger.Based on the resilience risk and the slow process of the ecosystem, it designed a
Green City Circle tool to guide urban design in urban areas[32]. Georgia Gemenetzi
developed a methodological framework for assessing the correlation between urban form and
resource consumption, helping the planning team to adjust the overall system to reduce the
ecological footprint and deploy more resilient urban forms[33].

(4) Urban ecological environment theme.The high-frequency keywords for this topic are
Benefit, Ecosystem, Pattern, Nature, and Flood, as shown in the yellow part of Figure 6.The
research of this topic starts from the perspective of landscape ecology to systematically assess
the level of urban resilience, or from the goal of urban resilience, to guide the construction of
certain elements of the city.For example, Liu Zhimin used multi-source data and adopted
landscape-based analysis methods to investigate the urban resilience of Shenyang central city
from 1995 to 2015 from the four dimensions of diversity, connectivity, decentralization, and
self-sufficiency.The results show that the urban resilience level in Shenyang is slightly
increased, while the internal difference is decreasing[34]. Under the guidance of urban
resilience, Paola Sabbion investigates and re-examines the spatial, energy, spiritual, cultural
and environmental benefits of green infrastructure to adjust the next green infrastructure [35].

Figure 6 VOSviewer city toughness frontier topic keyword clustering diagram
Source: drawn from the author

5. Conclusions and implications
5.1. Research conclusions
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Based on the analysis of CiteSpace and VOSviewer knowledge maps, the paper analyzes
and interprets the urban resilience English research literature of Web of Science core database
in detail. The paper draws the following main conclusions: ① "Defining Urban Resilience: A
Revie" is the city The masters of the concept of resilience have laid a solid theoretical
foundation for the study of urban resilience.Simin Davoudi critically puts forward the
cautiousness of the concept of “resilience” in extending its meaning across borders, a view
that deserves high attention.The research of scholars such as Jack Ahern, Robin Leichenko,
Stephen Tyler and Kevin C. Desouza has effectively promoted the development of the theory
of urban resilience from theory to practice.② “Adaptability” is the core theme in the field of
urban resilience research, and it is also the key city problem that “resilient” needs to
solve.③The research process of the urban resilience research hotspot is divided into four
stages, namely, the basic concept discussion stage, the theoretical system construction stage,
the theory and practice equalization stage, and the concept extension and application field
multi-expansion stage.Among them, topics such as fairness, community resilience, urban
resilience assessment and local practice in the process of extension and application of the
concept have become the latest research hotspots.④ Foreign countries' resilience field
research is divided into four major research themes, namely, social policy research topics,
urban disaster prevention and mitigation topics, technical method research topics, and urban
ecological environment themes.Domestic research on urban resilience technology methods
and urban resilience practice research results are still few, and it is urgent to expand and
deepen the theme.

5.2. Research Enlightenment
Although the concept of “toughness” was proposed as early as 1973, “urban resilience”

has been expanded and interpreted in the past 20 years.Around 2004, research on urban
resilience has emerged.Through the research and research on urban resilience English papers
and the visual analysis of hot topics, this paper proposes three inspirations for
domestic-related research: ① Carefully explore the connotation and extension of the concept
of urban resilience, and pay more attention to the common characteristics of urban resilience.
From the four main theories of recovery theory, disturbance theory, system theory and
adaptive ability theory, the concept of urban resilience has been widely discussed. However,
continuing to focus on the differences in the concept of urban resilience caused by differences
in understanding perspectives, there is not much need in the current research phase. At
present, it is necessary to summarize the common characteristics of urban resilience, such as
adaptability, redundancy, robustness, diversity and learning transformation ability, which is
conducive to the principles that must be followed to achieve urban resilience, such as
respecting the natural process relationship. Respect the diversity and volatility of ecology and
society, build a nested system of multi-scale methods, and build a modular, grid, flexible,
multi-center urban structure[37]. ② Pay attention to the local practice of urban resilience, and
refer to the criticism and reflection of foreign urban resilience practices to obtain valuable
practical lessons. On the one hand, domestic research on urban resilience is mostly limited to
theoretical content such as concept introduction, framework construction, and resilience
assessment, and lacks empirical tests on theory. However, foreign countries have more
practical experience in the practice of resilience[38], which is worthy of reference for research
scholars in the domestic urban resilience field. On the other hand, relevant research abroad
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Abstract. Building energy saving plays an essential role in global sustainable

development. In the past few decades, the emergence of many researchers has greatly

diversified the research directions in the building field. One promising approach to

accurately identifying the research trends and influential researchers is to analyze the

vast number of academic articles. However, conventional approaches, which are

based on manual inspections, are neither effective nor efficient in analyzing massive

text data. Therefore, this paper proposes a text mining-based method for

automatically identifying the influential researchers and their underlying relationships.

Firstly, an automated method is developed to extract authorship information, based

on which the adjacency matrix is created for social network analysis. The graph

theory is then applied to identify the significant nodes in social networks. The method

has been successfully applied to analyze academic articles from 1996 to 2019 in the

building field. It can help building professionals to better utilize existing text data for

insight extraction.

Keywords: Building energy saving; text mining; social network; graph theory; data

visualization

1. Introduction
The 21st has gradually entered the era of big data with thousands of academic articles

have been published. How to make the most of these academic articles efficiently for insight
extraction has drawn increasing attentions. According to the industry analysis report, there
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were 33,100 English-language journals using peer review mechanisms in 2018 and 3 million
articles were published in total. In recent years, the total number of publications has grown
steadily at a rate of 3.5% per year. However, conventional approaches which are based on
manual inspections, are neither effective nor efficient in analyzing massive text data. Given
that the amount of unstructured academic data being generated and stored is increasing
rapidly, the need for automated means is also increasing[1]. For example, extracting
knowledge from academic articles is the process of transforming text data into actionable
insights [2]. With the help of text mining, we could deal with large amounts of text data
efficiently using various techniques, e.g., document clustering, text summarization, sentiment
analysis and social network analysis[3]. It has become one of the most active research
sub-fields in data mining[4, 5].

Moreover, text mining has been widely applied in various industries. Valerio and Roy
presentedthe usefulness of text mining for analyzing politicians’ speeches[6].Based on a
comprehensive scrutinization of1,560 articles published between 2010 and 2015, Alexandra
and Paulo showed that big data applications in the marketing industry is still in an embryonic
stage[7]. In the medical field, Gajendran and Lin created a text mining tool to analyze the
PubMed literature database and integrated the available genomic information to provide a
detailed mapping of the genes and their interrelationships [8].The tool would help researchers
to explore the complex interactions between genes, biological systems and diseases. Krisztina
and Levanter applied text mining as a novel method to identify key research areas and their
evolutions over time in the special issues of International Society for Inventory Research
Symposia[9].Drury and Roche have explored the power of text mining in analyzing studies
from the agricultural field[10].

In short, there are many academic studies using text mining technology to do trend
recognition and methodological summaries in various domains. There is a lack of studies in
the building field. Therefore, we selected research articles from 1995 to 2019 in the building
energy field as the data resources. The research aim is to extract significant relationships
amongacademic researchers, and sorting out the latest development trends and academic
priorities in the research field.

The second part describes the research methodology used in this paper. The third part
presents the analysis results using academic articles in the field of building energy efficiency.
Conclusions are drawn as the last part.

2. Research methodology
2.1 Research outline

The research outline is shown in Fig. 1. Given the academic articles collected, author
extraction is firstly performed, based on which the “author-author” adjacency matrix is
constructed. Several graph theory-based indicators are used to identify the significant
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relationships among authors. In this paper, we focus on the automatic identification of
influential individuals and pairs of academic researchers. The details of each step are shown
as below.

Fig.1 Research outline

2.2 Data collection
The articles were retrieved from ScienceDirect.com.This study serves as an exploratory

attempt to apply text mining techniques for reviewing building energy-related research. A
sufficiently large number of articles have been collected by using the keyword “building
energy saving” alone. In the future study, more keywords will be used to more in-depth
analysis. In the paper, the keyword specified for article collection is “building energy saving”,
which represent studies related to building energy efficiency. The articles were published
from 1996 to 2019. The authors of each article are extracted and adjacency matrix, which
represents the adjacent relationships among authors, are then constructed. As shown in Fig. 2,
the adjacency matrix T(n×n) is undirected, indicating. that there is no direction between two
vertices. The row names R(n) and column names C(n) of the matrix represents the author
names. The value in the adjacency matrix represents the co-occurrence between two authors
in the same article.
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Fig. 2 Author adjacency matrix

2.3 Identification of influential academic authors
Admittedly, the number of citations is a measure of the author's impact. However, such value
may not be accessible from website. Therefore, to enable an automated evaluation of author
impacts, we use measures from graph and social network analysis theory for analysis. It
serves as an alternative approach to identifying influential authors.

Firstly, four indicators in social network analysis are used to identify significant
individuals, i.e., degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and
eigenvector centrality. For each node, these four indicators are calculated and sorted from the
largest to the smallest. More specifically, degree centrality is about how many nodes a certain
node is connected, emphasizing the individual communicative competence. The equation is
shown as follows:

�躀㎭ �� �
�� � ��

�� ��，��

Where d (��,��)=1 if x and y are connected and�躀㎭����is the total connection times.
Closeness centrality measures the sum of the distance s from one node to the other node.

It indicates how close the node is to other nodes. It also stands for the influential power of the
node in the author network.

㎭�㎭ �� �
�

�� � ��
�（��，��）�

Betweenness centrality is a metric of centrality laying on shortest paths in a network. In
this paper, it is used as an important indicator to identify node with strong control and
influence, like the closeness centrality. For each node pair in a connected network, there
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exists at least one shortest path between the nodes such that the number of connected lines
that the path passes through (for unweighted graphs) is minimized. The betweenness
centrality for each node is the number of these shortest paths that pass through the node. The
higher the number of these shortest paths, the stronger the mediation of the node. i stands for
different node, ��� represents the maximum number of shortest paths between i node and

jnode, ��represents the sum of the maximum number of shortest paths through i node.

�t㎭ �� �
���

���
��

�

Eigenvector Centrality mainly shows the importance of proximity nodes, because a few
influential nodes are far more central than nodes with high values of degree centricity,
eigenvector centrality is a natural extension of degree centrality. the importance of a node is
determined by calculating the characteristic vector value of the adjacent matrix of the adjacent
node. The eigenvector centrality for node � is �t � �t,where A is the adjacency matrix of the
graph with eigenvalue �.

To identify significant author pairs, the co-occurrence frequency and relative author
importance are calculated. The co-occurrence can be obtained from the author-author
adjacency matrix. The relative author importance of a pair is defined as below. If authors A
and B have published a and b papers respectively and their jointly published article number is
c, the relative author importance of A and B are �

�
and �

�
respectively. Such indicator helped

to describe the “loyalty” or “dominance” of an author in their authorship network.

3. Case study
3.1 Data Description

In this paper, 2,377 academic articles between 1996 and 2019 were collected for analysis.
And 5,108 authors were extracted. Therefore, the size of the author adjacency matrix is
5108×5108. In total, 8,493 author-author pairs were extracted. There are 318 unique authors,
4,790 unique pairs of authors. The maximum number of articles published by a unique author
is 26.

3.2 Results on influential individuals
Fig. 3 displays the top 10 influential individuals identified based on the degree centrality.

The maximum degree centrality is 28 and the author is M. Santamouris from the university of
High-Performance Architecture at UNSW, and was a professor in the University of Athens,
Greece. M anda visiting professor in Cyprus Institute, Metropolitan University London,
Tokyo Polytechnic University, Bolzano University, Brunnel University and National
University of Singapore. He also is the author of 320 scientific articles published in journals.
Hereviewed research projects in 29 countries including USA, UK, France, Germany, Canada,
Sweden, etc. As shown in Fig. 4 the top 10 influential individuals identified based on
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betweenness centrality are Hiroshi Yoshino, Zhun (Jerry) Yu, Yongjun Sun, Alan Meier and
so on. The maximum of betweenness centrality is 6346.50. Hiroshi Yoshino's 286 research
works with 2,657 citations and 903 reads, including: Energy-Efficient and Renewable
Energy-Supported Buildings in Hot and Humid Regions. Similarly, the top 10 individuals
based on eigenvector centrality are shown in Fig. 10. The T.T. Chow is the maximum
eigenvector centrality, he comes from the division of Building Science and Technology,
College of Science & Engineering, City University of Hong Kong. He won the first prize of
scientific and technological progress of the Ministry of Education of China and the
second-class award of science and technology on photovoltaic/thermal technology for
building applications, Anhui Province Municipal Government, China. Based on these three
indicators, it is found that Yongjun Sun's ranking is relatively high. His more than 100
academic papers have been published in domestic and foreign journals. He has also been
authorized 13 national patents, one software copyright. He has won the second prize of
national scientific and technological progress, the first prize of provincial and ministerial
scientific and technological progress and the second prize of natural science, and participated
in the preparation of national industry technical standards. He also is an outstanding
representative in the building field. From the author network, we found that M. Santamouris
is the most authors of direct collaboration. As an intermediary author, Hiroshi Yoshino has
direct or indirect academic connections with 143 authors. T.T. Chow connected two branches
of the network.

Author Degree centrality
M.Santamouris 28
Sebastian Herkel 19
Yongjun Sun 17
Junjie Lin 17

Hiroshi Yoshino 16
Nianping Li 16
Hongting Ma 16
C.A．Balaras 15

Shengwei wang 15
R.Z. Wang 15

Fig. 3 The top 10 individuals identified based on degree centrality

Author Betweenness centrality
Hiroshi Yoshino 6346.5
Zhun (Jerry) Yu 4929.66
Yongjun Sun 4193.81
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Alan Meier 4080
Weijun Gao 3963.63
Nan Zhou 2653.63
Fu Xiao 2134.33

Zhenjun Ma 2005.83
Lynn Price 1763
Cheng Fan 1677

Fig. 4 The top 10 individuals identified based on betweenness centrality

Author Eigenvector centrality

T.T. Chow 1
K.F. Fong 0.95
Z. Lin 0.94

A.L.S. Chun 0.75
W. He 0.34

L．S．Chan 0.29
C.K. Lee 0.24
C.Li 0.15

V.I. Hanby 0.09
Q.W. Wang 0.09

Fig. 5 The top 10 individuals identified based on eigenvector centrality

Author Dec Bec Clc Eic Type
M.Santamouris 28 9.78E-09 383.2 3.86e-08 an academic author with the

widest social circle
T.T. Chow 11 1 188.2 3.859e-08 an academic author with the

strong academic potential
Hiroshi
Yoshino

16 0 6346.5 3.942e-08 an academic author with the
most influential power

Fig. 6 The three influentialauthors based on four centralities

Fig. 6. Dec is the degree centrality, Bec is the betweenness centrality, Clc is the
closeness centrality, Eic is the eigenvector centrality.

The social networks of these three authors are depicted in Figs. 7-9.
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Fig. 7 Hiroshi Yoshino’s network

Fig. 8 T.T. Chow’s network

Fig. 9 M.Santamouris’snetwork
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3.3 Results on influential author-author pairs
The influential author-author pairs can be obtained by sorting the maximum

collaboration time. The relationships between pairwise authors can be further analyzed using
the relative author importance. The top 10 influential pairs are shown in Fig. 7, where
cor_times is the number of collaborations between two authors, post1 and post2 are the
numbers of publications of each author respectively, factor1 and 2 are the relative author
importance.

Author-author Author1 Author2 Cor_times Post1 Factor1 Post2 Factor2
Jing Zhao-Neng Zhu Jing Zhao Neng Zhu 8 14 0.57 16 0.50
T.T. Chow-Z. Lin T.T. Chow Z. Lin 8 26 0.31 20 0.40
K.F. Fong-Z. Lin K.F. Fong Z. Lin 6 19 0.32 20 0.30

Shengwei Wang-Fu Xiao Shengwei Wang Fu Xiao 6 22 0.27 18 0.33
W.L. Lee-F.W.H. Yik W.L. Lee F.W.H. Yik 6 16 0.38 10 0.60

Anna Laura Pisello-Franco Cotana Anna Laura Pisello Franco Cotana 5 16 0.31 12 0.42
Benjamin C.M. Fung-Hiroshi Yoshino Benjamin C.M. Fung Hiroshi Yoshino 5 9 0.56 20 0.25
FariborzHaghighat-Hiroshi Yoshino FariborzHaghighat Hiroshi Yoshino 5 15 0.33 20 0.25
Marco Beccali-Maurizio Cellura Marco Beccali Maurizio Cellura 5 15 0.33 8 0.63
Maurizio Cellura-Marina Mistretta Maurizio Cellura Marina Mistretta 5 16 0.31 15 0.33

Fig. 10 The top 10 influentialauthor-author pairs

Conclusion
This study proposes a text mining-based methodology to automatically identify

influential individuals and pairs of academic researchers in the field of building energy
research. The method is developed based on social network analysis and graph theory. The
results show that the three most outstanding researchers in the building field are M.
Santamouris, T.T. Chow and Hiroshi Yoshino, and the top 3 influential author pairs are Jing
Zhao and Neng Zhu, T.T. Chow and Z. Lin, and K.F. Fong and Z. Lin in the data set for this
paper. These results also show that the method is helpful to enhance the efficiency in
analyzing massive text data. It can be applied in other field for quick insight extraction. More
advanced methods will be developed to further investigate the underlying relationships among
academic researchers.
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Abstract. National standard of Assessment Standard of Green Building (GB/T
50378-2019) has implemented on August 1st, 2019. This paper first reviews the
problems existing in the development of green buildings in China and points out the
new requirements for the advancement of green buildings in the new era. Then, the
changes of technical index system, green building connotation, assessment phase,
certification level and technical requirements of this standard are introduced. It is
hoped that readers will have an overall understanding of the revision of the standard,
so as to understand and grasp the technical content of the standard. Thirdly, the
advanced nature of this standard is analyzed through comparing with the index
systems of typical green building standard around the world. At last, the development
and effects of green buildings in China are summarized from the developing of
Assessment Standard of Green Building (GB/T 50378).

Key words: green building, assessment standard, index system, revision

1. Introduction
China has always attached great importance to the development of green buildings[1-2]. On
January 1st, 2013, the General Office of the State Council forwarded the Action Plan for
Green Building formulated by the National Development and Reform Commission and the
Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MOHURD), which opened a new
chapter in the advancement of green building. Developing green building has been included
in several national outline documents, such as the 12th Five-Year Plan Outline for National
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Economic and Social Development (2011-2015), the 13th Five-Year Plan Outline for National
Economic and Social Development (2016-2020) and the National Outline for Medium-and
Long-term Science and Technology Development (2006-2020), etc. Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Hebei,
Henan, Liaoning and other places have promoted the development of green buildings through
legislation. After more than 10 years, the green buildings in China have achieved large-scale
advancement from scratch, from fewer to more, from individual city to the whole country,
from single building to urban areas and large-scale cities. The 13th Five-Year Plan Outline of
Housing and Urban-Rural Construction puts forward the target that the proportion of green
buildings in new urban buildings will exceed 50% by 2020.

The national standard Assessment Standard of Green Building (GB/T 50378-2019)
(shorten as “GB/T 50378-2019”), which was revised by China Academy of Building
Research was released in March, 2019 and officially put into force on August 1st, 2019. This
paper systematically introduces the problems and new requirements of green buildings in
China, the key contents of revision, the progressiveness of GB/T 50378-2019, and the
development and effects of green buildings.

2. Problems and new requirements in green buildings development
2.1. Problems in the development of green buildings
The practice of green building has been steadily promoted and its benefits are obvious[3].
From national to local, from the government to the public, the whole society has gradually
improved understanding and demand of green buildings. Therefore, the evaluation of green
building has been vigorously carried out. However, with the rapid advancement of ecological
civilization construction and building technologies in China, green buildings also inevitably
encounter new problems, opportunities and challenges in the processes of implementation and
development.

The 2006 and 2014 edition of Assessment Standard of Green Building have promoted the
widespread of green building concept and practical application. Several powerful
measurements have made green building industry appears leaps and bounds, and green
building has been changed from recommendation, guidance and demonstration to mandatory
direction. According to the statistics, more than 10,000 projects have received certification
with a construction area of more than 1 billion m2 by the end of 2017. However, there are
relatively few projects obtain the operation certification at present, which accounting for
about 7% of the total number of certified projects. Moreover, with the construction drawings
and design documents review in recent years, the proportion of green building operation
certification projects maybe even lower. It can be seen that a considerable number of
buildings have not continued to carry out performance evaluation after the green building
design assessment.

At the same time, the two editions of Assessment Standard of Green Building are
concerned more about the green performance of building itself[4]. The technical requirements
of "people-oriented" and "perceptible" are not enough, since it is difficult for the occupants to
feel the advantages of green building in health, comfort and high quality. With the rapid
development of construction technology, new building technologies and concepts, such as
building industrialization, sponge city, building information model, healthy building etc. have
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been emerging and put into use, however, these new fields and new technologies have not
responded to the 2014 edition assessment standard in a timely manner.

2.2. New requirements for green buildings development in the new era
The report of the 19th National People’s Congress (NPC) pointed out that socialism with

Chinese characteristics has entered a new era: what we now face is the contradiction between
unbalanced and inadequate development and the people’s ever-growing needs for a better life.
At the same time, the report puts forward the concept of innovation, coordination, green, open
and sharing, which clearly explain the promotion of green development. Therefore, green
building promotion is one of the important ways to respond to the green development concept
of the 19th NPC.

With the new requirements putting forward in the 19th NPC, together with the emergence
of new ideas and building technologies, the 2014 edition assessment standard can no longer
meet the current needs of green building development. Under the new situation, the
development of green building should change their thinking to construct new green building
assessment technical system that could meet the high-quality development and gradually
forms a people-oriented model emphasizing performance and quality.

Therefore, in order to fully implement the spirit of the 19th NPC, adhere to the basic
concept of people-centered aswell as building the supply system and improving quality level
of green buildings in the new era, completing the revision of Assessment Standard of Green
building is the key work in the new stage of green building development in China. On July
23rd, 2018, MOHURD authorized China Academy of Building Research to organize the this
work.

3. Key Contents of the Standard Revision
3.1. Establish new index system
Considering the needs in the new era, adhering to the people-centered development idea,
taking the improvement of people's livelihood as the fundamental purpose of development
and taking the people as the perspective, the green building index with Chinese and time
characteristics has been established in the revised version. Specifically, the classification
includes safety and durability, health and comfort, occupant convenience, resources saving
and environment livability. Figure 1 demonstrates the technical system of green building
assessment.
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Figure 1 Technical System of Green Building Assessment

3.2. Expand the green building connotation
Constrained by "four savings and one environmental protection", closely following up

the development of building science and technology, high-tech building technologies and
concepts such as building industrialization, sponge city, healthy building, building
information model etc. are integrated into the requirements of green buildings. At the same
time, building safety, durability, service, health, livability, age-friendly are all considered and
are given according technical requirements in the revised version, which further guide green
life, green family, green community and green travel, etc., expanding the connotation of green
building.

3.3. Renewal of green building terms
Combined with the index system of green building and the new connotation of green

building, the revised standard updated the terminology to make it more precise to clarify the
definition of green building in the new era. The definition of green building is renewed as:
during the whole life cycle, high-quality buildings with the property of saving resources,
protecting the environment, reducing pollution, and providing occupants with a healthy,
applicable and efficient use space, which maximize the harmonious coexistence of human and
nature.

3.4. Reset the time node of green building evaluation
The advancement of green building needs to solve the demand from speed to quality.

One of the key approaches to solve this demand is to reposition the evaluation stage, while
taking operational effectiveness oriented as the development direction of green building.
Therefore, in the revised version, the node of green building assessment is reset after the
completion of the construction project, which can effectively restrict the landing of green
building technology. Meanwhile, the evaluation in the design stage is changed into
“pre-evaluation”, and it is specified that "after the design of construction drawings of
construction projects is completed, pre-evaluation can be carried out".
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3.5. Add the "basic level" of green buildings
As a tool for rating the performance of green buildings, Assessment Standard of Green

Building should not only reflect its authority in performance evaluation and leading
technology development, but also needs to consider the regional imbalance in China and the
importance of popularizing. At the same time, to be in line with major international green
building evaluation systems is also essential. Therefore, based on the original “one-star”,
“two-star” and “three-star” levels, the "basic level" is added to expand the coverage of green
buildings and facilitate international communications. The "basic level" corresponds to the
full-text mandatory national standard and it defined that building which meets the
requirements of all the prerequisite items can be assessed as "basic level".

3.6. Enhance the evaluation operability
The scoring method has been changed from the entry method in 2006 edition and the

weight scoring method in the 2014 edition standard to the absolute score accumulation
method in the 2019 edition standard, which is now simpler and easier to operate. Provisions
are set taking into account the applicability of climate, region and building types. Through the
reasonable setting of the items, the non-evaluative items are avoided; the number of the
overall items is also greatly reduced compared with the 2014 edition standard, which may
help further enhance the operability of the assessment.

3.7. Hierarchical setting of star performance requirements of green building
In order to improve the performance and quality of green buildings, different

performance requirements are put forward for the grade determination of one-star, two-star
and three-star green buildings in four layers: ① Satisfying the lowest score for each kind of
index in all the prerequisites; ② Full decoration should be done; ③ The total score should
reach 60 points, 70 points and 85 points, respectively; ④ Meeting the additional technical
requirements for thermal performance of envelope structure, water efficiency of water-saving
appliances, sound insulation performance of residential buildings, concentration of main
indoor air pollutants, air tightness performance of external windows, etc. as shown in Table 1.
When the above four levels are satisfied at the same time, the green building can be
certificated as the corresponding star level.

Table 1 Technical requirements of one-star grade, two-star grade
and three-star grade green buildings

One-star grade Two-star grade Three-star grade

Improvement proportion
of thermal performance
in building envelope, or
reduction proportion of
load in building heating
and air conditioning

The thermal
performance in
building envelope
increases 5%; or
the load in
building heating
and air
conditioning
reduces 5%;

The thermal
performance in building
envelope increases
10%; or the load in
building heating and air
conditioning reduces
10%;

The thermal
performance in
building envelope
increases 20%;

Or the load in
building heating
and air
conditioning
reduces 15%;
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One-star grade Two-star grade Three-star grade
The ratio of heat transfer
coefficient of exterior
windows of residential
buildings in cold and
severe cold regions
reduced

5% 10% 20%

Water efficiency grade of
sanitary appliances

Grade 3 Grade 2

Sound insulation
performance of
residential building

/

The airborne sound
insulation performance
between the outdoor
and bedroom, and
between the bedrooms
on both sides of
household partition wall
(floor), and the impact
sound insulation
performance of the
bedroom floor reaches
the average value of the
lower limit and the
upper limit of national
standard

The airborne sound
insulation
performance
between the
outdoor and
bedroom, and
between the
bedrooms on both
sides of household
partition wall
(floor), and the
impact sound
insulation
performance of the
bedroom floor
reaches the upper
limit of the national
standard

Reduction proportion of
main indoor air
pollutants

10% 20%

Air-tightness of external
window

Comply with the current national energy-saving design standards,
and the connection of the exterior window opening with the exterior
window body shall be tight

Notes：
1 The benchmark for improving the thermal performance of the building envelope and

reducing the load in building heating and air conditioning is the requirements of current relevant
national standards for building energy efficiency design.

2 The standard corresponding to sound insulation performance of residential buildings is
the current national standard Code for design of sound insulation of civil buildings（GB 50118）.

3 The main indoor air pollutants include ammonia, formaldehyde, benzene, total volatile
organic compounds, radon, inhalable particulate matter, etc. The benchmark for concentration
reduction is the relevant requirements of the current national standard Indoor air quality standard
（GB/T 18883）.
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3.8. Improve the performance of green buildings
GB/T 50378-2019 renews and upgrades the technical performance requirements in the

aspects of safety and durability, energy saving and resource saving；it also improves and add
people-oriented related requirements such as full decoration, indoor air quality, water quality,
fitness facilities, garbage, age-friendly, service etc., which comprehensively improve the
performance requirements of green buildings.

4. The progressiveness of GB/T 50378-2019
Indicators of the green building assessment standards in other countries are shown in Table 2.
The existing foreign green building standard index systems can be divided into two categories,
one is "technology-oriented", that is, taking the green technology promotion involved in the
building as the index requirements, such as energy, water resources, site, materials, etc., the
representative standards are BREEAM, LEED, CASBEE, HQE, as well as the Assessment
Standard of Green Building (GB/T 50378-2014); the other type is “performance-oriented”, i.e.
taking the final performance results of the building as the index requirements, such as
ecological quality, environmental quality, social and functional quality, health, comfort, etc.,
the representative standards are DGNB, which overcomes the limitation of emphasizing
technical factors, emphasizes performance results and sustainability, therefore it is called the
second generation of green building evaluation system.

Table 2 Evaluation indicators of green buildings in various countries
Name of the
standard

Index system

Technology-oriented

BREEAM

 Management
 Health and Wellbeing
 Energy
 Transport
 Water
 Materials
 Waste
 Land Use and Ecology
 Pollution
 Innovation

LEED

 Integrative Project Planning and Design
 Location & Transportation
 Sustainable Sites
 Water Efficiency
 Energy& Atmosphere
 Materials & Resources
 Indoor Environmental Quality
 Innovation
 Regional Priority

CASBEE
 Environmental Quality of building (Indoor

environment, Quality of service, Outdoor
environment (On-site)
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 Environmental Load reduction of building
(Energy, Resources & Materials, Off-site
Environment)

HQE

 Site
 Components
 Worksite
 Energy
 Water
 Waste
 Maintenance
 Hydrothermal comfort
 Acoustic comfort
 Visual comfort
 Olfactory comfort
 Spaces quality
 Air quality
 Water quality

Performance-
oriented

DGNB

 Environmental quality
 Economic quality
 Sociocultural and functional quality
 Technical quality
 Process quality
 Site quality

China's national standard Assessment Standard of Green Building (GB/T 50378-2019)
also constructs the evaluation system of green building based on performance. On this basis,
people pay more attention to the safety, durability, comfort, health, convenience, livability
and other functions of green building to improve the perception of green building, through
which building users can fully enjoy the benefits of green building for life. Since the 2019
version of GB/T 50378-2019 is based on performance-oriented consideration of the needs and
feelings of people in the building, it has more progressiveness.

Therefore, GB/T 50378-2019 comprehensively implements the concept of green
development in China, enriches the green building connotation; it is scientific and reasonable
in content, which coordinates with current relevant standards and has strong operability and
applicability. GB/T 50378-2019 reconstructs the technical index system of green building
assessment, which reflects the green development of building science and technology in the
new era. The implementation of GB/T 50378-2019 will play an important role in promoting
the high-quality green buildings and meeting the needs of people for a better life. The review
panel think that GB/T 50378-2019 generally reached the international leading level.

5. Green building development effect
In the field of green building development, the most important standard in China is the
national standard Assessment Standard of Green Building (GB/T 50378). As the fundamental
technical standard for regulating and leading the development of green buildings in China, it
was first released in 2006; the first revision was released in 2014 and the second revision was
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released in 2019. The process of three editions and two revisions of this standard play an
important role in the development of green buildings in China. Firstly, the definition,
evaluation index and methods of Chinese green building were defined for the first time in the
2006 edition, which laid an important foundation for evaluating the green degree of buildings,
ensuring the quality of green building, standardizing and guiding the healthy development of
green buildings. Secondly, it is adopted to promote the formation of a technical standard
system covering the whole process of green building design, construction, review, evaluation,
operation and maintenance, inspection and other construction projects with Chinese
characteristics. Thirdly, this standard also promoted the high-quality development of green
buildings in China, while it gradually forms an assessment system for green buildings with
Chinese characteristics, which unified the times and people's need for a better life in the new
era.

6. Summary and work outlook
The revision of this standard coincides with the country's entry into a new era of high-quality
development stage, aiming at putting the concept of green development into practice and
leading green buildings to become good buildings with good perception and strong sense of
acquisition. At present, GB/T 50378-2019 has been listed as one of the ten key standards to
promote high-quality urban development by MOHURD, which can be taken as a fundamental
technical standard to standardize and guide the development of green buildings in China.
GB/T 50378-2019 adheres to the technical route of "people-oriented and emphasizing quality";
it takes "high level, high positioning and high quality" as the revised principle,
comprehensively implements the concept of green development, enriches the connotation of
green building and reconstructs the evaluation index system of green building, which will
play an important role in promoting China's green buildings and even promoting the
high-quality development of cities, and effectively meet the people's needs for a better life.

In order to better implement GB/T 50378-2019, the Technical Rules for the Assessment
Standard of Green Building2019 is being compiled. In the future, excellent green building
projects will be selected to form a collection of green building cases. What’s more, to promote
GB/T 50378-2019to the international, the translation of the English version of GB/T
50378-2019and international publicity will also be carried out.
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ABSTRACT: With more than ten years’ development, the number of China Green Building
Label (GBL) certified green buildings has reached to more than ten thousand (REN, 2019) ,
which is largely driven by the government but not the market. Market wise only a few of the real
estate developers considered green building as being the core value hence as see only a small
amount of GBL high-rated residential projects. Do these high-rated certified green residential
buildings satisfy the occupants’ needs? A post occupancy evaluation (POE) survey of 11GBL
certified green residential projects has been analysed in this study, aiming to understand the
residents’ views and pictures in forms of satisfaction under four different environmental
sustainability aspects,the quality of ecological environment, outdoor physical environment,
public transportation and basic services, and indoor environment.

Keywords: GBL, post occupancy evaluation, satisfaction, questionnaire

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 A top-down green building development in China

The development of green buildings in China is not a market-driven movement. It is a top-down
development driven by the central government. It could be found in the Figure 1 that with the
announcement of series of green building policies from 2010 to 2013 (LAU & ZHANG, 2015) , the
number of the China Green Building Label (GBL) certified projects increased rapidly. Since 2013,
GBL certification has become mandatory applicable in numerous provinces and cities, including
Jiangsu, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, etc., regressing projects to recent
minimum 1-Star certification (Beijing Municipal People's Government, 2013) (Shenzhen Municipal
People’s Government, 2013) . Up to December of 2017, a total number of 10,927 green building
projects had been certified in China, including Hong Kong SAR and Macau SAR, with a total floor
area of 1 billion square meters (REN, 2019).
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Figure 1 The Statistic of the China Green Building Label certified projects in China 2008-2015
(Source: Green Building Research Centre, CSUS, 2015)

Due to the regulations and policies mentioned above, the number of certified green buildings has
rapidly increased over the past decade, but problems also stitched to appear-gradually. Firstly, because
of the incentive-based policies introduced by some local governments such as Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, etc., which require all new buildings to be green and must comply with
minimum one-star GBL certification, many projects, with a view to save construction costs just
fulfilled the minimum scoring requirements of one-star certification with no incentive to attain a
higher level of GBL certification. Up to December, 2017, only 8% of the 10,927 certified green
buildings are three-star (CHU, 2019) . Moreover, more than 95% of green building projects are
certified for GBL design label only but not GBL operation label. In other words, by December, 2017,
the green design and technologies of most green projects have not been assessed nor validated for
effectiveness of design and efficiency of technologies in the operation phase (CHU, 2019).

1.2 The leading real-estate developers in green building in China
Although many of the green buildings just fulfilled the minimum requirements of the government,

there are nevertheless some real-estate developers take up green building as the core value of their
company. These developers focus not only on green building technologies but also the well-being and
the state of health well of the building design.According to the report from the China Real Estate
Association and The Investment Association of China, the top 30Chinagreen real estate index in 2019
are chosen after evaluation (GUO, et al., 2019) , and the top 11 are listed out in the following table
(Table 1).

Table 1 Top 30 China green real estate index in 2019
Ranking Developers

1 China Jinmao Holdings Group Limited
2 China VankeCo., Ltd.
3 China Overseas Property
4 Country Garden Holdings Co. Ltd
4 China Evergrande Group
5 Beijing Capital Development Holdings Co., Ltd
5 China Gezhouba(Group) Corporation
6 Modern Land (China) co., limited (MOMA)
7 Greentown China Holdings Ltd.
8 Longfor Properties Co. Ltd
9 Landsea Green Properties Co.,Ltd
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10 Baolong Group
11 China Merchants Shekou Industrial Zone Holdings Co., Ltd
12 Sino-Ocean Group

Based on the review of the abovetop 11 green real estate developers (Table 2), it could be found
that the development of green residential projects and the implementation of green building
technologies have become these companies core value and brand-setting strategy. For example,
Jinmao, Gezhouba, MOMA and Landsea have established a set of green building technologies systems
for their own residential projects. Vanke, on the other hand, did not promote green building
technologies as a feature in their projects but integrate those technologies with architectural design and
property management as a whole, which is called the “3 Good Housing”. Sino-Ocean, as a special case,
has promoted their project as the healthy residential buildings and achieved the first international
WELL Building certification (multi-family) in China.

Table 2 Review of the green development strategies of the six selected green developers
Selected

Developers
Core value in Green and
Healthy Development Core strategies in Green and Healthy Developments

Jinmao 12 green technologies
system

water purification system, smart home system, Six
levels security system, six community system, noise

reduction system, External wall insulation system, same
floor drainage system, External window thermal shading

system, Automatic floor control system, fresh air
system, ground-source system, Capillary network

system

Vanke three good housing good house, good service, good neighbours

Landsea technical housing 3 constant systems (constant temperature, constant
oxygen, constant humidity)

Gezhouba 5-G System (from green to
intelligent) Grasp, gain, green, gather, global

MOMA ten green technologies

external wall insulation system, high-performance door
and window system, noise reduction system, external
shading system, ground-heat system, Ceiling radiation
system, fresh air system, same floor drainage system,

smart system, water quality improving system

Sino-Ocean
Group

Healthy buildings with
WELL certification

5H (healthy) landscape system, 4S (security, smart,
service, super community) + W(WELL) smart system,
W.E.R (Well, Exquisite, Renovation) fine decoration

system

1.3 Review on the green building POE study in China
In 1980s, theory of POE was first introduced into China by Chang Huaisheng and later he did a

research to study the relationship between space design and occupants’ psychology (CHANG, et al.,
1988).After that, researchers such as CHEN Qinghui (1987) , WU Shuoxian (1995) , YANGGongxia
(1993)and YU Guoliang (1999), contributed a lot to the promotion of POE in China. Now POE have
been widely used in the study of public projects, as well as residential projects, especially in large
scale projects like park design and urban planning.
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Developing from environmental evaluations, a POE study can be based on both objective and
subjective data. The objective data like energy consumption can show the building performance
directly while subjective data like occupants’ satisfaction can reflect real expectations and
requirements from the respondents, both of which can give feedback and then suggestions to better
develop the design and maintenance of a project in the future. However, nowadays in China as well as
other countries, most of POE studies focus on objective feedback, which ignores the feedback from
occupants (ZHAO, 2007).

At present, not many POE studies have been conducted in China, most of which have the
following characters: 1) study a small scale project like buildings, communities, or facilities, rather
than a large open space like parks, with landscaping areas of urban planning scale; 2) study building
performance rather than occupants’ satisfaction (LIN & RONG, 2012) ; 3) study one single project
rather than several projects; 4) study public buildings rather than residential buildings; 5) study one
single factor rather than comprehensive factors(JIANG, 2012).

Under the mandatary policy, green buildings develop rapidly in China. How do green buildings
perform? How do users think of green buildings? Do green buildings satisfy the users’ needs?
Increasing concern and interest about green buildings in China lead to the conduct of different
researches. In 2007, the Chinese Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development published
technical guidelines for post assessment of green buildings for office buildings and commercial
buildings (MOHURD, 2017) ,aiming to give a set of systematic guidelines to evaluate various factors
including energy, water and material consumptions, indoor environment quality, transportation
convenience, facilities, ecology and feedback from users. After that, the Chinese Ministry of Housing
and Urban-Rural Development did an overall evaluation on 130 certified green buildings based on
GB/T 50378-2006. The result of this evaluation showed the satisfaction of users from southern China
to northern China, among which, the users from hot summer and warm winter areas gave the worst
first lookand dissatisfaction (MOHURD, 2014).

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Research problem

It is important to conduct the POE study to verify the actual performance during operation and
occupants’ satisfaction on the environmental quality. However, few of the GBL certified projects has
conducted the POE study, especially on the residential projects. The question remains whether the
GBL certified residential projects meet the occupants’ needs? Other than the POE for indoor
environmental quality, the residents’ degree of satisfaction of the outdoor environmental quality and
the livability of the community are equally important? What are the most important issues in the
design of a green and healthy residential community? This paper will focus on the discussion of the
above issues by way of detailed questionnaires to the residents.

2.2 Scope of survey
2.2.1 Selection of projects

A total of 11 high rated GBL certified residential projects(Table 3)were selected in this study, of
which 9 projects are located in the hot summer and warm winter climate zone and 2 projects are
located in the hot summer and cold winter climate zone. All projects have the provisions of the HVAC
system, including three different types, split type air-conditioner without fresh air provision, VRV
system with fresh air provision, and radiant ceiling with displacement ventilation. All of the selected
projects have already been occupied with different occupied years, covering both the latest green
building technologies and the well applied technologies of past years.

Table 3Project information

No. Location Project No. HVAC
System Type

Green
certification
(GBL)

Years of
occupation Number of

questionnaires

1 Shanghai Project A Type C 3-Star 2 21
2 Nanjing Project B Type C 3-Star 1 32
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3 Guangzhou Project C Type A 3-Star 4 33
4 Guangzhou Project D Type B 3-Star 4 29

5 Guangzhou Project E Type B 3-Star&1-
Star

1 13

6 Guangzhou Project F Type A 2-Star 8 27
7 Guangzhou Project G Type A 2-Star 4 30
8 Guangzhou Project H Type A 2-Star 2 31
9 Foshan Project I Type B 3-Star 1 11
10 Zhuhai Project J Type A 2-Star 2 34

11 Guangzhou Project K Type B 1-Star&2-
Star

2 33

Total 294
Notes:
Type A - Split type air-conditioner without fresh air provision;
Type B - VRV system with fresh air provision;
Type C - Radiant ceiling with displacement ventilation.

2.2.2 Design of the questionnaire
A total number of 28 questions were designed to have an in-depth interview with the residents.

The questionnaire was designed to cover different spaces and functions in a residential project in four
sections (Figure 2), including quality of the ecological environment, outdoor physical environment,
public transportation and basic services, and indoor environment. As the respondents of this study
were residents encompassing teenagers to elderly people. The questions were designed to understand
the overall satisfaction by the first question of each section, followed by the questions on
understanding the reasons of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with multiple choices. Two special
questions were designed to understand the importance of different issues in the design of a high
quality outdoor and indoor environment. To ensure the correct understanding of the meaning of each
question, especially for the elderly people, all of the questionnaires are conducted face to face. It takes
about 15-20 minutes to finish one questionnaire on average.

Figure 2 The structure of the questionnaire
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3 RESULTS OF SURVEY
3.1 Respondents’ demographic profile

Table4shows the formation profile of the 294 respondents, the majority is from 21 to 40 years old,
living with kids and/or elderlies. These people are the core potential buyers for residential units. Thus,
the result of this survey can certainly reflect the market demands at the present moment.

Table 4Respondents' demographic profile

Conditions Category, Number of respondents

Gender Male, 132 Female, 162

Age 0~20,
14

21~30,
71

31~40,
103

41~50,
33

51~60,
30

61~70,
23

71~80,
5

N/A,
15

Family
size 1~2, 38 3~4, 135 ≥5, 114 N/A, 7

Live with
kid Yes, 204 No, 88 N/A, 2

Live with
elderly Yes, 181 No, 111 N/A, 2

Notes: N/A= Respondents not willing to disclose

3.2 The prior factors in the design of a high-quality green community
The respondents are required to rank the top 5 factors in the design of a high-quality green

community. It could be found in Table 5thatthe top 5 factors are just the four key parts in the
questionnaire. It is surprising to find that the indoor environmental quality is less important than the
outdoor environment to the residents, although people usually spend more time at home than outdoor.
The top 2 factors are all outdoor environmental issues, which are related to the project site’s master
planning and landscape design. However, real-estate projects in China usually require high-speed
development pace. It is difficult to spend extra time on performance-based studies of the outdoor
microclimate, environmental noise mitigation studies etc.

Table 5The ranking of the prior factor in the design of a high-quality green community

Factors Weighted
score

Prior factor
ranking

Ecological environment (greening, water body, etc.) 996 1
Outdoor physical environment (thermal comfort, noise level, etc.) 700 2
Public transportation 593 3
Basic services and recreational spaces 593 4
Indoor environmental quality 450 5
Harmonized neighbourhood relationship 372 6
Energy and water efficient home appliances 195 7
Promotion of green lifestyle 192 8
Intelligent home system 175 9

Notes: Weighted score =∑ (weighting × frequency); If the factor ranks No.1 by the respondent, the
weighting is 5; The respondent is required to rank the top 5 factor and weighting is descending from 5
to 1.

3.3 Overall satisfaction of the four key parts
The Figure 3 below shows the overall satisfaction of the four key parts in the survey. It could be

found that ecological environment received the highest satisfaction of 83%, followed by the
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environment in residential unit (81%), outdoor physical environment (78%), and public transportation
(65%). Since all selected projects had obtained the GBL rating in minimum 2-Star (5 of them obtained
the highest 3-Star), the projects must have to fulfill the requirements on greenery, pedestrian wind
environment, mitigation of environmental noise, and IEQ related credits, which will contribute to the
improvement of the outdoor and indoor environmental quality. Based on the site survey of the 11
projects, 45% of the project are located in the new developed area of the city, which means that the
public transportation is still under construction. Thus, although public transportation ranks no.3 in the
ranking of the prior factor in Table 5, it cannot be controlled by the developers.

Figure 3Overall satisfaction of the four parts in the survey

3.4 The reasons for the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of ecological environment
Figure 4 and 5 show the survey results of the reasons for the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of the

restrain ecological environment. It could be found in the chart that the top rated satisfied and
dissatisfied reasons contradict each other. With the increment of the green area, the number of
mosquitos will also increase. This brings out the challenge of the planting design in the residential
communities. Besides, about 50% of respondents think that waterbodies and sufficient planting species
are also important to create a high-quality ecological environment.
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Figure 4 Reasons for the satisfaction of ecological environment

Figure 5 Reasons for the dissatisfaction of ecological environment

3.5 The reasons for the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of outdoor physical environment in summer
Figure 6 and 7 show the survey results of the reasons for the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of

outdoor physical environment in summer. It could be found in the chart that 74.49% of the
respondents consider that the provision of adequate shading in the outdoor area is important to
increase the comfort level in summer. The shading can be provided by the building’s self-shading, tree
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canopy, corridor, etc. For the reasons of dissatisfaction, none of the reasons received more than 50%
of the support from the residents.

Figure 6 Reasons for the satisfaction of outdoor physical environment in summer

Figure 7 Reasons for the dissatisfaction of outdoor physical environment in summer

3.6 The reasons for the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of public transportation
Figure 8 and 9 show the survey results of the reasons for the satisfaction and dissatisfaction

ofpublic transportation.Since the public transportation received the lowest satisfaction contribution
percentage among the four parts, the analysis of the dissatisfied reasons is nonetheless important for
the future development of green communities. It could be found in Figure 8 that more than 50% of the
residents are satisfied that bus/subway stations are available around the community. However, the
frequency, number of stations and routes, and the walking distance to the stations are all important
aspect to achieve a convenient daily public transportation network in a green community.
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Figure 8 Reasons for the satisfaction of public transportation

Figure 9 Reasons for the unsatisfaction of public transportation

3.7 The reasons for the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of the environment in residential unit
Figure 10 and 11 show the survey results of the reasons for the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of

the environment in residential units. It could be found that building with GBL certification will have
high satisfaction on daylight (68.71%) and natural ventilation (59.86%). These two benefits are more
sensitive to the residents, compared with other indoor systems such as the ventilation system with
PM2.5 filter. On the other hand, more than 90% of the respondents are complained on the lighting
design and the sound environment. For example, some of the elderly residents complained that the lux
level is not enough on the countertop in the kitchen. For sound environment, many of the complaints
are from poor sound insulation of the wall and floor between units. Although the high rated GBL
projects must have to fulfil the sound insulation performance, the actual performance of the sound
insulation cannot meet the needs from residents.
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Figure 10 Reasons for the satisfaction of the environment in residential unit

Figure 11 Reasons for the dissatisfaction of the environment in residential unit
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4 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the POE survey of the 11 GBL certified residential projects in southern China, we were

able to attain a better understanding of the results on the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of the indoor and
outdoor environments. With a comprehensive and integrated design of the site, energy, water, material
and IEQ aspects in GBL, these high-GBL-rated projects manage to achieve relatively high satisfaction
on ecological environment and environment in the residential units. To achieve an equally high quality
outdoor living environment, these five features are important to the residents, 1) sufficient area for
greenery and water features, 2) a good variety of planting species, 3) sufficient outdoor shading in
different functional or pedestrian areas to provide better thermal comfort, 4) reduce the absorption of
solar radiation by outdoor hard-surface paving, 5) conduct a microclimate study to facilitate natural
ventilation of the outdoor environment by improvement to the mater planning of the projects.

Although the GBL version 2014 has the requirements on the provision of accessible bus and
subway stations within 500m and 800m walking distance from the projects main entrance. It cannot
satisfy the residents’ needs in daily life. Based on the result of survey, the variety of bus routes to
reach different destinations and the frequency of the bus in peak and non-peak hours are also
important to the residents. For projects with bus or subway stations more than 500m or 800m away, it
is also important to consider design of shared-bike parking stations and a will-thought at bike network
for the convenience of the residents.

For the indoor environmental quality, the residents in Southern China focus more on the daylight
and natural ventilation, instead of advanced HVAC systems. To achieve a higher sale price for the
residential projects, on the other hand, the green real-estate developer will introduce more green
technologies in the indoor area such as the ventilation systems with high efficient air filter, water
purification systems in the kitchen, intelligent lighting control and home systems, etc. However, some
of the basic performance standard of these features are also important to the residents, such as the
lighting quality and acoustics quality of the indoor environment. These are the two environmental
issues that received the highest studies of complaint in the whole survey.
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Abstract: For a megacity’s sustainable development, the underground space is
considered vigorously, in which a metro commercial one is emphasized because of
benefiting either public transportation or commercial interest. However, as naturally
having a poor audio-visual environment, the metro commercial space is difficult to
achieve physical comfort. This affects peoples’ stay wills in the space. Therefore, it is
important to study audio-visual environment in a metro commercial space. Since
having a high urbanization level, Shenzhen and Hong Kong have already developed
comprehensive metro systems and established plenty metro commercial spaces. The
study selected distinct metro-commercial spaces and explored various factors that
would influence an audio-visual environment. After making the field and lab studies,
factors influencing audio and visual comfort have been investigated and significant
relevant factors have been obtained. The study provides useful guidelines to a metro
commercial design and to aid a sustainable development.

Keywords: Metro commercial space; Audio-visual environment; Audio-visual
comfort
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1. Introduction
There is no doubt that environmental quality of a metro commercial space is key point to

decide peoples’ stay wills and shopping behaviors, in which an audio-visual environment is
important. Presently, study on audio-visual comfort in a metro commercial space is rather
limited although studies of other public open spaces are useful to reference. Refer to visual
environment, Han found that color diversity is an important factor to influence visual comfort
[1].Bellia found that illuminance is to affect visual comfort in a certain degree [2]. Zukin found
that color coordination is the basis to improve the visual environmental comfort in the New
York commercial spaces even the diversity of color still needs to remain [3].Refer to aural
environment, studies have found that an aural environment is much related with the built
environmental features and functions of the space [4-5].Song explored factors in influencing
aural comfort in a commercial space and found thata building style and used materials are
relevant [6].To an underground commercial street, Meng& Kang’sstudy found that sound level,
sound types and reverberation are significant influence factors[7].

In addition, studies on aural and visual interactions have been done by many authors.
Carles found that sound provides additional information to visual images[8]. Lercher found the
quality of landscape is negatively correlated to noise annoyance at community level
[9].Through investigating sound perception on blind and deaf people, Southworth found blind
people rarely achieve stable images of a space, whereas for deaf people, the whole space
seems unchanged and boring since no sound evokes attentions [10].Yu pointed out that factors
such as spatial form, facade modeling and interface texture would have impacts on the
soundscape evaluation[11].Yu & Kang improved the soundscape by changing color
coordination of Shenzhen Dong Men shopping district, and also proved the influence of
visual factors on soundscape [12].

For developing metro commercial properties, plenty studies have been done on the issues
of land-use, transit-oriented development (TOD). The result stated that TOD is an effective
approach in achieving the sustainable development in highly congested metropolitan cities of
developing country[13].Bhattacharjee found that the construction and operation of metro
makes land utilization growth [14].Obviously, these studies focused on invest and urban
development policy aspect of metro industrial in a view of a master plan. Studies on some
specific parts of a metro commercial development, e.g. audio-visual environment, are rare
although it is important to ensure the value of a metro property. It is urgent to explore factors
influencing an audio-visual environment for benefitting a metro commercial development and
further aiding urban planners and designers in a design/plan stage.

2. Methodology
To study audio-visual comfort, factors from visual and aural environment have to be

taken into account. Firstly, broad observations have been done to various metro commercial
spaces in Shenzhen and Hong Kong, and then 13 typical metro commercial spaces have been
chosen to make in-situ measurements and obtain data for the lab experiment using Virtual
Reality. Based on the lab results, 6metro commercial spaces representing various audio-visual
environments, in which 4 from Shenzhen and 2 from Hong Kong, have been used to conduct
in-situ surveys.
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2.1. Observation
After exploring the metro maps of Shenzhen and Hong Kong, it is found that 32 and 16

metro commercial spaces likely exist in Shenzhen and Hong Kong respectively. Through
extensive in-situ observations, 7 typical metro commercial spaces have been concluded in
Shenzhen and 6 have been extracted in Hong Kong, these typical spaces stand for 6 protypes
of a metro commercial space, which are shown in Figure 1. These protypes are constituted by
variations of plan form, section form and connecting form. To the plan form, it could be
divided into point, linear and square type, while to the section form, it could be divided into
single floor and multi-floors. To the connecting form, it could be divided into inside station
hall, directly connect and indirectly connect. Therefore, 6 protypes of metro commercial
spaces are named, which are Type 1 (point), Type 2 (linear-single floor-in the station hall),
Type 3 (linear-single floor-direct connection), Type 4 (linear-multiple floors-direct
connection), Type 5 (square-multiple floors-direct connection) and Type 6 (square-multiple
floors-indirect connection).

Through observing32 metro commercial spaces in Shenzhen, 5spatial forms have been
found, which are Type 1, Type 3, Type 4, Type 5 and Type 6. Actually, there is still a special
form of metro commercial space in Shenzhen, which is linear& square-multiple floors. As
that form has a strip space between station hall and commercial complex, and the strip space
is too long so that the impact of station hall on commercial complex has basically disappeared,
so combine this form with Type 2.Through observing16 metro commercial spaces in Hong
Kong, 5 spatial forms have been found, which are Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, Type 5 and Type 6.
It is obvious to find that Type 4 only exists in Shenzhen, while Type 2 only exists in Hong
Kong.

(a) Type 1:Point-Single floor-In the station hall (b) Type 2: Line-Single floor-In the station hall

(c) Type 3: Line-Single floor-Direct connection (d) Type 4: Line-Multiple floors-Direct connection

(e) Type 5: Square-Multiple floors-Direct connection (f) Type 6: Square-Multiple floors- Indirect connection

Figure1: 6 protypes of a metro commercial spacein Shenzhen and Hong Kong

2.2. Lab experiments
The lab experiments were done through recovering real scenes, and each scene is

recovered by importing the visual and aural recordings into Fuzor. The interviewees are 30
graduates from the school of architecture. Each of them has read the questionnaire thoroughly
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and then required to answer the questions of evaluating visual and aural environment after
having a VR listening and looking experience. Each question has 7-level option, 1 means the
worst evaluation, while 7 means the best evaluation.Eventually, 390 questionnaireshave been
collected.

Table 1 shows visual and aural environmental factors. The visual environmental factors
(Vef) are Saturation (0-100), Color brightness (0-100), Color coordination (1-7 scores),
Roughness (0%-100%), Ratio of width to height and Illuminance (0-∞). The aural
environmental factors (Aef) are Sound level (0-∞), Sound type and Reverberation perception.
Color saturation and brightness are extracted from panoramic pictures by using ColorImpact.
Roughness is obtained by extracting the proportion of different materials of commercial space
facade. The ratio of width to height is collected by in-situ measuring. Illuminance is obtained
by using illuminometer. Sound level is extracted from the aural environment recording by
using ArteMis. Color coordination, sound source and reverberation are obtained through lab
experiments.

From Table 1, it can be seen that color saturation and color brightness are all relatively low,
but Shenzhen’s color saturation in metro commercial spaces are higher than that in Hong
Kong. Roughness varies between 20%-65% in Hong Kong and Shenzhen, but roughness in
Hong Kong’s metro commercial spaces are general lower than that in Shenzhen. Specifically,
roughness in Hong Kong is under 40%, while roughness of metro commercial spaces in
Shenzhen are all over 40% except S3-Shopping Park. Table 1 also shows that illuminance
varies a lot, and there is no regularity between two cities. In terms of aural environment
factors, Table 1 shows that there is no regularity in Saturation, Color brightness and Color
coordination between two cities. However, considering about sound sources in the linear
metro commercial spaces, it is found that the main sound source in Shenzhen is the selling
sound, whereas to Hong Kong, the sound sources are the sounds of machine (Didi sound) and
broadcast. To metro commercial spaces in other spatial forms, there is also no difference in
sound source.

Table1：Typical audio-visual environments and influence factors in Shenzhen and Hong Kong

No Spatial form Vef1 Vef2 Vef3
Score

Vef4
% Vef5 Vef6

lx
Aef1
dB(A)

Aef2
Qty Aef3

S1 Point-Single floor 7.74 44.03 4.50 44.80 3:2 283.8 75.4 2 Medium
S2 Linear-Single floor 9.03 41.13 2.83 64.40 2:1 357.8 75.9 3 Short
S3 Linear-Multi floors 10.3

7
41.08 4.20 29.00 3:2 187.4 69.5 2 Long

S4 Linear-Multi floors 7.54 41.99 3.90 49.10 3:5 680.4 67.6 2 Short
S5 Linear-Multi floors 19.1

5
46.07 2.73 57.10 6:5 277.0 71.9 3 Long

S6 Square-Multi floors 6.38 43.01 5.30 49.20 4:1 661.6 77.6 2 Medium
S7 Square-Multi floors 8.86 49.61 5.73 43.40 3:1 17783 68.6 1 Medium
H1 Point-Single floor 4.89 40.98 4.90 34.90 3:2 346.9 70.7 2 Medium
H2 Linear-Single floor 5.64 45.05 4.43 36.38 3:2 205.8 73.6 3 Long
H3 Linear-Single floor 4.59 44.79 5.97 16.93 1:1 410.3 71.4 2 Medium
H4 Square-Multi floors 8.96 34.60 5.47 23.14 4:3 201.6 70.2 2 Long
H5 Square-Multi floors 14.4

3
26.37 5.23 33.04 4:1 408.7 74.6 2 Long

H6 Square-Multi floors 5.06 42.42 5.67 23.48 4:1 244.7 65.7 3 Medium

Note：1. S-Shenzhen, H-Hong Kong.
2. Vef1-Saturation; Vef2-Brightness; Vef3-Color coordination; Vef4-Roughness; Vef5-Ratio of width to
height; Vef6-Illuminance; Aef1-Sound level; Aef2-Sound type; Aef3-Reverberation.
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2.3. Surveys
Based on the analyses of audio-visual environments in metro commercial spaces, 8 study

cases that have typical audio-visual environments have been chosen as the sites to conduct
in-situ surveys, and each city has 4 study cases. Researchers randomly selected people for
interviews.The in-situ surveys of each site were done in 2 periods of time, which are peak
timeof 5:00 pm –6:00 pm and off-peak time of 2:00 pm – 4:59 pm/6:01pm – 7:00 pm.

In-situ surveys of 4 study cases in Shenzhen were finished in 2 days with 2 groups. The
in-situ surveys of S1–Window of World(in the Station hall),S3–Shopping Park,S6–Window
of World and S7–Haiyuehave been done successfully, and 60 questionnaires have been
collected in each site. Totally,240 questionnaires have been collected in Shenzhen.

The in-situ surveys of 2 study cases (H1–Admiralty and H3–Central) in Hong Kong have
been finished in 1 day with 2 groups, and 60 questionnaires have been collected in each site.
Other 2 study cases (H5–Sha Tin–In the station hall and H6–Kowloon Tong) were not
allowed to do in-situ surveys because of the privacy rules.Totally,120 questionnaires have
been collected in Hong Kong. Eventually, 360 questionnaires have been collected in in-situ
subjective evaluation.

3. Result
According to the data collected in lab and field, audio-visual comforts in various

protypes of metro commercial spaces are explored individually. Meanwhile, the correlation
analyses between the audio-visual environmental factors and audio-visual comfort were done.
The results are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Auralcomfort and influencing factors
Table 2 shows the results of aural comfort evaluations in the lab experiment. It can be

seen that to the point and linear metro commercial space, Hong Kong has better evaluations
than Shenzhen, but to the square metro commercial space, there is not much difference.
Comparing the aural comfort in different spatial forms of Shenzhen’s metro commercial
spaces, the square space is superior to point and linear space, while the linear space has the
worst aural comfort. Because linear metro commercial spaces in Shenzhen are pedestrian
streets mostly, loud selling and talking sounds widely exist in such spaces. For the metro
commercial spaces in Hong Kong, the aural comfort is relatively low in linear space (in the
station hall) and square space (directly connect with station hall).

. Table 2：Aural comfort in the lab and the field

No.
Var. S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6
Form Point Linear Square Point Linear Square

Eva.
L 3.40 2.83 3.83 4.07 3.10 4.07 5.07 4.13 3.33 4.80 4.03 3.77 4.67
F 3.77 - 3.62 - - 4.87 4.63 4.25 - 5.12 - - -
B 3.59 - 3.73 - - 4.47 4.85 4.19 - 4.96 - - -

Note: 1.S-Shenzhen, H-Hong Kong.
2. “-” represents there are no in-situ survey data and comprehensive results
3. L-Lab, F-Field, B-Comprehensive results

Table 2 also shows the results of aural comfort evaluations in the in-situ surveys. Itcan
be seen that the results of field and lab exist consistency. However, it is also found that the
point metro commercial spaces have the worst aural comfort in the lab experiments, while the
aural comfort of linear spaces is the worst in in-situ surveys. This phenomenon may be caused
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by less study cases of linear metro commercial space in the in-situ surveys. In terms of the
both results of lab and field, it can be seen that square space is superior to linear and point
spaces when it comes to the aural comfort.

Table 3 presents that the correlations of aural comfort with audio-visual environment
factors. Overall, there are more correlated relationships in lab experiments than in in-situ
surveys. From all data, it is obvious to find that there are significantly positive correlations
between subjective quietness, lightness perception, color coordination and aural comfort,
whereas roughness, sound type and sound level are negatively correlated with aural comfort.
In terms of the single data of lab or in-situ or comprehensive results, it is found that aural
comfort is also positively correlated to intelligibility, but is negatively correlated to the color
saturation. Therefore, it can be inferred that audio-visual environments factors make a great
impact on aural comfort in a metro commercial space.

Table 3：Pearson correlation coefficients between audio-visual environment factors and audio-visual comfort

Factors Visual comfort Aural comfort
Lab Field Both Lab Field Both

Color saturation -0.614* -0.445 -0.594** -0.448 -0.635 -0.486**
Brightness 0.026 0.513 0.147 0.173 0.423 0.262
Roughness -0.755** -0.392 -0.675** -0.615** -0.157 -0.505**
Ratio of width to height 0.370 0.095 0.301 0.293 0.347 0.289
Illuminance 0.292 0.506 0.348 0.523 0.223 0.424
Sound level -0.365 -0.828* -0.332 -0.592* -0.304 -0.335
Sound type -0.457 -0.499 -0.530* -0.617* -0.206 -0.587*
Reverberation -0.439 -0.302 -0.337 -0.445 -0.235 -0.328
Color coordination 0.980** 0.969** 0.974** 0.839** 0.781 0.826**
Lightness perception 0.947** 0.893** 0.912** 0.873** 0.722 0.834**
Subjective quietness 0.723** 0.779 0.750** 0.877** 0.960** 0.903**
Intelligibility 0.378 -0.083 0.418 0.561 0.339 0.597**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

3.2. Visual comfort and influencing factors
Table 4 shows the results of visual comfort evaluations in the lab experiment. It can be

seen that to the evaluations in point and linear metro commercial space, Hong Kong is better
than Shenzhen, but to the square space, there is not much difference. Specifically, for the
metro commercial spaces in Shenzhen, the visual comfort in square space is superior to point
and linear space, whereas the linear spaces is the worst. Because most of the linear metro
commercial spaces in Shenzhen are pedestrian streets, various decoration styles and messy
item placements widely exist in such spaces which lead to the lower visual comfort. For the
metro commercial spaces in Hong Kong, the visual comforts in various spatial forms are
similar.

.Table 4：Visual comfort in the lab and the field

No.
Var. S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

Form Point Linear Square Point Linear Square

Eva.
L 4.50 2.90 4.13 4.37 3.17 5.17 5.57 4.67 4.33 5.90 5.40 4.90 5.77
F 4.52 - 4.83 - - 5.15 5.84 5.45 - 5.89 - - -
B 4.51 - 4.48 - - 5.16 5.71 5.06 - 5.90 - - -

Note: 1.S-Shenzhen, H-Hong Kong.
2. “-” represents there are no in-situ survey data and comprehensive results
3. L-Lab, F-Field, B-comprehensive results
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Table 4 also shows the results of visual comfort evaluations in the in-situ surveys. Itcan
be seen that the results of field and lab are similar. In terms of the comprehensive results of
lab and field, it is found that there is no significant distinction in metro commercial spaces of
Shenzhen and Hong Kong when it comes to visual comfort.

Table 3 also shows the correlations of visual comfort with audio-visual environment
factors. Overall, there are more correlated relationships in lab experiments than in in-situ
surveys. From all data, it can be seen that there are significantly positive correlations between
lightness perception, color coordination and visual comfort, whereas sound level are
negatively correlated with visual comfort. In terms of the single data of lab or in-situ or
comprehensive results, it is found that visual comfort is also positively correlated to
subjective quietness, but is negatively correlated to the color saturation and roughness.
Therefore, it can be inferred that audio-visual environments factors have a great influence on
the visual comfort in a metro commercial space.

3.3. Audio-Visual interaction
Through analyses of audio-visual environment comfort and its influencing factors as

shown in the 3.1 and 3.2, it can be seen that aural comfort and visual comfort in metro
commercial spaces are affected by many audio-visual factors, and audio-visual interactions
exist widely, which have been specifically shown in Table 5. It can be seen that aural comfort
has a significantly positive correlation with visual comfort in 12 study cases. However, the
correlation didn’t exist in S7-Haiyue, which may be caused by S7-Haiyue is an outdoor metro
commercial space and near to the road, the traffic noise lowers the aural comfort.

Table 5：Pearson correlation coefficients between aural comfort and visual comfort

Aural comfort in metro commercial spaces
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

VC .578** .364** .519** .578** .407* .543** -.034 .238* .385* .241* .426* .382* .232*

Note: 1. VC- Visual comfort in metro commercial spaces.
2. S-Shenzhen, H-Hong Kong.
3. **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Table 6 shows that the visual factors such as color coordination, lightness perception,
saturation and roughness are all correlated with audio-visual comfort, and the aural factors
such as subjective quietness and sound level are also correlated with visual comfort. It can be
inferred that with the increment of color coordination, lighting perception and subjective
quietness, audio-visual comfort would be improved. However, to the saturation, roughness
and subjective quietness, the lower the digital of these factors, the greater the audio-visual
comfort. With the decrease of sound type and increment of intelligibility, aural comfort would
be improved, whereas there is no effect on visual comfort.

Table 6：Influencing factors on audio-visual environment comforts

Visual factors Aural factors
Color

coordination
Lightness
perception Saturation Roughness Subjective

quietness
Sound
level

Sound
type Intelligibility

VC + + － － + －
AC + + － － + － － +

Note: 1. VC- Visual comfort in metro commercial spaces, AC-Aural comfort in metro commercial spaces.
2. “+” - Positive correlation, “-” – Negative correlation.
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4. Conclusion
In order to know how aural and visual environmental factors influence audio-visual

comfort in a metro commercial space, the paper investigated 32 and 16 metro commercial
spaces exist in Shenzhen and Hong Kong respectively. Through a broad observation, 6
protypes of spatial form have been elicited and 13 metro commercial spaces have been
recovered in lab to do evaluation experiments. The lab experiments have been done to collect
the perceptions of audio-visual environments. Based on the lab results, 6 metro commercial
spaces representing various audio-visual environments have been chosen to do in-situ surveys.
Through analyzing the results of lab experiments and in-situ surveys, many influencing
factors on audio-visual comfort have been explored.

Specifically, 6 protypes are constituted by variations of plan form, section form and
connecting form, which are named as Type 1 (point), Type 2 (linear-single floor-in the station
hall), Type 3 (linear-single floor-direct connection), Type 4 (linear-multiple floors-direct
connection), Type 5 (square-multiple floors-direct connection) and Type 6 (square-multiple
floors-indirect connection). In terms of audio-visual environment comfort, square metro
commercial spaces are better than point and linear spaces, whereas metro commercial spaces
of Shenzhen and Hong Kong are general similar.

Many audio-visual environmental factors make effect on visual comfort and aural
comfort, and there is a significantly positive correlation between aural comfort and visual
comfort in metro commercial space. Specifically, color coordination, lightness perception,
and subjective quietness have positive correlations with audio-visual comfort, whereas
saturation, roughness and sound level have negative correlations with audio-visual
environment comfort. Sound type and intelligibility are also correlated with aural comfort,
whereas have no effect on visual comfort. At the same time, there are more influencing
factors on aural comfort than visual comfort, which may be caused by the fact that people are
more sensitive to aural environment in the underground.
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Abstract：This paper studies the evaluation index of non-higher education campus
green space system in Macao, and conducts research on the evaluation index of green
space system at home and abroad. Drawing on relevant research experience, we will
construct an evaluation index system for campus green space systems suitable for
high-density cities. Four secondary evaluation indicators of “Green Vision Rate,
Green Patch Density, Green space economic Value assessment and service level of
surrounding green space” were proposed. To adapt to the evaluation of campus green
space system in Macau and other high-density cities. Help high-density cities increase
campus green space, adjust plant configuration, optimize and improve campus green
space system to achieve maximum ecological benefits and landscape benefits.

Keywords ： High-density city (campus), campus green space system, Macao
peninsula, campus green space evaluation index

Different cities, including different functional spaces in cities, have different spatial patterns
and regional characteristics, and should be matched with the green space system evaluation
indicators and evaluation methods. Compared with conventional cities, high-density cities
have high population densities and limited land resources for greening. Its greening structure
is also more subtle and three-dimensional, and the factors affecting the green area are also
more complicated. The campus green space in high-density cities is more specific and more
diverse. For this reason, it is very necessary to study a set of evaluation index system for
campus green space in high-density cities.

This study attempts to construct greenfield evaluation indicators that can meet the basic
principles of greenfield assessment indicators and are easy to calculate and operate and are
suitable for high-density urban non-higher education campuses. According to the relevant
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relevant indicators in the relevant national technical specifications, three first-level indicators
“space green level”, “green space layout” and “green benefit” were adopted, and the
corresponding secondary indicators were expanded. Therefore, an evaluation index system for
non-higher education campus green space suitable for high-density cities like Macao is
constructed.

1. Basic principles for the construction of evaluation indicators
Campus green space is an important component of urban greening and one of the important
contents of urban infrastructure construction. It has played a role in effectively optimizing the
educational environment and promoting the continuous improvement of the urban
environment. As the former Soviet educator Suchomlinsky said: "The beauty of the
surrounding world can cultivate the students' sentiments, making them noble, sympathetic,
and abominable." Visible environment for education importance. Therefore, in order to
scientifically measure the level of greening construction of high-density urban campuses like
Macao, it is necessary to formulate a corresponding evaluation index system, and the
construction of indicators should follow the following principles:

1.1 integrated
Campus green space systems in high-density cities are usually not independent of urban

development, but are highly integrated. The relevant evaluation indicators should start from
the three levels of “space green level”, “green space layout” and “green space benefit”, and
strive to fully reflect the connotation of greening construction in the campus and its
surrounding areas, thus fully reflecting social benefits, ecological benefits and landscapes.
The principle of integration in the evaluation of high-density urban campus green space
system.

1.2 independent of each other
The independence of evaluation indicators is reflected in two levels: on the one hand, the

evaluation index of campus green space system in high-density cities should be independent
of the conventional green space evaluation indicators. On the other hand, the indicators in the
system should be independent of each other. On the basis of realizing the level of green space
system construction, duplication should be avoided to ensure that the evaluation work is as
concise as possible.

1.3 quantitative analysis
The general qualitative description is difficult to accurately express the multiple

functions of the campus green space. The results of quantitative analysis can directly reflect
the main characteristics of campus green space, and can also reflect the advantages and
disadvantages of greening construction. Quantitative assessment indicators can also help to
further guide the planning and construction of high-density urban campuses and their
surrounding space green space systems.

1.4 concise and easy to operate
At this stage, many related researches propose a number of indicator levels, each of

which contains many sub-projects. The gradual stratification of indicators is more difficult to
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implement and is not conducive to the actual promotion and application. And some of these
indicators involve more complex models and instrumentation, which inevitably increases
application costs. Therefore, the construction of the indicator must consider its convenient
and easy to operate principle, and can match the current green space evaluation indicators to
achieve the goal of wide application.

1.5 improve precision
Non-higher education campuses in high-density cities have the characteristics of “Land

scarcity, Using three-dimensional space, Large population density, Miniaturization of campus
mass, and scarcity of green space.” Therefore, the construction of evaluation indicators should
follow the construction principle of “measurement refinement, scale reduction,
three-dimensional indicators, green space per capita, and value monetization”.1 The
construction of the principle is mainly from four aspects: First, in view of the compact land
form of the high-density urban campus and the miniaturization of the campus mass, the two
principles of “measurement refinement” and “scale reduction” are proposed. The former
refers to the finest and more accurate indicators setting and statistics; the latter refers to the
basic scale units in the indicators should be reduced from the scale of the original campus
area to the scale of the floor and facade. Second, based on the limited space available for the
construction of ground green space in high-density cities, the principle of “three-dimensional
indicators” is proposed. Third, focusing on the denser situation of high-density urban campus
personnel and the principle of values based on social equity, in order to better reflect the
green space and public services enjoyed by the per capita in the campus environment, the
“green space per capita” was proposed. Fourthly, the “value monetization” proposed for the
unique educational environment of non-higher education in Macao, the independence of
church schools, and the diversification of school-running power refers to the method of
monetizing and reflecting the economic value of green space. Therefore, the construction of
campus green space in high-density cities is more objective and forward-looking.

2. Evaluation index selection
2.1 Basic principles for selection of indicators
First, increase the elements of small-scale evaluation. The ecological environment of
high-density cities is different from that of ordinary cities. The interference factors of human
activities on the ecological environment are overwhelming. For example, in the Macao
Peninsula with an average population density of 2,0777.5 people per square kilometer, large
wild animals are basically extinct. In some past studies, the concepts of general ecology and
urban ecology have often been confused. Some indicators of general ecology are rated and
used directly to evaluate non-higher education campuses in high-density cities. It is difficult
to achieve non-conformity planning measures (such as green space biodiversity requirements).
Compared with ordinary cities, the non-higher education campus space of high-density cities
is characterized by dense building units, small size, and relatively small scales of campus and
green space. For this reason, to construct a high-density urban campus green space evaluation
system, it is necessary not only to consider artificial ecological factors, but also to

1 Xiao Xi. Research on Evaluation Index and Planning Layout of Greenland System in High-density Urban Area of
Macao Peninsula, PhD thesis of Chongqing University. 2017.
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appropriately increase small-scale evaluation indicators.
Second, the selected evaluation indicators should be quantified as much as possible. On

the one hand, different cities can be compared with each other. On the other hand, these
quantitative indicators can provide guidance for non-higher education campuses in
high-density cities and the green space planning of the areas in which they are located. In the
selection process of general green space evaluation indicators, there are usually: 1. Subjective
selection of higher frequency indicators in related research; 2. Expert score or analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) screening; 3. Assignment of different indicator weights. This is
relatively fixed. The steps can be used as a reference for constructing a campus green space
system. The advantage of this method is that it facilitates the comparison between different
research objects, but it cannot clearly identify the specific problems of the campus green
space system, and cannot find an improvement method in time to guide the optimization.
High-density cities such as Macao are generally the areas where urbanization started earlier.
The problem of land shortage has already existed. The trend of three-dimensional greening
has long been a clue. With the continuous advancement of relevant research, more and more
research In the reference to the "three-dimensional green quantity" indicator concept, the
green ground level indicator is spatialized to objectively assess the greening of high-density
urban specific space. Level. However, most of the current measurement methods rely on
precision instruments to collect data and build mathematical models. This requires a lot of
manpower and material resources in practical work, and there are problems that are difficult
to promote.

2.2 Construction of indicator selection system
According to the actual situation of the high-density urban campus environment in

Macao, according to the relevant technical specifications in the Urban Landscaping
Evaluation Standards (GB/t50563-2010), a set of targeted greening evaluation indicators is
proposed. Interconnect with relevant national norms and standards to fully reflect the level of
construction and geographical characteristics of campus greening.

According to the requirements of the previous indicators construction and index
selection, as well as the corresponding construction principles based on the particularity of
Macao, such as “measurement refinement, scale reduction, three-dimensional indicators,
green space per capita, value monetization”. Further integrate the actual situation of the
non-higher education campus environment in Macao, and establish an evaluation index
system for the urban green space system of the city in Macau, as shown in Tab 1.

Tab.1 Macao City Campus Green Space System Evaluation Index System (I draw myself)
Primary indicator Secondary indicators Evaluation index Planning Indicators

Spatial green level

Campus green coverage √
Campus green rate √
Per capita activity green
area

√ √

Spatial green rate √ √

Green space layout

Surrounding green space
service coverage

√ √

Green spot density √
Active green space ratio √ √

Greenland benefit Greenland economic value √
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The indicator is divided into two levels. The first-level indicators include “space green
level”, “green space layout” and “green space benefit”. Among them, the two indicators of
“campus green coverage rate” and “campus green space rate” in the sub-project of spatial
green level are common indicators of campus greening degree in general. It is included in the
Green Space Evaluation System proposed by the US Green Building Council and is also
involved in related research. In addition, the “per capita green area”, which is commonly used
in general indicators, is replaced by “area green area per capita”. Due to the limitations of the
campus mass, the actual teaching activities of non-higher education campuses in high-density
cities may occur in the auxiliary green space around the campus, in addition to the space on
campus. For example, the Escola Lin Fong Pou Chai (Lotus Peak Puji School )in Macau, the
surrounding area of the Lianfeng Temple and the Canidrome are all important areas for
teaching activities. This indicator can better reflect the actual teaching activities of
high-density urban campuses, and can also measure the perception of the environment of
campus users to a certain extent, and can also pay attention to the three-dimensional greening
of the campus. Moreover, it can clearly reflect the three-dimensional indicator of high-density
urban greening - "space green horizon".

The secondary indicator “peripheral green space service coverage” in the spatial green
space layout is mainly used to measure the proportion of the green area service area around
the campus, and since the overall size of the high-density city is usually different from that of
the ordinary city, the radius of the green space coverage is It should also be different; “green
spot density” can measure the green space layout of the campus and be used to predict the
structure of the campus green space and the accessibility of different groups of people on the
campus to the green space. This indicator is closely related to the density of people on campus,
the boundaries of green spaces, and the perimeter of green space use. The “Activity Green
Space Ratio” indicator can measure the proportion of active green space in the campus green
space category, and avoid the waste of space resources in the space of the green space due to
improper planning of green space.

Part of the benefit evaluation indicators are divided into economic benefits,
environmental benefits and social benefits. Among them, the economic benefit evaluation is
the refinement principle of the corresponding index construction, and the corresponding
indicator of “value monetization” proposed by the unique educational environment for the
non-higher education privatization of Macao, the independence of the church school, and the
diversification of school-running power. To a certain extent, it is possible to avoid the
invasion of green space caused by the unclear value of green space in areas where land
resources such as Macao are scarce. To monetize the ecological value, economic value and
social value of the campus and its surrounding green areas, and calculate the economic
benefits of green space. It is also convenient to quantify the economic value of green space
and protect the interests of all parties to the green land. Social benefits are assessed primarily
through the level of green space services on campus and its surrounding areas. Considering
the small scale of the campus in high-density cities, further research is needed. When
applying all the above indicators, in addition to counting the data on the campus, you can also
go deep into the internal space of the building and measure it from the area/floor/area.
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Thereby achieving a more complete evaluation.

3. Calculation of evaluation indicators
3.1 Calculation method of campus green space evaluation index
According to the first-level indicators mentioned in Table 1, combined with the actual
situation of Macao, select the corresponding secondary indicators, and study the specific
calculation methods as shown in Tab 2:

3.2 The specific operation of adding secondary indicators
3.2.1 Green view rate calculation method .

Using the fine algorithm to extract green plants b and calculate the green rate, based on
the combination of Photoshop and artificial vision, extract the vegetation in the observed
images, such as flowers, trees, vegetation covered mountains, etc. (buildings, people The part
of the object or the occlusion is not calculated).The ratio of the green plant to the image
population is calculated as the green viewing rate of the observation point. In order to obtain
the green rate value of the grid more objectively and accurately, all the images collected by
the observation point are calculated, and the calculation formula is:2

�ul = i=1
� ���

�=1
� ���

� 1⏸⏸�

Among them: GIR stands for "green vision rate", n is the number of images obtained
from observation points, Sg is the area of vegetation, and Sp is the area of the image observed.

2 Chen Ming, Dai Fei, Li Wenpei, Yang Chao. Urban Greening Assessment Based on Green Vision——Taking
Jianghan District in Wuhan as an Example [j]. China Urban Forestry, 2019.

Tab.2 Calculation Method of Evaluation Index for Urban Green Space System in Macao City
(authorized by the author)

Primary
indicator

Secondary
indicators

Calculation method

Spatial green
level

Campus green
coverage =

Vertical projection area of   all vegetation on campus (��）

Total campus area (��）

Campus green
rate =

Various types of green space on campus (��）

Total campus area (��）

Per capita
activity green
area

=
Campus and district activity green area (��）

The number of teachers and students on campus (person)

Spatial green
rate =

Green area in the field of view (��）

Area of   view��）

Space green
space layout

Surrounding
green space
service coverage

=
Coverage of campus and district green space services (��）

Total area of   land used for campus and district (��）

Green spot
density

=
The total number of green spots on campus (a)

Total campus area (��）

Active green
space ratio =

Campus activity green area (��）

Total campus area (��）

Greenland
benefit

evaluation

Greenland
economic value
assessment

Evaluation by gi valuation tool
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The area of green plants and observed images is measured by the number of pixels they
contain.
3.2.2 Calculation method of green spot density. The "green spot density" studied in this paper
is an abbreviation of "green land plaque density", which is a planar image of urban green
space obtained through survey. The green space with closed borders on the underlying surface
of the city is shown as “green spot” on the map. It differs from the concept of “plaque”
defined in landscape ecology, which is urban land with greenfield attributes rather than
biological element types (such as animals and plant communities) in natural ecological
landscapes.

According to the principle of landscape ecology, landscape elements can be divided into
three types: “plaques, corridors, and matrices”. "Plain" specifically refers to a relatively
uniform non-linear biomechanical region that is different from the surrounding background.
Landscape ecology often uses “plaques” as a basic unit scale to meet the need to provide
basic habitat for wildlife. However, for high-density cities like Macao, the interference factors
of human activities are overwhelming, and large wild animals are basically extinct. Therefore,
it is not appropriate to use the concept of “plaque” in general ecology for Macao. The concept
of “green spot” and “green spot density” is used to clearly express the spatial layout of
high-density urban non-high-level teaching campus green space, which is the number of green
spots in the unit area corresponding to the research object. "Green Patch Density" The
corresponding calculation formula is as follows:

ༀࠀ� =
�
U
� 1⏸⏸�

In the formula, "GPD" indicates Green Patch Density, n indicates the total number of
green spots, and U indicates the total area of the urban land area (km2).As a measurable
layout indicator for green space planning, the density of green spots reflects the spatial
arrangement of green space in urban layout.3

3.2.3 Greenland economic value assessment GI valuation toolbox calculation method.
The author's research finds that foreign researchers pay more attention to the economic

value assessment of green space, and express the social, ecological and economic benefits of
urban greening in the form of monetization, reflecting the advantages of green space
construction. It can more intuitively judge the effectiveness of campus greening construction,
and can also more accurately assess the investment income for campus greening
construction.4

Hosted by the "Natural Economy Northwest" in the UK, managed by Natural England,
the GI Valuation Toolkit designed by the London Council for Building Design and Built
Environment (CABE) Calculator). It is a toolbox for greenfield benefit assessment based on
green infrastructure theory. 5

The following are the application steps of the GI valuation toolbox in the study:

3 Xiao Xi, Li Min. Green Spot Density: A Study on the Application Index of High-density Urban Green Space
Planning and Layout——Taking the Macao Peninsula as an Example [j]. Chinese Garden, 2017.
4 Zhou Yanni, Yin Haiwei. Theory and Practice of Green Infrastructure Planning in Foreign Countries [j]. Urban
Development Research, 2010(8): 87-93
5 Green Infrastructure North West. Green Infrastructure Valuation Toolkit,
[EB/OL].http://www.greeninfrastructurenw.co.uk/html/index.php?page=projects&GreenInfrastructureValuation
Toolkit=true，2014
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1. In the public information of the Macao Statistics and Census Bureau and the Macao
Trade and Investment Promotion Institute (IPIM), select relevant data, and combine the
"international comparison of carbon costs in China's industry" data to enter basic data in the
"standard value library" of the toolbox. Form the statistics of the corresponding value library
in Tab 3.

Tab.3 Macao Standard Value Library (partial)
1. Climate change adaptation

and mitigation
value unit datelow Medium/flat high

Maximum surface temperature
and evaporation fraction

T=22.3（1/
（EF+0.53））
+2.2*EF+0.9

2016/2010

Macao's average energy
consumption per meter

(electricity)
697.00 kWh 2010

Macao's average energy
consumption (period) 15652.00 ton 2008

Grid emission of carbon dioxide 0.537 Kg/ kWh 2010
Natural gas emission carbon

dioxide effect 0.203 Kg/ kWh 2010

Macau electricity price 0.858 mop/ kWh 2018
Macau gas price 2.73 mop/ kWh 2018

Domestic average energy savings
(heat) 0.03 % 2010

Average performance, air
conditioning 33 % 2006

Roof greening, heat absorption 150 w/m2 2010
Social value 309.5 mop/ tonne 2010

2. Alleviate flood disasters and
sewage management

value unit datelow Medium/flat high
Energy consumption in related
industries for sewage treatment 645 kWh/Megalitre 2010

Grid's carbon dioxide emission
factor 0.537 kgCO2/kWh 2010

Commercial electricity price 0.96 0.96 mop/kWh 2010
Social carbon price 539.6 mop/tonne

Surface Urine Facilities Needs
(United Utilities) ／ £ 2009/2010

Surface Water Recovery (Welsh
Waters) 458.2 mop/yr 20111/2012

Data from: Statistics and Census Bureau https://www.dsec.gov.mo/home_zhmo.aspx
2. Enter the basic data of the corresponding area in the database, including the total area

of the research object (the area where the campus or campus is located), the green area, and
the total area of the green layer. Since the basic data of the Macao Peninsula are basically the
same, the economic value of the unit green space in the Macao Peninsula can be calculated
first. Then according to the specific research object for conversion.

3. The gi evaluation toolbox will automatically convert the corresponding campus green
space construction to bring energy-saving effect data according to the content of each
research object that meets the relevant requirements. The following is the specific calculation
process:

1) Increase the greening of the ground floor, which can save energy to a certain extent
for the space below 10m in the building. According to statistics from the Statistics and Census
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Bureau of Macao, there are 17,176 such spaces in the Macao Peninsula (households: in terms
of the number of meters).The GI toolbox is used to calculate the direct value of approximately
220,179 mop from greening. The annual value of energy saving and emission reduction is
about 506,722mop.Therefore, annual plant transpiration reduces the amount of air
conditioning, resulting in a reduction in carbon emissions of approximately 425,862.32 mop.

In the past five years, the green area of the Macao Peninsula has increased by 16,570
square meters, with an average annual increase of 3,314 square meters. The greening of the
sky surface can effectively promote the absorption of heat from the roof and reduce the power
consumption of the air conditioner. Based on this conversion, Macao can reduce energy
consumption by 2,562,325 kWh per year. The energy price of Macao in the standard value
library can save 24,598.32mop per year. Therefore, the microclimate brought about by the
construction of the green space system in Macao can save about 1.6 million patacas per year.

Tab.4 Macao Peninsula GI Toolbox Economic Value Assessment (I draw myself)
classification Features Tool used Saving energy economic

value every year

1. Climate
change

adaptation and
mitigation

Shelter

1.1 Reduce building energy
consumption and heating

220179(mop)

1.2 Building energy saving reduces
carbon emissions

506722(mop)

1.5 Reduce energy saving caused by
cooling of air conditioners

24598.32(mop)

1.6 Air conditioning energy saving
reduced carbon emissions

425862.18(mop)

1.7 Carbon storage in woodland 416017(mop)
2. Alleviate

flood disasters
and sewage
management

Keep water
and soil

2.1 Reduce energy and carbon
emissions by reducing the amount of
rainwater entering the sewers 256834(mop)

3. Health
benefits

4.2 increased walking leads to a
decline in mortality

21561(mop)

4.6 Avoid the cost of air pollution
control measures

33750(mop)

total 1905523.5(mop)

2) According to the rainfall in 2015 (1550mm) in Macao and the annual greening
increase (11.2 hectares) in Macao in the past five years, it is possible to estimate the value of
water and soil conservation through greening and reduce the discharge of sewers. This is
equivalent to saving 857,929 kWh, which is equivalent to saving 46.71 tons of carbon
emissions, saving a total of 256,834mop per year.

3) The increase in the amount of exercise due to the improvement of the greening
environment reduces the mortality rate. According to the built-in model in the toolbox, the
annual model can be calculated to save 21,561patacas; through the built-in "NPV public
interest value estimation" The measures to reduce air pollution brought by the addition of
green space are equivalent to saving 33,750 MOP per year.

Based on the actual situation of the Macao Peninsula, the GI toolbox was used to
evaluate the evaluable content of the six projects. The calculation results are shown in Table 4.
According to the reduction of these energy/carbon/sewage/emissions and the specific research
The number of students/teachers/school workers in the school, multiplied by the unit price to
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get the final specific economic return price.
3.2.4 Calculation method of surrounding green space service coverage. In the

conventional indicator, the "radius" of the green space service is measured from the center of
the green space to the center of the circle. However, in high-density cities, the surrounding
green space service radius should be calculated from the green space boundary. If you still
use the "green space service radius coverage rate" set in the "Urban Landscaping Evaluation
Standards" (2010), there is an inappropriate point. For this reason, the concept of
“surrounding green space service coverage” is proposed in this paper.

The term "cover" is derived from biology and is used to describe the proportion of the
projected area of a plant on the ground. Therefore, in the research, it is extended to the green
coverage of the reasonable service distance range of the green area of the specific campus.
Green space service coverage can reflect the service level of the campus and its surrounding
green space. And to some extent reflects the accessibility of the surrounding green space. The
calculation method is to calculate the distance by expanding the same distance outward
according to the boundary of the park green space. Usually, when calculating the service
radius, the travel distance is usually used for distance conversion, which refers to the time
cost that an ordinary person needs to cross a space. It can be estimated by measuring the
shortest distance between the teacher and the student from the campus to the surrounding
green space. for:

SGSSC =
Coverage of campus and district green space services (��）

Total area of   land used for campus and district (��）

In the formula, the “reasonable service radius of surrounding urban green space” is based
on the service scope of Sino-US urban parks.

The basic data are measured hierarchically with a radius of 100 meters and 200 meters
respectively. 1. If the service radius of the green space on the Macao Peninsula is 100 meters,
the service area of the green space is 7.1km2, accounting for 76.6% of the total area of the
Macao Peninsula. 2. If the green space service distance is 200 meters, the green space service
area is 9.0km2, accounting for 97.0% of the Macau Peninsula area. Therefore, if the service
range of 200 meters is used as the evaluation standard, the service area of the green space
basically covers the entire peninsula area. And 200 meters is only the service radius of the
current green line along the street. Considering that the direct use of equidistant lines ignores
the actual walking conditions of the city, the study can also be verified by using the cost of
transportation. It is known that the service radius of 200 meters in the green space of the
Macao Peninsula is relatively reasonable.

3.3 Calculation requirements for campus green space evaluation indicators.
The calculation requirements for the various tier indicators mentioned in Tables 1 and 2

are shown in Tab 5:
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Spatial green
level

Campus green
coverage

Calculate the vertical projected area of   the
vegetation, which should include the vertical projection
area of   all plants (including roof greening and
sporadic trees) such as trees, shrubs, herbs, etc. The
shrubs and herbs under the tree crown are not repeated.

Campus green rate

The “other green spaces” included in the green space
rate statistics should be adjacent to the campus
construction land; the water bodies such as rivers and
lakes other than the construction land are not included
in the green area.

Per capita activity
green area

All green spaces with active recreation are counted in
the statistical range. The water surface area included in
the construction land in the recreation green space shall
be counted in the park green area for statistics.

Spatial green rate

The outline of the green plant counts into the
calculation of the green area in the field of view. The
colored leaf plants, the water body and the distant green
mountain are all within the calculation range. The
branches of the plants, the structures that block the
vegetation, the cars and the pedestrians are not
calculated.

Space green
space layout

Surrounding green
space service coverage

The service radius of the surrounding green space shall
be calculated from the boundaries of the green space;
the service radius of the high-density urban green space
shall be taken as: 200m.

Green spot density

Green spot refers to the plaque of green space
recognizable on the orthophoto image of the underlying
surface of the space. A border-closed green space
appears as a "green spot" on a flat image. Different
statistical calibers will result in different numbers of
green spots, and "green spot area/land area" can be used
as a relative measure.

Active green space
ratio

The definition of the active green space is the same as
the “area green area per capita activity”.

Greenland benefit
evaluation

Greenland economic
value assessment

Use the GI valuation toolbox to perform calculations
according to the calculations in 4.2.3 above.

The first-level indicators in Table 2 can be combined with the actual situation of
different high-density cities to further quantitative analysis and select appropriate secondary
indicators. In this study, combined with the actual situation of Macao, refer to the “City
Landscaping Evaluation Standards” GB/T 50563—2010, the calculation requirements of the
corresponding evaluation indicators in Table 5 are proposed.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes that the construction of green space system evaluation index system
suitable for non-higher education campus in high-density cities should follow the principles
of integrated synthesis, mutual independence, quantitative analysis, concise and easy to
operate and precise refinement. In the research of green area system evaluation indicators at
home and abroad, based on relevant research experience, the evaluation index system of
campus green space system suitable for high-density cities is constructed. On the basis of
fully considering the particularity of the construction of high-density urban green space
system, four secondary evaluation indicators concepts of “green vision rate, green spot
density, green space economic value assessment and surrounding green space service
coverage” were introduced. In order to adapt to the campus green space evaluation system of
high-density cities like Macao, and elaborate the calculation methods and calculation
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requirements corresponding to the indicators. To increase campus green space for
high-density cities like Macau, adjust plant configurations, optimize and improve campus
green space systems to achieve maximum ecological benefits, landscape benefits and social
effects.
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Abstract: To analyze the influence of tree planting configuration on outdoor
human thermal comfort, a numerical study method based on EBLA
(Evidence-based Landscape Architecture) has been introduced in this study.
EBLA is a method for design-decision-making but little is known about how
practitioners are adopting and employing EBLA. To show how it works in
detail, a case study in Guangzhou, China has been analyzed as an example.
Four main steps have been taken: (1) formulate a clear goal; (2) search for
relevant literature; (3) after comprehensive preparation, simulate scenarios
and critically analyze them; and (4) synthesize the findings and provide
design recommendations. The thermal performance of four typical tree
species have been simulated by ENVI-met (V4.2). The results show that for
the tree species, tree crown height impacts the tree’s thermal performance the
most. Michelia alba is the best choice among the four studied tree
species.Moreover, this study provided a practical EBLA-based method for
tree planting and also developed the application of EBLA from
literature-evidence based to simulation-evidence based. Also, localized
general recommendations have been developed for design decision-making.

Keywords: evidence-based landscape architecture, thermal comfort, tree
species, residential areas, ENVI-met

1. Introduction
Evidence-based landscape architecture (EBLA) is one of the important theories for resolving
the issue that many decisions in landscape architecture practice is still based solely on beliefs
because of the scarcity of factual information[1]. It is based on the model provided by
evidence-based medicine (EBM) that involves using the best evidence available when making
decisions about individual patients' care[2]. Similarly, EBLA is based on
the explicit and deliberate use of scholarly evidence in shaping of land and making decisions
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about the use. Similar to EBM it involves taking four steps: (1) identify clear questions that
need to be answered in order to achieve the client’s goal; (2) conduct a targeted literature
review; (3) assess the information that has been acquired for both validity and reliability; and
(4) apply the newly acquired knowledge to the question from step 1[1].

The aim of this study is to introduce an EBLA-based tree planting decision-making
method that uses simulations in addition to literature in step 2. This aim has been addressed
through the use of a case study of a residential area of Guangzhou, China. The case study
quantifies the thermal performance of 50 tree planting scenarios. This study develops and
tests an EBLA-based method for answering the following question: Which tree species is
better for outdoor thermal environment in residential areas and what physical characteristics
impact it the most? This study provided a practical EBLA-based method for tree planting,
which may become an introduction and example for other landscape design.

2. Methodology
The first and second step of EBLA, formulate a clear question and literature review, has been
done in the previous section. In this section, preparation of the third EBLA step “critically
evaluate the evidence” will be introduced. Numerical simulation will be used as a main study
method in this research.

A three-dimensional microclimate model ENVI-met (V4.2) was chosen as the main
simulation model here. To avoid the thermal influence of other trees and buildings, the
simulation environmentwas an open urban area. To stable the boundary environment, lawn
and ring roads were set on the outside.The size of the urban area was
approximately160m*250m. But for further analysis, we only choose the central space which
size was 80m*120m.Four common tree species namely Ficus microcarpa, Mangifera indica,
Bauhinia blakeana andMichelia alba (FM, MI, BB and MA) were simulated (Table. 1). Also,
six planting patterns in central green space will be analyzed (Fig.1). The effect of trees was
estimated as the difference between treeless reference and planting scenarios in open areas
(Fig.2).

The models of all scenarios were built in ENVI-met software, with the resolution of 2 m.
The thermal property of pavements were referred from Yang’s research[3]. In this study, it was
assumed that all the tree species had the same tree crown (6m) and the other geometric
parameters were calculated from the database from Liu.et al[4]. Each simulation scenarios ran
for 24 h, from 0:00 to 23:00. We selected the data at 15:00 for detailed analysis. The data of
typical weather day of July were used as the background meteorological condition[5].

Table 1 The ENVI-met model and typical photograph of selected trees
Name of tree species ENVI-met Model

Michelia alba
(MA)
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Mangifera indica
(MI)

Ficus microcarpa
(FM)

Bauhinia blakeana
(BB)

Fig1 The arrangements of trees

Fig.2 Schematic diagrams of the tested layouts

3. Results and discussion
Table 2 shows the thermal performance of four studied tree species. PET (Physiological
Equivalent Temperature) was selected as the human thermal indicator. The decreasing order in
terms of PET difference was inverted MA, BB, FM and MI for most of the arrangements. While
for EVEN, the order was inverted MA, FM, BB and MI.

EVEN DENSE N-S E-W NW-SE NE-SW
MA -1.60 -1.21 -1.50 -1.42 -1.52 -1.50
MI -0.39 -0.25 -0.30 -0.25 -0.83 -0.24
FM -0.94 -0.49 -0.38 -0.33 -0.91 -0.36
BB -0.69 -0.65 -0.69 -0.62 -1.26 -0.68

Table 2. PETdifference of different tree arrangement at 15:00
(The color means the rank of values, the darker, the more reduction of PET)

For a holistic understanding of the contribution of each trees’ physical characteristic
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parameters (e.g., tree height, crown height and LAI (Leaf Area Index) (Fig 3)) on thermal comfort,
an OLS regression analysis was performed. To clear the performance of each variable, the
regression was performed for each variable independently and neglected the impact among
variables. The results which indicate the correlation coefficient (R2) of each parameter and PET
difference is presented in Table 3.

Fig 3. Physical configuration parameters of trees

It indicates that in most situations, crown height was the most important factor (R2 ranged
from 0.65 to 0.91). Tree height was also important (R2 ranged from 0.52 to 0.87), while LAI was
the least important factor (R2 ranged from 0.13 to 0.44). The performance of trees in giving the
shadow and filtering the radiation is according to the form and density of the canopy[6]. In this
case study, all the crown width were set to the same value, therefore, the crown height was the
most important values to decide how much this solar radiation control device was. High crown
height results in higher PET reduction which was due to more shaded area. Meanwhile, for these
four tree species, tree height reflected the crown height in some extent because of the similar trunk
height（MA:3m MI,FM,BB：2m）. While relation of tree height and crown diameter varied from
tree species[7], tree height acted as one representative indicator in tree species selection[8]. In
addition, a higher crown also means a multiple layers canopy structure. Multiple layers of
branching, twigs and leaf covers play an important role in filtering thermal radiation[9]. Tallest
trees with scattered leaf-density record the most attenuation[10].

Generally, there is a positive correlation between LAI and PET reduction[11-13]. However, it
didn’t show obviously in this study. Of course a dense canopy is important to outdoor thermal
environment. In this study, LAI is just not as important as crown height and tree height. This is in
line with the previous research, the shade density is not as important as area of shade for thermal
comfort. Here, LAI decides the shade density, while crown height and tree height decides the area
of shade. In addition, these four tree species are all evergreen trees with dense foliage and multiple
layers. There is not much difference among the LAI of these four tree species (LAI ranges from
2.46 to 3.43), which may explain this unexpected result.

Tree Arrangement Tree Height LAI Crown Height
EVEN 0.52 0.13 0.81 R2 scale level of importance
DENSE 0.72 0.27 0.84 0.75-1 Most important
N-S 0.87 0.44 0.91 0.5-0.75 More important
E-W 0.87 0.44 0.91 0.25-0.5 Less important
NW-SE 0.71 0.30 0.65 0-0.25 Least important
NE-SW 0.85 0.42 0.89

Table 3. Relationship between trees’ configuration parameters and thermal comfort
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The wind velocity ratio of MA, MI, BB and FM was 72.72%, 70.39%, 67.83% and 65.87%,
respectively (Fig.4). Tree’s physical characteristics such as size, porosity and proximity affect the
wind obviously. The denser (less porous) windbreak a tree has, the greater effect on wind speed it
will be [6]. In ENVI-met, this is influenced by tree’s size and LAD (Leaf Area Density). LAD is
used to describe the density of canopy grids, which can be calculated from LAI and tree height [14].
FM had the highest LAI value and the lowest crown height, which means its tree canopy is the
densest. Meanwhile, canopy can deflect or direct the wind due to its form. The canopy of FM
obstructed the wind blow towards the pedestrians and made a negative wind environment there
(Fig 5).

Fig 4. Wind velocity ratio of four tree species (select EVEN arrangement as an example)

Fig 5. Function of canopy forms in deflecting and directing wind.
4. Conclusion
This study introduced an EBLA-based numerical simulation method, including four main steps:
formulate a clear goal, search for relevant literature, critically evaluate the evidence and then
synthesize the findings. Furthermore, a case study in Guangzhou, China was analyzed as an
example to show how it works in detail.

Synthesized findings for landscape designers have been developed as the fourth step of
EBLA. For tree species, tall trees with higher crown height and broad/ spreading forms characters
are proposed. There was no obvious effect of LAI because it doesn’t have much difference among
the four studied trees in this case study. For wind environment, canopy form which can direct
wind towards pedestrian level are chosen. These special characteristics (height, density and form)
could help in modifying wind component by deflecting and guiding wind gust to carry away the
warm air at pedestrian level. For the four evergreen tree species in this study, to plant michelia
alba is the best choice.

Landscape architecture is far more than just design, and EBLA needs to be more than
evidence-based design. Depending on the specific discipline and profession that it is applied to, it
is important to realize that evidence-based practices may vary [2]. As the development of EBLA
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continues, critical thinking and decision making based on the best available information is
important. This means not only literature review, but also field measurement and numerical
simulation are essential. EBLA with scientific research method makes design-decision-making
more targeted and precise. Additionally, this study provides a much needed method by which to
consistently analyze and report on designers implementing an EBLA approach - so that they can
adopt their own EBLA approach frameworks with supporting design processes, components,
organization, and culture.
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Abstract: Outdoor greening plays an important role in the outdoor environment of
student apartments. Outdoor greening not only gives people a comfortable feeling,
but also can improve the building microclimate to a certain extent: However, tall trees
that are close to the building will affect the building lighting, resulting in the dark
indoors.This paper mainly uses illuminometer , anemometer , indoor thermal
environment and air quality tester for field measurement , and uses Envi-met software
to simulate different outdoor green modificationschemes . Taking the distance
between the tree canopy and the facade of the building as the independent variable,
taking the wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity and illuminance of the
measuring point as the dependent variables, the suitable distance between the tree
canopy and the facade of the building to satisfy the lighting of the building and the
other dependent variables at the distance are discussed that will be used as an
improvement reference for existing greening programs.The results show that the
distance between the tree canopy and the facade of the building is 4m, which can
satisfy the indoor lighting. At this time, the average illuminance and average wind
speed of each layer are greatly improved, and the average temperature and average
relative humidity are compared with the original greening, the result has not changed
much. This result can also provide reference to landscape design in similar situations.

Keywords: student apartment, software simulation, architectural lighting,
architecture microclimate, outdoor greening
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1. Introduction
Student apartments are an important place for students' campus life. The natural light
environment is an important part of the physical environment of student apartments. A good
natural light environment can make people feel comfortable, help people stay healthy, and can
greatly reduce building energy consumption. In addition, the natural light can also have the
effect of inducing the resetting of the biological clock.[1]The factors affecting indoor lighting
mainly include architectural design and outdoor environment. The influencing factors of
architectural design are mainly in the form of windows. The outdoor influencing factors are
mainly outdoor coverings such as building and outdoor greening.[2]Current research on
lighting optimization focuses on the use of software simulation to optimize windows and
outdoor buildingsto improve indoor lighting. Ni Shaomin used Ecotect to simulate and
optimize the disadvantages of lighting in university apartments.[3]Zhao Hua uses Radiance
software to simulate and analyze the optimization effect of indoor lighting for
reflectors,louver Shading shutter, louver Shading curtain and Shading Light guide curtain
system.[4]Li Tianjiao uses DAYSIM software to carry out natural lighting simulation analysis
to improve the natural light environment quality of living units.[5]The advantages of various
light environment analysis softwares are different, but in general, the effects of windows and
outdoor buildings on indoor lighting are studied,the research that outdoor greening affect
indoor lighting is shortage. Outdoor greening plays an active role in regulating the
microclimate of the building. In high temperature weather in summer, plant communities can
significantly reduce air temperature and light intensity, and increase relative humidity.[6]

However, planting tall trees close to the building will seriously affect indoor lighting.This
study takes Shenzhen university student apartment Haitangge and its outdoor courtyard as an
example to uses the Envi-met software to simulate the effects of outdoor greening on lighting,
ventilation, air temperature and relative humidity. By presetting multiple outdoor greening
schemes for comparative analysis to provide suggestions for indoor lighting problemsin
Shenzhen university student apartments, and provide a reference for landscape design with
similar situations.

2. Research object
This study selected Haitangge of Shenzhen university and its courtyard in the north.The core
area of the study is about 1500 ㎡ , as shown in the red line in Figure 1. It is necessary to
consider a square area in which the surrounding modeling range is 100 m × 100 m. Haitangge
and Shuyingge are actually a building, the north side is the Haitangge and the south side is the
Shuyingge. The Shuyingge is irrelevant to this study, so it is not included in the study. The
Haitangge is 8 floors high, 28m and there is an outdoor courtyard between the north and the
Wenxingge. There are mainly arbor, shrubs and lawns in the courtyard. On the east side of the
courtyard, there are several tall trees as Dracontomelon duperreanum and Cinnamomum
camphora. Because the trees are too close to the Haitangge, it has been attached to the facade
of the building, which seriously affects the indoor lighting of the building, as shown in
Figure2.
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Figure 1 Research area Figure 2 Outdoor trees
3 Methodology

Figure3 Research logic diagramFigure4 Partial section of Haitange

Figure5 Haitangge standard plane
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Figure6 Room plane and section
3.1 Field measurement

Haitangge has been built and used, its interior is mainly for single-side lighting, and its
indoor lighting is mainly influence by the depth of the room, the size of the windows, and the
outdoor building. The field illuminance measurement was selected in the room of the 2, 5, and
8 layers in the red line of Figure 5. The location of the measuring points in the room is shown
in Figure 6.Using the TES-1339R illuminometer, TES-1340 anemometer, JT-IAQ series
indoor thermal environment and air quality tester measure wind speed, air temperature and
relative humidity of the measuring points.

3.2 Envi-met software simulation
Envi-met is a microclimate simulation software developed in 1998 by the University of

Bochum, Germany.[7]The software version used in this study is Envi-met V4.[8]The core area
of this study is approximately 1000 ㎡ . In order to make the simulation more accurate, the
modeling size is expanded to 180m×180m.At present, there are many studies showing that
Envi-met can accurately simulate the microclimate of buildings and provide various
simulation results such as temperature, humidity, wind environment and solar
radiation.[9][10][11]Envi-met only gives solar radiation without illuminance, and the field
measurement is illuminance, so it is necessary to convert solar radiation into illuminance, the
conversion of solar radiation and illuminance refers to Zhang Yanling's research.[12]

Using Envi-met to simulate the exterior environment of the building to evaluate outdoor
greening. The software simulation measuring point is located at the upper right of the Haitang
Pavilion, as shown in the measuring point of Figure 1, and corresponds to S0 of Figure 6 on
the plane. The measuring points are located in the middle of the group of trees, where the
trees have the greatest impact on the building. Set a point on each floor of the building to
understand the impact of outdoor greening on different floors. Because the Envi-met
modeling mesh size is 2m and the measuring point spacing is a multiple of 2m, the relative
positions of the measuring points and the windows in each floors are different. The measuring
point of each floor is as close as possible to the window to reduce deviation.

Through the comparison of different greening schemes, the appropriate spacing between
the edge of the tree canopy and the facade of the building can be obtained. By simulations of
different dates, it is explored whether the appropriate distance between the edge of the tree
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canopy and the faade of the building is affected by the solar elevation angle. Since the
different hours of sunshine on different dates, using the highest solar altitude angle of 12:00
noon as the simulation result comparison time.
3.2.1 Parameter setting
Location / Latitude and Longitude ShenZhen/N22.55, E114.07
Grid size/resolution 96*96*50/2m
Simulation date 2018.11.22

(Winter solstice)
2019.9.30
（ Field
measurement
date）

2019.6.21
(Summer
Solstice）

Simulation time 11:00~12:00
Air temperature[13] 19~26℃ 27~34℃ 29~32℃
Wind speed[13] 3.2m/s 3.2m/s 3.3m/s
Wind direction[13] Northeast Northwest Southwest
Sunlight coefficient 0.85
Shrub[16]Simple Plan LAD 1~10 as followed0.060, 0.060, 0.150, 0.320,

0.480, 0.690, 0.980, 1.210, 0.890 and 0.120, Root
depth1m，RAD all 0.1,Height is 2m

Arbor[16]Simple Plan LAD 1~10 as followed0.075, 0.075, 0.075, 0.075,
0.250, 1.150, 1.060, 1.050, 0.920 and0, Root
depth2m，RAD all 0.1,Height is 10m

Cinnamomum camphora[14] High 25m、Width15m、LAI 3.26
Dracontomelon duperreanum[14] High 16m、Width10m、LAI 2.08
Other parameters take the default value

Table 1 Envi-met software simulation parameter settings

3.2.2 Outdoor greening model design:
The existing poor lighting problems are mainly caused by tall trees close to the building

and concentrated on the right side of the courtyard. Therefore, according to the difficulty of
modification, from simple to complex design models Model C, Model D, Model E. Also set a
model without trees as a control group (Model A), a model of an existing green arrangement
(Model B). Model C replaces the arbors attached to the side of the facade of the building with
shrubs. At this time, the distance between the canopy of the trees and the facade of the
building is 2m. Model D and Model E explore the optimal distance between the canopy of the
trees and the facade of the building by increasing the distance between the tree canopy and
the facade of the building to avoid the difficulty of building lighting. The distance between
the tree canopy of the Model D and the building facade is 4m, and the distance between the
tree canopy of Model E and the building facade is 6m. Models A, B, C, D, and E have the
same greening rate, Model A as a control group had only grass, and Models B, C, D, and E
were all composed of grass, arbors, and shrubs. Cinnamomum camphora and Dracontomelon
duperreanum have the greatest impact on the measuring , so 3D plants are used, and other
plants are modeled for simple plants.
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Model A: no trees, only
grass in the courtyard

Model B: Existing greening
arrangements

Model C:Replace the arbor attached to the
side of the facade of the building with shrubs.
At this time, the distance between the canopy
of the trees and the facade of the building is
2m.
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Model D:The distance
between the tree canopy of
model D and the building
facade is 4m

Model E:The distance
between the tree canopy of
model D and the building
facade is 4m

Table 2 Greening model
4 Field measurement data analysis
Floor S3Illumi

nan-ce(lu
x)

S2Illumi
nan-ce(lu

x)

S1Illumi
nan-ce(lu

x)

S0Illumi
na

-nce(lux)

Air
temperat
-ure(℃)

Relative
humidity
(%)

Wind
speed
(m/s)

8F 1465 3262 5890 16030 29.4 65.4 0.67
5F 492 1305 2915 14270 31.4 63.4 1.93
2F 178 942 1983 4500 31.6 58.5 0.54

Table 3 Field measurement data

According to Standard for Daylighting Design of Buildings, the indoor Illuminance should
not be less than 300lux[15]. The field measurement found that the illuminance in the 5th floor
of the measured room is better. According to the proportional reduction of the illuminance
data of the room, it can be inferred that when the outdoor illuminance of the room reaches
about 8700 lux, the indoor lighting can fulfil using requirements, and the illuminance of the
measuring point at S3 can reach 300 lux. Therefore, 8700 lux is used as the reference
illuminance.

5 Simulation analysis results
5.1 Comparative analysis of Field measurement and Simulation

Figure 7 Comparative analysis of Field measurement and Simulation

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the simulation value of the air humidity has a high
degree of coincidence with the measurement value, and the measurement value is slightly
higher than the simulation value. The simulation value of illuminance has a high degree of
coincidence with the measurement values on the 5th and 8th floors, and the lower agreement
of the 2nd floor is attributed to the deviation of tree modeling. The simulation and
measurement values of air temperature have a high degree of coincidence in the 2 floor, but
the deviation in the 3 and 5 floors is about 1 °C and low. In the simulation of wind speed,
since the model itself obscures the contingency of some environmental influences, the
simulation of the wind environment is relatively stable compared to the complex urban
environment, and the instantaneous change of wind speed is large during the field
measurement process, and ENVI-met cannot simulate dynamic wind speed, so the wind speed
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simulation error may be larger.[16]Overall, this simulation can reflect the field measurement to
a large extent.

Figure 8 Comparison of simulation data of different greening models

5.2 Comparative analysis of Model A and Model B
By comparing the wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity, and illuminance of the

two models, it can be found that after planting the trees, whether it is Model A or Model B,
the wind speed increases with the increase of the floor. Due to the influence of trees, the
average wind speed of Model A is obviously larger than that of Model B. There are no trees in
the 8th floor, and the wind speeds of Model A and Model B are closest at this position, but the
8th floor wind speed of Model B is still lower than the 8th floor wind speed of Model A,
indicating that the trees still affect the wind speed at this position. From the air temperature
comparison of Model A and Model B, it can be seen that as the height of the floor increases,
the air temperature shows an obvious upward trend. The air temperature of the Model B is
lower than that of the Model A as a whole, and the 8th floor of the Model B which is not
greened outdoors is still affected by the greening and is cooled. From the air humidity
comparison of Model A and Model B, it can be seen that the humidification effect of plants on
air is very obvious. The air humidity of Model A without trees outside shows a significant
linear decrease with the increase of floor. The air humidity of Model B reaches the maximum
in the middle of the floor, which is supposed to be caused by the largest width of the canopy
here. It can be seen from the illuminance comparison of the Model A and the Model B that the
illuminance of the Model A is maintained at a relatively high level, and the illuminance rises
as the floor rises. The illuminance of Model B is very low at the 2nd to 5th floors of the
building, because the trees are already attached to the outside of the building, and the room
can only get a little amount of light through the gaps of the leaves. On the 5th floor of the
building, the illuminance began to increase as the canopy of the trees began to shrink, and the
building was above 7 floors to get better lighting.
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Through the analysis of Model A and Model B, it can be seen that the outdoor trees have
obvious cooling and humidifying functions, however, the wind speed has a great influence,
and the most important thing is that the existing outdoor greening has seriously affected the
lighting.

5.3 Comparative analysis of Model B and Model C
From the wind speed comparison of Model B and Model C, it can be seen that the wind

speed of Model C has a large improvement in the 1~2 floor, but the wind speed of Model C is
not much changed comparing to the Model B in the 3~8 floor. From the air temperature
comparison of Model B and Model C, it can be seen that the air temperature of Model C is
higher than that of Model B, and the trend of air temperature is decreasing as the floor
increases. Also the air temperature increase of Model C in 1~4 floor is obviously higher than
that of 5~8 floor. From the comparison of the relative humidity of Model B and Model C, it
can be seen that the relative humidity of Model B is higher than Model C as a whole, and the
relative humidity decrease of Model C is significantly lower in 1~4 floor. It can be seen from
the comparison of the illuminance of Model B and Model C that the illuminance of Model C
in the 1th to 3th floors has been improved to some extent, but the reference illuminance value
has not been reached. The illuminance of Model C does not change much in the 3th to 8th
floor comparing to Model B.

It can be seen from the comparison of Model B and Model C that replacing the tall arbor
attached to the facade of the building with low shrubs does not improve the lighting of each
floor. The influence on wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity and illuminance are
mainly limited to the 1th to 4th floors.

5.4 Comparative analysis of Model C, Model D and Model E
Comparing the wind speeds of Model C, Model D and Model E, it can be seen that with

the increase of the distance between the tree canopy and the building facade, the wind speed
of the Model D and Model E is greatly improved than the Model C. The wind speed of Model
E is maintained at a high level, and the wind speed of Model E is generally higher than that of
Model A without trees. From the comparison of the air temperature between Model C，Model
D and Model E, it can be seen that the Model D has less difference in air temperature from
each floors of the Model E, the temperature of each measuring point of Model D and Model E
is higher than that of Model C. From the comparison of the relative humidity between Model
C, Model D and the Model E, it can be seen that the relative humidity decreases as the
distance between the tree canopy and the building facade increases. Model C has the highest
relative humidity in the 3~5 floors, which is presumed to be the influence of the canopy, while
Model D and Model E do not. From the comparison of the illuminance between Model C and
Model D and Model E, it can be seen that the illuminance of each floor of Model E is slightly
higher than that of Model D, and the illuminance of Model C and Model E is greatly
improved than Model C. The illuminance of each floor of Model D has reached the reference
illuminance value. It can be concluded that when the distance between the tree canopy and the
building facade is 4m, the illuminance of each layer is greater than 8700 lux, which can
satisfy the lighting requirements in the room.
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5.5 Illumination simulation comparison of different dates

Figure 9 Illumination simulation comparison of different dates
It can be seen from the simulation of two different dates on the winter solstice and the

summer solstice that since Shenzhen is located south of the Tropic of Cancer in the northern
hemisphere, the points of each floor at the noon of the summer solstice can be directly
exposed by the sun, so the illuminance is very high. Regardless of the winter solstice or the
summer solstice, when the distance between the tree canopy and the building facade is 4m,
the illuminance of each floor is higher than 8700 lux. It can be infer that the solar elevation
angle is not the main variable of the simulation. The appropriate distance between the tree
canopy and the facade of the building is not limited by the influence of the sun elevation
angle.

6 Conclusions and discussion
1. Through the simulation of Haitangge and its outdoor greening, in order to satisfy the indoor
lighting, the distance between the tree canopy and the building facade needs to be greater than
4m. However, continuing to increase the distance between the tree canopy and the building
facade will occupy more ground and increase the indoor air temperature, so the appropriate
distance between the tree canopy and the building facade is 4m. When the distance between
the tree canopy and the facade of the building is 4m, comparing existing greening schemes,
the average wind speed of each floor increases by 68.79%, the average air temperature of
each floor increases by 1.55%, the average relative humidity of each floor decreases by 5.55%,
and the average illuminance of each floor increases by 32.55 %. Overall, the illuminance and
wind speed are greatly improved, and the relative humidity and air temperature do little
change. It is recommended to replace the arbors close to the facade of the building with low
shrubs that do not affect the lighting. For the tall arbors in the middle right side of the
courtyard, it should be trimmed regularly to maintain a distance of about 4m from the facade
of the building. In addition, in the future landscape design, it is recommended to consider the
size of the trees in the early stage of design, reasonably select the types of trees and arrange
the trees in appropriate positions to ensure that the trees can maintain a proper distance from
the building after they are grown. In addition, in the future landscape design, it is
recommended to consider the size of the trees in the early stage of design, reasonably select
the types of trees and arrange the trees in appropriate positions to ensure that the trees can
maintain a proper distance from the building after they are grown to avoid the trees affecting
the lighting of the building, as shown in Model D of Table 2.

2. According to Wang Ting's research, arbors and shrubs can reduce air temperature and
increase relative humidity. In the outdoor greening of Haitangge, the green area in the middle
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of the courtyard is difficult to plant too much greening because of the
existence of water storage tanks, so it is recommended to maintain
the status quo. There is a small amount of arbors on the west side of
the courtyard, so the number of arbors can be increased to decrease
the air temperature and increase the relative humidity. On the east
side of the courtyard, the planting density of the arbors is already
very large, there is no space to plant more arbors, it can increase the
number of shrubs below the arbors to reduce the air temperature, as
shown in Figure 10. Figure 10
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Abstract：Based on the literature of Web of Science, this thesis compares the impact
mechanism and evaluation methods of vertical greening on the outdoor thermal
environment. For the problem that the physical thermal environment assessment
index for the vertical greening lacks systematic problems, this thesis combs the
influence mechanism and evaluation methods of the vertical greening on the outdoor
thermal environment, and focuses on the outdoor thermal environment
characterization factor, the vertical greening influence factor and its corresponding
evaluation tool. The thesis summarized three comprehensive evaluation indexes: the
Wet Black Globe Temperature, Mean Radiant Temperature and the Physiological
Equivalent Temperature, which are the most commonly used in the research of
thermal environment. Then the thesis propose the future of sustainable building
environment.

Keywords： Vertical greening, outdoor thermal environment, benefit assessment,
impact mechanism, Cite space

1. Overview

With the rapid urban expansion, a large population will inevitably be accompanied by cities’
remarkably expansion and changes in the surface heat balance. Most cities only have less than
10% of the total land area as green space[1].The vertical greening ，as a new technology and
passive energy conservation strategy to increase the green area in the inventory
period,hasbeen widely used in the high-density residential environment. The thermal
environment created by vertical greening is an important aspect of its ecological benefits,
which is related to the local microclimate and the comfort of users. Because the outdoor
environment is difficult to control manually, the research on the thermal environment benefits
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of vertical greening is mostly on the medium-micro scale. In this paper, Citespace's visual
literature research method is used to summarize the thermal environment benefits of vertical
greening. It is found that the evaluation indexes of vertical greening for the outdoor thermal
environment are various from different scholars. This paper summarized the relationship
between various indexs in the study of outdoor thermal environment at home and abroad and
looks forward to the future of a sustainable building environment.

2. Research progress on benefits of vertical greening on the outdoor thermal
environment

2.1 research data sources
The literature data were retrieved from the Web of Science database. ISI Web of Science is
the largest comprehensive academic information resource in the world, covering the most
academic journals in a variety of research fields. It has the feature of high quality, large
quantity, and complete information. The literature search was carried out with "Vertical
greening", "green roof" and "green wall" as the title, and "thermal environment" and
"microclimate" as the topics from 1998 to 2019. Literature with deviation from the target
content were filtered, those with high correlation with the target content were screened, and
the references in the collected literatures were retrospectively searched. A total of 280 valid
literatures were collected. A bibliometrics software called Citespace developed by Dr. Chen
chaomei[2]was used for data analysis and visualization analysis.

2.2 The research process of vertical greening on thermal environment

To make a longitudinal comparison, it can be seen from the analysis of the number of
published literature that there were few studies on the thermal environmental benefits of
vertical greening at home and abroad before and after the 21st century. From then to 2011, the
number of relevant literature grew very slowly, while the number of literature increased
rapidly in the recent 10 years. The reason can be inferred that the study of vertical greening on
the thermal environment is promoted with the negative impact of environmental deterioration
brought by urbanization. Secondly, with the application of new research tools and technical
means, the performance of vertical greening in the thermal environment is more easily
observed and quantified.

Figure 1. The Number of publications on vertical greening in the thermal environment field
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To make a horizontal comparison,in the WOS
source literature, countries were set as node types for
Citespace citation year loop analysis, and countries
with centrality more than 0.1 were represented by
purple circles. The higher the centrality, the higher the
citation degree. The top three publishing countries are:
China, the United States and Italy. These three
countries contribute most of the literature in the
search for the benefits of the vertical greening
thermal environment. These countries are all faced
with the problem of tight human-land relations and
outstanding ecological problems.

In the focusedfield of the search literature, keyword clustering analysis is carried
out on the collected documents. Cluster analysis is an object classification method
based on the similarity of objects and their attributes. Each cluster appears in the
timeline when the keyword wasfirst studied. Citespace divides the keywords of all
documents into 7 clusters, and the frequency of occurrence is respectively“thermal
comfort”,“green vegetation”,“decrement factor”, “reflective material”, “green space”,
“blue daze flower”, and “green feature”. It can be seen that thermal comfort is the
biggest benefit in the impact of vertical greening on the thermal environment. In the
thermal comfort clustering, the earliest keywords are “model”, “microclimate”,
“region”, and the most frequent keyword is “green”,“infrastructure”, “microclimate”.
“Green vegetation” is the earliest clustering of occurrence time. "Plant" and "light"
are the earliestaspects that scholars concerned about in the improvement of the
outdoor thermal environment. The “decrement factor” clusters included the "roof
greening" and “coating” that were originally studied, and the “urban heat island effect”
appeared most frequently. In addition to the first three clusters, the “reflective material”
related to the vertical green underlying surface, the “green space” focused on different
scales, the “blue dazw” as the common roof greenings plants and the “greening
characteristics” are also the major aspects of the literature.

Figure 3. Keyword clustering time map
In general, thermal environmental characteristic factors and vertical greening

characteristics factors are the two foundations for the study of this problem. Although

Figure 2. Counties citation in Citspace
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the overall research process is not long, thanks to the relatively mature research
methods of thermal environment, there are some ways to study the thermal
environment benefits of vertical greening. The difficulty faced today is that the
outdoor thermal environment indexs are disorderly and there are no unified
measurement and evaluation methods. So the research on vertical greening is still in
the experimental stage. How the research results can be transformed into practice in
urban planning and architectural design remains to be seen.

3. The influence mechanism of vertical greening on the outdoor thermal environment

3.1 Influence factors of vertical greening on thermal environment

Vertical greening uses afforestation technology to form building green envelopes to
improve the urban thermal environment. There are many ways to classify the types of vertical
greening. The mainstream classification is divided it into roof greening, wall greening, and
balcony greening according to the location of the building envelope. The influence factors of
every single vertical greening are the same, which can be summarized as plant characteristics
and spatial characteristics.

3.1.1 Plant characteristics

a) Leaf area index(LAI)

The plant species selected for vertical greening have very different effects on the thermal
environment, but the most common indicator is the leaf area index. The LAI is the ratio of the
area of total single leaves and all land area occupied by plants, which can reflect the change
of canopy structure. In the plant growth model, according to the canopy radiation attenuation
theory proposed by Monsi and Saeki[3], the solar radiation absorbed by the canopy leaves is
the main factor to controll photosynthesis and evapotranspiration. The leaf area density (LAD)
is thetotal area of leaves in a certain height unit cubic meter of air. Because the practical
measurement is more troublesome, scholars have proposed the LAD calculation formula to
obtain the LAI. Meir et al.[4] calculated the relationship between stem height and leaf area by
computer data, Ross et al.[5], and Stadt[6] measured the luminous flux of each plant through the
gap of the blade. Laliche[7] proposed a simpler method, which can be calculated by inputting
the plant twist (h), the maximum LAD value ��and its height �� The value of �� can be
obtained directly by consulting the data:

LAI= 0
h� � �� =� 0

h ��
h−��

h−�

�
exp ([�(1 − h−��

h−�
)])��� (1)

With the advancement of technology, the LAI can directly be obtainedby LAI
measurement machines, such as the LAI2200 launched by the National Key Laboratory of
Remote Sensing Science developed by LI-COR, USA; Sunscan produced by Delta-T Devices,
UK; Canada The TRAC1 developed by Professor Chen Jingming, a member of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, these devices can quickly and easily obtain the LAI.

Lin Borong[8]shows in his doctoral thesis that the larger the horizontal area, the better the
greening effect on the thermal environment when the average leaf area density is the same
and the total green amount is equal. Ali-Toudert[9] used Envi-met software to simulate the
influence of LAI on the thermal comfort of the valley. The study shows that the density (LAD,
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LAI) and the shape of the tree determine whether the tree can effectively improve the thermal
environment. Wong NH[10] found in the heat transfer test of roof greening that plant shading
can bring a cooling effect of at least 3.0 °C to the roof surface of concrete.

b) Plant evapotranspiration rate
Plant evaporation is an important factor affecting the average radiant temperature in the

surrounding air. The measurement of plant evapotranspiration can be accurately measured by
hydrological methods, because the moisture loss can be directly weighed, and the load cell
can be used to obtain higher precision. In the study by Tan C L et al.[11], the
evapotranspiration rate of plants was obtained by measuring moisture loss with a manometer.
They placed a pressure measuring element next to the roof green and measured the weight of
the load cell every 20 seconds. The data processing time is 1 minute. The formula for plant
evapotranspiration rate is as follows:

ET=（ ��−��
10�v�potr

∗ 1
��tho

）（2）

ET: Plant evapotranspiration rate；��：The weight of the original pressure measuring
device 5 minutes ago；��：The weight of the original pressure measuring device after 5
minutes；��tot: Total area.

c) Shrub albedo ratio
Solar radiation on the surface of plants can be absorbed, reflected or transmitted by

plants. The ratio of reflected radiation to incident radiation on the shrub surface is called
shrub albedo and it is an indicator of the endothermic performance of plants. In the study by
Tan C L et al.[11], a radiometer was used to measure the amount of radiation. A radiometer
pointed to the sky to measure global solar radiation, and a subsequent radiometer pointed to
the shrub to measure reflected radiation. The thermometer was placed within 0.5m of the
shrub canopy.

It is worth noting that different plants show significantly different degrees of cooling
potential, but plants with high LAI values do not always provide maximum cooling effects,
and plant leaf reflectance and evapotranspiration will influence their overall cooling
potential[12]. In the process of selecting plant, the cooling potential of the plant should be
considered comprehensively instead of simply considering the single index of the plant.

3.1.2 Spatial characteristics

The building composition and orientation of the vertical greening environment are
different, and the thermal effects are also changed accordingly. Yang Junyan[13] summarized
the spatial index that should be considered in the study of the urban thermal environment as
shown in Table 1. The performance of vertical greening on the thermal environment is greatly
affected by the space environment.

Table 1. Yang Junyan[13] summarizes various index used in urban thermal environment research

Category Index

Architectural

combination

Building orientation, Enclosure, Determinant, Scatter, Random or

hybrid, Compact or open, Different heights

Space Form Building density, Volume rate, Street aspect ratio, Average height,
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Roughness, Sky visibility, Visibility, Shadow factor, Enclosure

Other Population size, distance from cold and heat sources

Lin Borong[8] pointed out in his doctoral thesis that in different orientations, the effect of
greening on the improvement of the thermal environment is different, depending on the
amount of green shading. Taleghani[14] and others divided the typical houses in the
Netherlands into three types: single-family buildings, linear buildings and closed buildings.
The software simulation shows that the single-family buildings have the poorest thermal
comfort in the three types of buildings. Ali-Toudert[9]and others found that ,compared to
NE-SW and NW-SE oriented buildings, NE-SW and NW-SE oritented buildings have better
thermal improvement because of the increase of the summer coverage area and winter solar
radiation amount. Similarly, the difference in the spatial where the vertical greening changes
building density, sky visibility, and street aspect ratio have a greater impact on the wind and
heat environment. Morakinyo et al.[15] used software to simulate the same aspect ratio of the
street canyon, the conclusion was that greening had a better effect on the deeper street heat
improvement and the effectiveness of greening to improve thermal comfort decreases as the
density of the city increases. He Yan [6] analyzed the parameters of the eight factors affecting
the outdoor environment through the presence or absence of green envelope. It shows that
under different conditions, the green skin of the building has different cooling effects on the
urban canopy space. The impact of building density is most pronounced.

3.2 Characterization factors of the effects of vertical greening on outdoor thermal
environment

3.2.1 Monomer index

Table 2. Significant monomer index for outdoor thermal environment

Index Description
Wet Bulb Temperature Wet bulb temperature is the temperature reached when air is

humidified and saturated (relative humidity reaches 100%).1

Dry Bulb Temperature Dry bulb temperature refers to the temperature measured by the
thermometer directly exposed to the atmosphere in the absence of
radiation and moisture, ie the air temperature.

Black Ball
Temperature

Black ball temperature is also called the real temperature, which
indicates the actual perceived temperature expressed by
temperature when the person or object is combined with radiant
heat and convective heat in a radiant heat environment.2

Relative Humidity Relative humidity is the percentage of actual water vapor per unit
volume of air and percentage of water saturated vapor pressure at
the same temperature and volume3

Wind Speed The rate of movement of air relative to a fixed location on the
earth affects the convective heat dissipation and human action of

1Oxford Weather DictionaryISBN 978-0-19-954144-7
2Occupational Safety and Health Dictionary: Wet Black Ball Temperature, Green Cross Magazine, Volume 18
3Wikipedia
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the human body.
Sun Radiation The sun transmits energy in the form of electromagnetic waves,

which is an important part of the thermal environment.
Significant monomer index for the thermal environment include temperature, humidity,

wind speed, and solar radiation. Acero, Juan A[17]and others have shown through simulation
that in the days of strong solar radiation, the vertical greening system brings great benefits to
reducing temperature and wind speed. Morakinyo et al.[18] have shown that wall greening,
which accounts for 30%-50% of the surface area of the building, can reduce the daytime
temperature in Hong Kong by 1 °C. Ding Yunfei [19] and others used simulations to prove that
compared with ordinary buildings, the temperature of 1.5 m above the square, grassland and
river in front of the building was reduced by 0.5-2.5 °C, 0.5-2.0 °C, 0.5-1.5 °C due to the
benefits of vertical greening.

3.2.2 Comprehensive indicator
Wu Zhifeng et al.[20] pointed out that the construction of the thermal comfort evaluation

index is the main way to judge the quality of the thermal environment. Through the thermal
environment development stage and research foundation, the thermal comfort evaluation is
divided into experience index and mechanism index. The empirical index mainly relies on the
statistical analysis of the human body's experience in different environments to construct the
evaluation index. Ali-Toudert [9] pointed out that there are more than 100 empirical thermal
comfort evaluation indexes, but lacks the comprehensive effect of the environment and
ignores the human thermal regulation mechanism; Mechanistic thermal comfort has
established a thermal comfort evaluation index from the heat exchanger.

Table 3. Common thermal comfort evaluation index summarized by Wu Zhifeng [20]

Index Description

Experience
index

Effective
temperature
ET°

The comprehensive index with the same thermal sensation is
obtained through the subjective reflection of different air
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed environment,

Apparent
temperature
AT

Air temperature at the reference humidity level corresponding
to the comfort level achieved by real air temperature, relative
humidity and solar radiation conditions

Air cooling
index
WCI

It is used to evaluate the comprehensive impact of wind speed
and air temperature on the human body, based on the heat
dissipation rate of bare skin,. Suitable for low temperature
environment thermal comfort evaluation

Wet Bulb
Globe
Temperature
WBGT

It is used to evaluate the average heat load of the human body.
Use natural wet bulb temperature and black ball temperature to
measure air dry bulb temperature in open air

Mean
Radiant
Temperature
MRT

The surface temperature of an imaginary isothermal enclosure
surface, the amount of radiation heat exchange between it and
the human body is equal to the amount of radiative heat
exchange between the actual non-isothermal enclosure surface
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and the human body around the human body. The average
radiant temperature takes into account the effects of wind
speed, temperature, and long-short-wave radiation on the
human body.

Mechanism
index

Standard
effective
temperature
SET

It is based on the ET° to consider the different activity levels
and the thermal resistance of the clothes to obtain the index ET°
to achieve the standard indoor environment.
（RH=50%;��莀o=��；v<0.15m·s-1）which corresponding to the
same perspiration rate and body surface temperature

Outdoor
standard
effective
temperature
OUT_SET

The outdoor thermal comfort evaluation index obtained by
considering the solar radiation intensity on the basis of SET

Predicted
Mean Vote
PMV

It represents the average thermal comfort of most people in the
same environment. Estimated by four meteorological factors
such as air temperature, relative humidity, average radiant
temperature and wind speed, and metabolic rate of human
activity and clothing thermal resistance

Physiological
equivalent
temperature
PET

In an indoor or outdoor environment, human skin temperature
and body temperature reach a typical indoor environment The
temperature corresponding to the same thermal state.（��莀o=��；
vp1=12hPa;v=0.1m·s-1）

Universal
Thermal
Climate
Index UTCI

The temperature corresponding to the standard indoor
environment to achieve the same level of
comfort（RH=50%;��莀o=��;v<0.15m·s-1;vp<20hPa）

According to the literature, the evaluation indexes of common vertical greening for
outdoor thermal environment mainly include Mean Radiant Temperature(MRT), Wet Bulb
Globe Temperatures(WBGT), and Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET).

Wet Bulb Globe Temperature is an environmental thermal stress index, which is mainly
used to evaluate the human body's heat load in high temperature environment. For the
complex and ever-changing urban outdoor space thermal environment, relevant scholars at
home and abroad believe that the practical thermal environment index should separate
physical variables from individual variables. Wet Bulb Globe Temperature is a purely
physical simple thermal stress indicator, does not contain personal variables, and meets the
requirements [21]

Acero, Juan A [22] showed through simulation that the vertical greening system in the east
can reduce the number of the Physiologically Equivalent Temperature PET to 4 °C around
noon, and even to a specific location near the ground can reach 7 °C.Liang, Tan Chun et al.
[23]did the comparison experiment of concrete wall and vertical green wall. Compared with the
concrete wall, the vertical green wall was reduced the Mean Radiant Temperature MRT by
10.9-12.9 °C at a distance of 0.5 m from the wall. Wei Dongxue [24] collated the PET comfort
range of experiments in different regions combined with local people's thermal perception.
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Table 4. Physiological equivalent temperature range values for different regions

literature City Test site PET/℃

Lin,2009
Taiwan

Taichung
Square 21.3-28.5

Lin,et al,2013 Taiwan Chiayi Park 26-30

Lai,et al,2014 Tianjin Park 11-24

Chen,Wen et al,2015 Shanghai Park 15-29

Cohen,et al,2013 Tel Aviv Park 20-25

Salata,et al,2016 Rome Park 21-29

Trindade da Silva and Engel de

Alvarez,2015
Victoria Waterfront 22-30

Cheng,et al,2012 Hong Kong campus 12-32

The influencing factors of vertical greening need to combine plant characteristics with
spatial characteristics to effectively evaluate the outdoor thermal environment. Urban
construction plays an increasingly important role in the implementation.

4. Method for measuring and evaluating the impact of vertical greening on outdoor
thermal environment
Since the commonly used indexsuch as Mean Radiant Temperature MRT, thermal comfort
index, etc cannot be directly obtained by the instrument, the measurement of the outdoor
thermal environment usually uses field measurement combined with empirical formula, field
measurement combined with numerical simulation to obtain; Some scholars use
questionnaires to collect people's subjective feelings or conduct sensory experiments to
determine human physiological data for thermal environmental assessment, but individual
differences in samples will have a greater impact on the accuracy of the assessment results
and there are too many interference factors which are difficult to operate. At present, there is
no universally accepted and easily calculated outdoor thermal environment evaluation method.
[25] In the field of built environment, the most widely used method is to collect the
corresponding individual data on site and use software simulation or empirical formula to
measure outdoor thermal environment.

4.1 Field measurement
On-site measurement uses various meteorological monitoring instruments to measure the

first-hand meteorological data on the mobile phone. The common tools are: temperature and
humidity recorder, solar radiation meter, Wet ball Global Temperature measuring instrument,
infrared thermometer, infrared thermal imager, Anemometer and so on. The data is true and
reliable, but time-consuming and laborious. It is necessary to formulate a measured plan
according to the research purpose and control other influencing factors.
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4.2 Empirical formula
Scholars at home and abroad have deduced the empirical formulas for the regression of

various comprehensive index. However, due to the different climatic conditions in each
experimental area, the formula needs to be corrected when used. Take the experiment
conducted by Morakinyo [15] in Hong Kong as an example. The MRT formula is:

MRT=[ �� � ormu1a � � 1u1∗10���0u�
��0u�

∗ �� − �� ]0uoa (3)

��: Black Ball Temperature，��: Air Temperature，��:Wind Speed，D: Black ball diameter，
�: Black ball emissivity；

The formula for the Wet Black Globe Temperature WBGT used by Ashrae in Atlanta is:
WBGT=0.7��+0,2��+0.1�� (4)

(��:Wet Bulb Temperature，��: Black Bulb Temperature，��:Dry Bulb Temperature)
【26】

Since the empirical formula of comfort varies with the use of index, most scholars use
thermal environment simulation software for equivalent conversion due to the complexity of
calculations,

4.3 Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulation methods of urban microclimate mainly include distributed

parameter method and lumped parameter method. The distributed parameter method is used
to calculate the heat conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer effects of urban
microclimate thermal environment by the theory of computational fluid dynamics CFD. The
lumped parameters is a simplified algorithm that ignores the internal thermal resistance of an
object [27].

In the landscape architecture, the most commonly used simulation software is the
Envi-met developed by Professor Mechial Bruse of the University of Mainz, Germany. Due to
the built-in plant library that can modify the parameters, it can analyze the building, the
surface and the vegetation and their inner relationship. Envi-met can calculate the
comprehensive index after inputting the single index, but the human comfort index simulation
function needs to be used after payment; Phoneics is the first commercial software for
computer fluid dynamics CFD and heat transfer fields, which can effectively output the
individual indexs and can interface with CAD, Sketchup, Gis and other software.But complex
plant need to be modeled in other tools and then put into Phoneics. The Rayman software
developed by the Meteorological Institute of Freiburg University in Germany and the Solweig
software developed by the Urban Climate Research Center of the University of Gothenburg,
Sweden, are simulation tools based on the energy balance equation model, which are mainly
used to calculate the Physiological Equivalent Temperature PET. The DUTE tool developed
by South China University of Technology has built-in different types of custom plants for
users to use, as well as thermal environment monomer and comprehensive indicator output.
The corresponding relationship between outdoor thermal environment index and available
software is shown in Figure 4. In the actual evaluation process, the corresponding simulation
tools can be selected according to the actual required evaluation index.
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Figure 4: Vertical greening impact factor, thermal environment characterization factor
and corresponding assessment method

With the development of modern science and technology, on-site measurement tools can
accurately measure a single indicator. Researchers derive appropriate empirical formulas for
different climate zones. The development of various simulation softwares also makes the
benefits of three-dimensional greening to change the thermal environment clear and intuitive.
Measurement tools are flexible, and how to choose the most efficient evaluation method
based on indicator needs is an aspect that indicator developers and designers need to consider.

5. Summary

This paper combs the influence factors of vertical greening and space environment that need
to be considered comprehensively. Then summarizes the three most commonly used outdoor
thermal environment index: Mean Radiant Temperature, Physiological Equivalent
Temperature and Wet Bulbs Globe Temperature and explore their research methods.

The mechanism of the impact of vertical greening on the outdoor thermal environment is
not an isloated way, but an ecological energy-saving technology that needs to be
comprehensively considered in combination with urban spatial and architeture form. For a
long time, the evaluation index of outdoor thermal environment is chaotic. In the high-density
living environment where vertical cities are developing, the evaluation method of vertical
greening for outdoor thermal environment is still the urgent demand of green building,
ecological city and landscape garden construction. The outlook for the future vertical
greening in the outdoor thermal environment mainly includes the following aspects: First, to
promote the research progress of the vertical greening thermal benefits of the existing built-up
areas. In the era of deteriorating urban environment, vertical greening has become an effective
improvement in human settlements. Secondly, quantitative control of the spatial form and
vertical greening should be conducted. The outdoor microclimate index parameters should be
incorporated into the policy and regulatory. Thirdly, different climatic conditions in different
regions should be combined with the complexity of the spatial form of vertical greening to
build a more comfortable urban local microclimate.
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The light-breathing space in high-density is tight 

——Taking Chongqing, China as an example 
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Abstract. The theory of light-breathing spatial compression includes not only the 

loose control of sunshine spacing between two buildings, but also the abuse of urban 

nightscape lighting. In Chongqing, China, there are no strict requirements on the 

distance between two buildings for sunlight, and the sunshine condition is much poor; 

in the unit space of urban nightscape lighting, as the density of light source is doubled, 

the ground illuminance and sky brightness are raised and the light-breathing space is 

tightened time and again. Aiming at some problems existing in the light environment 

of high-density cities in China at the present stage, this paper analyzes status quo of 

the buildings’ sunshine spacing and the nightscape lighting of Chongqing, proposes 

some basic approaches to make up for the insufficient sunshine spacing between two 

buildings and lead the sustainable development of nightscape lighting, and further 

explores the control of sunshine spacing and nightscape lighting planning and design 

in the future so as to finally maintain the balance between urban lightenvironment 

and ecological environment. 

Key words: High-density city, Light-breathing space, Sunshine spacing, Nightscape 

lighting 

1.  Introduction 

The theory of light-breathing spatial compression covers two aspects of content. One is 

that the sunshine spacing between two buildings does not meet the corresponding design 

standard, which causes main rooms accept decreasing sunshine duration or even none. The 

sunshine spacing is the strictest requirements among all building intervals. In general, only if 

satisfying the adequatesunshine spacing, it couldmeet other building intervalrequirements. 

However, the sunshine spacing, to a great extent, restricts the building height. Residential 

buildings often fail to meet the requirements of minimum sunshine spacing in the case of 

limited land acreage and the pursuit of height.The second is the unreasonable pile of urban 
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nightscape lighting, which mightmake a city filled with bright light and never sleep. The 

residents' aesthetic demand for city night view has promoted the development of urban 

nightscape lighting project, at the same time excessive artificial lighting in turn improves the 

lighting density even creates a new urban ecological planning problem— light pollution, 

which may become another urban high-density problem after the high-density population and 

building. 

Urban high-density development has a huge impact on urban space resources such as 

land, energy, transportation, architecture, environmental health, communal facilities, 

landscaping, etc. It is increasingly concerned by scholars and experts in resources and 

environment, urban planning, municipal architecture, landscape architecture and other fields 

(Edward, 2009, Hyungun, et al., 2011, Edward, et al., 2011). Limited by mountain terrain, 

climate and other factors, buildings’sunshine spacing requirement in Chongqing is much 

lower than other cities in China, which strengthens the construction and development of the 

main urban areas so that the floor area ratio is very large. With a large number of high-rise 

residential buildings on the limited land available for construction, city centerof Chongqing 

has become an urban area with high construction intensity in China. 

2.  Insufficient sunshine spacing 

Influenced by atmospheric circulation, landform, air humidity, industrial dust and other 

factors, Chongqing receives less direct sunlight during the most time of winter and becomes 

one of the six well-known fog cities. With annual averagefoggy day of 104 daysin Chongqing 

and even more than 200 days in Bishan District, Chongqing is the only city in the Chinese 

mainland that does not strictly implement the architectural design specificationabout 

buildings’ sunshine spacing. In this case, the area irradiated by direct sunlight between 

adjacent buildings on the north-facing slope is very little, and there is limited space for direct 

natural light to "breathe freely" between two buildings. 

2.1.  Sunlight Analysis 

The sunshine spacing is decided by the local geographic latitude, building orientation, 

building height and length, land topography, et al. In the process of sunshine spacing audit, 

the management department checks whether the buildings’sunshine spacing meets the 

sunshine duration requirements in relevant design specifications and standards. According to 

Code of Urban Residential Areas Planning & Design GB50180-93promulgated by 

MOHURD(the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of China), Sunshine 

spacing coefficient (I), I =L/H(figure 1), is the ratio of building interval (L) tothe southern 

building’s roof height (H). Chongqing belongs to Ⅲ area in China building thermal design 

zone. We calculated sunshine spacing coefficient (I) according to thenoon shadow length rate 

inGreat Cold Day in Chongqing (table 1). Different directions correspond to 

differentreduction coefficient(table 2). L= I ×H is used to determine the sunshine spacing of 

residential buildings, so as to guarantee the sunshine duration and space. This sunlight 

analysis method only applies to newbuildingswith regular plan and parallel layout.In fact, 

when applied to irregular building (tower building) plan and complex mountain terrain, the 

method is time-consuming even unable tomake sunshine analysis visual and optimized. 

Moreover, mountain terrain of Chongqing is not suitable for the residential buildings with 

regular plan, and new high-rise residential buildingsare basically tower type.In a word, the 
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sunlight analysis of high-rise tower residential buildings in Chongqing is completed by 

computer simulation. 

 
Figure 1.Calculation diagram of building interval 

Note: L=Building interval; L1=Sunshine spacing; L=L1+L2 

Table 1. Recommended sunshine spacing coefficient (I) of sunshine standard in Chongqing 

 (newly built residential buildings with regular plan and parallel layout) 

City Latitude 

Winter Solstice Great Cold Day 

Current 

Adoption 

Standard 

Noon 

Shadow 

Length 

Rate  

Cumulative 

Sunshine 

Duration 

1h 

Noon 

Shadow 

Length 

Rate 

Cumulative 

Sunshine 

Duration 

1h 

Cumulative 

Sunshine 

Duration 

2h 

Cumulative 

Sunshine 

Duration 

3h 

Chongqing 29°34′ N 1.33 1.24 1.19 1.11 1.14 1.19 0.8-1.1 

 

Table 2. Reduction coefficient of sunshine spacing in different orientations 

Orientation 0°-15° 15°-30° 30°-45° 45°-60° ＞60° 

Reduction coefficient 1.00L 0.90L 0.80L 0.90L 0.95L 

Note: 1. Theorientation in the table is the azimuth of the south (0°) to the east and west; 

2.L refers to the standard sunshine spacing (unit: m) of local residential buildings facing south. 

3. The indicators in this table are only applicable to residential buildings with regular plan and parallel layout without other 

sunlight shading. 

According to Standard for Urban Residential Area Planning and Design 

GB50180-2018promulgated by MOHURD, it was stipulated that, during 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in 

GreatCold Day in the Ⅲ area, cumulative sunshine duration of0.9m high above the indoor 

floor on outer walls of new residential buildings is no less than 2h(MOHURD, 2018). 

Compared withformer standard, the new one does not strictly stipulate the number of floors of 

residential buildings, nor does it require taking the sunshine coefficient method to calculate 

the sunshine spacing, which provides a favorable basis for computer simulation of sunlight 

analysis. With the specialization of computer simulation and the complexity of building 

environment, building sunlight simulation software is widely used in the construction industry 

for efficient and accurate sunshine analysis. On the premise of meetingstrict requirements of 

relevant design standards, property developers excessively pursue the minimization of 

building interval and make cumulative sunshine durationdecreased, which leads to a situation 

where in theory it meets sunshine requirements or standardsrather in practice residents’ life 

quality declines. In addition, the software usually ignores the shading of the surrounding 
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growing trees in the later period in the simulation calculation, resulting in absolutely limited 

cumulative sunshine duration and space for residents living in the lower floors. 

2.2.  Feasible Suggestion 

A. For the dark residential space whose cumulative sunshine duration does not meet the 

standard requirements during daytime, residents can transform it into a warehouse for rent, or 

convert it into restaurants, community convenience stores, tearooms, card rooms and other 

places with loose sunshine requirements. In addition, a large number of stores (except hotels) 

in Chongqing are opening inhigh-rise buildings with good daylight condition, whereas they 

usually do not need sunshine necessarily. Therefore, under the coordination and persuasion of 

the relevant departments, the store owner could move to somewhere with relatively limited 

cumulative sunshine duration, adopt diversified artificial lighting modes to ensure minimum 

indoor illuminanceand thenattract guestswith characteristic lighting atmosphereso as to 

provide high-rise residential buildings with good sunshine conditions for people to live in. 

B. The urban administrative department should resolutely prevent residents from 

violating the law by building floors and structures on the rooftop of southern buildings. After 

formulating legal provisions, it should be strictly implemented so as not to block the sunshine 

of northern buildings. 

C. Promulgate technical regulations on sunshine analysis and management (Cai X, 2011). 

It is suggested that each region should study and formulate local norms and standards for 

sunlight analysis and management in accordance with local conditions. They should make it 

clear whether to adopt technical indicators such as "minimum continuous sunshine duration", 

"sunshine duration interval time" and "true solar time", as well as implement the formulation 

and regular recompilation of local standards. 

3.  Urban nightscape lighting abuse 

With the steady development of urban construction and the rapid growth of the night 

tour economy, residents and tourists are no longer satisfied with city scenes during the day. 

Urban nightscape has also become the increasing demands of urban construction and the 

spiritual needs of ordinary citizens and visitors. Shanghai, Hong Kong, New York, Tokyo, 

Las Vegas and other modern metropolises, known as the cities that never sleep, have 

magnificent and colorful urban nightscape. However, the abuse of nightscape lighting has 

gradually become a new problem affecting residents' life quality and biological rhythm. The 

artificial light with high illuminance passes through the window and makes people fail to fall 

asleep at night. According to the social survey conducted by German scholars, 67% of the 

respondents believe that the abuse of nightscape lighting will do harm to biological health, 

and over 85% of them report that their life is seriously affected. In the early 1990s, the night 

sky brightness of city center in Osaka and Tokyo was about 5.8×10
-2

 cd/m
2
. In 1992, the night 

sky brightness in the center of Beijing was about 1.3×10
-2

 cd/m
2
, and that over Tiananmen 

Square for celebrations was as high as 4.1×10
-2

 cd/m
2
 (Allen, 1976). It can be seen from the 

distribution of the earth's night brightness, as shown in figure 2 and figure 3, that the artificial 

lighting illuminance is very high in China’s big cities and the night brightness of Chongqing 

is mainly concentrated in every prosperous center business district. 
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In China, many city leaders and managers carry out nightscape lighting project as an 

important approach to createabustling city image. It was called "brilliance lighting project" 

(figure 4) in Chongqing, which means to light up buildings, structures, squares, parks and 

other places. As urban construction gradually expands to the suburbs, the city will further 

expand the scale. What was once a sparsely populated area is becoming, or has become, a 

thriving part of the city with fast spread of urban lighting engineering and gradual expansion 

of illumination scope. It also makes urban night ecological balance challenged by urban 

nightscape lighting engineering, which should catch our enough attention. 

 

Figure 4.Two Rivers Four Shores nightscape lighting planning in Chongqing 

3.1.  Lighting measurement of building elevation 

As urban nightscape lighting covers a wide range of factors, this paper only carries out 

luminance measurement of floodlighting on buildings’ elevation and further calculates the 

measured data to compares the calculated results with the current national standards and local 

norms of Chongqing. What’s most important is to demonstrate whether there is excessive 

luminance of nightscape lighting. We chose Yuanfang BM-7 color luminance meter as 

measurement equipment and buildings’ elevation illuminated by floodlight as measurement 

objects. 

Figure2. The distribution of the night lighting 

brightness in China at 10:00p.m. 

 

Figure3. The distribution of the night lighting 

brightness in Chongqing at 10:00p.m. 
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According to Lighting Measurement Method GB/ T5700-2008, the measurement 

distance between a building and luminance meter should refer to table 3. As is shown in table 

4, the elevation luminance of 10 buildings in the center of Chongqing was measured. 

Table 3.Measurement distance reference 

Distance Specific value 

Close-up viewpoint 10-30m (2H) 

Midrange viewpoint 30m-100m (3H) 

Distant viewpoint 100m-300m (5H) 

Note: H - building height 

We selected 10 buildings in city center ofChongqing at night and measured the 

luminance(L) and reflectivity (ρ) from top to bottom of buildings according to the 

measurement distance reference in table 3. Then we calculated the average luminance of each 

building and measured the sky background brightness behind these buildings, as shown in 

table 4. 

Table 4.Luminance measurementof building elevation at night 

Building elevationluminance in city center of Chongqing at night 

Buildings #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 

Luminance 

(cd/m2) 

31 53 10 31 29 44 33 27 25 62 

15 45 10 33 41 43 27 48 24 63 

27 41 7 37 33 41 24 23 24 57 

30 37 11 32 36 39 31 33 29 67 

16 27 14 12 17 19 15 41 27 18 

14 25 12 18 11 14 13 36 33 29 

15 23 13 45 18 17 14 39 35 21 

14 28 16 24 19 15 11 44 27 13 

19 28 9 9 47 12 44 17 24 61 

4 23 7 15 51 19 39 14 21 59 

26 27 9 12 53 20 38 14 20 58 

10 31 8 16 50 8 46 17 22 57 

Average 

luminance(cd/m2) 
18 32 11 24 34 24 28 29 26 47 

Sky background 

brightness 

(cd/m2) 

1.18 0.62 0.16 0.62 1.1 0.95 0.38 0.81 0.21 1.27 

Average 

reflectivity, ρ 
0.34 0.25 0.43 0.52 0.27 0.38 0.34 0.24 0.29 0.57 

 

Adopt the calculation formula of diffuse reflection surface, 

Eav = Lavπ/ρ 

Eav—average illuminance, unit: lx 

Lav—average luminance, unit: cd/m
2
 

ρ—average reflectivity 

The average illuminance of 10 buildings can be approximately simplified, as shown in table 5 
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Table 5.Average illuminance of building elevation at night 

Buildings Average luminance (cd/m2) Average reflectivity, ρ Average illuminance (lx) 

#1 18 0.34 166 

#2 32 0.25 402 

#3 11 0.43 80 

#4 24 0.52 145 

#5 34 0.27 395 

#6 24 0.38 198 

#7 28 0.34 259 

#8 29 0.24 379 

#9 26 0.29 282 

#10 47 0.57 259 

China's current standard,Urban NightscapeLighting Technical Specification DB50/T 

234-2006, lists the recommended illuminance and luminance of floodlightingon buildings’ 

elevation, as shown in table 6. 

Table 6.Recommended illuminance and luminance of building floodlighting 

Average reflectivity, ρ Maintained average illuminance (lx) Maintained average luminance (cd/m2) 

0.6-0.8 150 25 

0.3-0.6 200 25 

0.2-0.3 300 25 

With reference to the recommended illuminance and luminance fromtable 6, half of 

these 10 buildings we measured exceeded the standard values of elevation illuminance and 

luminance. In order to solve the problem, it is necessary to reduce power of light source 

immediately and to carry out the rectification when it comes to urban nightscape lighting 

planning and building elevation lighting reconstruction in the future, resulting in putting an 

end to produce artificial light pollution and high energy consumption of lighting. 

3.2.  Solution approach 

A. The lighting design of each building shall be implemented strictly in accordance with 

local urban nightscape lighting planning, making a distinction between important sites and the 

lesser ones. Not every building would be illuminated by artificial lighting at night.And the 

luminance and illuminance of the illuminated building should be as different as possible with 

each other. On the basis of meeting the standards, there should be differences. 

B. Consider the influence of artificial lighting from surrounding buildings, squares and 

environment on new lighting projects. Therefore, the selected lighting parameters should be 

appropriately reduced and not use the upper limit value. By solving the contradiction between 

the new and old buildings ornight scenes, it is of vital important to discuss the new idea of 

lighting design in the process of urban renewal (Yan, et al, 2014). 

C. Limit the use of large-size LED screens. LED advertising screens have high 

luminance and illuminate the elevations of nearby floodlighting buildings, which would 

increase the surface illuminance of the latter. It is advised that many small LED screens are 

recommended for scattered arrangement; make the included angle between the normal 

direction of the LED screen and the ground less than 90°; wrap LED advertising screen in a 

special semi-open space to prevent artificial light from escaping into the sky oronto 
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surrounding buildings, which could reduce the sky background brightness and the illuminance 

of the surrounding buildings and return the naturally dark night sky to the city. 

4.  Conclusion 

Both daylight and artificial light are the physiological rhythm regulating medium and 

psychological emotional catalyst on which human beings live. In some high-density cities 

such as Chongqing and Hong Kong with poor light environment quality, urban planners 

should pay attention to the positive influence of enough natural light and appropriate amount 

of artificial light on people's quality of life. By ensuring the sunshine duration and spacing, 

preventing the abuse of urban nightscape lighting and giving light enough "breathing" space, 

we are supposed to guide light to play a positive role in urban planning instead of making it a 

scapegoat for destroying the urban ecological environment. 
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Abstract. With the development of high-density urban space, large depth high-rise
apartment plays an increasingly important role in the development of the city.
However, due to the excessive space, the indoor air is not circulating, and the air
quality is poor. There has a problem in the living environment of the apartment. In
order to improve the indoor air environment of large depth apartment buildings,
mechanical ventilation is mostly used, which will greatly improve the operating
energy consumption and the comfort in the whole building. At present, the
requirements for energy-saving and sustainable green buildings have lately received
great attention in high-rise building. Natural ventilation is an important role in green
building passive design , which plays a vital role in energy conservation and emission
reduction, improving the comfort of building environment and improving indoor air
quality. The article opens the door to research methods of building natural ventilation
optimization from the aspects of Setting double-sided vertical space , and setting the
indentation components to meet the high standards of remarkable natural ventilation.

Keywords: big depth or length of a house high-rise apartment; natural ventilation;
Green building; Passive ventilation technology

1. Research background
With the rapidly development of urbanization, the contradiction between land resources and
population surge in urban centers has intensified, and the trend of increasing building density
has intensified. At present, there is a boom in the construction of high-rise apartments in the
heart of the city. High-rise apartments are different from ordinary houses and have the
characteristics of high volume ratio, large unit density and small per capita use area. With the
improvement of people's material living standards, the quality requirements for the living
environment are also improved, and the comfortable living environment provides guarantee
for people's mental and physical health.

Although high-rise apartments maximize the satisfaction of people's use of land space,
the problem of poor air quality in apartments due to their flat organization is still to be
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resolved. This paper discusses the problems of high-rise apartments from the perspective of
natural ventilation, and proposes optimization schemes to provide reference for high-rise
apartment design.

2. Potential for Natural ventilation
There are many domestic studies on the natural ventilation of the living environment, but the
regional research mainly focuses on the hot summer and cold winter areas and the hot
summer and warm winter areas. In fact, in cold regions, the excessive season and summer
temperatures are lower than the temperature in the tropics, and it is more potential to regulate
indoor temperature through natural ventilation. For example, Beijing is located in a cold area.
The average temperature in July is ≥25°, and the average summer wind speed in Shenyang is
1.9m/s. Therefore, in Beijing, air conditioning and refrigeration are generally only started in
the summer of August. From April to July, from September to October, the window is
generally used for indoor ventilation.

3.Problems with existing high-rise apartments and simulation analysis
3.1Problems with existing high-rise apartments
Take Beijing Vanke Red Apartment as an example. Vanke Red is a point-type residential
form. The traffic nuclear and corridor are arranged in the center of the tower. The living unit
is arranged around the traffic core and the two parts of the corridor. The core is closed and the
black space is closed. There are equipment rooms and wind shafts on one side. The corridor is
arranged in combination with the core tube, and the space of the front chamber is utilized to
meet the evacuation distance, the space use efficiency is high, and the room rate is large.

As the picture shows, there are 12 household units in the standard floor, and the area of
the apartment ranges from 79㎡ to 140 ㎡. The corner unit has two orientation openings, and
the ventilation is relatively good, while the other rooms are from the same direction in a
single room-oriented airflow. Each unit has a column spacing, two openings, each opening
has a window, and the window has The form is a bay window. The internal space has a traffic
nuclear barrier, the space is not coherent, and the ventilation and ventilation effect is poor.

Table..3.1 Large top being home commonly used door model plane and location
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3.2 Simulation analysis
This simulation uses a 1:1 actual unit simulation. The inlet wind speed is the necessary

boundary condition for the calculation of the wind field. It is known from the natural
ventilation potential that the summer and transition seasons are the most commonly used
natural ventilation seasons. Therefore, the average wind speed in summer is 3.5m/s, and the
wind speed data in the database comes from Code for design of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning for civil buildings .

Table..3.2Software simulation results

As the picture shows, we can intuitively observe through the simulation results that in
addition to the better ventilation effect of the four-corner type, the room with single-sided
ventilation in the middle unit is generally a dark blue area with a wind speed of less than 1
m/s, so the natural ventilation design means to improve the central room. The ventilation
organization in each room in the suite is related to its location in the apartment. In high-rise
apartments, there are several possibilities for location: (1) at one corner of the building, with
two adjacent orientations; (2) at one side of the building, with only one orientation; each
location may be different depending on orientation Several different situations are composed,
and these cases are specifically analyzed.

In order to visually understand the improvement of the natural ventilation in the interior
of the optimized design, the natural ventilation coverage area of the pre-optimized and
optimized units is now compiled into a table for comparison. The calculation is mainly 0.2m/s
(the wind speed is the human body). The ratio of the area covered by the wind speed above
the perceived minimum wind speed to the floor area. The chart is as follows:

Maximum Air Velocity Ratio of Air Velocity and Area
before 1.44m/s 12％

                     Table.5.6maximum air velocity and the ventilation area ratio results

In the high-rise apartment adjacent to the orientation of the apartment, there are three
cases: the windward zone, the leeward zone, the windward zone, the windward direction,
regardless of the orientation, resulting in at least one apartment window Located in the
leeward area, we learned from the principle of natural ventilation that ventilation is formed
when the building opening is in a positive pressure zone and one side is in a negative pressure
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zone. The south side of the room in the leeward zone is a public corridor and a core tube, and
a public corridor. Due to the closed space, the internal space is a static wind zone, and there is
no condition for positive pressure. Therefore, there is a large area of   static air in the
room.

The ventilation effect of the apartment in the windward area is most pronounced, and
the airflow enters and exits from two differently oriented openings. The airflow is blown in
from the core function space in the south side, flows through the room, and then the indoor air
and heat are discharged to the outside by the toilet. The indoor airflow field is large, and the
ventilation path flows through the indoors. The airflow path is more selected and can be
formed. As shown in the figure below, the indoor air velocity is large. The inner living room
and the bedroom and the bathroom are arranged in two oriented rooms, and the main use
space is oriented. When the main living room and the bedroom and the bathroom form a
natural ventilation system, when the air is blown in by the toilet, harmful gases will be blown.
Enter indoors. When the kitchen and the core public space share a natural ventilation system,
the airflow from the kitchen will bring the waste gas and heat into the room, affecting the use
of the room.

The two-family type located in the downwind direction of the windward area is
affected by the direction of the airflow. When the opening direction of the unit is parallel to
the direction of the airflow, the airflow enters and exits from the openings in two different
directions. The airflow flows from the core function room and flows out of the kitchen. The
indoor airflow field is large, forming a variety of ventilation paths. The airflow can flow from
the core functional area into the kitchen or the bathroom. The two openable fans in the core
functional area are combined by different opening modes. Form different ventilation lines.
When the opening direction of the unit is perpendicular to the airflow direction or the airflow
direction, the airflow enters and exits from the same direction opening, and the two openable
fans in the core functional area enter and exit, the indoor airflow field is small, the indoor
wind speed is large, and the ventilation is large. The path is single. The main problems in
summarizing natural ventilation are as follows:

①large depth
When the outdoor wind pressure of the building is sufficient, the internal opening of the

building can be directly used to form a cross-flow ventilation. However, cross-flow
ventilation requires no ventilation of more than 6 meters on one side and no more than 14
meters on both sides, while high-rise apartments are far more than 14 meters deep. This
makes the ventilation design more difficult. Therefore, this paper mainly studies the situation
in the case of large depth. Under the organization of the double side ventilation design.

②lack of flexibility in the facade
From the above analysis, the unevenness of the facade of the building is conducive to the

formation of the space opening and the multi-directional direction, which can have the
function of guiding the wind direction and accelerating the wind speed, and the façade of the
apartment adopts a neat and flat facade, and is provided. The bay window is also on the same
plane as the protruding air conditioner.

③lack of activity public space
If a wind is to be formed in the set, the ventilation path must pass through the public

space. The closed public space causes the building to have only a small part of ventilation
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near the opening, which cannot form a wind and the internal wind pressure is insufficient.
Ventilation is only required by air ventilation.
4. Optimization design and simulation analysis
To reduce the depth of the building, avoid the formation of single-sided ventilation, and
increase the main direction of the design of the vents, we can reduce the depth and the
formation of single-sided ventilation by increasing the inner patio and adding grooves on the
outside of the building.

4.1 Enlarge the Vertical space
By adding a the Vertical space, As the picture shows, we can see from the figure that the

ventilation efficiency and ventilation surface are effectively increased, and the overall wind
speed is increased, but it is limited to the rooms on the west side and the south side of the
building, and has little effect on the east side room.

From the data analyzed, we can clearly see that the air velocity is obviously improved
increased from 1.44m/s to 2.64m/s,the ratio of air velocity and area grew by 9％.Although the
wind speed is obviously improved, the indoor airflow area is not significantly improved,
which is average peformance for indoor ventilation.

The patio is a vertical space enclosed by houses. the Vertical space can effectively solve
the problems of ventilation, lighting, fire prevention and heat prevention. It is a place where
people are close to nature. In the design of high-rise apartment buildings, the location of the
patio can be combined with the core tube of the high-rise residential building, or it can be
combined with the corridor; it can be set in layers, or the atrium space can be set up in several
floors. Therefore, for a deeper building space, the atrium can be set to reduce the plane depth
of the building. We divide the Vertical space into three categories: a central patio, a one-way
patio, and a multi-directional patio. The side of the one-way patio is connected to the outside,
and the outdoor airflow can enter the room from the side of the atrium, dividing the building
into a U-shaped layout to form a notch. The ventilation path can be used as a transition
between the indoor and outdoor spaces through the patio, passing through the patio outdoors
and flowing into the room. It is also possible to arrange corridors or other public spaces on the
outside and to use the patio as a semi-outdoor form. The former patio is directly connected to
the outdoor air, so the ventilation efficiency is higher.

Table..4.1Software simulation results

Maximum Air Velocity Ratio of Air Velocity and Area
before 1.44m/s 12％
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Due to fire protection requirements, high-rise apartments need to have fire doors in the
corridors, which blocks the ventilation path. During the design, the door can be linked with
the fire-fighting signal, and the fire door can be automatically closed only when the fire
comes, so that the fire door can be closed normally, and the ventilation path is not blocked,
which is favorable for forming a wind. Another example is the creation of public open sky
gardens and open elements as ventilation paths, which facilitate the creation of smooth
ventilation paths.

Maximum Air Velocity Ratio of Air Velocity and Area
before 1.44m/s 12％
after 1.38m/s 27％

Table.4.3maximum air velocity and the ventilation area ratio results

4.4Use large space layout
Useing large space layout can be achieved by integrating the indoor use space.

Enhancing its openness and transparency requires integration of different spaces, which can
be the functional integration of two spaces, or the functional integration of multiple spaces.
From the chart, we know that the ratio of air velocity and area grew by 14％ ,the air velocity
improved increased from 1.44m/s to1.18m/s. Although the ventilation effect is not as obvious
as the former, there is still a significant increase.

The goal is to create a smooth open ventilation path in the living space. It can be
integrated through the restaurant-kitchen, living-bedroom, living bedroom, or integrated
living and dining. The integration of individual functions requires consideration of the
opening position and ventilation characteristics of the dwelling unit. Reduce the shielding
between the two vents to avoid short-circuiting of the airflow.

Maximum Air Velocity Ratio of Air Velocity and Area
before 1.44m/s 12％
after 1.18m/s 26％

Table.4.4maximum air velocity and the ventilation area ratio results

4.5Using Empty floor
It can be seen from the above that the bulk of the building is too large to extend the

natural ventilation airflow path. The partial overhead of the building can reduce the space in
the vertical direction of the building, and the building volume can be weakened by subtracting
the large amount of the building. The building forms a notch or divides the building into
several small volumes, thus shortening the ventilation and lighting problems caused by
excessive depth. This form is more common in high-rise buildings. Introduce a large area of
public space at the boundary and inside of the building to form an open transition space.

The partial overhead of the building usually has several forms of overhead partial
single-layer, overhead multi-layer, and segmented overhead. In the plane of the building with
a patio, the overhead layer can be combined with the patio, using wind pressure and hot
pressing to work together to supply air to the interior of the building.

The public space formed by partial overhead can be used as a public activity platform for
high-rise apartments, a sky garden and other functions. According to the specific conditions
of ventilation and lighting, the corresponding spatial forms are generated, and the shadows
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and shadows generated by high-rise buildings are reduced. The impact of the natural wind has
made the natural wind more smooth, bringing green and fresh air to the interior, and the
quality of the environment has been greatly improved. It also provides a good platform for
free exchanges and activities for high-rise residents.

4.6Inner courtyard
In the design of the unit natural ventilation organization, the main space such as the

living room, dining room and bedroom is divided into a concave layout, and a part of the wall
of the living room and the dining room is opened, and the courtyard space can be formed in
the sleeve. This type of unit layout increases the opening of multiple positions, which is easy
to form ventilation, has multiple levels of space, and has an open layout to introduce natural
wind and daylight into the room. This space is similar to a concave balcony, except that its
location is in series with the main functional area. This design method is at the expense of a
certain area, so it is not suitable for small apartment apartments, which are common in
large-sized units.

4.7 Roof Garden
The roof garden is divided into a top-level roof garden and a sky garden. The roof garden

provides an active resting platform using the top space of the roof, which is the path through
which the top wind passes. The sky garden is a three-dimensional ecological design that uses
the outdoor platform of the building or the interior of the building to hollow out one or more
layers as a sky garden to create a traversing airflow.

5.Summary
In terms of this architecture, natural ventilation design includes two parts, one part is setting
the vertical space to aviod the depth plane design of high-rise residential building, another
part is design the indentation. Setting double-sided vertical space , and setting the indentation,
Both ways can significantly improve natural ventilation. The natural ventilation coverage area
is greater than that before , and the wind speed is also improved. Therefore, the ventilation
effect after optimizing the design remarkable proves the effectiveness of these optimization
design methods.
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Abstract: with the acceleration of global urbanization process and the rise of ecological
footprint index under the negative influence of human activities, climate change has
become a common problem faced by the whole human being. Its general impacts are:
first, high temperature heat wave disaster (heat island) caused by climate warming;
second, flood disaster caused by rainstorm disturbance. The author believes that in the
long process of climate change mitigation, the "process control" to evaluate the
vulnerability of urban climate change and enhance the ability of adaptation and
regulation will be the long process and necessary stage of human adaptation. In addition,
due to the high level of disaster exposure in urban high-density blocks, this paper
focuses on the high-density areas of the city, focuses on the meso block scale, explores
the impact factors of climate adaptability at the block level, looks for the evaluation
index system of climate adaptability, evaluates the climate adaptability of urban
high-density blocks, explores the climate adaptability and urban morphology, layout and
texture In order to put forward the adaptive refined urban design optimization strategy
in hot summer and cold winter area, we choose the high-temperature and rainstorm
vulnerable identification block to carry out the comparative analysis of urban space
design guidance and optimization at the meso micro level.

Key words: Climate Change; High Density Block; High Temperature Heat Wave and
Rainstorm Disturbance; Climate Adaptability Evaluation; Optimization Strategy;
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1 Introduction
According to relevant scientific research, with the acceleration of global urbanization process and the
rise of ecological footprint index under the negative impact of human activities, global climate change
has become a major issue related to the common interests of all mankind. The United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on climate change (IPCC) shows in relevant scientific statistical reports that
Among the direct or potential impacts of climate change, the global climate change factors, which are
widely distributed and need to be solved, are mainly concentrated in two aspects: first, high
temperature heat wave disaster (heat island) caused by global climate warming; second, ecological
problems such as urban flood disaster and surface water environmental pollution caused by rainstorm
disturbance [3]. The continuous high temperature weather not only affects the living conditions of
human beings, endangers the survival of animals and plants, but also further develops a series of
ecological problems such as air pollution. The heat island effect of the city also further worsens the
physical environment such as the local microclimate of the city. In addition, under the disturbance of
rainstorm, the frequent occurrence of urban flood disaster greatly hinders the production and life of
human beings, and at the same time, it will also cause a series of ecological problems There are a
series of urban ecological problems, resulting in serious soil erosion and ecological pollution of
surface water.

Fig. 1 global warming trend picture source: according to literature [1], redraw

Fig. 2 frequency of rainstorm disturbance in Tianjin in summer

Photo source: self taken by the author

Figure 3 deterioration of microclimate under the influence of

heat island effect Photo source:

https://image.baidu.com
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Due to the improvement of urbanization in China, the population of big cities is gathering
constantly, the density of human activities is high, and various economic activities are frequent,
resulting in a high level of risk exposure in the world [4], and with the continuous spread of cities, the
safety risks and exposure effects of cities in the face of various disasters brought by climate change are
equivalent to being further amplified. In the 21st century, under the background of global climate
change, China's high temperature heat wave, rainstorm, flood, drought and other disasters have
gradually become a problem to be solved [5]. I believe that although in the process of coping with
climate change, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, low-carbon management and other "source
management" is still an important solution, but in the long process of climate change mitigation It will
be a long and necessary period for human beings to improve the resilience of cities, identify and
evaluate the vulnerability of urban climate change, enhance the "process control" and "end treatment"
of urban adaptation strategies (to buffer the high temperature heat wave, heat island effect, flood and
other disasters brought about by climate change). Therefore, it is necessary to study the urban design
of climate adaptation Law and strategy will become an important research topic of urban fine design.

2 Research Trends of Climate Adaptability
2.1 Foreign Research Trends
As for the research on adaptation to climate change and climate adaptation planning and design, we
should start from the concept of adaptation1, which belongs to the category of biology, biogenetics and
species selection. It refers to the process that organisms and environmental elements adjust to each
other to achieve a relatively stable state in the process of environmental change. Liverpool, 1930 P. m.
roxby, an expert in geography at University, introduced "adaptability" into the field of geography. He
believed that human beings should adapt to the features in the process of developing and building
themselves, and emphasized the harmonious development of human and land [6]. "Adaptation" can be
traced back to Darwin's evolutionism and natural selection of species. At the end of the 19th century,
the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change (IPCC) pointed out that in the process of "adapting to
climate change", cities and human systems should actively adjust and buffer all kinds of potential risks
and disasters brought about by climate change, including the short-term foreseeable And the long-term
and future unforeseen [7], since then, climate adaptive design has officially entered the relevant fields
of urban planning, and countries around the world actively promote the exploration of new ideas for
climate adaptive material space planning and design. In addition, many countries in the world have
also actively explored the government response mechanism for climate adaptive design. The UK is at
the forefront of the world in dealing with climate change. In 2004, the UK government issued relevant
policies, focusing on the planning and design in the community, and put forward relevant adaptive
guidance and emission reduction strategies [8]; then in 2007, it proposed that climate change factors
should be included in In the level of macro Regional Planning [9], and actively explored the
relationship between urban design system and climate change, such as spatial structure layout, energy
use, land use of various material elements in the macro regional level. In the field of coping with
climate change, the United States focuses on storm surge, typhoon, rainstorm, high temperature and
vulnerability. In 2003, the Federal Highway Administration of the United States Department of

1The concept of "adaptability" originated from the biological category at first, which refers to the adjustment and
adaptability of all kinds of organisms to environmental factors after they change, and then it was introduced into the related
fields of urban planning and meteorology.
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transportation, based on the infrastructure such as roads and transportation, explored the vulnerability
assessment of transportation facilities to adapt to climate change, and proposed corresponding
optimization strategies [10]; New York is a city with frequent disasters such as rainstorms and typhoons,
so the New York government also accumulated In 2008, Jonathan Bernett, a planning scholar, made a
factor correlation analysis on the floods, typhoons and other disasters brought by climate change to the
city, and tried to explore the spatial model of adjustment and adaptation at the macro, meso and micro
levels of the region [11]; Peng Zhongren and others established an evaluation index system for Miami
The vulnerability assessment of climate change has been carried out for infrastructure such as
transportation network [12] [13]. The German government has actively promoted the research on the
regional and urban climate map [14] [15], aiming to conduct overlay analysis on climate related factors
such as rainfall, temperature, air pollution, etc., divide the region or city into climate zones, draw
climate zone maps, and guide the regional development and construction at the macro level.

At the same time, with the development of digital technology and geographic data, the
combination of spatial planning and climate factors, socio-economic development factors and other
indicators and data is more and more easy to achieve. Therefore, countries around the world are also
actively promoting the research on local climatic zones LCZ [16]. In the early 1930s, Howard, a British
climatologist, first discovered the temperature of cities and suburbs In 2016, Jan geleti CZ and Michal
Lehnert focused on climate vulnerability assessment and zoning research of European cities based on
the meso micro scale using GIS [18], which is more refined and has the potential to The research and
classification methods of operability and guidance value further promote the coupling research of GIS
and other digital technologies, planning and climate related data.
2.2 Domestic Research Trends

At present, under the background of more frequent impacts of climate change, research on
climate adaptability in China has begun to take shape. At present, there are researches on public space
planning strategies for high temperature change and rainstorm disaster brought about by climate
change [3], policy response mechanism for climate change [19], and social equity and spatial positive for
climate change Research on the urban design mode of Yi [20]. Hong Liangping, Hua Xiang, etc. put
forward that urban planning should strengthen adaptability to climate change at the level of technical
policies, measures and tools, such as urban planning system and compilation system [21]; Tang Yan,
Zhou Tong, etc. explored the drawing and use of climate map based on multi-element overlay analysis
[14], in order to provide multi-scale climate change data and space for urban planning and designers
Visualization of layout [22]; Tang Yan, Chen Kai and other scholars have deeply explored the research
methods of refined urban design of local climate zoning, and introduced the practical methods of local
climate zoning into the field of urban physical space design, strengthened the guidance and support of
climate for planning, and proposed urban design strategies and optimization models of green space
and open space based on different climate zoning Formula [23]; Zeng Jian, Wang Xinyu and other
scholars proposed planning and response strategies from the perspective of comprehensive prevention
and control strategy system of high-temperature disasters, and further studied the high-temperature
and high-risk vulnerability zoning, in order to identify the high-temperature and high-risk vulnerability
area scientifically, and take corresponding planning with targeted "targeted" measures Measures[24];
CAI Yunnan, Wen Zhaopeng, from the perspective of improving urban resilience and adaptability,
tentatively put forward adaptive planning technology system [25]; management extracted valuable
design experience from the adaptability related planning practice in New York and London, and
proposed that it should be constructed from vulnerability assessment to adaptability strategy, then to
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adaptability planning implementation, finally to adaptability The adaptive design and feedback
mechanism system of the implementation evaluation [26], put forward the theoretical construction ideas
from the relatively perfect urban adaptive planning system.

2.3 Research Review
Generally speaking, the research on climate adaptability in urban planning field of our country

mostly focuses on two climate dimensions: high temperature vulnerability caused by global warming,
urban flood disaster under rainstorm disturbance and storm flood safety management. The research
methods and strategies are mainly focused on two perspectives [27]: the "source governance" to
mitigate the occurrence and further deterioration of climate change, such as low-carbon cities and
other related research; in addition, more attention is paid to exploring the urban design technology
system in the case of climate change, and the related concepts are mainly resilient cities, sponge cities,
climate vulnerability assessment and optimization, etc It aims to enhance the adaptability, resistance
and resilience of the city to various climate disasters such as high temperature heat wave, rainstorm
and flood through spatial adaptability and elastic design. Western countries' researches on climate
adaptability are mostly based on some background, combined with the classical planning theory of
planning sages, relevant committees, governments or international organizations issue relevant
policies and response mechanisms. Contemporary research institutions and experts and scholars carry
out various types of climate adaptability research under the corresponding concept and framework.

3 Research Technology Route and Method
Based on the research perspective of micro block scale in this paper, the author selects Tianjin
high-density block for the research of relative micro level. Firstly, the concept of climate adaptive
block (climate adaptive unit) will be put forward, and the relationship between micro block and space
elements such as building layout and thermal environment comfort will be found, so as to build a good
thermal comfort design strategy, In addition, in terms of rainstorm disturbance factors, we should
explore a good layout and design mode to alleviate rainstorm disturbance, accelerate "digestion" and
restore the normal operation of block units (systematically explore the state and mode of urban design
system when the block adapts to climate change factors such as high temperature heat wave and
rainstorm disturbance), and explore the effects of block ecological environment factors and spatial
environment factors on climate change Based on the simulation analysis, this paper explores the
optimal climate adaptive ideal block model, establishes the block design strategy based on
microclimate comfort and the block unit design mode from the perspective of rain and flood safety to
guide the specific urban design strategy of different climate sensitive zones, and explores the possible
layout mode through coupling analysis , block scale, development intensity and the layout structure of
various ecological elements, in order to put forward the implementation oriented urban design strategy
and climate adaptation oriented refined urban design strategy on the block scale, good connection area,
urban level and micro building climate adaptation construction level, and try to put forward guiding
design mode at the architectural level, such as green The concrete design or transformation strategy of
color building and climate adaptive building.
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Figure 5 research technology route and method at micro level

Photo source: self drawn

4 Establishment of Climate Adaptability Impact Index System
4.1 Carding of Factors Affecting the Adaptability of Rainstorm Disturbance

Table 1 sorting of relevant indicators of rainstorm disturbance

author Title of monograph or
document Key indicators

Ranhao
Sun(201
2)

Cooling effects of
wetlands in an urban
region: The case of
Beijing

Wetland type/Wetland area(km2)/ LSI/Distance from
downtown(km)/Turning Distance/Temperature Difference

臧鑫宇

陈天
(2013)

《绿色街区城市设计策

略与方法研究》

水气候灾害预警/水气候灾害防治/水气候灾害处理/水体规模/地表

径流/渗透率/生态排水系统/市政管网普及率/自然湿地净损失/渗
水铺装材料占有率

夏岩妍

冷红
(2014)

《严寒地区村镇规划方

案气候适应性评价体系

研究》

道路断面形式/河道断面形式/护坡（驳岸）控制

马冰然

曾逸凡

《气候变化背景下城市

应对极端降水的适应性

绿色屋顶/雨水花园/渗透铺装/雨水桶/植草沟/子汇水区面积（hm2）
/透水部分洼地蓄水深度（mm）/平均入渗速率（mm/h）
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曾维华
(2014)

方案研究——以西宁海

绵城市试点区为例》

张福祥

舒平
(2016)

《海绵城市背景下城市

街头绿地水适应性景观

设计研究--以天津市和

平区为例》

道路边界适水设计/建筑边界适水设计/竖向设计/铺装材质

李光晖

杨青娟
(2017)

《可持续雨洪管理下绿

地和雨水管网协同优化

决策指标研究》

控制年径流量/恢复河湖水系生态岸线/保持地下水位稳定/管网漏

损利用/雨水渗入量控制/透水面积比例/雨水管管径/各级管网铺设

率/管网网化度/管网联通指数/管网覆盖率/应急管理/生态足迹指

数/绿色屋顶覆盖率/不透水下垫面径流控制比例/

Source: self drawn by the author

4.2 Carding of Factors Affecting Adaptability of High Temperature Heat Wave

Table 2 sorting out relevant indexes of high temperature heat wave adaptability

author Title of monograph or
document Key indicators

黄媛

李保峰
(2010)

《夏热冬冷地区基于节

能的气候适应性街区设

计方法论研究》

建筑密度/容积率/街道高宽比/主要朝向/方向性街道宽度比/

王楠
(2010)

《寒地城市滨水空间适

应性设计研究》
空间要素：道路与滨水空间布局关系/滨水建筑尺度/滨水空间界面

Ranhao
Sun,
Ailian
Chen
(2012)

Cooling effects of
wetlands in an urban
region: The case of
Beijing

Wetland type/Wetland area(km2)/ LSI/Distance from downtown(km)/
Wetland temperature(◦C)/ Turning Temperature/Turning
Distance/Temperature Difference/Temperature gradient

夏岩妍

冷红
(2014)

《严寒地区村镇规划方

案气候适应性评价体系

研究》

主要道路走向/建筑高度/建筑体型/建筑布局/断面形式/河道断面

形式/护坡（驳岸）控制/

齐梦楠

姬凌云
(2016)

《北京商业步行街微气

候适应性空间优化研究》

建筑密度、容积率、街道高宽比、建筑高度、街道走向、建筑布

局模式、水体缓冲覆盖率、下垫面材质、天空开阔度、建筑围合

度、建筑色彩、屋顶绿化

Nedyom
ukti
Imam
Syafii
(2016)

Experimental Study on the
Influence of Urban Water
Body on Thermal
Environment at Outdoor
Scale Model

Influence of shadow and wind/air temperature/water
temperature/thermal radiation and exhibit/Spatial distribution/Spatial
distribution/Global solar radiation/Background climate

Hong
JinTeng
Shao(20
17)

Effect of water body forms
on microclimate of
residential district

Local microclimate regulation/tree species diversity/landscape
pattern index/environmental subsystem/environmental quality/display
degree/social benefit/landscape naturalness/landscape visual
enjoyment/overall landscape

张丛通

滋雨
(2017)

《城市休闲广场水体布

局的微气候效应研究》
街区内水体尺度/水体分散度/水体形态/水体布局

Source: self drawn by the author

4.3 Establishment of Evaluation Hierarchy and Index System
4.3.1 Index Evaluation Hierarchy

Based on the main problems caused by climate change - high temperature heat wave and
rainstorm disturbance, the analysis of two dimensions and multiple objectives under each dimension,
combined with the analysis of spatial components of high-density blocks, it can be concluded that the
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climate adaptability evaluation index system of high-density blocks is composed of target layer, sub
target layer, criterion layer and indicator layer (as shown in Figure 6).

Figure 6 hierarchical structure of climate adaptability evaluation system for high density block

Source: self drawn by the author

Target layer: the improvement of climate adaptability of high-density block is the overall goal of
its spatial adaptability, and the adaptability of rainstorm disturbance and high temperature heat wave
are the sub goals of the two dimensions under the overall goal.

Criteria layer: the two dimensions have different objectives and emphases of climate adaptability,
so their requirements for the adaptability of block space are also different, so each criterion item
should also be different.

Index layer: the index layer is the materialization and quantification of the criterion layer, with
more emphasis on the material elements of the block space layer, as well as the coupling mechanism
between the spatial elements and each criterion. It belongs to the lowest layer of the hierarchical
structure and has a direct role in guiding the implementation and optimization. The setting of
evaluation index should be determined according to the content of relevant theoretical research,
standard requirements and the application and implementation of planning and construction.
4.3.2 Establishment of Index System

Through expert consultation and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, combined with the above two
dimensions of climate adaptability in the relevant literature, the index set is finally relatively scientific,
perfect and closely combined with the research perspective.
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Figure 7 technical route of index database establishment and screening

Photo source: self drawn by the author

From the index database, we select the indexes that are more closely related to the block
level research to retain, and discard the indexes that are less related or not related to the meso
level. Through questionnaire, interview, expert consultation, correlation analysis, regression
analysis, etc., the evaluation index system of water climate adaptability of urban high-density
blocks under the perspective of resilience is finally determined (see Figure 4-1 / table 4-5).

Table 3 Establishment of evaluation index database of block climate adaptability

Target layer
A

Sub target
layer B

Criterion
level C

Indicator level D(spatial
element) Factor explanation

A
Climate

adaptability
of block

B1
Rain flood
safety and
resilience

C11Rainwater
discharge
capacity

D111 surface permeability Permeability of ground material to water

D112 vertical design and
slope Vertical design, catchment area, etc

D113 drainage network
density

Layout density of drainage network in the
block

D114 distribution of
surface inlets

A catchment area often corresponds to a
drainage outlet. The number and distribution
of drainage outlets affect the surface runoff

D115 drainage system and
redundancy drainage efficiency of drainage facilities

C12Rainwater
storage
capacity

D121 green space rate
(including landscape water
surface)

Proportion of green space area in block area

D122 Green Infrastructure green space inside the block, Yuhong garden
and other facilities

D123 water collection
capacity of the leachable
area - water collection

capacity of green space, rainwater garden and
other leachable areas in the block

D124 underground water
storage body and water
storage capacity - water

storage capacity of rainwater wells, water
storage bodies and other facilities in the block

C13Rainwater
circulation rate

D131 rainwater treatment
and purification facilities

Purification and treatment of rainwater
resources in the block

D132 utilization degree of
rainwater

resources utilization of rainwater resources in
the block

C14 Space
adaptability

D141 development
strength

Building density, plot ratio and other spatial
parameters

D142 corridor and other
buildingconnection
facilities

second floor corridor and other flood control
and evacuation facilities

D143 connection degree of
open space

connection degree of green space, water body,
road and square
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D144 vegetation
configuration

different vegetation types of arbor, shrub and
grass will have different blocking effects on
rainwater, thus affecting surface runoff to
different degrees

D145disaster early
warning, treatment and
post disaster support
system

block communication, protection,
transportation and rescue and other disaster
prevention and emergency treatment facilities
system

B2
Microclimate
efficiency
adaptation

C21Adaptation
ofspace
environment
elements

D211 development
intensity

The intensity of block development will affect
the scale of open space on the ground, thus
affecting the construction of microclimate by
water environment

D212 block building
layout

The overall layout of the block will affect the
construction of microclimate in the block

D213 height combination
of waterfront buildings

The different combination of building height
of waterfront will affect the microclimate
construction of water environment

D214openness of
waterfront

The open degree of waterfront interface will
affect the water vapor infiltration

D 215Waterfront distance
of block

The relationship between the block and the
waterfront water body will affect the building
of microclimate in the block (distance from
the water body, utilization degree of
microclimate in the water body, etc.)

C22
Adaptation of
ecological
environment
elements

D221 green space rate Proportion of green space area in block area

D222 scale and form of
waterfront water

The scale and size of the water body,
straight-line type, curved type and other
different water bank forms

D223Water distribution
and connectivity inblock

The effect of water cooling and
humidification will affect the construction of
microclimate in blocks

D224 plant water
environment compatibility

The plant arrangement in the block will affect
the microclimate construction in the block

Photo source: self drawn by the author

5. Strategies for Improving Climate Adaptability of High-density BlocksBased on Factor
Orientation
5.1 Compound Block Function Optimizes Block Space Layout
Improve the function mix and optimize the spatial layout of the blockThe safety objectives of
rainwater and flood in the block are: reducing runoff, rainwater retention, increasing the proportion of
leachable area, rainwater purification and collection. Optimize the spatial layout, plan a good block
surface layout, reduce surface runoff, and optimize the microclimate environment. Main measures for
rain and flood safety: focusing on the utilization of external waterfront conditions, the optimization
strategy of measures is proposed from three aspects of structure, spatial layout and site measures.
According to the different nature of the land, the sunken green space (playground), permeable ground,
permeable parking lot and square shall be reasonably arranged. Combined with the regulation and
storage measures such as artificial wetland and rainwater regulation and storage pool, the rainwater
shall be retained and stored on the spot, so as to control the rainwater runoff of the development plot.

The urban planning and design layout of high-density blocks, the combination forms of buildings
of different heights, the outdoor space environment of residential areas and the materials of
environmental construction will have a certain impact on the block climate, that is to say, the
important influencing factors of the climate adaptive design of urban residential areas. Therefore, from
the perspective of planning and design, it is the most economic and effective measure to minimize the
possibility of urban climate problems. From the results of climate simulation, the planning and design
principles of residential areas are summarized as follows: (1) the building orientation should be
considered to conform to the dominant wind direction in summer, so as to facilitate the timely flow
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and discharge of hot air in summer and alleviate the effect of community heat island. (2) the central
area of the block shall be arranged with certain open space, with green space or water surface as the
best. On the one hand, it is a place for outdoor activities and recreation of residents, on the other hand,
it is also a place for regulating solar thermal radiation in residential areas, which can increase the
absorption of solar thermal radiation in daytime residential areas, and also accelerate the release of
absorbed heat at night. (3) on the basis of meeting the road traffic demand, reducing the road coverage
and increasing the planting of arbor and crown trees with larger crown can effectively reduce the
intensity of heat island in residential area. (4) for the hardened road or square in the block, the building
materials with good water permeability and strong heat radiation absorption capacity shall be selected.
(5) planting trees in the building area and corner area can effectively reduce the adverse corner wind
and narrow valley wind. (6) reasonably plan the building density, building plot ratio and building
layout.

5.2 Combing Corridor System in Accordance with Ecological Elements
In the planning and design of block, we should pay attention to the design of corridor system,

including road corridor and landscape corridor. We should pay attention to the combination design of
corridor and open space. In the design of open space, we should pay attention to the joint design with
climate adaptive infrastructure, which is similar to the "ecological infrastructure" or "green
infrastructure" in eco city design, not only including traditional drainage facilities, wetlands, forests,
etc., but also including underground water collection unit modules, roof water collection facilities,
greenways, landscape corridors, rainwater Garden and other elements form an organic and networked
climate adaptive infrastructure system through mutual connection and coupling design. The system
can not only provide the starting point and end point for wildlife migration and ecological process, but
also manage the rainstorm naturally, reduce the harm of flood water, improve the quality of water and
save the cost of urban management. In terms of space capacity, it is necessary to meet certain green
space rate index requirements according to the correlation between climate adaptability and it, so as to
achieve the purpose of block water resources "retention" and recycling. In addition, the public
participation awareness of residents should be strengthened to make the concept of water collection,
water saving and water resources recycling deeply rooted in the people's mind, so as to truly achieve
the "open source and reduce consumption" at the block level.

Figure 8 cross section of rain flood safety corridor

Photo source: self drawn by the author
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Figure 9 roof greening and climate adaptive infrastructure construction

Source: https://image.baidu.com/

In addition, attention should also be paid to the medium and micro level of rainwater
collection, rainwater recycling, reclaimed water system design, rainwater and sewage
purification. Therefore, the design strategy of block space based on the intensive utilization of
water resources should focus on the following three aspects: (1) rainwater collection and
recycling: Design of water collection facilities, coupling design of seepage ground and
collection device, coupling design of underground drainage facilities and water collection
facilities, and construction of suitable water infrastructure, etc; (2) recycling of domestic
sewage: Design of reclaimed water recycling system, design of water suitable buildings, open
space system, climate adaptive infrastructure, utilization of water body conditions, green
space rate and surface water permeability ratio, etc; (3) improvement of water-saving concept
and consciousness: feedback mechanism of design, planning and design management,
construction implementation, supervision and inspection, etc.

Figure 10 function of green facilities such as grass planting ditch

Photo source: self drawn by the author

Figure 11 intention of rainwater and flood safety improvement

facilities in block 11 Photo source:

https://image.baidu.com/

In the space design of the block, the corridor should be combined to enhance the
intensive use of water resources and the planning of water storage facilities. In the early stage
of investigation, the drainage system should be designed in coordination with the division of
catchment area and micro basin, so as to combine the artificial drainage with the natural
drainage and minimize the interference of ecological footprint on the natural drainage. In the
stage of block space design and urban design, we should fully consider the adaptability of
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water resources intensive utilization in the aspect of space environment design. We need to
focus on the construction of water infrastructure and the coupling design of open space
system and water infrastructure. For example, when the artificial drainage of the block is
considered, the precipitation or domestic sewage in the block shall be kept by infiltration,
storage and storage, and the water resources shall be recycled by certain water quality
optimization technology. In addition to the domestic use, it can also be combined with the
waterscape view in the block, so as to maximize the efficiency of the circulating water, that is,
the underground drainage of the block is required Water system design, open space design,
green landscape distribution, surface pavement design should meet the requirements of water
infiltration, water storage, rainwater collection, rainwater recycling and other blocks for
intensive use of water resources. In addition, the existing technical system and new materials
can be considered for underground rainwater collection. For example, in the construction of
water sensitive cities in Australia, in order to strengthen the recycling and good storage of
water resources, the developed three-dimensional centralized water storage module unit
(Figure 12) is located underground and works well with the drainage system to maximize
rainwater collection and form water resources Recycling of sources and reduction of surface
runoff.

Figure 12 technology integrated water collection unit module of Graf company in Germany Source: Rambol

atelier Dreiseitl, Germany

Figure 13 schematic diagram of rainwater and domestic sewage resources collection and recycling in the block

Source: httpwww.ctoutiao.com
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5.3 Improve Engineering Facilities and Strengthen the Block Disaster Prevention System
In the aspect of prevention and control of rainwater and flood safety engineering, good meso

design strategy and spatial adaptive design are needed to meet the needs of rainwater and flood safety
prevention and control, and reduce the impact of rainwater and flood safety related disasters such as
flood disaster on the block. Therefore, the meso design strategy mainly focuses on: (1) the early stage
of material space research: the research and exploration of topography, climate conditions, soil
geological conditions, etc; (2) the stage of spatial planning and Design: land layout, vertical design,
open space system, climate adaptive infrastructure, utilization of water conditions, green space rate
and surface water permeability ratio, etc; (3) implementation and construction stage of planning and
Design: feedback mechanism of design, planning and design management, construction
implementation, supervision and inspection, etc.

Figure 14 spatial adaptive design strategy based on rain flood safety protection

source: self drawn by the author

Green infrastructure is an important engineering safety facility, which can reduce the generation
of surface runoff through biological retention, natural degradation, wetland purification and other
measures when rainwater occurs. Through physical and biological means, it can achieve the
purification and collection of rainwater, enhance the infiltration of rainwater, and realize the
sustainable reuse of rainwater resources. This process needs to pay attention to the surface Through
the management and control of rainwater resources, the flood control capacity of the city is enhanced,
the content of groundwater resources is increased, and the safety of the city is guaranteed.
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Figure 15 rain flood safety climate adaptability measures and element design

Source: self drawn by the author

Figure 16 rainwater flow

Photo source: self drawn by the author

The street design should pay attention to the use of rainwater garden, water storage tank, filter,
wetland and other measures to regulate the urban surface runoff. Roof garden + shallow grass ditch
rainwater collection and storage system has a wide application prospect in small-scale space, which is
worth popularizing. Most of the systems are installed near public buildings and road squares, and the
burden of urban drainage network can be relieved through the decentralized control of rainwater To
conserve groundwater resources. This technology is more in line with the actual situation of Tianjin,
and is widely used in the arid and rainless cities in the north of China aiming at ecological construction.
Make it closer to the original natural state of the surface. The establishment of this system can not only
increase the utilization rate of rainwater resources, but also improve the urban ecological environment
and increase biodiversity, which is an essential part of urban construction.

In the aspect of infrastructure planning, first of all, it is necessary to conduct a more detailed
investigation on the basic material space of the block, focus on the meso micro watershed, sort out the
environmental factors of the surface micro watershed of the basic units such as slope and gully, which
can well determine the specific catchment area and surface rainwater path, so as to make a good
division of the urban micro watershed. For example, the United States federal government should The
New York City Flood zoning (Figure 5-1) made by the sustainable urban development agency under
the Emergency Management Bureau can provide data and technical support for further block land
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layout and vertical design in block design. Based on the above watershed division or relevant
rainwater and flood zoning, through the relevant rainwater and flood simulation analysis of SWMM
and other software, the flood level analysis and runoff of different micro watershed zoning are carried
out, so as to guide the land layout at the meso block level and make the block better meet the
principles and objectives of rainwater and flood safety prevention and control. In the vertical design of
the block, we should pay attention to the design of the catchment area and the division of the micro
watershed, use the natural drainage as much as possible, and drain nearby. In addition, we should
increase the "sponge body" of the block water storage as much as possible to reduce the surface runoff.
The design of the sponge body should be well combined with the open space system, increase the
green space rate of the block, and increase the proportion of the surface permeable area, such as
setting the permeable area In addition, the comprehensive capacity of drainage, water storage, water
storage and seepage should be strengthened to realize the prevention and control of rainwater and
flood safety.

Figure17 100 year flood zoning in New York City

Photo source: FEMA website

Figure 18 Singapore drainage basin division source: Rambol atelier

Dreiseitl, Germany

Figure 19 urban drainage micro watershed division in Singapore

Source: Rambol atelier Dreiseitl, Germany
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6. Empirical Analysis on Climate Adaptability of YujiapuOffice Block
6.1 Basic Situation of the Block
Yujiapu (P ù) is located on the North Bank of Haihe River in Binhai New Area of Tianjin. It faces
Haihe River in the East, West and south, and reaches Xingang road in the north. The planned land area
is 34400 square kilometers. It is the core area of Binhai New Area's central business district. It mainly
has the functions of financial innovation base, urban business, high-end business, urban tourism, living
and living. The central government has approved the construction of the first low-carbon
demonstration town in Tianjin Yujiapu financial district. The block belongs to the typical business
office (business and business office) block, which focuses on hotel, business and office functions. It is
also the main typical model of block development and construction in China's large and medium-sized
cities, especially in the development and construction of new towns. Therefore, the research and
evaluation has certain representativeness of business office block.

Figure 20 location analysis of Yujiapu

Source: self drawn by the author

6.2 Assessment on the Adaptability of Safety and Toughness of Rainwater and Flood in Block

Figure 21 analysis of elevation and slope

Source: self drawn by the author

According to the elevation analysis and slope analysis of the area, it can be found that the overall
terrain of the area is relatively flat, and the adjacent area in the West has a certain slope. The treatment
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and discharge effect of rainwater and flood in the relatively flat block is poor, and the natural
advantages of surface drainage are no longer available, mainly with the aid of underground drainage
network. The terrain with a reasonable slope on the surface of the relevant literature is more conducive
to the safe drainage of the block and the reduction of surface runoff. In addition, in terms of surface
water permeability, the situation of the residential block is general. The block lacks good greening and
infiltration space, most of which are hard squares. The surface rainwater outlets are reasonably
distributed, mainly located on both sides of the block road and around the square. The drainage system
is rainwater sewage diversion. The pipeline redundancy is good, and the green area ratio is high. The
rainwater garden, sunken green area, grass planting ditch and other rainwater safety green ecological
facilities have certain planning and design, but the scale is not enough, and the landscape is strong, but
the rainwater safety function is low. In addition, the green roof water collection device and vertical
greening are better than the above two blocks, the internal plant configuration of the block is good, the
arbor, shrub and grass configuration is more reasonable, the shrub plants are conducive to play the
biological blocking effect, reduce the surface runoff, and the water collection capacity of the leachable
area is low. The height difference design of green space is poor, and the rainwater collection capacity
is also low in the flower beds above the surface. At present, there is no underground water storage
body in the block, so rainwater treatment and purification facilities should be considered, and the
utilization of rainwater resources should be strengthened. There is no corridor and other building
connection facilities in the block, but the open space has a good connection, forming a safety and
landscape corridor. Disaster early warning, processing and post disaster support system and intelligent
facilities are in good condition.

Figure 22 generalized division of rain flood safety model in study area

Source: self drawn by the author

Table 5 key data analysis of simulation value

Return
period / a
rainwater

runoff
coefficient

drainage peak
value (L / s)

rainwater
drainage time / h

collection amount / L

5 0.633 14.88 9.50 893
10 0.653 16.95 10.00 1270
100 0.691 20.34 14.25 1880
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Figure 23 front square of jialihui mixed block, Tianjin
Photo source: self taken by the author

6.3 Evaluation on Adaptability of Microclimate Efficiency of Block
First of all, it analyzes the selection and layout of the blocks, and makes a research plan. In this

study, the following six points are selected. In summer, the mobile meteorological station is used to
collect the physical environment data and measure the micro climate conditions of the blocks, on the
one hand, it verifies the accuracy of the simulation data, on the other hand, it analyzes the current
situation of the micro climate of the blocks and selects the most suitable time for simulation and
experimental analysis Inter node.

Figure 24 layout of survey points

Source: self drawn by the author

Figure 25 current situation of survey points

Source: self drawn by the author

Current measurement of microclimate (temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc.) in the block:
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according to the data collection of five mobile measurement stations, it is found that the highest
temperature in the area often occurs near 14:00 p.m. in summer, so the Microclimate Simulation Data
of the block is extracted from 14:00 p.m. data.

The following is the analysis of microclimate (temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc.)
measurement in the block.

Figure 26 data processing of Yujiapu temperature and humidity

Figure 27 data processing of solar radiation and wind speed in Yujiapu

Source: self drawn by the author

Through the simulation of temperature, humidity, wind speed and other microclimates in Yujiapu
high-density commercial block, it can be seen that the adaptability of microclimate efficiency of the
block is at a good level, the development intensity of the block is high, but the building density is low,
forming a large sparse and dense space effect, the waterfront area of the block is lack of bottom aerial,
but for the large-scale water infiltration landscape corridor Considering and planning and design, the
cooling and humidifying effect of water environment is strengthened, and the effect of summer wind
corridor is strengthened. Through the change rate of wind speed, it can be seen that the wind speed of
landscape corridor between buildings has a certain change, and the situation of still wind area is less.
The block building layout adopts the combination form of point layout and podium, and the height
combination of waterfront buildings is good, which basically considers the gradual decline of the
height facing the sea water environment. Considering the openness of the waterfront interface, the
temperature of the block is between 33.5-34.5 ℃ in summer afternoon. The scale of waterfront and
Haihe Water Body in the block is large, and the shape of water body is an ideal model - "linear type".
It is necessary to further optimize the utilization of water climate efficiency. There is a lack of layout
of water facilities in the block, and the coordination between plant configuration and water
environment is also low.

The following figure shows the current simulation of microclimate (temperature, humidity, wind
speed, etc.) in the block:
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Figure 28 simulation results of current temperature and distribution of grid temperature range in current block Photo

source: self drawn by the author

Figure 29 temperature range distribution of each grid in the current block

Photo source: self drawn by the author

Figure 30 simulation results of current humidity and distribution of grid humidity in current block
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Figure 31 simulation results of current wind speed and distribution of grid wind speed range in current block

Figure 32 simulation results of current wind speed change rate and distribution of grid wind speed change rate range in current

block

Source of all the above simulation analysis diagrams: self drawn by the author

6.4 Spatial Optimization Model Guided by Climate Adaptation Objectives
According to the above optimization strategies, the climate adaptability of Jiapu office block is

optimized. The microclimate utilization is improved mainly through the strategies of bottom overhead,
corridor combing, vegetation allocation and green space rate improvement. According to the
optimization strategies, the block space is transformed. After the transformation, SWMM rain flood
safety simulation, envi-met microclimate simulation are carried out, and then compared with the
current situation Analyze and verify the value of control indicators and optimization strategies.
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Figure 33 comparison between current situation and reconstruction

Source: self drawn by the author

6.5 Simulation Verification and Comparative Analysis of Implementation Effect
6.5.1 Adaptability Analysis of Rain Flood Safety and Toughness

In terms of rain and flood safety and resilience, through increasing the layout of "sponge" such as
grass planting ditch, sunken green land and green infrastructure, in the rain and flood safety simulation,
the surface runoff coefficient and flood peak flow are significantly reduced. In addition, through space
optimization, the combination degree of ecological infrastructure such as green grass planting ditch in
the vertical design of the block is greatly improved The capacity of rainwater collection in the space
has been significantly improved. In terms of surface water permeability, through increasing the
greening and infiltration space of the block, the rainwater infiltration can be improved, among which
the rainwater safety and green ecological facilities such as rainwater garden, sunken green land and
grass planting ditch have greatly improved the rainwater collection capacity of the block. By
increasing green roof water collection device and vertical greening, water storage body, rainwater
treatment and purification facilities, the utilization of rainwater resources in the block is also greatly
improved.
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Table 6 key data analysis of simulation value

Return
period / a
rainwater

Adoption of
climate

adaptation
improvement
strategy

runoff
coefficient

Reduction
rate/%

drainage
peak value
(L / s)

Reduction
rate/%

rainwater
drainage
time / h

Reduction
rate/%

collection
amount / L

5
Before 0.633 — 14.88 — 9.50 — —
After 0.248 60.82% 5.23 64.85% 4.75 50.00% 1300

10
Before 0.653 — 16.95 — 10.00 — —
After 0.250 61.72% 6.56 61.30% 5.25 47.50% 1980

100
Before 0.691 — 20.34 — 14.25 — —
After 0.252 63.53% 8.02 60.57% 6.00 57.89% 2679

Source: self drawn by the author

Figure 34 runoff coefficient comparison

comparison
figure 35 drainage peak / (L / s)

figure 36 rainwater drainage time / h

comparison

6.5.2 Adaptability Analysis of Microclimate Efficiency
Through the simulation of the microclimate factors such as temperature, absolute humidity,

relative humidity, wind speed and wind speed change rate in Yujiapu high-density commercial block, it
can be seen that the adaptability of the microclimate efficiency of the optimized block is at a good
level. On the basis of ensuring the constant development intensity, the block carries out the bottom
overhead of the waterfront interface, and implants the two-layer corridor system, building height The
adjustment has formed the spatial effect of large sparse and dense, increased the combination of
large-scale water infiltration landscape corridor within the block, strengthened the cooling and
humidifying effect of water environment, and strengthened the effect of summer monsoon corridor.
Through the optimization of wind speed change rate, it can be seen that the wind speed of the
landscape corridor between buildings has a certain change, the situation of quiet wind area is less, the
optimized block wind speed is more stable, the quiet wind area and vortex area are reduced, and the
human comfort is more comfortable. The building layout of the block adopts the combination form of
point layout and podium, and the optimization of the block focuses on the gradual decline of the
environmental height facing the Haihe River. Considering the opening degree of the waterfront
interface, the water body of the waterfront and Haihe River in the block is large, and the water body
shape is an ideal model - "linear". In the strategy, the plant configuration is added along the waterfront,
the joint effect of green space and water body is strengthened, the water climate efficiency is further
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optimized, and the scattered water body and landscape design are arranged in the block Application,
plant configuration and further good coordination with the water environment.

The following figure shows the comparison between the current simulation and the optimized
simulation of microclimate (temperature, absolute humidity, relative humidity, wind speed and wind
speed change rate, etc.) in the block:

Fig. 37 envi-met temperature simulation results (current

situation)

Fig. 38 envi-met temperature simulation results (optimization)

Fig. 39 simulation results of envi-met absolute humidity

(current situation)

Fig. 40 simulation results of envi-met absolute humidity

(optimization)

Figure 41 simulation results of envi-met wind speed (current

situation)

figure 42 simulation results of envi-met wind speed (optimization)
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Figure 43 simulation results of envi-met wind
speed change rate (current situation)

Figure 44 simulation results of envi-met wind
speed change rate (optimization)

Epilogue
Based on the above research on the influencing factors and index system of block climate adaptability,
this paper puts forward the corresponding design strategies of block climate adaptability, aiming to
enhance the strengthening and connection of the meso level in the study of the relationship between
the city and climate change. The meso level climate adaptability is conducive to the real
implementation of macro climate adaptation, and strengthen the relationship between macro control
and micro architecture and climate change The relationship between them forms a meso level "climate
adaptability unit", which lays the material space foundation for the good climate adaptability of the
whole city. This chapter first studies the case of climate adaptive block, and uses its climate adaptive
planning strategy for reference. Then, according to the relevant factors of climate adaptability of block
and its preliminary index system, it puts forward the space design strategy of climate adaptive block at
the meso level, which is based on the following dimensions: the space adaptive design strategy based
on the rain flood safety protection, and the space adaptive design strategy based on the rain flood
safety protection The space design strategy of microclimate adaptability is proposed as the element
guidance of the block urban design system: around the three dimensions of the block functional layout
optimization, the block corridor system fit, and the block engineering facilities improvement.
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Abstract：In order to study the movement and variation of air flow in Dunhuang 
Mogao grottoes in natural ventilation state. The effective ventilation length of natural 
ventilation in single opening grottoes was discussed. Field experiment test and 
numerical simulation were carried out in Cave 100 of Dunhuang Mogao Grottoes. The 
results show that the airflow speed in the cave is inversely proportional to the distance 
from the cave gate. When the wind speed at the cave gate is 0.20 m/s in summer, the 
airflow speed drops to zero at 4.5 m from the cave gate and is basically at rest. And 
when the wind speed at the cave gate is 0.65 m/s in winter, the airflow speed drops to 
zero at 8.5 m from the cave gate and is basically at rest. That is, the effective ventilation 
length of the cave is 4.5 m in summer and 8.5 m in winter. The research results show 
that the natural ventilation of single-opening caves has certain limitations. Many places 
in the caves are in windless areas. Determination of the effective length of natural 
ventilation in caves, which lays a theoretical foundation for improving the air quality 
in the caves and reducing the CO2 excess caused by too many tourists in the caves. 
 
Key words： 
Mogao Grottoes natural ventilation;Effective ventilation length;Numerical simulation  

 

 

1.  Introduction 
Mogao Grottoes are located on the Western wall of the eastern foot of Mingsha Mountain, 
adjacent to Sanwei Mountain in the southeast, and facing the Dunhuang Oasis and Beach 14km 
away in the North[1] . Extending 1680 km from north to South, there are 492 caves with murals 
and sculptures. It is the largest and most exquisite Buddhist art treasure in the world today. It 
has extremely important artistic and archaeological values throughout the world[2].  
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The murals and sculptures in the Mogao Grottoes can be preserved for thousands of years, 
mainly due to the relatively stable environment inside the caves[3]. And Related studies have 
shown that the temperature and humidity in the caves will directly affect the preservation of 
murals and cultural relics. The main diseases that appear in the murals now are ultimately 
caused by changes in the temperature and humidity in the caves[4.5]. And the natural ventilation 
of the caves will cause air exchange inside and outside the caves, and at the same time cause 
changes in the temperature and humidity in the caves. Therefore, the study of the natural 
ventilation of the caves is of great importance to maintaining a stable protection environment 
in the caves[2] And prior to this, the relevant researchers conducted experimental calculations 
of the air exchange rate of the caves under different conditions such as different levels of the 
Mogao Grottoes, the nature of the caves, the size of the main room, the presence of ramps, and 
the presence of tourists[6]. And at the same time, in rainy weather, the high humid air outside 
the cave exchanges with the air inside and outside the cave, resulting in an increase in humidity 
in the cave, resulting in damage to the murals[7]. However, so far, the ventilation research in the 
Mogao Grottoes in Dunhuang has only focused on qualitative analysis. Studying the air 
exchange mechanism inside and outside the Mogao Grottoes, as well as the power and laws of 
air exchange inside and outside the caves, and the maximum effective length of ventilation, it 
can lay a solid theoretical foundation for the protection of Mogao Grottoes. 

 
2.  Experimental 
2.1.  Experimental object 

Cave 100 of Mogao Grottoes was chosen to test the airflow speed in the cave. Cave 100 is 
located on the first floor of the Southern District of Mogao Cave. It belongs to a large-sized 
cave. The cave faces east to the West. The only cave door faces east. The remaining three sides 
are located inside the mountain and can be approximated as a single opening. building. Cave 
100 consists of two parts: the ramp and the main room, in which the main room is divided into 
two parts: the main body and the shrine. The main body size is approximately 9.3  m×9.3 
m×7.6 m. And the size of the shrine is approximately 5.0 m×2.0 m×4.0 m. It is located at the 
rear of the main room, about 1.0m from the ground. And the size of the ramp is approximately 
3.0 m×6.8 m×4.0 m. Cave 100 is an overburden cave. There are 8 existing statues in the cave, 
and murals are painted on the walls (Figure 1). 

  
Figure 1：Grottoes 100 flat map and elevation map 

2.2.  Experimental instruments 

The test used the Swedish SWEMA 03+ microanemometer, which can simultaneously test 
and collect wind speed and temperature. The probe size is approximately 195×93×36(mm), and 
the relevant parameters are shown in table 1. 
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Table 1：SWEMA 03+ microanemometer Parameter 

Instrument Properties Instrument value 

Instrument name microanemometer 
Instrument model SWEMA 03+ 

Measurements range 0.05-3m/s 
Measurement accuracy ±0.03m/s or ±3% 

Maximum measurement frequency 100HZ 
Response time T90＜0.2s 

This test uses a bracket to fix the instrument at a height of 900 mm. The probe is facing the 
direction of the cave door. The actual test picture is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2：Field reality map of experimental instrument 

2.3.  Experimental programme 

The test was conducted at Cave 100 on January 9th 2019 and September 21st 2019. Test 
instruments were installed at the cave gate, the ramp, the junction between the ramp and the 
main room, and the main room. The distance between the four measurement points from the 
cave doors is 0 mm, 3400 mm, 6800 mm, and 11450 mm. Respectively, and they are all 
arranged on the central axis of the cave, the distance from the ground is 900mm, the position 
of each measurement point is shown in Figure 3. And the probes are continuously measured. 
At the same time, the temperature of the atmosphere outside the cave were measured. 
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Figure 3：Distribution of wind speed measurement points 

2.4.  Experimental result 

The results of the test data processing are as shown in Figure 4. The results show that along 
the door to the main room direction, with the increase in depth, the wind speed gradually 
decreases until it is stationary. The wind speed at each measurement point fluctuates during the 
test stage, and the closer to the door, the greater the fluctuation. This is also due to the 
uncertainty of the airflow.  
2.4.1. Summer experimental results 

The test point 1 is arranged behind the door, and the wind speed fluctuates around 0.20 
m/s during the entire test phase; The test point 2 is arranged in the center of the ramp, and the 
wind speed fluctuation is relatively smaller than the test point 1, and the wind speed is about 
0.075 m/s; The test point 3 is located at the junction of the ramp and the main room and the test 
point 4 is located in the geometric center of the main chamber plane, this two test point can 
hardly test the airflow movement and is basically at rest. 
2.4.2. Winter experimental results 

The wind speed fluctuates around 0.65 m/s during the entire test phase at test point 1; The 
test point 2 is about 0.35 m/s; The test point 3 is about 0.15 m/s while the test point 4 can hardly 
test the airflow movement. 

  

Figure 4：Distriwind speed at measured points (summer and winter) 
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3.  Numerical simulation 
3.1.  Model building and grid division 

The establishment of a physical model has an impact on the size of the calculation amount. It 
is necessary to establish a model that can meet the needs of simulation and is as simple as 
possible[8]. And the size of this model is established according to the true size of the cave's flat 
and vertical maps. In order to simplify the analysis of physical models, the five Buddha statues 
in the cave are no longer modeled. 

This grid division adopts the form of a hybrid grid combining structured and unstructured 
grids. It is mainly formed by tetrahedral grids and contains hexahedral, vertebral, and cuneiform 
grids in appropriate locations. It is divided once every 2.5 cm. The boundary clearance door are 
set to walls, modeled and divided in Gambit as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5：Grottoes model and grid diagram of Cave 100 

3.2.  Boundary Condition Setting 

The simulated wall surface temperature of the cave was set to be measured on January 9th 
2019 and September 21st 2019, using an infrared thermometer. The specific data is shown in 
Table 2. The thermal properties of wall materials are defined as: Density 1600 kg/m2, Specific 
heat capacity 680 J/（kg · K）, Thermal conductivity 0.20 w/（m · K）[9]. 
Table 2：Temperature value of wall surface of Cave 100 

Position 
Temperature （K） 

Position 
Temperature（K） 

Summer Winter Summer Winter 

Back wall of main room 294.15 276.95 Floor 294.65 274.25 

East wall of main room 294.65 276.25 East wall of ramp 294.15 274.85 

West wall of main room 295.15 276.55 West wall of ramp 294.65 274.55 

Upper wall of main room 295.65 278.35 Upper wall of ramp 295.15 275.05 

Front wall of main room 294.15 275.95 Front wall of ramp 295.15 272.85 

3.3.  Simulation results 

The distribution of the air flow speed of the cave at a height of Z= 0.9 m is shown in Figure 
6. Intercepting the axis in the direction of depth: X= 4.65 m, Y=0~16.10 m, Z= 0.9 m, the air 
flow velocity chart of the cave facade, as shown in Figure 7. 
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3.3.1. Summer simulation results 

It can be seen from the figure 5 that the wind speed at the cave gate is the largest, about 
0.20m/s, and gradually decreases as the depth increases. After the center of the ramp, it is 
basically stationary. 

It can be seen from the figure 6 that when the air flow speed will be zero, The depth of 
entry is about 4.5 m. Therefore, the effective ventilation length of Cave 100 in the experimental 
cave in summer at an outdoor wind speed of 0.20 m/s is 4.5 m. 
3.3.2. Winter simulation results 

It can be seen from the figure 5 that the wind speed at the cave gate is the largest, about 
0.65 m/s, and gradually decreases as the depth increases. The speed at the center of the ramp is 
about 0.35 m/s, and the speed at the connection between the ramp and the main room is about 
0.12 m/s, which is close to the measured value. 

It can be seen from the figure 6 that when the air flow speed will be zero, The depth of 
entry is about 8.5 m. Therefore, the effective ventilation length of Cave 100 in the experimental 
cave in winter at an outdoor wind speed of 0.65 m/s is 8.5 m. 

  
Figure 5：Distribution of air flow speed in Cave 100 (summer and winter) 
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Figure 5：Air flow velocity points towards the depth of Cave 100 (summer and winter) 

4.  Conclusion 
Based on experimental tests and numerical simulations of the air velocity of Cave 100 of the 
Mogao Grottoes, the following conclusions are obtained: 

(1) The Mogao Grottoes were built in the east of Mingsha Mountain, in addition to being 
connected to the outside world through the cave gate in the East, the rest are inside the mountain 
and belong to a single-opening natural ventilation model. The air exchange inside and outside 
the cave is affected by the wind speed outside the cave and the temperature difference inside 
and outside the cave. 

(2) During the test period, the airflow speed distribution in the cave ranged from 0~0.20 
m/s in summer and 0~0.65 m/s in winter, and the speed size was inversely proportional to the 
depth of test point. The scientific nature and authenticity of the test were verified by numerical 
simulation. The simulation results showed that: The velocity of the air flow is related to the 
depth of the cave. 

(3) Since the cave is a single-opening natural ventilation model, there is an effective 
ventilation length for natural ventilation. The effective ventilation length of Cave 100 is 4.5 m 
in summer and 8.5 m in winter through experiment and simulation. And the potential 
connection between the depth of entry length and the size of the entrance wind speed is obtained, 
to lay the foundation for subsequent research on universality. 

5.  Expectation 
The protection of Dunhuang Mogao Grottoes is imminent, and the natural ventilation of caves 
plays an important role in the protection of caves. Therefore, it is of great significance to study 
the universality of effective ventilation length in caves. In the follow-up work, the team and the 
author will study the universality of effective ventilation length in the caves, find out its laws 
and characteristics, and popularize and apply the research results in all caves. 
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Gentrification Phenomenon Influence on the Renewal of 
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Abstract. Minor historic districts refer to historical places with few historical sites, but 
retain important historical and humanistic information. Their architectural styles, 
blocks capes and other blocks reflect the traditional features and national characteristics 
of a certain historical period. In the renewal of such districts, usually the model of real 
estate development is dominant, economic interests are often the most important. 
Meanwhile, social and cultural benefits are marginalized, resulting in high-income 
people having “Filter Effect” and "Extrusion Effect" on low-income people , that is, 
gentrification phenomenon in urban renewal. Developers and other groups with more 
discourse power have more advantages in the process of renewal, and the interests of 
the residents of the middle and low income groups are easily ignored and harmed. The 
purpose of this paper is to study the impact of gentrification phenomenon on the 
renewal of minor historic districts, and try to put forward corresponding strategies with 
the concept of "Inclusive Renewal". 

 

Keywords: Gentrification Phenomenon; Minor Historic Districts; Traditional 
Characteristic Districts; Inclusive Renewal 

1.  Introduction 
In 2017, China's urbanization rate reached 57.96%. Chinese development has caught up with 
the western urbanization process for more than 200 years in nearly 40 years, and the 
achievements have attracted worldwide attention.1But this achievement has also led to many 
conflicts of interest and social contradictions. 

In the competition with the high-income class, the low-income class is at a disadvantage 
in the distribution of urban spatial resources. In the early stage of urban development, the 
middle and low-income people lived in the edge of the city. Because of the rapid urbanization 
process, the original edge of the old city rapidly developed into the edge of the city center. Due 
to the great changes in the relative location, the location value of the low-income and middle-
income sections, that is, the Minor Historic Districts, has been significantly improved. Under 
the urban construction mode dominated by real estate development, they have been demolished 
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in large areas, and replaced by modern high-rise buildings and various high-end residential 
buildings. 

Residents are forced to move to the edge of the city. People's life style, the function, nature 
and social structure of the city center have also changed dramatically in the large-scale 
demolition and reconstruction. This kind of constructive destruction has threatened the 
compatibility and continuity of urban form.2 

2.  Minor Historic Districts 
There are about 20 studies on Minor Historic Districts in China, and before 2016, there were 
many titles, such as atypical historic blocks and non historic blocks. The 2016 Annual National 
Planning Conference proposed the concept of non protected block, and then the relevant 
research is called Minor Historic Districts. Based on the above research, the Minor Historic 
Districts refers to the block which is located in the center of the old city, with less historical 
relics and fails to meet the standard of historical area, but retains important historical and 
cultural information. Its architectural style, block landscape and other blocks reflect the 
traditional style and national characteristics of a certain historical period. 

Most of the Minor Historic Districts are ordinary blocks for the citizens living at the 
bottom of the city, which act as the "bottom" in the "bottom of the city map". As the "bottom" 
of the city, it is fragmented, scaled, and universally representative. Compared with other 
heritage protected by cultural relics, it has a more comprehensive value and is an indispensable 
part of the city's historical cross-section. 

Table 1: Concepts in related research on Minor Historic Districts in China 

Author(
s) Time 

Magazi
ne Title Concept Definition 

姚兢 2008年 
同济大学

建筑设计

及其理论 

非典型历史街区再生

——上海泰康路街区
空间形态演化研究 

Atypical historical 
block 

In the central area of the old city, the blocks that are not specially protected, have certain historical and 
cultural values, and can more completely reflect the characteristics and historical features of a certain 

period. 

李恒兴 2012年 
北方工业

大学 
北京白纸坊街区更新

研究 
Minor historical and 

cultural block 

Generally speaking, it refers to the old city blocks that are not classified as historical and cultural blocks, 
which have a slightly weaker cultural value compared with historical and cultural blocks, but are usually 

adjacent to historical and cultural blocks. The transformation has a more obvious impact on the urban 
texture and context of the old city, once occupying an important position in the history of urban 

development, but few urban and architectural remains. 

王方 2013年 
建筑与环

境 

非典型历史文化街区

保护规划的困境与策

略 

Atypical historical 
and cultural block 

With a certain historical value, the unit is classified as the core protection scope or protection scope, and 
the laws and regulations of each region have no clear terms for protection, and the protection object is 

marginalized. 

吴敏，王

琳 
2014年 规划师 

记忆的缝合：城市非

典型风貌区旧城更新

景观规划 
Atypical area 

It refers to those urban areas which are not typical, whose characteristics are not very prominent and 
whose ages are not very long. 

魏瑞 2014年 
内蒙古科

技大学 

城市更新背景下的非

历史性街区空间重构

研究 

Minor historical and 
cultural block 

Generally speaking, in the old city, some of them are not classified as historical blocks but not industrial 
heritage protection areas. Some of them have certain historical and cultural value, but are not listed as 
"historical blocks". Some of them are weaker than the historical blocks in cultural value, but they are 
usually adjacent to the historical blocks. In the process of transformation, they have a more obvious 

impact on the urban texture and context of the old city. They have developed in the city. The exhibition 
occupies an important position in the history, which can reflect the regional characteristics of urban 

culture, religion, humanities, customs, etc. it has a complete neighborhood relationship, but there are few 
old urban blocks with urban and architectural remains. 

曾卫 陈肖
月 

2014年 
城市规划

年会 
非历史街区的传统老

街的保护性更新研究 
Traditional old street  

Remove the "historical areas" of "historical and cultural blocks", that is, those old streets with certain 
historical features and historical values that have not yet reached the evaluation standard of historical and 

cultural blocks. 
刘  健  
黄伟文  
王  林  
石  楠  
阳建强  
王世福 

2017年 城市规划 
城市非保护类街区的

有机更新 
Minor Historic 

Districts  

陈昱均 2017年 
中国房地

产业 

关于国内非保护类街

区更新改造的一些思

考 

Minor Historic 
Districts 

Some existing blocks and factory areas that have not reached the level of historical and cultural relics 
protection, but also bear the memory of the city, such as the old urban areas and industrial areas, villages 
in the city and other general urban areas except historical and cultural blocks gradually formed after the 

liberation. 

马威; 赵
伟; 王先
鹏; 贺志华 

2017年 
城市规划

年会 

旧城中心区非保护类

街区有机更新存在问

题与对策研究——以
宁波市江厦街道为例 

Minor Historic 
Districts  
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戴竞锋，

张瑜，潘

宜 
2018年 

城市规划

年会 

社区营造模式下的非

保护类历史街区更新

研究——以武汉市洞
庭街片为例 

Minor Historic 
Districts 

General urban areas other than historical and cultural blocks that do not reach the level of historical and 
cultural relics protection but bear the memory of the city.  

朱一凡; 邵
美琪; 陈锦
富 

2018年 
城市规划

年会 

基于空间句法的非保

护类历史街区更新方

法探宄——以武汉市
花楼街历史地段为例 

Minor Historic 
Districts  

姜文欣 2018年 
华中科技

大学 

非保护类历史街区的

城市修补对策研究 
——以武汉洞庭街为

例 

Minor Historic 
Districts 

It refers to the block with general value and fame and certain historical and historical remains, but it is a 
secondary historical and cultural block that has not reached the relevant national standards in terms of the 

proportion of historical remains and the integrity of features. 

岳佩; 徐创
新; 卢冠廷 

2018年 大众文艺 
城市非保护类街区的

内涵及其有机更新策

略 

Minor Historic 
Districts 

Urban space is a comprehensive area with rich history, culture and natural resources, including residence, 
landscape and commerce, which can reflect the local characteristics, unique representation and conditions 

to become a city card. 

唐瑜慧，

任绍斌 
2018年 

城市规划

年会 

城市更新中非保护类

历史街区再生性研宄

——以“武汉天地”为
例 

Minor Historic 
Districts 

There are a certain number of historical buildings in the block, but there is a certain gap between the block 
and the excellent historical buildings in the historical value and style integrity, so it is not classified as the 
core protection scope or protection scope, and the relevant national laws and regulations do not have clear 
terms to protect the marginalized historical blocks. 

李会娟，

许熙巍，

李在辉 
2018年 

城市规划

年会 

基于空间句法的非保

护类街区更新路径研

宄——以天津河东区
津塘路片区为例  

Minor Historic 
Districts 

It refers to a number of urban blocks of various types, such as the old urban areas and industrial areas, 
urban villages and other general urban areas except historical and cultural blocks gradually formed before 
and after the founding of new China. 

 
3.  Gentrification Phenomenon on Minor Historic Districts 
3.1.  Gentrification Phenomenon 

In the 1970s and 1980s, after the upsurge of suburbanization, western developed countries 
showed a new social phenomenon: the relatively rich replaced the original low-income groups, 
and reconstructed the social stratum of the declining neighborhood in the city center. Western 
scholars call this phenomenon "gentrification". 3 

The traditional gentrification has three universally recognized characteristics: first, 
gentrification occurs in the historical and cultural value / attractive but declining urban center. 
Second, the physical conditions of the community such as housing and landscape have been 
improved and improved. Third, the high-income class outside the community and the low-
income class within the community are replaced. At the same time of improving the community 
housing and landscape, the low-income people in the community are forced to move out.4 

3.2.  Gentrification Phenomenonon Minor Historic Districts 

Under the condition of market economy, because of the income gap, the location value of 
housing will have a great influence on the choice of housing for different classes. 

In the early stage of modernization, the high-income class can choose the urban center 
area with high location value, while the low-income class can only choose the residential area 
with low price, which is located at the edge of the city. Because the Minor Historic Districts is 
located at the edge of the city, the location value is weak, so the low-income class mostly 
chooses such area. Due to the lack of sufficient capital investment, its space environment 
quality is low. 

The updated high-end industries in the urban center need the support of low-end industries, 
and the comprehensive consumption needs the supply of a large number of service labor. The 
Minor Historic Districts have become the foothold of these low-end industries and labor 
forces.5At the same time, because most of Minor Historic Districts are adjacent to the historical 
blocks, and they are interrelated and influenced each other in the development process, Minor 
Historic Districts to some extent undertake the low-income groups filtered by the gentrification 
of the historical and cultural blocks. 

After the rapid development of the city, the urban residential area that was originally in 
the urban fringe area has become the urban center area. Because the general income of the 
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original residents in the block is average, the superior location and the ultra-high value of the 
block make the developers who pursue the maximum benefit can only raise the house price, 
which makes the original residents unable to bear the renewal cost, which should have improved 
the living conditions for the majority of residents. The renewal of the old city, on the contrary, 
has become the main culprit for the expulsion of residents, leading to the contraction of 
commerce, the disintegration of the old neighborhood relations, and the change of the 
residential structure of Minor Historic Districts. 6 

 
4.  Gentrification Phenomenon Influence on Minor Historic Districts 
4.1.  Positive influence 

The most positive effect on the gentlemanization in the literature on the phenomenon of 
gentlemanhood is that it has the positive effect of reviving the old city. It is believed that the 
migration of middle- and high-income residents will further attract investment and increase tax 
revenue, thus driving the service in the residential area. Improvements in facilities are often 
used by the government to carry out the revival of the old city settlements.7The academic 
community generally agrees that the gentleman can repair the original defeated housing, 
refurbishing public spaces and activity venues in the community, improving the physical 
conditions such as the living landscape in the community, and making the originally messy 
community space clean and tidy. 

Most of the Minor Historic Districts are the residences of low-income people in the urban 
development stage. Therefore, in the context of the rapid development of the city as a whole, 
due to the replacement of the location value of Minor Historic Districts, it has become a factor 
restricting urban development to a certain extent. The “gentlemanization” of the social structure 
of the block can introduce a large amount of investment to improve the quality of the space in 
the area, so that the updated space quality of the unprotected historical block can match its 
location value. 

4.2.  Negative influence 

Although gentrification can promote the rapid renewal of the city, it will destroy the original 
stable social structure in the community and make the original social environment disintegrated. 
Gentrification will force the interruption of the spontaneous and short-term neighborhood flow 
of Minor Historic Districts, and break up the neighborhood connection, which will force the 
low-income residents to move out. 

The concept of modern industrial civilization advocates efficiency and rapid return of 
capital, which weakens the relationship between people and public space. Although the so-
called efficient use of space improves the capacity of regular activities such as work, travel and 
sightseeing, it is difficult to be compatible with informal and more "human" activities such as 
playing chess, playing cards, chatting and walking. There are a lot of "human feelings" in non 
conservation historic blocks, recording the urban activities of ordinary urban residents, and the 
"gentrification" of blocks will directly clear or greatly weaken the emotional ties in blocks.8 

 
5.  Inclusive Renewal Concept of Minor Historic Districts 
5.1.  Inclusive Renewal Concept 

The concept of inclusive renewal comes from the concept of inclusive growth in economics, 
which means that we should not only focus on economic growth, but also pay attention to 
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vulnerable groups, pay attention to fairness and justice, and ensure that everyone can share the 
growth of development achievements. 

In 1993, the "Habitat II" conference took the concept of equality, diversity and 
infrastructure construction as the core of the conference. In 2016, the "Habitat III" conference 
emphasized the concept of inclusiveness and proposed that urban development should achieve 
inclusiveness, which requires that attention be paid to "people", the protection of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms, and the promotion of fairness, justice and sharing.9 

Therefore, the connotation of "inclusive renewal" in the field of urban planning is to take 
people as the center, pursue equality, protect the value of social and cultural diversity and urban 
diversified development, attach importance to the sharing of public space and service 
construction, as a system and implementation of value concept guidance planning, which is the 
value standard of urban construction and development.10 

5.2.  Guiding Significance of Inclusive Renewal Concept to Minor Historic Districts 

Under the condition of market economy, the low-income class is naturally distributed in the 
urban fringe, and lags behind the rapid development of the urban center. But it is precisely 
because of this relative lag that the Minor Historic Districts better record the history and cultural 
spirit of the city. Time can create emotional concentration. When time is long enough, the past 
functional objects will be transformed into the current emotional objects. 11so when urban 
efficiency is no longer the only standard to measure urban renewal, people's pursuit of the city 
will rise to the city's history and emotion Nostalgia and Urban Space justice. Under the new 
historical conditions, the residents of Minor Historic Districts have the opportunity to fight for 
their "urban rights" 

Under the guidance of inclusive renewal concept, the renewal and transformation of Minor 
Historic Districts can effectively weaken the negative impact of gentrification on the renewal 
of Minor Historic Districts, and better play the positive impact of gentrification. 

 
5.3.  The strategy of "inclusive renewal" for Minor Historic Districts 

5.3.1.  Building a balanced participant.The value feature of Minor Historic Districts is that the 
spatial location is highly integrated with the built environment and social capital, so it is not 
suitable for simple separation, or the cost of simple replacement separation is huge. 

Therefore, the core of development model innovation is to establish a benign win-win 
relationship among owners, tenants, investors and operation service providers through urban 
renewal in the built environment. 

First of all, change the role of the government, keep the dominant position of the 
government unchanged, focus on providing services, build multi-party cooperation platform, 
and give the community reasonable and independent power. Secondly, standardize the 
intervention of developers, guide them by the standardized access mechanism, encourage 
market forces in a reasonable way, and ease social conflicts. Then, we should cultivate 
community organizations, improve the public participation system, so that community residents 
can really participate in the community renewal. 12 
5.3.2.  Change the disadvantage of "old and old" into the later advantage of "culture and 

emotion". 
In recent years, people pay more and more attention to the protection of traditional culture, and 
they flock to the places with traditional culture and the traditional culture Cultural consumption 
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has become a new trend. This is the value and advantage of Minor Historic Districts. However, 
due to the imperfection of infrastructure and the low quality of urban space, this kind of value 
performance is more recessive, which needs to play its maximum value through reasonable 
excavation and development. 

Therefore, the "weak" local culture of Minor Historic Districts will become the late 
development advantage of Minor Historic Districts, and Minor Historic Districts will also 
become the concentrated display place of urban characteristics. 
5.3.3.  Enrich community space and improve public service.In order to protect the existing 
diverse culture and space of the old city community to the maximum extent, a small-scale and 
gradual renewal method is adopted to study the small-scale, diversified and organic 
characteristics of the self-organization formation of non conservation historical blocks. 
According to the needs of residents and the budget of funds, multiple progressive renewal action 
plans are decomposed. 

We will improve the infrastructure of Minor Historic Districts, improve the spatial quality 
of Minor Historic Districts, and increase the service capacity of communities. Because most of 
the Minor Historic Districts are residential areas, and most of them are located in the urban 
center, the radiation impact on the surrounding areas should be considered to improve the public 
service, and the comprehensive design should be carried out across regions. 

6.  Conclusion 
Due to the change of location value in the process of urban development, the gentrification of 
Minor Historic Districts is caused. This paper studies the impact of gentrification on Minor 
Historic Districts and analyzes its positive and negative impact on Minor Historic Districts. It 
is concluded that gentrification is helpful to the inflow of renewal funds of Minor Historic 
Districts and to the acceleration of renewal process, but at the same time, it will damage the 
social environment and social structure of the blocks, resulting in the social disruption of Minor 
Historic Districts Layer. 

On this basis, this paper proposes that under the guidance of inclusive renewal concept, 
urban renewal can effectively play the positive impact of gentrification on Minor Historic 
Districts, and reduce the negative impact, so that Minor Historic Districts can effectively play 
their unique value as "urban bottom" in the process of renewal. 
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Abstract: With the rapid development of the economy, people's requirements for urban 
environmental quality are getting higher and higher. As the core city of 
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao  Greater  Shenzhen  is  increasingly  Bay   Area,    
 short of land for urban development. In the context of high-density cities, urban 
renewal is an effective way to rejuvenate the city. From the perspective of 
“macro-renewal” and “micro-renewal” of the city, this paper takes Shangsha and Yutian 
Village as examples to illustrate the current urban renewal options. Study the best 
strategies for different types of urban renewal projects from the aspects of physical 
space and environment, sustainable living, cultural inheritance, and regenerative 
capacity shaping. 
Key words: high density, urban renewal, innovation, sustainability 
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1 .Background Study 
After nearly 40 years of rapid development in Shenzhen, the contradiction between land and 
space has become increasingly prominent. The urban development of Shenzhen  has 
gradually begun to transform from the “incremental expansion” to the “stock optimization” 
development model. During the “Twelfth Five-Year Plan” period, Shenzhen’s urban renewal 
supplied land 6.8km2, accounting for 44% of the total area of the city’s Construction land. 
Under the market-oriented urban renewal model, the urban renewal of the “Twelfth Five-Year 
Plan” period in Shenzhen has achieved remarkable results. As of December 31, 2018, 
Shenzhen has accumulated a total of 746 planned projects,1 with a total demolition scale of 
approximately 58 square kilometers. The commercial land supplied through the urban renewal 
has surpassed the bidding and auctioning land, and has become an irreplaceable means for 
urban spatial sustainable development and functional optimization. 

Urban renewal is essentially a cross-cycle investment, the average primary development 
cycle is 5-8 years. Therefore, economics is also a major decision factor in the choice of urban 
renewal model. Based on the “Shenzhen Urban Renewal Measures” promulgated in 2009, 
Shenzhen has established an renewal mechanism of “government guidance and market 
operation”, and has formed a unique and fully market-oriented urban renewal management 
model nationwide. On March 22, 2019, "Shenzhen City Village (Old Village) Comprehensive 
Renovation Master Plan (2019-2025)" pointed out: Starting from the height of urban 
development strategy, aiming at accelerating the construction of the socialist modernization 
pioneer zone, in order to improve the quality of urban development and to enhance the 
competitiveness of the city as the core, fully consider the flexibility of urban development, 
retain a certain proportion of urban villages during the planning period, rationally and orderly 
carry out the renewal of urban villages in Shenzhen, gradually eliminate security risks, 
maintain urban texture, inherit historical context, guarantee low-cost space, improve facilities, 
improve environmental quality, and achieve sustainable and comprehensive development of 
urban villages. 

From the expansion of urban space, high-quality development, environment and security 
enhancement, the urban renewal model at this stage is divided into “macro-renewal” and 
“micro-renewal”. 

 
Shenzhen City Renewal Project, the number of plans for each type of project over the years 

(Source of the chart: “Review and Outlook of the 10th Anniversary of Urban Renewal of 
Urban Renewal in 2019” (one urban renewal group)) 

1  One urban renewal group.White paper on urban renewal 2019[Z],2019. 
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Vitality map of various districts of Shenzhen Urban Renewal Project 

(Source of the chart: “Review and Outlook of the 10th Anniversary of Urban Renewal of 
Urban Renewal in 2019” (one urban renewal group)) 

 
2 .Urban renewal and innovation 
The development of the city itself has a process of continuous renewal and transformation. 
Generally speaking, it is divided into three forms: the first is reconstruction development, in 
order to promote economic and social recovery and development, the slums and dilapidated 
buildings in the city center are cleared, the design plan is re-designed, and the architectural 
appearance of the old city is thoroughly improved. The second is rectification development. 
With the improvement of the old urban environment and the increase of employment 
opportunities, some middle-class families have gradually returned. In order to improve the 
living environment, the old urban areas have been remodeled, expanded, partially demolished, 
Maintenance and maintenance measures; the third is community reconstruction, with the 
improvement of people's historical and cultural protection awareness and reflection on urban 
planning and construction patterns, community reconstruction has become the mainstream 
model of urban renewal. 

With the advent of the post-industrial era, the industrial parks in the urban area of 
Shenzhen have been no longer match the existing industrial development trends. Therefore, 
the mission of the industrial zone is basically completed, and new industrial types, spatial 
status, and cultural creativity are needed to match the new development requirements. For 
example, the Tairan Industrial Zone in Chegongmiao, represented by the financial services 
industry, and the eastern industrial zone of OCT, represented by cultural creativity, the old 
industrial zone is also activated by the mode of micro-renewal or demolition-rebuild. 

The innovation of urban renewal is mainly reflected in the two aspects of planning 
concept and management system. With the continuous deepening of the requirements for the 
development of new urbanization, “macro-renewal” or “micro-renewal” mainly focuses on 
people-oriented from the perspective of industry and spatial planning, the transformation of 
human settlements, the inheritance of historical contexts, and build the vitality of sustainable 
development, this trend has basically become the choice of the future development of the city. 
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3 .Shangsha Village mode 
Shangsha Village was built in the Southern Song Dynasty 800 years ago. In June 1992, with 
the urbanization process in Shenzhen, Shangsha Village was transformed from rural to urban 
community.2 In August 2013, it was approved by the municipal government to be included in 
the urban renewal unit plan. The update mode was demolition and reconstruction, and the 
demolition and reconstruction area was about 154,000 square meters. In 2017, it was included 
in the Shenzhen key investment project plan, with a total construction area of 1.262 million 
square meters. After re-planning, the floor area ratio exceeded 9.0, which has become a 
veritable high-density city model. 

The renovation of Shangsha is in the transformation of the entire Chegongmiao-Jinsha 
area. It together with Qianhai, Shekou, Houhai and Shenzhen Bay Headquarters bases to build 
the economy of Shenzhen Bay Area, which is an indispensable part of the economic 
development of the Bay Area. As early as 2012, the Jinsha area was used by the government 
as a key area for upgrading and industrial space layout. “Dajinsha Area is the first large area 
in Shenzhen to implement contiguous planning and reconstruction.” The contiguous planning 
is conducive to coordinating the living environment, industrial planning and public facilities, 
which is conducive to intensive use of land and achieve the optimization of development 
efficiency. 

The Shangsha Village Urban Renewal Project is located in Futian District, which is the 
administrative, cultural and business center of Shenzhen. In the face of huge demolition and 
reconstruction projects, how to innovatively realize the future city through planning, 
industrial support, cultural inheritance, ecological sustainability, and healthy living. It can be 
said that the Shangsha Village Urban Renewal Project has practiced in these aspects. And 
explore. The five future urban genes that integrate technology, art, nature, design and 
creativity have evolved into a benchmarking interface in the Bay Area. 

Planning Leading: Complete a closed loop through office, residential, commercial, 
cultural, and ecological, and fully activate this area by radiating to the perimeter through 
convenient transportation and attractive business models. 

Industry Support: Based on the correlation with Chegongmiao and Jinsha District, it is 
endogenous and attractive, and constitutes a balance of supply capacity, driving the entire 
area. 

Cultural heritage: through the bell tower, the banyan market, the ancestral hall, the time 
corridor, etc., leaving the cultural symbols, places and memories of the original village, and 
presenting the culture of the original village in a creative way and carrier through modern 
technology and art. 

Ecological sustainability: The entire demolition and reconstruction scope fully 
implements green building standards, and at the same time integrates low-impact 
development and vertical greening into the overall planning and architectural monolithic 
design to create a sustainable foundation for low-tech systems. 

Healthy Habitat: Introduce the LEED, WELL, BREEAM standard system to fully realize 
healthy living, and create a touchable and perceptible health and ecological living 
environment from the aspects of architecture, materials, air quality, water quality, comfort, 
lighting, sports, etc. 

2 https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E4%B8%8A%E6%B2%99%E6%9D%91/17650010?fr=aladdin 
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It can be seen from the above aspects that mentioned Sha Village model represents a 
macro-renewal model, which integrates planning, industry, cultural heritage, ecological 
sustainability, and healthy living in a unified and systematic way to match Shenzhen's future 
urban model. In Shenzhen, where urban expansion space is limited, urban renewal of villages 
is an effective choice for releasing and improving land supply, which is an effective way to 
achieve a city vision of high quality development. 

 

 
Schematic diagram of the reconstruction area of the Shangsha Village update unit 

(Source of the chart: Announcement on the “2013 Shenzhen Urban Renewal Unit Plan First 
Batch Plan”) 

 
4 .Yutian Village mode 
Shenzhen City's urban villages have many buildings, densely populated residents, serious fire 
hazards, chaotic renting, and the inability to enjoy the same public services as commercial 
housing leases. This has become an urgent problem to improve urban governance. 

Yutian Village is located in the east of Shangbu South Road, west of Puwei Village, north 
of Dongyuan Road and south of Nanyuan Road. It consists of two natural villages, Yutang 
Village and Xiangdongwei, and there are 110 residential buildings. The entire Shangbu area is 
affected by the radiation of Huaqiang Commercial Circle, Nanyuan Road and Luohu 
Commercial District. The transportation is developed, the facilities are perfect, the flow of 
people is large, the value of the place is high, and the location advantage is obvious. 

In order to further strengthen and implement the long-term management of fire safety 
and city environment in the village, the Futian District Committee and District Government 
focused on “comprehensive urban management” and carried out the “New Town Village 
Program”. The Nanyuan Sub-district Office, the District Housing Construction Bureau, and 
the District Fire Brigade actively cooperated to unite Vanke Group as a practitioner of the new 
model of comprehensive rectification and content operation. Guided by the government, 
establish the awareness of urban residents in the jurisdiction, encourage the villagers to take 
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care of the living environment and actively participate in urban management; Shenzhen Vanke 
actively participates as a development enterprise, and integrates and implants residential, 
commercial, industrial, cultural and other content with its strong platform advantages. The 
Yutian Village will be transformed into an excellent village that is more livable and more 
distinctive. Both the government and enterprises boldly reformed and innovated, and 
embarked on a new road of comprehensive management of urban villages in the “Yutian 
model”. 

On October 17, 2017, Shenzhen issued the “Implementation Opinions on Accelerating 
the Cultivation and Development of the Housing Leasing Market”, and proposed to allow the 
comprehensive renovation of the villages in the city and transform them into rental housing. 
The model of Yutian Village is also seen as a new way for 1,000 villages in Shenzhen. 

The “Yutian model” is a beneficial attempt to maximize the use of the existing 
foundation and implement “micro-updates”. It has a significant effect on solving the safety 
hazards of “villages in the city”, strengthening public security management, and improving 
the living environment. 

After a unified and all-round upgrade, Yutian Village upgrades the infrastructure and 
environment, beautifies the public interface, optimizes the public walk and activity space, 
carries out the housing interface and interior renovation, and implants property management, 
long-term rental apartments and commercial properties. The management operation mode will 
improve the overall environment, fire protection, safety and management of Yutian Village, 
and achieve the win-win situation for Yutian villagers and enterprises, and the sustainable 
development of the unified rent and upgrading model village. This is the cooperation between 
government and enterprises for the comprehensive transformation of urban villages. The 
model of “rental operation-property management-comprehensive rectification” provides a 
new idea for the comprehensive management of urban villages, which can effectively solve 
the problems of urban safety hazards, city appearance environment, transportation and other 
municipal supporting facilities. At the same time, it is also seen as a way to solve the shortage 
of housing in Shenzhen. 

Based on a series of research, we can see that behind the groundbreaking of the “Yutian 
model”, it is a series of measures launched by the government to accelerate the cultivation of 
the housing rental market. Under the realistic situation of high housing prices, insufficient 
land supply and stalemate in urban renewal, through the recent intensive measures, 
Shenzhen's determination and regulation logic to increase housing supply and build a “rental 
and purchase” housing system has gradually emerged. Entering a new era, facing new tasks, 
increasing housing supply through multiple channels, expanding coverage, continuously 
enhancing the city's attractiveness to talents, and continuously enhancing the sense of 
citizenship, happiness, and belonging, and working hard to make the citizens live. Living. 
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Yutian Village Location Map 

 
Yutian community overall planning plan 

 
5 .summary 
Urban renewal is a systematic project that needs to weigh many elements such as urban 
spatial planning, regional environment, and industrial development. The Shangsha Village 
model and the Yutian Village model are representative models for realizing high-density 
urban space activation in the current stage, namely, the micro-renewation of large-scale 
renovation, environmental remediation and business update. With the continuous 
development of high-quality urban development requirements, urban renewal requires 
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advanced planning and leading-edge planning, continuous and dynamic industrial function 
implantation, regional representative cultural inheritance, ecological spatial sustainability and 
perceptibility in physical space. The systematic management of healthy people's homes to 
meet the needs of future urban development. At the same time, Shenzhen has clarified the 
urban renewal of market-led + government regulation and balanced development, and decided 
to adopt the large update mode or the micro-update mode through sufficient supply-side 
research and argumentation. Either way, the author believes that urban renewal will continue 
to exist along with the development of the city, and in terms of urban competitiveness, 
economic boost, industrial upgrading, spatial reshaping, cultural heritage and innovation, and 
ecological and healthy living. Continue to maintain an effective promotion. 
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Abstract. The traditional villages in western Liaoning are mostly 

distributed in remote mountainous areas. Many traditional houses and 

folk cultures have been preserved to this day. However, the lag of 

development and the continuous loss of villagers make it more difficult 

to protect them. Although the development of special industries such as 

tourism has prompted villagers to gradually return. However, there 

have also been problems such as the homogenization of villages and 

the destruction of traditional houses. Based on the theory of organic 

renewal, this paper considers each traditional village in western 

Liaoning as an organic whole. Taking the fourth batch of traditional 

Chinese villages, Lishan Liangshan Village, as an example, it is still in 

the initial stage of research protection, recording the traditional houses 

in detail. On the premise of the specific measures for organic renewal, 

according to the characteristics of the village, the development model 

of ecological agriculture and rural tourism is proposed. The 

development process requires the participation of all parties in the 

government, villagers and society, and through the tourism income as 

the village. Protect the way to provide financial security, achieve the 

sustainability of protection, and provide reference for the protection of 

other traditional villages in the mountains of western Liaoning. 

Keywords:  Mountainous Area In Western Liaoning; Traditional Village;  

Organic Regeneration;  Village Protection 
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1. Preface 

China's urbanization has made great strides, and traditional villages have gradually 

decreased. According to experts' estimates, there are less than 5,000 traditional villages with 

high protection value.
 [1]

 With the gradual disappearance of traditional villages, the cultural 

resources such as traditional dwellings and traditional handicrafts are dying out. They are an 

important part of the wealth of Chinese society. As a carrier of rural culture, traditional 

villages cannot be used. As these cultural resources are gradually disappearing, we should 

explore the value of our own resources, reshape the vitality of the countryside, and promote 

the redevelopment of the village. 

Since the government announced the "First Batch of Chinese Traditional Villages" in 

2012, by 2019, there have been five batches of 6,819 traditional Chinese villages. Liaoning 

has the largest number in the northeast region and the largest number in western Liaoning. In 

2015, the Liaoning Provincial Department of Housing and Construction and other six 

departments jointly announced the first batch of traditional villages in Liaoning Province. A 

total of 49 traditional villages were selected, including the largest number in western Liaoning. 

However, the protection of traditional villages in western Liaoning is still in its infancy. 

Traditional villages have been annexed due to the urbanization process. The loss of villagers 

and the decline of villages have made the intangible cultural heritage preserved in them 

already in jeopardy. Therefore, the traditional villages in western Liaoning are studied. 

Protective development is an urgent task. 

The study of traditional villages in China has experienced the nascent stage of the basic 

research on the architecture and sociology of traditional villages, the development period of 

saving the survival crisis of traditional villages, and the comprehensive and in-depth tradition 

from the government to the academic circles. The multi-disciplinary multi-faceted study of 

villages and the prosperous period of practical exploration. As the protection of traditional 

villages rises to the national level, the protection of traditional villages should not be limited 

to rectifying the village appearance and improving the environment. It is only to restore the 

“material shell” of the village, but to systematically plan the protection and rectification of 

traditional villages. The concept of organic renewal proposed by Professor Wu Liangyong 

provides a new way of thinking for adapting to modern development while rationally 

continuing the historical context in the protection and remediation planning of ancient 

villages. 

 

2. The Conceptual Definition and Practice of Organic Update Theory 

The "organic renewal" theory was originally aimed at the actual problem of the 

transformation of the old city in Beijing. The organic renewal theory can be applied in many 

fields. In the field of architecture, it refers to the renewal of the object as an organic whole, 

and the process is sustainable. From the article "Organic Renewal of Huizhou Residential 

Settlement Forms", the paper puts forward the application of the theory to the sustainable 

development of rural dwellings. This research field has been unrelenting, and in recent years, 

due to the emphasis on the protection of traditional villages, The number of research 

literatures has grown in a step-wise manner. In summary, the existing research focuses on the 

concept and method of organic renewal, theoretical evolution and development, design update 

practice, and policy research. However, the research area is mostly applied to the revival of 
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the degraded central city or the renovation of historical blocks. In the field, few articles have 

specifically studied the remediation planning of ancient villages from the perspective of 

organic renewal. The update mode focuses on the improvement of environmental quality and 

the renovation of existing buildings, and it is less discussed from the perspective of tourism 

development. 

The application of the "organic renewal" theory in the protection of traditional villages is 

a "correction" of the status quo problem, and corrects and repairs the unreasonable state of the 

current situation. Follow the order of updating from small to large and top-down, and carry 

out organic renewal step by step to avoid large-scale reconstruction-style transformation 

mode, which is in line with the development of village protection. 

 

3. The Distribution and Protection Status of Traditional Villages in Western Liaoning 

3.1.  Distribution of traditional villages in western Liaoning 

The western part of Liaoning refers to the western part of Liaoning, which is located in 

the west of Liaohe River in Liaoning Province and borders Hebei Province in Inner Mongolia, 

including Jinzhou, Chaoyang, Fuxin, Huludao, Xingcheng (county level) and part of Panjin 

(the west part of Liaohe River)
 [2]

. The five cities include areas with hills and coastal plains, 

and hills. By the end of 2019, the fifth batch of traditional Chinese villages was published. 

There are 30 national traditional villages in Liaoning. The traditional villages in the western 

Liaoning region account for 20, accounting for 76.7% of the provinces. It is the most 

concentrated area in Liaoning Province. Most of the traditional villages in western Liaoning 

are relatively backward in economy and relatively remote in geographical location. Less 

external involvement and influence have enabled these traditional villages to be preserved to 

this day. The traditional villages are famous for their rich ethnicity, long history, colorful 

ethnic customs and simple folk houses. Most of them are traditional mountain dwellings, 

which are well preserved. It is of great significance to study the protection of traditional 

features. 

Table 1 Distribution map of traditional villages in western Liaoning 

County Village Distribution 

Chao 

yang 

1 Laoxi Village  

10 Kangguan Village 

12 Sujiayingzi Village 

16 Guozhangzi Village 

17 Zhangjiyingzi 

Village 

19 Shimengou Village 

20 Shaoguodi Village 

4 Sandaogou Village 

6 BapangouVillage 

11 Sanjiazi  Village 

14 Baiyinaili Village 

15 Xiaojiadian Village 

21 Erangou Village 

Chao yang 

Fu xin 

Jin zhou Pan jin 

Hu ludao 
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Fu xin 
2Yanmen Village 

3 Fosi Village 

Jin zhou 

5 Dayi Village 

7 Shifo Village 

8 Shuangta Village 

9 Gaoqipu Village 

Hu ludao 

22 Pandaogou Village 

23 Xigou Village 

24 Xinpuzi Village 

Pan jin 
13 Desheng Village 

18 Shangkouzi Village 

The distribution of traditional villages in western Liaoning has a lot of inland distribution, 

less distribution of coastal plains and less characteristics of the west and the east. (Table 1) 

The number of traditional villages in Chaoyang City is the largest, with a total of 13 villages, 

accounting for more than half of the total. The remaining counties and cities have a small 

number. 

 

3.2.  Distribution of traditional villages in western Liaoning 

As early as 2014, the People’s Government of Liaoning Province mentioned in the 

document “focus on the protection of famous towns and traditional villages in historical and 

cultural cities”. In 2015, Liaoning Province formulated the “Methods for the Selection of 

Traditional Villages in Liaoning Province”, through the traditional buildings of the village. 

Qualitative evaluation of elements such as the traditional pattern, propose a 

divide-and-conquer approach, and promote the general survey and file protection of 

traditional villages in the province. In 2016, the Liaoning Provincial Government Work 

Report clearly pointed out that “cultivating Liaoning's characteristic art products and 

strengthening Liaoning's historical and cultural protection and development efforts” will once 

again provide assistance for the protection of traditional villages. In 2018, the Digital 

Museum of Chinese Traditional Villages developed and built by the Ministry of Housing and 

Urban-Rural Development was launched as a digital platform for the display of traditional 

and panoramic traditional villages. In 2019, there were no villages in Liaoning Province to 

participate in the record, lacking records and display work for traditional villages.  

Under the long-term unified planning and planned development model, the lack of 

flexibility and autonomy has caused the local culture and diversity to be weakened to a certain 

extent, which has hindered the preservation and inheritance of traditional village 

characteristics, and directly led to the regional The traditional village cultural assimilation 

phenomenon is serious, the characteristic villages are missing, and the traditional village 

candidate list is lacking. 
[3] 

 

4. The Distribution and Protection Status of Traditional Villages in Western Liaoning 

4.1.  Characteristics of Lishanliang Village 

4.1.1.  Village location and surrounding environment.  

Lieshanliang Village is located 5 kilometers northwest of Sanshijiazi Town, Lingyuan 

City, Chaoyang City, Liaoning Province. It is the junction of the three provinces of Liao, Yi 

Zhenggou 
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and Meng, with a village area of 

15.4 square kilometers. The 

village is located in the gully that 

is split between the two 

mountains of the Dali Mountain 

and the Hongshan Mountain. The 

terrain is high in the west and 

low in the east. It is surrounded 

by mountains on three sides. The 

village is selected in a relatively 

flat area between the two 

mountains and hence the name is 

Lushanliang Village. The main 

peak of Dali  Mountain is 932 meters above sea level. The old county records of Lingyuan 

record "also known as Lieliangliang, one peak is special, and the peak is heavy, the peak is 

divided into two forks, and the fire from the south is like a flame." Now there is a reservoir 

under the mountain, the lakeside The mountain face is vivid, the water is reflected in the 

mountains, the mountains are connected with the water, forming a unique natural landscape. 

The mountains and the west are steep stone walls, which are daunting. The surrounding 

vegetation is lush, the springs flow long, the houses are built along the river, and the 

mountains, rivers and villages are  

4.1.2.  Overall layout of the village.  

The cracked mountain Liang village is composed of 8 village groups. Several small 

village groups are 

scattered in the small 

valley of Dali 

Mountain. The village 

form is a cluster-like 

radiation type. Due to 

natural conditions and 

historical development, 

it is radiated from the 

center to the north. 

They are all 

distributed along the 

mountain.  

 

 

 

4.1.3.  Village residential characteristics.  

The cracked mountain beam village is rich in basalt stone, stone resources and 

stonemason techniques are famous. Once upon a time, there were stonemason in the basic 

family. The most well-preserved Zhenggou Ancient Village has more than 200 years of 

Lingyuan City 

Fig.2  Satellite map of the Lieshanliang village 
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Fig.1  Location map of the Lieshanliang village 
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living history. The houses and walls are built with stone, and well-preserved stone roads, 

stone bridges, stone locks, ancient mills, ancient mills and stone slabs.  

The traditional houses in the village were first built in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. 

They are two-in-one courtyards combined with the mountain environment (Fig. 4) and have 

defensive features. The building materials are taken as far as possible to form a unique 

sea-green house with simple and simple decoration. The dwellings were first built with 

masonry mud or mud bricks. After that, the wooden beams were used to support the beams. 

The wooden frames were covered with straw mats or wooden boards to form the roof. Finally, 

the yellow and white grasses were used to make the roof. The eaves were thinner and the 

ridges were thicker. It can not only protect the roof from waterproofing, but also facilitate the 

discharge of rainwater. The grass roof is pressed with horizontal wood poles or stones for 

fixing. The village dwellings are simple in decoration and are economical and practical. They 

have typical mountain farming culture characteristics and decorative features in different 

periods. 

 

4.2.  Protection value of Lishanliang Village 

The typical characteristics of the traditional villages in the mountainous areas of western 

Liaoning are formed by the cracked mountain villages. They are formed in a specific natural 

environment and social environment. They have distinct regional and national characteristics, 

Fig. 3  Satellite map of the Lieshanliang village 

Fig.4  Photograph of the current situation of the Lieshanliang village 
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including not only the rich wisdom of the ancients, but also the ancients. The thinking and 

practice of human unity is an important part of Chinese traditional architectural culture. The 

traditional dwellings and traditional folk culture preserved in good condition are important 

heritages in the Northeast. The 100-year-old Stone Village, which was completely preserved 

in the Split Mountain Village, provides a good example for studying the traditional dwellings 

in the mountainous areas. In addition, the Shijie terraces in the Ming and Qing Dynasties have 

greatly helped the study of ancient farming culture. 

  

石门 

Stone gate 

草屋顶 

Grass roof 

木屋架 

Wooden truss 

石墙 

Stone wall 

土石山墙 

Gable 

     

火坑 

Fire pit 

栓牛石柱 

Stone pillar 

石磨 

Stone mill 

石桥 

Stone bridge 

石砌围墙 

Stone wall 

     

凌源皮影 
Lingyuan's shadow 

凌源剪纸 
Paper cutting 

凌源地秧歌 
Earthworm song 

榆州鼓乐 
Yuzhou Drums 

 

    

 

4.3.  Village protection status  

Due to the remote location of the mountain, the traffic is not convenient, and the average 

economic situation of the villagers is poor. Therefore, many traditional houses have not been 

damaged by the outside world, and the overall preservation is still intact. However, with the 

improvement of the needs of the villagers and the disrepair of some houses, natural damage 

and spontaneous construction of the villagers cannot be avoided. Due to the convenience of 

survival and development in the middle of the hilly area, many villagers choose to keep the 

old houses in the lower plains, and the overall layout and street system of the original 

buildings have continued. It is precisely because of the good status of traditional village 

protection. In 2016, it was listed in the third batch of “Chinese Traditional Villages” by the 

Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development. 

The original roads in the village are dirt roads or stone roads. Lingyuan City is built in 

beautiful villages. The main roads in the village trunk roads and streets are changed to cement 

roads or asphalt roads. The traditional features are damaged. The stone roads are only in the 

village of Yuzhenggou Village. A section that is now damaged has serious needs for 

refurbishment. Due to the long-term disrepair of traditional ancillary buildings, many roof 

mats are damaged only by wooden frames. The idle houses are also in danger due to 

unrepaired repairs. Rescue maintenance is required. Some of the converted houses have 

Fig.5 The Characteristic of the Lieshanliang village 
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blindly selected steel roofs, which have seriously damaged. Traditional style. Stone bridges, 

stone mills, terraces, stone troughs and other facilities are better preserved because they still 

have the function of use, but the craftsmen who have the skills to make them are on the verge 

of extinction. In addition, infrastructure and public health facilities are lacking in the village, 

and the government still needs to do a lot of construction work. 

In summary, the village still has relatively intact traditional dwellings and some 

characteristic features, but many traditional dwellings are seriously damaged and some have 

been damaged. The loss of villagers also makes the intangible cultural heritage of the village 

lose its soil and is in urgent need. Study strategies for village conservation and development.  

 

4.4.  Village protection dilemma 

The cracked mountain beam village is famous for its stone materials and stone masons. 

The basalt rock around the mountain is unrestrictedly mined, causing serious damage to the 

natural environment and features, and overall planning and arrangement are required. The 

village economy mainly relies on traditional agriculture, but the number of cultivated land in 

the mountainous areas is small, and the reduction of soil fertility and the increase of drought 

have made the traditional agricultural production in mountainous areas more difficult. The 

number of indigenous villagers has been decreasing year by year, and the villages are aging, 

and the development of future villages is seriously weak due to the identification of talents 

and labor. The convenience and comfort of modern life have a great impact on the village. 

The villagers spontaneously remodeled to change living conditions. The arbitrary and blind 

modernization methods have caused great damage to the village. Most villagers still rely on 

traditional agriculture for their wealth, and they lack understanding of the great tourist 

attractions surrounding natural beauty, natural resources and rural culture. The village 

government plans to build a scenic spot in Dalieshan Mountain. The villagers lack the 

participation and participation, and the government lacks relevant training for the villagers to 

develop tourism. The village has limited funds, unable to comprehensively plan and develop 

the village area, unable to systematically repair the traditional village landscape, and lack of 

sustainable development means to provide economic protection for village protection. 

Inadequate regulations, malpractices in policy systems, and unclear property rights have 

created difficulties for traditional village protection.
 [5] 

 

4.  Study on Organic Renewal Protection in Cracked Mountain Village 

4.1.  Protection principle 

(1) People-oriented principle 

The protection and development of the village must start from the villagers. The 

improvement of the living conditions of the village is the basis for the revitalization under the 

protection of the village. Therefore, it is necessary to adhere to the people-oriented principle. 

The renovation of the village should be an overall improvement of the overall environment. 

The villagers are the theme of village life, so all measures should be based on the specific 

needs of the villagers. Through the joint participation of many parties, the villagers will be 

mobilized to participate in the enthusiasm, giving the villagers more rights and opportunities 

in the village reconstruction, truly reflecting the villagers' sense of ownership, in order to 

better protect and develop traditional villages. 
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(2) Emphasis on the principle of originality 

Village renovation is not blind, random, to follow the village's architecture, landscape, 

the originality of facilities, and inherit the traditional folk culture. Protecting the originality of 

the traditional villages and the natural nature of the natural ecosystem is the core of the 

protection and utilization of traditional villages. All transformations must emphasize 

“repairing the old as old”. 

(3) The principle of building an organic whole 

The organic renewal theory is based on the basic principle of building a village organic 

whole.
 [6] 

Each village is a unique whole. In the process of renewal and transformation, it is 

necessary to coordinate the various elements of the village into an organic whole, interact and 

develop together to serve the overall development of the village. 

(4) Step-by-step principle 

Village renovation and transformation must avoid large-scale demolition and large-scale 

construction, from small to large, from point to point, the gradual approach is the principle of 

transformation. It is impossible to renovate and renovate work in a timely manner. In the 

course of work, follow the wishes of the villagers and discover and solve problems in a timely 

manner. Each settlement of each residential house has its own unique characteristics, 

preventing the catastrophic destruction of the uniqueness of the residential house by a unified 

large-scale transformation, and achieving the balance of village protection and development 

in a dynamic and continuous manner. 

(5) Principles for villagers to participate in the whole process 

Indigenous villagers are the main body of village production and life, so their 

participation is essential in the process of developing and protecting development strategies. 

To mobilize the enthusiasm of the villagers, let them know that they are the main builders of 

the development of village protection and the biggest beneficiaries. They work together with 

the government, scholars, enterprises and other parties to study the village development, 

avoiding the government's arbitrary and blind construction, and raising the villagers' sense of 

ownership. 

 

4.2.  Protection and utilization strategy 

4.2.1.  The basic research of traditional residential protection.  

The protection of traditional villages should start with basic research. This requires a 

comprehensive understanding of the villages, and can propose an overall organic planning 

and design, effective and effective residential protection interventions, and an organic 

development approach.  

The protection of the cracked mountain village can refer to the Italian government's 

experience in village protection, formulate the “Building Restoration Guidelines” for the 

protection and restoration of traditional village dwellings, and comprehensively sort out the 

traditional village dwellings. It is also a manual for building repairs. Sexual interventions 

provide a reference for protecting personnel and the protection interventions of the original 

villagers.
 [7]

 Scholars, governments, villagers, cultural security personnel, and development 

enterprises can all protect traditional dwellings according to this principle. 

4.2.2.   Protection and update simultaneously.  

The traditional village is a living "cultural relic". It can not be sealed and protected like 
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the museum's cultural relics. The protection of the traditional village itself is the process of 

organic renewal. The protection cannot be static. The village is the home of the villagers' 

production and life. It is also the recorder and inheritor of the “live culture” in the traditional 

village. The living conditions of the villagers and the environmental improvement of the 

village are a dynamic development process. The dynamic development is also for the 

long-term continuation. A vibrant village is The most important goal of traditional village 

protection. The development and protection of villages are not inconsistent, but complement 

each other. The development of protection under the principle of protection is the best 

protection for traditional villages. The natural damage caused by “frozen preservation” will 

not be able to save the traditional villages. Hazard
 [8]

 

4.2.3.  Reasonable protection development positioning.  

The cracked mountain Liang village is located in the Da Lie mountain ridge. The 

surrounding peaks are magical. The lake is surrounded by the lake. The original ecological 

stone mountain stone field of the village is well preserved. It is the first national traditional 

village selected in western Liaoning, with unique natural beauty and human landscape. It 

provides a wealth of mountainous tourism resources in western Liaoning. Farming tours, 

cultural tours, and natural scenery tours can be organically integrated. Because of good 

ecological conditions, we can consider combining Kangyangyou to create a unique rural 

experience destination in western Liaoning. 

The Chinese herbal medicine planting cooperatives, which are now developing and 

growing in the cracked mountain village, as well as the economic forests and miscellaneous 

grains industries such as big dumplings, walnuts, etc., granite ore mines, and the development 

projects of the village experience tour, can also form an industry-university research base to 

help the village develop at a higher level. . 

4.2.4.  Native landscape catalyst and radiation.  

The traditional villages in the cracked mountain villages are the result of long-term 

development and accumulation under the influence of unique geographical conditions and 

historical background. They are the live museums of the original villagers' production and life 

history, from the overall layout of the village to the courtyard and single buildings, from the 

texture of the street. The ancient wells, stone mills, stone bridges and stone sloping terraces 

are all parts of the village that cannot be neglected and erased. These have created the 

protection and development of the villages in the mountains and mountains, as the original 

living conditions are preserved as much as possible. The original landscape is slightly 

micro-catalyst, reaching deep rural tour, and relying on surrounding resources, with the core 

of the cracked mountain village as the core, creating the Buddha mirror lake, the love 

mountain Xiaozhai, the Huaxi winding path, the Jiguan mountain virgin forest, the ice valley, 

the jade stone jade A joint area, forming a rural tourist area around the center of radiation. 

4.2.5.  Public participation combined with rural tourism.  

The development of traditional villages focuses on the return of villagers and the return 

of young people. The village is full of vitality to make it grow stronger. Relying on the 

resources of the cracked mountain village, through the improvement of the village 

environment, the comfort of residential buildings, the development of rural industries, and the 

enthusiasm and participation of the original villagers, people feel that the village has great 

potential and confidence in development, explore the value of the village, and work with the 
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government. Protection and utilization of villages. Give the original villagers a preferential 

policy and help, so that the villagers can truly participate in the discussion and construction of 

the village, and then get the grandeur of developing rural tourism. 

4.2.6.  "Multi-body linkage" collaborative development.  

The protection and development of the cracked mountain village cannot rely solely on 

the help of the villagers themselves and the government, and relies on the full participation of 

the government, villagers, and society. Taking the interests of village tourism development as 

the common goal, we will achieve the sustainable development of the village by reconciling 

the interests of multiple entities. In this model, the government and scholars are responsible 

for the overall planning and design, the development of protection guidelines and strong 

supervision, and the introduction and assistance of tourism development companies and 

coordination of their relations with village committees and villagers; civil protection 

organizations are responsible for supporting research and supervision. The protection of the 

village; the tourism development company is responsible for the tourism development and 

construction of the village under the limited conditions; the propaganda body is responsible 

for the propaganda, promotion and packaging of the cracked mountain village; the village 

committee and the villagers must participate in the village protection In the process, they are 

also the last part of the village tourism service, even if the participants are beneficiaries and 

service providers. 

4.2.7.  Three industries mutually promote back protection.  

At the present stage of the protection and development of the cracked mountain village, 

the traditional agricultural income should be the main industry, and the tourism service 

industry should be the auxiliary industry. Tourism development enterprises develop tourism, 

high-quality agricultural products help tourism, tourism service industry drives sales of 

agricultural and sideline products, villagers and village committees obtain long-term income 

by renting idle houses, and villages receive sustainable funds through various aspects, thereby 

providing financial protection for village protection. To achieve the sustainability of 

protection. 

 

5.  In conclusion 

Based on the "organic renewal theory", the protection study of the cracked mountain 

village can rationally balance the contradiction between village protection and village 

development. Taking organic protection as the foundation, improving the living environment 

of the village, improving the living conditions of the villagers, improving the overall income 

of the villagers, pooling social resources through the intervention of the tourism industry, and 

feeding back the village protection, so that the village can develop rationally and achieve 

sustainable rural revitalization. 
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Abstract：Xishan area of Taiyuan city was originally the key area of mining and 
processing in Taiyuan city. After years of ecological treatment, it has achieved initial 
results. However, there are still many urgent needs such as residual pollution control, 
water resources and biodiversity protection to be improved, and the development of 
alternative industries mainly based on tourism industry lags behind, which are urgently 
to be studied in theory and practice. Based on the in-depth analysis of the concept 
connotation of industrial heritage and ecological restoration, this paper analyses and 
combs the relevant theories and practices of mine ecological restoration and spatial 
reuse at home and abroad, summarizes the current methods, characteristics and trends 
of mine ecological restoration and Industrial Heritage Reuse, and in combination with 
the needs of Taiyuan's transformation and development, studies deeply the national 
local land use policy mechanism and the application of marketization In order to ensure 
the sustainable development and utilization of Xishan Mountain in the future, this paper 
discusses the ways and methods to promote the restoration and reuse of Brownfield, 
and discusses the modes and measures of ecological restoration and Industrial Heritage 
Reuse in Xishan area.     

 
Key words: urban renewal; industrial heritage; ecological restoration ； pattern; 
Taiyuan Xishan 

 
 
1．Research Background 
1.1 Relevant policies and environmental background 

Building ecological civilization is a millennium plan for the sustainable development of the 
Chinese nation. At the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, ecological 
civilization construction was included in the overall layout of "five in one". The report of the 
19th National Congress further clarified and strengthened the strategic position of ecological 
civilization construction in the overall layout of "five in one". "Green water and green hills is 
Jinshan Yinshan" is an important development theory put forward by Comrade Xi Jinping. 
Shanxi Province is an important energy base and old industrial base in China. It is also an 
experimental area for comprehensive reform of national resource-based economy 
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transformation, which plays an important role in promoting the reform and development of 
resource-based economy transformation. 
 

2．Study on mine ecological restoration and industrial heritage reuse at home and 
abroad 
2.1 Definition of relevant concepts 

Urban renewal refers to the necessary and planned reconstruction of the urban areas that are no 
longer suitable for the social life of modern cities. 

Mine waste land: refers to the land damaged and occupied by mining activities, which 
cannot be used without treatment, including the exposed mining rock mouth, waste soil (stone, 
slag) pile, coal gangue pile, tailings pond, waste plant and other construction land, underground 
mined out collapse land and the waste land with potential mined out collapse. 

Ecological restoration of Mine Wasteland: pollution control and ecological restoration of 
mine wasteland are carried out to realize the reuse of land resources. 

Industrial Heritage: the Nizhny Tagil Charter of the International Industrial Heritage 
Protection Association defines buildings and structures built for industrial activities, the 
processes and tools contained in such buildings and structures, the towns and landscapes in 
which such buildings and structures are located, and all other material and non-material 
contradictions are of vital significance. Industrial heritage includes industrial cultural relics 
with historical, technological, social, architectural or scientific values, as well as transportation 
and infrastructure for production, transfer and use of construction and machinery workshop, 
factory and mine, warehouse and warehouse of processing and refining sites, as well as places 
for living, religious worship or education and other industrial related social activities.  
 

2.2 Main types and typical hazards of mine wasteland 

2.2.1 Main types of mine wasteland 

The main types of mine wasteland include: waste land of waste dump, waste land of Goaf 
Collapse Area, waste land of gangue hill, waste land of open pit, waste land of industrial 
buildings and facilities, etc.  

Waste land of waste dump: waste land formed by the accumulation of topsoil stripped 
during the mining process and rocks discharged from the pit. 

Gob collapse area wasteland: the mining wasteland formed by the gob and collapse area 
left after coal mining. 

Waste land of Gangue Hill: the remaining coal solid waste after selecting and grading the 
concentrate is piled up to form a mountain type tailings waste heap. 

Open pit wasteland: waste land left over from the mining face. 
Waste industrial buildings and facilities: closed mining production and operation facilities, 

management facilities, auxiliary buildings, road traffic and other waste land.  
 

2.2.2 Typical hazards of mine wasteland 

There are a series of environmental and social problems in the abandoned mine area, including 
environmental pollution, ecological function degradation, geological disasters, destruction of 
surface landscape, occupation of a large number of land, etc. 
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Environmental pollution: refers to the pollution caused by the original natural ecosystem 
balance damaged by coal mining, mainly including air, soil, surface water and groundwater 
pollution. 

Degradation of ecological function: destroy the vegetation in the coal mining area, or make 
the land degenerate, which is difficult to support the growth of plants, resulting in the reduction 
of surface biomass and the weakening or complete loss of ecological service function. 

Geological disasters: mainly refer to geological disasters such as landslides, collapses, 
collapses, ground fissures, debris flows, etc. caused by the surface collapse of the coal mine 
goaf, which affect and destroy the safety of the mining area and surrounding construction 
facilities. 

Destroy the surface landscape: make the original surface shape and natural appearance 
change greatly. 

Land occupation: coal mining and primary processing and other production methods, such 
as open-pit mining waste land, gob collapse area and so on, occupy a lot of land. Many coal 
industry squares are built on the edge of the city, the outskirts, or within the urban area. Coal 
mining causes a large number of urban land to be occupied, which aggravates the contradiction 
of more people and less land. 
 

2.3 Main research and practice status at home and abroad 

2.3.1 Research on urban renewal at home and abroad 

Urban renewal originated from the industrial revolution and has a history of more than 200 
years. At the beginning, it mainly focused on the reflection of urban construction and the 
proposal of urban improvement plan. In the modern sense, the large-scale urban renewal 
movement began in the 1960s in the United States. Famous scholars, such as Jane Jacobs and 
L. Mumford, put forward the idea of humanism as an important theoretical basis for urban 
renewal. In the late 20th century, the idea of sustainable development has become an important 
ideological basis for urban renewal. 

In China, in the early 1980s, Zhanxiang Chen defined urban renewal as a process of urban 
"metabolism". From the perspective of urban protection and development, Liangyong Wu put 
forward the concept of "organic renewal" in the early 1990s. Since 2000, scholars began to pay 
attention to the integration and integrity of urban construction, the transformation of urban 
traditional industries, sustainable development and other aspects, in practice, from the 
transformation of old residential areas to the transformation of old industrial land and other 
multi stock land. 
2.3.2 Study on ecological restoration and reuse of mine wasteland at home and abroad 

At the beginning of last century, the western developed countries began to work on the 
ecological restoration of abandoned mines. At first, the ecological restoration theory of 
abandoned mines mainly came from the development of restoration ecology. The research 
fields are gradually expanded to land reclamation, vegetation restoration, solid waste reuse, 
acid mine drainage, heavy metal removal, Industrial Heritage Reuse, traditional industry 
transformation and so on. In terms of relevant laws and policies, developed countries such as 
Britain, the United States and Australia have formulated relevant laws, regulations and 
governance measures for the ecological restoration of mine wasteland. Among them, the U.S. 
promulgated the open pit management and ecological restoration law in 1977, which strictly 
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stipulated the reclamation procedures of mining, clarified the ownership of responsibility and 
the special fund system for the ecological restoration of mine wasteland. After decades of 
development, the ecological restoration rate of mine wasteland in the United States is in the 
forefront of the world. 

In the early 1980s, Chinese scholars translated foreign works such as "open pit land 
reclamation" and "mine survey in mining area land reclamation", and introduced international 
land reclamation and ecological restoration technology to China. In October 1998, the land 
management law of China was revised, and the requirement of "balance between occupied and 
reclaimed land" was put forward. After entering the 21st century, China has paid more attention 
to the ecological environment and mine management. In 2015, the Ministry of land and 
resources issued the administrative measures for the pilot reclamation and utilization of 
industrial and mining wasteland left over from history, which clearly proposed that the special 
plan for the reclamation and utilization of industrial and mining wasteland should be formulated 
scientifically and reasonably, marking the further standardization, scientific and legalization of 
the land reclamation work in China. The research on ecological restoration of mine wasteland 
shows a trend of diversification, integration and interdisciplinary. The technology of ecological 
restoration is developing continuously, and many representative cases of ecological restoration 
and reuse emerge.   
2.3.3 The main modes and successful cases of mine wasteland reuse at home and abroad   
The existing reuse models of mine wasteland mainly include ecological re greening model, 
recreation and tourism landscape reconstruction model, comprehensive utilization model and 
so on (Table 1). 

Ecological restoration mode: it mainly refers to the restoration of the damaged mountains 
and ecological environment of the original mining area, the healing of the scars left by mining, 
and the gradual restoration of the ecological environment of the mining area. Combined with 
the local agricultural production demand, the reclamation of agriculture, forestry, animal 
husbandry and sideline fishery is carried out. For example, Hansen quarry in the United States 
has restored the original vegetation and ecological environment through site management and 
ecological restoration. 

Leisure and tourism landscape reconstruction mode: excavate the site tourism resources 
for ecological restoration, industrial heritage transformation and tourism landscape 
reconstruction. At present, the main ways adopted include the transformation and construction 
of urban open space (Urban Park Square, etc.), industrial museum, industrial heritage tourist 
destination, etc. For example, Bucha grand in Canada is a city garden transformed from the 
original abandoned quarry(Picture 1); Chenshan Quarry Garden in Shanghai, China is a city 
botanical garden after ecological restoration and landscape transformation of the original 
abandoned site(Picture 2). 
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     Picture 1 Bucha garden, Canada      Picture 2 Chenshan Quarry Garden, Shanghai, China 

Picture source: https://baike.baidu.com 
 

Comprehensive utilization mode: use the abandoned land of mining area, extend the urban 
function, build new urban function plate, drive the development of surrounding areas, including 
building cultural and creative park by using the original industrial left over factory buildings, 
and building urban industrial storage land, public facilities, residential area, commercial office 
area and comprehensive function utilization area by using the old mining area reconstruction. 
For example, in order to make use of the site after ecological restoration of the original 
abandoned quarry, a comprehensive leisure area including an open-air theater, a holiday 
Conference Center, a restaurant, a store, a square, etc. has been built in the Tamu dream stage 
in Japan (Picture 3). Sheshan, Shanghai, has built a Shimao Quarry Hotel by using the natural 
mountain drop and special landscape environment of the original mine wasteland (Picture 4).   

 
Picture 3 Japanese dream stage  Picture 4 Sheshan Shimao Quarry Hotel, Shanghai, China 

Picture source: http://bingku.alltrip.cn/         Picture source: sohu.com 
 

Table 1：List of classification and ecological restoration of mine wasteland 

type Causes of 
formation 

Characteristics and 
hazards 

Transformation and utilization 
mode 

Waste land of 
waste dump 

The abandoned 
land is formed by 
the overburden 
stripped in the 
process of coal 
mining and the 
accumulation of 
rocks discharged 
from the mine pit. 

A large amount of land 
has been destroyed and 
occupied. Sulfide, 
nitrogen oxides and 
suspended particles have 
seriously polluted the 
environment, polluted the 
soil and groundwater, and 
damaged the ecological 
environment. 

After ecological reclamation 
and site reconstruction, it will 
be used as agricultural 
production land, leisure park, 
activity distribution site, 
parking lot, etc.; properly 
stored stripped topsoil will be 
used as greening topsoil of the 
site, and waste soil will be used 
for terrain shaping. 
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Abandoned 
land in mined 
out subsidence 

area 

Mining wasteland 
formed by goaf and 
collapse area left 
after coal mining. 

Without reinforcement 
and backfilling in the 
mined out area of coal 
mine, the ground will 
subside, form a collapse 
pit, cause water 
accumulation, and the 
farmland vegetation will 
not grow, and at the same 
time, it is easy to cause 
geological disasters such 
as landslides. 

The mined out area can be used 
as agricultural production land, 
urban and rural construction 
land, leisure park, activity 
distribution site, parking lot, 
etc. 

Waste dump 

The residual coal 
solid waste after the 
concentrate is 
selected through 
screening and 
grading is piled up 
to form a mountain 
type tailings waste 
heap. 

Occupying a large 
number of land resources, 
coal dust is large, easy to 
spontaneous combustion, 
high content of heavy 
metals, plants are difficult 
to grow, seriously 
affecting the surrounding 
environment. 

Coal gangue bricks and blocks 
are used as paving materials, 
directly as subgrade materials; 
the original coal gangue hills 
can be used as landscape green 
land for ecological restoration.    

Open pit 
wasteland 

Waste land left over 
from mining face 

Occupying land 
resources, poor growth of 
crops and vegetation, and 
poor ecological 
environment. 

Depending on the geological 
conditions, the project of 
ecological reclamation and 
construction of leisure tourism 
(such as mine park, hotel, rock 
climbing, etc.) can be carried 
out in combination with the 
regional industrial 
development and leisure 
tourism demand. 

Land for 
abandoned 
industrial 

buildings and 
facilities 

Abandoned land 
formed by closed 
mining production 
and operation 
facilities, 
management 
facilities, auxiliary 
buildings, road 
traffic, etc 

Generally, the geological 
conditions are good, and 
the construction facilities 
have certain industrial 
heritage value and 
landmark, which can be 
appropriately 
transformed or retained. 

After the ecological restoration 
and transformation, it can be 
transformed into industrial 
heritage tourism (Park), 
industrial museum, cultural and 
Creative Industrial Park, 
comprehensive industrial park, 
etc. 

 
3．The practice of Xishan in Taiyuan 
3.1 General situation and development history of Xishan Mountain in Taiyuan 

Xishan ecological and cultural tourism development zone of Taiyuan City (hereinafter referred 
to as the tourism zone), located in the west side of the central city of Taiyuan, was approved by 
the provincial Development Zone in 2017 with a total area of 483 square kilometers. It is the 
first provincial Development Zone in Shanxi Province with ecological and cultural tourism as 
the main development direction. 

Xishan area belongs to the eastern foot of Luliang mountains, mainly including JueWei  
mountain, Mengshan mountain, Taishan mountain, Longshan mountain, Xuanweng mountain, 
Tianlong mountain, Miaoqian mountain and other mountains, with an altitude of 800-1800 
meters. Xishan area is rich in coal, iron, gypsum and other mineral resources, which is an 
important mining and processing area in Taiyuan. In history, due to the overflow of private 
mining and other reasons, the pattern of "many, small, scattered and disorderly" has been 
formed in coal mines. At most, there are more than 1000 coal mines with various types, multiple 
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wellheads, rotten coal mines and unlicensed mines. For many years, mining activities have 
resulted in mountain damage, soil erosion, geological hazards (debris flow, Goaf Collapse, etc.) 
and regional environmental pollution.   

  
3.2 Regional resources  

Taiyuan is a city with a history of more than 4700 years and a history of 2500 years. It is an 
ancient capital of nine dynasties with a long history. The historical and cultural relics of Taiyuan 
city are mainly distributed in the front line of Xishan mountain. The main national cultural 
relic’s protection units in Xishan include Jin Memorial Temple, Tianlongshan Grottoes, Lancun 
Doufu Temple, Jingyin Temple, Duofu Temple, Taishan Longquan Temple, Longshan Taoist 
Grottoes, Qiankexuanquan Temple, and many provincial, municipal and county-level cultural 
protection units, totaling more than 50. From the Western Zhou Dynasty to the modern times, 
the cultural relics have a great historical span, witnessing the historical process of the 
integration and development of our nation, and also representing the historical remains of the 
Three Jin Dynasties. 
 
3.3 Ecological restoration and construction of Xishan Mountain in Taiyuan 

Since 1995, the state has carried out the rectification of mining order, and the management 
order of mineral resources in Xishan has been improved in an all-round way. Since 2005, 
Shanxi Province has implemented the integration of mineral resources, and the pattern of "many, 
small, scattered and disorderly" in Xishan area has been completely changed. However, at this 
stage, the ecological restoration work in Xishan area is slow, and the ecological loss is still 
increasing. 

In 2011, Taiyuan municipal government launched the comprehensive management of 
ecological environment in Xishan District in an all-round way, issued the implementation 
opinions on speeding up the construction of Xishan Suburban Forest Park (Trial) (run by the 
Bing government [2011] No.73), proposed to adopt the mode of "market-oriented operation, 
corporate bearing and Park building", encouraged to attract social capital to participate in, and 
promoted the ecological restoration and scenic area construction in Xishan District. The 
proposed policies include: the "twenty eight policy" of land for green: 80% of the repaired area 
invested by the enterprise and no more than 20% of the development and construction land 
transferred by the government as compensation for the ecological restoration of the enterprise; 
supporting policies for municipal facilities: the municipal government invests in the 
construction of roads, water supply and other infrastructure to the boundary of each park, and 
the park construction unit is responsible for the construction of public infrastructure in the park; 
forest land forest Wood adoption policy: the enterprise shall adopt the adoption policy for the 
state-owned forest land trees in the region, enjoy the right to use the forest land and the existing 
trees, and the right to own and use the newly planted trees. Under the leadership of the 
government, with the participation of enterprises and market-oriented operation, the ecological 
environment management in Xishan area has been promoted rapidly, and the damaged 
mountain interface has been preliminarily repaired.     
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     Picture 5 Photos before ecological restoration of Xishan Mountain in Taiyuan                         

 

Picture source：http://www.shanxi.gov.cn/ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture 6 Photos after ecological restoration of Xishan Mountain in Taiyuan  
Picture source：http://www.shanxi.gov.cn/ 

 
At present, in addition to the Million Mu Ecological Park and other projects invested by 

the government in the early stage, 16 enterprises have signed cooperation framework 
agreements with the municipal government to invest in the construction of 16 suburban forest 
parks. In Xishan area, more than 30 polluting enterprises have been shut down, relocated and 
eliminated successively, and about 7 million tons of garbage and coal gangue have been 
removed. Nearly 80000 Mu has been afforested, more than 15.2 million trees have been planted, 
and 5.5 million square meters have been damaged. 

In terms of infrastructure construction, Xishan District has successively built a 136 km 
long Tourist Roadrunning through the South and north of Xishan, and 382 km Park Road, of 
which Xishan tourist road is the main track for Taiyuan to hold the "international road cycling 
race". In Xishan area, the water diversion project will be carried out, 184 kilometers of green 
water supply pipe network will be built, covering an area of about 90 square kilometers; 910000 
cubic meters of reservoir and landscape lake will be built, and 330000 square meters of water 
surface will be added.   
 

3.4 Main ecological restoration measures and suggestions of Xishan Mountain in Taiyuan 

3.4.1 Transformation of mine wasteland 

The mine waste land in Xishan area is mainly concentrated in Qianshan area, which is 
distributed in 16 scenic spots participating in ecological restoration construction to varying 
degrees. Large-scale restoration work has been carried out for the mine waste land in each 
scenic spot construction. At present, the restoration work of the waste land has achieved initial 
results. The main ecological restoration methods and measures for various types of waste land 
are shown in the table below（Table 2）.     
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Waste land of 
waste dump 

Clean up the waste, peel off the 
contaminated waste, and conduct safety 
protection treatment and isolation. 
The landscape of the site shall be 
reshaped and vegetation planting and 
covering shall be carried out after the 
terrain is sorted, covered with soil and soil 
matrix is improved. 
The leveled land will be used for scenic 
spot construction. 

It is suggested to strengthen the 
comprehensive topographic 
arrangement and meet the drainage 
function and slope stability. 
Increase the use of ecological organic 
fertilizer, planting nitrogen fixing 
plants and other means to enhance land 
fertility. 

Abandoned 
land in mined 
out subsidence 

area 

For abandoned underground roadways 
and mining faces, technical means such as 
landfill, waste backfill and concrete 
reinforcement are adopted for 
reinforcement and backfilling. 
Increase land reclamation measures, 
restore and rebuild the original ecological 
system of the land, strengthen the 
ecological governance of the goaf, and 
prevent various possible disasters. 

Increase the supervision of the 
exploration of goaf, carry out 
environmental impact assessment, and 
formulate reasonable control measures 
for goaf with different risk levels. 
Strengthen the exploration and 
restoration of water resources in the 
goaf, especially pay attention to the 
protection and ecological restoration of 
groundwater resources. 

Waste dump 

tidy up the gangue pile. For the gangue 
pile with steep slope and high mountain, 
conduct slope cutting and shaping (the 
slope angle should be fixed at 30 °) and 
slope protection. 
Use coal ash or other chemical methods to 
improve the soil matrix, and carry out 
green planting. 
to prevent spontaneous combustion, the 
main methods are: first, reduce the 
oxidation reaction of Fe by adding strong 
alkaline substances; second, directly 
cover the spontaneous combustion part 
with soil to prevent it from contacting 
with combustible gas in the air. A 
drainage ditch shall be built to discharge 
the water collected by the gangue hill, so 
as to avoid washing the soil cover of the 
slope due to heavy rainfall, exposing the 
gangue again and causing spontaneous 
combustion. 

It is recommended to adopt ecological 
planting blanket (made of wheat straw, 
straw, grass seed and nutrient agent) for 
slope protection. 
In combination with biological soil 
matrix improvement method, use 
animals and plants to extract, absorb, 
decompose, transform or fix soil 
sediment. 
It is suggested to select more local 
pioneer trees and fire-resistant trees, 
and adopt the planting mode of 
combining trees, shrubs and grass. 

Open pit 
wasteland 

Clean up the waste, peel off the 
contaminated waste, and conduct safety 
protection treatment and isolation. 
Land consolidation and green 
reclamation. 

It can be classified and treated 
according to the geological conditions 
of the mine pit. If the geological 
conditions are stable and good, the 
project construction that adapts to the 
characteristics of the site can be 
arranged after the site is leveled; if the 
geological conditions need to be 
improved, the greening and project 
construction can be arranged after the 
terrain arrangement, covering soil and 
soil matrix improvement. 
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 Table 2：List of existing ecological restoration methods and measures for Xishan Mine Wasteland 

type Main existing ecological restoration 
methods Measures and suggestions 



Land for 
abandoned 
industrial 

buildings and 
facilities 

Clean up the original pollutants in 
buildings and sites (including soil, water, 
etc.). Landscape treatment of the site 
topography. 
Dismantle dangerous and hazardous 
buildings, facilities and equipment. Keep 
useful buildings and facilities. 
Carry out project construction and 
landscape greening. 

Strengthen the in-depth study of site 
pollution, carry out targeted cleaning 
and ecological restoration, and 
recommend to select more advanced 
technologies such as environmental 
biotechnology to clean up the 
pollution. 
The planting selection should be based 
on the requirements of pollution 
resistance, pest resistance and barren 
resistance. 
Project construction can be carried out 
in combination with industrial heritage 
display and tourism development 
requirements. 

     
3.4.2 Water Resources Protection 

Due to the shortage of regional water supply and the lack of water storage caused by the 
destruction of mountains, the water volume of the water system in the western mountain area 
is reduced, the groundwater level is reduced, and the famous LAN spring and Jin spring are cut 
off. Due to industrial pollution and urban and rural domestic sewage discharge, the second 
reservoir of Fenhe River, which is the source of centralized water supply in Taiyuan City, is 
seriously threatened (water environment quality standard class III), and all kinds of surface 
water bodies are polluted to varying degrees. 

In recent years, Taiyuan City attaches great importance to water ecological environment 
management, and increases the efforts of water environment management in Fenhe River Basin 
and Xishan area. The main measures put forward include strengthening the treatment and 
discharge of water pollution in the cities along the Fenhe River from the regional level; 
strengthening the coordination of regional water supply; river dredging and decontamination, 
ecological embankment construction; gradually adjusting the industrial structure and layout, 
and gradually implementing relocation and transformation for the enterprises with serious water 
pollution. In addition, the regulations on the protection of Jinquan and Lanquan water resources 
have been issued, the scope and protection requirements of the water source protection area 
have been clarified, and the dynamic monitoring and protection of groundwater resources in 
Jin Memorial Temple spring area have been further strengthened. The maintenance of 
afforestation project in Xishan area needs a lot of irrigation water. Combined with the water 
supply project of Xishan City in Taiyuan City, the water for afforestation is diverted to the 
mountain. At present, most scenic spots have solved the problem of water for afforestation 
maintenance through the construction of their own irrigation system. 

The main measures to be taken include: to strengthen the exploration of groundwater 
resources in Xishan and surrounding areas, especially to study the impact and pollution of 
mining and industrial production on the surface and groundwater resources, and to strengthen 
the protection of water resources and ecological governance. Promote Xishan water and soil 
conservation project, build reservoirs, make full use of existing runoff, regulate and store rain 
and flood as much as possible, supplement water sources, appropriately build water storage 
facilities such as reservoirs and water cellars in the scenic area, and actively promote drip 
irrigation, micro irrigation and other technologies for greening and sprinkling. In the place 
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where there are gullies near the mountain, small water surface can be formed by setting up dams 
and precipitation in rainy season to improve the water conservancy condition of the mountain; 
in the place where there are few gullies formed naturally, side ditches can be used to retain 
rainwater. In the most concave point of side ditches, seepage wells can be dug to improve the 
shallow groundwater condition of the mountain. In the process of water body reconstruction, 
water resources should be minimized Consumption. 

3.4.3  Ecological restoration of vegetation 

In Xishan area, due to the long-term mining damage to the surface vegetation, the mountain 
reclamation and green planting has become one of the key work of ecological restoration in 
Xishan area. At present, the green reclamation index of 16 scenic spots has been basically 
completed, but at present, there are still problems such as single tree species, simple vegetation 
structure and so on. 

It is suggested that the following ecological improvement of vegetation should be carried 
out with the combination of trees, shrubs and grasses, and the species of green plants should be 
increased. It is suggested that in the early stage of afforestation, more local pioneer trees should 
be selected, such as juniper, Sabina vulgaris, Pinus tabulaeformis, Robinia pseudoacacia, 
Platycladus orientalis, Hippophae rhamnoides, white cuttage, green cuttage, white wax, etc., 
with low shrubs, such as Astragalus adsurgens, Lespedeza, mulberry, apricot, forsythia, etc. In 
the later stage, when the vegetation grows to a certain scale, the landscape trees such as flowers, 
leaves and fruits can be further enriched according to the needs of the construction of tourist 
attractions. 

In addition, considering the poor soil and the risk of spontaneous combustion in the 
ecological restoration area of gangue hill. On the sunny slope of the Gangue Mountain, it can 
adapt to the drought and high temperature. The pioneer grass species are Artemisia, alfalfa, 
Tribulus terrestris, salsa, shepherd's purse, Dogtail grass, etc.; the shrub species are 
seabuckthorn, etc.; the arbors are mainly Robinia, Platycladus orientalis, Ailanthus altissima, 
etc. 

3.4.4  Suggestions on Ecological Restoration in Xishan area 

At present, the ecological restoration work in Xishan area of Taiyuan has achieved initial results, 
but there are still problems such as single species, water body, soil pollution and so on. In the 
next step of Xishan management and construction, we should fully respond to the national 
concept of ecological civilization construction, to build an integrated ecosystem of "mountains, 
rivers, forests, fields and lakes", and to promote the further improvement of the planning area 
from element restoration to system restoration. We will further strengthen mountain protection, 
forest protection, water source protection and farmland protection, build a landscape security 
pattern, and maintain the continuity and integrity of the texture of the earth. In addition, the 
introduction of advanced ecological restoration technologies at home and abroad should be 
strengthened to promote the comprehensive treatment of regional ecological environment 
(including the treatment of mining failure surface, mining subsidence area, etc.). We will build 
ecological and green infrastructure to serve the city and create a city's green ecological city 
card. 
 

3.5  The main transformation and utilization of the abandoned land in Xishan mine, Taiyuan 
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3.5.1 Rebuilt as parks or tourist resorts 

Forest Park (Botanical Garden): mainly including Gangsheng, Yaxin, Yuquan mountain, 
Gengyang, Changfeng, Guanshan, Xishan Fengqing, Million Mu ecological park and other 
parks. It is the main way of transformation and utilization of Xishan mining area. Through the 
restoration of mountains and vegetation, develop forest ecological tourism, agricultural tourism, 
outdoor leisure and other contents. For example, in the history of Xishan ten thousand mu 
ecological park, the ecological environment has been seriously damaged due to the excessive 
exploitation and accumulation of garbage. Since 2008, ecological restoration and pollution 
control have been carried out, including mountain greening, river treatment, water storage 
project, power plant ash pond reconstruction, etc., and leisure tourism projects such as central 
sightseeing park, picking Park, Huangpo site area, clean and honest education base have been 
successively built. After the ecological restoration and reconstruction of Yuquanshan Park, the 
forest vegetation coverage has been greatly improved, and the ecological environment has been 
greatly improved. Since 2014, the annual "Spring Convention" activity with the theme of 
Cherry Blossom appreciation has been held, and the average number of tourists received during 
the flower appreciation period is 600000. 

Sports theme park: mainly including Xishan Olympic Sports Suburban Forest Park, etc. 
On the basis of the original gangue hill, through ecological restoration and site arrangement, a 
project construction area with football, rock climbing and other sports venues as the main part 
is formed. At present, the second youth league and other important international events have 
been held. 

Industrial Heritage Park: it mainly includes Xishan National Mine Park, which is a project 
to be constructed. The current situation is the main distribution area of Xishan coal power plant 
and mine entrance. It was built in the period of the Republic of China, and is the first state-
owned coal mine invested and constructed by Northwest Industrial Company in Shanxi 
Province in the period of the Republic of China. The project is planned to build a heritage park 
integrating industrial culture exhibition, leisure and entertainment, cultural and creative office 
of Shanxi coal mine through transformation and utilization of factory buildings. 

3.5.2 Other transformation and utilization forms 

Leisure and vacation projects: mainly including Guoxin, Shengke, Haoguang and other project 
areas, it is planned to combine the restored forest ecological environment, use the government's 
"28" policy of land for green, select the construction land formed after site consolidation, and 
carry out the development and construction of health and vacation projects. 

  Industrial Park: it mainly includes Shengke and other project areas, and modern 
industrial park focusing on scientific and technological research and development. 

Residential quarter: it is mainly located in the shallow mountain area close to the urban 
area. In the construction of existing scenic spots, on the basis of land restoration and 
consolidation of the original mining area, the relevant land policies of the government are used 
to meet the requirements of the land space planning and relevant planning laws and regulations, 
and a small number of residential quarters with good construction conditions are selected for 
development (Table3). 
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Serial 
number 

Name of Park Park size (HA) Main functions and projects to be 
transformed and utilized 

1 Gangsheng Suburb 
Forest Park 

889.6 Ecological sightseeing and leisure 
sports 

2 Yaxin Suburb Forest 
Park 

670.9 Ecological sightseeing and leisure 
sports 

3 Guoxin Suburban 
Forest Park 

686.1 Tourism industry incubation and 
recuperation 

4 Shengke Suburban 
Forest Park 

1633.9 Religious and cultural exhibition, 
agricultural sightseeing, health and 

holiday Resort 
5 Suburban Forest Park 

of traditional Chinese 
Medicine 

113 Traditional Chinese medicine cultural 
industry and ecological tourism 

6 Gengyang Suburb 
Forest Park 

922.2 Religious culture exhibition and 
natural Eco-tourism 

7 Yuquan mountain 
Suburb Forest Park 

1097.5 Leisure sports, health and holiday 
Resort, science, education and research 

8 Changfeng Suburb 
Forest Park 

587.1 Ecological sightseeing, leisure sports, 
conference and Exhibition 

9 Guanshan Suburb 
Forest Park 

461.5 Ecological sightseeing and leisure 
sports 

10 Kangpei Suburb 
Forest Park 

259.7 Painter village, ecological sightseeing 

11 Love late Suburb 
Forest Park 

1097.7 Leisure and recreation 

12 Huantou Tianli 
Suburb Forest Park 

1284.9 Ecological sightseeing, agricultural 
tourism and cultural experience   

13 Coal gasification 
Suburban Forest Park 

933.2 Cultural experience and leisure 
Resort 

14 Xishan Olympic 
sports Suburb Forest 

Park 

591.9 Sports events, leisure sports, health 
and holiday Resort 

15 Xishan National 
Mining Suburb Forest 

Park 

716.3 Mining cultural tourism, science, 
education and research 

16 Xishan Fengqing 
Forest Park 

1653 Ecological sightseeing 

17 Ten thousand mu 
ecological park 

652.2 Ecological sightseeing 

 

3.5.3 Suggestions on transformation and utilization of mine wasteland in Xishan area 
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Table 3：List of reconstruction and utilization of existing main park 
scenic spots in Xishan, Taiyuan 



After the ecological restoration, the scenic spot construction and tourism based alternative 
industries in Xishan area have achieved initial development. But at present, the development of 
regional tourism industry is still in the initial stage. There are many problems in the 
development and construction of scenic spots, such as the theme is not prominent, the grade is 
uneven, the tourism products are single, the characteristics of tourism brand are not prominent, 
and the construction management and control is missing. 

Based on the foundation and development conditions of Xishan area, this paper suggests 
that Xishan area should meet the needs and development trend of Taiyuan city group tourism 
market and innovate the development of tourism products. Combing the rich and colorful 
historical culture, religious culture, celebrity culture and other resources in the region, 
combining with the needs of modern tourism and leisure, we should innovate, integrate and 
utilize them. Through the space creative design, we should combine the regional culture display 
experience with the planning and construction of the scenic spot, create different types of scenic 
spots and rich landscape tourism system, and realize the forest ecological tourism in the western 
mountain area The transformation of tourism to the direction of deep comprehensive experience 
tourism. 

Make full use of the relevant policies of Taiyuan municipal government on land and forest 
land use right in Xishan area, integrate the resources and environment of the planned area and 
existing development projects, form the overall idea of tourism development, and change the 
scattered point development into the overall and orderly development. Take cultural tourism as 
the leading industry, expand the industrial chain, and vigorously develop related industries such 
as big health, education, sports, pension, culture and innovation, urban agriculture, etc. We will 
promote the region to form a model in which both project development revenue and commercial 
operation revenue are valued, promote the transformation and upgrading of regional industrial 
structure, and realize the leapfrog development of Xishan region.   
 

4．Summary 
With the further development of China's economy and society, the ecological restoration, 
transformation and utilization of the original mine wasteland will get more attention from all 
walks of life. From the perspective of urban renewal, how to change the existing mine wasteland, 
turn the wasteland into treasure, and realize the sustainable development of the region through 
the transformation of traditional industries is an important topic. 

In Xishan area of Taiyuan, government led, multi-party participation, market-oriented way 
and more advanced ecological restoration technology concept were adopted to carry out 
relevant transformation and utilization, which greatly promoted the ecological restoration and 
utilization of the area. It is a beneficial exploration for the transformation and reuse of the mine 
to make Xishan area become a new eco-cultural tourism area with characteristics, which is 
conducive to the production and life of the local people. In the practice of ecological civilization 
in Taiyuan, we should further strengthen the ecological restoration and the construction and 
development of the tourist area of Xishan ecological and cultural tourism area by means of 
policy incentives, financial support, the introduction of advanced ecological restoration 
technology, regional coordination, resource integration, creative planning, etc., build an 
important hand in promoting the construction of ecological civilization in Taiyuan, and form 
the model practice of "green water and green mountains" in Taiyuan City. 
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Abstract: As an important part of the historical and cultural heritage of the city,
industrial heritage plays an important role in highlighting the charm of urban culture
and continuing the function of the city. At present, the theory and practice of
industrial heritage transformation at home and abroad are more experienced, but there
are not many cases in which the climate characteristics of the local area are fully
considered in the update. Taking Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory as an
example, this paper discusses how to combine the cold weather characteristics in the
protection and renewal of industrial heritage in cold cities from the perspective of
green ecology, so that the updated function and space environment can be considered
in addition to the sustainable regeneration of the heritage itself. It can also create a
more comfortable and convenient living experience for residents, that is, through site
research, excavate the location advantages and cultural values of the plant, analyze
the urban development needs, the functional needs of the people and the feasibility of
protection and renewal, and discuss the protection and utilization of the plant. On the
basis of industrial heritage, the way of green ecology and cold adaptation will be
carried out in order to draw reference to the industrial heritage renewal of Harbin and
other cold cities.

Keywords: Industrial heritage; Cold city; Harbin, Renewal and transformation;
Sustainable regeneration

1. Introduction

As an important part of human material cultural heritage, industrial heritage has
extremely high value in economic, cultural and social aspects. The exploration of industrial
heritage combined with the sustainable regeneration path of residents' living environment has
become an important research topic. Especially in cold winter cities with cold winters, the
livability is relatively poor. During the year, the time for residents to carry out public
activities outdoors is limited. Therefore, in the industrial heritage renewal, not only the
renewal process but also the sustainable regeneration of the heritage itself should be
considered. It is necessary to combine the characteristics of severe cold weather, and create a
more comfortable living experience for residents after the transformation. Paying attention to
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the sustainable development path of industrial heritage in the city, and thus improving the
living environment of residents, is conducive to promoting the sustainable development of the
city as a whole.

2. Related concepts
2.1. Cold city
The cold city is a relatively general concept defined by the winter climate characteristics of
the city where it is located. It generally refers to the city that affects the normal life of the
residents due to the cold weather in winter. Many scholars have given definitions about the
concept of a cold city. As early as 980, in the book "Cold City Reader", "The cold city is a
city with an average temperature of 0 °C or lower in January." The Cold City Charter is
defined as a city with a snow cover of at least 20 cm per year, or a city with an average
temperature of less than zero degrees Celsius per year for at least one month. This definition
can include most cities in northern China, and most cities in northern China are not counted as
cold cities, so they are not practical for China. According to the characteristics of the cold
weather in China's cold cities, the author believes that the definition of cold city is most
appropriate in the Study of the Habitability of Cold Urban Environment——a bit ability of
Cold Urban Environment old cities, so they are not practical for China. According to the
characteristics of the cold weather in China's cold cities, the author believes that the
definition.

2.2 Industrial Heritage
The definition of industrial heritage described in the Lower Tajir Charter reflects the basic
concepts of the international community on industrial heritage : The architecture and structure
of industrial activities, the processes and tools contained in such buildings and structures, and
the towns and landscapes in which such buildings and structures are located, as well as all
other material and non-material manifestations, are of vital importance . Industrial heritage
includes industrial cultural heritage with historical, technical, social, architectural or scientific
value, including construction and machinery, factory buildings, production workshops and
factory mines, as well as processing and refining sites, warehouse warehouses, production,
conversion and use sites, transportation And its infrastructure, as well as industrial-related
social activities for residence, religious worship or education.1

3. Sustainable regeneration path of industrial heritage in cold cities
3.1 The impact of cold climate on the direction of industrial heritage renewal
3.1.1 In the renewal, consider the cold climate to the behavior of residents and physical and
mental health
Danish architect Jan Gale divides outdoor activities in public spaces into three types: essential
activities, spontaneous activities and social activities . The cold climate has less impact on the
incidence of essential activities, including schooling and going to work, but has a significant
impact on spontaneous and social activities . Correspondingly, social activities such as club
activities, outdoor performances, etc., which occur outdoors, will also be reduced.

For human health, secondly, if residents are living indoors for a long time because of the

1 《Lower Tajir Charter》
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influence of cold weather, and there are few activities in outdoor public space, long-term lack
of interaction with society will not only affect the health of residents, but also affect residents
tooling and going to work, but has a significant impact on spontaneous and social activities .
Correspondingly , social and mental health of the residents.
3.1.2 Renewing to reduce material loss in cold climate

The material loss of cold cities is manifested in three aspects: snow removal, energy
consumption and living expenses . In the renewal of industrial heritage, the main
consideration is how to reduce the energy loss of buildings . In cold climates, building heat is
lost faster than in a normal environment . Therefore, certain measures should be taken to
reduce the heat loss of the building .That is, how the building can play a role in insulation
while consuming a certain amount of energy.

3.2 Cold adaptation measures for industrial heritage
3.2.1 Setting the climate buffer to increase the gray space of public activities
From the point of view of the construction technology of the cold city, the atrium space can
use the greenhouse effect to store heat in the indoor air in winter, and the atrium skylight can
be used throughout the year for natural lighting of the interior of the atrium and its ancillary
space . Similarly, in the transformation of cold industrial heritage, the design of climate buffer
based on climate adaptability can effectively improve the quality of building use, not only
providing users with a barrier to the natural environment of the cold, but also for the cold city.
Residents provide a public open space for the event.
3.2.2 Use of earth-covering buildings to reduce building energy consumption

The overburden building is generally an underground or semi-underground building.
Generally speaking, the wall of the building is in contact with the air less than the average
building. Therefore, the shape coefficient of the overlying building is relatively low, which
can effectively reduce the heat inside the building. The loss, thus saving energy and
insulation .The ground is often integrated with the natural environment, and the roof can be
used as a greenery or public activity space .The earth-covering building studied in this paper
is a shallow underground space development, which is a semi-subterranean earth-covering
building. Its advantage is that the development of semi-underground space is less affected by
the natural environment.

3.3 Design path for sustainable regeneration of industrial heritage in cold regions
3.3.1 Continuation of city functions
Before the industrial relocation, the factory area was relatively closed in the city. The original
factory area broke or even blocked the traffic and functions of the city, which destroyed the
integrity of the city . Therefore, after the industrial relocation, the main purpose of the
renovation of the industrial heritage should be to make up for the problem of the previous
split of the city, that is, to continue the function of the city, so that the industrial heritage after
the renovation and transformation will be integrated into urban life and supplement the urban
function.
3.3.2 The renewal process is sustainable
The upgrading of industrial heritage should avoid the previous mode of large-scale demolition
and large-scale construction, and repair and renovation . At present, many industrial heritages
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in Harbin have been rebuilt and real estate development, which is devastating for the value of
industrial heritage . The renewal of industrial heritage should be sustainable, green and
intensive, and reversible, even for industrial buildings that are not protected by policy . The
renew old method must take into account the long-term development of industrial heritage
and not only focus on immediate interests.
3.3.3 Take full account of the seasonal use of different spaces
The climate of the cold city is characterized by cold winter and summer sun, the winter
temperature is extremely low, and the winter cycle is long, the spring and autumn are short,
the summer temperature is suitable, but the sunshine is sufficient, and the environmental
livability is poor . In the general climate zone, the squares, parks and other activity venues
suitable for residents' activities are only used in the short-term spring, summer and autumn in
the cold city, and the winter is basically idle . Therefore, taking certain measures and
considering the different functions of the site in different seasons can not only improve the
utilization rate of the site, but also encourage residents to walk out of the house to participate
in activities in the public space and social interaction, which is beneficial to the health of the
residents.

4 Exploration on sustainable regeneration of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool
Factory
4.1 Introduction to Harbin
As a typical cold city in China, Harbin is the coldest city in the world with the same latitude.
It has a long and cold winter and has the reputation of seasons can not only improve the
utilization rate of the site, but also encourage residents to walk out of the house to participate
in activities the country. It has undergone industrial relocation and transformation. The city's
central urban area has left a large amount of industrial heritage and needs to be renewed.

4.2 Overview of the current situation of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory
4.2.1 Basic situation of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory
Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory is located in Xiangfang District of Harbin City. It
is one of the 156 key projects that the former Soviet Union aided during the “First Five-Year
Plan” period. Xiangfang District is one of the 21 pilot urban areas in the old industrial area of
the national urban area. Under the background of contemporary urban renewal, with the
adjustment of the industrial structure of the old industrial base in Northeast China, the Harbin
Municipal Government attaches great importance to the overall relocation of the old industrial
zone in Xiangfang. jobs. The geographical location of the plant is superior, and the internal
traffic and external traffic are relatively convenient. The buildings in the plant have various
scales and have great potential for renovation and transformation.
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Figure 1 Aerial view of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool

Factory Model

Figure 2 Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool

Factory Building Status Map

4.2.2 Mining of historical and cultural connotations in the plant area

(1) Industrial cultural heritage
The buildings in the factory are mainly built in three periods. The northern part is mainly

the eclectic architecture built by the Soviet Union during the "First Five-Year Plan" period. It
is of great age and is a witness of Sino-Soviet friendship. Among them, the main building of
the Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory was promoted by the Global Times as “China's Eight
Famous Red Buildings”, which has a high cultural value and is a second-class building and an
immovable cultural relic of Harbin. The south is mainly an industrial building built in the
1980s. There are also several ancient and famous trees in the factory.

(2) Spiritual cultural connotation
From the late 1950s to the early 1970s, with the Haliang factory as the mother body,

successively assisted in the construction and relocation of Chengdu Measuring and Cutting
Tool Factory, Zhongyuan Measuring Instrument Factory, Qinghai Measuring Tool Cutting
Factory, Guilin Measuring Tool Cutting Factory and Guanzhong Tools Factory. The
development and growth of the industry has made important historical contributions. The
spirit of the screw spirit is the spirit of the hard work of the company.

4.3 Problems to be solved in the renovation and reconstruction
4.3.1 Health Activity Needs of Urban Residents in Harbin
The educational and living services around the factory are relatively complete, but lack
cultural facilities such as music and art and public sports facilities .The southern part of the
plant is a gathering area of colleges and universities. After the renewal, the service population
of the factory area will occupy a large proportion of college students, and the young people
group can bring vitality to the base .Therefore, the renovation and transformation of the
industrial heritage needs to solve the music and cultural needs and sports health needs of the
residents and their surrounding college students.
4.3.2 Continuation of the historical and cultural heritage of the factory
Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory is one of the 156 key projects that the former
Soviet Union aided during the tion and transformation period .There are four immovable
cultural relics in the factory area: Measuring and cutting tool factory canteen, peace road
section wall, main factory building, measuring tool cutting tool factory main building, with a
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high historical and cultural value .From the late 1950s to the early 1970s, with the Haquan
factory as the mother body, successively assisted in the construction and relocation of the five
measuring tools factory in the country, which is a full expression of the screw
spirit .Therefore, in the process of sustainable regeneration, the key point is to explore the
historical and cultural connotation of industrial heritage, and use various methods to make it
continue in the process of transformation.
4.3.3 Harbin's climate specificity is not suitable for outdoor activities
The average daily minimum temperature in Harbin can be as low as minus 20 degrees in
January, and the winter cycle is also long .Therefore, local residents have been unsuitable for
outdoor activities for a long time .This renewal and transformation should take certain
measures, so that residents around the Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory can
perform outdoor activities even in the cold winter.

4.4 Sustainable Regeneration Strategy of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory
4.4.1 Positioning of the Musical Culture Center: Promoting a Healthy Lifestyle for Urban
Residents
In the sustainable regeneration of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory, in order to
encourage the residents around Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tools Factory and even the
residents of Harbin to cultivate a healthy lifestyle, the functions of music and sports will be
implanted in the renovation of the factory.

Figure 3 Status quo of the sports group before

the transformation

Figure 4 Status photo Figure 5 Reconstructed

extreme sports venue

Figure 6 Sports group transformation intention map

Sports functions mainly include daily physical exercise of residents, sports events,
extreme sports for college students, and the health care industry for the elderly.The implanted
sports sector is designed to encourage residents to participate more in physical exercise.In
terms of techniques, in order to form a good sports and healthy environment and atmosphere,
the factory will plan an overhead two-story runway in series with several industrial plants to
form a sports group. There are special sports venues in the group to attract surrounding
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college students.

Figure 7 Music Club Activity
Space

Figure 8 Music Festival
Venue

Figure 9 Music free
communication space

The music functions in the factory area mainly include community-level music activity
centers and regular large-scale music festivals. It aims to promote communication among
community residents, encourage surrounding college students to socialize, and promote an
active and healthy attitude towards life .The festival is a combination of internal and external
functions. It aims to attract university students from the southern universities of the factory
and young people from other regions to participate in the inspiration through the festival .The
purpose of the event is to encourage residents to participate in outdoor activities and to
communicate with others .Correspondingly, in the planning method, the design of a covered
building at the planning site solved the problem of the audience venue of the festival .In the
southern part of the plant, the hexagon is used as a single space to make some interesting
spaces, as a venue for community activities. In addition, in some public spaces, there are
several spaces for free communication of music.
4.4.2 The concept of growth : the way to update sustainable regeneration
In order to reflect the green ecology and sustainable regeneration, we chose growth as the
planning and renovation concept of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory, which
means spontaneous development, and responds according to its development needs in social
and material space, which is in line with the development law of the factory .The growth of
the plant area includes the growth of the population, the growth of functions, the growth of
public spaces and the growth of buildings .The plant has two growth trails, including the
growth of new buildings and the growth of industrial heritage buildings .The symbol of the
measuring tool is rigorous and modular. Therefore, the growth of the industrial heritage
building adopts the "frame + cube module form", which is the feature extraction of the
original factory building .New buildings use hexagons as growth units. The choice of
hexagons is considered from the following aspects:The urban feature level extracts the
snowflake culture characteristics of Harbin, the spirit level of the plant extracts the screws of
the screw spirit of Harbin Measuring and Cutting Tool Factory, and the planning concept
layer extracts the growth cells .Abstract the above conceptual problem as an element of a
hexagon.
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Figure 10 Growth trails of industrial heritage

buildings
Figure 11 Hexagonal growth monomer in a new building

Renovation of old industrial buildings and the use of materials and components removed
from old buildings as new materials for renovation and construction in new buildings, aiming
to use the original elements of the plant to retain more time memories of the factory, and It
reflects the concept of growth and the theme of sustainable regeneration.
4.4.3 Seasonal changes in the function of different sites - adequate cold climate specificity
Considering that Harbin is at a high latitude, the winter climate is extremely cold and the
summer time is short, while the sound entertainment requires a large amount of outdoor open
space for activities, and the winter temperature in Harbin is difficult to stay outdoors for a
long time .Therefore, in the renovation and transformation, it should be considered to design
different functions and activities in the same public space in summer and winter, in order to
improve the utilization rate of the site and improve the time of residents' outdoor activities.

The core nodes in the planning plant area are the venues for public activities. The
center's sunken square can be used as a venue for outdoor activities in the summer, and the
music festival can be used as a center stage. In winter, the sunken square can be used as a
skiing place and curling competition venue. The surrounding area can be used as a place to
experience ice sculpture, which is used to show the ice and snow culture of Harbin.

Figure 12 Summer use intentions of the core square Figure 13 Winter use intentions of the core square

The plan will be combined with the transformation of the current coal run ramp to create
a public event venue, which serves as a swimming pool and water playground in summer。 In
winter, it provides space for ice activities. The same idea can be used to resolve the
contradiction between seasonal use in many types of venues.
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Figure 14 Status of the coal run

ramp Figure 15 Summer Water Park Figure 16 Winter ice movement

The use of earth-covered buildings makes the roof a public activity space. In the western
part of the core plaza, it is a covered building, and the function of the building is a concert
hall. In the summer, the roof is a lawn and can be used as an auditorium for music festivals; in
winter, it can be used as a ski resort.

Figure 17 Summer covered roof of the auditorium Figure 18 Winter covered roof of a ski resort

4.4.4 Grouping and Closure Treatment of Buildings - Reducing the outdoor passage time of
residents

Harbin's climate has the characteristics of cold winter and summer sun, so it is necessary
to reduce the daily travel time of people's daily life .Consider the building as a group and
unite it in a space, so that each group building has its own semi-indoor public space, which
can be used to organize some communication activities .This practice is closed in the winter
and open in the summer. The roof can be made of light-transparent material, which can soften
the sunlight in summer without hindering the daylighting.

5 . Conclusion

Urban industrial heritage is a witness to urban development and growth. It preserves and
protects the material form of industrial heritage, vigorously promotes the cultural spirit of
industrial heritage, integrates industrial heritage into urban life, fully exploits the potential of
its green ecology, and utilizes the renewal of industrial heritage. Encouraging residents to live
a healthy life has important practical significance .This paper mainly studies the sustainable
regeneration of industrial heritage in cold cities. The focus is on Harbin Measuring and
Cutting Tool Factory as a specific case, and proposes its future strategy for the renovation of
cold climate .From the perspective of green ecology, the industrial heritage protection update
should consider the basic demands of the surrounding people at the present stage, implant the
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corresponding functions that can guide the residents' health mode, advocate the concept of
green life, and lead a healthy life.
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Abstract: The urban waterfront space bears important navigation functions and is also 
a concentrated area of urban heritage. With the changes of the times, the functions of 
the city's traditional waterfront areas have undergone dramatic changes. How to 
reconstruct historical place, enhance inclusiveness, openness and ecological value is of 
great significance for the transformation and regeneration of the waterfront. Through 
field investigation, literature review and spatial performance analysis, this paper 
analyzes the waterfront space transformation cases in Shanghai, Chicago, Oslo, 
Singapore and Hamburg, and summarizes the background and characteristics of 
ecological transformation and spatial transformation in traditional waterfront areas. We 
summarize and refine the revival strategy of the successful transformation of the space 
in the traditional urban waterfront area from six perspectives: spatial integration, 
transportation connection, functional regeneration, historical continuity, social 
inclusion and ecological restoration. and make recommendations for the transformation 
and optimization of urban traditional waterfront space in China. 

 
Keywords：Historical Reconstruction；Social Inclusion；  Waterfront Areas； 
Ecological Reconstruction；Space Transformation 
 

1.Background 
Water is an important place to nurture urban civilization. Since the budding of human 
civilization, the waterfront has attracted human settlements and activities. When Wu Zixu built 
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Yucheng (now Suzhou City) in 514 BC, he proposed " Observe the soil, tasting the water, then 
building the city ". the near water area has been seen as the best place for urban location. The 
waterfront area plays an important role in urban space, built on a unique collection of land, 
water and culture, bears the opportunity of resource exploitation, trade, transportation, survival, 
growth and development[1,2]. In addition, The waterfront area also plays an important role in 
regulating climate, conserving soil and water, and improving the living conditions of organisms, 
providing important natural and living conditions for the emergence and continuation of human 
civilization. As Russell said in the "Power Theory", the river provides the survival and 
parenting capital necessary for the early development of civilization, and provides the national 
tolerance necessary for the continuation of civilization.1 

The development of the international waterfront area is considered to have gone through 
three stages: the first stage is the stage of agricultural civilization, in which water is an important 
resource for people's daily life and crop irrigation, and the development of the city presents the 
characteristics of water selection. At this stage, people have little impact on water resources, 
and the waterfront area shows a benign development trend; the second stage is the stage of 
industrial civilization. The development of industrialization has caused a large number of 
warehouses and industrial equipment to be gather in waterfront areas, railways and highways 
separate the site from the city, making the waterfront area a closed space with industrial 
concentration as the main feature. The industrial sewage discharge causes serious damage to 
the waterfront environment, and the waterfront area presents a negative occlusion situation; the 
third stage is the post-industrial civilization stage. Due to the adjustment of industrial structure, 
the traditional industrial-oriented waterfront space is gradually declining and needs to be 
transformed. Under the value of “people-oriented”, the development of waterfront space is 
gradually moving towards recreation and leisure. A series of new functions such as sightseeing, 
cultural entertainment, commercial office and residence have become the leading functions of 
the waterfront area, and are alive for the waterfront, created conditions for the stimulation of 
the vitality of the waterfront area. 

As a city's "gateway" and important display space, the waterfront has obvious advantages 
in development benefits, landscape environment, public life, function mix and regional sharing 
& co-construction. The historical space and structures left by different ages are the historical 
representation and continuation of the traditional civilization in the waterfront area. It is an 
important catalyst for attracting people to gather and inducing behavioral activities. The rational 
preservation and reuse of the historical elements of the waterfront is an important basis for 
guiding the transformation of waterfront space. 
 
2. The revival strategy of traditional waterfront space 
The revival of waterfront space depends on attracting people to gather together to bring vitality, 
and the space organized around historical elements is an important material space that 
stimulates people's curiosity, belonging and cohesion. Based on this, the paper puts forward the 
spatial revival strategy of the traditional waterfront area from six aspects: spatial integration, 
transportation connection, functional regeneration, historical continuity, ecological restoration 
and social inclusion. 

1 Quoted from Li Jie. Urban Waterfront Landscape Planning and Design [M]. Beijing: China Water 

Resources and Hydropower Press, 2018., the foreword 
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2.1 Spatial integration 

As an important open space in the city, the waterfront space needs to meet the space 
requirements of integrity, sharing, openness and uniqueness. First, waterfront space, as an 
important part of the urban area, needs to incorporate the spatial structure of the waterfront into 
the spatial growth system of the entire city, and strengthen the connection between the 
waterfront space and the city from the spatial level. For example, it forms a continuous and 
unobstructed landscape corridor with the main part of the city, or creates an open and permeable 
spatial structure by maintaining the traditional small-scale spatial texture, and coordinates with 
the spatial scale of the main part of the city. Second, the waterfront space needs to rely on 
historical heritage to form a space with unique cultural connotations. The historical element is 
the intrinsic traits and site genes of the waterfront space. The uniqueness of the waterfront space 
requires that the public space fully reflect the characteristics of the original historical sites, form 
a space with cultural connotations, and then stimulate the venue's vitality and enhance the 
quality. Considering that the waterfront space often forms a linear activity space along the 
waterfront, it is also necessary to divide the historical resources of the site into different spatial 
divisions, and make each division reflect its own characteristics. 
 
2.2 Traffic connection 

Traffic connection is a key factor that reflects the accessibility, inclusiveness and sharing of 
waterfront sites, and is essential for improving the vibrancy of the site. 

First, the waterfront site should have great accessibility, and there should be convenient 
public transportation conditions. It should have convenient transportation links with public 
transportation such as subway, tram, and public transportation. In addition, the splitting effect 
of the traffic trunk outside the waterfront space on the site should be eliminated. During the 
industrial revolution period, the waterfront area was obviously closed, and the expressway and 
railway were built in consideration of providing fast and convenient transportation conditions 
for cargo transportation. If it continues to function in modern times, it will have a serious 
isolation effect on the waterfront space, thereby weakening the accessibility of the waterfront. 
Therefore, consideration should be given to eliminating the adverse impact of the original rapid 
traffic route on the waterfront site, dismantling or renovating the original railway line, or 
reducing the waterfront site and city spatial isolation by setting up three-dimensional traffic and 
the main road as the tunnel, to avoid the waterfront space becoming an island. 

Second, the interior of the venue should encourage the formation of a slow-moving 
transportation system based on bicycles and walking. Green and healthy transportation is an 
important catalyst for people's activities. The public activities space should be arranged around 
historical sites, and the waterfront environment should be combined to form a safe, continuous, 
convenient and accessible slow-moving road network. so as to connect the dotted waterfront 
historical elements in an orderly way. 

Third, the needs of other special modes of transportation should be fully considered. The 
waterfront conditions can be used to develop ferry traffic, and the important nodes in the site 
can be linked by waterway as one of the symbolic traffic in the waterfront area. In addition, it 
is also conceivable to provide suitable parking spaces for new energy vehicles and disabled 
vehicles to encourage green travel and to facilitate the travel of disabled people. 
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2.3 function regeneration 

With the changes of the times, the function of the waterfront site has also changed. Since the 
Second World War, the city's economic functions, industrial structure and transportation 
methods have undergone drastic changes, resulting in major changes in the urban industrial 
location, coupled with urban attaches more importance to environmental protection and urban 
beautification, the industrial industry in traditional waterfront areas has gradually declined, 
leading to the decline of the original waterfront space based on industrial warehousing. If the 
new functions are not introduced in time, the attraction of the site will be lost. The Seventh 
Principle of the Ten Principles for the development of waterfront areas mentioned in the Urban 

Waterfront Planning indicates that: restricted or abandoned waterfront areas come back to life 
when they become satisfying living grounds rather than merely places to visit. They are 
resurrected[1]. The creation of a waterfront as a "satisfactory living place" is the result of a 
diversified function. The waterfront of the new era is no longer a functionally closed, single 
industrial area, storage area. It is a comprehensive area with multiple coupling functions such 
as leisure, catering, retail, creativity, residence, culture, etc. Functional compounding is the key 
to attracting people to gather and enhance the vitality of the venue. The degree of attraction of 
the crowd also determines the value of space. Giving new functions to historical buildings is an 
important means of historical reconstruction and functional transformation of waterfront space, 
and is of great significance for improving the value of the site, continuing the historical context, 
and revitalizing the space. In addition, the narrow linear environment in the waterfront area 
determines the functional organization of the site needs spatial division. It is necessary to 
determine the specific functions and themes of each block according to the historical elements, 
location conditions and ecological basis of different blocks. 
 
2.4 Historical continuation 
Since the 1970s, with the restoration and improvement of water quality in urban waterfront 
areas, the protection and reuse of historical buildings has gradually gained attention in various 
countries. Historical heritage is an important embodiment of the cultural heritage and historical 
features of the waterfront. The inherent traits of the waterfront are also reflected in the 
differences in historical and cultural heritage. Therefore, the protection and rational use of the 
waterfront heritage is also an important means to reflect the city's characteristics and make the 
city's history and culture sustainable. On the basis of in-depth analysis of the historical 
development of the site and the cultural heritage, the historical genes and deep cultural 
accumulation of the site should be deeply explored, which will serve as an important basis for 
site planning and design. Historical relics as a characteristic imprint of the venue and the 
inheritance of material civilization are of great significance for enhancing the attraction and 
accessibility of the venue.  

When planning the waterfront area, we need to adopt a cautious attitude. On the one hand, 
we must avoid the destruction of the historical environment. We must not destroy the original 
space texture of the place because of the simple pursuit of fashion and modern sense. The 
remains and the physical environment are placed in a vacuum. On the other hand, it is also 
necessary to avoid the use of the “do nothing” approach to retain all elements of the site. During 
the industrial revolution, the protagonist of the waterfront space was the production machine, 
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which also determined that the space in this period was closed, and the dense industrial 
equipment made the site lack the public space for crowd activities. Nowadays, the waterfront 
space is more characterized by entertainment and leisure. It is necessary to fully consider the 
activities and gathering needs of different groups of people, and on the basis of protecting and 
restoring valuable historical and cultural heritages, the appropriate open space should be 
reserved, transformed or rebuilt. 

In addition, the historical and cultural heritage of the waterfront should be “growth”. The 
new buildings in the waterfront area need to be based on the height, color, shape and spatial  
scale of the historical buildings, inheriting the original architectural and site features. Under the 
premise of not destroying the overall style, through flexible processing methods, the 
characteristics of the times and the characteristics of the site are appropriately reflected to form 
an orderly and diversified overall style of the waterfront. 

 
2.5 Social inclusion 

On the one hand, the waterfront area has the characteristics of complexity, and it is one of the 
most difficult areas in the development of the city. It involves the conflicts of interests of 
different groups, and requires the participation of multiple people, including local residents, 
governments, expert institutions, tourists and other societies. The best waterfront planning is a 
win-win solution that balances the interests of multiple parties. The goal of the plan is to try to 
integrate various aspects, rather than to solve the problem by single voice[1]. On the other hand, 
waterfront is a highly open and shared space environment for all. It is necessary to ensure the 
accessibility and participation of all people at the material level, especially to fully consider the 
requirements of vulnerable groups such as the elderly, the disabled, and children. Ensure that 
the venue meets all kinds of barrier-free facilities. At the same time, it must also strengthen the 
attraction of various types of people at the cultural level. According to the positioning of the 
site, a rich space can be formed to meet the needs of the history and the needs of children's 
games and entertainment. As well as the needs of young people to learn and swim. 

 
2.6 Ecological restoration 

As an ecological interlaced zone between land and water, the waterfront is characterized by 
complexity and vulnerability. The ecological environment is highly vulnerable to external 
disturbances. Especially in the period of industrial civilization, the waterfront area took 
industrial production as the main purpose and ignored the basic feature of ecology, the pollution 
of industrial wastewater discharge to rivers is one of the important reasons for the destruction 
of ecological environment in waterfront. In addition, the excessive hardening of water edges 
caused by factors such as flood control and navigation is also an important cause of ecological 
environment damage. It caused problems such as erosion of shoreline and loss of habitat. With 
the reinterpretation of the functional orientation of waterfront in the new era, the traditional 
production space gradually transitioned to leisure and living space, and the ecological 
improvement of the site has become an important demand of people. As a symbol of the city, 
the river needs to maintain a good ecological environment. On the one hand, it needs to repair, 
improve and maintain the original ecological characteristics of the site, and create a good 
environment suitable for living organisms. Consider the waterfront space for water circulation, 
water purification and microclimate adjustment[2]. On the other hand, it is necessary to reduce 
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or avoid the impact of flood disaster on the site and shape a good site resilience. The impact of 
flood disasters on the site and the formation of good site toughness characteristics. Many 
waterfront sites will unilaterally pay attention to the flood control requirements and ignore the 
ecological properties of the site. For example, the construction of high levees will destroy the 
natural features and hydrophilic properties of the waterfront, and reduce the survival and 
reproduction ability of organisms and the ability of the ground to absorb rainwater. Waterfront 
sites need to adopt a "smart" resilience strategy, such as by adopting soft measures guided by 
low-impact development or sponge city concepts, or combine with terrains to build stepped 
flood control facilities, and the height of the flood control levees is reduced on the premise of 
meeting the basic flood control requirements. 
 
3. Case analysis 
3.1 Singapore Waterfront 

Singapore is one of the most important port cities in Asia. The shipping function of the 
Singapore River in history has been remarkable. By the end of the 19th century, the Singapore 
River had carried 75% of the shipping activities in the area, forming three subzones such as: 
Boat Quay, Clarke Quay, and Robertson Quay [4]. However, in the 1960s, Singapore’s economy 
was transformed. The navigation and port functions of the Singapore River gradually weakened, 
with the water quality dropped sharply, and has become stinking. So far, the cleaning and 
transformation of the Singapore River has gradually been put on the agenda. In 1969, the 
Singapore Works Bureau announced a grant of S$200,000 to propose the plan to “transform 
the foul-smelling Singapore River into Singapore’s River Seine.” In 1974, The government of 
Singapore has announced the governance and improvement of the Singapore river as an 
important project[5]. After 1980, Singapore strengthened its emphasis on the protection of 
waterfront heritage during the governance of the Singapore River, integrating historical 
building protection and local cultural heritage protection into the development of waterfront 
areas[6], the “Urban Design Plans and Guidelines For Developments Within Singapore Planning 
Area” promulgated in 2013 also pointed out that national statutory monuments and protected 
buildings must be follow specific protection guidelines[7].  

The Singapore government is committed to planning the riverfront as an exciting and 
vibrant corridor and reflecting the unique historical features of Singapore through the river. The 
Singapore River is 3 kilometers long and can be divided into three sub-districts: the Boat Quay, 
Clarke Quay (Figure 1) and Robertson Quay. Singapore has shown a respectful attitude towards 
the historical elements of the riverfront area. Under the premise of maintaining the original 
space texture of the dock area, Singapore has repositioned and functionally positioned it to 
become a waterfront living space integrating leisure, commerce , residence, and the cultural 
experience center, which makes the historical space once again energetic. On the one hand, 
combined with the remains of historical buildings, the overall architectural style, scale, texture, 
height, etc. are controlled to continue the original historical features and spatial features around 
the river, and to improve the city's skyline contours and the pedestrian experience along the 
river pedestrian street. The new building needs to be coordinated with the architectural form 
and spatial scale of the historic buildings on the waterfront. The number of building layers 
cannot be limited to more than four floors, and the original spatial dimensions of the two sides 
of the river can be preserved. For example, most of the buildings on both sides of the river are 
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small block less than 150m×150m to achieve good permeability and accessibility. Even the 
roofs of construction projects along the waterfront s of Singapore are considered important 
façade control elements, better linked to preserved and preserved buildings. For example, all 
developments in the Robertson Quay use terracotta sloping roofs as the main roof form. On the 
other hand, it combines the construction of star buildings in the waterfront. Marina Bay is in 
the city center of Singapore. Beside the Merlion statue built in 1972, there are also well-known 
buildings such as Marina Bay Sands, Gardens by the Bay, Art Science Museum and Singapore 
Esplanade (Figure 2). As a result, marina bay has become the most frequented place for people 
to visit in Singapore, which deserves to be the vitality center and city name card of Singapore. 

  
Figure 1 The historic building of Clarke Quay           Figure 2 Marina Bay Sands 

is combined with the modern gallery. 
     Source: By Ci Hai                          

  Source: By Ci Hai 

 
3.2 Oslo Waterfront 

In the 1960s, the traditional shipping industry had a major impact due to the emergence of new 
modes of transport and new terminal requirements; by the 1970s, the ship-building industry in 
the port of Oslo was largely shut down; in the 1980s, The closure of the Vestbanen train station 
marks the decline of the waterfront industry. Changes in seaport functions and the movement 
of space provide a major opportunity for the transformation of waterfront space. How to 
revitalize the city through adjustments to existing industries is the key to the transformation of 
waterfront space during this period. In January 2000, Oslo proposed a Fjordbyen plan, replacing 
the original port land with urban development land, and dividing the narrow coastal zone into 
multiple parts. Each part has a detailed zoning plan, According to different location 
characteristics, the building height and land use function of each plot are specified in detail. 

The coastal areas of Oslo have different historical resources from different periods, from 
the medieval Akershus Castle to the Norwegian railway station, the city hall (Figure 3), various 
types of piers, to the modern Oslo Grand Theatre, the waterfront area in Oslo like a necklace 
that connects the architectural treasures of different periods. On the one hand, strengthen 
communication through different internal and external traffic strategies. In terms of external 
transportation, convenient urban traffic conditions are set up outside the waterfront space. The 
city or regional public transportation including the tram is connected with the urban main body, 
and a tram line is set along the fjord to facilitate the partitions between the districts. In terms of 
internal transportation, the waterfront historic buildings and spaces are connected in series 
through the waterfront's cycling and walking roads. The interior of the plot is dedicated to 
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encouraging sports activities by creating bicycle lanes and walking paths, making the fjord area 
an important sporting and leisure space, and limiting the width of the pedestrian road, indicating 
that the average width of the promenade should be 20 meters, the minimum width is 10 
meters .On the other hand, the historical buildings of different eras are connected in series, the 
traditional Aker Wharf is rebuilt, and part of the reconstruction is partially demolished and 
rebuilt. The original high-value factory buildings are preserved, renovated and reused. And on 
the basis of controlling the architectural form, height, texture and color of the new building, 
create a rich and diverse façade form (Fig. 4), thus creating changes in order. Not only can the 
traditional space texture and place spirit be continued, but also combine the characteristics of 
present to create vitality for the new space. In addition, the creation of the iconic public building 
on the waterfront – the Oslo Theatre as the main venue for citizens and tourists, not only brings 
a large number of people, but also echoes the historical space, inspiring the time and space of 
different times. dialogue.  

In terms of participation, the planning and construction of the Oslo waterfront area focuses 
on a multi-inclusive and cooperative environment. The plan is based on the participation of the 
government, landowners and urban residents. Government is committed to creating a public 
participation environment and encouraging private enterprises to participate and construction 
investment. After the collapse of the Nyland shipyard in the 1980s, the former shipyard director 
Aker .A.S launched a reconstruction plan for the area through the newly formed Aker Brygge 
ANS[8]. The government also hopes to cooperate with the private sector in this way. Therefore, 
the land use function transformation and real estate development in the area and will finally 
revitalize the area. Respect for Aboriginal and poor people is also an important starting point 
in this project. Oslo Waterfront pointed out that affordable housing needs to be built during the 
development of housing, which should account for at least 10% of the total housing. 

  
Figure 3 Oslo City Hall                   Figure 4 Aker Wharf's rich facade form 

        Source: By Ci Hai                              Source: By Ci Hai 
 

3.3 Hamburg Waterfront 

Hamburg is an important industrial center and shipping hub in northern Germany. No German 
city can better reflect the close relationship between urban construction, water, shipping and 
port than Hamburg[9]. Since 1864, Hamburg Port has been built as Open-style tidal port. In 1881, 
under the political background of the New German Empire and its customs union, Hamburg 
decided to join the Imperial Unified Tax Zone in 1888 and open it as a free port. By 1889, the 
scope of the port continued to expand, transport infrastructure (railways and highways), 
industrial production equipment and energy facilities have been further expanded to form 
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Hamburg Port a modern large-scale ports. However, in the 1960s, shipyards were in crisis, and 
the old port area in the suburbs of Hamburg began to be abandoned. Hamburg also gradually 
realized the importance of the revival of the water area. 

Hamburg pays attention to the preservation of traditional structures in the waterfront, and 
creates a rich modern facade based on the control of architectural form and height (Fig. 5).The 
most famous case in the waterfront area of Hamburg is the Speicherstadt (Fig. 6), which was 
built in the late 19th century. It covers an area of 26 hectares and has more than 300,000 square 
meters of storage space, aslo the world's largest warehouse-style comprehensive market. In 
2015, the 39th World Heritage Conference was held in Bonn, Germany, and the Speicherstadt 
was listed on the World Heritage List. The narrow and long Gothic red brick structure of 17 
buildings is a symbol of the important shipping hub in Hamburg's history. It is also Hamburg's 
most important historical heritage and city symbol. The preservation and activation of the 
warehouse area is the highlight of the reconstruction of Hamburg waterfront. The main 
measures are as follows: First, the original function is updated, and the original storage space 
of the Speicherstadt has become a compound space with various functions such as catering, 
leisure, tourism, etc., through the crowd gathering to drive the vitality of the site. In addition, 
the Elbphilharmonie concert hall (Figure7), designed by Herzog & de Meuron, is the result of a 
transformation of a warehouse building. Based on the original warehouse structure, the firm 
designed a curved glass roof that contrasts with it. The exquisite design makes this building 
quickly become the landmark building of Hamburg. It is an innovative attempt to transform the 
historic buildings on the waterfront. 

 

  
Figure 5 Hamburg Waterfront Retaining          Figure 6 Hamburg Warehouse City 

Structure with Modern Facade 
         Source: By Ci Hai                         Source: By Ci Hai 
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Figure7 Elbphilharmonie concert hall 

Source: By Shen Qingji 
 

In addition, the spatial transformation of the waterfront area of Hamburg reflects the city's 
resilience strategy. The flooding problem in Hamburg's history is very serious. In 1962, the city 
experienced a catastrophic storm surge, causing 61 dams to collapse, 347 people deaths and 
370 square kilometers urban land were inundated[14]. To this end, Hamburg adopted a flexible 
planning strategy for flooding, such as transforming the waterfront residential basement into a 
parking garage or store, make flexible building layouts for the site, organized different 
functions according to droughts or floods (Figure 8, 9). 

  
Figure 8 Before the flooding of the Hamburg   Figure 9 After the flooding of the Hamburg   

waterfront site                                waterfront site 
          Source: By Ci Hai                           Source: References [15] 

 
3.4 Shanghai Yangpu Waterfront 

In modern times, Shanghai has become China's industrial and trade center. Shanghai's industrial 
production accounts for 1/2 of the China's total[10]. The Yangpu waterfront area is one of 
Shanghai's most important industrial production bases and energy supply bases. It plays a huge 
role in modern Shanghai. The industrial development path of Yangpu waterfront originated in 
the second half of the 19th century. In 1869, the public concession built Yangshupu Road along 
the Huangpu River, and the Yangpu area was designated as an important industrial base. The 
industrial civilization of Yangpu area was begin [11]. Since 2002, especially after the World 
Expo was announced, the rectification of the the Huangpu River has become a major strategy 
in the Shanghai area. With the original factories in the Yangpu waterfront area have been 
relocated successively, the protection and renewal of the traditional structures have become the 
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focus of the planning of Yangpu waterfront. 
At the traffic level, the historical elements of the site are connected in series through the 

walk trails and bicycle lanes, integrating healthy lifestyle with the historical scenes. In order to 
encourage the convenient use of bicycles, a special bicycle station is also set up beside the 
bicycle lane, which is equipped with seats and beverage vending machines to facilitate walk 
and bicycle travel. On the one hand, it protects the structure and space of industrial buildings 
(Fig. 10), and replaces the functions according to people really needs. For example, add glass 
to the old pier and turn it into a square (Fig. 11), which not only preserves the historical water 
pipe structure, but also forms a leisure square for activities and gatherings. On the other hand, 
creative design of historical buildings and elements that meet the characteristics of the site, such 
as designing the wood as a stool, designing the old water valve as a garbage can. At the 
ecological level, the flood control requirements of the site are handled ingeniously. On the basis 
of maintaining the characteristics of the original site, the Yangpu waterfront area has subtly 
resolved the flood crisis. On the outer edge of the waterfront of the site, the original flood 
control wall and flood gate are reserved, and the space is connected through the hollowed out 
trail, which not only retains the original historical remains, but also meets the flood control 
requirements and landscape requirements of the site; In the interior of the site, combined with 
the original low-lying catchment area to plant aquatic plants, arranged into rainwater gardens 
that can save rainwater and relieve heavy rain, and use flexible methods to resolve the impact 
of floods and floods. 

     
Figure 10 Shanghai yangpu Waterfront old industrial building    Figure 11 Combine the old pier with 
renovation and utilization                                 glass, make a square.                             
Source: By Shen Qingji                                  Source: By Ci Hai 

 
3.5 Chicago Waterfront 

The Chicago River is the most important shipping route in Chicago's history, and the waterfront 
is also home to major industrial facilities. In 1893, Chicago hosted the World Expo, building 
magnificent classical architecture, wide boulevards and beautiful recreation areas[12] on the 
lakeside of Chicago. In 1909, Hamm and Bennett formulated the "Chicago Plan" to protect and 
restrict the development of the waterfront. They believed that water transport would be replaced 
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by rail and road transport, and proposed to rectify the Chicago River and the north-south 
tributaries in the near future. The plan to transform the lakeside area into a permanent urban 
public space[12], in the form of legislation define a “golden zone” of 32km long and 1km wide 
along the shore of Lake Michigan as a public green space, except for public buildings such as 
stadiums and art galleries. In addition, other buildings not be allowed developed and 
constructed. For more than 100 years, this regulation has been strictly observed[6].After the 
1880s, the City of Chicago proposed a “central district plan” in order to restore the vitality of 
the city center. The document mentioned that “providing a high-quality urban environment” to 
the citizens as a goal of the plan, and this goal corresponding to the transformation of the city 
through the Chicago River and other canal systems. 

The two most famous parts of the Chicago River Reconstruction are the Chicago 
Waterfront Walk Landscape Design and the Navy Pier Reconstruction. 

The Chicago River Reconstruction are the Chicago Waterfront Walk Landscape Design 
Project is the highlight of the space transformation of the venue. In 2018, it won the American 
Landscape Architects Association General Design Class Honor Award. By designing a two-
layer road system on both sides of the river, the height difference between the waterfront site 
and the outer side of 7.6m is solved, and continuous pedestrian passages are provided on both 
sides of the waterfront to separate the motorway and the urban pedestrian road to ensure the 
waterfront walk. The continuity and hydrophilicity of the environment can also effectively 
avoid the impact of river floods on the city. In terms of crowd vitality, the waterfront area has 
arranged various types of leisure seats that are coordinated with the venue style, and combined 
with the site height difference to build commercial spaces such as restaurants and cafes, 
effectively attracting crowds of activities. In terms of ecology, considering the environment of 
biology, a series of wetland floating islands, caisson mounted lunkers, limnetic habitat curtains 
and other facilities suitable for fish survival are set in the water space of the river. The custom 
railing is made of stainless steel and recycled teak wood, and its height is designed with full 
consideration of bird habitat requirements. In addition, Chicago also organizes ferries through 
urban rivers. It is also a respect and revival of the function of the channel in the history of the 
Chicago River. It is of great significance for demonstrating the image of the city and restoring 
the vitality of the space. 

Built in the early 20th century, the Navy Pier was once one of the most important cargo 
terminals in Chicago's history and was used as a naval dock since the First World War. In 1976, 
Chicago began the redevelopment of the Navy Pier. The warehouse transforms into a leisure 
complex that combines shopping, culture and entertainment, including a variety of specialty 
restaurants, theaters, cinemas, shopping, public museums, exhibition halls, indoor gardens, 
playgrounds and other parking facilities. It attracts about 4 million tourists and becomes the 
city's tourism, cultural and entertainment center[13]. The site protects the historical elements 
such as the original warships and anchors to preserve the historical memory of the venue, and 
on this basis, a new format of leisure, entertainment and visit function has been developed. The 
Ferris wheel has become the most prominent new landscape element of the whole venue. The 
combination of historical relics and modern demand is an important factor in stimulating the 
vitality of the historical space, and is the key to the successful development of the Chicago 
Navy Pier. In addition, the Navy Pier focuses on the ecological needs of the site, planting 
greenery on the waterfront side, combining the tree array with the leisure seat and forming a 
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symbol for the waterfront space. greatly improve the landscape quality and suitability of the 
site. 

 
Figure 9 Chicago waterfront walk landscape design 

Source: http://www.landscape.cn/landscape/9887.html 
 

4. Discussion 
China's traditional civilization was born in the Changjiang river and Huang river. The 
industrialization and concession development of coastal cities in modern times has also added 
a new era imprint to the cultural continuity of the city. The waterfront area is an important space 
for the generation, derivation and rejuvenation of urban civilization in China. It is also the most 
concentrated and diverse historical element in the city. It is of great value to people to 
understand the historical evolution of the city and to form a sense of belonging and pride to the 
city. Therefore, it is necessary to sort out the historical elements of the waterfront area, and on 
the premise of improving the waterfront ecological environment, combined with the historical 
culture and the needs of the new era residents, and the reconstruction of historical sites is taken 
as an important source of vitality regeneration of the waterfront area, so as to enhance the image 
and value of the city. 
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Abstract: The elements of Guangzhou Waterway Transportation Cultural Heritage 
include natural water system, ports, customs, markets, buildings or structures of water 
defense, and so on. It not only witnesses the spatial and temporal evolution of urban 
development in Guangzhou for more than 2,200 years, but also preserves many 
tangible and intangible urban memories, so water transportation is also important 
historical and cultural heritage. Due to the particularity of “water”, it cannot be easily 
discovered and protected like other terrestrial cultural heritage. From two scales 
(Guangzhou city and historical city), this paper combs the changes of Guangzhou's 
urban and village system since the Qin Dynasty and the development and evolution of 
Guangzhou old city. Through the space-time analysis, the impact of the waterway 
traffic in different historical periods in Guangzhou's development and existing 
characteristics were analyzed in the paper. Meanwhile, highlighting and inheriting 
these waterway transportation historical and cultural heritage protection methods were 
proposed combined with domestic and international cases. 

Key words: Guangzhou; Water transportation; Cultural Heritage; Renaissance; 
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1.  Introduction 
For more than 2,200 years, the development of Guangzhou is inseparable from the long-
standing and well-connected water and land transportation. Because of the ancient wide-
ranging water and land transportation, Guangzhou's politics, military, and economy had 
developed rapidly. It also laid the foundation of the transportation of goods, the exchange of 
culture, and the solid arrangement of sea defense for the Lingnan Area. Therefore, many 
scholars had focused their research interest on Guangzhou. For example, Wu Zhanda studied 
the characteristics of the early historical geography of Guangzhou city through historical and 
ancient books [1]. Zhou Zhirong studied the spatial development of Guangzhou city through the 
evolution of the spatial structure of Guangzhou port [2]. Pan Jianfei analyzed the development 
of Guangzhou city from the space of Guangzhou urban water system [3]. Liu Wei 
comprehensively analyzed the relationship between Guangzhou's water system and urban 
development from the perspectives of transportation, economy, water conservancy and military 

[4]. The impact of Guangzhou waterway traffic on Guangzhou's urban development is 
multifaceted, leaving a huge legacy and clues. In general, the existing related researches still 
lack systematic research on the cultural heritage elements left by Guangzhou Waterway 
Transportation. Based on the relevant literature and historic maps of Guangzhou waterway 
traffic, the elements of Guangzhou Waterway historical and cultural heritage were 
systematically analyzed in this paper. Besides, the protection strategy of waterway 
transportation heritage as well as the methods of cultural context displaying were discussed and 
proposed.  

 

2.  Analysis of the Evolution of Urban Development and Waterway Traffic in 
Guangzhou 
2.1.  Historical Evolution of "City & Water" in Guangzhou 

During the Stone Age (about 6ka ago), Guangzhou city was covered by water and belonged to 
the Shibuya Bay landform, except for the Baiyun Mountains and Shiqiao platform. Due to the 
large amount of sediment in the rivers of the Pearl River Basin and the uneven movement of 
the landscape, the sediments of the rivers in Guangzhou piled up. The Guangzhou area had 
gradually developed into a delta [5]. Most of the land between the Baiyun Mountains and the 
Shiqiao platform in Guangzhou is made up of river sand. During the pre-Qin period (about 
2.5ka), the river system in the Pearl River Delta had been shaped, including the North River, 
West River and East River, and convenient waterways flowing through to Guangzhou（See 
Fig1）. Among them, North River and West River were the main traffic routes from North 
China to Lingnan Area. Therefore, the four South Guangdong ancient road including Yuecheng 
Road, Guiling Road, Qitian Road and Daxie Road, had become the main roads from central 
China to the south. Shimen hills, which located in the northwest of Guangzhou, became the 
northern gate of Guangzhou waterway traffic. Guangzhou had become the transportation center 
of the Lingnan area. As we all know, Guangzhou is a city that was born in water and prospered 
by water. Although the main rivers of North River and West River are no longer flowing 
through Guangzhou today, some important rivers including Baiji River, Guyun east river, 
Southwest River, and Foshan river, still have important historical value. 
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Fig1. Diagram of Waterway Traffic in Different Periods in Guangzhou 

  
Guangzhou's water system was worthy of attention, because many villages had developed 

around the waterway transportation network in the Pearl River Delta. During the Qin and Han 
Dynasties, four cities including Zhaoqing, Sihui, Qingyuan and Zengcheng were gradually 
established along the waterway traffic routes of North River ，West River or East River (See 
Fig2). During the Tang and Song Dynasties, China's commodity economy and handicraft 
industry had developed rapidly[6], there were not only a number of traffic towns, such as Shimen 
Town, Datong Town, Liede Town, etc., but also there were some towns for the industry chain 
relationship or mutual cooperation, such as Foshan, Panyu and Dongguan. The abundant 
waterway traffic road network became a blood vessel between the towns in the Pearl River 
Delta, transporting goods, raw materials, and labor for the city. The development of the 
Maritime Silk Road also prompted the formation of some village settlements near Changzhou 
Island in Guangzhou, such as the Huangpu village and Fusui village. Then the economy 
development of Lingnan area in the Ming and Qing Dynasties entered the most prosperous 
period in Guangzhou's history. Four famous towns, such as Panyu (Guangzhou), Foshan, 
Chencun and Shilong, formed a business-oriented urban system. On the one hand, with the 
gradual development of land transportation from northern Guangdong to Guangzhou, Hakkas 
who migrated from the north began to settle down along the Liuxi River, which has abundant 
water resources and convenient transportation. Then the various market towns were settled 
along the Liuxi River. On the other hand, its abundant water resources and fertile land 
contributed that Panyu District in southern Guangzhou had developed, such as Shawan town 
(See Fig3). 
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Fig2. Diagram of Urban Development in 

Different Periods of Guangdong 

 

Fig3. Diagram of The Main Area of New 
Villages in Different Periods of Guangzhou 

 
In addition, the convenient transportation of waterways was inseparable from the 

construction of the port. Because of the convenience and lots of waterway transportation lines, 
Guangzhou has a mature port system. During the Qin Dynasty, the port of Guangzhou had been 
gradually constructed, in spite of the port of Guangzhou mainly served Chinese ships. In the 
Han Dynasty, big ships have begun to travel to other countries such as Southeast Asia for 
maritime trade. The establishment of the "Western First" port showed the beginning of the 
division of ports in Guangzhou. Ports serving China began to separate from foreign ports. In 
the Tang Dynasty, the port construction in Guangzhou entered a period of prosperity. The 
commercial activities in Guangzhou were very busy and the shipbuilding technology was 
gradually improved. So, the ports around Guangzhou city were no longer able to meet the needs 
of trade and ship mooring. Therefore, Guangzhou's foreign ports began to move to the east of 
Guangzhou. In the Ming and Qing Dynasties, China implemented a policy of prohibiting 
maritime trade, and Guangzhou became the only port for importing and exporting in China. 
The division of labor between ports serving Chinese vessels and ports serving foreign vessels 
was further clarified at that time. Foreign merchant ships could only trade in the Huangpu area 
and cannot enter the Pearl River. At the same time, Guangzhou and the Ming and Qing 
Dynasties began to set up the maritime defense system, which also had the function of 
collecting tariffs. Along the Pearl River, there were also three ancient towers, namely, Pazhou 
Tower, Lotus Tower and Chigang Tower. They have been always the role of regulating 
geomantic and navigation and are important historical sites of the Guangzhou Maritime Silk 
Road. 

 
2.2 The relationship between historical cascading & waterways in Guangzhou urban area 

There were many changes in the water system of Guangzhou City. Ganxi stream and Yuexi 
stream, which flowed down from the Baiyun Mountains, were an integral part of the Guangzhou 
water system and an important factor affecting the pattern of the ancient city of Guangzhou. 
The earliest Guangzhou City was built on the west and east sides of the Qin Dynasty city site 
beside Yuexi stream and Wenxi stream. The streams on both sides could not only served as a 
water supply and drainage system for Guangzhou City, but also served as a boat, leisure and 
moat. This also left Guangzhou with the ancient wooden sluices of Nanyue State and the sites 
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of Yaozhou Island. Due to the large number of rivers in the Lingnan area, most of the land in 
Guangzhou was still a swamp wetland or even underwater in ancient times. The construction 
in Guangzhou was limited, and the scope of the city could only be gradually expanded with the 
gradual southward movement of the Pearl River coastline (See Fig4). In order to expand the 
city during the Tang Dynasty, Guangzhou ancient government destroyed the former Pan Hill 
and Yu Hill, then filled them into the Pearl River. Guangzhou city of different dynasties could 
be only built on the original city. So, the shape of the wall was consistent as well as the water 
system. Until modern times, Guangzhou dismantled the original city walls and built roads. The 
urban development of Guangzhou began to accelerate. But now "six streams were all connected 
to the sea, and the green hills were half-into the city" was still an image of Guangzhou city. The 
ancient rivers had continued to these days and were an important part of Guangzhou's urban 
image and public space. 

 

 

Fig4. The Relationship between Guangzhou and River in Different Dynasties 
 (Shoreline was speculative) 

 
Convenient waterway transportation made Guangzhou more popular for being the 

birthplace of the Maritime Silk Road and a commercial city with a thousand years of history. 
Since the Jin Dynasty, there had been foreign businessmen living in Guangzhou, and the 
number of foreign nationals in Guangzhou during the Tang Dynasty has further increased. The 
establishment of Guangzhou's ‘Fanfang’ (Foreigner's Residential Area) and ‘ShiBoShi’ (the 
officer who responsible for maritime trade) in Tang Dynasty represented the important pole of 
Guangzhou's foreign trade in the country. Various cultural exchanges began in Guangzhou, and 
religious buildings such as Hua Towel, Guang Towel and Huaisheng Temple began to be built. 
From the ‘ShiBoShi’ of the Tang Dynasty to the ‘ShiBoShi Division’ of the Song Dynasty, 
from the Guangdong Customs to the Thirteen-Trades Monopoly of the Qing Dynasty, and the 
markets near the river, there were so many historical elements brought by the prosperous trade 
and heritage. 
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3.  Discussion on the protection strategy based on the refinement of waterway traffic 
heritage 

3.1.  The spatial elements of Guangzhou Waterway Transportation Cultural Heritage 

There were lots of elements of Guangzhou Waterway Transportation Cultural Heritage, 
including natural water systems, ports and terminals, customs and markets, water city defense 
systems, and related buildings, which not only witnessed the evolution of urban development 
in Guangzhou over 2,200 years, but also preserved a lot of tangible and intangible urban 
memories.  

First, the abundant water network was the basis of Guangzhou's well-connected water and 
land transportation. The main body of the water network in Guangzhou included eight major 
rivers, including Pearl River, North River ,East River, Zeng River, Liuxi River, Baiji River,  
Shiqiao River and Shawan River. These were always important water transportation in 
Guangzhou. Besides, there were abundant lakes, streams, small rivers and springs. The lakes 
formed in the history of Guangzhou include the ancient Lanhu Lake (near the Luhu Park), the 
ancient Juhu Lake (located on the east side of the Zhongshan Memorial Hall), and the ancient 
West Lake (now the Pharmacy Site). The river systems formed in ancient times include the 
Ximacong, Xihaocong, Yuexicong, and Donghaocong in the Qin and Han Dynasties. In 
addition, the “six-pulse channel” (six streams flowing through the city of Guangzhou) formed 
by the Song Dynasty had some remains in Guangzhou today. The spring included the nine-eye 
spring left by the South Vietnamese country and the springs groups in the South Vietnam 
Museum. 

 

Fig.5 The Contrast of The Old City Water System in Guangzhou between  
The Ancient and The Modern [7] 

 
Second, the port system of different dynasties was also an important cultural heritage. 

Before the Tang Dynasty, the port of Guangzhou was mainly located around Guangzhou City. 
There was no difference between the inner ports and the outer ports.After the Tang Dynasty, 
the port for the foreign ships began to migrate to the southeast of Guangzhou. Then, the inner 
ports were only served for the mainland city, and the outer ports mainly played the role of the 
seaport, which were mainly based on overseas trade. There were some changes in the location 
of the ports in different periods, which were showed in Fig6 and Table1. 
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Fig6. Map of Main Wharf in Different Periods of Guangzhou 
 

Table1：The Main Wharf in Different Periods of Guangzhou（-: exist; ×: disappear） 

Qin and 
Han 

Dynasties 

NiCheng 
Wharf 

Lan 
Lake 

Wharf 

PoShan 
Wharf 

Ancient 
Wharf 

         

The Three 
Kingdoms 

- Sui 
Dynasty 

- - - - XiLaiChuDi 
Wharf 

        

Tang 
Dynasty - - × - 

Waring 
Temple 
Wharf 

TunMen 
Wharf 

FuDan 
Wharf 

HuangPu 
Wharf 

     

Song 
Dynasty - - × - - - - - ShiMen 

Wharf 
DaTong 
Wharf 

PaZhou 
Wharf 

  

Ming and 
Qing 

Dynasty 
- - × - × - × - - - - 

Thirteen-
Trades 
Monopoly 
Wharf 

TianZi 
Wharf 

Now × × × - × - × - × × × × - 
Other 
Wharf 

GuangTa Wharf（Tang）、XuanMiaoGuan Wharf（Tang）、XiAo Wharf（Song）、DongAo Wharf
（Song）、YanYunWharf（Song）; etc. 

 

Third, other elements including the temples, customs, commercial houses, warehouses, 
factories and other buildings were also the important parts of waterway transportation culture. 
The prosperity of Guangzhou's water trade was inseparable from the inclusive urban character, 
the management of land customs and the co-operation of the business companies. Since the 
Tang Dynasty, a large number of religious buildings had been built in the Fanfang Area of 
Guangzhou, such as the Guang Tower and the Hua Tower（See Fig7&8). These religious sites 
were also the ports for foreigners. Besides, Guangzhou was the first city to set up a ‘ShiBo’ 
officer in China, which was one of the factors that cannot be ignored in Guangzhou's 
commercial trade. The Thirteen-Trades Monopoly of Guangzhou in the Qing Dynasty were the 
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largest traders in the world. Convenient water transportation provided Guangzhou with the right 
conditions for modern national industry. Guangzhou ‘Kebai’ Shipyard (See Fig9), Huangpu 
Shipyard, Guangzhou Shipyard, etc. Were all modern important industrial heritage elements. 

 

Fig7. Qing Tower in Qing 
Dynasty[8] 

 

Fig8. Hua Tower in Qing 
Dynasty[8] 

 

Fig9.Guangzhou‘Kebai’ 
Shipyard in 19th century[9] 

Table2 of The Guangzhou Waterway Transportation Buildings; etc. 
Customs ShiBo officer; ShiBo Department; YanYun Department; Guangdong Customs; etc. 
Trading 

Company 
Thirteen-Trades Monopoly etc. 

places of 
worship 

Guang Tower; Hua Tower; Nanhai West Temple; etc. 

Warehouse TaiGu Warehouse; ZhaDian Warehouse; DaBan Warehouse; etc. 
Factory Guangzhou ‘Kebai’ Shipyard; Huangpu Shipyard; Guangzhou Shipyard; etc. 
Others Nanyue Sluice Ruins; QinHan Shipyard Site; Yaozhou Island; HaiZhu Bridge; XiDi ChangDi 

Road; etc. 
Fourth, the city's ancient water defense system, shipping guidance system and urban Feng 

Shui system were also important historical and cultural heritage. In ancient times, the ancient 
city image of Guangzhou was that “The Pearl River was locked by three towers and three 
customs”. Because the Guangzhou water system was prosperous and the sea trade needed 
strong river defense. So, the defense system was built to legally manage trade and protect the 
ships from pirates. In addition to the city wall, Guangzhou’s water defense elements included 
four fortification groups established during the Ming and Qing Dynasties, including the 
Zhongliuzhu Fortress, the Fuding Fortress, the Changzhou Island Fortress and the Humen 
Fortress. (See Fig10) 

 
Fig10. Diagram of The Guangzhou Ancient Water Defense System 
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3.2.  Protection Strategy of Guangzhou Waterway Traffic Cultural Heritage 

Due to the large spatial scale of the span in Guangzhou, the relevant historical and cultural 
heritage elements were relatively scattered, and the differences in feature characteristics were 
also relatively large. Therefore, the joint development and unified planning between the various 
elements were the premise of large-scale waterway transportation cultural heritage protection. 
Rivers were the basis for protecting the cultural heritage of large-scale waterways. Then 
different cultural heritages should be joint and integrated together. For example, in the 
protection and utilization of the ancient Chinese tea horse road and the historical ancient town, 
the comprehensive protection and utilization mode of “cell-chain-form-body” was put forward, 
which corresponded to “ancient bridge—ancient road—ancient town—settlement traffic 
heritage"[10]. This mode of protection and utilization was suggested to use traffic heritage routes 
in series to form a cultural heritage unit, including ancient bridges, ancient stations, ancient 
ports and other specific cultural heritage units, to form a pattern of comprehensive protection. 
For the waterway transportation cultural heritage of Guangzhou, a similar protection and 
utilization model could also be adopted. 

Simultaneously, at the urban scale, relevant historical and cultural heritage elements in the 
urban area of Guangzhou had the characteristics of high density, intertwined elements and close 
integration with other functions of the city. Therefore, it was recommended to carry out 
historical and cultural heritage protection development in a series and sub-category. For 
example, by using linear carriers, Guangzhou had created seven “Most Guangzhou Routes”(See 
Fig12 ), and connected a number of elements of Guangzhou's historical and cultural heritage, 
which could highlight Guangzhou's historical heritage and cultural characteristics. Besides, it 
was suggested to add another line which related to the historical and cultural heritage of 
Guangzhou Waterway Transportation. 

 
Fig12. The Diagram or the 7 roads of 'most Guangzhou [11] 

 
It should be noted that some of the heritage clues had disappeared nowadays. It was also 

common for some existing sites to be covered by other buildings in Guangzhou. Therefore, in 
the display of waterway transportation cultural heritage, the principle of authenticity and 
integrity of historical sites or objects couldn’t be deliberately pursued in the same way as 
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common cultural heritage. It required an indirect way to carry out spatial narrative and 
inheritance of historical information. If the city had a certain space or urban renewal conditions, 
the display of historical culture could create a memorial or memorial site for the relevant place 
based on historical materials. These historical places could also provide the relevant descriptive 
text, symbolic symbols, images, or modern multimedia for citizens and visitors [12]. For example, 
in the historical symbol design of Nanbin Park in Chongqing, China, the park had designed a 
series of pier symbols for railings, landscape walls for the legend of the Dagu River, and 
structures for mimicking the mast shape. These designs expressed Chongqing's waterway 
transportation culture and traditional dock culture. 

If there were no conditions for creating cultural monuments, the space narrative method 
could be used to display. This kind of display could use the related props or high-tech means 
such as multimedia and holographic projection to show the historical and cultural heritage 
elements of waterway traffic in Guangzhou. Some specific historical sites, historical events, 
activities, etc., could not only be organized through some traditional festivals, celebrations, but 
also through audio-visual products to present historical culture (See fig13 and 14). In the future, 
the protection and development of cultural heritage would be promoted and stimulated by 
international urban design competitions, famous designer guidance, media promotion 
conferences, trade fairs, expositions, or city annual conferences, etc. 

 

Fig13. Picture of The Festival celebrations 
(Guangzhou Guangfu Temple Fair) 

 
Fig14. Picture of The Multimedia History 

Exhibition (The Guangzhou Urban Planning 
Exhibition center)[13] 

4.  Conclusion  
There was great and abundant water system in South China, and there were lots of historic cities 
which were affected by the water system. So, it was always meaningful to study on protection 
and revival of historical and cultural heritage of waterway transportation. Although the history 
and culture of the waterway were rich, the water-related cultural heritage elements could not 
be displayed directly like the historical remains of the land. Guangzhou was a city which was 
born of water, prosperous by water and proud of water, the protection and revival of its 
waterway transportation cultural heritage were also a good reference for other similar cities. In 
this paper, the historical evolution relationship of “city and water” relationship at different 
scales were sorted out and analyzed, then the waterway transportation cultural heritage 
elements were classified, and finally relevant protection and rehabilitation strategies were put 
forward. It was believed to stimulate more scholars to pay attention to the protection and 
inheritance of the historical and cultural heritage of waterway transportation. 
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Abstract:historic buildings (historical landscapes) are the base part of Shenzhen's 
historical and cultural relics,which plays an important role in protecting the historical 
and cultural line of Shenzhen. This paper mainly research the changes in the protection 
methods and values of Shenzhen historic buildings (historical landscapes), since "the 
urban renewal measures of shenzhen municipality" were issued in 2009. Based on 
expert interviews and analysis of the historical and cultural protection process of 
Shenzhen and the specific protection measures, the evolution of the protection methods 
of Shenzhen historic buildings (historical landscapes) will be systematically reviewed 
from three stages. From the initial disorderly attempt under the lack of protection 
policies, to the introduction of relevant detailed rules under the sustained efforts in the 
medium term, to the recent evolution of the overall protection attempt of historical 
areas, the development of Shenzhen's historical building protection was analyzed. 

Keywords:Historic;Buildings;Historical;Landscapes;City;Renovation;Protection 
Methods 

Under the huge impact of urban construction and urban renewal in Shenzhen,the historic 
buildings (historical landscapes) was destroyed and demolished,which account for a large 
proportion of Shenzhen’s historical heritage.However,they are the matrix part of the historical 
and cultural relics of Shenzhen,which play a vital role in protecting the history and culture of 
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Shenzhen.Although many research has been devoted to the planning and protection cases of 
individual historical buildings in Shenzhen..How are the protection measures of Shenzhen 
historic buildings (historical landscapes) evolved? How are the protection values changed? 
These problems are not researched. Therefore, it is very necessary to research the protection 
plannings of historical buildings (historical landscapes) in a overall aspect of historical 
development. Through case analysis, expert interviews, field surveys and other methods, this 
paper will analyzes the protection process in the process of urban renewal planning,after the 
introduction of the "Shenzhen Urban Renewal Measures" (2009). Analyze the drivers behind 
the changes in values. 

1.  Related concepts 
The concept of historical architecture was first mentioned in the Regulations on the Protection 
of Famous Towns in Historical and Cultural Cities (2008). It refers to the buildings and 
structures that have been declared by the city and county government to reflect the historical 
features. Shenzhen, in combination with its own characteristics, will be able to reflect the 
historical and cultural characteristics of Shenzhen, and has not been declared as a cultural relics 
protection unit, a building not registered as an immovable cultural relic, and a structure 
identified as historical buildings①. Among them, the outstanding historical buildings approved 
by the Shenzhen Municipal People's Government. From the perspective of the object of 
protection and legal status, Shenzhen's outstanding historical buildings are consistent with the 
historical buildings of national standards. In terms of time scale division, Shenzhen has 
innovative measures compared with other major cultural provinces and major cities. Taking the 
open and dynamic historical values and considering its relative value to Shenzhen, including 
both traditional historical buildings and modern historical buildings, the reform and opening up 
of outstanding historical buildings will be included in the protection category for the first time[1]. 

Shenzhen historical style area refers to national standards and related definitions of cities 
such as Shanghai and Guangzhou, combined with their actual conditions. The historical 
buildings are concentrated into pieces, the spatial pattern is complete, and the architectural style 
is rich. It can more fully reflect the characteristics of the historical period of Shenzhen and the 
regional characteristics called the historical features①. And it has not yet reached the historical 
and cultural block standard and the area that has not yet been published as a historical and 
cultural block, and has a certain scale. 

2.  The number and structure of Shenzhen's historical remains 
Since the city was founded in 1978, the city has developed rapidly. As an emerging modern 
city since the reform and opening up, it is often described as "cultural desert" and "one night 
city" when it comes to historical architectural heritage [2]. In fact, the historical context of 
Shenzhen can be traced back to the mid-century Neolithic Age of 7000 years, and it has 
distinctive Lingnan traditional architectural features and immigrant regional characteristics [3]. 
In 2011, according to the third cultural relics survey in Shenzhen, there were 1974 non-movable 
cultural relics with preservation value in the city, including 112 national, provincial, municipal 
and county cultural relics protection units. The remaining unreviewed cultural relics. The 
immovable cultural relics of the protection unit are at 1862②. In the same year, the Shenzhen 
Branch of the China Academy of Standards recommended 60 outstanding historical buildings 
and 20 historical landscapes. In 2017, Shenzhen listed 45 buildings including Fengyuan Book 
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Room in Nanshan District as the first batch of historical buildings in Shenzhen. Wei Chen,the 
director of the Shenzhen Municipal Bureau of Culture, pointed out in the preface to the 
"Shenzhen Unearthed Cultural Relics Catalogue in 7000" that "Shenzhen is far from the center 
of China Civilization, and it is inevitable to have a fringe color. Its relationship with the Central 
Plains culture is personality and commonality. It is not objective to ask Shenzhen to obtain the 
same historical status and evaluation as the ancient capital of the Central Plains. It is also not a 
rational attitude to doubt and devalue Shenzhen's history and culture." 

2.1.  The historical protection system and protection types of Shenzhen 

As a non-historical and cultural city, Shenzhen's historical protection system is based on the 
national cultural heritage system, but it has its own characteristics. Shenzhen cultural heritage 
includes intangible cultural heritage and material cultural heritage. The physical cultural 
heritage is divided into three levels: historical and cultural protection zones, cultural relics and 
historical buildings. Historical and cultural reserves include historical ancient cities (Dapeng 
City, Nantou Ancient City), historical and cultural villages (Pengcheng Village), traditional 
villages and historical features. Cultural relics are divided into immovable cultural relics and 
movable cultural relics, among which immovable cultural relics It is classified into a four-level 
cultural relics protection unit and an ungraded immovable cultural relic. Historical buildings 
are also divided into excellent historical buildings (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig.1 The historical protection system map of shenzhen 
Source: Author self-painting 
 

In terms of planning and management, Shenzhen is constructing a relatively well-suited 
historical and historical building protection system suitable for rapid urbanization, with legal 
norms, data platforms, technical standards, technical guidelines, action plans, and repair 
manuals. One aspect forms a "six one" protection system③. 

With the rapid advancement of urban renewal, it is often faced with many historical 
building preservation problems, mainly historical buildings, historical landscapes and ungraded 
immovable cultural relics, which are also the main research objects of this discussion. 
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2.2.  The distribution characteristics of historical buildings and historical landscapes in 

Shenzhen 

Shenzhen has a total of 733 historical buildings, divided into ancient buildings, modern and 
historical buildings, and contemporary historical buildings④. From the spatial distribution 
characteristics, ancient architecture and modern historical buildings are closely related to the 
natural environment and location environment of Maozhou River and Guanlan River. The 
contemporary historical buildings are mainly distributed along the urban structures such as 
Shennan Avenue and Shenzhen Bay. 

There are 215 historical and scenic spots in Shenzhen, including 160 traditional style 
districts and 55 modern style districts④. The distribution features are similar to those of 
historical buildings. The traditional styles are concentrated in the original Bao'an and Longgang 
districts, and are closely related to the natural environment such as river water system and 
mountainous area. The modern style area reflects the historical features of Shenzhen's reform 
and opening up, and is concentrated in the "Nanshan-Center-East On the axis of urban 
development, the group is closely related to the urban spatial structure. On the whole, Shenzhen 
is characterized by a combination of Guangfu culture and Hakka culture in the central and 
western regions with the Guangfu culture in the central and western regions and the Hakka 
culture in the eastern region. 

 
3.  The evolution of protection methods 
3.1.  Stage 1: Disordered attempts under the absence of protection policies 

In the historical and cultural heritage protection system of Shenzhen, the protection system of 
cultural relics protection units is relatively sound, which based on " Preservation Laws on 
Historic Relics ".However, the unmovable relics that have not been examined as historical 
buildings and cultural relics protection units have been destroyed and destroyed, due to lack of 
clear protection system and government-led protection management intervention[4].For 
example, Yantian Sancun in Yantian District and Santian Village in Yantian were the largest 
old-fashioned projects in the “Twelfth Five-Year Plan” of Yantian. In the old reform process, 
two ancestral halls and one tower were demolished.  

In the absence of clear protection policies, Shenzhen still conducts preliminary 
explorations on the protection of historical buildings. For example, the Guanyuan Songyuanxia 
community in Longhua District carried out the overall demolition and reconstruction during the 
old reform process, in order to solve the contradiction between urban renewal and cultural relic 
protection, and ultimately The four sculptures were moved to the Diaolou Cultural Square, 
which was hailed as a typical example of immovable cultural relics protection in the Shenzhen 
Urban Renewal Project (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2 The dilapidated building in the Songyuanxia community 
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Source: Xia Qing, 2016 

3.2.  Stage 2: Begin to pay attention to the protection of historical building units 

With the destruction of the remains of a large number of historical buildings in the three old 
renovations, and the contradictions of the "extraordinary Shenzhen speed" and the lack of 
historical culture in response to the people's concern. Shenzhen has gradually attached 
importance to the protection of historical buildings as part of the historical and cultural heritage 
of Shenzhen .In 2010, according to the instructions of the Provincial Housing and Construction 
Department to strengthen the protection of historical buildings, the Shenzhen Municipal Bureau 
of Soil and Resources organized a survey of historical buildings in Shenzhen. And clearly 
define excellent historical buildings as: "refers to buildings and structures that reflect the history 
of urban and rural development and have high historical and cultural values. Except for 
buildings and structures that have been declared as cultural relics protection units and have been 
registered as immovable cultural relics ."This is the first proposal of the concept of historical 
buildings in Shenzhen, which is basically consistent with the concept of historical buildings in 
the deep standard. 

In 2009, the "Shenzhen Purple Line Planning" was introduced, and the first time the 
excellent historical buildings were designated. This allows historical buildings to have rigid 
and explicit protection from the original unclear protection policy. The Shenzhen Purple Line 
Plan has selected 56 cultural relics protection units, historical and cultural blocks and excellent 
historical buildings to carry out the purple line regulation work, including a historical building, 
namely Hubei Huaiyue Zhanggong Temple. And the Shenzhen Purple Line Plan protects the 
protection scope and construction control zone of historical buildings [5]. Take Huaiyue 
Zhanggong as an example, the scope of protection includes the building body and the 20-meter 
plot of the building's outer wall. The scope of protection must be based on repair and 
preservation., and construction not related to the protection of buildings is strictly prohibited. 
The construction control zone extends 30 meters to the north and west of the protection range, 
extends south to Hubei Road, and extends eastward to Cuiyuan Road. Buildings or 
structures⑤(Fig. 3) whose form, height, color, etc. are incompatible with historical buildings 
shall not be built in the construction control zone. By dividing the scope of protection and 
building control zones, there is a rigid guarantee for Huaiyue Zhanggong. 

However, Huaiyue Zhanggong’s purple line plan ignores coordination with surrounding 
buildings, and the form of streets and buildings was not taken into account. Poor 
implementation in the later stage, laying the groundwork for the overall protection. Although 
the Shenzhen Purple Line Plan only delineates one historical building for rigid protection, 
compared with the previous lack of protection policy, there has been a great improvement in 
the awareness of protection.. 
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Fig.3 The of Purple line planZhang Gong Temple 
Source: "Shenzhen Purple Line Planning", 2009 
 
3.3.  Protecting values: from quantitative change to qualitative change 

3.3.1.  The quantitative change of historical buildings. In January, 2010, the Department of 
Housing and Urban-Rural of Guangdong Province issued the "Guiding Opinions on 
Strengthening the Protection of Excellent Historical Buildings". All areas are required to 
conduct a comprehensive survey of outstanding historical buildings. In October, 2014, 
Guangdong Province issued a notice to strengthen the protection of historical buildings, 
requiring all localities to publish a list of historical building protection as soon as possible. In 
response to the call of the state and Guangdong Province to strengthen the protection of 
historical buildings, and to meet the strategic requirements of Shenzhen's "cultural 
establishment". Under the top-down work mechanism, Shenzhen has compiled two rounds of 
protection planning to fully survey the distribution of historical buildings and historical feature 
districts in Shenzhen. 

The work of the two protection plans is a process of continuous accumulation and long-
term efforts. Due to more detailed work, broader screening scope, and more in-depth research, 
the final reflected data has increased significantly. "Shenzhen Historic District and Historic 
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Buildings Special Survey, Assessment, and Protection Action Plan" (2016)(hereinafter referred 
to as Plan 1) compares with "Shenzhen Historical Landscape Protection Area and Excellent 
Historical Building Protection Plan"(2012)(hereinafter referred to as Plan 2),the classification 
is more refined. In terms of historical buildings, six categories of palace mansion, temple tower, 
city tower, other ancient buildings, religious buildings, military buildings and facilities are 
added. In the historical style area, modern market and Hakka are added. There are 4 
classifications of the Guangfu Department and the Military Culture Institute. 

It makes protection and utilization measures for 198 historical buildings and 58 historical 
styles (including 60 excellent historical buildings and 20 historical and scenic areas). On the 
basis of Plan 1, Plan 2 establishes a hierarchical classification and protection list for 733 
historical buildings and 215 historical features, and formulates action plans to promote the 
orderly implementation of protection work. Under the efforts of the two-round protection plan, 
the protection work of Shenzhen's historic buildings and historical areas is more comprehensive 
and the number of protections is also increasing. 
3.3.2.  The key game: the resistance and the qualitative change caused "Hubei 120 plan". Hubei 
Village is located in Hubei Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen. It is the center of Dongmen 
Commercial District. In 2013, Hubei Village was included in the first batch of urban renewal 
units in Shenzhen in 2013. In the earliest plan, China Resources Land only retained Huaiyue 
Zhanggongyu in accordance with the requirements of Shenzhen Purple Line Planning, and its 
protection scope and construction control zone was about 6000m2. However, the third-party 
built environment experts believe that Hubei Village, as the last Qing Dynasty ancient village 
in Guanzhong, should be completely preserved. In June 2016, the "Hubei 120 City Public Plan" 
was launched. In July of the same year, Professor Pu Yisan, a famous "Ancient City Guardian" 
of Tongji University, participated in the "Dialogue Lake Bay" activity. He believed that the 
value of "Hubei" lies in the complete "three vertical and eight horizontal" old village customs. 
Countable in the ancient village of the city center [6]. "The warming fermentation of the Hubei 
120 plan event finally attracted the attention of the Ministry of Housing and Construction and 
the Guangdong Provincial Construction Department. Under the efforts and resistance of third-
party built environmental experts, the final plan preserves the old village pattern of "three 
verticals and eight horizontals" in addition to the plan to retain the Huaiyue Zhanggong. The 
Luohu Cultural Park will be moved, and the scattered traditional buildings will be integrated 
through the protection of different places to form a group of Lingnan characteristics. Its 
protection range has expanded from approximately 6,000 m2 to 13,000 m2 (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Huaiyue Zhanggong and the "three vertical and eight horizontal" plan 

The concentrated outbreak of the Hubei 120 movement is a kind of bottom-up struggle 
and effort. It turns out that the urban planning department of Shenzhen pays insufficient 
attention to the historical and cultural heritage of the city, attaches importance to the economic 
development of the city, neglects the protection of historical culture, and the awareness of urban 
residents is weak. However, with the efforts of third-party built environmental experts and 
public participation, Shenzhen has paid great attention to the protection and inheritance of 
historical buildings and historical features from the top management level and the social level. 
Although Hubei Village was not included in the historical scene, the "Hubei 120 Public Plan" 
was an important breakthrough turning point, which played an important role in promoting 
Shenzhen's overall attention to the overall protection of historical features. 

After the 2011 protection plan and the special investigation, assessment and protection 
action plan for 2016, Shenzhen announced the first batch of 45 historical buildings in 2017, and 
the historical features have not been announced. However, after the outbreak of the Hubei 120 
plan, Shenzhen began to present a holistic approach to protection through bottom-up efforts 
and resistance. Relevant protection rules and regulations were gradually introduced to 
encourage the combination of protection and renewal. In 2018, the "Technical Regulations for 
the Planning of the Demolition and Reconstruction Urban Renewal Units in Shenzhen" 
stipulates that historical and cultural protection special or special research should be carried out 
on historical buildings and historical landscapes. In 2019, relevant regulations have improved 
the historical and cultural heritage protection and encouragement mechanisms, such as the 
transfer of floor area ratio and fiscal and tax relief. 1.5% of the building area will be awarded 
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to the main body of the implementation of the protection of historical buildings, historical 
features and free transfer to the government. 

 
3.4.  Stage 3: Towards the overall protection of historical landscapes 

After the promotion of the Hubei 120 plan, Shenzhen gradually presented the overall protection 
of the historical style area, with the old town of Longgang District as a typical case. Old Market 
Town is located in Longgang Street, Longgang District. In 2010, it was transferred to the annual 
plan for urban renewal and transformation. In 2015, the urban renewal unit of the old market 
town area was included in the third batch of urban renewal unit plans. After the revision of the 
calendar plan, Laoxu Town finally protected the Longtang World Residence and the historical 
style area as a whole. The following sections will explain the protection of the historical features 
of Laozhen Town from three aspects: 

(1)The implementation of integral protection 
In the previous message plan, since the Longtang Shiju was not designated as a historical 

relic, the plan didn’t preserve any historical buildings. The plan only retained the ancient 
Banyan Square and used enclosed historical architectural elements for kindergartens, podium 
roofs and commercial pedestrian streets It was not until 2013 that Longtang Shiju was registered 
as an immovable cultural relic in Longgang District. In 2018, according to the opinions of the 
“Special Survey, Assessment and Protection Action Plan for Shenzhen Historic Districts and 
Historic Buildings”, the first construction of the Environmental Protection Committee reviewed 
the 2.1ha historical scene and the Longtang Shiju, emphasizing The relationship of symbiosis 
and communion. However, it was also proposed that the planned Longping East Road under 
the Longtang World Residence would result in limited traffic flow in the area and easily destroy 
the historical cultural relics. 

Therefore, in the second review of the establishment of the Central Committee in 2019, 
letting the planned road move to north⑥. It is clear that the land adjacent to Longtang Shiju is 
an extended area of historical features, which combined into the Government and Community 
Land(GIC). And the historical landscape area is expanded to 2.8ha(Fig. 5).The plan not only 
solves the conflicts between historical features and modern construction, but also connects the 
Longgang River, the Longtang Shiju and the historical landscape area in series to carry out 
overall planning. 

 

Fig. 5 Laoxu Town Calendar Plan 
Source: "Planning of Urban Renewal Units in the Old Town of Longgang Street, Longgang 
District"  
 

(2) The expansion of protection connotation 
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Compared with the protection stage of the traditional buildings in the early stage, the 
protection of traditional buildings, such as ancestral halls, artillery buildings and private 
buildings, the historical architecture of the old town of Laoxu Town is diversified, which not 
only protects traditional historical buildings, but also accommodates modern ones. Historic 
buildings, such as Hakkas, Su-style buildings, and hometown-style buildings. Reflecting the 
diversity and inclusiveness of Shenzhen culture. 

(3) Emphasis on the use of Activation protection 
Firstly, in the space texture, the status quo is complicated and the construction of the street 

space is destroyed. It is planned to retain 79% of the buildings, demolish some illegal buildings, 
and form a spatial pattern of "three streets and six lanes" to protect the overall space texture(Fig. 
6). At the same time, it protects the vital space of the historical and scenic areas, such as the 
street space and the space of the Yushutou Square, carrying traditional behavioral activities and 
inspiring new vitality [7]. Secondly, in the functions of the original scattered distribution are 
integrated and regenerated into five functional divisions: Folk Museum, Leisure Back Street, 
Maker Workshop, Traditional Market, and Modern Community(Fig. 6). Thirdly, in terms of 
architecture, adaptive transformation is carried out in terms of both structure and function . For 
structure, renovating the facade of the building and repairing the building.And for function,one 
is the use of functional replacement, and the other is the use of functional perfection 

[8].Historical buildings are mainly divided into sacrificial functions and commercial and 
residential buildings .The sacrificial architecture retains the function of the clan ritual and is 
placed in the historical and cultural display functions, such as the transformation of the 
Longtang residence into a folk museum. Commercial and residential buildings are placed in 
modern service formats such as catering and business, which have become Hakka food culture 
centers and traditional handicraft shops. 

 
Fig. 6 The analysis of the historical landscapes of Laoxu Town 
Source: Author self-painting 

Conclusions 
Shenzhen's historical and cultural heritage has rich local characteristics and immigrant 
characteristics. Its cultural heritage protection system emphasizes the open and dynamic view 
of history , through breaking the constraints of traditional historical division standards. 
Historical buildings and historical landscapes reflect the process of the historical development 
of Shenzhen ,they are an important part of Shenzhen's historical and cultural relics. In the 
historical protection process of urban renewal , the process of spiral development is presented, 
which is mainly reflected in four stages:first,lacking historical protection policies, on the one 
hand, a large number of historical buildings are destroyed, On the one hand, there are some 
disordered protection exploration ; second,Historical building units are protected rigidly 
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by"Shenzhen Purple Line Planning" ; third, the protection rules carry out by the continuous 
implementation. through the two versions of planning from the top planning and the third-party 
construction experts of the Hubei 120 movement, the values of Shenzhen's historical protection 
have undergone important changes; the fourth,starting the overall protection of the historical 
landscape.After the simply underline protection in early,shenzhen gradually pay attention to 
the multi-faceted activation protection. By combing the protection  process of Shenzhen's 
historic buildings (landscapes),and summing up its experience and lessons,making Shenzhen 
more healthier and stable in the future. 
 

Notes 
①Refer to the 2016 “Shenzhen Historical and District Design and Historical Building Special 
Investigation, Assessment, and Protection Action Plan” and the 2018 “Deep Standard”, and 
define the historical buildings and historical features in combination with the research content 
of this paper. 
②The data of the third national cultural relics survey in Shenzhen is provided by the Cultural 
Relics Bureau, and the data may be subject to change. 
③Feng Xiaoli (Shenzhen Urban Space Planning and Architectural Design Co., Ltd.) proposed 
that Shenzhen is constructing a historical protection system that is relatively perfect and suitable 
for rapid urbanization. A legal norm "Shenzhen Historical Scenery and Historical Building 
Measures", a database is Shenzhen City historical style area and historical building database, a 
technical standard is "Shenzhen historical style area and historical building evaluation 
standard", a technical guide is "Shenzhen historical style area and historical building protection 
planning technical guidelines", an action plan "Shenzhen City Historical Scenery and Historical 
Building Action Plan", a repair manual called "Shenzhen Historic Building Repair Technical 
Manual". 
④The number and distribution of protection of historical buildings and historical features in 
Shenzhen refer to the “Special Survey, Assessment and Protection Action Plan for Shenzhen 
Historical and District Buildings and Historical Buildings” in 2016. 
⑤Huaiyue Zhang Gongyi's purple line protection content refers to the 2009 Shenzhen Purple 
Line Plan. 
⑥Deep-building Institute Urban Renewal Office analyzes the feasibility of the three plans for 
the north, south and lower of Longping East Road. The southward movement will destroy the 
integrity of the original historical features and separate the relationship between the Longtang 
world and the historical features. The underpass of the road has a great influence on the 
surrounding roads, and it is possible that the Longtang live in unmovable cultural relics caused 
institutional damage. In the second construction of the Central Committee in 2019, the road 
northward plan was selected to solve the problem of traffic traffic and to ensure the connection 
between Longtang's living and historical features. The Longgang River will be planned through 
the planning of open space and green corridor system. Longtang's living and historical features 
are connected in series to make overall planning. 
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Abstract. Urban renewal often involves large-scale demolition and construction 
activities, which may lead to the destruction of social networks and local characteristics. 
In order to improve this problem, the urban government is now increasingly 
incorporating heritage conservation into overall urban planning. However, we still lack 
a clear understanding of the social impact of heritage conservation projects. This study 
aims to explore the social role of heritage conservation in urban renewal. The close 
relationship between the dense population of Chongqing and historical buildings has 
had an important impact on the local urban area. This study takes the urban renewal 
area around the historical heritage of Yuzhong District in Chongqing as the research 
object, and selects 150 people to survey in the two areas. According to the population 
density, social demographics and urban renewal degree of different regions, a social 
assessment is developed. Factors to assess the social impact of building heritage 
protection in urban renewal areas, and to provide policy advice to urban planners and 
policy makers who incorporate heritage protection into urban renewal strategies. 

 

Keywords. Social Factors, Heritage Conservation, Urban Renewal, Chongqing 
historical landscape. 

 
1.  Introduction 
Urban decay, as an inevitable historical phenomenon in the process of urban development, has 
become a major global issue. Urban renewal is increasingly used to improve the urban 
environment, solve urban fading problems, and achieve various social and economic goals of 
the city (Grace K. L. Lee，Edwin H. W. Chan, 2007, 5-11). With the transformation of urban 
renewal planning concepts and ideas. Urban renewal, which has always been dominated by 
large-scale demolition and reconstruction, with a single goal and simple content, has turned to 
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a more conservative community neighborhood renewal with a cautious and gradual 
transformation. Urban historical heritage is a key resource for enhancing the livability of the 
region and promotes economic development and social cohesion in a changing global 
environment. As the future of mankind depends on effective resource planning and 
management, heritage conservation has become a strategy for achieving a balance between 
urban growth and quality of life on a sustainable basis. 

In recent years, scholars have been proposing ways to evaluate the indicators of urban 
renewal zones and the contribution of heritage conservation to urban social well-being. 
However, from the results of urban renewal, there is still a more complicated relationship 
between heritage protection and social life. Therefore, this paper aims to develop a set of social 
assessment factors to assess the social impact of architectural heritage protection in urban 
renewal areas. The study takes the urban renewal area containing historically protected 
buildings in Chongqing as the research object. According to the population density, social 
demographics and urban renewal degree of different regions, the most relevant impact factors 
are selected. At the same time, a number of policy recommendations are provided for urban 
planners and policy makers who incorporate heritage protection into urban renewal strategies. 
1.1.  The interaction between urban renewal and heritage protection 

Urban renewal often involves large-scale demolition and construction activities, which 
may lead to the destruction of social networks and local characteristics. In order to improve this 
problem, the urban government is now increasingly aware of the enormous role of cultural 
resources and incorporates heritage protection into overall urban planning. However, 
challenges are everywhere when linking heritage conservation to community development, 
especially in communities facing loss of their uniqueness and trying to protect their particular 
sense of place. 

There may be special contradictions between heritage protection and the community. The 
existence of cultural heritage in the community does not mean that they will always have a 
positive impact on the community (Phillips, R. G., & Stein, J. M, 2013). The innovation of 
heritage protection model, tourism development, and stimulating the local economy have also 
activated community diversity and enhanced the community's self-confidence. However, the 
increase in foreign tourists and improper urban renewal measures may bring about the danger 
of damaging the privacy and ecological structure of the community. 

 
1.2.  Related research background 

At the level of urban renewal, a large number of urban renewal practices have been carried out 
globally, and its impact evaluation has become one of the hot topics in recent years. Chau and 
Wong used option theory to explore the external economics of urban renewal projects (Chau K 
W, Wong S K, 2014). Williams and Dair have built a brownfield update sustainability 
assessment system, including economic, environmental and social goals (Williams K, Dair C, 
2007). In terms of social impact, Mehdipanah et al. used residents' welfare as an entry point 
and found that urban renewal of most urban renewal projects in Barcelona has a positive and 
important impact on the overall welfare of residents (Mehdipanah R, Malmusi D, Muntaner C, 
et al, 2013). 

In terms of heritage protection, Zancheti and Hidaka proposed indicators for measuring 
the protection of urban world heritage (Zancheti, S. M., & Hidaka, L T. F, 2012) . Phillips and 
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Stein emphasized the close relationship between historical heritage protection and the 
community, but the final conclusion is the framework indicators for assessing the impact of 
heritage conservation on community economic development, including measurement, 
protection, reinforcement and connectivity (Phillips, R. G., & Stein, J. M, 2013). It can be seen 
that the existing research focuses on the assessment of architectural history, culture, art and 
economic value, but there are broad defects in the concept. Few studies can measure the social 
impact of a group of heritage protection projects on urban renewal areas. Given the trend of 
protection from a single building to a building complex, a more comprehensive consideration 
of the role of historical heritage in a certain social network relationship is needed. 

 
1.3.  Social factors of heritage protection 

UNESCO’s approach to “urban historical landscapes”, which suggests that the vision of 
heritage protection should go beyond the heritage building itself, covering a broader urban 
context, thereby emphasizing the values of social and cultural practices, economic processes 
and diversity and the importance of the intangible aspects of diversity-related heritage 
(UNESCO, 2011). The rational use of historical heritage can lead the community to think about 
how to preserve the ideal quality of life attributes and improve opportunities, including building 
social capital, enhancing community identity and maintaining the environment, and building 
heritage represented by culture and history as economic development and sustainable 
management. Therefore, in the urban renewal district, the spirit of the place that historical 
heritage is caused in local residents and social networks deserves to be studied in detail. 
 
2.  Chongqing heritage protection and urban renewal 
As the background of the acceleration of industrialization and urbanization, some cities in 
China have also promoted the process of heritage protection and urban renewal. In 1982, the 
promulgation of the” Cultural Relics Law of the People's Republic of China” and the 
publication of the first batch of 24 historical and cultural cities in the same year marked the 
establishment of China's historical and cultural protection system. In 1986, Chongqing listed 
the second batch of historical and cultural cities (国务院，1986) . With the deepening of the 
protection of historical buildings in Chongqing, Chongqing's historical building protection is 
no longer limited to cultural relics, but to general historical buildings and surrounding 
environment and natural environment. In 2015, the “Chongqing Main City District Traditional 
Landscape Protection and Utilization Plan” proposed four historical and cultural blocks and 20 
traditional styles in the main urban area. 

We will focus on the problem of over-utilization of the historical space in the 
neighborhood under the appearance of the protection system. In the process of protection and 
tourism development, The protection and attention of historical and cultural resources in the 
block is not enough, mainly adopting point-like protection, and the coordination with the 
surrounding environment and commercial business is poor, and the original historical relic 
space cannot be activated. For example, in the historical and cultural district of Ciqikou, during 
the research visit, community residents disagreed with the speed of expansion of the current 
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commercial format of the neighborhood, and believed that the local social network and social 
awareness had caused a certain degree of damage. 
2.1.  Selection of historical update area 

This study selected Huguang Hall, Dongshuimen District and Xuetianwan District as research 
objects. First of all, they have experienced a long-standing adaptive process, which has 
developed into a distinctive historical style. Secondly, both regions are undergoing different 
levels of urban renewal and presenting different states, and the sociodemographic differences 
between the two regions are large, which is helpful for comparative analysis. 

Huguang Hall and Dongshuimen District are the first batch of historical and cultural 
blocks announced by the Chongqing Municipal People's Government in 2002. They are the 
first-class protected historical blocks in Chongqing. The block is adjacent to the Yangtze River 
in the east, and has been revived several times in ancient warfare. The Dongshuimen in the 
block is the only remaining in the 17 gates of Chongqing's old city. One of the four seats has a 
very high historical protection value. The prosperity of Chongqing during the Ming and Qing 
Dynasties attracted a large number of businessmen from outside the country to enter the 
Chongqing market. In the past, the famous “eight provincial halls” of Chongqing City have 
considerable scale and economic strength. The history, scale and influence of Huguang Hall 
are all The first of the "eight provinces." In 2015, under the implementation of “Chongqing 
Huguang Guild Hall and Dongshuimen Historical and Cultural Street Protection Plan”, 
Huguang Guild Hall and Dongshuimen Street District became the forerunners of Chongqing in 
the era of stock renewal. (figure 1) 

The Xuetianwan District consists of two areas of the administrative community unit of the 
Xuetianwan Community and the Chunsen Road Community, covering an area of approximately 
0.28 km². According to the national economy of Yuzhong District and the relevant contents of 
the “13th Five-Year Plan”, the Xuetianwan Community and Chunsen Road Community are 
part of the transformation of ten characteristic old communities (黄瓴,王思佳,林森, 2017). The 
intersection of the Xuetianwan area in the People's Square, Maanshan, Cultural Palace and 
Zhongshan Silu districts is of great significance in the construction of urban cultural tourism 
routes of the city. In terms of cultural assets, the historical and cultural heritage of the anti-
Japanese war theme was formed in the area, mainly the former site of the Chinese Communist 
Party delegation in the 1940s; the Kuomintang Revolutionary Committee; the Red Army and 
the "one pair of embroidered shoes" story that existed as the resettlement residence of the old 
Red Army of the Anti-Japanese War The land is "quiet" and has four historical heritages. 
However, the connection, development intensity and renewal level of cultural resources are 
slightly weaker than that of Huguang Hall and Dongshuimen District. (figure 2) 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of spatial elements in Huguang Hall and Dongshuimen District  

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of spatial elements in Xuetianwan District  
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3. Theoretical framework 
Firstly, the paper analyzes and identifies the classic cases with high social evaluation of urban 
renewal projects at home and abroad, and uses literature research methods to identify the basic 
social factors of urban renewal projects. Then, the social factors identified by the two methods 
of comprehensive case and literature research. The factors were corrected by expert interviews 
to form a preliminary list of social factors and questionnaires for urban renewal projects. Finally, 
the questionnaire is distributed, based on the statistical analysis of the questionnaire data, the 
factors with lower scores are filtered out. At the same time, the correlation between factors is 
verified by correlation analysis, and the most influential factors are finally determined. The 
specific analysis method and process are shown in Figure 3. 
 

 

3.1.  Preliminary identification of factors based on case studies 

This study firstly finds classic cases with high social evaluation at home and abroad for analysis 
and preliminary extraction of influencing factors. Then, based on the analysis of the classic case 
factors, on the basis of not changing the original intention, the factors with similar meanings 
are further summarized and merged, and the unique factors of the project are deleted. Then, 
using the literature research method, based on the literature in related fields at home and abroad, 
it is reviewed, identified, collated and studied to analyze the key social factors or risks affecting 
urban renewal. Through the case study and literature research above, the social factors of the 
urban renewal project identified by the two methods are combined and summarized. 

 
 

3.2.  Factor correction based on expert interview 

Figure 3. Research framwork  
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Factors based on the preliminary identification of cases and literature may have higher 
correlations, overlapping and inclusive relationships, incompleteness, and inconsistency with 
reality. Therefore, in order to further correct the indicators, five expert representatives engaged 
in urban renewal related work and research and rich experience were selected for expert 
interviews. According to the experts' revised opinions, the success factors in the questionnaire 
were re-encoded to determine the preliminary. A list of social factors is shown in Table 1 below. 
 

 

3.3. Survey design 

3.3.1  Investigation and sampling 

 Social Factors Source of Factors 

1 Unique heritage value Tokyo Roppongi Hills 

2 Promote heritage protection education Literature review 

3 Shared collective memory Literature review 

4 Frustrated with the destruction of heritage Professional opinion 

5 Calling people's memories Literature review 

6 Carry out heritage-related community activities Professional opinion 

7 Public participation in legalization Hamburg Gangeviertel Historic District 

8 Diversified public participation New York High Line Park 

9 Full-cycle public participation Portland, Pearl District, USA 

10 Decisionable housing association GWL Community, Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands 

11 Volunteer opportunity Professional opinion 

12 Allow residents to visit historic buildings for free Literature review 

13 Suitable walking distance with historical buildings Literature review 

14 Intimate neighbourhood Visiting residents 

15 Increase the gathering place Beijing Dashilan 

16 Diversity of social activities Beijing Dashilan 

17 Provide barrier-free access Professional opinion 

18 Meet more foreign friends Literature review 

19 Industrial revitalization London Roadland 

20 Protect traditional industries Tokyo Roppongi Hills 

21 Increase creativity Visiting residents 

22 Establish a multicultural communication platform London Roadland 

23 Maintain affordable rent Professional opinion 

24 Strengthen the business climate Professional opinion 

Table 1.  List of social factors   
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Because the research focus is on comparing the social impact of heritage conservation on the 
two regions, the target respondents include: those who work or live in the area and those who 
have knowledge of the built artifacts in both regions. 

All respondents need to accept two parts of the survey. The first is to access the basic 
information of the object, this is to ensure that the respondents have a certain degree of 
familiarity with the historical heritage in this area. The second is the judgment of the importance 
of the factors. The questionnaire topic is based on the combination of factors and factors. 
Questionnaire scores are in the form of a five-level Likert scale, which requires respondents to 
consider the importance of their own experience and cognitive judgment factors in promoting 
the success of urban renewal projects. The higher the score, the respondents believe that the 
success factor The more important. That is: 1- is extremely unimportant, 2- is not important, 3- 
is generally important, 4- is more important, and 5- is extremely important. 
3.3.2  Questionnaire data analysis 
This study used Factor Analysis and Principal Components Analysis to identify groups of 
variables with similar patterns of change and to help us screen out the most interpretable 
groups of factors. In this paper, factor analysis can be used to analyze potential factor clusters 
that can be used to assess the social impact of heritage-protected buildings on urban renewal 
areas. 
 
4. Result analysis 
4.1.  Basic data analysis 

Table 2 summarizes the basic situation in the two regions. First, there are 6 and 4 cultural relic 
sites in the two regions. These sites are close to each other in their respective regions, and the 
walking distance is within 15 minutes, so they can affect the community together. The ruins of 
the Huguang Club and the Dongshuimen District are more numerous, larger in scale and more 
well-known than the Xuetianwan District. Because the former is a long history, the population 
density, the degree of aging and employment problems are greater than the latter. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that the Huguang Guild Hall and the Dongshuimen Street Cultural Relics Site 
are better preserved and more highly valued but social problems may be greater. 
 
4.2.  Questionnair analysis 

The questionnaire was distributed to the public from September to October 2019 at Huguang 
Hall, Dongshuimen District and Xuetianwan District. A total of 150 questionnaires were sent 
out, 134 questionnaires were retrieved, and 116 invalid questionnaires were obtained after 
eliminating invalid questionnaires such as “the questionnaire answers were obviously wrong” 
and “not knowing the local cultural heritage”. 
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Area 

Floor 

area

（km²） 

population 

Population 

density

（people/km²

） 

Temporary 

population 

ratio 

Employment 

ratio 
Ageing 

Heritage 

Quantity 

Huguang Guild 

Hall and the 

Dongshuimen 

District 

0.07 6,500 92，857 66.6% 18.7% 43.7% 6 

Xuetianwan 

District 
0.28 16，821 60，075 48% 42% 24% 4 

(Data resource:"Study on the Inventory of Spatial Assets and the Urban Renewal Ideas in Yuzhong District (2015)") 

First, based on the factor analysis of the Huguang Guild Hall and the Dongshuimen 
District, four factors (factors) of 24 variables were extracted. In the Xuetianwan District, six of 
the 24 variables were extracted (Acito, F., & Anderson, R. D, 1980).  Finally, There are 18 
variables and 4 factors in Huguang Hall and Dongshuimen District. Tables 3 and 4 show 
detailed information on the results of factor analysis. There are 18 variables and 4 factors in 
Huguang Hall and Dongshuimen District. There are 21 variables and 6 factors in the 
Xuetianwan District. Finally, Cronbach's α coefficient (referred to as α coefficient) is used for 
reliability detection. The higher the reliability coefficient, the more acceptable the questionnaire 
measurement results are. The minimum confidence level acceptable for the alpha coefficient is 
0.5, above 0.7 is high confidence, and less than 0.35 is low confidence, indicating that the 
reliability test is unqualified. The α reliability coefficients of the test results are 0.831 and 0.921, 
respectively, which are greater than 0.7, which satisfies the requirements of the reliability test, 
indicating that the overall sample questionnaire of the questionnaire is reliable (Numally, J. C, 
1978).  

This study combines the same or different factors in the two regions to extract “increase 
social network interaction”, “improve community and cultural identity”, “provide public 
participation opportunities”, “local industry optimization”, and “enhance culture  diversity”, 
“Strengthening creativity and education training”, six main categories. Next, it will be 
explained separately. 
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 Table 2 Brief profiles of this two districts 



 

 Factors 
% of Variance 

explained 

Cumulative% of 

variance 

1 Improve community and cultural identity 32.5 32.5 

2 Increase social network interaction 18.2 50.7 

3 Provide public participation opportunities 14.4 65.1 

4 Local industry optimization 7.1 72.2 

 

 

Factors  Variables 

Factor loading 

(in descending 

order) 

Improve community and 

cultural identity 

1 Unique heritage value 0.88 

 4 Frustrated with the destruction of heritage 0.79 

 6 Carry out heritage-related community activities 0.70 

 2 Unique heritage value 0.68 

 3 Shared collective memory 0.68 

 5 Calling people's memories 0.65 

Increase social network 

interaction 

14 Increase the gathering place 0.85 

 15 Increase the gathering place 0.84 

 17 Provide barrier-free access 0.78 

 13 Suitable walking distance with historical buildings 0.75 

Provide public participation 

opportunities 

8 Diversified public participation 0.88 

 12 Allow residents to visit historic buildings for free 

 

0.88 

 9 Full-cycle public participation 0.84 

 11 Volunteer opportunity 0.57 

Local industry optimization 20 Protect traditional industries 0.82 

 21 Increase creativity -0.68 

 22 Establish a multicultural communication platform 0.55 

 23 Maintain affordable rent 0.54 

  
Table 3 Social factors for heritage conservation in urban renewal inHuguang Hall and Dongshuimen District . 
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Factors 

% of Variance 

explained 

Cumulative% of 

variance 

1 Increase social network interaction 26.20 26.20 

2 Local industry optimization 12.42 38.62 

3 Improve community and cultural identity 9.10 47.72 

4 Provide public participation opportunities 7.13 54.85 

5 Enhance culture  diversity 3.07 57.92 

6 Strengthening creativity and education training 2.50 60.42 

 

Factors  Variables 
Factor loading 

(in descending order) 

Increase social network 

interaction 

15 Increase the gathering place 0.80 

 16 Diversity of social activities 0.77 

 14 Intimate neighbourhood 0.69 

 18 Meet more foreign friends 0.67 

 13 Suitable walking distance with historical 

buildings 

0.62 

Local industry optimization 19 Industrial revitalization 0.78 

 23 Maintain affordable rent 0.76 

Improve community and 

cultural identity 

1 Unique heritage value 0.84 

 4 Frustrated with the destruction of heritage 0.76 

 6 Carry out heritage-related community activities 0.72 

 3 Shared collective memory 0.71 

 5 Calling people's memories 0.60 

Provide public participation 

opportunities 

11 Volunteer opportunity 0.84 

 12 Allow residents to visit historic buildings for free 0.70 

 8 Diversified public participation 0.61 

 13 Suitable walking distance with historical 

buildings 

0.60 

Enhance culture  diversity 22 Establish a multicultural communication 

platform 

0.71 

 7 Public participation in legalization 0.54 

Strengthening creativity 

and education training 

2 Unique heritage value 0.62 

 20 New diversified industries 0.44 

 21 Increase creativity 0.41 

 

 

Table 4 Social factors for heritage conservation in urban renewal in Xuetianwan District . 
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4.2.1 Strengthening social networks and interaction 

This factor accounts for a large proportion in both regions. It includes building intimate 
neighborhood relationships, increasing the diversity of social life, and providing a gathering 
place to stimulate the diversity activities of residents. For example, different types of 
exhibitions are held in the reconstructed historical buildings, blurring the boundaries between 
local residents and tourists, and allowing different actors to collide with each other. 
4.2.2 Improve community and cultural identity 

The unique heritage value makes the residents themselves have the pride of living in the 
historical reserve. The difference between the two regions reflects the role of historical 
buildings in regulating and lubricating the relationship between people and the community. 
Heritage heritage can inspire people's collective memory, thus creating a unique regional. 
4.2.3 Provide opportunities for public participation 

Residents in the district are also part of the urban renewal, and collective construction can also 
increase residents' sense of belonging to the localities. By providing volunteer opportunities, 
allowing residents to visit historic buildings for free, and encouraging diverse public 
participation, public and private connections can be strengthened, and communities can be 
guided to develop in a satisfactory direction. 
4.2.4 Local Industry Optimization 

The above mentioned that tourism development in historical and cultural areas may have a 
negative impact on local communities and has also received a response here. Compared with 
traditional and aging communities, they tend to protect traditional industries and are less willing 
to accept the entry of new industries. However, the differences in survey results show that 
cultural heritage is an opportunity for new communities with higher cultural levels. Industrial 
upgrading and creating more job opportunities may lead to a higher sense of identity. 
4.2.5 Enhance cultural diversity 

This factor mainly includes the protection and respect of different values(ages of different ages 
or levels of education) and encourages the establishment of a platform for cultural exchanges. 
This is one of the main ways to keep the community alive. For example, during the urban 
renewal period, more entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs are attracted to the community to 
enhance cultural diversity. 
4.2.6 Strengthen creativity and education 

Young people who have not experienced historical periods may not have such a strong sense 
of cultural identity. This requires the combination of popularization and creativity, and 
encourages residents to think about the future direction of the community. For example, they 
can hold regular anti-war keynote speeches and visit old buildings. The activities will increase 
the sense of participation of the residents, while allowing children to grow up in a culturally 
rich environment, contributing to the sustainable development of historical reserves. 
 
5.  Policy recommendations and conclusions 
A comparative study of the two regions shows that the basic influencing factors in the two 
regions are still very similar, such as the social network interaction and public participation in 
the top three. What has not appeared in both is the “enhanced commercial atmosphere”. It can 
be seen that everyone believes that business has a certain harmful effect on heritage protection. 
However, there are some subtle differences between the two regions. For example, factor 17 
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“providing barrier-free access” only appears in the Huguang and Dongshuimen District where 
the aging is more serious, while the factor 23 “maintaining affordable rents”and 19 “industry 
revitalization” is only appear in the Xuetianwan District where the education level is higher. 
These all reflect the small differences in the requirements of different demographics for urban 
renewal. 

The difference in research results shows the state of urban renewal at two different stages, 
but different basic characteristics have little effect on the overall social factors. Therefore, the 
formulation of the urban renewal policy should be based on the four points of “strengthening 
social network interaction”, “improving community and cultural identity”, “providing public 
participation opportunities” and “local industry optimization”. In response to these influencing 
factors, different regions may generate new considerations, but the framework of this study 
may also be used to guide urban renewal planning policies. With the implementation of policies 
and the organization of community activities, heritage protection can play its most essential 
role in creating a characteristic and culturally diverse community. 
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Abstract:Restoration and vitality promotion of historic conservation area is an 
important part of cultural heritage restoration. The commercial development needs of 
the new era are in conflict with the spatial layout of historic conservation area, and the 
authenticity of cultural blocks is challenged.Based on network data, road centrality 
analysis and facility space layout, this paper analyzes the influence of modern business 
model and development needs on the space layout in the renewal process of historic 
conservation area. After investigation and data analysis, the results shows :(1) Middle-
aged and elderly men tend to go to small commodity stores during workdays.(2) Young 
people tend to rest on outdoor seats during workdays.(3)During weekends, young 
people like to play in the small commodity store in the park.The research results will 
help adjust the layout of commercial space in historic conservation area, protect the 
authenticity of blocks, and optimize the perceived experience of participants in historic 
conservation area. 
 
Keywords: Historic conservation area; Big data; Commercial space layout; The 
original true; Perceptual experience;Shichahai; Space vitality 
 

1.Introduction 
After the founding of People's Republic of China, the protection of the traditional historic 
conservation area works in advance gradually, from the perspective of heritage protection, "city 
- block - cultural relics" in 3 levels’ protection link, block in the middle research ring, which is 
a connection of both before and after the important position. Good and bad results of historic 
conservation area not only determine the historical rise and fall of a city, but also determine the 
blocks within the stand or fall of cultural relics. With the rapid development of urban renewal 
and people's yearning for a better life, historic conservation area need to be opened to the world 
with a new style. While the traditional cultural protection units are repairing and updating 
themselves, the texture and vitality of the streets and lanes in their blocks also need to be 
improved accordingly.[1] 
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 In recent years scholars concerned about the historic conservation area protection 
problems , especially focus the dynamic protection concept in historic conservation area update 
at present stage. As peoples’ living standard and aesthetic level is raising day by day, everyone 
wants to have a look on cultural relics walk in old streets. On the one hand, The introduction of 
commerce promotes the vitality of space; on the other hand, the authenticity of cultural relics 
may be damaged in this process. Some cultural relics are not restored according to the original 
state, or they are seriously commercialized, creating new labels and carrying out new 
decorations. Since 2000, the work on the historic conservation areas in Beijing has been carried 
out in accordance with the principle of "authenticity", "integrity" and "social continuity".[2][3] 

In recent years, researches on such special urban space as historic conservation areas have 
been widely carried out. From the perspective of site construction, Liu et al. took Nantou old 
city of shenzhen as an example and proposed the importance of the old city as the living space 
of the city stock, and proposed the basic repair plan and the construction concept of the spiritual 
level of space for the old city.[4]Liu ,li yan et al. proposed that the application of urban art design 
in the old city, historical context and cultural inheritance should be carried out from the old city, 
and the cultural nature of art design should bring new vitality to the old city.[5]Common research 
methods such as ARCGIS, text mining and geographic big data analysis have been applied in 
a large number of historic conservation areas. Based on the special nature of historic 
conservation area, historical and cultural buildings and commercial buildings are the interest 
points of people.[6]Zhang et al.  using UNA tools put forward by analysis of historic 
conservation area road centricity, superposition analysis results of the analysis and use of big 
data and UNA, explore the traditional geography relevant methods in the historic conservation 
area, the feasibility of the analysis of the conclusion historic resources for people with strong 
attraction, business is strong supplement energy for space.[7][8]Fu et al. , focused on the research 
point of tourists' perception and the evaluation of tourists' spatial identification and feelings in 
Kuanhouli historic district, put forward an objective evaluation method of historic district 
through analyzing the relationship among tourists' perception, tourists' loyalty and 
satisfaction.[10]Kong et al. proposed to use the metaphor extraction technology (ZMET) to take 
the ancient city of phoenix as the research object and take photos as the starting point to conduct 
interviews with tourists and extract people's evaluation of space and points of interest in 
perception and experience from a large number of research samples.[11] Lu et al. through to the 
historic conservation area visitors in-depth interviews and questionnaire survey, in the historic 
conservation area of the original true perception as a starting point, from tourists research 
content, analysis of the original true historic conservation area and the convergence condition 
of modernity To judge whether the authenticity of historic conservation area has been destroyed 
in the process of urban renewal.[12] 

Shichahai is a famous historical and cultural scenic spot in Beijing, which is located in 
xicheng district and adjacent to the central axis of Beijing. At present, it is the only open scenic 
area with open water in the inner city of Beijing. It is also the largest and most complete 
historical district in Beijing. After the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the 
Beijing municipal government renovated the Shichahai area, adding railings to the lake. After 
1992, Shichahai was designated as a historical and cultural scenic area. Of the 25 historical and 
cultural reserves in Beijing approved in 2000, Shichahai is the largest. With the improvement 
of people's living standard and aesthetic level, the commercialization trend of Houhai lake in 
Shichahai area is becoming more and more obvious, and the age range of the activity group is 
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also gradually expanding.The famous Houhai bar street is formed on the north and south sides 
of Houhai, which has become a hot spot for young people enjoy during night. With the 
prosperity and development of market economy, time-honored restaurants and shops welcome 
customers with a new look. Shichahai area is an important scenic spot in the tour group. You 
can not only see the natural scenery of the open water of Beijing old city scene, but also 
understand part of the history and culture of Beijing old city and the living conditions of the 
people in Beijing old city, but also experience the catering culture of old Beijing here. 

As the largest natural lake scene in Beijing, it is also the most complete historical 
protection area with the most complete historical features in Beijing. The work of historical 
cultural preservation for it has been carried out for many years:[13]Yang et al. interpreted the 
protection planning plan for Shichahai area and discussed it from the aspects of implementation 
method and evaluation method.Zhou kunpeng et al. discussed the water cultural heritage in 
Shichahai area, and the ecological protection and landscape protection of historic conservation 
areas were carried out simultaneously.[14] With the combination of path accessibility and big 
data, zhang et al. comprehensively evaluated the road accessibility and spatial vitality of 
Shichahai area, analyzed the environmental factors that attract people to the area, and concluded 
that historical resources are the primary factors that attract people to the area. 

The research methods of the block are various and the data acquisition channels are very 
numerous. Traditional field survey is more effective when it needs to know the preferences and 
preferences of the respondents and evaluate the spatial perception. It can be specific to 
individual micro survey and has certain timeliness. Limited by the cost, the difficulty and 
objective degree of field investigation vary from place to place. Data acquisition is intuitive, 
and quantitative and qualitative analysis can be carried out. Use of big data, by contrast, the 
relevant data analysis is relatively macroscopic, such as the use of Arcgis, mobile signal data, 
with large sample size and macroscopic statistical characteristics, but lack of precision of 
individuals of the analysis, the lack of space perception evaluation, and mobile phone signal 
data can't reflect the specific activities of individuals surveyed, only for the individual points in 
the data presented, these methods lack some micro amount of information, in terms of 
macroscopic evaluation level and the objective geography describes a relatively objective 
science. Based on the advantages and disadvantages of the two, considering that there are too 
many factors influencing the environment of historic conservation area and the age composition 
of the staff is relatively complex, the author thinks that traditional fieldwork may be more 
suitable for the research process of historic conservation area. 

 

Fig.1 Beijing Shichahai area scene 
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2.Methods 
This paper selects Beijing Shichahai  area as the research (figure 1), based on the multiple 
observation, found that people in this historic conservation area the main outdoor activities 
around Houhai lake, so the region due to Houhai lake as the core, the number will be more 
active region partition number (figure 2). Through the analysis of survey data, the variables of 
initial statistics on the screening of integration, and finally the variables used for 19, 
respectively is: the number of male and female, young, young, middle-aged and old) 14 types 
data, variable environment facilities: small commodity stores, historical relics, restaurants, 
outdoor seating and landscape viewing a total of five types of data. 

 

 
Fig.2 Statistical area map of Shichahai 

 

In this study, the number of users in 20 areas near the lake in Shichahai was counted, the 
activity content was observed, and the environmental variables in each area were counted on 
the spot. The data were collected on October 15, 2019 (workday) and October 19, 2019 
(weekend). In order to maintain the equality of the survey statistics, the survey time was 
selected between 11:30-13:00 and 15:30-17:00 in the two days. During the investigation, there 
were no adverse weather effects such as moderate rain and strong wind. Within the statistical 
time interval, the number of people was measured every half an hour (6 times in total), and the 
age range was children, young people, middle-aged and elderly people. According to different 
behavioral states, the dynamic and static groups were counted separately. 

 
3. Environmental impact factor analysis of space vitality 
3.1 The data analysis 

In the statistical time, the main age of the personnel composition of the elderly, accounting for 
about 65 percent of the total number of statistical time. The reasons are as follows :1. Shichahai 
is a historic conservation area, and middle-aged and elderly people are more interested in 
historical relics landscape and natural scenery, and most of them are members of tourist groups. 
There are a large number of tourist groups and a large number of tourist groups every day. The 
number of young people and children in this area is relatively small.2. There are many time-
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honored restaurants in Shichahai area, which are popular with middle-aged and elderly tourists. 
The following is an analysis based on the statistical status of the number of people on workdayss 
and rest days: 
3.1.1 The data analysis of workdays The total number of workdays(Fig.3) is 2,243, 1,127 men 
and 1,116 women. Among them, area A and area P (respectively corresponding to the entrance 
of Lotus market and the northeast side of Yinding Bridge) have A large number of people. 
These two areas are important scenic spots in Shichahai area, where people prefer togather to 
travel. Shichahai area traditional restaurants which attract people to eat; The Numbers are huge, 
and they gather in open Spaces. According to the time-sharing data, from 15:30 to 17:00, the 
proportion of females was larger than that of males, and the number of young people began to 
increase significantly. 

 

 

Fig.3 The number of people in each region in workdays 

 
3.1.2 The data analysis of weekends The number of tourist groups of weekends(Fig.4) in 

the Shichahai area is greater than  workdays, is large in number, the total number of 2717 
people, all day for the total number of 1341 men, women, total number of 1332, among them 
A, H two area ( corresponding to the entrance of Lotus market, Yinding Bridge), Yinding 
Bridge of more than 250 people, historical sites, such as number of Song chingling's former 
residence and so on place and the number of the lake appreciate the scenery more workdayss 
increased significantly. 
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Fig.4 The number of people in each region in weekends 

 
3.2 Environmental impact factor analysis 

3.2.1 The relationship between environmental facilities and user age in workdays The study 
found that the number of middle-aged and elderly men was significantly higher in places with 
more small commodity stores during workdays.(Table1)(P < 0.05) 

According to the analysis results, middle-aged and elderly men tend to shop for small 
commodities. There are small commodity shops near the lake in Shichahai area, selling food 
and handicrafts souvenirs. In the statistical process, it is found that consumers are more inclined 
to choose and experience the culture of the store for a long time. This may be closely related to 
the long history of Shichahai area and the unique cultural customs of Beijing. Historical relics, 
outdoor seating and scenic spots had less impact on the number of middle-aged and elderly 
men. 

 

Table 1  The number of environmental facilities is related to the age of users in workdays 

 Unstandardize
d coefficient  standardized 

coefficient t significant 

 B Standard 
error  Beta   

small commodity 
store 1.075 0.043 1.476 24.823 0.000* 

(constant) 
0.017 0.003  6.216 0.000 

a The dependent variable.：Middle-aged and old men *  0.05 ，significant  
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3.2.2 The relationship between environmental facilities and user age in workdays The study 
found that the number of young people was significantly higher in places with more outdoor 
seating during workdays.(Table2)(P < 0.05) 

According to the analysis results, young people tend to take outdoor seats. There are many 
outdoor seats on the lake in Shichahai area for people to have a temporary rest. In the statistical 
process, it is found that young people are more inclined to take a rest and take photos on the 
seat .The lake has beautiful scenery. Historical relics, small commodity stores and scenic spots 
have less influence on the number of young people. 

3.2.3 The relationship between environmental facilities and user status in weekends The study 
found that the number of young people was significantly higher in places with more small 
commodity stores during weekends(Table3).(P < 0.05) 

According to the analysis results, young people on rest days tend to have activities in small 
commodity stores, and there are many small commodity stores in Shichahai area. It is found in 
the statistical process that young people are more inclined to buy snacks and some literary and 
artistic small commodities. During weekends, historical relics, outdoor seating and scenic spots 
have less influence on the number of young people. 
 

Table 2  The number of environmental facilities is related to the age of users in workdays 

 
Unstandardize

d coefficient 
 

standardized 

coefficient 
t significant 

 B 
Standard 

error  
Beta   

Outdoors seats 1.043 0.020 1.588 52.814 0.000* 

(constant) 
0.026 0.005  5.295 0.000 

a The dependent variable.：Young men *  0.05 ，significant  

Table 3  The relationship between the number of environmental facilities and the state of users in weekends 

 
Unstandardize

d coefficient 
 

standardized 

coefficient 
t significant 

 B 
Standard 

error  
Beta   

small commodity 

store 1.117 0.067 1.485 16.568 0.000* 

(constant) 
0.019 0.004  4.148 0.000 

a The dependent variable.：static people *  0.05 ，significant   
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4. Conclusions and recommendations 
Based on results, all kinds of people are not interested in the historical relics and natural scenery 
of Shichahai area, but are more interested in the local small commodity stores and the outdoor 
seats by the lake to take photos and rest. On the one hand, the results show that the layout of 
modern business has a greater impact on the cultural value of traditional Historic conservation 
area, the attraction of business is higher, and the surrounding space is more dynamic, which has 
a greater impact on the traditional historical atmosphere of Historic conservation area. On the 
other hand, the attraction of historical and cultural attractions is far lower than business such as 
restaurants, which cannot strongly attract tourists. The authenticity of cultural relics has not 
been destroyed, but they lack enough space vitality . 

The dynamic protection of Historic conservation area is closely related to the development 
of The Times. The authenticity of historic buildings needs to be vigorously protected, and it is 
suggested that relevant units should increase the publicity of historical attractions and increase 
the spatial vitality of cultural relics attractions in Historic conservation area. 
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Abstract. Huizhou dwellings feature an introverted layout with open space distributed 
mainly around the patio, which is also the core of daily life and activities. The paper 
briefly analyses the space composition of Hui-style dwellings, extracts four typical 
forms. It selects two dominate physical factors that affect lighting for quantitative 
analysis and research, based on the environmental characteristics of open space such 
as foyer, patio and hall. One is to simulate the illumination of open space and analyse 
the illumination mean value as the quantitative basis. The other is to simulate the 
typical daily sunshine situation of open space and analyse the average sunshine 
duration per unit area as the quantitative basis. Finally, data statistics and comparative 
analysis are made on the illumination and sunshine of the open space from the overall 
and part levels to obtain the best spatial form with lighting condition. 

Keywords: Huizhou Traditional Dwellings; Internal Open Space; Illumination 
Intensity, Sunshine Duration; Comparative Study 

1.  Introduction 

Huizhou traditional dwellings mainly refer to the traditional buildings distributed in the ancient 
Huizhou area (south Anhui and north Jiangxi) and constructed in the late period of Chinese 
feudal society. They manifest as a relatively complete and mature architectural style due to their 
similar geographical climate, ideology and cultural form [1]. In terms of spatial layout, the patio 
is the core of dwellings to connect hall, foyer, kitchen and other spaces, bringing rain and 
sunshine into the interior. The hall is facing the patio with wing rooms on both sides, which 
forms the basic layout of Huizhou traditional dwellings. In the exterior, the gables on both sides 
also greatly enhance safety and fire prevention ability of the building. White walls, black tiles, 
together with horsehead walls, form the unique shape of Huizhou dwellings [2]. Most of the 
dwellings are enclosed from their appearance, which is characterized by a strong sense of 
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enclosure and privacy, while the interior space is relatively open. Except for wing room and 
kitchen, the ground floor space is almost entirely open. The different plane layout has a 
particular impact on the composition of open space and lighting environment under its influence. 
This paper will conduct an in-depth discussion on it through simulation and quantitative 
research.  

2. Space Form Analysis 
The plan layout of Huizhou traditional dwellings is always square, and the basic space unit is 
concave courtyard or quadrangle courtyard [3]. Dingyi House is the most typical concave 
courtyard, generally have one bright room and two dark rooms in the north side, that is, the hall 
in the middle for the bright, wing room in the left and right sides for the dark, and the patio and 
foyer on the south side, to provide lighting for each room. Chongde House is a quadrangle 
courtyard, with two bright rooms in both north and south, the patio in the centre, and wing 
rooms, kitchen, bathroom and other facilities in four corners. Although there are various forms 
of traditional dwellings in this area, the spatial forms are almost all combined with the basic 
layout of concave and quadrangle courtyard. He's House is composed of two southern concave 
courtyards, while Wang's House is made up of a courtyard and a quadrangle courtyard, both of 
them have two patios and halls [4]. 

Huizhou traditional dwellings guard against potential external hazards through high 
external walls, but internal space is relatively open. Interconnected public spaces are arranged 
around the patio in an order, occupying the central position of the whole plan layout, including 
semi-open or fully open spaces such as the foyer, patio, hall and connecting corridor [5]. The 
public space of concave courtyard is "丄" shape and in quadrangle courtyard is "十" shape. All 
these spaces take the patio as a cross centre to seek the maximum contact area with the external 
climate and environment. The public space forms of He's House and Wang's House, which 
evolved from the basic form, are also a combination of "丄" and "十" shapes, which improve 
mobility and richness of space (Fag. 1) [4]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The layout of Typical Huizhou Traditional Dwellings [4] 
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3. Space Prototype Extraction 
Different courtyard forms evolved from the simplest space prototype and make combinations. 
This paper takes shape and size of Dingyi House as a sample to simplify and extract the form 
of basic courtyard prototype. In order to make the experimental analysis data more comparable 
and reliable, the remaining three spatial forms refer to each research case and extend from the 
basic space prototype into the four spatial forms as shown in the figure (Fig. 2). 

The extracted space prototype corresponds to the four most common plane layouts selected 
above, so space and layout characteristics also follow original traits. Type 1 and type 2 are the 
prototypes of concave courtyard and quadrangle courtyard respectively, and the most 
significant difference between them lies in the location of the patio, the patio in type 1 is close 
to the outer wall, while the patio in type 2 is located in the centre. Type 3 is a combination of 
two types 1, but the two halls and the central patio form a space of type 2. Type 4 is a 
combination of type 1 and type 2, but the enclosing form of each patio is the space form of type 
2.  

The spatial prototypes of concave courtyard and quadrangle courtyard can reflect the 
essence of the hui-style dwellings well. However, the forms made up of orderly combination is 
more conducive to enhance the richness of public space and the communication between 
internal space and external environment, which has a significant impact on the physical 
environment of the whole building, especially the lighting conditions [6]. These extracted spatial 
prototypes not only contain the characteristics of Huizhou traditional dwellings but also can 
effectively control variables in comparative analysis, which is beneficial to the in-depth 
analysis of lighting situation in internal open space under different combination forms. 

 

Figure 2. Four Space Prototype and Corresponding Area 
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The simulation experiment of the lighting condition mainly divides into two parts: illumination 
analysis and sunshine analysis. Illumination analysis is to study illumination intensity and 
distribution, while sunshine analysis is to study sunshine duration in public space. Through the 
simulation of different prototypes and the analysis of data statistics, we can obtain an overall 
conclusion of the lighting situation. 

In terms of the unified setting for simulation conditions, the climate data were set 
according to the geographical and climatic information of Huangshan city (Ancient Huizhou), 
and all buildings were oriented towards the right south to unify light environment. Besides, due 
to the lack of public space on the second floor, this paper only analyses the lighting situation 
on the first floor. 

4.1. Illumination Simulation Experiment 

4.1.1 Simulation Experiment Condition Setting 

The sky condition in the illumination simulation experiment is CIE overcast condition, and the 
specific sky illumination value is calculated as 8809 lux by Tregenza Formula. The space range 
in the experiment is all public open spaces around the patio, mainly including patio, hall, foyer 
and corridor. Moreover, the whole simulation laboratory was completed on Grasshopper 
platform with the help of Geco and other plug-ins (Tab. 1). 
 
 

Location Huangshan, China（30.18° N，118.14° E） Range Public Open Space 

Sky Illuminance 8809 Lux （Tregenza Formula） Sky Condition CIE Overcast 

Outcomes 
Illumination Intensity Gradient Map 

Unit Illumination Value 
Grid size 0.01m2（0.1m*0.1m） 

4.1.2. Simulation Experiment Results 

The final results of the simulation experiment are shown as illumination intensity gradient map 
and unit illumination value (Tab. 2). The gradient map reflects the illuminance value of each 
point in public space, and the gradient map reflects the variation of illumination value. The 
coloured area in the figure is the range of open space, the yellow part is the highest illumination 
value, the blue part is the lowest illumination value, and the position with white box is the 
ground projection position of the patio. Unit illumination value is the illumination value in the 
minimum grid cell used for calculation in the experiment. The counted values include minimum, 
maximum and weighted average, among which the weighted average value can reflect the 
illumination situation of the whole space. Besides, the main areas such as patio, hall and foyer 
are also analysed in the same way. 

  
 
 
 

Table 1. Simulation Conditions for Illumination Experiment 
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Illumination 
Intensity  
Gradient  
Map 

    

Values Max Ave Min Max Ave Min Max Ave Min Max Ave Min 

Prototype 5564 4365 64 5600 4805 900 5580 4794 480 5640 4816 720 

Patio 5600 5142 4800 5600 5263 4800 5600 5155 4800 5600 5223 4800 

Hall 5390 3831 290 5600 4701 900 5450 4691 450 6420 4772 720 

Foyer 4800 4671 1800 5400 4637 900 4800 4673 1800 5400 4637 1000 

4.2. Sunshine Simulation Experiment  

4.2.1. Simulation Experiment Condition Setting 

The analysis content of sunshine experiment is sunshine duration on typical days. The typical 
days selected in this experiment are spring equinox, summer solstice, autumn equinox and 
winter solstice, and the simulated period of typical days is from 7:00 to 19:00, covering 
residents' daily routine. The space range in the experiment is all public open spaces around the 
patio, mainly including patio, hall, foyer and corridor. The whole simulation laboratory was 
completed on Grasshopper platform with the help of Geco and other software (Tab. 3). 
 
 

Location Huangshan, China,（30.18° N，118.14° E） Range Public Open Space 

Climate Warm and Humid Climate Time 7:00-19:00 

Outcomes Sunshine Duration Gradient Map 

Average Sunshine Duration 

Typical Days Summer/Winter Solstice, 

Spring/Autumn Equinox 

4.2.2. Simulation Experiment Results 

The final results of the simulation experiment are shown as sunshine duration gradient map and 
average sunshine duration (Tab. 4). The gradient map reflects the sunshine duration of each 
region within the simulated time range and shows variation through a gradient map. The 
coloured areas in the picture are the range of open space, the yellow areas have a long sunshine 
time, and the blue areas are no direct exposures to the sun. The average sunshine duration is the 
total sunshine duration of the whole day divided by the public space area, which can reflect the 
sunshine condition of the whole space. This paper simulated the corresponding conditions on 
the spring equinox, summer solstice, autumn equinox and winter solstice respectively. It 
conducted in-depth analysis on patio, hall and hall and other different areas. 
 

 
 
 
 

Table 3. Simulation Conditions for Sunshine Experiment 
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Type Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 

Table 2. Results of Illumination Simulation Experiment (Lux) 



Date Spring/Autumn Equinox Summer Solstice Winter Solstice 

Type1 

   

0.75 h 1.30 h 0.22 h 

Type2 

   

0.81 h 1.08 h 0.64 h 

Type3 

   

0.68 h 1.33 h 0.12 h 

Type4 

   
0.79 h 1.21 h 0.36 h 
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Table 4. Results of Sunshine Simulation Experiment 



Simulation experiment and analysis are the connective processes of horizontal comparison and 
vertical depth, which is a comparison experiment on the illumination and sunshine conditions 
and a comprehensive study from the whole to part for the research object. This paper also 
analyses the experimental results in depth according to the ideas of these two dimensions. 
5.1. Overall Lighting Analysis 

From the overall level, the illumination intensity and sunshine duration of the four prototypes 
show similar changing trends, but they have their characteristics in details. According to the 
line chart of illumination intensity (Fig. 3), the highest point of the four buildings is almost the 
same, and the minimum value with the most significant variation. Type 1 has the worst 
illumination condition limited by factors such as the number and location of the patio, while 
the other three types are much better, which can also be reflected from the comparison of 
weighted average. From the view of sunshine duration line chart (Fig. 4), the sunshine duration 
of four houses throughout the year present a linear change rule, but the change on the summer 
solstice and winter solstice shows an inverse correlation. That is, type 3 has the most prolonged 
sunshine duration on the summer solstice. However, the shortest on winter solstice and type 2 
has an opposite trend. Besides, the lower the slope of the diagonal line, the more uniform the 
sunshine situation of the whole space throughout the year, and the more prominent the shading 
effect in summer, the more sufficient the sunshine duration in winter. Therefore, the lighting 
condition of type 2 is the best, and the lighting condition of type 3 has the most significant 
change, which is easy to cause the overheat in summer and the supercooling in winter. 

 

 

5.2. Local Lighting analysis 

5.2.1. Patio 

Although the patios of four prototypes share the same size, type 1 and type 2 have only one 
patio, and type 3 and type 4 have two. Besides, both type 1 and type 3 have patios close to the 
exterior wall, while the patios in type 2 and type 4 are enclosed by sloping roofs. According to 
the chart, as the sizes of patios are the same, the maximum and minimum values of illumination 
intensity of all patios are the same, and the sunshine duration on the summer solstice and winter 
solstice are also similar (Fig. 5). Besides, the patio enclosed by the sloping roof was better in 

Figure 3. Overall Analysis of Illumination Experiment Figure 4. Overall Analysis of Sunshine Experiment 

Illum
ination Intensity (Lux) 

Sunshine D
uration (h) 
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5. Results Analysis 



terms of illumination intensity and sunshine duration than the patio directly close to the exterior 
wall, among which the patio in type 2 has the best performance (Fig. 6). 
 
 

 

5.2.2. Hall 

Halls are similar to patios in the four prototypes. Type 1 and type 2 have only one hall facing 
south, while type 3 and type 4 have an additional transition hall sandwiched between the two 
patios. In terms of illumination intensity chart, the hall of type 1 has the worst illumination, and 
the maximum value of type 4 was significantly higher than that of the other three types (Fig. 
7). In terms of sunshine duration, it is difficult for almost all halls to have direct exposure to 
the sun in summer, which is conducive to the temperature drop. The duration in the spring 
equinox and autumn equinox is the longest, while that in winter is different for all. The sunshine 
duration in the hall of type 3 is concise all year round, while for that of type 2 is short in summer 
and long in winter, which is more likely to shape the micro-climate environment in warm winter 
and cool summer (Fig. 8). 
 

 

5.2.3. Foyer 

There are only two kinds of foyers, which are on both sides of the patio in type 1 and type 3 
and on the south side of the patio in type 2 and type 4, so the changes are more regular in the 

Figure 5. Analysis of Illumination Experiment in Patio Figure 6. Analysis of Sunshine Experiment in Patio 

Figure 7. Analysis of Illumination Experiment in Hall Figure 8. Analysis of Sunshine Experiment in Hall 

Illum
ination Intensity (Lux) 

Illum
ination Intensity (Lux) 

Sunshine D
uration (h) 

Sunshine D
uration (h) 
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figure. From the analysis results, the weighted values of illumination intensity for all foyers are 
approximate, indicating that the overall illumination is almost the same (Fig. 9). Also, the foyer 
on the south side of the patio has almost no direct sunlight all year round, and the foyer on both 
sides of it receives more abundant sunshine in summer (Fig. 10). 
 
 

 

6. Conclusion 
The internal public spaces of Huizhou traditional dwellings are interconnected through an open 
form and arranged around patios to obtain sufficiently natural elements like light, namely 
different space forms correspond to different public space layouts, thus affecting the lighting 
effect [7]. From the four extracted typical prototypes, lighting situation of type 1(concave 
courtyard) is the worst, but that of type 2 (quadrangle courtyard) is the best, and foyer and patio 
in type 4 have better sunlight than that in type 3. While this paper has carried on the quality 
evaluation under the condition of control variables to the lighting characteristics in different 
prototypes, but in the actual site selection and construction process, the results also will be 
affected by topography and geomorphology, orientation, space proportion and other present 
situations [8]. Therefore, we need a more in-depth analysis of practice to perfect the conclusion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Analysis of Illumination Experiment in Foyer Figure 10. Analysis of Sunshine Experiment in Foyer 

Illum
ination Intensity (Lux) 

Sunshine D
uration (h) 
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Abstract. this paper selected the traditional residence "Yi Keyin" and the new
residential building in Wanxichong village of Chenggong new district of Kunming as
the research object, and found it through the measurement of winter thermal
environment and the comparative analysis of the indoor thermal environment of old
and new residential buildings. Although the Adobe wall of the traditional dwelling
has good thermal performance, the indoor thermal environment of the new dwelling
is better than the traditional dwelling. This paper provides the basis for the
sustainable development of "Yi Keyin" in traditional residential buildings based on
the research of indoor thermal environment in winter.

Keywords.Yi Keyin；Thermal Environment; Thermal Comfort；Design Strategy

The first peak of the Dianzhong area is the northwest corner of Liangwang Mountain. It
was built in the late Ming Dynasty and has a history of 600 years. There are 501 households
with a population of 1,845. In the process of rapid urbanization, in order to seek the
sustainable development of the city, Wanxichong Village has become an ecological barrier to
protect Chenggong New District because of its surrounding 10,000-acre pear garden. And
apply for Wanxichong as a beautiful rural construction site, listed as not moving villages.

However, at the same time of continuous construction, the village center continued to
expand to the north and south of the pear garden. "Yi Keyin" began to disappear from the
central area, interspersed in the newly built residential houses, there are seven buildings in the
last hundred years, of which only three have been repaired.Today, there are roughly 30 to 40
well-preserved "Yi Keyin", mostly for the elderly or rented by foreigners, and the rest are
uninhabited due to disrepair. In recent years, the construction of a two-storey new Indian
residence has begun to be similar to the traditional "Yi Keyin" in terms of spatial layout and
scale.
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Fig.1 Village evolution texture map

1.Winter thermal environment measurement
1.1. Test object
1.1.1. Traditional residence "Yi Keyin".The test object 1 selects a "Yi Keyin" of about 40
years in the construction period. The layout of the plane is shown in Figure 3. The shape of
the building is regular and square. The three rooms of the main room are two floors high, and
the rooms on both sides are shorter. The building has a depth of 10.2m and a width of 13.3m.
The building is facing west. It is a civil structure. The inner and outer walls are made of adobe
bricks with a thickness of about 600mm. The inside and outside of the wall are plastered with
mud. The indoor floor is treated with plain soil and then paved with clay brick. There is very
little window opening on the outer wall of "Yi Keyin" . The window sill of the east side is
about 1m high, and the window size is only 350mm×600mm. The overall appearance of the
closed pattern reduces the heat dissipation area of the envelope structure, which is more
conducive to the thermal insulation effect of the building. The adobe wall absorbs the residual
temperature generated by the temperature changes during the day and night, and adjusts the
indoor temperature of the large temperature difference between day and night. The first floor
is used as the main living space, and the second floor is used to store sundries.For the
relatively closed building shape, the heat transfer into the room is reduced by the heat transfer
method of radiation, convection and heat conduction in the air layer of the sloping roof, and
the maximum temperature arrival time of the room is delayed, the heat insulation effect is
played to some extent.

Fig.2 Traditional residence "Yi Keyin" Fig.3 Traditional residential flat measuring point arrangement

1.1.2. New residential buildings.Test object 2 is a new residential building with two-story
frame structure. The building has a depth of 10.2m, a width of 12.6m, a height of about 3.2m,
and the building faces west. The second floor of the main room evolves into three open rooms.
A glass roof was placed over the yard.Both the outer wall and the partition wall are made of
240mm ordinary sintered clay bricks, the outer wall is covered with blue-gray tiles, and the
external wall insulation construction. The insulation material is made of 25mm thick
expanded vitrified micro-bead insulation mortar.
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Fig.4 New residential buildings Fig.5 New residential flat layout

1.1.3. Comparison of Thermal Properties of Enclosure Structure.The windows of traditional
houses are made of wooden single-glazed windows, the entrance doors are made of wood,
and the new houses are made of aluminum alloy doors and windows. In normal temperature
and humidity conditions, the thermal conductivity of adobe bricks and solid sintered bricks is
0.76 W/(m·K) and 0.81 W/(m·K), respectively, calculated according to the thermal resistance
formula R=d/λ, 600 mm. The thermal resistance R of the adobe wall is 0.79 (m2·K)/W, and
the thermal resistance R of the 240 mm brick wall is 0.296 (m2·K)/W. Under the same
temperature difference, the thermal resistance of the selected material is larger, The lower the
heat of the material, the better the insulation performance and vice versa.

Secondly, the heat storage coefficients of adobe brick and solid sintered brick are
9.45W/(m2·K) and 10.63W/(m2·K) respectively. The heat value D value is calculated by the
formula D=R·S, then the heat of the two The inertia index D is 7.5 and 3.2 respectively. The
larger the D value, the faster the temperature wave decays and the better the thermal stability
of the enclosure structure. Although the traditional adobe wall has better insulation
performance, there are also some problems, such as poor seismic performance, no two-way
tying of the wall, and poor overall shear performance; the adobe wall structure is easy to
crack, and the indoor sanitary conditions are poor, and the window opening area is small, and
indoor lighting is insufficient, which also limits indoor ventilation.

1.2. Survey point layout
This test is to study the indoor thermal environment of local dwellings in winter. The

measuring points of traditional dwellings are 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, respectively. The measuring points
of newly built dwellings are 2-1, 2- 2, 2-3, as shown in Figure 3, Figure 5. The test period was
sunny. The test contents included indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity, inner wall
temperature of the enclosure and indoor and outdoor wind speed. The test contents and
instruments are shown in Table 1. The temperature and humidity test duration was 67 hours
and the interval was 30 minutes; the wall temperature and wind speed test duration was 17
hours.

test parameters test instrument test method
Indoor and outdoor air
temperature and relative

humidity

L92-1 temperature and
humidity black box

Continuous recording day and
night, interval is 30min

Outdoor wind speed TES impeller
anemometer

Manual recording between days,
interval 30minIndoor wind speed TES hot wire

anemometer
Envelope wall temperature Infrared Thermometer

Tab.1 Test equipment
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1.3. Actual data analysis
1.3.1. Air temperature.As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the air temperature fluctuation range
of measuring points 1-3 (courtyard) is 12.6 ~ 17.3℃, the standard deviation is 3.54℃, and the
air temperature fluctuation range of measuring point 2-3 (courtyard) is 16.4 ~ 20.1℃, the
standard deviation is 1℃, the standard deviation difference between the two is 2.54℃,
indicating that the air temperature stability of traditional residential yards is worse than the
new residential buildings, the fluctuations are large. It may be because a glass roof is added
over the newly built residential courtyard, which is equivalent to the regulation of the solar
house, forming a thermal buffer zone. It absorbs heat during the day and releases heat to the
room through the ceiling at night. Therefore, the air temperature changes are relatively gentle
and average. It is also relatively large.

Secondly, compared with the air temperature of the same orientation room and the same
functional room in the traditional residential building and the newly built residential building,
the measuring point 2-1 (the hall) is higher than the measuring point 1-1 (the hall), and the
average temperature of the measuring point 2-1 is 14.9℃, the average temperature of the
measuring point 1-1 air temperature is 13.3℃, compared to 1.6℃higher. The daily fluctuation
range of measuring point 1-1 is also larger than measuring point 2-1, and the daily fluctuation
amplitude is about 7.3℃and 3.6℃respectively, It is indicated that the indoor thermal stability
of the measuring point 2-1 is larger than the measuring point 1-1.

While the air temperature changes of measuring point 1-2 (bedroom) and measuring
point 2-2 (bedroom) are almost the same, the fluctuation range of measuring point 2-2 is more
obvious, and the standard deviation is 2.69℃and 3.02℃respectively. The reason for the
analysis mainly lies in the fact that there is an elderly couple living in the traditional
dwellings. Because the age is high, they can't go out to farm, and most of the time they are at
the measuring point 1-2 activities, so the internal heat production of the two is different. -2
has a continuous indoor heat source, so that the stability of the air temperature at the
measuring point 2-2 is not as good as the measuring point 1-2.China's current
GB/T50824-2013 "Economic Design Standard for Rural Residential Buildings" stipulates that
the temperature of the main functional rooms such as bedroom and living room should be 14
~ 16℃, so the indoor air temperature of newly built residential houses is closer to the comfort
range.

Fig.6 Traditional residential air temperature Fig.7 New air temperature
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1.3.2. Air temperature.The relative humidity changes of traditional dwellings and newly
built dwellings are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The changing trend of each measuring
point is about the same. The average indoor relative humidity is about 45~52%, and the
relative humidity of new residential buildings is generally larger than that of traditional
dwellings. The trend is also relatively flat, indicating that the humidity control effect of new
residential buildings is superior to traditional dwellings. Although the average relative
humidity of measuring points 1-3 is not much different from the average of other measuring
points, the standard deviation of measuring points 1-3 is obviously larger than that of
measuring points 2-3, which are 17.09% and 6.67%, respectively. The difference is 10.42%,
indicating that the individual is highly discrete.

According to GB/T18049-200 "Measurement of PMV and PPD Index in Medium
Thermal Environment and Regulation of Thermal Comfort Conditions", the relative humidity
is suitable between 30% and 70%, but according to relevant experiments, when the indoor
design relative humidity exceeds 60% in winter, it will cause the body to be uncomfortable.
And for every 10% increase in relative humidity in winter, energy consumption increases by
about 6%. Therefore, although the average indoor relative humidity of traditional dwellings
and newly built dwellings is in a relatively suitable range, the overall value is high, and the
indoor relative humidity is longer in the 60% period, about 14 hours. Therefore, the indoor
humidity control method is worth considering to avoid moisture stagnation.

Fig.8 Traditional dwelling relative humidity Fig.9 New residential relative humidity

1.3.3. Wall temperature.In this paper, the main house and the ear bedroom of the old and
new houses are selected as the wall temperature test objects of the enclosure structure. As
shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, the surface temperature trends of the six enclosures are the
same, of which the measurement point is 2-1. The wall temperature is significantly higher
than the measurement point 1-1. In the average temperature of each wall in measuring point
1-1, the average value of the roof is higher, and the standard deviation reaches 1.73℃, which
is 0.81℃ different from the wall surface temperature with the smallest standard deviation.
Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to the thermal insulation of traditional residential
roofs deal with.
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Fig.10 Wall temperature of traditional residential houses Fig.11 Wall temperature of newly built residential hall

The temperature changes of the wall surface of measuring point 1-2 and measuring point
2-2 are as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The temperature of each wall surface of measuring
point 2-2 changes gently, and the range is generally between 13 and 17℃, and the wall
surface temperature is larger than the whole. Measuring point 1-2. However, the temperature
change of each wall surface of measuring point 1-2 gradually increased, but after 12 o'clock,
the wall temperature of the roof suddenly increased. Therefore, the indoor wall temperature of
newly built residential buildings with external wall insulation structure is relatively higher in
winter, and the curve changes are also relatively stable. The indoor thermal environment is
superior to traditional houses.

Fig.12 Traditional residential bedroom wall temperature Fig.13 New residential bedroom wall temperature

1.3.4. Wind speed.As shown in Fig. 14, the indoor wind speed changes of the measuring
point 1-1 and the measuring point 2-1 are 0.44 m/s and 0.12 m/s, respectively, and the
standard deviations are 0.56 m/s and 0.12 m/s, indicating that the measuring point 1-1 is
greatly affected by the outdoor instantaneous wind speed. In Fig. 15, the overall wind speed
of the measuring points 1-3 is also larger than the measuring points 2-3, and the average
values of the two are 0.68 m/s and 0.25 m/s, respectively. The reason may be that the newly
built dwellings have a glass roof above the yard, which forms a more closed building shape
compared to the traditional dwellings, thus causing poor ventilation inside the building.
However, according to GBT18883-2002 "Indoor Air Quality Standards", the standard value
of indoor air flow rate in winter is 0.2m/s, and both measuring points are around the standard
value.
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Fig.14 Comparison of wind speed changes Fig.15 Wind speed change contrast two

In general, although the thermal resistance and thermal inertia of traditional residential
adobe bricks are better than those of newly built residential solid bricks. However, from the
distribution of indoor air temperature and wall temperature, the thermal environment of
traditional residential houses and bedrooms is lower than that of newly built
houses.According to Fourier's law, combined with the relevant thermal performance
parameters, the heat dissipation of the outer surfaces of the house and bedroom enclosures is
calculated according to the one-dimensional steady heat transfer, as shown in Equation 1 [1]:

0R
ttq ei 

（formula 1）

After a rough calculation, the external surface heat dissipation of the traditional
residential building is larger than that of the newly built dwelling house. Although the
insulation performance of traditional residential adobe walls is better than that of solid
sintered bricks, the indoor thermal environment conditions that Wanxi Chong traditional
adobe walls can provide are difficult to meet the requirements of modern living indoor
thermal comfort.The main reason can be summarized as the following four points: First,
because of the treatment of the exterior wall insulation structure of the newly built residential
buildings;Second, for Kunming, where the solar radiation is strong and the daily temperature
difference is large, the glass roof installed above the newly built residential courtyard forms a
thermal buffer zone, which has a good thermal environment regulation effect;Third, the
sealing between the outer window of the traditional dwellings and the adobe wall is difficult
to guarantee, resulting in relatively large cold wind penetration in winter;Fourth, the body
shape coefficients of traditional dwellings and newly built dwellings are 0.54 and 0.36
respectively. For low-rise buildings, the larger the figure is, the more unfavorable the building
energy is. Therefore, the newly built dwellings are better adjusted than the traditional
dwellings in winter.

2. Conclusion
This paper finds that the thermal performance of adobe bricks is better than that of solid

sintered bricks through the indoor thermal environment measurement of Wanxichong new
and old dwelling houses. However, because the external walls of newly built dwellings are
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insulated, and solar houses are added to form thermal buffers. The area, as well as the door
and window are more airtight, and the body shape coefficient is relatively small, which
reduces the heat dissipation area of the enclosure structure. Therefore, the winter indoor
thermal environment of the newly built residential houses is superior to the traditional
houses.In the sustainable development of the city, the indoor thermal environment, plane
function and material application of modern buildings may meet people's needs more, but at
the same time, we must pay attention to the development of traditional skills, adopt passive
design strategies for local climatic conditions, and improve Flexibility in the use of building
space. Based on the research of indoor and outdoor thermal environment in the old and new
residential areas, this paper provides the basis for the sustainable development of Wanxichong
traditional dwellings.
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Abstract. In the process of accelerating urbanization in China, changing the current
status of modernization of rural housing with high repetition and protecting the few
remaining traditional villages is a problem. Based on the investigation of the
implementation of traditional villages in the western mountainous areas of Hebei
Province, this paper studies and summarizes the current situation and problems of
traditional village residential construction at different stages of development, and
proposes the influencing factors of traditional villages and towns. It aims to provide
more thinking directions for the protection and renewal of traditional villages and
towns in the future. With the development of society, the originality and the culture
of villages and towns are rapidly disintegrating. How to maintain sustainable renewal
of traditional dwellings is an important issue that we need to explore. During the
winter and summer vacations from 2016 to 2018, the author conducted a survey on
many ancient villages in the Taihang Mountains in western Hebei province, and
selected three traditional villages and towns for detailed introduction.

Key words: Rural self - built housing, regional, urbanization, change

1. Introduction
Hebei Province has a long history and culture, many villages and towns still preserve

traditional houses and historical sites with valuable characteristics. However, with the
development of society, the originality and the culture of villages and towns are rapidly
disintegrating. How to make the style and folk customs of historical and cultural villages
protected, and to make the residents living in the village not lose out and how the traditional
residences can be continuously updated is an important issue that we need to explore. On the
one hand, many grassroots workers have no way to go, they can only choose to paint the
exterior wall temporarily; on the other hand, professional designers try to create new and
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reconstructed certain parts by mining “traditional symbols” and “local materials”. The author
believes that no matter what kind of approach, we must take the "village demand" as the
premise. We want to build a village with "villagers", which is the home of the village for a
long time. "The people in the city want to see the stars, the countrymen want to have a street
lamp" vividly reflects the expectations of the two different groups of people in the
countryside. The construction of the “beautiful village” that we are doing now is not only to
retain the nostalgia for the “people in the city”, but also to provide a better living and living
environment for the villagers who live there. To do this, we should have an in-depth
understanding of the current situation of traditional villages and the needs of villagers.

In the period from 2015 to 2018, the author conducted a survey on the construction of
many ancient villages in the Taihang Mountains in the west of Hebei Province. According to
the different stages of protection and development of the current village, this paper selects
three traditional villages for detailed introduction, including the ancient town of Nuanquan
Town, Yu County, Zhangjiakou City, has matured commercial tourism development and key
protection, just beginning Commercially operated Yujia Village, Yujia Town, Jingxing
County, and Heiyagou Village, Longquanguan Town, Baoding City, which has not undergone
large-scale development and construction.

2. Nuanquan "Three Fortresses" in Zhangjiakou City
The ancient town

of Nuanquan is located
in the west of Yu
County, Zhangjiakou
City. It is located in the
northwest of Hebei
Province and at the
junction of the west of
Shanxi Province. It is a
famous historical and
cultural town in China.
It was built in the Yuan Dynasty and surrounded by mountains. The town is located on the
north hilly terrace. On the gentle slope of the interlaced zone on the south side of the river
beach, the terrain is flat. It is cold and windy in winter and cool and rainy in summer. The
ancient town has three fortresses, North Fortress, West Fortress and Medium Fortress, as
shown in Figure 1. Among the three fortresses, West Fortress and North Fortress were
selected in the first batch of Chinese
traditional villages in 2012, and Medium
Fortress was selected in the fourth batch
of Chinese traditional villages in 2016.

2.1 Overview of West Fortress
Among the three fortresses, the

West Fortress is the best preserved, it is
the national key cultural relics protection

Figure 1 Aerial photograph of the current status of the West
Fortress and the Small Fortress in Nuanquan Town

Figure 2 The main street of West Fortress
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units. it is the first fortress to develop commercially among the three fortresses. Now some of
the inner courtyards of the old fortress are managed by the tourism company. Most of the
houses on both sides of the street have been renovated for commercial use. Figure 2 shows the
current status of the main streets of West fortress, except for some of the courtyards used for
exhibition purposes, which are managed by the tourism company. Others are mostly shops
selling local souvenirs. The commercial atmosphere is strong, and it is the same as other
ancient lanes that are mainly for folk tourism. Some courtyards farther away from the main
street are rented out for farmyards. Most of the rest are unused. Besides some old people lived
in the village, most of the original villagers lived in the new village outside the old fortress.
The texture of the old fortress is well preserved, but the architectural style has changed a lot.
Although two fortresses were selected into the list of traditional Chinese villages, the
government departments have allocated funds for repairs a few key courtyards, the rest of the
courtyards have selected modern construction methods, there are even many modern-style
farmers' self-built houses in the fortress.

2.2 Overview of North fortress
North Fortress was built in the Ming Dynasty and has been around for more than 500

years. as the birthplace of the provincial intangible cultural heritage "Dashuhua". Different
from the commercial development of the West fortress, although the “Dashuhua” are famous
in the country, the local government has set up a special “Dashuhua” plaza because it has
been unable to perform at the gate. The tourism company has established an indoor
performance. As long as the tourists need, they can go to the show at any time. Therefore,
most tourists arrive at North Fortress would stop at the Fortress Gate for a while.
Occasionally, tourists pass through the Fortress Gate, and they see the villagers who built the
houses in the contemporary countryside, which are very popular with white porcelain tiles.
Figure 3 shows the current situation in North Fortress and Fortress Gate.

Entering the interior of North
Fort, there are almost no villagers,
and occasional old people and old
houses here seem to be quietly
forgotten. The old house with gravel
and yellow mud plastering seems to
grow from the yellow land (Figure 4).
Compared with the same urban
architecture, the “soil houses” shows
the unique historical and cultural features of the area. With the advancement of new rural
construction, these “soil houses” will gradually disappear.

2.3 Local residential construction
Most of the ancient residential

buildings are made of wood, single
or double-sloping roofs. The walls
are made of raw materials, mostly
adobe walls. The walls are

Figure 3 Fortress Gate and North Fortress Inner

Figure 4 Traditional adobe houses in North Fortress
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400-800mm thick. The lower part of the wall is made of stone or blue brick. The building is
protected from rain and moisture, and the outer corners of the large household walls or all the
bricks make the house more stable and beautiful.

According to the survey, the newly built houses in this area have inherited the traditional
pitched tile roof form. The courtyard layout and architectural pattern have not changed, and
the overall layout is mostly the main room plus the east and west rooms. The scale of the
building has changed according to the economic situation of the host and the area of the site.
The architectural style has changed greatly. On the one hand, it is the limitation of the
building materials in the rural building materials market and the limitations of the
construction process; on
the other hand, the
influence of material
prices. Newly built
residential houses can be
divided into two types
according to the age.
Most of the houses more
than 20 years are brick
and wood structures. In
recent years, most of the
houses are reinforced
concrete beam-column
structures, gray tubular
tile, red mechanical tile
or concrete flat roof.
Figure 5 shows the
comparison of the appearance and housing layout of the old and new houses in West Fortress.

3. Yujia Town, Jingxing County, Shijiazhuang City
3.1 Village overview

Jingxing County, Shijiazhuang
City, Hebei Province is located in
the southwest of Hebei Province.
Because it is located in the basin, it
is surrounded by mountains and has
a certain barrier function. Therefore,
the number of cold air intrusion in
winter is small. Compared with the
eastern plains, the winter
temperature is high, but because the
terrain is higher than the eastern
plain, the summer temperature is
lower than that of the eastern plain.
Relatively speaking, the climate of

Figure 5 Comparison of the appearance and pattern of the
old and old houses in West Fort

Figure 6 The old house that is gradually ruined
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Jingxing County has the advantage of “warm winter and cool summer”. Yujia Township is
located in the southwest of Jingxing County. It is located in the foothills of the Taihang
Mountains at the junction of Shanxi and Hebei Province. It is surrounded by mountains and is
famous for its first traditional villages in the stone village of the hometown.

3.2 Residential building
Due to the abundance of stone in the nearby mountainous areas, the local residents took

the materials locally, and the stone cave dwelling became the main form of residential houses.
Take Yujia Village as an example. From the formation of villages during the middle of

Ming Dynasty to the 1980s, residents have built cave dwellings. The cave dwelling is built on
the mountain, the
wall is thick and
made of stone. The
thermal insulation
effect is good, and
it is warm in winter
and cool in
summer. The top
of the cave
dwelling is covered
with soil, and the
outside is a flat top,
which is usually
used as an area for
drying food.
Another main form
of residence in
Yujia Village is the
tile house built during the Ming and Qing Dynasties. It is usually wood structure, stone wall,
gray tile roof. In the past, Stone Village lacked water. In order to solve the difficulty of
draught, the roof drainage was concentrated in the cellar under the courtyard. After
sedimentation, rainwater was used for daily laundry and diet. In the entire ancient village, the
houses were built along the mountain. The relatively complete village structure of Yujia
Village and the well-preserved ancient village landscapes formed by many ancient stone cave
dwelling are unique in the mountainous area of   North China. As a national historical and
cultural village, Yujia Village has demarcated a clear ancient village protection area. Like
West Fortress, the key courtyards have been funded by the government for protection.
However, many courtyards in the protected area that have not won government funding are
gradually becoming more and more broken (Figure 6).

Because the boundaries between the new village and the ancient village are not clearly
defined, the village is mainly based on natural expansion, and the new houses of the villagers
are built around the ancient village. The newly built houses often choose red brick and white
glazed tile, colored steel sloping roof or concrete flat roof, and even build the second floor on
the roof of old house. The style of the ancient village is greatly affected. Most of the

Figure 7 Comparison of the appearance and pattern of new and
old residential buildings in Yujia Village
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architectural layouts have been arranged in a side-by-side arrangement and independent of
each other. A small number of new homes with large depths mimic the architectural layout of
the plain area, and the interior spaces are simply divided. In recent years, due to the influence
of local governments and the economic benefits brought about by tourism development,
villagers have gradually become aware of the protection of ancient villages. The architectural
style of the newly built houses began to be dominated by gray tones. Villagers with better
economic conditions adopted gray-faced brick veneers, and most villagers adopted the
method of brushing gray paint (Figure 7).

4. Heiyagou Village, Longquanguan Town, Fuping County, Baoding City
4.1 Village overview

Fuping County is located
in the central and western
mountainous areas of Hebei
Province. The climate is cold
in winter, mild and humid in
summer, and the average
temperature of the coldest
month is -3.5 °C. It has the
mountainous climate
characteristics of "cold winter
and cool summer", and the
annual average temperature is
about 8 °C lower than the
surrounding plain. The Heiyagou Village was built in the Qing dynasty. In the layout of the
village, the traditional villages here abandoned the layout of the northern plains of facing the
south, conforming to the mountain and relying on the mountains. The main building of the
village is controlled by 30 degrees south by east or south by west. The specific angle is
closely related to the surrounding terrain. Because it is located in the mountainous area, the
land is scarce and the economy is backward. Except for a few independent courtyards, most
of the houses are interspersed with each other, and there are few courtyards like single-family
houses in the plain area. Due to its slow economic development rate, most of the young
people in the village go out to work all the year round, and the old houses in the village are
collapsed due to poor construction and neglect of maintenance. In recent years, with the
increase of government support, the village has undergone dramatic changes. These houses
along the main road are rebuilt or painted, and even the government subsidizes the villagers to
re-paste the old houses and renovate the old houses. However, countless ancient villages have
gradually disappeared in this kind of transformation, and the blue stone slabs that have been
through the centuries-old storms on the main road of the village have been replaced by
uniform stone.

After 2000, with the increase of labor costs and the popularization of reinforced concrete
construction technology in rural areas, new houses have gradually begun to try to use
reinforced concrete flat roofs. The simplification of the decorative materials and the
simplification of the construction process have made the villagers have no choice. The

Figure 8 Status of construction of Heiyagou Village
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flat-top brick houses with white glazed tiles are the standard configuration for new houses in
rural areas. So far, the village landscape has undergone dramatic changes, and this trend is
becoming more and more intense with the development of local social economy. Taking the
villages in the same area we surveyed as an example, we can compare the correlation between
the per capita income level of the village and the basic form of the building. As shown in
Table 1, we can find that with the increase in per capita income, the proportion of villagers
rebuilding houses is rapidly increasing, the appearance of the ancient village will disappear
one day.

Per capita
income

Number of
houses

Number of new
homes

Proportion of new
homes

Heyagou Village 1050 378 82 0.22
Longquanguan

Town
1240 702 271 0.38

Luotuowan
Village

950 123 2 0.03

4.2 Residential building
At present, the existing

houses in Heiyagou Village
can be divided into three
categories according to the
quality of construction and
architectural style. The
first-class buildings are
more than 50 years old.
Most of the old houses are
beam-column structure,
stone foundation, stone wall
or adobe wall paste yellow
mud. Rich people use bricks
to build wall corner. The
wall’s thickness of different
orientations is different.
Generally, the thickness of
the north wall is 600mm or
even 1000mm.The thickness
of the east and west gables
is between 450mm and
600mm, and the thickness of
the south walls is the
thinnest, generally 240mm

Table 1 Correlation analysis between per capita income level and proportion of new housing

Figure 9 Comparison of the appearance and pattern of
residential houses in different years in Heiyagou
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or 370mm. The roof forms are double-sloping roofs, wooden trusses, grass straw mud slabs,
indoor ceiling sheds, and east and west gables with ventilation holes. The wood structure is
mainly composed of stone foundation, masonry wall and yellow mud added with wheat straw.
According to the degree of damage, they can be divided into two categories. One is that the
quality of the houses is good and can be repaired. Most of these houses are still inhabited. The
other is that the houses are seriously damaged and cannot be repaired but some building
components can be recycled. The owner of these houses has built another new house or lives
in other places all the year round.

Most of the second-class buildings are brick-and-wood buildings. Most of the buildings
were built after 1985, and the new houses have retained the foundation of the stone. The stone
is generally 300mm height above ground, the wall is made of traditional blue brick or red
brick, and the roof is red tiled. Some of these buildings have quality problems, such as wall
cracking, door and window damage, roof leakage, etc. Some houses were repaired in 2012,
but the repairs are not thorough, and there are still certain safety hazards.

The third-class buildings are brick-concrete structures, and the construction period is
more than 2000 years later. Most of them are flat roofs, the building quality is relatively good,
and the enamel walls are decorated with white glazed tiles. Different from the traditional
layout of rural houses in the northern plain areas, mountainous buildings tend to follow the
shape of the mountain, and the layout of the houses is not uniform. In particular, the newly
built houses in recent years have already begun to have special functions such as kitchens,
living rooms, and toilets, but the streamlines are more chaotic and the functional layout is not
reasonable.

4.3 Thermal comfort of residential houses
Comparing the wall and roof material of the two different types of houses, as shown in

Table 2, we also found that the insulation properties of the new house exterior walls and roofs
have declined. The thermal inertia index of the external wall is seriously degraded, although
the roof thermal inertia index is slightly improved, but the disappearance of the ventilation
layer under the pitched roof makes the roofing system's ability to withstand temperature
fluctuations also decrease. Residents reflect that the new house is cold in winter and hot in
summer, it is more comfortable to live in an old house.

Material and
thickness

Thermal
Conductivity
W/m·K

Heat
storage

coefficient
W/m2·K

Total heat
transfer
resistance
m2·K/W

Thermal
inertia
index

Traditional
construction

Exterior
wall 1

Mud,10mm 0.76 9.37
0.348 4.629Stone,600mm 3.49 25.49

Mud,10mm 0.76 9.37

Exterior
wall 2

Mud,10mm 0.76 9.37

0.694 9.183Adobe brick,
600mm 1.16 12.99

Mud,10mm 0.76 9.37

roof Tile,10mm 0.43 6.23 0.491 2.327Clay,160mm 0.76 9.37

Table 2 Comparison of thermal insulation performance of different building material
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Straw,10mm 0.093 1.95

Modern
construction

Exterior
wall

Brick,240mm 1.10 12.72
0.380 2.894Lime

mortar,10mm 0.81 10.07

roof
Reinforced
concrete,
120mm

1.74 17.06 0.219 3.736

During the investigation, the author selected three houses built in different periods and
conducted indoor temperature tests with a self-metering temperature and humidity recorder.
The buildings were tested from 09:00 on July 13, 2017 to 09:00 on July 15, 2017. The hourly
temperature record was recorded. The basic conditions of the three houses are shown in Table
3. The test results are shown in Figure 10.

Number 1 Number 2 Number 3
Construction age Year 2013 the 80's the 60's
Structure form Brick masonry structure Wood structure Wood structure
Roofing material Reinforced concrete Tile Tile
Exterior wall
material

Clay brick Stone
Stone + adobe +

brick
Door and window

material
Aluminum alloy glazed

door and window
Wooden frame
glazed window

Wooden frame

Combining the test results with the basic situation of the house, the following conclusions
are obtained:

In the case that the local temperature difference between day and night reaches 14 °C, the
commonly used heavy materials make the indoor daily temperature change basically within
the range of 4 °C, and the curve changed smooth; The indoor average temperature of new
houses is about 5 °C higher than that of traditional houses; There is almost no change in the
day and night temperature of the well-preserved No. 2 house; although the doors and
windows of the No. 3 house are seriously damaged, the indoor and night temperature changes

Table 3 Overview of three residential houses

Figure 10 Continuous 48-hour test results of three residential buildings
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more than the No. 2 house, but the indoor temperature delay time can be up to 4 hours when
the outdoor temperature changes drastically.
It can be seen that the indoor thermal comfort performance of new houses has significantly

decreased compared with traditional dwellings. Nowadays, even building materials are
increasingly diverse, construction technology is becoming more advanced, and the economy
is becoming more developed, the performance of rural residential buildings is not rising. The
main reason is that the development of modern construction technology is oriented to the
needs of urban construction, and rural buildings are inadvertently completely ignored.
5. Summary and Reflections
5.1 The core of the rural construction is people oriented
Whether it is a village that has already invested a lot of external capital or a natural village
that still relies on slow internal development, they all faces rural hollowization. Young people
have worked in city, and the old man has become the last guardian of the village. Li Huadong
puts forward in the article "The value of the village and the future of the village", "there are
many traditional resources in rural areas, such as natural environment, vegetation crops,
production methods, social organization, customs, life samples, village patterns, residential
buildings, language appliances, etc.” When villagers fled the village, any form of rural
construction would end in failure. The sustainable renewal of traditional villages must respect
for the main needs of the villagers. People-oriented is the key to rural regeneration. Rural
regeneration needs attractive employment, the effective development and protection of
traditional resources and the establishment of villagers' sense of belonging and identity to the
village. Only when the villagers return, the village can regain its vitality.
5.2 Further Discussion on Tourism Development Model
In the course of the survey, the traditional village revival depends the rural tourism
development, which is generally divided into two situations. Most of the villages with larger
scale development are external intervention models, such as West Fortress in Nuanquan Town,
Yu County, and Yujia Village in Jingxing County. The tourism company that has signed a
development contract with the village committee organizes and develops some distinctive
courtyards. The tourist routes are mainly public buildings such as houses, temples and ancient
theaters. The tourism company uniformly sells the scenic spots and guides guide tourists
according to the guides. There are no links in the route that enable visitors to stop and
participate in the experience. Most of the houses that occupy the main part of the village are
not included in the tour route. Most of the old houses are closed because they are unoccupied.
Take Yujia Village as an example. There are about 120 uninhabited courtyards in the old
district, accounting for about one-third of the total number of traditional courtyards in the old
district. Beneficiaries of tourism development only limited to a small number of people who
open a homestay, catering, and sale. The traditional village “lifestyle” tourism ideas and the
model of participation of the whole people advocated are difficult to advance. The other is the
village self-government model, such as Daliangjiang Village in Jingxing County. In the early
days, the local government established a sketching base, after a large number of tourists and
students entered the village, catering and accommodation, tour guides, and sales were born.
All tourism revenues are shared by the participating villagers. Due to disorderly competition
and low-end positioning, the benefits brought by tourism development are still not able to
replace the income of the villagers going out to work. Therefore, traditional rural tourism
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development can introduce external forces to promote rural development, but it must pay
attention to the combination of internal and external, clearly develop the responsibility of the
company and the villagers, so that the traditional villages can develop sustainable.
5.3 Rural construction needs guidance and demonstration
In China, the long-term urban-rural dualization has made a huge difference in the living
standards of urban and rural areas. With the accelerating urbanization process, the problems
in rural construction have gradually surfaced: the young people who went to work in the city
have not been able to adapt to the old houses in their hometowns. When they built new houses,
they chose to use modern building materials such as steel and cement, and abandoned the
traditional local construction practices. The elderly who lived in the stone room for a lifetime
felt very happy after the white glazed tiles were attached to the wall. On the one hand, the
improvement of living standards has made traditional architectural layouts unable to adapt to
modern lifestyles. On the other hand, changes in production methods have made traditional
construction methods uneconomical. Villagers abandoned the traditional construction
experience, materials, and techniques passed down from generation to generation, but did not
establish a new construction system. Rural construction has emerged as a double cliff of
culture and technology. China's modern villages have gradually become like the city, losing
their distinctive regional characteristics and humanistic customs. Therefore, rural construction,
especially the renovation of traditional villages, still requires professionals to design and
construct new residential buildings that can meet the current lifestyle of the villagers, and
guide and demonstrate to the villagers.
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Abstract. Under the background of the stock age and the implementation of
sustainable development strategy, the state has issued a number of policies to
promote the renewal and transformation of existing residential areas, and the external
environment, as a public space commonly used by residents, has attracted great
attention. Due to the low standard of construction at the beginning of design and the
lack of maintenance in the process of use , the external environment of the existing
residential area has many problems, such as unclear property rights, old facilities,
insufficient green area and lack of communication space, which are closely related to
the location and residential type. Based on the survey of several existing residential
areas in Dalian, this paper selects the enclosing group in the city center as a typical
type to study. Taking Yuncheng lane group of Fushou community in Zhongshan
District of Dalian as an example, this paper conducts field research by means of
observation, behavior markers, questionnaire interviews and other methods,
summarizes the current situation of spatial elements, analyzes the relationship
between crowd behavior and spatial elements, and intervenes from art. The
optimization strategy is put forward in the interview with the public to provide
reference for the renewal of the outer environment space of the urban existing
residential area.

Key words. existing residential area; type; external environment; public space;
promotion strategy
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City is an important carrier of social development and people's life, and residential area
is an important part of city. Residential buildings as an important part of urban stock
buildings in China, a considerable number of which were built in the 1980s and 1990s. [1]

according to statistics, residential buildings in this period accounted for half of the existing
urban residential buildings in the north. With the development of urban diffusion, the location
of residential buildings in this period has become the center of the city, they affect the overall
style of the city.

Most of the existing residential buildings in the city center are in the form of single
buildings and groups, with a high degree of openness. Open residential area is a common
form of urban residential area, and it is also an important part of urban residential area.
Because of the long-standing construction, the outdoor public space facilities are old and
single in function, the property rights of some areas are unclear, and the composition of the
residential population is complex. The "top-down" transformation mode led by the
government or the community completely, and the low participation of the residents are
prominent, which is not conducive to the sustainable development of the residential area and
the implementation of the renewal and transformation.

This study first combs the types of urban residential areas, taking a typical type of open
residential areas as an example, through research and summary of problems, attempts to put
forward strategies for improving the quality of the external environment, and explores the
path of improving the quality of the outdoor space, promoting neighborhood exchanges and
enhancing the interaction of community residents.

2. Classification of urban settlements
2.1. Type

Under different conditions, the relationship between the building and the external
environment presents different characteristics and problems. In order to put forward more
targeted promotion strategies, it is necessary to classify the existing residential areas
according to objective factors.
2.1.1. Location. According to the location factors, the existing residential areas can be
divided into central area and non central area. The external environment of the central area is
more open than that of the non central area, and the surrounding building types are complex.
The residential characteristics of the central area are also different from that of the non central
area, and the transformation design strategies are also different. The practical experience of
the central area can play a guiding role in other areas, so it has a greater significance of
transformation, so this paper selects the central area as the research object.
2.1.2. Space combination type. In the code for planning and design of urban residential
areas in China, the three-level scale of residential area, community and group is clearly
divided. The residential group is generally called group, which means that it is generally
separated by the road in the community, and corresponds to the scale of the residential
population (1000-3000 people), equipped with basic public service facilities required by
residents. However, there is no corresponding code for the existing residential areas at the
beginning of design, so based on a lot of research, according to the relationship between the
actual building and the road, this paper divides several residential buildings which are
obviously separated by the road, green space, public buildings into a group.The form of group
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is divided into Determinant, Enclosing, Point and Hybrid. The external environment of group
formed by different building combinations (that is, the outdoor public space between
residential buildings and residential buildings, including roads, sites, facilities, green space
between houses, etc.) also presents different characteristics.

Type Features Illustration

Determinant

The same or similar forms of unit housing are
arranged in rows according to certain
orientation and reasonable spacing. The
external environment space is regular and the
space is relatively open.

Enclosing

It is often composed of "L", "[" and "I" type
houses to form a enclosed courtyard. The
external environment space is regular and has a
strong sense of enclosure.

Spot

It is freely arranged by multistorey point type
or high-rise tower type residence, and the point
type residence is self-organized, and the sense
of outer environment space boundary is weak.

Hybrid
It is composed of different housing forms, and
the external environment is changeable.

Table 1: types of building space combinations

In the survey of existing residential areas in Dalian, it is found that the non central area is
mainly in the form of determinant, while the central area is mainly in the form of Enclosing .
So this paper takes the enclosing group as the research object. In the enclosing group, the
location of the road and the enclosed form of the building are the important factors that make
the outer environment space present different characteristics, while the organization of the
traffic has a great influence on the space division of the site and the arrangement of the
facilities. Therefore, the enclosing group can be further divided into the following types (only
indicating the community level road, the access between houses is variable, not shown in the
figure):

Type A B C D

Illustration
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Features

Only one side
opening around, and
the relatively closed
inner courtyard
forms the outer
environment space
of the group

The building is "[",
with the opening
facing the road, and
the semi enclosed
inner courtyard
forms the outer
environment space
of the group

Buildings on both sides
of the road are "[" and "
一" respectively, and
the outer environment
space is distributed on
one side of the road.

The buildings on both
sides of the road are
"[", and the external
environment space is
distributed on both
sides of the road.

Example

Table 2: classification of Enclosing groups
2.2. Research type selection

To sum up, the Central District Enclosing group is a typical form of group in Dalian, of
which type C accounts for the largest proportion. Therefore, this paper takes this type as an
example and selects Yuncheng Lane group in Fushou community, Renmin Road Street,
Zhongshan District, Dalian as the research object.

3. Yuncheng Lane Group survey
3.1. Courtyard overview

No.9-20 group of Yuncheng lane is located in Fushou community, Renmin Road Street,
Zhongshan District, Dalian City, Southeast of the intersection of Renmin Road and Shiji
street. It was built in the 1980s and has about 177 households. In the early research, it was
found that the group, like other old residential areas built in the 1980s and 1990s, was lack of
planning and construction of public space due to its early completion and low construction
standards. With the continuous development of social economy, the problem of its external
environment space was gradually highlighted, and the quality of the space needed to be
improved.

Figure 1: Location map of Yuncheng Lane group
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Architect-
ral space

Building
layout

The building layout is Enclosing , consisting of two L-shaped residential
buildings and three I-shaped residential buildings.

Planning
characteristics

The building layout is Enclosing . It consists of two L-shaped residential
buildings and three I-shaped residential buildings. It is a square plot
divided by four mutually perpendicular urban roads. There is a
community level road and three inter house roads in the group.

public
space

Public space
distribution

The public space of the group is mainly distributed in the south side of
the courtyard, which is a square public activity site naturally formed by
the height difference.

Form of public
space

The area of public activity space in the group is small, but the sense of
enclosure is strong, and the residents are willing to stay.

Traffic site
distribution

The community level road passes through from the northeast of the
group.

Table 3: spatial characteristics of Yuncheng Lane group

Figure 2: environmental space inside and outside the group

3.2. Group status description
3.2.1. Population analysis. Through exchanges with street social workers and
representatives of residents in various buildings, we learned that many original residents have
moved away due to the long-standing housing and the decline of housing quality in all aspects,
but the advantage of geographical location has attracted many tenants working around. At
present, the proportion of residents and tenants in the group living building is about 1:1, and
most of the tenants have a weak sense of belonging to the group, low participation and high
mobility. Therefore, the activity population of this study is mainly households.There were 35
questionnaires and 34 valid ones. According to the statistical results of the questionnaire, in
terms of age composition, nearly 90% of the households in the group are middle-aged and
elderly people over 50 years old, and only 12% of the households under 50 years old; in terms
of living years, 85% of the households have lived for more than 10 years; in terms of
neighborhood familiarity, 79% of the residents have known more than 10 neighbors; in terms
of activity frequency,65% of the residents will be in the group every day, and 17% will be
within 5 times a week.
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Figure 3: Questionnaire analysis

The above statistical data show that the residents in the group are mainly middle-aged and
aged, with serious aging; the neighborhood has a high degree of familiarity, strong sense of
belonging, frequent use of public space in the courtyard, and high participation.
3.2.2. Spatial elements. In order to better evaluate the spatial elements of the external
environment of the existing residential areas, make the research on quality improvement more
systematic, and avoid the repeated development of various quality improvement work, [2] after
a lot of field research, combined with the hierarchical thought in the open architecture theory,
the members of the research room put forward the hierarchical elements classification table of
the external environment, which divides the spatial elements of the external environment into
traffic, site, and so on. Greening, facilities and interface:

Type of element Subdivision elements
Traffic space Road, paving, height difference, parking (static traffic)

Site space Living place, health place and leisure place

Greening space Group green space, captive planting, street trees

Living facilities Garbage disposal point, bicycle parking, grocery store

Interface space Building entrance, steps, bottom floor business
Table 4: classification of hierarchical elements of external environment

Figure 4: current photos of group elements

Through the observation of the target courtyard, the quantity, current situation and use of
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spatial elements are summarized by comparing the contents of the subdivision element table.
The table is as follows:

Traffic
space

Road
The road layout in the group is combined with the surrounding
building layout. The road is about 6m wide and the road scale is
moderate, which is suitable for walking.

paving The cement floor is relatively flat without obvious damage.

Height
difference

There are two height differences within the site, the height is about
0.5m, with ramp but no handrail.

Parking
Parking forms a parking belt along the road. As the group is semi
closed (with car blocks on one side), it mainly uses static parking, and
the status of roadside parking is serious.

Site space

Living
space

There is no fixed air drying facilities in the site, and residents
spontaneously use electric poles and corner pillars of the pavilion to
air at irregular times.

Healthy
grounds

No fitness facilities in the venue

Leisure
venues

Including a gazebo (with two sets of tables and benches), three leisure
seats and two sets of open stone tables and benches, no children's
playground, low aesthetic

Greening
space

Group
green
space

A flower bed with a height of about 0.5m and a plant coverage rate of
about 40%. The plant is composed of low shrubs and several trees,
and other areas are exposed.

Occupation
cultivation

The phenomenon of private planting in a small area of flower bed

Street trees No street trees

Living
facilities

Garbage
disposal
point

6 sinking garbage cans, and the garbage is regularly cleaned by the
environmental sanitation

Bicycle
parking

A few bicycles are parked near the entrance of the building

Grocery
store

There are no grocery stores in the group, but the surrounding
conditions are convenient

Interface
space

Building
entrance

11 building entrances in total

Entrance
steps

First step

Bottom
business

On the first floor, there are a large number of bottom businesses, and
the back kitchens of two hotels open to the group. The lampblack and
sewage cause certain pollution to the walls and the ground.

Table 5: element status and usage situation

3.3. Analysis of residents' needs
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3.3.1. Behavior analysis. Through investigation and observation, the behaviors in the yard
are divided into conversation and chat, chess and card games, children's play, stay and rest,
etc.In order to better grasp the activity scope and activity time rule of the active crowd in the
yard, the PSPL survey method is used to mark the activity location of the crowd in the yard
and the number of the active people in the yard at every whole and half hour in a day
(8:00-18:00). In order to ensure the objectivity of the data, select the working day and the rest
day which are sunny and suitable for going out, overlay all the fixed-point maps in the
morning (8:00-12:00) and afternoon (12:30-18:00), and analyze the results (as shown in
Figure 6). The crowd activities are mainly gathered in the arbor, the rest seat beside the
flower bed and the residential entrance at the southwest corner of the courtyard. The reason is
that there are stone tables and stone benches in the pavilion, which is convenient for playing
chess and card games. The rest seats beside the flower bed can be used for rest and
conversation. However, the entrance of the residential building in the southwest corner of the
courtyard is the kitchen of the hotel, so the hotel staff often gather for activities.

Figure 5: common activity behaviors

Figure 6: population activity density
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In addition, we found an interesting phenomenon. The residents spontaneously brought
the old bed sheets from their homes, surrounded the west side of the pavilion to block the
strong west sun in the afternoon. Through talking with the card playing residents, we learned
that the members of the residents who came here to play cards were basically fixed. Over time,
they formed the habit of gathering in the pavilion after lunch to play cards. In the afternoon,
the west sun was very serious, so it appeared. This kind of life scene. This also truly reflects
the residents' demand for the comfort of leisure space.
3.3.2. Analysis of residents' demand and satisfaction.
In order to better understand the residents' feelings and
needs for the courtyard space, after a period of
on-the-spot observation and experience, we conducted a targeted questionnaire survey on
residents from comfort, beauty and satisfaction. The analysis results are as follows.

Figure 7: questionnaire analysis chart
According to the statistical method of Likert scale, 0-4 (low) option is set as 1 point, 4-7

(middle) option is set as 2 points, 7-10 (high) option is set as 3 points, and the final statistical
score is 2.4 points, indicating that residents have a high evaluation of facility comfort, and
most residents say that the number of leisure facilities in the group is sufficient. Sufficient and
good quality; And in the question "grading the aesthetic degree of the space", the final
statistical score is 2 points. Through interviews, we know that in the view of residents, the
factors affecting the aesthetic degree mainly focus on the exterior wall and flower bed. The
cooking fume from the back kitchen of the first floor restaurant has left oil stains and dirt on
the outer wall of the house over the years, which has affected the beauty of the wall; the
flower beds in the group are not well managed, the plants suffer from diseases and insect
pests, there have been weeds for a long time, and some areas are bare. We also learned from
the survey that the residents have planted flowers in the flower beds spontaneously, but the
social workers in the street take the public flower beds as the reason that they cannot be
planted privately, but However, the current situation of waste flower beds was not dealt with.
The average score of the problem "satisfaction score of parking on the road in the group" is
1.9, which indicates that the roadside parking has an inconvenient impact on the residents'
lives. Through field observation, it is found that there is no car stall at the west entrance,

Figure 7: diagram of residents' spontaneous
transformation behavior
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many vehicles are parked on the roadside, the originally narrow road becomes more crowded,
and the mixed traffic of people and vehicles affects the pedestrian safety.

In the question "what improvements in the group will make you more willing to go
downstairs?" On the one hand, 40% of the respondents chose the beauty degree, 30% chose
the comfort degree, of which the most reflected is the problem of the west sun exposure in the
pavilion, 27% chose to increase the collective activities, which shows that when improving
the quality of the courtyard, the first consideration should be to improve the beauty degree of
the courtyard, followed by the comfort degree and public activity organization.

Combined with the above survey results, the
members of the research group initially put
forward two promotion schemes, namely, color
painted wall and shared planting. While improving
the aesthetics, planting flowers and trees can
improve the comfort of the courtyard space, and
shared planting activities can promote residents'
communication and enhance residents' sharing
awareness.

4. Summary and strategy proposal
4.1. Analysis and summary

Based on the investigation of the outer environment space elements of Yuncheng Lane
Group and the detailed observation of daily public activities, combined with the questionnaire
and resident interviews, the existing problems of the outer environment public space and the
thinking of the later transformation are summarized.

1) unclear responsibility of flower bed management
There are common problems of complex ownership structure and fuzzy definition of

property right in both residential areas. Accordingly, there are also often unclear
responsibilities in property management. We learned from the survey that the flowers and
plants planted by the residents were pulled out, but no one was responsible for the daily
maintenance of the flower beds. In the later transformation, we should think about how to
make the flower bed play its value and at the same time make clear the management
responsibility.

2) the quality of interface space needs to be improved
In the existing residential areas, the external environment space elements such as roads,

sites and greening which carry specific activities are often the focus of transformation, while
the bottom boundary space which affects the aesthetic degree of space is often ignored. The
damage and aging of the facades of the building, together with the stack of lampblack, sewage
and sundries discharged by the kitchen in the hotel, are the important reasons that affect the
beauty of the courtyard.

3) the reference of residents' spontaneous transformation is not valued.
In order to better carry out public activities, residents will carry out spontaneous

transformation of the original space, for example, residents bring their own bed sheets to
alleviate the discomfort brought by the west sun in the pavilion. Although this kind of

Figure 8: questionnaire analysis chart
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behavior affects the beauty of the building to a certain extent, this "creative" transformation is
worth our thinking and reference.

4) unreasonable location of public facilities
During the investigation, we found that the activity intensity of the building was

unevenly distributed in the space, and few people sat on the stone bench on the west side of
the flower bed, because the stone bench was far away from the pavilion area, far away from
the crowd and no sense of participation. This also shows that in the previous renovation
projects, the improvement of space only stays in increasing the number of facilities, ignoring
the specific use value.

5) problems caused by the limitations of the conditions of the old residential areas
Due to the low standard in the construction period, the existing residential areas

generally have the problem of insufficient parking spaces. The phenomenon of disorderly
parking on the road in the group also brings a great degree of trouble to the residents' life.
Although we can not completely solve the problem of "difficult parking" at the current stage,
we can regulate the parking behavior through some measures and effectively use the existing
road space.

4.2. Strategy put forward
The living quality is reflected in the physical conditions of the site and the spiritual

experience of the residents, and the renewal strategy should be carried out from these two
aspects.

(1) shared planting: optimize the courtyard space environment, improve the residents'
awareness of sharing, and establish the mechanism of residents' Autonomy

Keep the trees on the east side of the flower bed and add new trees to form a natural
barrier to block the afternoon sunshine and improve the comfort of the pavilion. Other areas
are divided into several planting fields with appropriate scales by permeable bricks and fences
for residents to plant flowers and plants by themselves. The community is responsible for
distributing seeds, and a group of growers is set up. The technical problems raised by
everyone are solved by professionals in time, so that the growers have basic planting skills,
and later the residents are responsible for operation and maintenance. Regularly carry out
collective activities such as planting training, experience sharing, photography exhibition, etc.,
to promote neighborhood exchanges and add vitality to the building. Community life
management and activity organization is the key to enhance residents' sense of identity, sense
of belonging and security, increase residents' participation in the residential space and social
interaction, and enhance the vitality of the residential area. [3]
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Figure 12: schematic diagram of other transformation schemes



5. Conclusion
As the public space with the highest utilization rate of residents, the external

environment is very important for improving the living quality and promoting neighborhood
relations. There are complex types of residential areas and different characteristics and
problems of different types of residential areas. The text takes a Enclosing group courtyard in
the central area of the city as an example, comprehensively understands the current situation
of the external environment of the group through investigation, grasps the rules of residents'
living needs and activity characteristics, it also tries to improve the quality of the outer space
by means of art intervention and public participation, arouses the residents' awareness of
sharing, building and governing the community, and provides references for the renewal of
the outer environment of the existing residential areas.

Note: This paper is supported by NSFC project (Project No.: 51638003 51908101).At
the same time, I would like to thank Mr. Wen Yang, Ms. Miao Li and Ms. Zhang Qiong for
their guidance in the writing process.

Chart source
Figure 3.8.9: drawn by team member Yu longying
Figure 6: drawn by team member Cheng Lei
Other pictures and forms are taken or drawn by the author
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Abstract.In the process of sponge city construction, it is clearly required to establish 

an effective monitoring and early warning system and strengthen capacity building. 

This puts forward high requirements for on-line monitoring and management of 

sponge city construction. The construction of on-line monitoring system should be 

able to monitor the long-term operation effect of the facilities, find out the operation 

risks and problems in time and deal with them effectively, so as to improve the 

operation guarantee rate of the facilities. 

Sponge city monitoring and management system is built in accordance with the 

framework of the Internet of things. In this paper, some blocks in Pingshan District of 

Shenzhen are designed as the actual application scenarios. The overall monitoring 

scheme and architecture layer are designed, and the basic framework of the Internet 

of things system is given. The mechanical structure design, the underlying embedded 

development and display system are integrated into the underlying physical part of 

the overall monitoring system. The data gateway, database SQL, GIS system, web 

page back-end and front-end HTML code are integrated in Huawei cloud server. The 

data can be simulated and docked with the mobile terminal app through the protocol 

to complete big data collection, analysis and processing. 

Key words: Sponge city, monitoring and management, Internet of things. 

 

1. The origin of sponge city and online monitoring 

1.1  The origin of sponge city 

Although sponge city draws lessons from the concept of low impact development abroad, the 

construction of sponge city in China has more abundant connotation and far-reaching 

significance. In the process of global urbanization, water is an important restricting factor for 

the development of a city. How to solve the problem of "lack of water, waterlogging and dirty 

water" in cities? China's answer is to build a "sponge city"[5]. At the central urbanization 

conference held in late 2013, general secretary Xi Jinping proposed that priority should be 

given to improving the urban drainage system by leaving limited rain water, giving priority to 

more drainage by natural forces, and building "sponge city" with natural accumulation, 
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natural infiltration and natural purification. Since then, "sponge city" has entered people's 

vision [1]. Statistics show that from 2015 to 2016, the central government allocated 40 billion 

yuan to subsidize two batches of pilot "sponge cities". Now the first batch of pilot projects 

have ended successfully, and all 16 cities are qualified, including Pingxiang, Nanning, 

Chizhou, Suining, Baicheng and Zhenjiang. Throughout the past three years, it has been 

proved that this is the right way. The waterlogging has been alleviated, the environment has 

become beautiful, and the masses have praised it. Advocating green, low-carbon and 

sustainable cities and abandoning the traditional extensive mode, sponge city is more like a 

vanguard sent by the Communist Party of China in the process of practicing the beautiful 

China, accurately exploring the five development concepts of innovation, coordination, green, 

opening and sharing, purifying fast step, accumulating and releasing freely [1]. 

1.2  Sponge city construction in Shenzhen 

Shenzhen is one of the first 16 pilot cities of sponge city. Measures such as "infiltration, 

stagnation, storage, purification, utilization and drainage" are taken to minimize the impact of 

urban development and construction on the ecological environment. 

Pingshan Central Area, as the core area of Shenzhen's eastern strategic construction 

center, is the key area to build the third pole of Shenzhen's urban development. It has a 

relatively good natural ecological background and construction conditions. Pingshan River 

Basin's ecological protection land accounts for about 60% of the basin area, with good 

upstream water quality and abundant basic flow. It has a great potential for urban renewal and 

nearly 30 km2 of unused land; The high development orientation is the strategic support for 

the industrial development of Shenzhen. In the process of river basin development, the 

application and promotion of sponge city system, including urban green ecological open ditch, 

is to realize the "gray green integration" development of urban drainage and waterlogging 

prevention safety improvement and ecological landscape value reconstruction. The 

sustainable development road, which organically combines urban construction with water 

resource development, ecological protection and environmental improvement, can achieve the 

reduction of flood peak, control of non-point sources and carry out rainwater integration. The 

large-scale benefits of joint utilization can be demonstrated in the whole city and even in the 

whole country[2]. 

1.3  The necessity of online monitoring in sponge city construction 

Sponge city online monitoring technology is to integrate the concept of smart city into the 

construction of sponge city. Through the Internet of things, sensors, cloud computing, big 

data and other information technologies, a variety of centralized or distributed water resources, 

green facilities and sponge city construction are implemented together, so as to make the 

construction and management of sponge city more efficient and smart[10][11][12]. The 

monitoring system starts from automatic identification, to automatic tracking of equipment, 

and then to the whole process monitoring of equipment. It can monitor the rainwater 

condition of the city from all directions and multiple angles, evaluate the water absorption, 

storage, seepage, drainage, water purification and other conditions of sponge City, release and 

use the stored water when the natural environment changes and needs water resources. 

The specific way to build the system is to realize the identification and collection of 

relevant data through the Internet of things technology and sensor technology, and then 

transfer the collected data to the data center (Gateway) for processing, so as to realize the 
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communication between different devices and cooperate to complete the complex monitoring 

work[15][16][17]. Sponge city online monitoring is an important part of smart city construction. 

Online monitoring technology is an indispensable structural element in the construction of 

sponge city. Real-time and reliable online monitoring technology has become a new and 

effective assessment method. Long term and continuous monitoring data is an important data 

base for model calibration in sponge city planning stage, and the basis for designers to 

reasonably plan facilities in project design stage, which can ensure the healthy operation of 

the system and reduce risks, and enable the remote operation and maintenance mode to be 

realized[18]. 

 

2.  The system architecture of sponge city online monitoring 

2.1  Internet of things framework of sponge city monitoring system 

Sponge city monitoring system is built as a whole in accordance with the framework of the 

Internet of things[6][7][8][9], and the overall control scheme and architecture layers are designed 

according to the actual application scenarios to form the basic framework of the Internet of 

things system, as shown in Figure 1. Among them, the mechanical structure design, the 

underlying embedded development and display system are integrated into the underlying 

physical part of the overall monitoring system. The data gateway, database SQL, GIS system, 

web page back-end and front-end HTML code are integrated into Huawei cloud and other 

cloud servers. The cloud platform part can connect data with the mobile terminal app through 

the protocol, and integrate multiple threads into the cloud server to complete a large number 

of data. Data collection and analysis. 

Design the ICC (intelligent collection controller) and make the collection control box, as 

shown in Figure 2. Communicate with the sensor based on the analog quantity feedback 

information or Modbus RTU protocol, and finally achieve the simultaneous collection of the 

data fed back by each ICC for up to five sensors. The collected values of liquid level, 

turbidity, residual chlorine, pH value, flow, rainfall and other sensors can be visualized. After 

visual conversion, the values will be substituted into ICC box and unique identifier of each 

connected sensor. The low-frequency narrow-band directional transmission is carried out by 

230 MHz wireless data transmission station to SCM / GSM information processing layer. The 

information processing and summary system will screen the received information, convert the 

hexadecimal data into character data that can be recognized by the data gateway, and send 4G 

or 5G through GSM module through China mobile communication according to certain time 

rules, and connect through wire. RS485 communication displays the data of the site in real 

time on the field display screen, which is convenient for users to observe. Finally, the real 

collected information will enter the database and be retrieved by the web page for the next 

visual operation. At the same time, in the human-computer interaction layer, if the acquisition 

value exceeds or falls below a certain threshold, the upper layer will send the reverse control 

instruction to the information processing layer through 4G or 5G wireless through the data 

gateway. 
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Figure 1  sponge city monitoring system IOT system architecture 

 

 

Figure 2  Block diagram of sponge city monitoring data acquisition and control system 

 

2.2  Hardware design of information acquisition system 

In the bottom control unit part of the system, the main control chip is ARM7 series chip 

STM32F103, which is mature in the market. STM32F1 series basic MCU meets various 

application needs of industrial, medical and consumer markets. According to the actual needs 

of the project, through the design and welding of hardware PCB, the analog pin of the chip is   
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led out and the ADC input port is expanded through the design of amplification tracker and 

the ADC acquisition amplitude is adjusted. TTL communication is transformed into RS485 

and RS232 adjustable communication through the chip and conversion circuit and integrated 

on the PCB, as shown in Figure 3. The main control chip of the lower computer ICC is 

STM32F103VET6, which has more than 20 ADC acquisition pins and 5 TTL serial port pins. 

 

 

Figure 3  Hardware design diagram of information acquisition system 

 

3.  On line monitoring and management of sponge city in Pingshan Central District of 

Shenzhen 

3.1  Sponge city design of Pingshan Central District in Shenzhen 

 

 
Figure 4 Schematic diagram of rainwater drainage service scope in Pingshan  

Central Area of Shenzhen 
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Figure 5 rainwater organization and treatment flow chart of Feixi water catchment area in 

Pingshan Central Area, Shenzhen 

3.2  Design of online monitoring and management system for sponge city in Pingshan 

Central District of Shenzhen 

The support system includes information collection and transmission, computer network, 

hardware facilities, data resources and business applications, as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6 online monitoring diagram of sponge city in Pingshan Central Area 

 

3.3  On-line monitoring 

It can be widely used in rainfall monitoring and source lid facility water outlet, regulation and 
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storage facilities, pipe network water outlet, river section and other scenes. Monitoring data of 

different facilities are analyzed and verified to ensure the scientificity and reliability of data. 

At the same time, we should pay attention to the daily maintenance. The monitoring contents 

are mainly divided into four levels: rainfall monitoring, receiving water monitoring, 

municipal pipe network monitoring and underlying surface monitoring[4]. 

3.3.1  Monitoring ideas 

In typical facilities, such as biological detention facilities, permeable pavement, green roof, 

grass planting ditch, etc., according to the main functions of the facilities, track and monitor 

the liquid level, flow, water quality and soil permeability, combined with the special research 

on low impact development carried out in Shenzhen, evaluate and calibrate the model 

selection parameters and control effects of each single facility, and accumulate scientific 

experience[3]. 

3.3.2  Layout of monitoring points 

The typical facilities with water control function mainly include the biological detention 

facilities such as rainwater garden, ecological tree pool, biological detention zone, infiltration 

pipe / channel, rainwater pond / wetland, etc. The runoff controlled by this kind of facilities 

includes the rainwater runoff that is recharged by self regulation, evaporation and infiltration, 

and the runoff that is collected and discharged by the bottom blind pipe after filtration and 

purification through the soil and filler of the facilities, i.e. the runoff after deducting the 

rainwater runoff collected and discharged outside the blind pipe from the total rainwater 

runoff of the municipal pipe network discharged outside the overflow well of the facilities. In 

the process of each rainfall, the rainwater flow discharged into the facilities of the typical 

facility service plot can be monitored by installing a flowmeter at the centralized entrance. 

The total discharge flow and the rainwater flow collected and discharged by the blind pipe at 

the bottom of the facility can be obtained by monitoring the flow of the main outlet pipe at the 

overflow outlet of the facility and the blind pipe at the bottom of the facility, so as to calculate 

the single rainfall control amount of the typical facility to the catchment area served. See 

Table 1 for the layout of monitoring points. 
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Table 1  Monitoring points and contents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hierarchy Monitoring sites Monitoring index 
Monitoring 

mode 
Corresponding assessment 

index 

Typical 
facilities 

Rainwater garden, 
sunken green land, 
grass planting ditch, 
roof greening and 

other overflow 
outlets 

Flow On-line Reference accumulation 

Water quality (SS) On-line Reference accumulation 

Implementation of 
rainwater bucket 

and storage 
Level On-line 

Assessment of storage 
capacity 

Project / 
parcel 

Typical underlying 
surface 

Water quality (pH, SS, 
COD, NH3-N, TN, TP,) 

Online / manual 
Urban non-point source 

pollution (low value) 

Project 

Level On-line Total runoff control 

Flow On-line Total runoff control 

Water quality (SS) On-line 
Non point source pollution 

control 

Demonstration 
area 

Meteorology of 
demonstration area 

Rainfall On-line  

Temperature On-line Urban heat island effect 

Regional layout Flow On-line 

Annual runoff vacancy rate, 
urban non-point source 

pollution and continuous 
demonstration effect 

Surface water 

Water quality (DO、SS) 

Online / manual 
Urban non-point source 

pollution 
Water quality (pH, SS, 

COD, NH3-N, TN, TP,) 

Drainage network 

Level On-line (risk early warning and 
prediction) annual runoff 

vacancy rate, water 
environment quality, annual 
net flow control rate, urban 
non-point source pollution 

Flow On-line 

Water quality (DO、SS) 

Online / manual Water quality (pH, SS, 
COD, NH3-N, TN, TP,) 
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Abstract: The accurate recognition of building energy use patterns can be 
very helpful for building professionals to derive measures for energy savings. 
Existing methods are mainly based on domain expertise and engineering 
expertise, which are typically inconvenience and inaccurate for practical 
applications. As a promising technology, deep learning can help enhance the 
performance in the automatic recognition of building energy use patterns. 
However, considering that massive amounts of data needed for training deep 
learning models, it can be very difficult to fully realize the power of deep 
learning in the building field. To overcome this challenge, this paper proposes 
a deep learning and data augmentation-based method for the accurate 
identification of building energy use patterns. Firstly, a data augmentation 
framework is proposed, based on which synthetic data are generated for 
model training. Secondly, deep learning algorithms are used for developing 
prediction models. Finally, statistical measures and experiments are used to 
validate the usefulness of data augmentation. The study provides a novel 
method for the recognition of building energy use patterns. It can serve as a 
reliable solution to train complicated machine learning models given limited 
actual data.  
Keywords: building energy saving; pattern recognition; deep learning; data 
augmentation 
 

1. Introduction 
The energy consumption of the construction industry is enormous. According to the 
International Energy Agency (IEA), the energy consumption of the construction industry 
accounts for more than one-third of the final energy consumption. It has become the world's 
largest energyconsuming industry and an important source of carbon dioxide emissions [1,2]. 
In the building lifecycle, building energy consumption accounts for 80-90% of total energy 
consumption [3]. Building operation stage in many aspects can be optimized, so the energy 
saving potential is very great. Data-driven methods can effectively discover the energysaving 
potential in building operations. Such methods usually require the establishment of a machine 
learning model to complete the prediction task [4,5]. 
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Machine learning (ML), including deep learning (DL), has achieved great success in 
building operational data processing in recent years. Compared with the traditional methods, 
deep learning has powerful functional learning ability. It learns the hierarchical representation 
from the building operation data through multiple hidden layers, and automatically selects the 
distinguishing features, which is beneficial to accurately classify the building operation 
patterns[6]. Advances in deep learning provide an opportunity to improve the performance of 
building operation pattern recognition tasks [7,8]. The most common use of building energy 
prediction tasks is supervised learning methods, which often use machine learning models 
including deep learning to make prediction tasks. These methods can cause severe over-fitting 
with limited training data, resulting in greatly reduced accuracy. However, in actual building 
operations, a large amount of operation data requires years of accumulation. Many buildings 
in the early stages of operation are difficult to obtain large amounts of data and therefore, it 
becomes infeasible to apply complicated supervised learning algorithms. 

The regular generative adversarial network (GAN) solves the problem of insufficient 
data by generating synthetic data. GAN has been successfully applied to image generation, 
and it is possible to generate a fake picture that looks real. It can increase the amount of 
training data by generating artificial data similar to the raw data, which can help solve the 
problem of model over-fitting caused by the small amount of data. GAN was first introduced 
as a framework for generating artificial images [7] and has the ability to generate convincing 
image samples [9]. However, the conventional GAN model has the problem of unstable 
training. Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) uses Wasserstein distance to form a new loss function 
that improves the stability of conventional GAN[10]. Reference [11] uses the WGAN model 
to generate energy consumption data, and combines other classification models to generate 
data set. However, this generation model architecture still belongs to unsupervised learning, 
and can only generate unlabeled data, which is difficult to apply to models that supervise 
learning tasks. Reference [12] introduced a semi-supervised learning technique in the 
discriminator network to generate class labels, which improves quality of generated samples. 
This new GAN architecture is called conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN), 
which uses the tag information to generate high-resolution images, and achieves the desired 
performance in the generated picture quality of the specified category tags. 

GAN and its variants have proven to be effective in image generation and can also be 
used to generate time series data in the domain of natural language processing [13]. Therefore, 
it is feasible to consider generating building operational data [14]. However, research work is 
still limited in generating raw data for building operations. In addition, for the evaluation of 
the generated samples of GAN, the existing research mostly relies on the visual estimation of 
the sample quality, and is not applicable to the evaluation of building operation data. 
Therefore, for the first time, this paper attempts to use the CGAN architecture to generate 
synthetic data for the building sector. Combined with traditional data augmentation methods 
and statistical property methods, an evaluation strategy is proposed to evaluate the quality of 
generated samples. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 

1) Using CGAN to generate synthetic data containing category label information. 
Generated high-quality samples are further used to facilitate the pattern recognition task. The 
neural network structure of the generator and discriminator uses a one-dimensional 
convolutional neural network (1D-CNN). The model uses the convolutional network to learn 
the local and hierarchical representations from the raw data, which can improve the quality of 
the generated data [15,16]. Category tags are added to both the generator and the 
discriminator to speed up model training and generated data with tag information. 

2) In order to evaluate the performance of generated model, the generated data and the 
real data were analyzed using statistical characteristics. The generated sample is then used to 
train the classifier, and the testing data is used to test the accuracy of the classifier. This 
verifies the validity of the generated data in the building operation pattern recognition task. 

3) Based on the experimental results of the building operation data, it is shown that the 
generated data can be applied in the construction industry. This paper further verifies that the 
framework has an effect on unbalanced data set. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the experimental strategy and 
the proposed evaluation method are introduced. In Section 3, the CGANbased data 
augmentation framework and model training process are elaborated. The quality of the 
generated data is evaluated using an experimental verification method in Section 4. The 
conclusions are listed in Section 5. 

 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Generative adversarial networks (GANs) 
The main structure of the GAN includes a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). As shown in 
Fig.1 (a). The main thought behind GAN is to use the adversarial networks implementation to 
generate new data and continuously improve the quality of the generated data. For the 
generator, therandom noise vector z is used as an input, and the synthesized data 
Xgenerated=G(Z) is output. The generated data distribution PG is as close as possible to the real 
data distribution Pdata, lest Xgenerated be regarded as the generated data by discriminator.The 
discriminator takes the actual training data and the data generated by the generator as input, 
and then trains to distinguish between the real data and the generated data. The objective 
function of the GAN network is: 
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Where PG is the generated data distribution, Pdata is the real data distribution, and D(x) 
represents the probability that x is from real data distribution. EX is the expectation of x in the 
real data Pdata, and Ez is the expectation of z in the noise. By alternately training the generator 
and the discriminator, the generator makes PG and Pdata as close as possible. The entire 
network uses the method of stochastic gradient descent to iteratively update the parameters of 
the objective function to achieve network optimization [17,18]. 

2.2 Conditional Generative adversarial network (CGANs) 
The structure of CGAN is shown in Figure 1(b). It is a variant of the conventional GAN. It 
uses the data with tag information for training and also reconstructs the tag information, 
thereby further improving the quality of the generated data. It can also generate corresponding 
data according to the specified tags. This kind of network is called conditional Generative 
adversarial network (CGAN) [19]. Compared to the conventional GAN, CGAN is able to 
generate high quality data while providing tag information. Mathematically, the generator 
uses the noise z and the label l to generate an artificial data sample Xgenerated=G(z,l), the 
probability that the discriminator outputs the data source and the class label. Therefore, the 
objective function contains two independent log likelihoods, corresponding to the correct data 
source and the correct class label.  
The discriminator in DCGAN can transfer the loss function better, and the generator can find 
the noise distribution corresponding to the label information more accurately, thus making the 
generated data quality better.Due to the method as a semi-supervised learning method, the 
corresponding data can be generated according to specified categories tag, therefore is 
suitable for the supervised classification task. CGAN objective function is: 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1. Typical architecture of (a) regular GAN, and (b) Conditional GAN. 

2.3 Model evaluation method 
Data can be generated by the GAN network, and data augmentation can be realized by this 
method. data augmentation is not only a quantitative expansion of the raw data, but also a 
regularized regulation of model parameters. In order to verify the quality of the generated data, 
it is very important to find a credible evaluation method. The evaluation of generated data 
quality is an open question. Data generation for images and natural language, human vision 
can be subjectively evaluated. However, for time series data, it is not appropriate to evaluate 
the quality of the generated data only by data visualization. 

In addition to visualizing the real data and the generated data, this paper uses 
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) to evaluate the generated data. KL divergence 
is used to evaluate the difference in information entropy between two probability distributions. 
In addition, A unique training strategy to evaluate the suitability of the generation is 
introduced. First, the building operation data set is divided into two parts: the training data set 
and the testing data set. The training data set is used to train the CGAN network model and a 
set of generated data is obtained. At the same time, by adding Gaussian noise to the training 
data, training data set containing noise was obtained. Then the three training sets including 
the real training data are used to train the classification model. The model after training is 
verified by testing data. Including loss model and the classification accuracy of the test results 
show that the quality of the generated data set, and proves that the data generated further 
practical application ability. 

3. Research methodology 

3.1 Research framework 
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This paper establishes a research framework to increase the number of samples in a data set 
by means of data augmentation. It can help solve some model over-fitting problems caused by 
small amount of data and imbalance of sample categories, and further improve the accuracy 
of the classification model.The CGAN-based framework can generate high-quality data sets, 
which is beneficial for improving the accuracy of building energy consumption pattern 
recognition. The framework focuses on the quality assessment of artificially generated data 
and uses a variety of methods to verify the validity of the generated data. Therefore, the 
framework of this paper is mainly divided into two parts: The first part trains the CGAN 
network model with a small amount of building operation data to generate a batch of data. 
The second part evaluates the generated data set in a variety of ways and verifies the practical 
application of data augmentation in the field of building energy consumption. The data 
augmentation strategy is shown in Fig.2. 

The method of generating data using the CGAN model is as follows: Firstly, the 
generator in the model obtains a random noise with Gaussian distribution from the potential 
space z, and generates a batch of data by mixing the noise with the specified label 
information.The same amount of real data and generated data are put into the discriminator to 
determine the characteristic of the sample. For the data sample, the discriminator will output 
the result, one is the real data (represented by 1), and the other is the generated data 
(represented by 0). Then the generator is trained with the generated data through the fixed 
discriminator to make the generated sample closer to the real data. Finally, the model is used 
to generate a batch of data to expand the data set. The generated data were evaluated using 
statistical characteristic and experimental validation methods.The generated data was 
evaluated using statistical characteristics and experimental verification methods. 

A set of noise-containing data can also be obtained by adding random noise obeying a 
Gaussian distribution to the real training data samples. This is a common way to enhance data. 
The training data were put into the classification model and trained with the strategy of 
experimental verification, and the obtained classification accuracy was used to measure the 
effectiveness of the generated data.By comparing the experimental results of data and noise 
data, the effectiveness of the method in building energy consumption pattern recognition is 
further verified. 

The classification model of this paper uses a 1Dimensional-Convolutional Neural 
Network(1D-CNN) with a five-layer network structure. The internal structure is an input layer, 
two layers of one-dimensional convolutional layer, one layer of fully connected layer and one 
layer of output. 

 
Fig. 2. Data augmentation strategy for classification task. 
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3.2 Generative model development 
The internal structure of CGAN is a neural network, and iteratively updates the model 
parameters by means of backpropagation. The model training process can be expressed in 
three steps, as shown in Fig.3: 

C1.Input the specified category label and random noise obeying the Gaussian 
distribution into the generator, and the generator generates data of a certain category specified 
by the category label. 

C2.The same number of generated data and real data samples are mixed together, and the 
true data is given to the tag 1, and the generated data is given to the tag 0, which is input to 
the discriminator. Based on the loss function, the discriminator can train the mixed data and 
the true and fake tags to update the discriminator parameters,. 

C3. After training the discriminator, the combined structure begins training. At this stage, 
the parameters of the discriminator are frozen and the training does not update the parameters. 
In this step, only the parameters in the generator can be updated, and the training generator 
generates more realistic data samples. After training the combined structure, one phase ends 
and the training process restarts from C1. 

Through multiple training iterations, the entire model reaches the balance between the 
discriminator and the generator. When the number of iterations is sufficient, the losses from 
the generator and the discriminator can be balanced, called Nash Equilibrium, so the 
generator can generate building operation data based on a given tag. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Adversarial training process of the proposed method. 

 

3.3 Classification model development 
This study has designed a variety of strategies to mix different amounts of generated data with 
real data. Then CNN is used as a classifier for classification and multiple classification results 
are obtained. And compare with the classification results which only use real data to judge the 
performance effect of the generated model in the running data of the building. In order to 
further verify the effectiveness of the method, a data set with Gaussian noise is established, 
which is mixed with the real data set into the classifier for training, and comparing the 
classification results. 
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4. Case study 

4.1 Description of building operational data 
The experiment validated the performance of the framework by using actual building 

operational data. The data came from energy consumption monitoring data of an office 
building in Hong Kong, which recorded actual operation data in 15-minute steps over four 
years from 2014 to 2017. Data according to the days for the unit, the data set is divided into 
seven categories, corresponding Monday to Sunday's construction operation mode. A total of 
1460 samples, each sample consisting of 96 data points, each data point records the operating 
energy consumption at the corresponding time. The significance of the data set setting is to 
use the classification model. Seven different operating modes can be identified through the 
daily operating data, which is convenient for verifying the quality and application effect of the 
generated data. 

The building energy consumption data is divided into 1000 samples of training data and 
460 samples of testing data, of which about 142 samples are in each category. The testing 
data does not participate in data augmentation and is only used to test the classification model 
after training. 

4.2 The generative model developed for synthetic data generation 
Generating a Model Before generating data, you need to train the model with training 

data. Taking 1000 samples as input, each random training batch number is 64, and 6,000 
iterations are obtained to obtain a training completed generation model. The loss of the 
generator and discriminator is shown in Fig.4. After about 3000 iterations, the model tends to 
be stable, at which point the loss is near the Nash equilibrium. By inputting random noise and 
category label information into the model, the corresponding category data can be generated. 

 
Fig. 4. CGAN model performance. 

4.3 Synthetic data quality assessment 
Use the generated data to get the time domain waveform of the seven categories from 
Monday to Sunday, as shown in Fig.5. There is similarity between the generated data and the 
real data from the graphical representation. The KL divergence can measure the difference 
between the probability distribution of the real data and the generated data.The KL 
divergence calculation results are shown in Table 1. KL divergence can measure the 
difference between the probability distribution of real data and generated data, and the 
calculation result of KL divergence is shown in Table 1. The smaller the numerical said the 
difference between two probability distributions. 
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Table 1 

Different data augmentation methods for KL dispersion evaluation. 

DATA SET K-L DIVERGENCE 

Real Data, Noise-added Data 0.032 
Real Data, Generated Data 0.174 
Noise-added Data, Generated Data 0.152 
 

To further evaluate the quality of the generated data, the CGAN model generates 1000 
generated data samples. Using the training strategy shown in Table 2, generated by different 
amounts of data and fixed quantity of real data mixed together after the training, can get 
parameters of different classifiers. The testing data is input into the model to predict the 
possible categories and get the accuracy of classification results under different strategies. 
The proportion of additional data and classification results are shown in Table 2. When the 
proportion of additional data is less than 75%, the two methods have the same effect. When 
the proportion reaches 100%, the data augmentation method proposed in this paper has a 
better effect. 

The sample imbalance is an important factor affecting the classification accuracy of the 
model, and the data augmentation can cope with the sample imbalance. Select three categories 
from seven categories (Monday, Wednesday, Sunday), reduce the amount of data in this 
category by 50%, and train the CGAN model with the unbalanced data set of the category. 
Balance the data set with generated data instead of reduced 50% real data. The classification 
results of the three cases shown in Table 3. verify that the data augmentation is effective 
under the condition of sample imbalance. Based on the data augmentation method of CGAN 
generated data, it effectively solves the problem that the deep learning model cannot obtain a 
better prediction result when the building energy consumption data is small or the data sample 
is unbalanced. 

  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Fig.5. Time domain waveform of (a) Real data (b) generated data (c)Kernel Density Estimates 
 

Table 2 

Classification accuracy (%) under various training settings. 

DATA ENHENCEMENT METHOD 
The percentage of additional data added to the training set 

0 25% 50% 75% 100% 

Noise with Gaussian distribution 49.1 53.6 61.9 72.6 69.1 

CGAN 49.1 53.3 63.0 76.7 78.3 

 

Table 3 

Classification accuracy (%) under different unbalanced data set and generated data set. 

LABELS OF CLASSES WITH REDUCED 
SAMPLES 

UNBALANCED  
DATA SET 

GENERATED  
BALANCED DATA SET 

Monday 40.2 46.7 
Wednesday 44.1 48.4 
Sunday 36.7 50.2 
 

5. Conclusion 
The implementation of advanced machine learning techniques has high requirements for 
training data amount. In the building field, the actual measurements can be very limited due to 
the lack sensors or data accumulation time. To enable the building industry to fully embrace 
the power of advanced machine learning algorithms, this study proposes a deep 
learning-based data augmentation framework. The main idea is to utilize generative modeling 
to generate synthetic data, based on which more reliable prediction models can be developed.  
TheCGANmodel has been adopted for data augmentation. The quality of synthetic data is 
tested using different statistical measures. The usefulness of synthetic data is tested based on a 
building energy pattern recognition task. The results validate the usefulness of CGAN-based 
data augmentation. The research outcomes can be used to facilitate the development of 
data-driven models in the building field.  
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research hotspots in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) [3]. Re-Mind developed by 

Cognitive System is regarded as an important symbol of the transformation of CBD theory 

from cognitive science to AI practice [4]. 

Building information modeling (BIM) is a shared knowledge and information resource 

technology that uses digital technology to express the geometric, physical, functional and 

logical information of building components and supports the whole life cycle management of 

buildings[1]. Reusing building knowledge in the BIM model can greatly improve the 

efficiency and quality of CAAD. This paper studies the generative design technology of BIM 

model in the residential project stage under the guidance of CBD intelligent method, and 

provides more efficient computer aids for residential building design in the program stage.  

Archie-II is a tool for the design of auxiliary buildings for public buildings developed by 

Georgia Tech. The main function is the previous related design cases provided in the early 

stage of design. The display and retrieval, correction and maintenance of cases need to rely on 

manual processing [5]. CADRE is an auxiliary architectural design tool developed by the 

Federal University of Technology in Zurich based on the Auto CAD format. Its main function 

is to adapt to the environment as its main research content [6]. ABEL is an aid developed by 

German National Research Centre for Information Technology for architects and civil 

engineers [7]. SEED is a tool for analysis, evaluation and rapid generation of building 

solutions developed by Carnegie Mellon University[8]. 

2. Research Background 

In the wave of the information age, architectural aid design tools have undergone 

profound changes. Computer graphics software replaces the plate as the main architectural 

design tool, changing the working mode of the architect and greatly improving work 

efficiency and drawing quality [9]. The rapid development of information technology has 

brought higher requirements to the design of architectural solutions, but also brought more 

advanced design concepts, methods and tools. As a product of the information age, BIM is 

changing the design method of architectural design. 

At present, in the field of CAAD in China, the design method of CAD two-dimensional 

flat expression is mainly adopted. CAAD uses computer graphics processing and computing 

functions to assist building designers in building project calculations and analysis. From the 

1960s to the present, under the multiple influences of architectural intelligent design theory, 

computer technology and artificial intelligence, CAAD technology has been continuously 

improved and improved. 

BIM provides all the processes and technologies throughout the life of a building project, 

using digital and virtual construction to represent the parameters of each component. As a 

brand-new architectural design concept and practical tool, BIM has been highly valued by 

experts and scholars in the industry and is known as the second architectural technology 

revolution following the CAD technology revolution. Intelligent building design breaks 

through the limitations of the traditional CAD system, not only can engineering calculations 

but also intelligent algorithm technology, which promotes the penetration of BIM technology 

into intelligent building design. At present, the focus of intelligent design of building design 

is mainly on the acquisition and utilization of knowledge, BIM model expression and 

architectural concept design and optimization design. 

Architectural design digital solutions have been widely used in the construction industry, 
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and almost all architectural designs are electronic materials. Therefore, it is also possible to 

electronically convert past paper materials into digital information by means of the building 

intelligent platform, which is used to acquire the acquisition and learning design experience 

of building knowledge, and is applied in the design practice of building schemes. The 

building intelligent design auxiliary platform refers to the tool that uses AI technology to 

extract the required building plan knowledge from existing building cases to improve the 

efficiency of building design. In-depth exploration of the knowledge contained in previous 

architectural design cases is of great significance for solving existing project design problems. 

3. Methodology 

The large-scale application and rapid development of BIM technology will generate a 

large amount of building electronic data, and efficient classification, storage and retrieval are 

one of the effective ways to improve the efficiency and quality of CAAD. The expression, 

classification and retrieval of BIM cases is the key link to construct intelligent auxiliary 

architectural design platform by using CBR theory. The architectural design process can be 

summarized as the process of finding the optimal solution, and iteratively continues between 

the steps of retrieval, analysis, and evaluation before the optimal solution is obtained. As 

shown fig1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1: Schematic 
Case Expression: Extract the BIM model information of the project (area, cost, climate, 

apartment type, etc.) and store this information in the project data. 

Case search: It is the stage of searching and matching existing cases, searching for cases 

similar or identical to the current ones, and selecting the best matching process from many 

cases. It generally consists of three processes: feature recognition, preliminary matching, and 

optimal selection. 

Case Correction: In the case of manual intervention, one or several cases that are most 

like the current problem in the case library are found. To meet the current design 

requirements, it needs to be modified and tested, and finally a new one is obtained. The ideal 

solution. 

Case maintenance: This link is an important guarantee for the system to be stable and 

stable. In the case maintenance process, known cases are classified according to project 

characteristics such as project area, latitude and longitude, and project cost. In the face of new 

cases, the characteristics of the new case are extracted and automatically classified. If the 

similarity with the project library is high, it is directly classified into the existing collection 
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and is not stored, otherwise the case is accumulated and updated into the project library. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: BIMArcer flow chart 

 
BIMArcer extracts the project boundary, project characteristics and other information 

from the Revit residential project, and then retrieves the data in the project library, queries the 

project that matches the current project, returns the queried project data to the project, and 

finally based on the repulsion principle between the projects, the model of the project is laid 

out, and finally the volume model of the house is generated in the project. 

Repulsive principle: It is a repulsion-based intelligent search algorithm that calculates 

the repulsive direction of each unit and uses red arrows to calculate the repulsive force of 

different types of flats and flat cloth schemes for the entire project. In order to meet the 

limitations of real-life residential building design, the total repulsive factor of the project is 

defined to realize the real-time dynamic calculation of the weight of each unit, and to 

maximize the economic benefits of the overall system design. 

BIMArcer uses C# language, Python language and Revit API to develop related plug-ins 

to implement BIM model generation and related attribute variable extraction algorithms in 

Revit 2019, Visual Studio 2017 and Python 3.5 environment. The operation flow chart is 

shown in Fig.2.  

4. Verification and results 

The calculation result of the project is shown in the figure below. The left side is the 

calculated plan view, and the right side is the result of the project repulsion iteration 

calculation. When the total repulsion of the project tends to be stable, the iterative calculation 

is stopped and the project plan layout is generated. 
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Fig.3: Calculation results (1) 

 

 
Fig.4: Calculation results (2) 

 
Fig.5: Calculation Results (3) 

 
According to the calculation results of the project (3) the largest area and the maximum 

repulsive force can get the maximum economic benefit, so choose this option as the best 

solution and generate the mass model. As shown in Fig.6. 
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Fig. 6: Scheduling diagram 

5. Discussion 

This paper introduces a method based on CBD intelligent design and proposes a 

calculation method based on the total repulsive force of the project. First, extract the project 

features from the new project and retrieve the relevant data from the project case library 

through the BIMArcer plugin and return it to the current project. Second, based on the 

returned apartment results, the calculation results are calculated according to the new project. 

Third, Revit generates volume models and displays different colors according to different 

floor plans. Finally, upload the project information of the new project to the project case 

library. 

 
Table 1: Summary of calculation results 

number 30x16x80 40x12x80 60x18x80 Total Area Total Repulsion Force 

1 8 11 11 21000 19.4322311336648 

2 10 10 10 21360 20.6246630495263 

3 11 7 12 21600 21.1306884720673 

 
Table 1 shows that the different arrangements of the three test results will give different 

total areas, and the total repulsive force represents the total area size to obtain the maximum 

economic value. Therefore, the maximum devaluation maximum can be used as a standard in 

the calculation to calculate the maximum economic value of the project. 

This study has certain limitations and may be the direction of future research.（1）The 

proposed optimal economic indicators are only verified on the total area. In order to further 

verify the effectiveness of the technology, additional tests are required in conjunction with the 

unit price of the unit.（2）Due to the different requirements for sunshine in different regions, 

the current repulsion principle applies only to the study of existing urban samples. Further 

research is needed to increase the applicability of sunshine calculations. 
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Abstract. Sustainable urban development is one of the important projects of the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The use of various new 
ideas and new technologies to promote the planning and construction of sustainable 
cities is an important research topic. Blockchain is a new concept with potential for 
development. There are already many new tools derived from the concept of 
“blockchain” that are used in urban development and management. In addition, the 
concept of "blockchain-oriented Smart Cities" has been proposed in the literature. 
Therefore, this paper analyzes the relevant literature research results and integrates 
the potential of “blockchain” technology in sustainable urban planning. In the end, the 
study proposes that smart contract, sharing economy, citizen participation, 
development rights trading, etc., will be the pioneering application fields of 
“blockchain” for sustainable urban development. 

 
1.  Introduction 
With the trend of global warming and climate change, green buildings and sustainable urban 
development with energy saving and carbon reduction functions become more important. 
With the advancement of technology and the evolution of architectural design, green 
buildings with energy-saving features are not expensive [1]. The ecological community based 
on various success factors is also an important foundation for the sustainable development of 
cities [2]. However, with the development of Internet of Things and Internet technology, the 
sustainable development and intelligent development of the city have become inseparable. 
With the human population set to rise to 9 billion by 2050, definitions of sustainable 
development must be revised to include the security of people and the planet [3]. Sustainable 
urban development is one of the important projects of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).  

The use of various new ideas and new technologies to promote the planning and 
construction of sustainable cities is an important research topic. Blockchain is a new concept 
with potential for development. There are already many new tools derived from the concept 
of “blockchain” that are used in urban development and management. In addition, the concept 
of "blockchain-oriented Smart Cities" has been proposed in the literature [4]. Initially, 
blockchain technology was proposed for use in contract-related transactions [5]. After several 
years of technological advancement, "smart contracts" have been widely used in cities [4-11].  

In fact, the use of most “blockchain technology” in cities is related to intelligence [4,10-
24]. For example, the use of "blockchain technology" for urban traffic analysis and 
management [8,16,17,23], or the use of "blockchain technology" to promote the sharing 
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economy in cities [10,17,25,26]. In addition, there are still some cases that use "blockchain 
technology" in urban energy management [16-18,23,27,28]. In addition, Blockchain 
Technology can be applied to voting systems for public issues in cities [29]. 

Although the application level is very wide, the use of most "blockchain technology" is 
still related to IoT technology [4,12-17,22,26,30,31]. It is worth mentioning that a study have 
put forward a method to complement such technologies by incorporating the concept of 
blockchain to ensure the integrity of health data as well as its provenance [19,23,32]. It means 
that the "blockchain technology" can be used in a wide range of cities. However, the use of 
any technology will face limitations and bottlenecks. Therefore, this study will clarify the 
important benefits of “blockchain technology” for the practice of urban sustainable 
development, and estimate the most relevant application projects of “blockchain technology” 
and urban sustainable development. 

2.  Application of blockchain technology in Sustainable City 
A blockchain is a concatenated transcript (also called a block) that concatenates and protects 
content by cryptography.Each block contains the cryptographic hash of the previous block, 
the corresponding timestamp, and the transaction data. This design makes the block content 
difficult to tamper with. A decentralized ledger concatenated with blockchain technology 
allows both parties to effectively record transactions and permanently check the 
transaction.Based on the theory and technology of blockchain, there are many concepts that 
can be applied to sustainable urban development as follows: 
2.1. Smart Contract 
Basiclly, blockchain is a peer-to-peer distributed ledger technology which records 
transactions, agreements, contracts, and sales [33]. Due to the faction of blockchain 
technology, one proposal was made to use blockchain technology for recording contracts by 
using blockchain technology to confirm that contractor consent has been obtained and to 
archive the contractual document in the blockchain [5]. A lot of literature has confirmed the 
potential of blockchains in smart contracts [4-11,33]. Today, the use of smart contracts has 
expanded to include financial data records, land registry, auto insurance and cancer research. 
Smart contract is not only a safer and more convenient option. For urban sustainable 
development, it is also a form of contract that can allocate resources and energy consumption 
during contract establishment and execution. 
2.2. Sharing Economy 
The efficient use of resources (eg vehicles, books, clothing, furniture, electrical appliances, 
etc.) is one of the important goals of the city towards sustainable development. Therefore, the 
rise of the sharing economy may be a big boost to the sustainable development of the city. 
Different from the leasing economy, the sharing economy is a way of sharing the human and 
resources of society. The sharing economy includes the creation, production, distribution, 
trading and consumption of goods and services. Common forms of sharing include car sharing, 
carpooling, public bicycles, shared charging treasures, and exchange accommodation. 

A lot of literature has confirmed the potential of blockchains in sharing economy 
[10,25,26]. The sharing economy can be defined as an economic/social model that broad 
sectors of the population can employ to collaboratively make use of under-utilized assets, in 
which supply and demand are interacting for the supply side to directly provide 
products/services [26]. A platform that can gain the trust of operators and users is an 
important foundation for sharing the economy. Based on the features of being trust-free and 
democratized, blockchain technology has enabled business transactions with strangers without 
the need for a trusted intermediary; meanwhile, software can automate much of the 
transaction process, allowing contractual promises to be enforced without human involvement 
[26]. Therefore, the support of blockchain technology for the sharing economy will help the 
city to move towards sustainable development. Besides, an article mentioned that trust-free 
systems are hardly transferable to sharing economy interactions and will crucially depend on 
the development of trusted interfaces for blockchain-based sharing economy ecosystems[34]. 
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2.3. Citizen Participation 
The sustainable development of the city requires the support of the people. In particular, cities 
need to incorporate the opinions of the people after formulating important policy processes or 
implementing policies. This is why public participation is very important for the sustainable 
development of the city. After the rise of blockchain technology, there is some literature 
discussing the use of blockchain technology in public participation [10]. The value for 
blockchain has been presented across four categories: (a) the network effect on trust on 
society, governments and industries; (b) empowering the individual and strengthening the 
economy; (c) the liquid economy and (d) the shareable economy.Given the current topology 
of technology innovations, there is no solution better than blockchain that embodies trust [10]. 
Blockchain-enabled e-voting could reduce voter fraud and increase voter access; meanwhile, 
eligible voters cast a ballot anonymously using a computer or smartphone [29]. Actually, 
blockchain in sustainable cities could help governments to have more direct models of citizen 
participations, offering greater access to public information and providing transparency. 
2.4. Development Rights Trading 
Urban sprawl is arguably one of the most important threats to human and nature biodiversity 
given its reliance upon fossil fuel exploitation and consumption. Therefore, efficient use of 
urban land to avoid urban sprawl is one of the modes of sustainable development of the city. 
Tradable air rights development is seen as a potential solution that provides cities with 
increased density options while activating the city's economy. However, speculation on the 
price of aviation rights is a danger and is contrary to the fair real estate market. Some research 
results propose the new model that encourages the trading of time-sensitive air rights through 
smart contracts in the Blockchain as a means of prevention against urban sprawl [6]. 
2.5. Energy Management 
Energy use and management is one of the important factors for a city to move towards 
sustainable development. In recent years, there have been many cases of using blockchain 
technology in the field of energy management [16-18,27,28,35-37]. The results of one paper 
show that the blockchain based distributed demand side management can be used for 
matching energy demand and production at smart grid level [35]. Besides, the increasing 
amount of renewable energy sources in the energy system calls for new market approaches to 
price and distribute the volatile and decentralized generation; therefore, there was a paper 
present a preliminary economic evaluation of the market mechanism and a research agenda 
for the technological evaluation of blockchain technology as the local energy market’s main 
information and communication technology [36]. Moreover, emerging blockchain 
technologies are introduced to guarantee the seamless and secure implementation of the 
proposed scheme, illustrating how a decentralized demand side management approach could 
be implemented in practice to facilitate peer-to-peer transactions following optimized demand 
profiles [37]. 

 

Table 1The applications of blockchain technology in urban environment and planning 

Field of applications Description Reference 

Smart Contract 

A smart contract is a computer agreement 
designed to digitally facilitate, validate or 
enhance the negotiation or performance of 
a contract. Smart contracts can perform 
reliable transactions without the need for a 
third party, and these transactions are 
traceable and irreversible. 

 [5-7,9-11,26,33] 
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Sharing Economy 

The sharing economy is a way of 
distributing goods and services, unlike 
traditional companies that employ 
employees and sell products to 
consumers. In the shared economy, people 
rent or share things like cars, houses, and 
personal time to others in a peer-to-peer 
fashion. 

[10,17,25,26,33,34,38] 

Citizen Participation 

Citizen participation (or public 
participation) refers to the public 
participation in the activities of any 
organization or project. Citizen 
participation is similar to stakeholder 
engagement but more inclusive. 

 [15,24,29] 

Development Rights 
Trading (Transferable 
development rights) 

Transferable Development Rights (TDR) 
is a method by which developers can 
purchase development rights for certain 
parcels in a designated “sending district” 
and then transfer them to another 
“receiving district” to increase the new 
developments and density.  

 [6] 

Energy Management 

Energy management includes the 
operation and planning of energy 
production and energy consumption units. 
The goal is to conserve resources, protect 
the climate and save costs, while users can 
get the energy they need more stable. 

 [18,27,28,35-37] 

 
According to the results of literature analysis, “blockchain technology” has helped a lot 

in the development of sustainable cities. In the urban environment and planning, there are also 
many applications related to “blockchain technology” (Table 1). In other words, there will be 
many opportunities to adopt blockchain technology in the future of sustainable urban 
development. 
3.  The limitations of blockchains for sustainable development city 
Although blockchain technology plays a pivotal role in the sustainable development of the 
city in the future.However, there are still many problems and limitations in the use of 
blockchain technology in urban planning and management. 
3.1. Technical stabilityand credibility 
The restrictions on the operation mechanism of the blockchain itself, such as the prevention 
mechanism, will make the current blockchain application potential severely limited. Besides, 
blockchain applications are resource intensive so their applicability on resource-constrainted 
IoT devices might be limited; meanwhile, legal enforceability of smart contracts is limited 
[33]. Therefore, since the use of blockchain technology is still in the "development period", 
the government departments tend to be conservative in the use of blockchain technology 
involving public affairs. Improving the technical stability as much as possible is the key to 
expanding the use of blockchain technology in the sustainable development of cities. 
3.2. Energy consumption 
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Compared to many traditional administrative and business models, the new model of 
electronic digitalization can save a lot of paper, space and materials, and is more 
environmentally friendly and sustainable.Although the use of blockchain technology also has 
the potential to save manpower and material costs, blockchain technology still need to 
consume a large amount of energy in logic operations, which may be contrary to the goal of 
sustainable development of cities that emphasize energy conservation and carbon 
reduction.Therefore, it is important to present a clear data through accurate calculations to 
prove that blockchain technology can save energy or resource consumption compared to other 
electronic digitalization technologies (non-traditional models). 
3.3. Efficiency 
Energy and resource efficiency are important goals for sustainable urban development. 
Blockchain application concepts are transferable to a wide range of industries as finance, 
government and manufacturing where security, scalability and efficiency must meet [39]. For 
instance, IoT network generates a large amount of data; meanwhile, it also means that the 
monitoring and control of these networks and the transfer of packets from the IoT network to 
the server can cause communications to collapse. Therefore, one research tries to adaptive the 
control system and speed up searches model to improve the monitor and control efficiency in 
IoT networks, specially those which are based in blockchain [40]. Besides, the results of 
another research paper show that by overcoming the disadvantages of the Bitcoin (the most 
famous application of blockchain technology) system, by the application of blockchain 
technology, banks could be able to handle financial processes in a more efficient way than 
under the current system [41]. Therefore, in the future, when blockchain technology is applied 
to the sustainable development of cities, it may still face the problem of efficiency. 
 
4.  Conclusion 
As the anaylsis result of this paper, the combination of blockchains and Internet of Things can 
be pretty powerful. Blockchains give us resilient, truly distributed peer-to-peer systems and 
the ability to interact with peers in a trustless, auditable manner. The continued integration of 
blockchains domain will cause significant transformations across several industries, bringing 
about new business models and having us reconsider how existing systems and processes are 
implemented.Sustainable urban development is one of the important projects of the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Therefore, this paper analyzes the relevant 
literature research results and integrates the potential of “blockchain” technology in 
sustainable urban planning. In the end, the study proposes that smart contract, sharing 
economy, citizen participation, development rights trading,energy management, etc., will be 
the pioneering application fields of “blockchain” for sustainable urban development. 
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Abstract. This paper innovatively develops a smartstereo garage solution for new 

energy buses, which breaks through the infrastructure bottleneck in the development 

of new energy buses, and solves the parking, charging and dispatching difficulties 

caused by scarcity of land resources in urban central areas. The stereo garage is suitable 

for a variety of venue types; it integrates parking, charging and dispatching functions, 

featuring land intensive, three-dimensional parking, automatic charging and intelligent 

dispatching. It improves the parking land utilization rate by 3-6 times. Through rational 

garage planning and location selection, combined with advanced information 

technology, intelligent dispatching of the entire urban bus system can be realized. In 

addition, the prefabricated green construction technology and mechanical parking 

technology improve the construction speed and operation efficiency of the garage. The 

solution helps to decrease energy consumption, reduce air pollution, promote green 

travel and alleviate traffic congestion, providing a good foundation for urban green 

transportation and sustainable urban development. 

 

Key Words 

Smart Stereo Garage for Buses, New Energy, Intensive Land Use, Intelligent 

Dispatching, Green Prefabrication, Sustainable Development 

 

1. Background 

With the continuous improvement of urban public transport infrastructure, electric bus has 

rapidly developed into a green means of transportation for energy conservation and 

environmental protection in major cities. It is also an important measure to build "The Transit 

Metropolis" and "Green Transport" in China. However, the problems of large bus station area, 

low land use efficiency and insufficient charging facilities in the central area of the city 

seriously restrict the rapid promotion of electric buses, and have become the bottleneck for the 

development of urban public green transportation. 
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Ramp type and mechanical type three-dimensional parking is an effective way to solve the 

contradiction between supply and demand of urban bus parking. However, because of some 

disadvantages such as large land demand, poor parking experience, low space utilization rate 

and energy waste, ramp type parking is not suitable for urban central areas which are scarce 

with land resources. As early as the beginning of the 20th century, the intelligent mechanical 

stereo car garage began to be used in the United States, Europe and other countries and regions. 

After nearly a century of technological development and iteration, it has been widely used and 

effectively solved the car parking problem. However, due to the fact that the volume and weight 

of a bus is much larger than that of a car, as well as the fact that the contradiction between the 

supply and demand of bus parking is not prominent before the rapid development of urban bus 

system, there has not been research and application of mechanical stereo parking technology 

for electric bus. 

In order to solve the parking, charging and dispatching problems of electric buses, this 

paper studies the solution of intelligent mechanical stereo garage for electric buses. This 

solution has outstanding advantages in land saving, consumption reduction, energy saving and 

emission reduction. It effectively promotes the development of urban public transport, green 

intelligent transport and urban sustainability. 

 

2. Research on planning and design of stereo station 

On the basis of the location selection of the existing urban bus stations, and according to the 

public transport lines and the corresponding passenger flow density, the overall public transport 

line planning is carried out, and the parking scale of the stations is adjusted according to the 

parking and charging needs of new energy buses. Each single bus station is taken as a network 

point; the distances between stations are reasonably controlled according to the bus operation 

distances and station locations. The station parking and charging network is finally built for 

new energy buses in the whole city, so as to realize the optimal parking layout and the most 

convenient charging service for new energy buses. 

Following the principle of intensive land use, reasonable layout and efficient entry and 

exit, this paper makes a unified planning and design for the functional areas including picking 

up and dropping off, parking, charging, car washing, maintenance and office. On the one hand, 

according to the objective conditions such as the nearby building height, horizontal building 

spacing and parking demand, the scale, height and functional area layout of the stereo garage 

is reasonably planned, to minimize the pressure of the garage on the surrounding buildings and 

meet the requirements of the fire separation distance. On the other hand, in view of the small 

area of the bus station in the central area of the city, the stereo plan is adopted to improve the 

land utilization rate. On the premise of ensuring the parking demand of the station, the 

equipment room can be considered to be overhead to the second floor, so the ground parking 

space can be set as much as possible for daytime scheduling, so as to relieve the dispatching 

pressure and ensure the smooth ground traffic. 
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Figure 1: example overall layout planning of a bus station 

 

In order to realize the coordination and order of the traffic flow and the people flow in the 

entire station area, the solution in this paper comprehensively considers various factors such as 

the entrance and exit locations, the entrance and exit streamlines, and the passengers pick-up 

and drop-off organization. In particular, the driving path of the bus entering and exiting the 

garage is simulated to obtain the optimal turning path, following which the internal road 

planning and design of the station is determined. This ensures the optimal land utilization rate 

while realizing efficient bus entry and exit. 

 

3. Research on mechanical parking equipment 

The research on mechanical parking technology is divided into horizontal traverse system, 

lifting transmission system and automatic charging system. 

 

3.1. Horizontal traverse system 
The traverse system consists of two subsystems: ground traverse system and parking space 

traverse system. The two subsystems work in the same principle, with only slight differences 

in structure. The main function is to move the carrier board and the bus handling module 

horizontally. 

 

Figure 2: schematic diagram of garage traverse system 
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Due to the influence of vertical lifting device, the transverse track of the parking space 

needs to be disconnected at the lifting track. Four traveling wheels are set at each side of the 

transverse moving module to ensure that no less than three wheels contact the track when the 

transverse moving module crosses the disconnected track section. In order to control 

manufacturing tolerance, the walking wheel is designed to be prefabricated and adjustable, to 

more reliably ensure the levelness of four walking wheels and to reduce the noise caused by the 

impact between the uneven walking wheel and the track. At the same time, to prevent the 

walking wheel from colliding with the track when the transverse moving module is crossing 

the disconnected track section, a certain slope angle is designed at the end of the track. 

 

3.2. Lifting transmission system 

The lifting transmission system consists of power system, lifting fork, chain and counterweight. 

The top power system is directly connected with the main steel structure through bolts. 

Driven by a deceleration motor, built-in absolute value encoder and equipped with suitable 

frequency converter, the lifting system can accurately locate the lifting position. The lifting 

system is unmanned during normal operation, and governed by the computer control system of 

the garage to command the lifting operation. 

In order to ensure the safety, stability and reliability of operation, the power system is 

equipped with two groups of geared motors, each of which meets the rated load condition. The 

motor is connected to the sprocket shaft through the coupling. In normal operation, only one of 

the geared motors is connected, and the other one as a backup motor is temporarily not 

connected to the coupling. Once the running motor fails, the backup motor can be quickly 

connected for normal operation of the device. 

 

Figure 3: schematic diagram of garage lifting system 

3.3. Research on automatic charging technology 

The charging connector is composed of a male plug and a female plug. The male plug is 

integrated on the pallet, and the female plug is fixed on the traverse carrier. At the same time 

as the exchange of the pallets, the automatic connection of the male plug and the female plug 

is realized. When the male plug and the female plug are separated, the signal wire is 

disconnected ahead of the power contact to prevent the arc phenomenon of the charged gun. 

The multi-level positioning control technology which includes rough positioning by using 

pallet pins and precise positioning by using floating connector pins is adopted to ensure the safe 

and accurate docking of the charging connector. 
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Figure 4: charging connector schematic 

The intelligent charging control system is designed to monitor the bus charging state in 

real time. Data such as battery charging current, voltage, temperature, charging amount are 

monitored. The intelligent charging control system is linked to the alarm system of the garage. 

In case of any abnormality, the power supply will be cut off immediately and the alarm will be 

triggered. 

 
Figure 5: configuration of intelligent charging system 

 

4. Research on parking operation management system 

This paper studies the intelligent parking management platform, which carries out 

comprehensive operation management on parking, charging, maintenance, security, entry and 

exit management and equipment maintenance of the mechanical stereo bus station. Through 

the connection with the dispatching system of the station, the charging and departure sequence 

of electric buses can be reasonably arranged. 

 

4.1. Intelligent control system 

In addition to the parking equipment itself, the garage control management system also needs 

to collect data and signals from multiple sub-modules and sub-systems. In order to realize 

standardized data interface and standardized communication protocol, the system adopts edge 

gateway technology, and integrates and encapsulates communication protocol of intelligent 

equipment such as gateway, intelligent electricity meter, noise monitor, monitoring module, 
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charging pile module, garage PLC, etc. Parking space and task scheduling are planned and 

allocated according to the collected equipment signals, to realize intelligent control of the 

garage. 

In order to ensure the safety, stability and reliability of the garage management system, 

redundant ring network is built through four management switches. When the backbone 

network fails, another communication link can be started in a very short time, so that the 

reliability of network communication is greatly improved. In addition, each switch and 6-7 

device network nodes form a star network. When any network node has a communication 

failure, the system can quickly cut off the node to avoid the paralysis of the entire system 

network. 

 

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of a redundant ring network topology 

 

4.2. Operation system with information technology 

A remote diagnosis system based on VPN virtual private network is developed. By combining 

with technologies including intelligent image processing, internet of things, big data analysis 

and 5G network, the remote intelligent operation and maintenance and safety inspection of the 

stereo parking garage are realized. By using video, infrared, ultrasonic, photoelectric sensor 

equipment and other monitoring means, the safety of personnel and vehicles in the process of 

garage operation is ensured. 

 

 

Figure 7: intelligent parking management platform 
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This paper uses technologies of 5G and Internet of things to carry out parametric real-time 

monitoring of key parts of the garage, establish big data analysis model, and achieve predictive 

health management. Collection of on-site video data is realized through the HD camera 

deployed in the stereo parking garage. The edge gateway technology is used to collect the key 

parameters of the garage operation system and the sensor parameters deployed in the important 

equipment components. Through 5G high-speed network, the HD video of multi-channel 

camera on site and the key data of system equipment operation are transmitted to the parking 

management platform, to monitor the operation status of key equipment in the garage in real 

time and raise alarm for abnormal conditions. 

 

Figure 8: predictive management model of equipment health 

The equipment health predictive model is built by using the collected large amount of data 

combined with the operating mechanism of key equipment, to perform remote real-time 

maintenance on the operation and health status of the equipment. Intelligent image processing 

algorithms are used to intelligently identify and record alarm information for the scenes of 

“personnel mis-entry”, “edge protection”, “charging gun status” and “parking space monitoring” 

in the live video of the intelligent garage, so as to realize the remote intelligent security 

inspection of the intelligent garage. 

 

5. Research on prefabricated construction technology 

The new energy bus stereo garage adopts the green prefabricated steel structure system and the 

industrialized, integrated and modular construction mode to improve the rates of equipment 

component and prefabrication, and solve the problems of low integration and environment 

pollution during construction. The main steel members are manufactured by the first intelligent 

steel structure production line in China. Through parametric programming, the welding 

procedure is automatically generated. The welding operation is carried out by the robot to 

ensure the steel component fabrication and on-site installation accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 9: Intelligent manufacturing of steel structures 
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The materials used in the garage equipment are industrial manufactured products. The 

components are modularly manufactured in the factory assembly line. The utilization rate of 

raw materials entering the site is more than 95%. The connections in the main steel structure 

and mechanical structure are bolted connections, with the prefabrication rate of over 95%, 

improving the working efficiency by over 50%. Since all the components entering the site are 

completed in the factory, it is only necessary to assemble the components on site, and there is 

no need to carry out a large number of supporting mould and masonry operations. The error 

rate is small, the construction waste is greatly reduced, and the overall cost is low, realizing the 

real sustainable development. The equipment system effectively reduces the energy 

consumption level from the perspectives of design, green construction and operation. This 

equipment system effectively reduces the energy consumption level from the perspectives of 

design, green construction and operation. 

Through the systematic research on the stereo garage for new energy buses, we have 

conducted a prototype test in an experimental base of China Construction Steel Structure Corp. 

Ltd., which is in the city of Huizhou. The prototype covers an area of 200 square meters. It has 

4 floors above ground and can provide 6 bus parking spaces with automatic charging function. 

The average pick-up time is 139s per bus. Up to now, the prototype has been safely and stably 

operated for 300 days, with a cumulative 12,335 times of operation and 9 times of failures; the 

failure rate is 0.7‰. It is found that all the faults are caused by human factors, and the equipment 

has not failed. The prototype has passed the type test of China Heavy Machinery Association, 

has obtained the manufacturing license, and received the unanimous praise from all walks of 

life inside and outside the industry. 

 

Figure 10: Prototype of smart stereo garage for new energy buses 

The mechanical stereo garage solution for new energy buses studied in this paper has been 

successfully applied to the project of the bus terminal in Nanshan central district of Shenzhen. 

The project covers a total area of about 900m2, and uses 4 sets of vertical lifting towers, each 

has 9 floors and a height of 45.7m. On the first floor, there are 7 entrance and exit halls, 68 

mechanical parking spaces and 20 ground parking spaces with charging facilities. The land 

utilization rate is increased by more than 3 times. All mechanical parking spaces are 

automatically charged. 

This project is the first demonstration project of mechanical bus garage, also the first stereo 

bus garage constructed by EPC + Operation mode in China. It has significant effect in 
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promoting the application of the smart stereo garage for new energy buses in both China and 

the whole world.  

 
Figure 11: mechanical stereo bus garage in Nanshan central district of Shenzhen 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, a smart stereo garage solution integrating parking, charging and dispatching 

functions is proposed for new energy buses. It studies the mechanical parking equipment, 

automatic charging facilities and intelligent management platform, solves the stereo parking 

problem in bus stations with small area in the city centre, and alleviates the parking and 

charging problem of city buses. At the same time, the prefabricated green construction 

technology is adopted to increase the construction speed and reduce the environmental pollution 

in the urban central area during the construction and operation of the garage.  

This technology has been successfully applied to the first mechanical stereo garage 

demonstration project of new energy bus in China. It improves the development of urban new 

energy bus, reduces energy consumption and air pollution, promotes green travel, and alleviates 

traffic congestion. It provides a good foundation for urban green transportation and urban 

sustainable development and has good application prospects. 
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Abstract. Over the last few decades, Chinese cities have been experiencing 

rapid growth and obtained great achievements. However, the forest of modern 

high-rise dwellings weakens the social connections, invades and breaks the old 

town, forming a huge gap between urban life and traditional culture. The city 

dwellers have inevitably lost the beauty of pure life. In the future, with the 

likely slowdown of urban development and the aggravating trend of population 

aging, cities will eventually face the subject of returning to life. This paper 

innovatively proposes a modern low-rise energy-efficient house, which takes 

the bamboo box houses in the Lingnan region of China and narrow houses in 

Japan as the prototypes. The new type of narrow house offers a subtle blend of 

tradition and modern design concepts, emphasizing the idea of back to nature 

in busy cities. A new low impact development (LID) community scheme based 

on this project is proposed to explore the application of this project in high-

density cities in South China. Through four strategies, including comfort for 

residence, energy-saving, urban effect, and modular construction, we aim to 

create infinite possibilities in limited land space, draw the dwellers’ attention 

back to nature and life, and reconnect the lost emotional connectionsamong 

residents in high-rise apartments. The project introduced in this paper is 

designed andconstructedby a united team of South China University of 

Technology, Politecnico Di Torino, and China Construction Steel Structure 

Corp.Ltd.  
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Key Words: Energy efficient house, high density cities, low impact 

development, narrow houses, urban dwellings, eco-community 

1.  Introduction 

China has been experiencing rapid economic growth and fleeting progress of urbanization over 

the last decades. Now in 2019, more than half of China’s 1.3 billion population (690 million 

people) are living in cities [1][2]. However, with rapid urban renewal and the pursuit of modernity, 

the limited housing for migrants is under threat. Migrant enclaves are being demolished or 

redeveloped, with basements evacuated and old neighborhoods gentrified. An unprecedented 

challenge facing the cities’ managers is finding a balance between improving the current poor 

living environment and sheltering the massive numbers of migrants currently in cities, as well 

as those who will arrive in the coming years [3][4]. 

One problem often discussed by architects is that China’s residential buildings share the 

same characters. They are fixed in form all over the country without proper consideration of 

climate, regional culture, and social development. In South China, which is a hot humid region, 

modern residential buildings almost copied those in the temperate climatic region. Their 

ignorance of natural ventilation and addiction to air-conditioning system results in high energy 

consumption. The forest of modern high-rise dwellings weakens the social connections, invades 

and breaks the old town, forming a huge gap between urban life and traditional culture [5]. 

 This paper seeks to remedy these problems by putting forward a low-rise housing form 

that is energy efficient and applicable for high population density cities, hoping to combine 

modern and traditional culture and to lead dwellers to retrieve the nature of urban life. The 

project introduced in this paper is not a pure idea but also has been constructed during SDC2018 

competition, and eventually won the first prize. 

 

2.  Architecture Design 

2.1.  Prototype and redesign 

We started with traditional Narrow House, also known as Row House or Long House, as the 

prototype. Bamboo box houses in south China (Figure 1) and row houses in Japan are the 

inspiration for this project. The Lingnan bamboo box house discussed in this paper refers to 

one of the many kinds of row-house in the historical district in south China. It’s well known for 

the harmony with the local subtropical climate [6]. 

 

Figure 1:BambooBoxHouseinGuangzhou 

 In recent decades, many architects have carried out their work with the prototype of narrow 

house., One of the most famous architectures is Azuma House (Figure 2) by Tadao Ando [8].By 

learning their architectural philosophy, especially the way they deal with ventilation and 

lighting, the basic form of this project is designed (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2: Azuma House Figure 3: Redesigned narrow house 

  

2.2.  Lighting and ventilation strategy. 

The typical traditional narrow house has no side windows. The lighting and ventilation 

requirements of such a narrow house cannot be met by merely the elevation windows in the 

north and south faces. Researches on Lingnan bamboo box house [6][7][10] and narrow house in 

Japan [9] show that interior patio plays a significant role in lighting, and that with the patio-hall-

gallery spatial organization, wind pressure ventilation under steady wind condition and thermal 

pressure ventilation under static breeze condition can be utilized. However, the lack of light is 

still one of the most concerns in deep narrow houses. So, the redesign strategy, which aims to 

strengthen the advantage of ventilation and to improve the lack of lighting, takes both patios’ 

distribution and indoor space layout into consideration. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4: (a)Typical traditional narrow house plan 

(b)Redesigned plan with multi patios 

In this project, the number of patios is increased to be three (one large central patio and 

two mall patios) to provide even and liberal daylight illumination, thus minimizing the lighting 

power costs. The design of multi patios also helps to achieve multipath nature ventilation. 

  

Figure 5: Distribution of patios Figure 6: Nature ventilation path 

Although elevation windows do not play as important a role in lighting as patios do, efforts 

are made to achieve the best performance. At the north face, the area of the window is decreased 

to reduce energy consumption in winter. At the south face, the living room is moved inward to 

avoid the direct sunlight. Ecotect is applied to assist in daylighting design. 
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Figure 7: Yearly sun path and daylight factor 

geographical location : 

longitude（116.29E）latitude（37.45N） 

Figure 8: Daylighting 

simulation of different plans 

 

Meanwhile, by taking advantage of the excellent lighting and ventilation performance of 

patio area, an indoor ecosystem is designed. Plants are Fish and plants form a symbiosis circle. 

 

2.3.  Integrated design 

Integrated architecture design is an increasingly popular concept in recent years [11]. 

Unfortunately, few attempts have actually been made. The market tends to treat integrated 

design as a pure concept. We implemented integrated design in this small house project, 

attempting to merge the separated architecture design processes such as conceptual scheme 

design, structural design, construction methods, energy performance, and cost.  

The basic form is decided by site, regional cultural, impacts on urban planning, the effect 

on heat loss, and the way it would be built. 

 

Figure 9: Integrated design patterns 

2.4.  Modules design 

We seek to formulate a standardized modulus that can provide maximized flexibility for the 

prefabrication of building contents. Three significant terms are considered. The first is the 

standard dimensions that residential building contents used, which, according to related 

standards in China, are determined as 1200mm*2400mm. The second is to coordinate with 

structure dimensions. Since the house used steel structure as framework, it can be customized. 

The third is to fit with human body measures in life scenarios. As a result, 150mm is identified 

as length of the basic module. 
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Figure 10: Structure framework dimensions 

In order to increase the interior space utilization and simplify installation, most of the  

furniture is designed strictly at the module of 150mm. The customized furniture is also  

mutable to different use scenes. 

Layouts are controlled by a strict modulus, which aims to provide maximized freedom for  

interior design and convenience for prefabrication. 

 

3.  Practice 

In 2018, we implemented this project with the opportunity of participating in Solar Decathlon 

Competition 2018. This competition is sponsored and held by the America Department of 

Energy, which is an international competition combined application of solar energy, energy-

saving and emission-reduction with building design. 

This project finally achieved the first place in the competition through ten comprehensive 

scores including architectural design, market potential, engineering design, publicity and 

promotion, innovation, comfort level, household appliances, living, electric commuting, and 

energy performance. This section will introduce the technical application in this project in detail. 

 

3.1.  Structural Design 

At present, the evaluation of building economy is extending from direct cost or one-time cost 

to the entire life cycle of the building. Therefore, steel, because of its advantages including 

excellent structural performance, feasibility of factory prefabrication and site erection, high 

Recycling Rate, and in line with national strategic direction, has been selected as main structural 

material. At the same time, in order to simplify the site erection work to the greatest extent, we 

innovatively introduced a three-dimensional modular structure system which is rarely used in 

China. The main feature of the system is that the building is disassembled into factory 

prefabricated unit modules, and only the foundation and module assembly work needs to be 

done on site. This concept was proposed as early as the 1950s and has now been applied in 

more than 30 countries around the world [12]. The maximal construction efficiency and the 

minimal construction impact of the system are highly consistent with the original intention of 

this project. 

Module Type  Dimensions

（length*width*height） 

number 

Module type 1 3000*4820*3000 8 

Module type 2 1660*6000*3000 2 

Module type 3 3150*6000*3000 2 

Table1:Distribution of module dimensions 

As shown in Figure X, the whole building is divided into 12 steel frame boxes. The box 
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body is a steel structure frame, the beam column adopts a box section, and the solar panels are 

erected on the top box bodies with steel brackets. 

 

Figure11:3D modular structure system 

3.2.  Enclosure System Design 

The thermal bridge is a major disadvantage of steel structure and a key factor to consider in our 

design of the enclosure system. All the steel members have been wrapped and isolated, and the 

schematic diagram is shown in figure x. Thus the heat exchange is greatly reduced. 

   

Auxiliary cushion block is 

added to the floor 

Paste aerogel blankets to 

inner and outer sides of all 

structures 

Cover OSB to the outer of the 

structure 

Table 2:Thermal bridge breaking treatment of steel structure  

Considering the comprehensive cost and feasibility, phenolic insulation board and VIP 

vacuum insulation board are used as the thermal insulation materials of the enclosure structure. 

This combination can guarantee the thermal performance and meanwhile reduce the economic 

cost of the enclosure system with equivalent effect. 

 OSB panel VIP panel PU 
Phenolic resin 

insulation panel 

Thickness 

m 
0.012 0.01 0.005 0.2 

Thermal conductivity 

W/(m·K) 
0.013 0.025 0.025 0.035 

Thermal resistance 

W/(㎡·K) 
0.092 4 0.2 5.714 

Table 3: Thermal parameters of enclosure materials 
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On both sides of the thermal insulation material and the steel structure, we use the Olson 

board for enclosing. On the one hand, the price of the Olson board is moderate, which can 

effectively offset the overall cost of the enclosure structure. On the other hand, the Olson board 

is suitable as a base wall sealing board for convenient construction, high material strength and 

certain waterproof function. At the same time, we lay vapor barrier membrane and waterproof 

and breathable membrane on both inner and outer sides respectively. Through the full coverage 

of Olson board and functional membrane paper, there is no weak link at the nodes after the 

assembly of the twelve modules. 

The final overall thermal resistance value of the enclosure structure is 10.298 w / (㎡ · K), 

and the heat transfer coefficient is k = 0.097 w / (㎡ · K). The German passive house EnerPHit 

certification requires K (U) value ≤ 0.15, so the performance of the enclosure structure is better 

than the German passive house's requirements. 

 

3.3.  Energy efficiency system design 

Although the optimized scheme for traditional building prototype redesign has good passive 

energy-saving performance, we still need to consider issues such as extreme temperature and 

air pollution in modern urban life. Therefore, active energy saving systems are necessary. The 

active energy-saving system of this project mainly includes double-sided photovoltaic modules, 

floor heating systems, fresh air systems, water systems, etc. Its core function is to take solar 

energy as the main energy source, realize energy distribution in different indoor spaces through 

water and air, and realize the recycling of water resources through secondary treatment. 

3.3.1.  Photovoltaic power generation. We put the double-sided photovoltaic modules on the 

roof. On the one hand, it makes effective use of the roof space, on the other hand, it can 

coordinate with the original building structure and play more roles. The double-sided 

photovoltaic modules are combined with the building canopy. The 1° inclination angle on both 

sides ensures the drainage gradient of the module. The middle component and the roof structure 

form a double-layer roof, which is more effective in reducing the heat gain of the building. At 

the same time, the 10° inclination arrangement increases the power generation gain from the 

backside of the module. The total installed power of the photovoltaic system used in the project 

is about 10.875Kwp. Single crystal silicon double-sided photovoltaic modules are used to 

intervene in the public grid through a 12KW grid connected inverter, mainly to provide energy 

for building lighting, air conditioning equipment, landscape power, other electrical appliances 

and electric vehicles. 

 

Figure 12: PV modules    Figure 13: Annual energy balance 

3.3.2.  Photovoltaic power generation. In addition to the indoor air exchange in the patios of 

the narrow houses, the fresh air system can also be used as a functional supplement. The fresh 
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air system pipeline is laid in the integrated wall, and its equipment is centrally arranged in the 

only suspended ceiling of the whole service space. Under the premise of not affecting the indoor 

space, the functional full coverage is achieved. The fresh air system has an air exchange rate of 

350m3/h, a rated power consumption of 217W, and a size of 823*1090*280mm. 

3.3.3.  Water system. According to the difficulty extent of sewage treatment, three kinds of 

water treatment schemes are set for the building: household treatment and use for rainwater and 

air conditioning condensate; community reclaimed water treatment and reuse for grey water 

such as shower drainage, toilet drainage, laundry drainage and kitchen drainage; black water 

such as fecal sewage, etc. are discharged into the municipal sewage pipeline. The overall water 

system design provides a reserved interface for low-impact development of urban communities. 

 

3.4.  Site construction 

The advantage of using the stacked box system is that it can transfer most of the work such as 

mechanical and electrical pipelines, equipment, decoration, etc. to the factory for completion. 

Therefore, each module of the project is completed to the inner and outer finishing layers, and 

the pipeline interface is reserved. After being transported to the site, the joints are assembled 

uniformly. 

 

 

Figure 14: Construction process 

  

Figure 15: Top view of site hoisting Figure 16: Completion of module hoisting 

The site erection work takesonly48 hours, while a similar traditional structure house may 

take nearly a month. However, some problems are found in the construction process. Due to 

the constraints of transportation requirement, the size of modules is limited. At the same time, 

from factory to site, modules need to undergo several or even tens of times of hoisting, this is 

likely to cause damage to the outer enclosure and interior decoration layers. In fact, several 
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problems are encountered during this practice, for example, some floor concrete is broken, most 

of the waterproof and breathable membrane at the joints between modules is damaged, the 

interface of embedded ground heating pipeline needs to be adjusted on site. 

  

Figure 17: Floor concrete broken Figure 18: On site adjustment of pipeline  

3.5.  Measured data 

From August 2 to 15, 2018, we carried out continuous inspection on the project at the 

competition site. During the inspection period, the activities related to the event were carried 

out as usual. The specific data are as follows. The average outdoor temperature is 35 ℃ - 26 ℃, 

while the indoor temperature of the long house is kept at about 26 ℃ under the condition of 

natural ventilation; the humidity measurement is controlled at 40% - 60%, while during most 

of the using period the relative humidity of is 50%; the concentration of CO2 is always 

controlled between 600-1200ppm, keeping relatively fresh indoor air; the PM2.5 measurement 

distribution value is 0-50 μg / m3. 

 
Figure 19: Temperature measurement 

 

Figure 20: Humidity measurement 

 

 
Figure 21: CO2 measurement 
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Figure 22: PM2.5 measurement 

While meeting the power supply of all household appliances, equipment tools and electric 

vehicles during the competition week, we measured the energy balance of this project and the 

photovoltaic power generation capacity. During the competition period, the energy output is 

634.44kwh, which is greater than the total energy consumption of 529.25kwh. The specific data 

are as follows: 

 

Figure 23: Actual measurement of energy performance data 

 

4.  Community design 

4.1.  Conceptual design 

Contemporary community design is characterized by a growing awareness of its inherent 

complexities. Instead of being apprehended visually, the complexities of a community might 

be more productively understood in terms of potential effects. The traditional pattern of 

community design only emphasizes society and economy, whereas the ecological environment 

is getting increasing attention with the trend of sustainable development. Modern community 

puts forward new requirements for design. 

Narrow house can be found all over the world. History proves that it is an efficient 

dwelling form for cities. However, it has nearly vanished in China. This project is not merely 

promoted as a single energy-saving house, we regard it as a solution to the growing demand of 

urban renewal, especially in south China. It aims to fix the old city and maintain the eco-system, 

by the approach of building up a high-efficiency energy community in the old town. 

We applied the project to an actual old community in Guangzhou. An eco-community is 

designed based on this new type of narrow house. 

 

Figure 21: Conceptual scheme 
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As mentioned above, a single narrow house is a high-efficiency energy cell. A row of 

narrow houses can compose an eco-system in the scale of community. The new narrow house 

can realize a range of urban functions such as living, commercial, and working. It helps achieve 

high-efficiently use of urban land, active multiply community functions and open the 

neighborhoods which have long been closed in high-rise residential towers, with groups of these 

low-rise housing units. 

 

Figure 22: Low-rise dwellings retrieve neighborhoods 

4.2.  Low Impact Development 

The Low Impact Development (LID) is a site design strategy that uses natural and engineered 

infiltration and storage techniques to control storm water where it is generated [13]. The function 

realization of storm water management in the project is to attach single unit to the entire 

community system. The single house is mainly responsible for rainwater collection and simple 

treatment, while sewage disposal and storage rely on the community. LID approach is discussed 

in this project but is not studied in depth. The intention is to explore the potential and to prove 

the possibility in urban planning. 

 

Figure 23: Low Impact Development Design 

4.3.  Economic evaluation 

In order to evaluate the economic performance, we put forward a high-density scheme on a 

block of 185m*185m as an example. The main roads are 35meters wide, the secondary roads 

are 25 meters wide, the brunch is 12meters wide, and the roads in living area are 4 meters 

wide. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 24: (a)New narrow house; (b)Traditional townhouse 

Thevolumeratiocanbe increased from 1.56 to 2.08. The results are listed in table 4 

 New narrow house Traditional townhouse 

Buildings 156 123 

Area per building(m2) 436.8 327.6 

Dwelling area(m2) 68140.8 40294.8 

Public service area(m2) 7274 

Floor area(m2) 75414.8 47568.8 

Land area(m2) 30417.2 

Volume ratio 2.08 1.56 

Table 4: Thevolumeratio comparision 

Ideally, 3,077.674kW·h electric power can be centrally stored in the community, which 

might supply the public services like illumination and traffic. 

(Guangzhou District) New narrow house 
Traditional townhouse 

 

Daily energy consumption/building(kW·h) 27.64 35.69 

Annul energy consumption/building(kW·h) 10,085.32 13,051.58 

Daily energy consumption(kW·h) 4,311.84 4,389.87 

Annul energy consumption/(kW·h) 1,573,309.92 1,605,344.34 

Annul solar panel power generation/building 

(kW·h) 
29,813.2 0 

Annul power supply reduced(kW·h) 4,650,984 0 

Table 5: Utilization efficiency of solar energy 

5.  Conclusion 

In this project, we put architecture, construction, energy, environment and community planning 

at the same level for overall consideration, and with the opportunity of SDC competition, the 

feasibility of the solution has been verified. This experience makes us realize that the traditional 

linear architectural design pattern can hardly meet the requirements of the new generation of 

sustainable urban design. Various factors have mutual constraints in the early stage of the 

project, and the integrated design pattern is becoming a new topic for the transformation and 

development of the construction industry. At the same time, in this practice architects bear more 

pressure and challenge than in traditional projects. The boundaries between disciplines are 

becoming blurred, and architects need to review architectural design out of the architecture 

itself. 
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Abstract. In hot summer and warm winter area, the climate is hot in summer and warm 

in winter, and the humidity is relatively high all year round. People living here are 

affected by wet poison all year round, and things are easy to become mildew and breed 

bacteria, which poses a great threat to human health. Natural ventilation can promote 

air circulation, prevent moisture deposition, keep air fresh and dry, reduce the incidence 

of rheumatism, bronchitis and skin diseases, and improve human health and comfort. 

Taking a residential project in Shenzhen as an example, this paper explores how natural 

ventilation can maximize human health and comfort through software simulation. 

 

Key Words: Natural ventilation; Human health; comfort. 

 

1.  Brief introduction 

Building energy saving has been deeply rooted in people's hearts after years of practice and the 

supervision of national regulations. With the improvement of people's living quality, the 

influence of natural ventilation on indoor human health and comfort has been paid more and 

more attention. This paper focuses on the influence of natural ventilation on human health and 

comfort. Literature review at home and abroad are analyzed firstly. Then natural ventilation 

simulation of a real housing type in Shenzhen was carried out by means of simulation. By 

analyzing the different opening rate and the open position, we find out the effects that the 

residential indoor natural ventilation has on human health and comfort in hot summer and warm 

winter area. Finally, we put forward some suggestions for further research. 

 

2.  Overview at home and abroad 

2.1.  Natural ventilation and human health 
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2.1.1.  Foreign research. Abroad, Spencer M Dutton, compares workers in naturally 

ventilated offices with those in conventional air-conditioned offices with sealed Windows and 

particulate filters by means of simulation and field testing, taking four naturally ventilated 

office buildings in California as example. Differences in the number of cases of several health 

outcomes were predicted and the costs associated with each health outcome were calculated 

based on differences in ozone and PM2.5 exposure. Researches show that limiting open 

Windows can mitigate some of the health incremental costs associated with exposure to 

pollutants caused by natural ventilation in high pollution weather conditions[1]. 

O·Seppänen and W·J·Fisk Summarize the current knowledge about the types of 

ventilation systems in office buildings with symptoms of sick building syndrome (SBS) and 

discusses potential explanations for the associations. The study found that compared with 

natural ventilation, air conditioning with or without humidification is consistently associated 

with a significant increase in the prevalence of one or more SBS symptoms, which was 

generally 30-200% higher in air-conditioned buildings[2]. 

C·Heracleous and A·Machiael conduct field surveys of air quality, thermal comfort and 

natural ventilation in typical educational buildings in Cyprus during the coldest winter months, 

and analyses monitoring data. Studies show that the CO2 concentration of a typical education 

building in Cyprus is much higher than the limit of the standard definition during heating, which 

indicates the need for frequent ventilation in winter. At the same time, during the 20-minute 

break, the strategy of cross ventilation could reduce CO2 concentration from 3000ppm to 

530ppm—82% reduction[3]. 

Jianli Chen and Gail S·Brager et al. study the effects of three major outdoor air pollutants 

—PM2.5, PM10, and ozone—on natural ventilation use in 12 major U.S. cities and their 

corresponding climate zones, using outdoor air pollutant records from the U.S. environmental 

protection agency. Study discovers, outdoor pollution is more serious, natural ventilated drop 

amplitude is bigger, which shows that when the outdoor air is polluted seriously, it is not 

suitable to open windows[4]. 

Ricardo M·S·F·Almeida and Manuel Pinto et al. firstly summarize the causal relationship 

between poor indoor air quality and poor academic performance of students and even high 

incidence of respiratory diseases in children. Then through the analysis of the case, it is found 

that the concentration of CO2 and other pollutants increase rapidly during the use of the 

classroom due to the increase of students, far exceeding the allowable limit of the classroom. 

In the end, the conclusion, which is very important for the health of residents, is drawn that the 

indoor environmental quality problem in the educational space cannot be solved through 

unorganized natural ventilation. Therefore, organized ventilation system is necessary, which 

can supplement or replace the ventilation realized through regular window opening[5]. 

2.1.2.  Domestic research. At home, Junli Zhong and Yijun Zeng put forward four measures 

after studying some problems of indoor food market and its harm to health, which can provide 

the theoretical basis for the next transformation design[6].Pu Liu,Yanyan Chi and Chunhua 

Zhang analyze The factors that affect the health of workers in the environment with restricted 

ventilation and developed natural ventilation equipment. The characteristic of the equipment 

is to measure the indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity, automatically compensate 

and correct the whole system, and automatically prompt ventilation or no ventilation 

conditions[ 7 ].Chunxue Liu calculates the basic indoor environment data of residential 
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buildings in xi 'an and Lanzhou area through the household measurement and the form of 

questionnaire survey, then analyses the harm of indoor air pollutants to human health and put 

forward some control measures such as ventilation. According to the change of pollutant with 

season, different control strategies are proposed. For example, when the outdoor air is good 

in spring, summer and autumn, natural ventilation can be used to maintain the indoor 

environment[8]. 

By testing several wards with the same area and the same number of patients in each ward 

before and after ventilation, Xueyan Chai and Dan Fan find that the number of bacteria and 

relative humidity in the air in the ventilated ward are improved compared with that in the 

ventilated ward before ventilation[9].Xiuqin Zhi et al. select 4 general respiratory wards with 

uniform specifications, with 3 patients in each ward, and conduct a comparative experiment 

with random sampling test and 30 minutes of window-opening ventilation. The study finds that 

only 18 percent of the air sampled at random passes muster, when the air qualification rate 

reaches 90% after 30 minutes of ventilation[10]. 

Ping Zheng uses software to simulate and analyses the indoor air distribution under natural 

ventilation and the indoor temperature field under several working conditions according to the 

demonstration building studied and carries out experimental research on the room of the target 

building in the transition season when natural ventilation is more suitable. It is found that 

strengthening indoor ventilation and diluting indoor air pollutant concentration with outdoor 

fresh air is one of the most convenient and effective ways to improve indoor air quality. 

Ventilation can reduce the concentration of indoor pollutants in a very short time, and the main 

factors affecting the concentration of indoor pollutants are ventilation and indoor temperature 

and humidity. Under the weather conditions of high temperature, high humidity and small 

ventilation volume, natural ventilation cannot improve the indoor air quality well[11]. 

 

2.2.  Natural ventilation and comfort 

2.2.1.  Foreign research. M·Haase and A·Amato find that natural ventilation has the strongest 

improvement in comfort in temperate zone and tropical zone, but has the lowest improvement 

in comfort in subtropical zone, especially in the hottest period of summer through the 

computer simulation of buildings in different climate zones, then they propose two strategies 

to enhance natural ventilation, namely double wall and ventilation shaft[ 12 ]. Pimolsiri 

Prajongsan and Steve Sharples’s study shows that the ventilation shaft is an effective wind-

induced ventilation system, which can improve the thermal comfort of single-side residential 

units after indoor air speed and thermal comfort time in 12 different wind conditions in 

reference room and test room were studied through Energy plus and Design Builder 

simulation software[13]. Fatemeh Jomehzadeh and Payam Nejat find that wind traps generally 

provide satisfactory indoor air quality after they compare the advantages and limitations of 

the experimental method with the computer simulation method in evaluating indoor air quality 

and comfort[14]. 

Jie Han and Wei Yang et al find that at the same working temperature, the average thermal 

vote of rural residents was 0.4 higher than that of urban areas after they conduct field 

investigation on 28 naturally ventilated urban houses and 30 naturally ventilated rural houses 

in Hunan province in winter[ 15 ].Madhavi Indraganti find that at the most comfortable 

temperatures, windows had the highest proportion of openings, but the lack of privacy and 
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security also affect the use of natural ventilation openings after he studies the use of 

environmental controls in India and the comfort of 113 occupants of 45 apartments in five 

apartment buildings[16].Kindah Mousli and Giovanni Semprini find that internal courtyards, 

traditional building structures and materials, shaded areas, trees and pools, window areas and 

sizes, especially chimney effects and drafts, all improved human comfort ,by conducting field 

tests of the microclimate in the interior and exterior courtyards of Damascus buildings[17]. 

Richard Aynsley find that indoor thermal comfort could be achieved more frequently 

through natural ventilation during the day than at night by comparing the potential for natural 

ventilation with the air flow needed to restore indoor thermal comfort[18].Wahyu Sujatmiko and 

Hermawan K.Dipojono et al carry out field tests on two ancestral homes in Bandung and three 

in Jakarta and study the performance of natural ventilation and indoor air temperature and its 

thermal comfort through adaptive methods[19].Shilei Lu and Hongwei Xia et al find that tourists 

are more sensitive to wind speed and temperature than local residents, and that women are more 

sensitive than men after they survey 10 luxury semi-open halls in the Sanya area[20]. 

2.2.2.  Domestic research. Xiaoyun Zhang,Jun Lu and Bingbing Wang finally find that the 

ventilation path had no significant effect on the indoor air freshness, but its location directly 

affected the indoor wind environment and the comfort of the space after they compare indoor 

wind conditions and thermal comfort under different ventilation paths by using Airpak 

software to simulate ventilation paths in individual spaces[21].Fengying Yan and Long Wang 

simulate thermal comfort with natural ventilation, finding that PMV value and wind speed 

show the same change rule when indoor temperature, relative humidity and other conditions 

remain unchanged, and that human body is most satisfied with the wind speed of 

0.3hz[22].Liang Wang and Tongyun Zhou et al study the upper limit of temperature and the 

applicable range of air velocity and window opening under the coupling conditions of 

different temperature, different air inlet wind speed and different window opening by 

modeling natural ventilation in the room. The result shows that the indoor thermal comfort 

will deteriorate obviously with the increase of the outdoor temperature. When the temperature 

reaches 28.5℃, it exceeds the recommended value of the national thermal comfort index. 

Among all factors, the influence of wind speed and temperature on indoor thermal comfort is 

relatively light, and the influence of the outside window opening is the biggest.20% is the 

lower limit of the opening degree of the outer window, and the indoor thermal comfort is 

enhanced with the increase of the opening degree[23]. 

Zhikun Zhang chooses an 11-story house for her study, calculates and analyses the 

monthly and year-round thermal comfort of seven typical rooms with different orientations on 

the building's standard floor in a naturally ventilated environment, comprehensively and 

systematically studies the effect of external walls, external windows, external sunshade, room 

orientation and other factors on improving indoor thermal comfort under natural ventilation and 

relevant laws, finally he suggests measures to improve indoor thermal comfort[24].Yuan Chang, 

Zeqin Liu and Chenxiao Zheng use numerical simulation method to study the indoor 

temperature field and velocity field of natural displacement ventilation, natural layered 

ventilation and natural roof ventilation, finding that  the vertical temperature difference 

between human head and ankle is less than 5℃ in the three natural ventilation methods, which 

can meet the requirements of human thermal comfort for vertical temperature difference[25]. 
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3.  Research method 

3.1.  Simulation method 

3.1.1. Software introduction. SWELL ventilation software 2019 is a software developed by 

SWELL technology co., LTD., which is specially designed to simulate and analyze indoor and 

outdoor ventilation of green buildings. Software construction bases on AutoCAD platform, 

integrates modeling, grid division, smooth analysis and results browsing and other functions 

into one, presenting the intricacies of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in easy-to-use 

visualizations. 

3.1.2. Turbulence model. The turbulence model reflects the state of fluid flow. In numerical 

simulation of fluid dynamics, appropriate turbulence models should be selected for different 

fluid flows to maximize the actual flow field values. 

Vent2020 is calculated based on the Standard—model recommended by《The Technical 

Specifications for Green Building Evaluation》.Table 3.1 shows the applicability of turbulence 

models commonly seen in several engineering fluids: 

Table 3.1 The scope of application of commonly used turbulence models 

Common turbulence model Features and applicable working conditions 

Standard κ‐εmodel 

Simple industrial flow field and heat exchange 

simulation, no large pressure gradient, separation, strong 

curvature flow, suitable for initial parameter research 

RNG κ‐εmodel 

Suitable for complex shear flow including rapid strain, 

medium vortex flow, local transition flow such as 

boundary layer separation, blunt body wake vortex, large 

Angle stall, room ventilation and outdoor air flow 

Realizable κ‐εmodel 
Rotating flow, boundary layer flow with strong adverse 

pressure gradient, flow separation and secondary flow  

3.1.3. Mathematic model. CFD method is to establish the mathematical control equations of 

mass conservation, momentum conservation and fluid energy conservation. The general form 

is as follows: 
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3.1.4. Algorithm introduction. At present, CFD calculation methods mainly use finite difference 

method and finite volume method. Generally speaking, the mathematical properties and 

expressions of the two are the same, but the physical meanings are different. The finite 

difference is based on the concept of differentiation, while the finite volume is based on the 

principle of physical conservation. 
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3.2.  Contrast induction 

3.2.1. Mathematic model. We take the A, B and C of a housing project in Shenzhen as the 

research object, compare the changes of the mean age of air(MAA) and the predicted mean 

vote(PMV) and the predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD)in different opening sizes and 

positions of the same house type with all other things being equal. 

3.2.2. Housing type. The three apartment types all belong to the type of two bedrooms, two 

living rooms, one kitchen and one bathroom. The specific apartment type is as follows: 
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Figure 3.1  A house type 
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Figure 3.2  B house type 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3  C house type 

 

4.  Simulation and results 

4.1.  Simulated conditions 

It is proposed to simulate the indoor thermal and wet environment with natural ventilation in 

summer under the condition of 25%, 50% and 100% of the opening rates of the outer Windows 

of three house types A, B and C. Indoor ventilation effect and human comfort are measured by 

the mean age of air(MAA) and the predicted mean vote(PMV) and the predicted percentage of 

dissatisfied(PPD). 

 

4.2.  Boundary conditions 
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Since the simulated condition in this paper is summer, the boundary conditions are set 

according to the meteorological parameters of Shenzhen in summer. See table 4.1 below: 

Table 4.1  Simulation boundary conditions 

Dominant wind direction in summer EES（southeast by east） 

Summer mean wind speed（m/s） 3 3 

Outdoortemperature（℃） 30 

The human body metabolism（met） 1 

Externalwork（met） 0 

Clothing thermal resistance（clo） 0 7 

Relative humidity（%） 50 

4.3.  Simulation results of different opening rates 

4.3.1.  The mean air age of each household type 

4.3.1.1. The mean age of air (MAA) of different opening rates in A house type 

 

Figure4.1 Opening rate 25%  Figure4.2 Opening rate 50%  Figure4.3 Opening rate 100% 

4.3.1.2. The mean age of air(MAA) of different opening rates in B house type 

 

Figure4.4 Opening rate 25%  Figure4.5 Opening rate 50%  Figure4.6 Opening rate 100% 

4.3.1.3. The mean age of air(MAA) of different opening rates in C house type 

 
Figure4.7 Opening rate 25%  Figure4.8 Opening rate 50%  Figure4.9 Opening rate 100% 

Table 4.2  The maximum MAA of different opening rates for different house types 
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House types 

Opening rates（%） 

25% 50% 100% 

A 81 7 64 3 47 6 

B 77 9 47 2 36 4 

C 590 298 181 

It can be seen from the simulation results of three different house types that, with the 

increase of the opening ratio, the maximum value of the mean age of air(MAA) decreases, and 

the area of the smaller value increases. This shows that with the increase of opening proportion, 

the mean age of air (MAA) decreases and the air exchange efficiency increases, which can 

increase the number of indoor ventilation. 

4.3.2.  The predicted mean thermal sensation index (PMV) of each household type 

4.3.2.1. The predicted mean vote(PMV) of different opening rates in A house type 

 

Figure4.10 Opening rate 25% Figure4.11 Opening rate 50% Figure4.12 Opening rate 100% 

4.3.2.2. The predicted mean vote(PMV) of different opening rates in B house type 

 

Figure4.13 Opening rate 25% Figure4.14 Opening rate 50% Figure4.15 Opening rate 100% 

4.3.2.3. The predicted mean vote(PMV) of different opening rates in C house type 

 
Figure4.16 Opening rate 25% Figure4.17 Opening rate 50% Figure4.18 Opening rate 100% 

Table 4.3  Proportion of PMV values between -1 and +1 (%) 
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House types 

Opening rates（%） 

25% 50% 100% 

A 90 93 92 

B 87 88 80 

C 99 100 99 

It can be seen from the simulation results of three different house types that when the 

predicted mean vote(PMV) is at 50% of the opening rate, the area between -1 and 1 of the value 

of PMV is the largest, and the building area between -1 and 1 of 25% and 100% of the opening 

rate is relatively smaller than 50%.This indicates that the thermal comfort of human body is 

better when the opening rate is 50% than when the opening rate is 25% and 100%. 

4.3.3.  The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of each household type 

4.3.3.1. The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of different opening rates in A house 

type 

 

Figure4.19 Opening rate 25% Figure4.20 Opening rate 50% Figure4.21 Opening rate 100% 

4.3.3.2. The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of different opening rates in B house 

type 

 

Figure4.22 Opening rate 25% Figure4.23 Opening rate 50% Figure4.24 Opening rate 100% 

4.3.3.3. The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of different opening rates in C house 

type 
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Figure4.25 Opening rate 25% Figure4.26 Opening rate 50% Figure4.27 Opening rate 100% 



Table 4.3  Proportion of PPD values less than 25%(%)  

House type 

Opening rates（%） 
25% 50% 100% 

A 78 65 54 

B 68 65 59 

C 100 100 99 

According to the simulation results of three different house types,the larger the hole-

opening rate is,the smaller the proportion ofthe predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) below 

25%.This indicates that dissatisfaction increases with the increase of opening rate. 

 

4.4.  Simulation results of different opening positions 

4.4.1.  The mean age of air(MAA) of each household type 

4.4.1.1. The mean age of air(MAA) of different opening positions in A house type 

 

Figure 4.28  Center layout          Figure 4.29  Lateral layout 

4.4.1.2. The mean age of air(MAA) of different opening positions in B house type 

 

Figure 4.30  Center layout          Figure 4.31  Lateral layout 
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Figure 4.32  Center layout          Figure 4.33  Lateral layout 

Table 4.5  Maximum MAA of different house type sat 100% opening rate 

House type 

Layout 
Center layout Lateral layout Difference 

A 47 6 44 6 -3 

B 36 4 37 0 6 

C 181 188 +7 

4.4.2.  The predicted mean vote(PMV) of each household type 

4.4.2.1. The predicted mean vote(PMV) of different opening positions in A house type 

 

Figure 4.34  Center layout          Figure 4.35  Lateral layout 

4.4.2.2. The predicted mean vote(PMV) of different opening positions in B house type 

 

Figure 4.36  Center layout        Figure 4.37  Lateral layout 
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4.4.1.3. The mean age of air(MAA) of different opening positions in C house type 



 

Figure 4.38  Center layout          Figure 4.39  Lateral layout 

Table 4.6  Proportion of PMV values between -1 and +1 at 100% opening rate(%) 

House type 

Layout 
Center layout Lateral layout Difference 

A 92 94 +2 

B 80 50 -30 

C 99 100 +1 

4.4.3.  The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of each household type 

4.4.3.1. The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of different openingpositions in A house 

type 

 

Figure 4.40  Center layout          Figure 4.41  Lateral layout 

4.4.3.2. The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of different opening positionsin B house 

type 

 

Figure 4.42  Center layout          Figure 4.43  Lateral layout 
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4.4.2.3. The predicted mean vote(PMV) of different opening positions in C house type 



4.4.3.3. The predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD) of different opening positionsin C house 

type 

 

Figure 4.44  Center layout          Figure 4.45  Lateral layout 

Table 4.7 Proportion of PMV values less than 25%at 100% opening rate(%) 

House type 

Layout 
Center layout Lateral layout Difference 

A 64 69 +5 

B 59 56 -3 

C 99 100 +1 

By adjusting different opening positions of three house types, the simulation results show 

that opening positions have little influence on the mean age of air(MAA) and the predicted 

mean vote(PMV) and the predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD). 

 

5.  Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1.  Conclusions 

Through the analysis of the domestic and foreign literature on the impact of natural ventilation 

on human health and the impact of natural ventilation on residential comfort, it can be 

preliminarily known that the impact of natural ventilation on human health is mainly affected 

by outdoor ambient air quality. Natural ventilation has a more obvious impact on the comfort 

of living, and is affected by many factors, including people's subjective expectations, 

ventilation mode, landscape gardens, etc. 

After a preliminary understanding of the role of natural ventilation in improving indoor 

human health and comfort, in this study, SWELL ventilation simulation software is applied to 

further explore the influence of different opening rates and different opening positions on 

human health and comfort, specifically embodying on the mean age of air(MAA) and the 

predicted mean vote(PMV) and the predicted percentage of dissatisfied(PPD).Simulation 

shows that with the increase of opening rate, the mean age of air(MAA) decreases and the air 

exchange efficiency increases. The predicted mean vote(PMV) reaches the best when the 

opening rate was about 50%.The higher the opening rate, the smaller the percentage of PPD 

below 25%,the more dissatisfied. The position of the window has little influence on the mean 

age of air(MAA) and the predicted mean vote(PMV) and the predicted percentage of 

dissatisfied(PPD). 
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5.2.  Recommendations 

Objective results can be obtained through this physical study on the influence of natural 

ventilation on human health and comfort in buildings. However, people's subjective will plays 

a very important role in whether they are comfortable or not. Therefore, auxiliary subjective 

survey should be carried out on households in the investigation area, such as questionnaire 

survey, street interview and so on. 
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Abstract. In winter and transitional season of a university in Xinjiang, strong southeast 

winds often occur. A large number of trees are broken off, and some walls are peeled 

off. Seriously affecting the travel of teachers and students. This paper analysed the 

open-source meteorological data released by International Weather for Energy 

Calculation (IWEC) through parametric analysis tools（Ladybug tools), the most 

adverse simulated boundary conditions in the campus have obtained. This condition is 

employed to Butterfly plug-in to connect with Open FOAM to simulate the outdoor 

wind environment. The simulation results are compared with the field measured data 

to enhance the relative accuracy of the simulation results, and suggestions were put 

forward for improving the wind environment of the site. 

Key Words: Parameterization; Outdoor wind environment; Winter windbreak; Data 

analysis. 

 

1.  Introduction 

A university in Xinjiang aside from the Hongyan pond in Tianshan district of Urumqi city. 

Because it is involved in the cold region, under the influence of the terrain of Tianshan mountain, 

the local transition season and winter are prone to windy weather. Strong wind is one of the 

significant meteorological disasters in Urumqi, which affects not only agricultural production, 

transportation, energy and power generation but also brings significant inconvenience to 

students and teachers. For the sake of students' safety, the school has to close the secure wind 

area, which brings an extra burden on students' study and life. Therefore, it is urgent to solve 

the problem that strong wind affects campus activity areas (Figure 1). 
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The main activity area of strong wind near the ground on the campus is near the corridor 

of the NO.1 teaching building, which is the central passage for people and close to the main 

entrance for building. One of the affected areas is the south side of NO.2 building, which is the 

square in front of the building. Behind the Teaching building are all forests. Many trees were 

broken off in the gale. It is speculated that the layout of the teaching building is in the windward 

side of the east side of this campus, and "narrow passage effect" and "corner effect" are 

generated under the corridor. The wind diverts from the top and side of the corridor, causing 

the wind speed under the corridor and around the building to increase, affecting the passage of 

pedestrians (Figure 2). 

 

2.  Preliminary analysis 

2.1.  Meteorological data 

The wind in the southeast of Urumqi holds the characteristics of randomness, continuity and 

seasonality. Strong wind in different seasons causes different disasters. Winter wind is often 

accompanied with snow, which lead to reduced visibility and traffic jam; Spring strong wind, 

often accompanied by sand and dust, more significant impact on agricultural production [3]. 

 

Fig.1 Photographs of the scene after the gale 

 

 

Fig.2 General Plane of Campus 

 

Tab.1 Weather situation and regional classification of the typical southeast gales Urumqi the period of 2011—2014 

Gale process Duration /h 
Great speed 

/(m·s
-1
) 

extreme 

speed /(m·s
-1
) 

stations 
Intensity 

ordering 
Gale type 

2011 年 11 月 6-8 日 32 29.0 41.3 12 1 A 

2012 年 3 月 30 日 22 30.3 41.2 10 2 B 

2012 年 9 月 2-3 日 39 19.9 28.2 8 8 C 

2012 年 9 月 11-12 日 35 21.1 31.1 7 7 C 

2012 年 11 月 6-7 日 12 24.3 35.8 7 4 A 

2013 年 6 月 9-10 日 17 24.9 32.2 10 6 D 

2014 年 3 月 12-14 日 25 20.6 39.9 10 3 E 

2014 年 4 月 3-4 日 32 23.9 26.7 11 9 C 

2014 年 4 月 28 日 12 25.7 32.8 14 5 A 

A: Front decompression  B: A + reflux II  C: Reflux type  D: Ridge type  E:A + reflux I 

*Note: Form data is from [3]     
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Given the significant impact of gale weather, meteorologists have carried out a large number 

of studies and made a statistical analysis of the typical southeast gale weather profile area from 

2011 to 2014 (Table 1). 

2.2.  Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics), which uses numerical 

simulation of fluid flow, solves the fluid dynamics equations followed by airflow on a computer 

and visualizes the results using computer graphics. This technology has been widely used in 

the manufacturing industry since 1974. In recent years, researchers have gradually applied CFD 

technology to the simulation research of the built environment. Although the research has made 

significant progress so far, it still has great difficulty in the analysis and research of large-scale 

wind environment, mainly the establishment of the model and the selection of boundary 

conditions [4]. This method has a tremendous application prospect, and there is plenty of 

research and practice in this area at internal and abroad [5]. 

2.2.1.  Simulation Software and Boundary Conditions. The wind direction and wind speed are 

in constant change during the strong wind, and the time of a strong wind is mainly distributed 

in winter and transition season. The harsh environmental experience is exacerbated by winter 

wind due to icy conditions. Therefore, to solve the problem of wind environment in the site, 

peak wind speed in winter or transition season are used as the most adverse boundary conditions 

for simulation, and the results obtained can be used as a reference to propose effective wind 

protection schemes. 

2.2.2.  Parametric simulation tool：Ladybug Tools. These few years, parametric design tools 

have made significant progress in integrated simulation technology. Ladybug Tools is the most 

prominent. It is made up of modular components, which allow it to span different design phases 

flexible and can also be used to study various problems. It can effectively integrate the existing 

mature simulation tool core and can conduct coupling calculation of energy consumption, wind, 

light and comfort based on the same model. At the same time, it can also make use of the genetic 

algorithm in Grasshopper(after this referred to as GH) in the Rhinoceros platform to realize 

automatic optimization based on specific goals and make up for the technical defects of 

conventional design methods[6]. Butterfly plug-in, released by Mostapha and Theodore as part 

of the wind simulation in Ladybug Tools, is a GH plug-in and object-oriented Python 

library.GH can be connected to the Open FOAM to add computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

 

Fig.3 Software for simulation system 
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simulation to Ladybug Tools. Open FOAM is the most rigorously validated open-source CFD 

engine in existence, capable of running multiple advanced simulations and turbulence models, 

from simple RAS to dense LES[7]. It mainly includes modelling the urban outdoor wind 

environment, simulating thermal comfort and ventilation efficiency. (Figure 3). 

Butterfly wind simulation plug-in in Ladybug Tools mainly use for simulation analysis, 

which has many advantages compared with traditional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulation software. Butterfly can not only use the complex geometric model established by 

the Rhinoceros platform and the parametric model of adjustable parameters established by GH 

plug-in but also use Ladybug plug-in to parse and extract epw meteorological data as the 

boundary condition of simulation. 

Open FOAM can effectively conduct CFD simulation of multiple sites[7], Butterfly can 

quickly export geometric simulation to Open FOAM and run several common types of airflow 

simulation Settings, which can avoid operating Open FOAM directly with the Linux system 

and reduce the difficulty of writing code. Also, the simulation results are fed back to the 

Rhinoceros model scene window in a customized way. When the computing efficiency of 

hardware conditions is high enough, the participating forms can be optimized and adjusted by 

a genetic algorithm, which has excellent application space in regional planning and 

architectural design. 

2.2.3.  Determination of the most adverse boundary conditions.By analyzing open-source epw 

data of Urumqi released by U.S. National Center for Atmospheric, hourly meteorological data 

of Urumqi for 8760 hours a year can be obtained (Figure 4). By extracting and analyzing the 

annual wind speed and direction data of the region, the wind speed and maximum wind speed 

over 15m/s in the whole year were obtained, as well as the time generated by the wind direction 

and wind speed corresponding to each data (Figure 5).   

The data show that the wind speed data above 15m/s are all from the direction of SE and 

SSE. In terms of time distribution, the maximum wind speed generated in the middle of 

February (transitional season), and the remaining data distributed at the end of February and 

October. Through the investigation of the students and staff of the campus, the data is consistent 

with the actual situation. The result shows that the actual situation generated by high wind is 

consistent with the data analysis, which proves that the simulation boundary data is scientific. 

 

 

Fig.4 Annual Wind Data Map of Urumqi 

 

 
Fig.5 Analysis of Urumqi Wind Data 
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According to the results of data analysis, the transition season wind speed of 23m/s and the 

wind direction of SSE adopted as the most adverse boundary conditions. 

 

3.  Wind environment simulation 

Most of the CFD simulation software requires 

a 3D scene, pre-processing, run the CFD 

calculation, and post-processing. Butterfly 

acts as the middleware for connecting model 

data and setting simulation parameters, and the 

overall operation flow (Figure 6). 

 

3.1.  Building model 

The Rhinoceros platform has flexible 

modelling capabilities to quickly and 

efficiently convert CAD sketch from surveys 

into 3D models. Due to the larger area of the 

simulation site and the complex model of the 

building volume, only the building block used 

for simulation. After the modelling completed, 

the Brep battery can be used to pick up the building model into the GH platform and then 

perform the pre-processing work of the simulation. 

 

3.2.  Preprocessing of simulation 

Before the CFD calculation, the parameters before the simulation need to set. The main 

processes are grid generation, A physical parameter setting, initial boundary condition setting, 

solution control setting, equation solution selection, discrete format. Using Butterfly to provide 

battery pack transfer parameters to generate a parameter dictionary for each stage of Open 

FOAM operation, can set the corresponding parameters according to the simulation 

requirements. After many tests, the final parameter settings for the simulation (Table 2). 

3.3.  Running CFD calculations 

In the Butterfly, follow the steps above to define all the parameters, running the Open FOAM 

dedicated virtual machine, execute Toggle to Create tunnel, BlockMesh, SnappyHexMesh and 

 
Fig.6 Butterfly Operating Principle Diagram 

Tab.2 Establishment of Outdoor Wind Environment Simulation Parameters in this campus in Transitional Season 

Parameter Type Characteristic Simulation parameters (transitional 
season) 

Boundary conditions Inlet         23m·s-1 

Outlet         Default standard atmospheric pressure 

Mesh settings Mesh size         5m*5m 

Mesh number         About 5 290 000 

Calculation model          RNGk-epsilon 

Residual setting          0.0001 

Number of iterations         2000 

Observation plane             1.5ms high plan  and  B-C section 
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Solution in turn. Each process calls on Open FOAM for calculation. The calculation duration 

is affected by the accuracy of the set parameters until the residual of the simulation result 

(multiple parameters) is less than the set value. The simulation runs around 1600 iterations to 

obtain a convergence solution. 

3.4.  Results of the simulation 

After the CFD calculation, Butterfly reads the calculated result and displays it in the Rhinoceros 

interface, which realizes the visualization of each stage, which is convenient for finding the 

problems in operation and simulating the working conditions (Fig. 7). The wind speed and wind 

pressure around the windward side building are higher than in other areas, and the wind speed 

under the street is too large. The wind environment in this campus has the following problems 

mainly from the simulation results: 

(1) This campus is placed on the edge of the city. There is not any large-scale forest area 

on the windward side, and there is no shelter from tall buildings. The southeast wind is directly 

poured into the entire site. The teaching building is the tallest ，in addition situated on the 

windward side of the entire park (Fig. 7-a), and the wind speed and wind pressure are more 

extensive than other regions. 

(2) The construction block of No.1 teaching building adopts the connection of the street 

building. The main block is the main pedestrian flow between the block and the downstairs. 

The strong wind is enlarged to form a "slipping effect" at the crossing, and the wind speed is 

amplified sharply (7-c). The overall layout of the southwest corner forms a wind tunnel, and a 

large number of trees are broken in the area where there is strong wind. In front of the No. 2 

teaching building, due to the unreasonable design of the building shape, a fierce eddy current 

(7-a) was generated in front of the south entrance. 

(3) Although there is no building blockage in the front of the residential area, there is a 

 

Fig.7 The simulation results (a is 1.5 m wind speed, b is 1.5 m wind pressure, c is B-C cross-street building 

profile wind speed 
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large area of forest area for windbreaks, so the overall wind speed has slowed down. 

To sum up: This Campus entangled in a windy area. Since the outdoor wind environment 

simulation was not carried out during the campus planning stage, the principal factors affecting 

the wind environment were not adequately considered in the construction unit and group layout 

of the park. There are problems with the combination of the building's monomer and group, 

and appropriate adjustments are needed. 

 

3.5.  Evaluation of measured data and simulation results 

Wind environment measurement data used in this experiment used a GM8901 spiral wind speed 

temperature measuring instrument. Through the fixed-point wind data measurement on the 

main activity area of the campus, the measurement method uses the instantaneous method to 

measure the peak value of the inner wind speed in each group of gusts for 5 minutes. It takes 

the average of the three sets of measurement data as the maximum wind speed in the area; the 

position distribution of the experimental measuring points (Figure 1). Through the simulation 

of the wind environment of the site, the simulated wind speed and wind pressure distribution 

maps are obtained. The simulation data corresponding to the measured points are extracted, and 

the simulated data compares with the measured data (Fig. 8). 

 

The results show that there are differences in the numerical values between the simulated 

results and the measured results, but the spatial distribution of the simulated data generally 

conforms to the trend of the measured data. Among them, the east side of No.1 teaching 

building and the vicinity of the street building, and the south side of the No. 2 teaching building 

is all windy areas: the wind speed is distributed at 14.5~25.5m/s. The wind speed in the B-C 

crossing area is as high as 29m/s. From this, the relative accuracy of the simulation results can 

be seen as a reference for improving the wind environment of the site. 

 

4.  Wind environment improvement plan 

4.1.  Improvement in usage 

In the process of using the building, changing how it is used can avoid adverse conditions to 

some extent. Construction work is different from other projects. Once the construction was 

completed, it is particularly challenging to adjust the shape and layout. The wind environment 

 

 

Fig.8 Analog data and measured data 

 

 

Fig.9 Adjustment Scheme of Building 

Entrance and Exit during Strong Wind 
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inside the campus is abnormal, which severely affects people's learning life. If the improvement 

made without increasing the buildings and structures, the main activity area and the flow 

channel tailored according to the overall wind environment conditions and building functions. 

An effective solution. 

Through the wind speed statistics on all entrances and free passages of the windward side 

building, the outdoor streamlines and indoor functions of the park are sorted out. The building 

entrance and passage that meet the requirements of the "Green Building Evaluation Criteria" 

(the wind speed at the height of 1.5 m near the ground in the pedestrian zone around the building 

is below 5 m/s [8]) during the gale period is the central safe passage, and the improved 

functional flow. Streamline after optimization as a graph (Figure 9). 

 

4.2.  Improvement through expansion 

4.2.1.  Design concept.In addition to adjusting the functional streamline of the park, the wind 

direction is relatively fixed, and there is a region where the strong wind is usually. The 

windproof structure can be established by using the empty blocks on the windward side of the 

campus. At the same time, it addresses the issues of chaotic parking on campus, fewer public 

activities, and a lack of indoor sports venues. 

4.2.2.  Effective range of wind protection and structure form. According to the wind direction 

characteristics, the windproof active area (Fig. 10) and the repeated simulation to obtain the 

windproof height, and finally form a practical windproof BOX, which is used to reverse the 

shape and function of the building. The design of this form is inspired by the desert, which is 

constituted by the deposition of wind, so the desert is one of the best forms of the reaction wind 

environment (Figure 11). The undulating dunes on the windward side prevent the wind from 

entering the park and reduce the energy of the wind. After the addition of the structure, the 

maximum wind speed obtained by the simulation was reduced from 29 m/s to 16 m/s, and the 

maximum wind pressure was reduced to 397.32 Pa（Figure 12-a,b）. 

 

4.2.3.  Functions of the structures. Thoroughly consider the location of the structure in the site 

to give it the proper function and maximize the space value of the building. Since there are an 

entrance and exit in the north and south of the A building, the first-floor area can be invoked as 

a campus parking to solve the problem of chaotic parking in the school and realize the diversion 

of people and vehicles. It is two or three levels of space that can be used for student 

entertainment to ease the pressure on the library. The B building can be utilized as an indoor 

 

Fig.10 Windproof available range     Fig.11 Form generation of wind proof structures 
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sports venue because of it next to the outdoor playground. The roof is facing the playground 

can be used as a grandstand for the sports venue. A part of the space is used for storage and 

loan of sports equipment so that the building can maximize its function and enhance the overall 

effect (Figure 12-c）). 

5.  Conclusion 

The study carried out the actual measurement and parametric simulation of the outdoor wind 

environment of a university in Xinjiang and analysed the results of the actual measurement and 

simulation to obtain the stable boundary conditions obtained by the parametric tool for the 

meteorological data analysis. Through the comprehensive analysis of the simulation results and 

the measured data, the scheme of improving the outdoor wind environment at different stages is 

proposed under the condition of extracting the wind speed and wind pressure of the outdoor wind 

environment of the campus. The research method of the project can be applied to the outdoor 

wind environment analysis of group buildings with the same problems, and the simulation 

results are used as the basis for proposing scientific improvement plans. 
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Abstract.The timely and accurate diagnosis of abnormal building energy 

consumptions can be very helpful to realize building energy conservations. The 

existing methods of anomaly diagnosis mainly rely on engineering experience and 

domain knowledge and therefore, having low efficiency. The wide adoption of building 

automation systems has provided massive data for the building industry, making it 

feasible to develop advanced data-driven method for anomaly diagnosis. In this 

research, an anomaly diagnosis method based on unsupervised learning techniques is 

proposed. Firstly, feature extraction is carried out to ensure the reliability of data 

analysis. Secondly, cluster analysis is used for the automatic identification of building 

energy consumption patterns. Finally, an anomaly indicator is proposed to quantify and 

evaluate the abnormality of each energy consumption profile. The methodology has 

been tested on a government office building located in London and its flexibility and 

robustness have been validated. The method proposed can help building professionals 

to automatically evaluate the building operating performance, based on which proper 

measures can be derived for energy conservations.  

Keywords: Building energy consumption; anomaly diagnosis; data mining;clustering 

analysis; building energy conservation 

 

1. Introduction 

Building energy consumption accounts for about 30% of the total final energy consumption, 

and there is still an upward trend[1]. Meanwhile, significant energy wastes have been observed 

due to building operation deficiencies or component fault. In many buildings, approximately 

15% of the building energy can be saved using advanced energy performance 

diagnosis[2].Therefore, there is an increasing need for studying automated fault diagnoses in 

buildings to achieve energy savings. With the wide adoption of building automatic control 

system and building energy management system, a large amount of data has been brought to 
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building industry. As a result, the anomaly diagnosis methods based on data mining has drawn 

increasing attention in the building field. 

Existing studies have explored a wide range of machine learning techniques in building 

data analysis. The anomaly diagnosis methods can be broadly classified into two groups: 

supervised and unsupervised methods. Capozzoli et al. used statistical pattern recognition 

technology, artificial neural integrated network and outlier detection method to conduct fault 

detection[3]. Hu et al. developed a two-stage data-driven FDD strategy, which could detect and 

diagnose faults in the first stage and identify fault severity levels in the second stage. The 

method was verified in ASHRAE Research Project 1043[4]. The above methods are supervised 

methods, which rely on expert knowledge to label variables. They are widely used in predictive 

models, according to the deviation between the prediction output and the real data, anomaly 

pattern can be detected. Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised methods do not require expert 

knowledge for fault labeling, so it is more promising for practical applications. Panapakidiset 

al. applied the k-means and self-organizing maps on the power load curve of different buildings 

in a university to study the power behavior of buildings[5]. To analyze the abnormal pattern of 

the variable refrigerant flow system, Chen et al. firstly used correlation analysis to select key 

factors. The DBSCAN method was then used to remove transient data and outliers, based on 

which support vector regression algorithm was adopted for power prediction and anomaly 

detection[6]. Fan et al. proposed building operation data mining framework based on association 

rule-based methods to discover abnormal operations in building energy systems. The 

framework showed powerful capacity in detecting abnormal building operations and 

faults[7].Madhikermi et al. presented the process history-based method adopting nominal 

efficiency of air handling units to detect heat recovery failure using principle component 

analysis in combination of the logistic regression method[8]. Existing works on automated 

diagnosis of building energy consumption patterns mainly focused on detecting whether a 

certain fault or anomaly happens, while ignoring their severities. In this research, a clustering-

based method is proposed to identify abnormal patterns. An anomaly indicator is proposed to 

quantify and evaluate the abnormality of each energy consumption profile. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed energy diagnosis 

methodology is introduced and detailed steps are provided. In Section 3,the energy diagnosis 

results are presented based on a case study. Section 4 provides the discussion of energy 

diagnosis results. Conclusive remarks are given in the same section. 

2. Methodology 

The research methodology is shown in Fig. 1. It contains three steps, data preprocessing, 

clustering analysis and anomaly diagnosis. 
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Fig.1 Framework for anomaly diagnosis 

2.1. Stage1: Data preprocess 

Data preprocessing is one of the key steps in the analysis of data, and it is usually necessary to 

standardize the original data. The purpose of data standardization is to ensure the reliability of 

the results. Other key steps such as feature extraction and feature selection contribute to 

simplification of model. Feature selection is to remove the features that have less influence on 

the performance of machine learning (ML) models while only keep the features that are most 

influential. Unlike feature selection, feature extraction aims to create a new feature subspace 

by projecting the original feature space with certain rules[9]. 

2.2. Stage2: Clustering analysis 

Clustering analysis is mainly used to identify the energy consumption pattern. It aims to group 

a set of observations into several clusters by maximizing the within-cluster while minimizing 

the between-cluster similarities [10].Due to the high-efficiency and good scalability, k-means 

clustering is the most famous prototype-based clustering algorithm, and its simplicity and 

efficiency make it the most widely used among all clustering algorithms. In this paper, this 

algorithm was adopted to identify the patterns of energy consumption. The algorithm requires 

the users to give a data set and the cluster number k, the data set was divided into k clusters and 

the cluster center is randomly selected. At each iteration, k-means assigns data to its nearest 

cluster, every new object will change the location of cluster center. The specific steps are as 

follows: 

K objects were randomly selected as the initial cluster center, then the distance between 

each object and cluster center was calculated. Afterwards, objects were assigned to the nearest 

cluster center. Each time a new object added, the cluster center will be determined again. The 

process is repeated until a termination condition is met. Termination conditions can be any of 

the followings: 

1)  every object has been calculated, 

2)  all cluster centers will not change anymore, 

3)  squared error has been the minimum 

The minimum squared error is: 

𝐸 =∑ ∑ ||𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖||2
2

𝑥∈𝐶𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1
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𝜇𝑖 =
1

|𝐶𝑖|
∑ 𝑥

𝑥𝜖𝐶𝑖

 

K-means can automatically allocate samples to different clusters, but it cannot decide how 

many clusters should be divided, so the number of clusters needs to be determined firstly. 

However, it is quite difficult to determine the k when prior knowledge is limited, but there are 

still some indicators that can evaluate the performance of the model, such as error square sum 

(SSE) and Davies-Bouldin Index. SSE calculates the sum of squares of the errors between the 

fitting data and the original data. The formula is shown as follows. 

𝑆𝑆𝐸 =∑𝑤𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̂�)
2 

Where 𝑦𝑖means the 𝑖𝑡ℎoriginal data,𝑦�̂� means the𝑖𝑡ℎfitting data, and the 𝑤𝑖means the 

corresponding weight. 

2.3. Stage3: Anomaly diagnosis 

Anomaly diagnosis is typically done based on data distribution, distance, migration and density. 

Distribution-based anomaly diagnosis methods requires data to satisfy a probability distribution 

model. The definition of variation function of deviation-based anomaly detection methods is 

complicated, and when it comes to complex data, the performance is not ideal. 

Distance-based anomaly detection algorithm is practical for the energy consumption data. 

In this paper, the calculation of anomaly indicator is based on K-means algorithm. The steps 

are summarized as follows: 

(1) determine the position of each cluster center; 

(2) calculate the distance between each object 𝑎𝑗(𝑥𝑗1, 𝑥𝑗2…𝑥𝑗𝑘) and the center point of 

the 𝑖𝑡ℎcluster 𝑏𝑖(𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2…𝑥𝑖𝑘). The Euclidean distance formula is shown as follows: 

𝑑𝑖 = √∑(𝑥𝑖𝑘 − 𝑥𝑗𝑘)

𝑛

𝑘=1

2

 

(3) For each point, the minimum value 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗among the distance values is taken, then the 

distance between the point and the corresponding cluster center will be obtained. The anomaly 

indicator was defined according to the normalized 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,the normalization formula is shown 

as follows: 

𝐼 =
𝑥𝑖 −min(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖)

max(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖) − min(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖)
 

3. Case study 

The energy consumption data were retrieved from a government office building located in 

London with a timestamp of 1 hour from 01-12-2014 to 30-11-2015. 

3.1. Data pre-processing 

To maintain the temporal correlation of energy consumption data and reflect the difference of 

energy consumption between different time periods, the original data set is segmented into the 

following periods according to the trend of the energy consumption profile. 

Period 1: unoccupied period from 00:00 to 04:59 a.m. during which the building energy 
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systems are turned OFF; 

Period 2: occupied period from 05:00 a.m. to 05:59 p.m. during which the building 

energy systems are turned ON; 

Period 3: unoccupied period from 06:00 p.m. to 11:59 p.m. during which building energy 

systems are turned OFF. 

In this study, feature extraction was performed to reduce the complexity of clustering 

analysis. The two most commonly used statistics, i.e., the mean and variance, were selected as 

features for clustering analysis. In each time period, the mean and variance of power 

consumption subsequences were calculated, based on which clustering analysis was performed. 

The example calculation process for the first time period is shown in Table-1. 

 

 

 

 

Table-1.Data preprocessing in period1 

Period 1 

Data 
0:00-

0:59 

1:00-

1:59 

2:00-

2:59 

3:00-

3:59 

4:00-

4:59 
Mean Variance 

2014/12/1 1342.30 1205.50 1216.40 1233.00 1264.90 1252.42 3027.55 

2014/12/2 1408.30 1351.40 1321.10 1317.80 1331.60 1346.04 1383.26 

2014/12/3 1416.80 1331.60 1306.40 1288.30 1297.80 1328.18 2713.23 

2014/12/4 1405.60 1351.30 1312.40 1293.30 1314.20 1335.36 1982.92 

…… …… …… …… …… …… …… …… 

In order to ensure the accuracy of clustering results, it is also necessary to standardize the 

mean value and the variance value. 

3.2. Clustering 

For each period, a clustering analysis was performed separately. In our research, the SSE value 

was taken to identify the cluster number. When SSE has an obvious downward trend and the 

rate of decline is weakened, it indicates that the corresponding number may be the optimal 

number, the identification of the optimal number of clusters for each period are shown in Fig.2  

 

Fig.2Identification of the optimal number of clusters for each period 

In the period1, when the number of clusters changes from 3 to 4, the downward trend of 

SSE slows down obviously, so the best number of clusters in the first period is 3. Similarly, the 

optimal number of clusters in the period2 is 3, while 2 is the best cluster number of period3.The 

Clusters of sub-profiles are shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig.3Clusters of sub-profiles obtained for each period 

The energy consumption data in the first period is divided into three categories according 

to the trend of the profile. In the same way, the data of the second period is divided into three 

categories. In the last period, the overall trend of the energy consumption data for the third stage 

is downward, but according to the speed of the decline, they can also be divided into two 

categories. InFig.3, most of the curves in the cluster have the same trend, which shows great 

performance of the model and the results can be used for further analysis. 

3.3. Anomaly Indicator & Visualization 

For each period, the distance between each point and the corresponding cluster center was 

calculated, and the mean value of the three distances was obtained. The calculation of anomaly 

indicator I is shown in the Table-2 

Table-2. Calculation of anomaly indicator 

Data 
Distance 

Mean 
Scaled 

Value(I) Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 

2014/12/2 0.974 0.254 0.803 0.677 0.052 

2014/12/3 0.176 0.229 0.499 0.300 0.023 

2014/12/4 0.187 0.114 0.331 0.211 0.016 

2014/12/5 0.085 0.590 1.025 0.567 0.044 

…… ……          ……          ……           …… …… 

The larger the I is, the more abnormal the energy consumption profile is. 

In the current research, there are a variety of evaluation criteria for anomaly diagnosis, 

such as the 3-sigma method which takes values that deviate from the standard value by 3 times 

or more as abnormal data, and the factor method which uses one of the indicators such as 

influence factor, distance factor and level factor to judge anomaly. In this paper, the data 

corresponding to the top 5% I value are regarded as anomalies(represented by red lines).  
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Fig.4 Identification of abnormal daily patterns 

Fig.4 shows the abnormal day, where black lines are normal patterns and red lines present 

abnormal patterns. Most of energy consumption profiles are rather concentrated. One of the 

most noteworthy anomalies can be observed at 1 o’clock. This data is marked as red in the 

image, which is also recognizable by this method.  

Table-3.Results verification 

Date Anomaly Indicator Reason 

2014/12/29 0.197 Christmas break ends 

2014/12/22 0.203 Christmas break begins 

2015/2/18 0.241 

Extreme outdoor conditions due to heavy rain and wind 
2015/2/11 0.245 

2015/2/10 0.245 

2015/2/17 0.279 

2015/1/1 1.000 New Year's holiday 

For a more intuitive observation, several representative dates identified as abnormal day 

was output into Table-3. The most abnormal day is January 1 of 2015, which is the New Year's 

holiday. According to the news reports, "Strong winds and heavy rain continue to hit southern 

England in February, and several people have died." this may be the reason for the continuous 

anomaly of this government building in February. December 22-29 is the Christmas holiday, 

and there will be a sudden change in energy consumption at the beginning and end of the 

holiday. The research results prove the effectiveness and practicability of the method. 

4. Discussion and concluding remarks 

This paper presents a method to diagnose abnormal energy consumption pattern through 

clustering analysis. Firstly, data preprocessing is necessary to ensure the accuracy of the results. 

The daily time series data are divided into three periods according to working hours and the 

others. In order to avoid the impact of high-dimensional data on the calculation of subsequent 

indicators, feature extraction method has been adopted, mean and variance are taken as the 

features for further analysis. Cluster analysis was carried out in the second stage, and the SSE 

index is selected to determine the optimal cluster number. Anomaly diagnosis is achieved by 

calculating the mean distance of the three periods. The research results showed great 

effectiveness and accuracy for identifying abnormal daily patterns. It can provide convenience 

for building professionals to automatically evaluate the building operating performance for 

energy conservations. Future studies will be carried out to address the following 
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limitations:(1)When dealing with extremely abnormal data, there are limitations in the 

calculation method of anomaly indicator, future study needs to find a more scientific and 

universal calculation method.(2) The current approach lacks the ability of interpreting abnormal 

patterns identified. One possible research direction is to perform more in-depth and detailed 

interpretation of abnormal patterns. 
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Abstract. Building energy predictions serve as the essential foundation for building 

energy management. The building field mainly adopted machine learning and data 

mining techniques as the predictive modeling tools. Despite the high precision of 

machine learning models, such models are typically black-box models, i.e., having 

complicated architectures, and therefore, can be very difficult for human interpretations 

and practical applications. To tackle this problem, this paper develops a novel 

prediction model interpretation method based on if-then rules. Firstly, machine learning 

techniques are adopted to develop high-precision energy prediction models. Secondly, 

an if-then rule-based method is developed to extract essential factors affecting the 

prediction results. Finally, several rule filters are automatically generated to facilitate 

the interpretation and evaluation of black-box models. This research can help building 

operation staff to better understand the inference mechanism of complex black-box 

models and improve the practical utility of advanced machine learning techniques in 

intelligent building energy management. 

Key Words: Machine learning; Building energy prediction; Interpretable model; If-

then rule; Rule filters 

1. Introduction 

The construction industry has a major impact on global sustainable development and human 

settlements, and its energy consumption accounts for nearly 40% of global energy consumption 

[1]. The annual research report on China's building energy efficiency released in 2016 pointed 

out that the energy consumption of building operations and maintenance accounts for 20-25% 

of the total energy consumption in China, and it is increasing year by year [2]. At the same time, 

the optimal control of construction equipment is expected to achieve 20-30% energy savings 
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[3]. In order to meet the requirements of sustainable development, the State Council clearly put 

forward reform measures for the development of new urbanization technologies in the “13th 

Five-Year National Science and Technology Innovation Plan”. The plan emphasizes the 

importance of developing building operation and management technology, strengthening 

building energy efficiency and improving the sustainable environment. Among them, the 

development of data-driven building energy management technology is particularly critical. 

With the development and application of Building Automation Systems (BAS), the building 

sector has collected massive amounts of real-time operational data. Valuable information can 

be extracted from these massive data by using advanced data analytics. All the information can 

take an important role to improve the building operation and maintenance efficiency. 

Building energy consumption prediction is the basic task of building energy management. 

Current research on building energy consumption prediction focuses on three areas: long-term 

forecasting for system planning, medium-term forecasting for system maintenance, and short-

term forecasting for daily operations, scheduling, and operational control [4]. Existing 

modeling methods for building energy consumption models can be classified into three 

categories: white-box models, black-box models and gray-box models [4]. The traditional 

energy consumption prediction models are white-box models, which are developed based on 

physical principles and statistical methods (such as linear regression). Gray-box models are 

constructed by combining physical principles and empirical data. Such methods are widely used 

in the long-term prediction of system planning [5-6]. White-box and gray-box models have 

certain limitations for practical applications. The construction of such models requires a large 

amount of complex building information and is time-consuming. It is also subject to various 

physical assumptions and difficult to describe complex nonlinear relationships. Therefore, new 

research methods and analysis tools are needed to model complicated relationships in building 

operations.  

Data mining technology has been widely adopted as tools for building data analysis [7]. 

The energy consumption prediction model constructed by machine learning algorithm is mostly 

black-box model. At present, relevant research focuses on exploring the potential of various 

machine learning algorithms in energy modeling [7]. The main modeling tools include artificial 

neural networks [8-9], support vector machines [10-11], and ensemble learning [12-13]. 

Compared with traditional energy prediction models, black-box models can provide higher 

prediction accuracy as it is able to capture nonlinear relationships. However, the logical 

structure inside the black-box model cannot be easily understood and interpreted. Therefore, it 

is difficult to understand the prediction mechanism of the model. The complex logical structure 

limits the practical applications of the complicated black-box models. It is becoming increasing 

essential to develop methods for interpretable machine learning. 

To bridge such knowledge gap, this paper proposes a novel building energy prediction 

model interpretation and evaluation method based on if-then rule, i.e., rule filters. The paper is 

organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical background. The research 

methodology is shown in Section 3. Section 4 presents the case study and conclusions are drawn 

in Section 5.  

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1.  Ensemble learning 
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The basic idea of ensemble learning is to train a series of basic learners, then integrate the output 

of each learner in different strategies to achieve better learning effect than a single learner. 

Ensemble learning can provide better generalization ability, higher accuracy and stability of the 

prediction results [14]. The learning process of ensemble learning is shown in Fig. 1. The 

training data set D is divided into several sub-data sets Dm. Basic learners hm are constructed by 

using single or multiple learning algorithms for each sub-data set. Eventually, the integrated 

results of m basic learners are integrated as the final prediction. 

 

Fig. 1 The learning process of Ensemble Learning 

The ensemble method used in this paper is boosting. Boosting is a machine learning 

algorithm that can be used to reduce bias in supervised learning. AdaBoost is the representative 

algorithm in Boosting. The learning algorithm of AdaBoost pays more attention to the 

contribution of wrong sample after each training sessions to the efficiency of learning result. 

GBDT (Gradient Boost Decision Tree) develops an additional model in the direction of residual 

reduction (negative gradient) to reduces the model residuals and improves the model 

performance [15]. An upgraded version of GBDT, which called XGB (Extreme Gradient 

Boosting Trees), has more efficient computational efficiency and better capabilities in tackling 

the problem of over-fitting in the prediction process. XGB is adopted in this study as the 

modeling algorithm.  

2.2.  Interpretable machine learning 

There are two general ideas that can improve the interpretability of machine learning models 

[16]. First, algorithms with high transparency can be used to create predictive models, such as 

linear regression models and decision trees. The coefficients of a linear regression model can 

be used directly to represent the effect of an input variable. But those high transparency 

predictive models always accompany with poor accuracy. Second, the model-agnostic 

Interpretability Methods can be used to infer the mechanism of the predictive model [16]. This 

method can improve the interpretability of the model without reducing the accuracy of the 

model. But its interpretation process is complicated than the first method above. 

In the other hand, the predictive model can be explained at two levels: the global and local 

levels. At the global level, interpretation is based on the overall structure of the model. As a 

result of the complicated structure of the models, such as the complex correlation of input 

variables, the accurate global model interpretation can be very difficult to implement in practice 

[17]. Representative techniques for achieving global interpretation include Partial Dependency 
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Test, Individual Conditional Expectations, and Feature Importance [16]. In contrast, local 

interpretation focuses on interpreting individual predictions. A local surrogate model is used to 

simulate an approximate linear relationship near an individual and give positive and negative 

evidence for individual's predictions [16]. The most advanced technology in this field is the 

Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [18].  

3. Methodology 

3.1.  Research framework 

The research framework of this paper is shown in Fig. 2. It is divided into four steps: First, the 

original data is transformed according to the requirements of the prediction model construction; 

The XGB (Extreme Gradient Boosting Trees) algorithm is used to construct the box prediction 

model. Then the rule filters are generated based on relative importance. Finally, the knowledge 

post-processing is carried out, and the rule filters are used to interpret the prediction results of 

the box model. 

 

Fig. 2 Research framework 

3.2.  Data preprocessing 

The data preprocessing is always the first yet the most important step in developing efficiency 

prediction models. Owing to the principle of if-then rule-based interpretation method, the inputs 

of the model must be guaranteed to be categorical features. According to the requirement of 

modeling and interpretation, the data preprocessing progress transforms the clean raw data to 

categorical features. In Fig. 3, the salary predictive dataset shown to describe the data 

transformation result. Different classify techniques can be chosen to category the features, such 

as artificial classification and k-means method.  
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Fig. 3 Data transformation 

Then the transformed dataset is divided into two parts: training data 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and testing 

data 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡. Training dataset 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 is used to train a prediction model, and the testing dataset 

𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 is used to detect the prediction efficiency of the model. 

3.3.  Prediction techniques 

Extreme gradient boosting trees (XGB) is selected to develop prediction model. It is worth 

noting that the prediction model established at this study is a classification model f. The main 

task in this progress is parameter optimization and high-precision prediction model construction. 

Classification accuracy is used to evaluate the performance of the model. 

3.4.  Interpretation techniques 

A novel if-then rule-based method is introduced for interpreting and evaluating complicated 

building energy prediction models. Study gives a prediction explain based on the testing dataset 

𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 and its prediction results 𝑦′. Specific index develops to detect the essential factors for 

different prediction results 𝑦′. There are three main steps in the interpretation procedure in 

total. 

1) Data segmentation based on the prediction results. 

The if-then rule-based method segments the testing data set based on the model prediction 

results. Take the data set of Fig. 3 as an example, the testing dataset are further divided into 

two sets base on the prediction levels of 𝑦′ in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4 Data segmentation based on the levels of prediction results 𝑦′ 
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2) Factors sorting based on relative importance. 

An if-then rule-based method is developed to extract essential factors affecting the 

prediction results. In this study, a relative importance index Eq. (1) develops to detect the 

essential factors for different levels of 𝑦′.  

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎) =  
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐷

𝑦′= 𝑖
|𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎)

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡|𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎)
         (1) 

𝐷𝑦′= 𝑖 is the dataset which satisfies the prediction results 𝑦′ equal to prediction level 𝑖. 

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐷𝑦′= 𝑖|𝑥𝑖 =  𝑎)  means the number of samples which satisfies the factor 

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎 in 𝐷𝑦′= 𝑖. And 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡|𝑥𝑖  =  𝑎) means the number of sample which 

satisfies the factor 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎  in 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 . The ratio of 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐷𝑦′= 𝑖|𝑥𝑖 =  𝑎)  in 

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡|𝑥𝑖  =  𝑎) is the index for judging the importance of factor 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎 in 

𝐷𝑦′= 𝑖. The higher the index, the more important the factor is.  

3) Generating rule filters. 

The relative importance index is used to sort the factors for different 𝑦′. And the top 𝑘 

essential factors selected to generate a rule filter for 𝑦′ based on the relative importance 

index. The number of rule filters are the same as the level of model prediction results. 

3.5.  Post-knowledge processing 

Several rule filters are generated for several kind of prediction results. The user of black-box 

prediction model can see the most essential factors for each prediction results in general. In 

order to gives a more detailed explain for the users, we match every individual instance with 

the rule filters. This process provides a prediction basis for each instance. 

4. Case study 

4.1.  Data description 

This paper retrieved the operation and maintenance data of a university office building for 

analysis and research. The data collection interval was one hour. The data recorded include time 

data (Month, Hour), climate data (Temperature, Relative humidity, Air pressure, Dew point 

temperature, Weather conditions, Wind direction, Wind speed, Events, Visibility) and building 

energy consumption data (Pwr). The study selected the time series data and the climatic 

environment data of the building as an input to predict the energy consumption of the building. 

The data set has 7,130 observations in total. 

4.2.  Data transformation 

This study artificially converted numeric data into categorical data based on density 

distributions. Taking energy consumption data (Pwr) as an example，Fig. 5 shows the 

distribution curve and the segmentation of the Pwr. The energy consumption data are segmented 

into three classes: Low, Normal and High. 
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Fig.5 Distribution curve of the energy consumption (Pwr) 

  Similarly, the other numeric inputs are transformed according to the distribution curve. 

Tab. 1 shows the segmentation results of the input data. 

 

Tab. 1 Levels of input variables. 

Serial 

number 

Input 

variables 
Levels  

Serial 

number 
Input variables Levels  

1 

Month 

January 43 
Air pressure 

Low 

2 February 44 High 

3 March 45 
Dew point 

temperature 

Comfortable 

4 April 46 Unwell 

5 May 47 Sultry 

6 June 48 

Weather 

conditions 

Clear 

7 July 49 Cloudy 

8 August 50 Fog 

9 September 51 Ice crystals 

10 October 52 Rain 

11 November 53 Snow 

12 December 54 Thunderstorms 

13 

Hour 

1 55 Unknown 

14 2 56 

Wind direction 

East 

15 3 57 East-northeast 

16 4 58 East-southeast 

17 5 59 Northeast 

18 6 60 North-northeast 

19 7 61 North-northwest 

20 8 62 North 

21 9 63 Northwest 

22 10 64 Southeast 

23 11 65 South 

24 12 66 South-southeast 

25 13 67 South-southwest 

26 14 68 Southwest 
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Serial 

number 

Input 

variables 
Levels  

Serial 

number 
Input variables Levels  

27 15 69 West 

28 16 70 West-northwest 

29 17 71 West-southwest 

30 18 72 Variable  

31 19 73 

Wind speed 

Calm 

32 20 74 Strong 

33 21 75 Storm 

34 22 76 

Events  

Fog 

35 23 77 Fog-rain 

36 24 78 Fog-snow 

37 

Temperature 

Cold 79 Rain 

38 Cool 80 Rain-snow 

39 Hot 81 
Rain-

thunderstorm 

40 
Relative 

humidity 

Dry 82 Snow 

41 Normal 83 Thunderstorm 

42 Humid 84 none 

The study further divided the transformed dataset into two parts, 70% for model training 

and 30% for model prediction efficiency. That two datasets are marked as 𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡. 

4.3. Development of prediction model 

The input of the model is category data, and the energy consumption is output to obtain a 

classification model. This paper used XGB (Extreme Gradient Boosting Trees) algorithm of 

ensemble learning to construct a building energy consumption forecasting model. There are two 

key variables in the XGB algorithm: the learning speed (eta) and the maximum depth of the 

decision tree model. In order to get better prediction efficiency, cross-validation develop to find 

out the best parameter combination between eta and max depth for model training. 

In this paper, the eta values for model optimization were set as 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. 

The possible maximum depths were set as 5, 6, 7 and 8. The combination of eta and maximum 

depth which minimize the classification error was selected to train the prediction model with 

𝐷𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛.  

Finally, we got a prediction model and the remaining 30% test dataset 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 is taken to 

evaluate the performance of the model. The prediction precision of the classification model is 

0.94, it means that 94% of the samples in the testing dataset have a predicted class the same as 

the true class. The confusion matrix for the model evaluation is shown in Tab. 2. The model 

provides a good performance in prediction of the building. 
 

Tab. 2 Confusion matrix of the prediction model 

 
Predicted class 

Low Normal High 

Actual class 
Low 72 31 0 

Normal 25 1534 31 
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4.4.  Development of interpretation method 

In this case, there are a total of 84 factors which are recorded in Tab. 1. The relative importance 

for three different levels of building energy consumption are counted in this process. Firstly, 

the testing dataset 𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡  was segmented into three sets based on the classifications of the 

prediction model. The three datasets were 𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=𝑙𝑜𝑤,  𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 and 𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ. Then 

we show a relative importance matrix of variable “Month” as an example in Tab. 3. We can find 

that the relative importance of factor “Month = August” for high energy consumption is higher 

than other two classifications, it means that factor “Month = August” has greater contribution 

in prediction of high energy consumption. 

 

Tab. 3 The relative importance of “Month” for different levels of prediction 

Factors 
Relative importance 

𝑫𝑷𝒘𝒓=𝒍𝒐𝒘 𝑫𝑷𝒘𝒓=𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍 𝑫𝑷𝒘𝒓=𝒉𝒊𝒈𝒉 

Month = January 0 1 0 

Month = February 0 1 0 

Month = March 0 1 0 

Month = April 0 1 0 

Month = May 0 1 0 

Month = June 0 0.50 0.50 

Month = July 0 0.02 0.98 

Month = August 0 0 1 

Month = September 0 0.95 0.05 

Month = October 0 1 0 

Month = November 0.03 0.97 0 

Month = December 0.52 0.48 0 

The factors were sorted by the relative importance, and top 5 essential factors for every 

levels of prediction results were selected to generate three rule filters for the classification 

model. The rule filters are shown in Fig. 6. The essential factors extracted by this method for 

three energy consumption levels are consistent with the characteristics of building operation 

and maintenance. 

 

Fig. 6 Rule filters 

And then, we matched the instances in datasets 𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙  and 

𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ with corresponding rule filters to get prediction rules for every instance. Number 4 

instance in 𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=𝑙𝑜𝑤 match with rule filter 1 in Fig. 6. And Fig. 7 presents the key predicted 

evidence for number 4 instance.  
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Fig. 7 Explanation for Number 4 instance in 𝐷𝑃𝑤𝑟=𝑙𝑜𝑤 

The results of this interpretation method provide an intuitive, rule-based explanation for 

building operation staff. The rule filters provide an intuitive standard of judgment for energy 

consumption under different operating conditions. And the instances matched with rule filters 

give individual explanation for the users to determine the credibility of individual predictions.  

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a set of building energy consumption prediction model evaluation methods 

based on the concept of interpretable machine learning. The effectiveness of the method has 

been verified by a case study of a university office building. The results indicate that complex 

machine learning techniques can greatly improve the prediction accuracy. However, the high-

precision prediction models typically have poor interpretability. The model evaluation method 

proposed in this paper can provide a good solution for model interpretability enhancement. The 

method proposed is compatible with various machine learning techniques. It can help building 

operation staff to better understand the prediction mechanism of complex black-box models. 

The building energy prediction and interpretation method proposed in this paper can be fully 

automated in computer language and can be installed in the mainstream building automation 

system to facilitate decision-makings.  
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Abstract: China has launched the "One Belt And One Road" development strategy, 
Shenzhen's Qianhai Shekou free trade area(FTA) is an important part of this grand 
strategy, and Shenzhen Sea World Area is the core part of the Qianhai Shekou FTA. 
After 40 years of development, due to its diversified functions and different 
development cycles, positioning and functions of various projects in the area, it has 
become a huge, complex, multi-demand complex and other ecological transformation 
and development difficulties. The implementation of green ecological transformation 
work and the previous single project has a huge difference, so we through the 
centralized of a number of green ecological planning highlights. Through the overall 
coordination and construction of the main points of development demand, function 
orientation, space scale, landscape planning, traffic design, energy control and cultural 
innovation, the green ecological city will be built with the points and zones. 
 
Key words: free trade area(FTA)；Shenzhen Sea World；ecological urban area；
green planning 

 

1. Transformation of ecological development -- project overview 
Shenzhen Shekou, bears the reform and opening up of shenzhen, hard work, brave new high 
development process. It is not only a geographical name, but also the spiritual symbol of 
shenzhen, which is an innovative place of great changes in the south and a historical witness of 
China's reform and opening up. That year, a loud bang, fired the first shot of China's reform 
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and opening up, but also wake up our tremendous energy of reform and innovation.In Shenzhen, 
anything is possible. 

 
Pic 1. Shenzhen Shekou in 1979 

Shekou is a window for China's reform and opening-up, and the Sea World is a window 
for shekou. Since 1984, when deng xiaoping, the chief architect of China's reform and opening 
up, wrote his inscription "the Sea World" on the Minghua ferry, shenzhen's commercial and 
comprehensive tourism industry has developed. At a ceremony marking the 35th anniversary 
of the founding of the People's Republic of China, a float modeled on "the Sea World" crossed 
the Tiananmen Square with the slogan "time is money, efficiency is life. That scene, "the Sea 
World" remains in the hearts of hundreds of millions of Chinese. Everyone said: "until 'the Sea 
World', do not come to shenzhen." 

 
Pic 2. Old picture of the Sea World and Minghua ferry 

With the rapid development of our country and the change of the world pattern, shekou is 
also facing different development, change and demand before the reform. After more than 30 
years of construction, shekou's green ecological transformation is imperative. Due to the 
diversity and complexity of the region, the integration and composition of functions, as well as 
the green ecological transformation and development of the existing urban areas, the green 
practice of ecological transformation in shekou will be a certain representative. 
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For the transformation of shekou, the Sea World is the most representative area. Under the 
new starting point of China's reform and opening up and the development direction of One Belt 
And One Road, the Sea World bears a new historical mission. As an international coastal new 
city, it will set a good example in the fields of urban renewal, green ecological development 
and cultural innovation of leisure blocks. 

 

 
Pic 3. The transformed Sea World and Minghua ferry 

 
Since shenzhen shekou became an important part of the qianhai shekou free trade area in 

guangdong province, the Sea World has become a top priority. It is located at the southernmost 
tip of the shekou peninsula in nanshan, facing shenzhen bay on the southern side,and across the 
sea from tuen mun, Hong Kong. The Sea world is less than 1 km away from shekou ferry 
terminal, 25 km away from shenzhen city center, 150 km away from guangzhou city, 20 
nautical miles away from Hong Kong city center and 80 nautical miles away from 
guangzhou.With the opening of the western corridor of shenzhen, regional accessibility will be 
further strengthened. The north area takes Minghua ferry as the core and connects with the 
entertainment square, residential and office buildings on the north side of the area to build 
commercial services, business office, catering and entertainment, public activity square, etc., 
so as to improve the block functions and continue the regional context. The area south of 
wanghai road is closer to the sea, and more consideration is given to direct dialogue with the 
sea surface. Moreover, the environmental design is carried out with the sculpture of "nuwa 
repairing the sky" as the highlight. Functions include residential community, amusement park, 
cultural entertainment, water square, commercial services, hotel services, etc. 

 
Pic 4. Geographical location map of the Sea World  
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As the core area with the longest development period in the free trade area, the planned 
total land area of the Sea World is 449,400 square meters, and the project covers a total 
construction area of about 700,000 square meters. The planned total construction area is 
1,017,900 square meters, with a plot ratio of 2.3. The planned area is flat and the elevation is 
between 2.5 and 3.5 meters. Except for nvwa repairing the sky statue square, golf driving range, 
temporary catering and entertainment facilities and parking lot, the rest of the planning area is 
the unconstructed land that has been reclaimed. 

 

 
Pic 5. the Sea world master plan 

 
As a project with certain historical development, cultural bearing and coastal landscape, 

the Sea World area’s green ecological transformation will face many problems, such as how to 
maintain its historical and cultural heritage while forming a new cultural blending carrier, how 
to Under the limited site, the utilization of resources will be improved, and the unique natural 
geomorphological resources of the region will be integrated into the city to form a new urban 
landscape belt and ecological protection. This paper will make a brief analysis and discussion 
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on the Sea World area project through several aspects related to green eco-city, hoping to 
provide a practical case to share the experience of transformation and development of eco-city. 

 
2. Compound development -- intensive use of land 

The Sea World project due to historical reasons, built around the region littoral, shortage 
of land resources, with the development of more than 30 years, through reasonable reclamation 
methods appropriate to expand the construction area, compact to development mode, the 
intensive land use rate at 2.3 to the volume contains nearly 40000 resident population, its 
technology strategy include: 

⚫ Master plan with sustainable community concept. 
⚫ Improve the community planning density, reasonable layout of community functions. 
⚫ Open community should be established, part of the streets and sidewalks in the 
community should be open to the outside, the community boundary should be softened, 
and soft hedges should be adopted as the surrounding structure of the community. 

 
Pic 6. Land use intensity analysis 

 
In the blocks within the planning scope, the division adheres to the principle of harmony 

and moderation. Although restricted by the irregular shape of construction land, the balance of 
land use between blocks is basically guaranteed. Except for some coastal blocks, which have a 
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large scale of about 200 meters, the scale of other blocks is maintained at 100-150 meters, and 
the area of each block is about 20,000 square meters. 

If the walking range of 100m and 400m is taken as the measurement standard, the service 
scope of the commercial activity circle, residential activity circle and public open space activity 
circle of the Sea World covers a large area of the surrounding area, and the people living in the 
surrounding area can reach the Sea World within the walking range. This large urban complex 
has complete service facilities, which makes life more convenient and at the same time provides 
a suitable planning and guiding scale for people to travel green. 

The total underground area of the Sea World project is about 269,000 square meters, and 
the underground space is mainly developed as an underground commercial street and an 
underground parking lot. The underground commercial were mainly set up in city metro 
development in shenzhen metro line 2 - the Sea World station stands as the starting point, to 
provide continuous, environment friendly, energy interface service network of underground 
space in series project area of important functional group, fully by the municipal public 
transport resources, raise the use efficiency of urban stereo space. From the subway station, 
people can walk directly to the second phase of the financial center, the central square and the 
square in front of the ship. All the underground businesses are connected, and escalators and 
stairs are set to connect with the ground businesses and the large open space. 

 

 
Pic 7. Underground space utilization 
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3. Pleasant scale -- green and ecological urban space 
In urban planning, it is easy to ignore the connection and connectivity of the surrounding 

natural landscape, and it is easy to cause the rupture of the landscape, so that the urban space is 
closed to the original natural landscape, and the visual and spatial experience between the city 
and the natural environment is separated. Especially nowadays, high-density development is 
more prone to such problems. Dense and towering buildings and inappropriate road scale can 
easily "trap" people in reinforced concrete and make it difficult to "breathe". 

 
3.1 Create a pleasant coastal landscape shoreline 

The Sea World region has rich mountain and sea landscape resources, which is valuable 
in the free trade area. The coastal landscape shoreline of this project is the starting point of 
shenzhen's 15km coastal leisure shoreline (from nuwa coastal park in the west to futian 
mangrove coastal ecological park in the east), with a length of 800 meters. This 800-meter 
coastline is an important landscape resource within the planning scope. Based on the existing 
conditions of the shoreline and the surrounding land functions, the coastal environment of 
different sections is designed. Through the shaping of a series of waterfront space and coastal 
functions, the distinctive coastal features of the Sea World are further strengthened. 

According to the coastal and surrounding architectural features, it is divided into five 
characteristic zones: waterfront catering area, cultural center, trestle dock area, peninsula trail 
area and coastal parks. These five sequential Spaces have different themes and jointly shape 
the coastal leisure zone with rhythm and interesting landscape. 

 
Pic 8. The Sea World coastal landscape shoreline 

3.2 Frequent stream of people’s mountain and sea visual corridor and mountain and sea 

channel 

The visual corridor connects the main urban space and the important space point. Through 
the setting of a series of visual corridors, the human flow line is guided to intervene in the urban 
space while experiencing the infiltration and change of the mountain and sea landscape, and 
strengthening the subjectivity and identification of the open spaces of major cities. At the same 
time, it also strengthens the combination of natural landscape resources and urban space, 
forming the unique urban landscape and spatial visual experience of the Sea World. 
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Pic 9. Core axis sight corridor 

 
Three important and independent mountain and sea passages are the only link between the 

Danan Mountain and the Shenzhen Bay, forming the "mountain and sea view". It strengthens 
the connection between vision and landscape, and provides the circulation and residence space 
for people to communicate and experience the place. It is also an important feature of the urban 
pattern in the Sea World, which is unique and unrepeatable. 

 
Pic 10. Schematic diagram of mountain sea passage 
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Pic 11. Axis diagram 

 

 
Pic 12. The "opposite" of the mountains and the sea in the Sea World area 

4. Mountain and sea landscape -- landscape green space system planning 
The Sea world area is adjacent to the Danan Mountain, which is the main peak of the 

nanshan mountains. The terrain is obvious and the surrounding green landscape resources are 
abundant. In the early years of reform and opening up, the Shekou Industrial Zone built 
pedestrian paths and viewing pavilions on the nanshan mountains. Climbing to the top of the 
mountain to see the edge of Shenzhen Bay, overlooking HongKong, has always been an 
important scenic spot in Shekou. 

This project makes full use of the innate natural landscape advantage of Danan Mountain 
and the road landscape foundation accumulated by the development and construction of shekou 
for more than 30 years and the practice of green concept, so as to create a green lung road 
network in the metropolis. 
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Pic 13. Urban green network 

 

In combination with its own characteristics and current situation, the area of the Sea World 
will be greening along the road to form a "one horizontal and four vertical" system framework 
structure. 

"One horizontal" refers to the green belt 5 meters wide on each side of Wanghai Road near 
the seaside. Combined with the coastal characteristics of the region, two rows of tall tropical 
trees (such as Royal Palm, etc.) were planted to form a green axis running through the whole 
area from east to west. The central isolation zone of the road is mainly landscape greening, with 
lawns, shrubs and trees arranged and layered. Combining the visual gaps between the buildings 
and the building groups on both sides to form a coastal landscape axis with good landscape 
environment. 

"Four vertical" refers to the central space open belt and three sub-ecological landscape 
corridors. Through its landscape connection function, the north and south sides of Wanghai 
Road as well as the sea surface, land and Danan Mountain are effectively combined. At the 
same time through the overall natural environment, building group landscape, building complex 
greening system composed of the main and secondary points, lines, surface organic integration 
of urban greening ecological system. 

   
Pic 14. Point Line Face greening system 
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In the aspect of water landscape system planning and design, the urban wetland system 
has been established in the Sea World area. The rational setting of urban wetland system is 
conducive to regional biodiversity and further organic integration of city and natural landscape, 
including the following aspects: 

⚫ Water environment of Minghua ferry: The existing water body is transformed 
according to the planned elevation, and the landscape drop wall is designed in combination 
with the underground walking passage on its west side.The landscape walkway around the 
water body is designed to provide a place for hydrophilic activities. The direct connection 
between the original crowd and the hull was optimized through the landscape design of 
the water body, thus increasing the connection and transition relationship between the 
water body, a natural element, and strengthening the characteristics of the crowd and the 
hull. Meanwhile, the senses and participation of the landscape were improved. 

 
Pic 15. Water environment of Minghua ferry 

 
⚫ Water environment of Nuwa Statue: In the early days, the Nuwa Statue was originally 
located in the sea, and was connected to it through the pedestrian bridge. With the 
development of Shekou, the Nuwa Statue has “walked” on the land. Therefore, in the south 
side of the Nuwa Statue, a stepped falling water landscape is designed as the viewing 
background of the statue, and it strengthens the intention of the "sea" of the statue itself 
and the soft guidance and transition of the surrounding coastal environment. 
⚫ Water environment of pedestrian plaza: With the Nuwa Statue as the center, several 
irregular and divergent artificial water flows (ranging from 2 to 5 meters wide) are 
designed on the square around the statue to increase the spatial flow effect of the walking 
environment. Thus, the dynamic sense of "water" is further enhanced, and the transition 
between the water body of "Minghua ferry" and the water body of "Nuwa Statue" and the 
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sea view is strengthened, so as to form the orientation of people flow from the urban 
environment to the natural environment. 
⚫ Coastal recreational water environment: In the coastal area at the southern end of the 
Sea World area, a shallow water surface for public amusement is planned, with an area of 
about 4,000 square meters. Artificial beach, shading tensioned film and tropical vegetation 
are set around it to form the coastal features and create a relatively comfortable crowd 
activity space. The water surface is the southward extension of the water environment of 
Nuwa Statue, which is an important water environment connected with the natural sea 
surface. 
⚫ Artificial waterway: The artificial waterway located in the south by east of the area is 
an important part of the planned water system of the Sea World area. Considering the 
requirements of spatial scale and water circulation and self-purification, a smooth 
shoreline with different widths of 30 ~ 90 meters (the water inlet is narrower than the 
central part) is planned and designed. At the same time, full consideration of hydrophilic 
and engineering economic requirements, the coast line to adopt "vertical and slope mixed 
revetment". 
 

5. Convenient and orderly -- green transportation planning 
Although the whole area of the Sea World is not big, its functions are interwoven and 

complicated, including living, business, office, culture, transportation and other urban functions. 
How to coordinate the organic connection of each function and the frame logical relationship 
between them is the key and difficult point of this project. 

This project adopts the concept of integrated transportation planning to provide 
corresponding transportation services with the concept and principle of "accessibility, safety, 
comfort and cleanness", to ensure the efficient connection of various groups, the integration of 
functions and the smooth realization of urban planning objectives in the Shekou Sea World area. 
Based on traffic and environment of win-win, advocate green transportation, keep the bus 
network, non-motor vehicles, pedestrian network, and motor vehicle network balance 
development, the road network planning and construction and traffic demand to adapt to and 
match the road capacity of parking system, coordinate the relationship between dynamic and 
static traffic, properly handle the transit traffic. 

 
Pic 16. The integration of urban road network and community road network 
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5.1 Planning and design of non-motor vehicle transportation system 

The Sea World Area advocates green transportation with pedestrian and non-motorized 
transportation as the mainstay.In functional zoning planning, the scale division of walking has 
been fully considered, and the overall layout is carried out according to the radius scale of 100 
meters and 400 meters. Combined with the road landscape design and the optimization of the 
building along the street, the above ground and underground three-dimensional combination is 
adopted, it provides a comfortable and suitable walking environment for pedestrians all day 
long. It also makes the public transportation system and the slow traffic system convenient and 
clear connection, so as to build a slow traffic system with network shape, strong accessibility 
and good landscape. 
5.1.1 Bicycle system planning.  

As a way of green travel, bicycle has the advantage of being faster and more convenient 
than walking. At the same time, it has the advantage of exercise compared with subway, bus 
and other public transportation. However, due to the fact that bicycles are often among motor 
vehicles and pedestrians, if the planning and design is not reasonable, there will be traffic 
hazards and even increase the probability of accidents, which is not conducive to the advocacy 
of green travel. 

A network-like bicycle path is planned in the Sea World area, which emphasizes the 
convenience of commuting and leisure and fitness functions of the bicycle system, and 
encourages the travel mode of "bicycle + walk" and "bicycle + bus" in the planned area. 

At the same time, pay attention to the traffic organization's diversion plan, emphasize the 
separation from the motor vehicle road system, and distinguish the eye-catching tips through 
the colored road guidance. With the permission of land space, the walk and bicycle system 
should be separated by green belt and other means to ensure the independence and safety of 
pedestrians and cyclists. Arrange the bicycle parking points reasonably to avoid causing the 
bicycle to be parked and the pavement is cluttered. 

The walking and bicycle system, which is designed with the overall design of motor 
vehicle traffic roads, is uniformly arranged within the red line of the road. On the other hand, 
the bicycle system can also be co-ordinated in the red line of the road or combined with the 
green space environment. 

 
Pic 17. Bicycle road plan 
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5.1.2 Underground walk system planning.  

The underground floor of the project area will take the existing shenzhen metro line 2 -the 
Sea World station as the starting point, and form the underground walking main passage from 
the subway station from north to south. Through reasonable branch connection, the 
underground ground floor commercial or public space along the line is connected in series. It 
enables pedestrians to easily access the various functional blocks from the subway, and also 
activates the commercial vitality of the underground space with the help of this underground 
“lifeline”. 
 

 
Pic 18. Plan of underground walking system in the Sea World 

 
5.1.3 Ground walking system planning.  

Integrating the functional division, traffic organization and spatial environment factors of 
this project area, this area plans to form multiple pedestrian corridors connected with mountains, 
seas and cities, so as to ensure the continuity of traffic for pedestrians, the freedom of access 
and the visual sense of landscape. Reasonably plan the ground sidewalk and the pedestrian 
crossing system. At the same time, according to the pedestrian flow, the position and width of 
the crosswalk line should be reasonably set to ensure the safety and smoothness of pedestrians 
and roads. 

The construction of the walking system is also coordinated with bus stations, subways, 
large parking lots, large shopping malls, hotels, office buildings and other people flow centers, 
so as to facilitate pedestrians to switch between various transportation modes and destinations, 
improve the efficiency of the walking system in the area, and reduce traffic interference. 
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Pic 19. Plan of ground walking system in the Sea World 

 

5.2 Public transportation system planning 

Reasonable planning of public transportation system will promote public green travel,the 
public transportation route, site setting, site facilities and connections will affect the public's 
intention to choose public transportation. In the Sea World, a diversified network of public 
transportation system has been established with rail transit and conventional public 
transportation as the main body and internal public transportation and taxi as the supplement. 
The vehicles and equipment of public transportation are all environmentally friendly electric 
drive, which provides convenient, environmentally friendly and economical travel mode for the 
whole area. 

For hotspots, strengthen the line and site settings, give full consideration to the connection 
between the site and the functional area, and form a friendly travel environment, thereby 
reducing the traveler's dependence on private cars and increasing the safety of the traffic. At 
the same time, according to the actual traffic situation of the whole area, the public transport 
service level will be continuously optimized and improved, so as to further improve the public's 
satisfaction with public transport travel, and effectively improve the air quality of the whole 
area. 
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Pic 20. Plan of public transportation system in the Sea World 

 

On the other hand, the plan also reserves the possibility of setting up special light rail 
transportation in the Sea World area and surrounding areas to serve the transportation needs of 
tourism and commercial services, so that it can satisfy the public transportation function. It can 
also have certain tourism business attributes and enhance the tourism characteristics and vitality 
of the area. At the same time, the shuttle bus service can be flexibly set up according to the 
change of public demand for commuting and flexible travel. Specific shuttle bus routes can be 
further improved and appropriately expanded to adjacent areas. 

 

6. Low impact control -- water resource utilization planning 
In urban development and construction, the neglect of water resources is most likely to 

cause impact and damage to the original hydrological environment of land, which also brings 
many problems of "urban diseases". Within the area of water resources utilization planning 
follows the "green", the concept of "low impact", through the management of the rain, the 
rational use of water, sea water, landscape planning and design, and the use of other water 
saving technology, realized in maximize resource conservation, environmental control at the 
same time, also for the people to build a comfortable, environmental protection of the 
waterfront living environment. 

Water saving technologies applied in the Sea World mainly include water saving 
appliances and equipment, water saving drip irrigation and micro-irrigation technology, water 
metering and monitoring, etc., so as to achieve water saving and water saving treatment from 
the source of water resources utilization, reduce water pollution and reduce the impact on the 
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natural circulation of water resources. In the planning of the water environment system of the 
district building, the use of water, rainwater utilization and other aspects have been adopted, 
and the stormwater drainage and control treatment have been strengthened to prevent the 
occurrence of urban flooding. 

⚫ Water reuse: Water reuse system is mainly applied in the area of residential groups 
and office group, life waste water in the process of the building operations (such as toilet, 
bath, laundry, kitchen, etc.) for centralized recycling, and adopt such as artificial wetland 
ecological treatment process after reach a certain standard again to recycle, to greening 
irrigation, road washing, vehicle washing and so on, so as to achieve water conservation 
purposes. 
⚫ Rainwater utilization: In this area, various artificial or low-lying land, urban 

landscape wetland, etc. are used to adjust, store, purify and utilize rainwater runoff, so as 
to adjust rainstorm and achieve the purpose of saving water resources, and effectively 
improve the urban water environment and the ecological environment of the area. 
⚫ Stormwater management: the geographical and climatic characteristics of this area 

are rain-rich areas. In the face of frequent rainstorms, urban pipe network renewal lags 
behind, emergency rescue is not timely and other reasons are likely to cause urban 
waterlogging. In the area of the maritime world, the overall coping capacity of the urban 
area is optimized by strengthening the water seepage function of the green space, using the 
permeable ground and building a high standard drainage system, so as to improve the 
management and control ability of the rainstorm and rainwater, so as to prevent the 
occurrence of rainstorm disasters such as waterlogging. 
⚫  

  
Pic 21. Schematic diagram of road permeable surface 

7. Micro grid complementarity - regional energy planning 
7.1 Gas and electric energy planning 

The type of gas planned to be used in the Sea World project area is natural gas, which 
comes from nanyou high pressure regulating station. The planned annual natural gas 
consumption in the area is 1.54 million standard cubic meters, and the peak hour gas 
consumption is 729 standard cubic meters. The designed pressure of the gas pipe in the area is 
0.4 Mpa, and the pipe is directly buried under the pavement or green space on the west and 
north side of the road, and the pipe material is PE pipe for gas. 

The area of the Sea World is a high-density development area with relatively large power 
demand. The predicted power load is about 16,300 kw with a load density of 48,200 kw/km2. 
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In planning, existing substations around the area will be considered as much as possible, and 
resource optimization, integration and reuse will be carried out through upgrading and 
transformation of existing substations. There will be 1 attached 10kV switch station and 8 10kV 
substations in the area. On the other hand, the urban lighting system in this area adopts the 
concept of "green lighting" to build and implement, which can not only meet the requirements 
of urban lighting quality and nightview lighting, but also further reduce the electricity 
consumption of the whole city, so as to achieve the role of energy saving and emission reduction. 

7.2 Clean energy and renewable energy utilization 

The Sea World area's geographical position is superior, there are many renewable energy 
using condition, according to the area of research, visits, test and analysis, the project of the 
application of renewable energy and clean energy forward planning scheme can be realized, 
realizes the advocate green living environment and positive regard the concept of clean energy 
and renewable energy use, mainly including the following aspects: 

⚫ Solar energy utilization: The Sea World project is located near the equator of the earth 
with sufficient sunshine. The annual average sunshine duration is about 2120 hours. After 
conversion, the heat generated by the project is equivalent to about 170KG standard coal 
per square meter. The planning makes use of the building roof, sunshade structure in the 
open space square and other places in the area, reasonably sets up the solar power 
generation system, which provides a large amount of green electric energy for the project 
area. 
⚫ Wind power generation: The shekou area which the Sea World region in is mainly 
dominated by southeast wind all year round. The northeast to southeast wind accounts for 
51.7% of the wind frequency with an average wind speed of 2.0~3.0m/s. In addition, the 
southwest wind accounts for 5.4% of the wind frequency with an average wind speed of 
3.1 m/s. At the same time, the project area is close to the coast, and the geographical trend 
tends to be flat and open, which is conducive to the utilization of wind resources. Plan to 
use the coastal or offshore area, choose a reasonable location layout wind power system. 
 

8. Cultural vitality -- inheritance and innovation of artistic and cultural ecology 
Shenzhen Shekou, after 40 years of wind and rain, has grown from a small fishing village 

to a prosperous coastal city. It has witnessed the progress of China's reform and opening up and 
carried the memories of thousands of builders who struggled and struggled on this land. As the 
core area of shekou development, the bright spots such as the Minghua ferry and the Nuwa 
Statue are just like a navigation light on the sea, which has been illuminating our historical and 
cultural memory of this area, so that people can find the beautiful youth story in those days. 

With the development of the world, the evolution and innovation of culture and art, the 
Sea World needs new life activation. Taking "coast culture", "Minghua ferry" and "Nuwa 
statue" as the cultural and artistic foundation of the project area, the project is upgraded and 
optimized by combining with new design methods such as landscape, lighting and decoration, 
so as to retain the original cultural memory and present to the world with a new look, which is 
refreshing. On the south side of the project by the sea, a new planning and design of the Sea 
World culture and art center, with the design concept of "mountain, sea and city", to create a 
new type of coastal culture and art place only belongs to here. 
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Pic 22. The Sea World culture and art center 

 

Through the planning and design of the project area and the combination of buildings, 
squares, streets and other Spaces, organize and plan various cultural and art exhibitions and 
performance activities. The theme selection is also based on the unique coastal culture, the 
Maritime Silk Road, the Belt and Road, and the reform and opening up in the project area. It is 
displayed in various forms such as painting, music, physical objects and experiments, so that 
the public can participate directly or indirectly, and to deepen the integration and resonance 
between the city, people, nature, history, culture and art, and glow with new urban vitality. 
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Pic 23. Music fountain show at The Sea World 

 

 

Pic 24. Car-free day at the Sea World 

9. Summary 
China has launched the “One Belt, One Road” development strategy, and the Qianhai 

Shekou Free Trade Zone in Shenzhen is an important part of this grand strategy. The Shenzhen 
Sea World Area is the core part of the Qianhai Shekou Free Trade Zone. After more than 30 
years of development, it has formed a wealth of urban resources, experienced rapid 
development in the early stage of reform and opening up, and experienced the decline of the 
industrial wave. In today's Belt and Road, Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao Dawan District 
Under the grand strategy, Shekou, as one of the free trade pilot zones in Guangdong Province, 
will once again rejuvenate. 
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As the core of the Shekou Free Trade Zone, the Sea World Area has different development 
cycles, positioning and functions of various projects in the area. It has large-scale, complex and 
multi-requirement complex transformation and development difficulties. Through the analysis 
and study of the regional characteristics of the Sea World, the project area was successfully 
realized from the overall coordination and construction of development demand, functional 
orientation, spatial scale, landscape planning, traffic design, energy management and cultural 
innovation. The ecological green transformation has created a new green chapter for the Sea 
World. 

As the overall planning of the area strictly follows the construction and development 
concept of green ecology, the individual buildings in the project area have basically received 
high grade green evaluation, such as Nanhai Yiku, financial center, school, commercial plaza, 
art and culture center, hotel, etc. No matter where you are in the Sea World, you can deeply 
feel the transformation and change brought by green ecology. It is expected that the practice of 
ecological transformation of this project will be like the "Minghua ferry" in the Sea World, 
which will continue to set sail on the vast ocean of green ecology and lead the exploration of a 
new demonstration route in the new era. 
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Abstract. Life cycle energy analysis (LCEA) has been widely applied as a tool to 
quantify the energy requirement to a building throughout its life cycle. The operation 
phase, which dominates the life cycle burdens, are considered as the most crucial part 
towards a more sustainable city environment. However, the manufacturing process 
may also effectively improve building environmental performance, so a detailed 
analysis of this phase is required to conduct a more accurate assessment from the life 
cycle energy inputs perspective. This paper, taking a lightweight steel-framed(LSF) 
house C-House, a joint work of Southeast University and Technical University 
Braunschweig Union, as an example, quantitatively calculates the energy demand 
during the manufacturing phase. A series of effective methods to curtail energy use in 
this process are also proposed, lowering the built environment burdens during the entire 
lifecycle. 
 

Key words. Lightweight steel-framed (LSF); Construction process; Energy 

consumption; Quantitative calculation 

 

Introduction 
It is known to all that today’s world is facing severe environmental problems, with the global 
climate changing dramatically. Buildings play an essential role in the socio-economic 
development of both developed and developing countries, but the construction industry also 
consumes a large number of natural resources simultaneously, which has a crucial impact on 
the environment. According to the “Buildings and Climate Change” report released by the 
United Nations Environment Programme(UNEP) in 2009, the construction industry 
occupies30-40% of global energy consumption, holding responsible for more than 1/3 of 
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greenhouse gas emissions.[1] So there is an urgent need for reducing building energy use to save 
our environment and our future. 

With the current push towards sustainable development, Life cycle energy analysis (LCEA) 
has gained more importance and been widely applied as a method to quantify the energy 
requirement to a building throughout its all phases from the cradle to the grave. 

According to T. Ramesh’s research, from the respect of energy use, the building life cycle 
can be divided into three principal phases: manufacturing, operation and demolition. The 
manufacturing phase includes raw material mining, construction and transportation of building 
components, initial construction and renovation. While the operation phase involves all 
activities during a building life cycle. The demolition phase consists of not only the on-site 
destruction but also their transport to the landfill site or the recycling plant.[2] 

Adalberth proposed an approach for calculating energy requirement throughout the life 
span of a building and applied it into practice in 1997.[3], [4] The results indicate that the energy 
demand at the operation stage accounts for the largest share in life cycle energy distribution, 
about 80-90%, followed by the manufacturing occupying 10%-20%, while the energy use in 
the demolition process is ignored or only occupies a little share. Considering the dominated 
status of the use phase, cutting it down seems to be the most operative way to curtail energy 
inputs throughout the whole cycle. Therefore, a large quantity of passive and active energy 
saving approaches are applied into the building design. 

However, the current emphasis has gradually shifted to the manufacturing phase. For one 
thing, influenced by sustainable development concepts and local policies, the number of energy 
efficient buildings is increasing gradually. With the development of energy-saving equipment 
and high-efficiency insulation technology, the operating energy demand is reduced 
dramatically, resulting in a relatively larger share of the manufacturing proportion.[5] For 
another, in order to enhance the energy saving effect, high energy intensive materials are 
sometimes applied, which to some extent leading to a little increase in the building embodied 
energy.[6] 

One effective way to scale down the building embodied energy demand is to use materials 
requiring less energy in the manufacturing phase. Treloar measured the energy density of a 
variety of building materials and made several recommendations on selection, such as materials 
from the local, with long life span and low energy density, or can be reused, all of which could 
obviously cut down the energy requirement during manufacturing.[7]Xing et al. quantified and 
compared the life cycle assessment of steel- and concrete- construction buildings in China. The 
results illustrated that in the whole life cycle, the energy use of steel accounted for 75.1% of 
that of concrete, with the emission less than a half.[8] 

The above studies have expanded and developed the research on LCEA. It can be seen 
that although the energy demand during manufacturing has been currently paid attention to, the 
research on its quantitative calculation and related reduction methodis far from sufficient. So 
far, quantitative calculation research is now mainly applied for selecting low energy density 
materials, whereas little importance is attached to the measures of further reducing the energy 
consumption during erection and renovation. What’s more, there is a lack of scientific records 
and statistical methods for precious data in practical projects, and the sources of energy 
consumption calculation data are confused at the same time, which has caused some obstacles 
to further improvement of calculation methods. Therefore, it seems desirable to put forward a 
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feasible calculation method and a serious of corresponding reduction approaches to energy 
demand during the manufacturing for lightweight steel-framed houses. 

 
Energy calculation of lightweight steel-framed houses in the manufacturing phase 
Case study 

C-House is an active green and low-carbon house located in the solar energy town of De 
zhou, Shandong province in China. It is the project of Southeast University and Technical 
University Braunschweig Union (TUBSEU) in 2018 International Solar Decathlon China 
(Fig.1).C-house is a 183 m2two-story residence with a lightweight steel-framed structure. The 
north and south surfaces are made of glass curtain wall, with solid walls on the remained sides, 
which are equipped with independent photovoltaic skin. The equipment and auxiliary rooms 
are integrated into the CORE of the building.[9] 

Taking C-House as an example, combined with practical construction experience, the 
energy consumption calculation and energy-saving methods in the manufacturing phase of 
lightweight steel-framed houses are explained in this paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. C-House[9] 

Energy use during building material/component production 
In the stage of material mining and component production, the embodied energy value of 

components can be selected from the existing building material database. What should be stated 
is that the construction components include not only the ones used during the initial installation 
but also those required in the later maintenance and update as well as the material loss in the 
transportation and construction process. The building life span in this study was set at 50 years， 
and the scope of energy consumption calculation is limited to the main structure. The size and 
number of components used for the first construction and renovation are derived from the 
“Schedules/Quantities” of the BIM model, while the amount of mortar and silicone adhesive or 
other similar auxiliary material scan be known from the suppliers’ bill. 

The energy demand for producing all the building materials, 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢(MJ), is estimated as 
follows: 
𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢 = 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢,𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 

𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = ∑ 𝑞𝑖 × 𝑚𝑖 × (1 + 𝜔𝑖/100)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢,𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 = ∑ 𝑞𝑖 × 𝑚𝑖 × (1 + 𝜔𝑖/100)

𝑛

𝑖=1

× ⌈
𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑

𝑇𝑖
− 1⌉ 
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Where 𝑛  = the number of material; 𝑖  = the material concerned; 𝑞𝑖  = energy 
requirement of producing material 𝑖 (MJ/unit); 𝑚𝑖  = amount of the material 𝑖 (kg, m3 or 
m2);𝜔𝑖= waste rate during producing material 𝑖(%); 𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑= life span of the building, which 
is 50 (year); 𝑇𝑖= life span of the material 𝑖(year). 

Table 1presentsthe material list during the main structure erection of C-House, including 
the waste rate and life span of each material. Due to the difficulty of statistics and the limitation 
of data sources, the building materials that do not exceed 5% of the total building materials or 
any building materials with insignificant energy consumption have been abandoned. 

 
Table 1. The material list of C-House during initial construction [10][11] 

Materials / unit 𝑚 (unit) 𝑞 (MJ/unit) 𝜔𝑖(%) 𝑇𝑖(year) 
Steel/kg 29519.20 48.437 10 50 
Aluminum/kg 6.79 19.30 10 50 
Concrete/m3 126.33 2841.10 5 50 
OSB board/ m3 9.34 1734.97 5 50 
Timber(in CORE)/m3 8.58 1734.97 5 50 
Bamboo/m2 9.64 112.39 5 30 
Gypsum(in CORE)/kg 254.63 3.80 10 10 
ALC board/m3 57.50 1979.50 5* 50 
Rock wool/kg 4574.01 13.19 5 30 
EPSboard/kg 2.25 90.35 5 30 
Glass/kg 6036.36 33.06 5 30 
Mortar and other cement 
products/kg 

450 3.97 5 50 

Antirust paint/kg 55.24 5.84 1 15 
Solar photovoltaic system/W 33400 8.61 2 25 

* In the absence of statistical data, according to AIA Guide, 5% is used as the default waste 
rate. [12] 

Energy use during transportation 
The energy consumption in the transportation process during construction, namely the 

energy required for the material transportation to the construction site, is mainly the energy use 
generated by the vehicles. In this study, except CORE is shipped from Germany to China, the 
transportation section in China defaults to diesel vehicles, so as to simplify the calculation. 

The energy inputs for transporting all the building materials, 𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝(MJ), is estimated as 
follows: 
𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝 = 𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝,𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 

𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖 × 𝑚𝑖 × [𝑑1,𝑖 × (1 + 𝜔𝑖/100) + 𝑑2,𝑖]

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝,𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖 × 𝑚𝑖 × [𝑑1,𝑖 × (1 + 𝜔𝑖/100) + 𝑑2,𝑖] × ⌈
𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑

𝑇𝑖
− 1⌉

𝑛

𝑖=1
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Where 𝑛  = the number of material; 𝑖  = the material concerned; 𝑝𝑖  = energy 
requirement of transporting per unit material 𝑖 within per distance (MJ/105kg·km); 𝑚𝑖  = 
amount of the material 𝑖 (kg);𝜔𝑖= waste rate during producing material 𝑖(%); 𝑑1,𝑖= distance 
between production site of the material 𝑖  and its component assembly site (km); 𝑑2,𝑖 =  
distance between component assembly site of the material 𝑖 and the construction site (km); 
𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑= life span of the building, which is 50 (year); 𝑇𝑖= life span of the material 𝑖(year). 

Table 2 presents relative transporting date of different kinds of materials, which are 
derived from other database and actual transportation data. [10][13] 
 
Table 2. The transportation data of materials of C-House  
Materials / unit 𝑝𝑖  (MJ/105kg·km) 𝑑1,𝑖 (km) 
Steel/kg 205.50 61.17 
Aluminum/kg 205.50 71.32 
Concrete/m3 205.50 14.81 
OSB board/ m3 205.50 34.01 
Timber(in CORE)/m3 21.60 61116 
Bamboo/m2 205.50 34.03 
Gypsum(in CORE)/kg 21.60 61116 
ALC board/m3 205.50 14.81 
Rock wool/kg 205.50 25.78 
EPS board/kg 205.50 25.78 
Glass/kg 205.50 74.08 
Mortar and other cement products/kg 205.50 52.72 
Antirust paint /kg 205.50 50.35 
Solar photovoltaic system/W 205.50 796 

 

Energy use during initial construction and renovation 
The energy consumption calculation of the initial construction and the later renovation is 

combined with estimation of the construction procedure and measurement of the site. In this 
construction process, except for earthwork and crane operation, the remaining energy use is 
mainly from mechanical equipment, such as aerial work lifts, cutting machines and so on. The 
specific values are counted depended on the unit energy consumption of different construction 
methods as well as the engineering records of the on-site construction. And the part in the later 
maintenance stage, where the type and frequency of component replacement are calculated 
based on the component life span, mainly consists of electric drills and aerial work lifts. 

The energy demand during initial construction and renovation, 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 (MJ) and 
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣(MJ) , are estimated as follows: 

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = ∑ 𝑎𝑗 × 𝑀𝑗

𝑚

𝑗=1

+ ∑ 𝑃𝑘 × 𝑡𝑘

𝑙

𝑘=1

 

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 = ∑ 𝑃𝑘 × 2𝑡𝑘 × ⌈
𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑

𝑇𝑖
− 1⌉

𝑙

𝑘=1
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Where𝑚 = number of process;  𝑗 = the type of process;  𝑙 = number of machine; 𝑘 = 
the type of machine; 𝑎𝑗= energy required for the construction process 𝑗(MJ/unit); 𝑀𝑗= amount 
of the construction process 𝑗 (unit);𝑃𝑘= power of the machine 𝑘(MJ/h)；𝑃𝑘= operation time 
of the machine 𝑘(h); 𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑= life span of the building, which is 50 (year); 𝑇𝑖= life span of the 
material 𝑖(year). 

Table 3 presents energy use of various construction processes and the power of typical 
machines associated with the erection and renovation.[13] 

 
Table3. Energy use of various processes and power of machines used during erection and renovation of 
C-House 
Processes / unit 𝑎𝑗  (MJ/unit) 
Concrete mixing on construction site/m3 158.4 
Excavation and removal of soil/ m3 115.2 
Smoothing of soil/m3 7.2 
Crane lifting/t 10.8 
Lighting of construction site/m2 usable floor area 93.6 
Machines 𝑃𝑘(MJ/h) 
Aerial work lift 118.8 
Cutting machine 6.48 

 

Total energy use during manufacturing 
The energy demand for different phases has been presented above and they have to be 

summarized so as to obtain the total energy use during manufacturing: 
 

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓 = 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢 + 𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝 + 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 + 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 
 

The calculation results are presented in Table 4, with the distribution analyzed in Fig. 2.It 
should be pointed out that the calculation result is smaller than the actual statistics. The reason 
for this is that the current building material energy use database is imperfect, the types of 
building materials in which are insufficient. Furthermore, as a means to simplify the calculation, 
several materials, processes and machines with insignificant energy demand are neglected, 
which also leads to the situation mentioned above.  

 
 
 

Phases Energy use 
𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢 3356908.12MJ 
𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝 73083.88MJ 
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 35506.33MJ 
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑣 24018.66 MJ 

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓 3489517 MJ 
19068.40MJ/m2 

 

Table 4. Energy consumption during 

each phase of manufacturing 

Fig. 2. Distribution of energy consumption during 

manufacturing 
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As obviously shown in Fig.2, the energy demand of the manufacturing stage is mainly for 
material production, followed by transportation, while the erection and renovation part only 
comprise a little share. In the construction of light weight steel-framed structure, the traditional 
concrete work is less, with the use of cranes and electrical equipment more massive, whose 
own unit energy consumption is small. Consequently, the overall energy use of initial 
construction and renewal process reduces, which relatively gives rise to the proportion of 
component production and transportation process. Although the material production phase 
demands a large amount of energy, the use of steel, aluminum, timber and bamboo, part of 
which can be recycled again, helps to curtail the life cycle energy requirement. 

Methods for energy efficiency of lightweight steel-framed houses in the manufacturing 
phase 

Design method optimization 
Decisions made at the early stage of design have a vital influence on the energy 

consumption of the whole life span, which is difficult to be changed after completion, or a large 
amount of cost has to be spent to make up for the negative impact of the original decision on 
the environment. Therefore, design method optimization is needed in the design stage to lower 
the environmental burden.[14] 

Designing with standardization and modularization. The standardized design can 
effectively simplify component types, unify the structure size, reduce the assembly time, 
increase the reuse rate to save resources. Furthermore, the modular design of components can 
cut down the waste generated during processing. 

 

Designing independent component groups. Generally speaking, building components can 
be divided into four groups: structural component group, enclosure component group, 
performance component group and decorative component group. The integration of 
components with similar life span into relatively independent component groups is conducive 
to future retrofitting and renovation. Therefore, the independence of component groups is an 
effective way to solve the problem of inconsistent durability of various parts of the building, 
which is also a guarantee for the later maintenance feasibility of the C-House. As is shown in 
Fig. 3 and 4, the roof and composite exterior wallboards of C-House are all designed as 
independent enclosure component groups with the integration of structure and insulation. The 
traditional high-altitude workload is changed to the ground to improve the assembly accuracy, 
shorten the work time at high altitude, which results in not only the effective reduction of energy 
consumption of vertical lifting but also the guarantee of construction safety. 

Fig.3. The roof. Fig.5. The bolts on structure frame. Fig.4. The composite wall boards. 
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Designing reusable components. Components can be connected by bolts (Fig.5), buckles, 
slide rails, or other lightweight, high-strength, detachable and quick-assembling connection 
methods, which is more in line with the sustainable development requirements of industrialized 
precast construction. Small components with short service life should be accessible and capable 
of repeated disassembly during replacement and maintenance. Some large components should 
be equipped with the method of installation and disassembly at the same time. After dismantled, 
these components can be reconnected, the performance of which can still meet the standard 
requirements, so as to achieve the purpose of recycling. 

Construction method optimization 

Recording the construction phase scientifically. A set of scientific recording method was 
applied in the construction phase of C-House, which is based on the concept of components, 
where the process can be understood as the assembly of independent components into complex 
component groups, which finally form the building. Each component assembly step becomes 
an integral part of the more massive component group assembly. In each column records of 
construction steps, the main processes in the construction process are first recorded, and then 
the ongoing processes are subdivided into sub-processes to form a tree-like vein. For each 
component (group), the process of the larger level of component it comprises is the main action 
in the record. Each column of construction step mainly includes the process name, time, place, 
duration, personnel, component, tool information attached with photos, and the recorded 
information should be timely summarized and sorted to provide valuable actual construction 
data for further research. 

Conducting collaborative construction based on BIM. Taking C-House construction as an 
example, the BIM model established according to the architectural design based on component 
system integrates the detailed information of each component and component group. During 
construction, the next project allocation schedule is exported by the BIM model every day and 
shared among each construction group, which is conducive to the overall progress control and 
timely adjustment. What’s more, the reasonably divided working groups do not cross in general, 
avoiding mutual interference and leading to higher construction efficiency. In exceptional cases, 
the arrangement will be adjusted according to the safety principle. 

Conclusion 
Inthis paper, an energy consumption model for lightweight steel-framed (LSF) houses 

during the manufacturing phase is established, and a serious of practical reduction methods for 
this process, ranging from design to construction stage, is also presented. Considering the 
construction technology development, this research has promoted a calculation method with 
the combination of foundational statistics from the database and measured statistics from 
construction records. Moreover, aimed at the lightweight steel-framed structure, the reduction 
strategies are proposed, especially from the early design stage. 

However, a number of caveats still need to be noted regarding the present study. Firstly, 
due to the lack of existing resources and data, certain assumptions and estimations are made in 
the model, while simplifying the calculation, affects the result accuracy. What is more, most of 
the energy consumption data of various materials and processes used in this research comes 
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from domestic researches and national regulation limitations. The statistics from other countries 
are referred to with further data lacking. Accordingly, further work needs to be done to establish 
local, even national, comprehensive and systematic primary inventory database, providing a 
scientific basis for further scientific research in related fields. 
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Abstract: The artificial equipment, which changes the relationship between 
architecture and climate, creates a comfortable interior environment for people, but 
brings tremendous energy consumption and isolates indoor and outdoor space. People 
begin to re-examine the relationship between architecture and environment when 
facing with many energy crisis and environment problems, thus climate has again 
become an important topic in architecture. Hawaii has unique geographical and 
climatic conditions. In the process of urbanization, many modernist architects paid 
attention to the relationship between architecture and environment in their design. 
Vladimir Ossipoff (1907-1998) is an architect who pays close attention to climate. As 
sustainable design becomes more and more popular all over the world, Ossipoff’s 
climate-responsive buildings are more important than ever. Learning from Ossipoff’s 
valuable work, we will balance architecture and climate better and take a step towards 
sustainable city. 

 

Key words：Climate-Responsive; Hawaii; Vladimir Ossipoff; Sustainable 
 

1. Climate and architecture 

1.1 The renewed focus on climate 

Construction development is an important part of global energy consumption. The invention of 
air-conditioning equipment in the 20th century, which changed the relationship between 
architecture and climate, isolated indoor and outdoor space. The artificial equipment created a 
comfortable interior environment for people, but brought tremendous energy consumption. In 
the 21st century, energy crises, global warming and air pollution are becoming more and more 
serious. People have begun to re-examine the relationship between architecture and the 
environment, thus climate now has become an important topic in architecture. 
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Figure 1 Energy crises 

Source: https://es.wingadvice.com/221-how-much-natural-resources-and-energy-left-the-worldl-4699 

 

1.2 Concept of the climate-responsive architecture 

In some of the existing traditional buildings and historical sites, we can see a lot of climate-
responsive urban layout, construction and materials. In ancient times, humans revered nature, 
and the siting and construction of living space were inseparable from the natural environment. 
There is no such thing as climate adaptation. The concept of climate adaptation first appeared 
in the regionalism of architecture proposed by Louis Mumford, and then regionalism 
architecture developed into an important branch by plenty of architects and scholars. Most 
people held the idea that culture played an important role in regionalism. However, the 
formation of culture cannot be separated from objective conditions such as climate and 
geography. Only in the last few years, there has been a large-scale turn to this matter by 
architects. “In climate-responsive design the building becomes an intermediary in its own 
energy housekeeping, forming a link between the harvest of climate resources and low energy 
provision of comfort.” [1] As is described by Remco Loom an. A climate-responsive architecture 
reflects the weather conditions in the precise area where the building is constructed. The design 
utilizes data on the region’s weather patterns and takes into account factors like seasonality, 
intensity of the sun, wind, rainfall and humidity. Climate-responsive architecture finds a major 
but neglected figure in Vladimir Ossipoff, who is the focus of this paper.  

 

Figure 2 The energy balance of a climate-responsive building 

Source: Looman, Remco. "Climate-responsive Design: A Framework for an Energy Concept Design-decision 

Support Tool for Architects Using Principles of Climate-responsive Design." no. 1 (2017): 1-282. 
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2. Historically development of climate-responsive architecture 
2.1 Climate-responsive architecture in pre-modern period 

Climate used to be an essential factor in construction. In China's southwest mountainous 
areas with humid and rainy weather all year round, the Diaojiaolou is a very common type of 
building. Sloping roofs facilitate the drainage of rainwater and the natural ventilation. The layer 
of stilts can resist moisture erosion. For areas with a dry and hot climate, dense building group 
helps to shade each other and forms wind corridors. Due to little rainfall, people make good use 
of thick rammed earth walls to keep out the outdoor high temperature. At the beginning of the 
design of the igloo, the principle of hot air rising and cold air falling was taken into account, so 
during the construction, a pit was dug down inside the foundation. Human beings are 
surrounded by hot air in the igloo. Ice makes cold air fall into the pit. Heat in the human body 
is generated in the ice house, forming an internal circulation. As time goes by, the internal 
temperature will be higher than the external temperature. 

 

2.2 Climate-responsive architecture in modern period 

In the early 20th century, Frank Lloyd Wright practiced in the combination of architecture 
and climate. Wright's theory of organic architecture regards buildings as living organisms. In 
his designs, living organisms adapt to the dynamic environment, integrate buildings with local 
climate and natural conditions. On the future of architecture, he stresses that "biology knows 
and tells us that form follows function, pointing out that with the purpose and motivation of 
such architecture, the first step should be to consider the soil and climate characteristics of the 
site". He also points out that nature creates the appearance of objects, and nature is the creator 
of architectural forms. The process, involved in the creation, use and decay of buildings, is 
similar to biological characteristics, which is an adaptive response to the natural environment. 
Wright's understanding of nature and climate lay not only in the external expression of nature, 
but also in the grasp of the inherent laws of nature, which endow architectural forms and 
characteristics with unity from the inside out. 

Figure 3 Traditional building responsive to climate 

Source: https://image.baidu.com/ 
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Figure 4 Fallingwater designed by Frank Lloyd Wright 

Source: https://cdn.loc.gov/service/pnp/highsm/04200/04261v.jpg 

2.3 Contemporary climate-responsive architecture 

Contemporary architecture is diverse, responding to the climate with different 
technologies, strategies and designs. The high-techs represented by Norman Foster and the 
regionalism architects represented by Charles Correa and Geoffrey Bawa have done a lot of 
outstanding work in responding to the climate. Correa is rooted in India. Starting from exploring 
the advantages in local resources, he tries to get rid of the restrictions of the living standards 
and common models of developed countries on architecture. Inheriting the national cultural 
tradition, he starts from the local environment and economic conditions. By the means of 
analyzing the local climate conditions, he comes up with many building concepts that adapt to 
the characteristics of a tropical arid climate. Finally, starting from the deep structural research 
of the building and exploring the unique expression of the architectural form determined by 
climatic conditions, he creates a series of architectural spaces and a morphological vocabulary 
including terms such as "open space", "tubular residence", "summer profile", "winter profile" 
and "buffer space". He skillfully uses the principle of solar energy and airflow to create a large 
number of spaces and places suitable for human life with low energy consumption under 
extreme weather conditions. 

 
Figure 5Charles Correa’s tube housing Source: https://www.architecturaldigest.in/content/iconic-house-

ramkrishna-house-ahmedabad-charles-correa/#s-cust0 
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3. Ossipoff’s Architectural career 

Vladimir Ossipoff (1907-1998) is an architect whose work paid great attention to climate. 
Born in Russia, Ossipoff relocated to Japan with his family in 1909. His childhood in Japan 
might have imbued in him some Oriental culture and spirit. Then he began his architecture 
study in Berkeley, California. A Traditional architectural education cultivated his professional 
spirit. Finally, he moved to Hawaii and spent the rest of his life there. He is praised as a master 
of modern architecture in Hawaii. As Sakamoto says, “Vladimir Ossipoff played a key role in 
the move away from the prevalent Territorial style and toward the adaptation of modern 
architecture in Hawaii”. [2] In his more than 60 years of career, he completed influential 
residential construction works such as Liljestrand's House (1952). In addition, some 
achievements are/were made in the design and practice of campus buildings, office buildings, 
religious buildings and a series of important works such as the Honolulu International Airport. 
In these works, he uses modern architectural methods, fully respects the climate, and creates 
comfortable atmospheres. Liverman (2008) explains that the Boettcher House (1937), which is 
Ossipoff’s first important work in Hawaii, uses the lanai as the elementary form. The lanai, 
coming from the Hawaiian vernacular (or, from Hawaiian vernacular architecture0, combines 
both indoor space and landscape, which makes the building climate-sensitive. [3] His research 
into indigenous architecture seems to have given Ossipoff a deep insight into the climate and 
construction culture in Hawaii, which enabled him to adapt the modern techniques in 

Figure 7 The important work of Ossipoff 
Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 

Figure 6 The important timeline in Ossipoff 's life 
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consideration of climate. 



Hawaii, located in the center of the Pacific Ocean near the equator, has special 
geographical and climatic conditions. The temperature changes only a little during the whole 
year. The strong sun shines all through the year. The wind mainly comes from northeast. There 
is much rain, especially in winter and fall. 
 

 
Figure 8 Temperature, Sunshine Duration, Wind direction, Precipitation in Hawaii 

4.1 Liljestrand House 

 

Figure 9 The relation of Liljestrand house and the site 

Source: https://www.liljestrandhouse.org/house/image-gallery/ 
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4. Analysis of Ossipoff’s work 



The house was originally designed and built for Dr. Howard Liljestrand and his wife, Betty. 
It took them nearly 10 years to find the right location to build a house. The site, located in the 
Manoa Valley, has a good view of both Honolulu and mountains. The wet microclimate and 
lush tropical setting gives a challenge to the architect. Making good use of the terrain and height 
differences, Ossipoff designed the suspension profile to maximize natural ventilation. On the 
southwest side, maximum window openings were implemented to accept the dry and warm air 
that comes from the sea. While in the northeast side, low adjustable wood louvers are used for 
resisting the strong and humid winds from the mountain. Meanwhile, the pressurized air from 
the mountain, which was made by the small window openings, went through the body of the 
home and was released on the leeward side. In terms of function distribution, Ossipoff located 
the outdoor spaces, the swimming pool and the lawn, on the leeward side. 

Lanaiis also well-used in the plan of the building, forming an effective transition between 
indoor and outdoor spaces. The use of the lanai finally becomes one of the "Hawaiian modern" 
features in the style of some of the buildings of Vladimir Ossipoff, who saw in the lanai 
functional similarities to the Japanese Engawa. 
 

Figure 10Wind strategies 

 Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern : The Architecture of Vladimir 

Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 

Figure 11 Lanai in Liljestrand House 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern : The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 
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4.2 The IBM Building 

Ossipoff designed this office building for the IBM Corporation in the early 1960s. He 
hoped the project would both highlight IBM's high-tech identity and create a sense of Hawaii. 
Considering the efficiency of office buildings, a simple seven-story cube was conducted. 
Building skin became the most important part of design. A geometrically complex screen, made 
of 1360 pre-cast concrete pieces, protects the building’s glass facades from sun. The grille is 
held two feet from the curtain wall, which accelerates the wind flow from bottom to top, 
bringing the heat away. What’s more, the horizontal planes of each curvilinear surface are 
slanted more than 45 degrees so that they would wash clean in the rain and prevent birds from 
nesting, which enables the building the self-cleaning feature. According to the building’s owner, 
the grille has not required cleaning, nor have birds ever nested there.  

In a news article he wrote about IBM, Ossipoff stated: “The most important point, however, 
is the character of the building itself. Not only does the systematic, rather repetitious pattern of 
the concrete grille express the computer-world character of the IBM Corp., but also gives the 
building a sense of belonging in the sun. The deep shadows of the grillwork become as 
significant a part of the architecture as any part of the structure itself.” [4] 

 

 

Figure 12 The concrete grille units of IBM building 

Source: https://modtraveler.net/city/honolulu_655/listing/ibm-building/ 
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Figure 13 Facade of The IBM Building 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 
of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 

4.3 University of Hawaii Administration Building 

The University of Hawaii Administration Building was built for the educational needs 
after the Second World War. It was expected to provide all administrative staff a separated 
working space from classroom. Ossipoff conducted the design work in two aspects, adapting 
to climate in spatial arrangement and reducing the strong sunshine in details. The building is 
divided into several different volumes in different height. The main volume faces south with 
horizontal layout. A big court yard, which is higher than surrounding volumes, is placed on the 
center of the building, providing shading and adjusting the microclimate well. The tall columns 
with a floating roof creates a splendid entrance, which gives a smooth transition from exterior 
space to semi-open courtyard to interior space. Along the open corridor in the front of the 
building is a reflecting pool. The careful orientation blocks the western sun and bounces the 
indirect north light into the interior. Windows on the south and east are shaded by concrete 
grating in various pattern. 
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Figure 14 Rendering of University of Hawaii Administration Building 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 

Figure 15 Various shadings of University of Hawaii Administration Building 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 

Figure 16 Rich façade hierarchy of University of Hawaii Administration Building 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 
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4.4 Memorial Chapel, Punahou school 

In this project, Ossipoff hopes to make use of nature to create the atmosphere of worship. 
Ossipoff lowered the chapel floor below the outdoor cloister. The main natural light falls from 
the top of roof, while lights from windows are limited, reminding people the holiness of god. 
The control of natural light creates a quiet feeling. Learning from the section, the opening on 
the roof and the windows in lower space forms the chimney effect, thus natural ventilation 
becomes easily. On the southeast and southwest, the nearly three-feet-thick walls, made of 
cement stucco over local stone, resists the hot air outside and strong sun. Further more, the walls 
adjacent to the lily pond are broken up to allow the water to flow into pools inside the building, 
lowering the interior temperature.  

Figure 17 Natural light and ventilation of Memorial Chapel 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 

Figure 18The use of natural resources in Memorial Chapel 

Source: Ossipoff, Vladimir, Sakamoto, Dean, and Britton, Karla. Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture 

of Vladimir Ossipoff. 2008. Print. 
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5. The significance of Ossipoff and his works 
Due to the special geographical location and culture of the Hawaii, Ossipoff and his works 

were unknown outside the Hawaiian Islands (including the United States mainland) for a long time. 
Kenneth Frampton emphasizes in his preface to the book Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture of 

Vladimir Ossipoff that, looking back on Ossipoff's career, although Ossipoff was recognized as a 
senior architect in Hawaii before and after his death, he did not receive enough recognition for his 
cultural contributions compared with his contemporaries. [5]Indeed, Ossipoff is far beyond his 
contemporaries. Not only is he a good modernist architect, but also he draws close attention to 
climate-responsive design, which was neglected in last century. 

In 2007, nearly 10 years after Ossipoff's death, the Honolulu Art Museum held the first 
retrospective exhibition of his works. The exhibition also continued to be exhibited at the German 
Architecture Museum in Frankfurt, Germany, and the Yale University School of Architecture. The 
University of Hawaii at Manoa also collected and preserved a large number of Ossipoff’s design 
drawings and documents, and launched the "Ossipoff Archives Restoration Plan" in 2013. Clearly, 
the efforts above preserved the documents related to him, thus making it possible to study Ossipoff 
and his design works more deeply. As Monica Penick（2010）mentioned, Ossipoff’s climate-
responsive buildings are more important than ever, as sustainable design becomes more and more 
popular all over the world.[6] Looking backward to Ossipoff’s valuable work, we will take a step 
forward and balance architecture and climate. 
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Abstract. In order to meet the needs of society for green, ecological and sustainable 
urban development, energy conservation and emission reduction and technological 
innovation in the construction sector are the key. In the summer of 2018, in the SDC 
International Solar Decathlon Competition held in De zhou, Shandong, the entry of the 
C-House, completed by the Sino-German team of Southeast University-Technische 
Universitaet Braunschweig, and the technological innovation has been achieved in terms 
of construction space, construction methods, energy utilization and low-carbon ecology. 
Especially in the architectural design-build full-process intelligent application, the 
component classification and component parts are taken as the theoretical core, and the 
BIM technology is used as the method to realize the component design-build full-process 
tracking technology based on component coding rules. Tracking management of building 
components is the data information foundation for realizing building project 
management. Taking C-House as an example, the realization of full-process BIM 
intelligent application as a mobile and detachable light-structured house product in the 
city plays an important role in promoting the sustainable development of urban ecology. 

 
Key words. C-House, component, BIM, full process tracking, intelligent application 

 

1. Introduction 

In the face of global climate change, energy crisis and other issues related to global sustainable 
development, from the perspective of architecture, to promote the popularization of green 
buildings as the fundamental, gradually moving towards an ecological city is an inevitable 
development trend. Since the concept of green building has been put forward, on the basis of 
the goals of energy conservation, land saving, water saving and material saving, new 
technologies and new ideas represented by informatization and intelligence should be added to 
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realize the concept upgrade and transformation development of green buildings. 

Solar Decathlon China 2018 (SDC 2018) is jointly sponsored by the National Energy 
Administration of China and the US Department of Energy to promote the global solar 
photovoltaic building integration design and construction, product development, technology 
promotion and application and personnel training. To promote global green and low carbon 
sustainable development. The future-oriented sustainable green low-carbon capacity housing 
system “C-House” (hereinafter referred to as C-House) is a joint building product jointly 
developed, designed, constructed and operated by SDC 2018 Southeast University-Technische 
Universitaet Braunschweig(Fig.1). The C-House project uses a number of green building 
technologies such as building variable and adaptive design, long life and maintainability, smart 
capacity and energy use, and 
intelligent management and 
operation. In particularly, it achieves 
engineering management objectives 
based on BIM technology. The 20-
day high-speed construction has 
clear requirements for the entry time 
and assembly time of each building 
component, requiring an orderly 
engineering organization 
management plan. Through the 
tracking of the QR code of the 
components, the team realized the 
management and monitoring of the 
whole process of building 
component design, production and 
construction. Under the premise of 
ensuring the construction quality, the 
field work efficiency was greatly improved.[1] 

 

Fig.1 C-House completed real photo 

Fig.2 C-house model component classification 
schematic diagram 
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2. C-House model creation and encoding information generation 

2.1. Component classification and component parts 

Component classification and component parts are the basic theory of C-House project 
design and development, and also the basis of BIM modeling. 

Component classification is to classify the basic elements (components) of the building 
according to its functional characteristics and assembly characteristics. According to the basic 
functional characteristics of the components, it can be divided into structural component groups, 
enclosing component groups, performance component groups, decorative component groups, 
and environmental component groups. Each component group is independent of each other, 
does not cross each other, reduces the interconnected nodes, and improves the reliability of the 
building; at the same time, the independent function of each component can also ensure the 
long-term reliability of the component function(Fig.2).[2] 

The component parts are based on the three-level assembly theory of the component 
proposed by the research team. The components are divided into three levels according to the 
different processing and assembly positions of the components, to further complete the division 
of the component characteristics and construction: The first-class components are small 
components, which are assembled and assembled in the factory to reduce the on-site workload. 
The second- and third-level components are assembled for large components at the construction 
site and construction stations, reducing site safety hazards, and improving the efficiency of on-
site construction equipment and tools.[3] 

 
2.2. Component coding rules 

Different types of components are easily confused with one another in a single system. In 
order to identify different individual components, it is necessary to name them and accurately 
define the relevant attribute information. Naming a component is the job of coding, and this 
work should be carried out at the design stage so that it can play a role in subsequent production, 
construction, and operation and maintenance. 

A complete set of coding rules is an important method to achieve information linkage, 
which needs to be unique, reasonable, concise, complete and extensible. 

The code of the column shown in Figure 3 is: SDD20170816—A1—JG-HNT-Z— 1/0—
A/1—0.The table below gives a detailed explanation of the specific content of this code. 

Fig.3Concrete column position diagram 
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Tab.1 Component Code Field Interpretation Table 

Field Example Interpretation 

Item Number SDD20170816 Item number of the relevant building 

Building number A1 The number of the coded component located building 

Component type  

number 
JG-HNT-Z 

Component category, such as structure–concrete– 

Column 

Elevation number 1/0.00 The component is on the 1st floor, elevation is 0.00 

Grid number A/1 
The horizontal axis of the component is the A axis, and the 

vertical axis is the 1 axis 

Location number 0 Only one column in the vertical axis of the horizontal axis 

2.3 Add Revit component model encoding information 

The coding information in the Revit component model is not manually entered, but is 
given by means of automatic plug-in generation. The team provides technical support for 
generating component QR code information based on Revit secondary development plug-in. It 
is a bridge to communicate BIM model and system supervision platform (Fig.4).[4][5][6] 

Based on the component classification and component parts, the Revit model is created by 
combining the concept of the C-House project. Before generating the component QR code, the 
model needs to be further processed, and the corresponding information needed to generate the 
component QR code is added. With the plug-in of Revit developed by the team, take the square 
steel beam shown in Fig.5 as an example. In the networking state, first click on the download 
data, then add the parameters, and then specify the component category for the beam. The 
square steel beam belongs to the structural system-steel structure. Component - Steel beam 
category, and finally click on the update component position, you can number the field shown 

in the figure. In the process of generating the coded information, the project number and the 
building number are included in the project. Except for manually selecting the component 

Fig.4 Plug-in based on Revit secondary development 

Fig.5 Component types of square steel beams and the generated codes 
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category, the elevation number, the grid number, and the position number are automatically 
generated by the plug-in. 

The component coding field is coded by the researcher, and then the computer generates the 
component code of the different components according to the programming language of the coding 
rule. The computer can easily identify the component code, but it is necessary for the practitioner, 
especially the construction personnel. After a training process, the meaning of the component code 
can be understood, which leads to the construction workers not being able to quickly determine the 
spatial position of the code component. In order to enable the constructor to quickly obtain the 
spatial position information of the coded component, it is necessary to optimize and update the 
display mode of the QR code in the design front end. Taking the structural frame system as an 
example, the function of the associated view of the Revit plug-in is used to The view visibility 
setting of the 3D view hides other components, leaving only the steel frame, and then selecting the 
component in the current view to associate the view (Fig.6). The display method of the QR code is 
shown in Fig.7 below. 
3 C-House component full process tracking 

3.1 Design stage 

Based on component QR code, the component tracking process needs related software 
platform to realize. In this paper, the component tracking case of C-House is based on the 
component monitoring software platform independently developed by the research team 
(http://zhangpei.net.cn). After the coding information of C-House component model is added, 
through the information export function of Revit plug-in, the data information of Revit model 
is exported to the external environment of software in the format of. Zip or. DB, and the above 
files are uploaded to the platform. 

On the page printed with QR code in the platform, you can view the QR code and spatial 

Fig.6 Components association view 
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location diagram of the screened components by filtering the project name, building, elevation 
and other information (Fig.7). 

3.2 Production stage 

In the production phase of components, after the processing of the internal components of 
the factory is completed, the operator downloads and prints the corresponding component QR 
code from the component supervision platform, and pastes the QR code one by one to the 
component surface before the component leaves the factory, and The operator scans the QR 
code on the component with the mobile APP that is developed and used with the component 
supervision platform, and selects the “production completion status” and the factory photo of 
the shooting component, and finally submits the relevant state and accessories (Fig.8). 

3.3 Construction stage 

After the components are transferred to the construction site, the construction personnel 
can quickly identify different types of components by means of the spatial position sketch 
below the QR code of the component, and distinguish the spatial installation position of the 
individual components, which lays a foundation for efficient lifting work. After the component 
is installed, the operator scans the code and takes a photo of the scene through the mobile phone 
APP, and finally submits the “installation completed” status and photo attachment(Fig.9). 

The information of the final installation of the component is fed back to the BIM model, 

Fig.8 APP scan and upload component status 

Fig. 7 Component QR code and component space location diagram 
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and the closed loop of the BIM information flow is truly formed, and the installation progress 
of the project component is timely checked, which is also the requirement for the traceability 
of the entire process of the component. With the project progress function of the Revit plug-in, 
you can view the current real-time project progress according to the component status upload 
time, as shown in Fig.10, after the date is selected, the installed components will change to a 
darker display. Provide real data support for decision makers while implementing project 
management more accurately. 

Relying on BIM technology, the 
tracking management of components 
from design to construction is realized, 
which fully exploits the advantages of 
building information model in the 
information transmission level. At the 
source of design, the building 
components are controlled, ensuring 
the information in the subsequent 
stages authenticity and effectiveness. 
The tracking and supervision of the 
whole process of component design-
building is not only the key to realize the traceability of component quality, but also an effective 
means to improve the efficiency of fabricated building construction, and also meet the 
requirements of green low-carbon sustainable ecological development. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Taking the C-House project as an example, the article describes the whole process tracking 
technology with component as the basic unit. Compared with other similar research, this 
research is based on the achievements of the team's existing component classification system. 
A set of relatively universal component coding rules is formed, and a software plug-in is formed 
to automatically assign unique spatial identity information to the component. Secondly, the 
database information is directly extracted from the BIM model, and the database information 
is uploaded to the self-developed system platform to generate the component QR code, and 

Fig.10 Revit plug-in project schedule management 

Fig.9 Lifting and attaching the components of the QR code 
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then use the mobile app that is used with the platform to scan and upload status information. 
The information of the components in the whole process can not only be viewed in the system 
platform in real time, but also can view the component status and project progress in the BIM 
model. At the same time, assist in the implementation of project management with real and 
virtual comparison. On the basis of BIM technology, the integration of technologies such as 
Internet of Things and QR code has realized the low-carbon and energy saving of the project 
construction process. 

As a future-oriented sustainable housing system product, C-House fully utilizes the 
advantages of BIM technology information sharing based on the integration of new 
technologies, new materials, new equipment and new processes, with building components as 
the basic unit. It realizes the whole process tracking management from design, production to 
construction. It has been proved that this BIM-based component tracking management method 
significantly improves the operational efficiency of the entire assembly-building process on the 
basis of ensuring the quality of the project. At the same time, it also provides data and 
information support for the use and maintenance of C-House. It provides a good demonstration 
for the assembly building industry, especially the quality super vision(Fig.11). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C-House completed a pre-built process before participating in the official competition. It 

is the use of BIM-based component tracking management technology that enables the process 
from installation to disassembly to re-installation to be performed quickly and smoothly. C-
House's efficient “disassembly and assembly” has significantly reduced the environmental 
impact and energy consumption, and this detachable and reusable housing system also meets 
the concept of a sustainable eco-city. 
 
 
 
 

Fig.11 C-House completed Indoor and outdoor real photos 
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Abstract: With the increasingly prominent haze problem around the world, indoor and 
outdoor air pollution is becoming more and more serious, which leads the number of 
"sick building syndrome" patients living in closed rooms increases. Scholars in 
different countries have made some active explorations on the use of indoor plants to 
purify the air. On this basis, the author integrates the plants and windows, designs and 
builds a maintenance free plants-window device, and compares it with indoor plants 
under the same conditions about the absorption capacity of indoor and outdoor air 
pollutants through experimental measurement. The results show that , the device has 
higher purification efficiency of indoor and outdoor air pollutants ; In terms of the 
impact of haze weather on indoor air quality, the barrier rates of PM2.5 and PM10 of 
the device are 26.53% and 40.18% higher than those of traditional ventilation, 
respectively. Plants-window system build a city’s micro-ecosystem of plant, building 
and human , which can make full use of plant air purification effectively,provide 
oxygen for people in haze weather and reduce the indoor air pollution caused by 
outdoor haze. 

 

Key words: plants-window, haze, air purification 

 

1.  Preface 
In recent years, with the increasingly prominent problem of haze in many countries, the scope 
and the degree of haze impact continues to expand and deepen [1]. In the case of outdoor air 
pollution, people reduce outdoor activities and close windows to reduce the haze harm on health. 
But the indoor air pollution is not optimistic. According to the survey of environmentalists, 
with the increasing air tightness of modern buildings, more than 30% of the indoor air is harmful 
to health in the world[2]. Research shows that the average indoor time of Chinese residents is 
1200Min/D, who have the longest indoor activity in a day[3]. People will suffer from fatigue, 
dizziness, chest distress, mental distress and other symptoms when living and working in the 
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environment of pollutant accumulation, poor ventilation and improper use of air conditioning 
system for a long time. The World Health Organization refers to it as "sick building syndrome" 
(SBS)[4]. Under the double attacks from external environmental pollution and indoor pollution, 
indoor air quality has posed a huge threat to people's health. In order to deal with this real 
problem, people take a variety of methods and technical means to improve indoor air quality, 
source control method, air circulation method, activated carbon adsorption method, air 
purification equipment are commonly used. As we know, the window is the main channel of 
indoor and outdoor air circulation. Therefore, how to purify and filter the air in the process of 
indoor and outdoor air circulation to improve indoor air quality is an important research issue 
currently. There is less secondary pollution in the removal of air pollutants by plants, and the 
environmental disturbance is slight, which is conducive to the improvement of the environment, 
and has a good application prospect [5]. 

2.  Existing research on air purification of plants 
The methods of active air pollution control usually need energy consumption and 

maintenance, often replace the accessories of machine, some scholars put forward ecological 
control methods. Dr. Wolverton B. C., come jo J. J., et al. [6,7] carried out research on indoor air 
pollution removal by plants in the 1990s. In 2005, Huang aikui et al. studied the purification 
capacity of four plants for benzene and formaldehyde. The results showed that the purification 
capacity of benzene and formaldehyde is Syngonium podophyllum ‘Gold Allusion’ > 
Scindapsus aureus>Sansevieria trifasciat‘Laurentii’> Chlorophytum comosum ‘Vittatum’ [8]. 
Chen Zhijie, Tian Zhihui , et al[9-10] have conducted relevant research on the air purification 
efficiency of PM2.5 and PM10 on common ornamental plants in various places. The results show 
that the tested plants can absorb PM2.5 and PM10 in the air, and have strong air purification 
effect. 

Kamal Meattle, an Indian scholar, found that we can achieve indoor 
air quality standards by placing enough Chrysalidocarpus、Sansevieria 
trifasciata and Scindapsus indoors without opening windows and using 
them to produce fresh air. When people spend 10 hours in such an indoor 
environment, the probability of one percentage point increase in blood 
oxygen content of human body is 42%, the situation of eye allergy is 
reduced by 52%, the respiratory system problems are reduced by 34%, the 
headache symptoms are reduced by 24%, and pulmonary dysfunction is 
reduced by 12%, and asthma is reduced by 9%, and energy demand of 
buildings is also greatly reduced by 15%. Using this function of plants to 
make plant screen (see Figure 1), not only can effectively save indoor 
space, but also can provide enough fresh air. 

 
3.  Design idea and composition of Maintenance free plants-window system 
3.1.  Design mentality of Maintenance free plants-window system 

Maintenance free plants-window system(hereinafter referred to as plants-window system) 
is based on the consideration of plant-human-building as an organic symbiosis, and maximize 
the ecological role of plants; it combines indoor plants and building ventilation, a relatively 
independent small ecosystem can be formed by taking advantage of the characteristics of 
Carbon dioxide consumption and oxygen release in the process of plant photosynthesis as well 

 
Fig.1 plant screen 
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as the adsorption and bactericidal function of specific plants, which can weaken and eliminate 
the "sick building syndrome" at ordinary times, and protect people from the haze when it 
happens. The main space of the plants-window system is the window of the building, so as to 
reduce the occupation of the indoor space. At the same time, the window is made into a closed 
channel for indoor and outdoor air flow and filter the harmful substances in the air through 
layers of green plants in the flowing process by setting multi-layer plants in the window , and 
ensure the plants get enough light which planted in the window.（see Fig. 2） 
3.2.  Composition of Maintenance free plants-window system 

3.2.1 Ventilation system.  

Plants-window system ventilation mainly includes indoor and outdoor natural ventilation 
and indoor internal air circulation. Therefore, the ventilation system of plants-window system 
is mainly composed of two air inlets and one air outlet. The air inlets included indoor air inlet 
and outdoor air inlet. As shown in Figure 2, the ventilation system blows the indoor or outdoor 
air into the plants-window system from the bottom to the top through the blower. The air passes 
through the whole plants-window system in the form of "s" through the layer by layer filtration 
of each layer plants, and finally the purified air enters into the room through the top outlet, so 
that the indoor and outdoor air can continuously circulate and circulate, achieving the purpose 
of purifying the air. 
3.2.2 Planting unit.  

The planting container, we choose the modular plastic square box, which has the 
characteristics of light and durable, low cost ,waterproof and moisture-proof. In addition, plastic 
box is convenient for transportation and can improve installation efficiency. Considering the 
size of the window in the experiment and the influence on the indoor solar radiation, the square 
plastic boxes (360mm in length, 240mm in width and 100mm in height) was selected for the 
plants-window system. Four planting units form a planting layer, under which a water tank is 
arranged for unified water supply. 
3.2.3 Plants planting mode.  

Plant growth needs suitable light, water, soil (nutrition matrix) and air conditions. Plants 
have natural adaptability to soil. Taking soil as cultivation medium can adapt to the growth 
habits of plants. Compared with hydroponics or soil-less cultivation, it greatly expands the 
selection range of plants, meets the diversified needs of different plants , and improves the 
possibility of survival for selecting more favorable plants. It also meets the requirements of low 
technology management and maintenance. 
3.2.4 Water supply system.  

In order to reduce the daily maintenance of plants in the plants-window system, we use 
"Trace irrigation" for the plants. "Trace irrigation" is a kind of irrigation technology with higher 
water-saving efficiency than drip irrigation. It takes the capillary action of soil and water 
conducting fiber bundle as the basic force, and transports water to the plant roots at a very low 
rate, which can achieve the irrigation purpose of stable、proper and on-demand supply [11] [12]. 
"Trace irrigation" mode has self adaptability, can supply water according to the needs of plants, 
plants can grow in a more stable environment, and the utilization efficiency of water resources 
will be improved. The application of non pressure "trace irrigation" in soiled cultivation makes 
the plant automatically control absorption, low energy consumption and environmental 
protection by capillary action in the supply of plant water and nutrient solution. 
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In the design of the water tank, considering the complexity of reducing the water supply 
of the plants-window system, the water is led to the top water tank through the water pump. 
When the water level in the top water tank reaches a certain height, it flows into the next water 
tank through the stainless steel hose from the outlet, and the next floor is the same as the 
previous one. In the bottom water tank, a automatic water pump controller is set to connect with 
the water valve. When the bottom water level reaches the design maximum water level, the 
water valve automatically closed, when the water level drops to the lowest level, the water valve 
is opened, so as to realize the automation of water supply。 

Through the above design of the water supply system, ventilation system, unit planting 
and other parts of the plants-window system, the built model is shown in Figure 3. 

4.  Experiments study on Maintenance free plants-window system 
In order to verify the feasibility of the plants-window system, a plants-window system 

experiment device was set up and the following experiments were carried out by the author. 
4.1.  Selection of experimental plants 

As the most important part of the plants-window system, we choose the plants which are 
more suitable for indoor environment. The selection of plants mainly considers the following 
aspects: 

(1)As for the plants are planted in the window, and the plants-window system is composed 
of multiple planting layers, so the height of plants should not be too high, less than 50cm 
(determined by the size of the window in this experiment), a certain air circulation space should 
be reserved. 

(2)The plants should have relatively large leaf area and relatively high canopy density of 
the leaf , which can absorb certain dust and particles. 

(3)In order to reduce the future management and maintenance, we prefer the perennial 
herbs and vines as the main plants to others.  

(4)Plants can purify and absorb pollutants, dust and particles in the air. 

      
Fig.2 Daily maintenance-free planting window 

system frame diagram 

Source: made by the author 

 

Table 2 

 

Fig.3 Plants-window system experiment device 

Source: made by the author 
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Based on the consideration of the above characteristics, the author selected several plants 
suitable for growing in the hot summer and cold winter areas for experiments. After a series of 
experiments and the collection of relevant data, it can be seen from Table 1 that the 
comprehensive cost, dust retention capacity and oxygen production of Scindapsus are better 
than those of Sedum lineare, Chlorophytum comosum and Pleione. In this experiment, 
Scindapsus is selected as the experimental plants. 

Table1  Comprehensive comparison of experiment plants 

Plants name 
Comprehensive 
cost(RMB/㎡) 

Dust retention capacity
（g/m³） 

Oxygen production （mL/h） 

Scindapsus 6 1.95 0.8 
Sedum lineare 21 0.82 0.55 

Chlorophytum comosum 18 1.10 1.3 
Pleione 12 0.94 0.9 

Source: made by the author 

4.2.  Experiment on indoor air quality 

4.2.1 Experimental site. 

In order to ensure that the geographical location, temperature, humidity, lighting 
conditions and other environmental factors of the two rooms selected for the experiment are the 
same, we selected two adjacent rooms of the same size in a teaching building of a university in 
Changsha for the experiment, both of which are 6.95m long, 3.5m wide, 3.3m high, and the 
size of the two rooms windows are 1.79m wide, 2.35m high, and 0.46M deep. Room 1 is a 
common room with plants equal to the plants-window system, and room 2 is a modified room 
with plants-window system. 

Table 2  Comparison of two rooms  

Room 
Number 

Room size 
Measuring 

point 
Number of 

plants 
Plant location 

Fan 
power 

Fan position 

Room 1 
6.95m×3.5m

×3.3m 
A，B，C 

120 strains 
(12 basins) 

4 basins are in a group, 
placed on the ground. 

15W 
On the ground,at the 

same level with plants 

Room 2 
6.95m×3.5m

×3.3m 
D，E，F 

120 strains 
(12 basins) 

In plants-window 
system 

15W 
In plants-window 

system 
Source: made by the author 

4.2.2 Experiment time. 

0h (6:00am), 6h (12:00am), 12h (18:00pm), 18h (24:00pm), 24h (6:00am the next day) 
4.2.3 Experimental instruments. 

Compound gas and dust detector(PM2.5 and PM10),  digital temperature and humidity 
recorder, thermal anemometer. See Table 3 for detailed parameters of the instrument 
4.2.4 Layout of measuring points. 

Considering that the indoor gas concentration is distributed unevenly, three measuring 
points with the same location are selected in two rooms.: A (D) measuring point, B (E) 
measuring point and C (F) measuring point in the indoor location as shown in the Figures 4 and 
5. Point A (D) is located at the air outlet of the plants-window system, which can also reflect 
the data of the gas measured in the upper air of the room; point B (E) selects the geometric 
center of two rooms, which reflects the data of the gas measured in the middle of the room; 
point C (F) selects the position that is spatially symmetric with point A (D) about point B (E), 
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which reflects the data of the gas measured  in the lower part of the room. Record the data of 
three measuring points in each room, and take the average data to draw the change diagram of 
gas concentration. 

Table 3  List of experimental instruments 

Source: made by the author 

4.2.5 Evaluation index: 

(1)PM2.5 and PM10 Removal rate: In the case of indoor airtight, the difference between 
the indoor solid particles (PM2.5, PM10) and the initial concentration after n hours divided by 
the initial concentration is the removal rate of PM2.5, PM10 by plants. 

Kn-- PM2.5、PM10 removal rate after n hours; 
C0-- initial concentration of PM2.5 and PM10,ug/m³ 
Cn -- PM2.5 and PM10 concentration after n hours, ug/m³ 

Name of instrument Picture of instrument Instrument parameters 

Compound gas and 
dust detector(PM2.5 

and PM10) 

 

Dust particle: optional PM2.5 laser dust particle sensor 
(0.3um, 2.5um, 10um) 
Detection method: pump suction type, built-in strong suction 
pump. 
Flow rate: 500-1000ml / min, adjustable, working in micro 
negative pressure environment 
Detection accuracy: ≤±3%，Linear error：≤±1% 
Response time:≤20s, repeatability;≤±1% 
Detection mode: real time detection, timing detection can be 
set freely 

Thermal anemometer 

 

Measurement item: wind speed / wind temperature / air 
volume 
Wind speed measurement range: 0.0-30m/s 
Wind temperature measurement range:0-45℃ 
Air volume measurement range: 0-999900m³/min 
Resolution: 0.1m/s，0.2℃ 
Wind speed measurement error:±3%±0.1dgts 
Boundary dimension: Main Engine: 77×36×164mm 
Probe:30.5×30.5×305mm 

Digital temperature 
and humidity 

recorder 

 

Measurement range: 
Temperature: -10℃- 50℃, humidity: 5.0%RH-98%RH 
Accuracy: 
Temperature:±1℃（±1.8）, humidity:±3%RH 
Resolution: 
Temperature: 0.1℃/0.1, temperature: 0.1% RH 
Sampling time: 2.5 times / S 
Operating environment:-0℃-50℃，≤80%RH non 
condensing 

%100C-C
0

n0
n =

C
K
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(2)PM2.5 and PM10 Barrier rate: In case of severe fog and haze, the concentration 
difference of indoor and outdoor solid particles (PM2.5, PM10) after n hours divided by the 
concentration of outdoor solid particles is the barrier rate of solid particles (PM2.5, PM10). 

Qn -- PM2.5, PM10 barrier rate after n hours; 
Cg -- Outdoor concentration of PM2.5 and PM10,ug/m³ 
Cn -- Indoor PM2.5 and PM10 concentration after n hours,ug/m³ 

4.2.6 Experimental process. 

First, check the air tightness of the two rooms: carry out the blank test, that is, close all the 
doors and windows in the experimental rooms, and take samples at three positions in room 1 
and 2 respectively every 6 hours(Fig 4 and 5:the sampling position of the experiment)). Samples 
were taken every 6 hours in both rooms, take 5 samples for each measuring point (i.e. one day 
time). The concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 were basically unchanged, with only a small 
amount of decrease (< 1%), indicating that the air tightness of the experimental room met the 
experimental requirements. 

On the premise of ensuring the indoor air tightness to meet the test standard, we divided 
into two groups of experiments, and detected the changes of indoor PM2.5 and PM10 
concentration under the following 9 different conditions every 6 hours. The first group of 
experiments (conditions 1-5): in the case of no outdoor air supplement, i.e. completely enclosed 
indoor environment, the comparison of indoor particle concentration changes in two rooms 
under different conditions. The second group of experiments (condition 6-9): in the case of 
haze, the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 in the two rooms changed with the introduction of 
outdoor wind. The initial time of the comparative experiment is 6 a.m,purpose 
and description of the experiment as followings: 

(1) Compared with condition 1 and 2 is aim to test the effect of stable air flow on indoor 

%100C-C n
n =

g

g

C
Q

      
Fig.4 Elevation of indoor sampling point location 

Source: made by the author 

 

Fig.5  Indoor sampling point location plan 

Source: made by the author 
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particle concentration; 
(2) Compared with conditions 1 and 3 is aim to test the adsorption of indoor plants on 

PM2.5 and PM10; 
(3) Compared with conditions 4 and 5 is aim to contrast the differences in the adsorption 

of particulate between the plants-window system and the potted plants; 
(4) Compared with conditions 6 and 7 is aim to test the impact of outdoor haze on the 

indoor air quality of ordinary rooms; 
(5) Compared with conditions 7 and 8 is aim to check whether the indoor plants have an 

impact on the indoor pollution caused by ventilation in haze days; 
(6) Compared with conditions 8 and 9 is aim to find the difference of indoor air quality 

between the room installed plants-window system and the room with equal amount of plants 
under the same conditions in the outdoor haze weather. 

Table4  No outdoor ventilation experiment condition table 

Condition Number 
Measuring 

point 
Indoor equivalent 

green plants 
Indoor average wind 

speed（m/s） 

Wind speed in plants 
window system

（m/s） 
Condition 1(blank test) A,B,C × × × 

Condition 2 A,B,C × √ × 
Condition 3 A,B,C √ × × 
Condition 4 A,B,C √ 1.2 × 
Condition 5 D,E,F × × 1.2 

Source: made by the author 

Table5  Outdoor ventilation experiment condition table 

Condition 
Number 

Meas
uring 
point 

Indoor 
equivalent 

green plants 

Indoor average wind 
speed（m/s） 

Outdoor average 
wind speed
（m/s） 

Wind speed in plants 
window system

（m/s） 
Condition 6 G × × 0.8~1.6 × 
Condition 7 A,B,C × 1.2 0.8~1.6 × 
Condition 8 A,B,C √ 1.2 0.8~1.6 × 
Condition 9 D,E,F × × × 1.2 

Note: take the average data of three points for each test.(Source: made by the author) 
4.2.7 Experimental results and analysis: 

Through the record and average of PM2.5 and PM10 concentration under working 
conditions 1-9, PM2.5 and PM10 concentration within 24 hours under each working condition 
refer to Table 6 and Table 7. 

Table 6 Indoor PM2.5 and PM10 concentration table under condition 1-5 

Particle 
Concentration 

Condition 
Number 

0h 6h 12h 18h 24h 
Removal 
Rate(%) 

PM2.5 average 
concentration
（ug/m³） 

Condition 1 205 205 205 205 205 0.00% 

Condition 2 205 205 205 205 204.67 0.16% 

Condition 3 205 204.67 204.33 204.33 204.33 0.33% 

Condition 4 204.33 203 202 201.33 201 1.63% 

Condition 5 204.67 203 201 199.67 198.67 2.93% 
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PM10 average 
concentration
（ug/m³） 

Condition 1 235 235 235 235 235 0.00% 

Condition 2 235 235 235 234.67 235 0.00% 

Condition 3 234.67 234.33 234 234 233.67 0.43% 

Condition 4 235 234.33 233.67 233.33 232.67 0.99% 

Condition 5 234.67 232.67 230.67 229.33 228.33 2.70% 

Source: made by the author 

Table 7 PM2.5 and PM10 concentration table under condition 6-9 

Particle 
Concentration 

Condition 
Number 

0h 6h 12h 18h 24h 
Barrier Ratio 
after 24h (%) 

PM2.5 average 
concentration
（ug/m³） 

Condition 6 240 174.67 179.33 276.67 245 — 

Condition 7 157.33 169.67 179.67 268 241 1.63% 

Condition 8 157.67 168.33 179 265.67 239 2.45% 

Condition 9 157 160.67 165 185.67 174 28.98% 

PM10 average 
concentration
（ug/m³） 

Condition 6 262.33 191.67 213 363.67 368.33 — 

Condition 7 183 189.67 214.33 360.33 362 1.72% 

Condition 8 180.67 188.33 213.67 358.33 356 3.35% 

Condition 9 184.33 188 192.67 219 208 43.53% 

Source: made by the author 

The data of condition 1-5 show that: 
In the closed indoor environment, compared with the data of condition 1 and 2, it shows 

that the ventilation has little effect on the indoor particle concentration in the absence of plants. 
Compared with the data of condition 1 and 3, it shows that the Scindapsus has a certain 
adsorption and purification effect on indoor particles. By comparing the condition 4 and 5, the 
concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 in the indoor air through the plants-window system is 1.3% 
and 1.71% lower than that in the common room under the same conditions, which shows that 
the purification effect of the plants-window system on PM10 is more obvious than that of 
PM2.5. 

The data of condition 6-9 show that： 
At the beginning of the experiment, the indoor air quality is obviously better than that of 

outdoor air. When the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 outdoor is high, the concentrations of 
PM2.5 and PM10 in the room gradually kept the same level with the outdoor concentration 
under the condition of airflow exchange. Under the absorption and purification of indoor plants, 
the concentration of condition 8 is slightly lower than that of condition 7. Comparing the data 
of condition 8 and 9, it can be seen that the barrier rate of plants-window system to PM2.5 and 
PM10 is 26.53% and 40.18% higher than that of traditional ventilation respectively, which 
indicates that the barrier efficiency of plants-window system to PM10 is higher than PM2.5 in 
the case of outdoor haze. After several days of observation, there were obvious particles 
accumulation on the surface of leaves and ventilator in the plants-window system. Obviously, 
in the case of serious outdoor pollution, the traditional ventilation will greatly reduce the indoor 
air quality. Although the outdoor air flowed through the plants-window system is to some extent 
higher than the initial concentration, the increase is significantly lower than the concentration 
change under the natural ventilation condition. The reasons for the above results are as follows: 

(1)Analyze the results of condition 1-5:the Scindapsus has a certain adsorption and 
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purification effect on indoor particles. Under the condition of indoor air self circulation without 
outdoor air supplement, the plants-window system provides a relatively centralized and 
completely closed space. The pollutants in the air are fully contacted with plants through 
organized air passageway, which greatly improves the efficiency of plant absorption and 
purification. 

(2) Analyze the results of condition 6-9: compared with the traditional natural ventilation, 
the wind not directly flows in the room, the plants-window system is equivalent to adding a 
transition space in the process of air exchange between indoor and outdoor. In this space, the 
plants-window system not only improves the efficiency of plant adsorption of particulate in the 
air, but also plays a role of barrier, which is an important reason why plants-window system is 
obviously lower than ordinary ventilation. 

(3) As for the plants in the plants-window system are in a relatively closed space, the 

Fig.8 NO.1-5 condition of each sampling point 

average PM2.5 concentration variation 

Source: made by the author 
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Fig.10 NO.6-9 condition of each sampling point 

average PM2.5 concentration variation 

Source: made by the author 

 

 

Fig.11 NO.6-9 condition of each sampling point 

average PM10 concentration variation 

Source: made by the author 

 

 

Fig.9 NO.1-5 condition of each sampling point 

average PM10 concentration variation 

Source: made by the author 
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humidification effect of plants is better than that of traditional indoor potted plants, and the 
higher humidity in the plants-window system is also conducive to the condensation of particles. 
 

5.  Conclusion 
Through the comparison of conditions 1-9, we got the following conclusions : 
(1) Because of the various structure like tissues, protuberance, stoma on the surface of 

plant leaves, plants can effectively adsorbed particles in the air. 
(2) Compared with the traditional potted plants, the plants-window system saves more 

space to use. At the same time, the window is the best location for indoor illumination and light. 
The plants-window system is more conducive to give full play to the photosynthesis of plants. 

(3) The organized ventilation in the plants-window system can increase the frequency and 
area of the direct contact between the air and the leaves, the probability of the particles in the 
air adsorbed by the leaves increases, and the humidity in the plants-window system is easier to 
condense the particles, so as that the dust retention effect of plants is more obvious. 

(4) The plants-window system can be used as a "protective layer" to reduce the indoor air 
polluted by the haze. Through the integrated construction of building ecosystem, the impact of 
air pollutants on the indoor environment can be reduced. Plants and the building ventilation 
system can be integrated to jointly purify the indoor air and build a healthy and comfortable 
indoor air environment. 

Indoor air quality is closely related to people's health and quality of life. Considering plant-
human-building as a whole organic , it can give full play to the ecological purification of plants. 
Plants-window system can weaken "sick building syndrome" at ordinary times. under the fog 
and haze weather, the building can be a small ecological system, which can provide the oxygen 
needed by itself and reduce the indoor air pollution caused by the outdoor haze. Compared with 
other air purification methods, the daily maintenance free plants window system has the 
characteristics of low input, low energy consumption and low maintenance. Combined with the 
characteristics of different pollutants adsorbed by different plants, the maintenance free plants-
window system has further exploration space in the purification of other indoor air pollutants. 
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The Empirical Study of Modular Construction System 

Optimization in Structure and Furniture Integration —

—Cased as a Staggered Cost-Effective Experimental 

House in Xi ‘an  

XIA Heng1   PENG Xiaosong1   PENG Qiang2 
1.Shenzhen University，Shenzhen 518060；  
2. OJO-OYO Pre-Lab，Shenzhen 518060 
 
Abstract. It tries to tackle the low integration performance of common Modular 
Integrated Construction projects with "closed cube" as geometric features in structure, 
space, furniture and form. Modular Integrated Construction is the most efficient and 
sustainable prefab construction systems for its high speed construction, and least on-
site rubbish, but less competent in cost, indoor space perception and form expression. 
By now, construction technology aspect has been mostly focused on in researches. But 
the importance and potentiality of fundamental architecture design aspects, like the 
articulation of space organization, structure, furniture and construction, are relatively 
neglected. By empirical approach, a cost-effective rural house in Xi ‘an rural area, 
with light weight timber Modular Integrated Construction and the “open cube” 
units, was used to explore the integration experiment. It integrated the structure, space, 
furniture and form in section, and developed a staggered space pattern to confront the 
site, energy, program and budget issues. Besides the improvement of the construction 
technology, the design thinking should be reviewed too, advocating the "whole-part" 
two-way design strategy and discriminating the combination possibility of the three-
dimensional modular unit in the four aspects of structure, construction, space and 
form. It argues the meaning of integration in design of Modular Construction. It is a 
micro-scale analysis and precise optimization of existing lightweight Modular 
Integrated Construction. It will help to improve the quality of domestic light 
prefabricated construction products, and enhance our construction sustainability. 
 
Key words. Modular Integrated Construction, Integrating structure and furniture, 
lightweight timber construction, open-up unit, empirical study 

 

In Modular Construction system, Modular Integrated Construction (MIC) is the Construction 
mode with the highest degree of prefabrication, the fastest Construction speed and the highest 
degree of integration. However, it has disadvantages in cost and space experience [1-2][3]46[4]55. 
Since December 2015, the team began to design and study the lightweight "modular 
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prefabricated" construction system. After nearly one and a half years of design and two months 
of manufacturing, the experimental room was built on site in September 2017 and completed 
within one week. After more than a year of follow-up observation and qualitative evaluation, 
combined with the latest trend and development of the application of this technology in China 

[5-8], the status quo of the research on technology, light space and methodology speculation 
[9]17[10]315, it is considered that the design strategies and methods adopted in this experiment have 
certain reference value for the research on modular prefabricated construction technology. Here 
is a brief introduction of the experiment to deal with problems, results, design process and 
reflection. 

 

1.  Problems to be solved and optimization proposals 
1.1.  Phenomena and problems 

In 2018, there have been many excellent cases or important projects of people's livelihood 
in China that adopt this technology, such as the design of Chishi park phase I commercial street 
in Shenzhen-Shantou cooperation zone [3], the construction of temporary office area of 
Xiong’an new area service center (hereinafter referred to as Xiong’An office area) [4-5], and 
the temporary housing project of Nam Cheong Street in Sham Shui Po, Hong Kong [6]. 
However, problems in geometry, space use, form, cost, and structure and resource utilization 
can still be found. 

a) Geometry: at present, most modules of the common "box prefabrication" construction 
system are "closed box": most of them have 6 enclosing surfaces, or only holes of 
different sizes are opened in the above enclosing surfaces to obtain lighting or connect 
the space between adjacent modules; 

Figure 1. Scheme and plan of temporary housing project in Nam Cheong Street, Sham Shui Po, Hong Kong 
（Image source: https://news.mingpao.com/ins/instantnews/web_tc/article/20180509/s00001 

/1525829562833，traced by the author） 
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b) Space: the interior space is narrow and difficult to use (because the length, width and 
height of the "modular prefabricated" unit are limited by the transportation size(1)), and 
the combination of house types is also relatively rigid. Therefore, it is popularly known 

as "container house" in Hong Kong. 
 
 
c) Furniture: it is usually a passive design, an isolated individual placed only to meet the 

needs of users, but has no design relevance with prefabricated box modules and other 
furniture. (Figure 1); 

d) Form: at present, the appearance of "box prefabrication" lacks a sense of wholeness -- 
more of it presents a sense of "combination" at the unit level (2). 

e) Cost: there is potential to optimize construction cost -- after the completion of assembly, 
buildings using modular prefabricated module technology tend to have "double floor" 
and "double structural wall (or partition wall)" in the same residential unit. Does this 
mean an increase in cost? (Figure 2) 

f) Structure: does the phenomenon of "double-layer structure" mean the problem of 
structure redundancy? If the box module meets the structural requirements in the lifting 

process, is there structural redundancy in the assembled double-layer structure? 
g) Efficiency: does "double-layer structure" cause waste of space utilization efficiency? 

This can be verified by simple calculations (3). The potential problems in vertical 
combination are similar to those in horizontal direction. If it is applied to the high-
density urban environment of land, it is particularly unfavorable. 

1.2.  Ideas and proposals 

Based on the above analysis, this study plans to propose an innovative three-dimensional 
module lightweight prefabricated residential building system. It has the following 
characteristics: 

a) Geometric features of "non-closed box". Such advantages are as follows: the physical 
size and psychological feeling of the interior space can be expanded, and the space can 

Figure 2. Diagram of temporary housing project at Nam Cheong street, Sham 
 Shui Po, Hong Kong(Image source: author 1) 
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be expanded through the combination of horizontal and vertical space to form rich 
changes, which is suitable for users' various needs. It can also solve the above "double-
layer structure" problem, which may reduce the cost and improve the space utilization. 
At the unit level, cancel the "box" for partial enclosing surfaces, which may be long 
facing wall, short facing wall, or floor. 

b) The three issues of structure, furniture and space have highly integrated integration 
efficiency. At the structural level, the furniture and the structure are highly integrated 
to strengthen the structure weakened by the elimination of partial enclosure. At the 
spatial level, the line of sight of the box space can penetrate into each other at multiple 
levels to break the closed "box" experience. (Figure 3) 

c) Use an "integrity-unit" two-way design strategy. Try to review the order from the whole 
to the part, instead of the usual combinatorial order. For example, the design of the 
facade is not a simple combination of units, but an overall consideration of the 
organization of openings. 

d) Although some studies mentioned the space combination mode [4]50-55, and also 
mentioned the closed and semi-closed box module types [10]74[11]25 from the geometric 
perspective, they mainly focused on the vertical and ignored the horizontal enclosing 
surface, so the possibility of the box module generating staggered space was not derived, 
and the potential of structure and furniture integration design was not found. Therefore, 
the innovation of the proposal lies in the refined analysis and precise optimization of 
the existing "modular prefabricated" building system by empirical method. 

 

 

 
2.  Construction and Experiment 

Figure 3b. Possibility of "non-enclosed box" module 
(Image source: author 1) 

 

Figure 3a. Illustration of the possibility of using furniture as a structure to eliminate 
the "double-layer structure" to improve spatial efficiency  

(Image source: author 1) 
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The experimental project is located in Xi 'an. The land is located in a private house, which is of 
the type of north entrance, that is, the main house is mostly located in the north side, leaving 
space on the south side to form an inward courtyard with good sunshine in winter. Four possible 
locations of the specific construction site (4) were selected as the construction site after 
comprehensive consideration of the overall budget, demolition cost, and the influence of the 
new building on the sunlight of the courtyard in winter. In addition, this position can simplify 
the difficulty of the experiment, mainly considering the vertical space design and excluding the 
influence of horizontal space combination factors. (Figure 4) 

 

Users consist of three generations, one parent for a couple, one son for a couple and one 
grandchild for a little girl (5). The total area of the residence is 90 square meters (75 square 
meters of interior space, 15 square meters of overhead projection area), equivalent to the unit 
cost of about 2500 CNY/square meters (6). (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 4a. Map of the village where the experiment project is located 
(Image source: author 1) 

Figure 4b. A bird’s-eye view of the north of the experimental project 
((Image source: photo by Xiao Qiubo, 2018) 
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2.1.  Volume layout of the split-level 

Because Xi ‘an belongs to cold area, bedroom needs to consider winter sunshine. On one 
side of the original courtyard, the first floor to the south required an entrance, so one bedroom 
was placed on the north side. In order to obtain sunshine, the mass on both sides of the north 
and south is staggered 2m vertically to form a split layer: namely, 2m elevation on the north 
side. The height of the foundation of the reused house is 300-400mm, and the height of the 
ground floor on the north side can reach about 2400, which has many advantages: the ground 
floor on the north side can be used as a garage; The bedrooms on the north third floor can get 
winter sunlight; The living room on the second floor on the north side can also get sunshine at 
a certain time. The top of the second floor bedrooms on the south side offers a roof terrace 
garden. The vertical traffic space is arranged in the middle, which can serve the north and south 
efficiently. The stair layout is l-shaped, and the climbing of 3m height is completed respectively 
with the width of the room and the direction of the depth. 

2.2.  Segmentation of construction units 

With this north-south split volume, the segmentation of the building unit has many possibilities. 
The final plan consists of 4 modules, 2 modules in each direction. For the convenience of 
description, the two southward modules are marked as module 1 and module 2 from bottom to 
top. Mark the southward two boxes from the bottom up as module 3 and module 4 (7). (Figure 
6) 
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Figure 5. Daytime photos of the south facade of xi 'an project
 ((Image source: Photo by Ge Jianping, 2017)



 

2.3.  Careful consideration of structural elements 

In the experiment, four modules all made different attempts to "cancel" the enclosing 
surface. To prevent the deformation of the box, the following ways are considered: 1. For large 
openings on the horizontal surface, add temporary support. Combined with the spatial design, 
some temporary supports are transformed into hollow beams (girders) with wires and light 
tubes. 2. For the control of vertical deformation, use furniture to increase the contact area and 
connection strength between the wall and the floor. 3. Partitions also become part of the 
structural system (8). (Figure 7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. The structural schematic diagram of module 3 and the diagram of four 
construction modules without enclosure  

(Image source: author 1) 
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Figure 6. Section axonometric drawing and plan of the laboratory room 
(Image source: author 1) 

 



Considering the insufficient stiffness of the horizontal plane, the possibility of 
parallelogram deformation in the short section of the module is relatively large. Therefore, try 
to integrate furniture and partition walls as part of the structure. For example, in the living room 
box unit of module 3, the "sofa" furniture will be pulled and connected to the wall and the floor, 
so that the wall has better stability. The end of the stair component will belong to the wall. In 
the 1 # module of the kitchen dining unit, low cabinets and hanging cabinets. The children's 
bedroom ACTS as a girder in the three-storey bedroom unit of module 4. In module 1 (second 
floor bedroom unit), the partition between the bathroom and the bedroom has a depth of up to 
600mm and can also play the role of beam. (Figure 7a, 8) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5.  1.6 extension of space units 

 

Figure 8. 3# module transport photo 
 (Image source: Author 1) 

Figure 9a. View the kitchen dining room space of module 1 and the bedroom of 
module 2 from the living room module no.3 
(Image source: photo by Xiao Qiubo, 2018) 
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2.4.  Combination of structure and furniture 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At the spatial level, the extension feeling of interior space is emphasized to eliminate the 

closed feeling of "box". The 1 # module that is in dining-room kitchen, line of sight and the 
sitting room of 3 # module are separated and ceaseless, with this will enlarge dimensional 
outspread feeling. The case has a larger opening to expand the view and bring in more light. In 
particular, the 1 # and 2 # modules have a southern facade, with a large glass face on the south 
as the climate boundary, and the true structure retreats 1.2m. This creates a climate buffer that 
ACTS like a greenhouse. This is good for indoor thermal comfort during the cold winter months. 
(Figure 9) 

2.6.  Ventilation design of trace displacement 

The design of the opening of the enclosure is mainly concerned with the ventilation 
efficiency. Because cost is finite, need to reduce mobile type window component, the fixed 
glass of large area exists the risk that causes summer to overheat. The overall ventilation method 
adopts the method of "minor replacement" (9). 

2.7.  Blurring of form unit 

The morphological organization of the facade of the enclosure structure breaks the 
independence of the unit intentionally, and considers the upper and lower units as a whole and 
divides the relationship between the virtual and the real. The material of the southern facade is 
carbonized pine slats; the rest of the surface is low - priced dark gray color steel plate. Such a 
differentiated design can further distinguish the internal and external environment of the 
building. The windowing design of the facade adopts "checkerboard" motif to blur the sense of 
scale of this two-storey building. (Figure 10) 

  

Figure 9b. Balcony of bedroom module and entrance porch space in module 1 
 (Image source: photo by Xiao Qiubo, 2018) 
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2.8.  Selection of main materials 

Considering the cost, warmth and difficulty of construction, the whole box adopts the 
structure of pine frame and plywood veneer. Plywood is placed on one side of the interior, and 
painted with environmental varnish directly becomes the interior surface. To reduce the second 
decoration and cost savings. In order to reduce the elastic deformation of the wooden floor, a 
composite structure of concrete and wood structure is adopted on the ground of the no. 1 box. 
The structural furniture is made of 12mm multi-layer plywood. This material has a more reliable 
structural strength and can be used to make structural components. Because of the cost, the 

Figure 10a. The appearance of modules 1 and 2 on the project site 
Figure 10b. Windowing relationship of module 1 and module 2 during manufacturing 

(Image source: photo by Xiao Qiubo, 2018) 
 

Figure 10c. Window motif of the south-north facade of the experimental room 
(image source: author 1) 
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window members cannot use the expensive broken bridge construction, but use the aluminum 
alloy window frame of the common construction. Therefore, indoor thermal comfort 
performance in winter must be affected. 

2.9.  Quick construction 

In August 2017, the lifting of the four boxes took 20 tons of cranes and was completed 
within five hours. This is enough to show that this experiment preserves the efficiency of the 
"box prefabrication" construction system. Of course, there are still some problems in the 
hoisting process (10). (Figure 11) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Experience and Inadequacy 
Due to the limitation of site and cost, the three-storey construction experiment of "non-closed 
box" three-dimensional module building system only verified the possibility of optimizing the 
vertical section structure in this research proposal. The structure, furniture, space and form can 
be further integrated to form a cohesive and efficient whole. For example, in the vertical 
combination, the joint work between the wood beam of the lower module and the floor slab of 
the upper module can eliminate the "double floor" to achieve the purpose of reducing material 
consumption and increase the spatial expression while ensuring the structural strength. Among 
them, the board furniture with plywood materials plays an important structural role and also 
strengthens the spatial intention (figure 12). 

 
 
 
  

Figure 11. Photo of module no.4 hoisting process 
(Image source: author 1) 
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Of course, it still has at least the following shortcomings, which need to be improved in the 

following studies: 
a) As it is a low-cost private project, I cut down the design cost, and carried out structural 

work through the method of mutual testing and verification between design strategy 
and factory production. Therefore, there is a lack of checking calculation and 
quantitative optimization of structural designers. However, it is still of positive 
significance to propose structural design strategies from the perspective of space and 
furniture. Some qualitative evidence is that the laboratory has been tested by several 
small earthquakes. The house was not affected by the October 2017 earthquake, whose 
epicenter was located in Guang Yuan, Si Chuan province (400km from Xi 'an). 

b) As envisaged, box units with large openings require additional protection during 
construction; Equipment pipeline and joint structure have some temporary processing 
requirements [13]. 

c) Cross-provincial manufacturing leads to high logistics costs. Large manufacturing 
plants have no interest in micro-customized pilot projects, which are out of line 
configuration, meaning that inputs are out of proportion to outputs. Therefore, the 
prefabrication plant of this project can only choose the factory of workshop for 
experiment, which is far away from the site, increasing the logistics transportation cost 
and labor cost of worker dispatch (11). 

d) In terms of construction scale, especially for high-density urban environment, the scale 
of this experiment is only low-rise buildings. Due to the limitations of the site, the 
attempt to verify the horizontal and horizontal combination of the units to cancel the 
"double wall" is still missing, so more follow-up efforts are needed. 

4.  Reflection and Prospects 
In addition to the above technical improvements, what is more worth discussing is the 

reflection on the design thinking of "modular prefabricated" buildings. 

Figure 12. The combination of stool, stair, cabinet and structure in module no.4 
(Image source: author 1) 
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4.1.  Three levels of integration: time, space and performance 

From the perspective of design, in current common products, the meaning of "integrated" 
in the English "MIC" has not been fully explored and explored. At present, it mainly refers to 
the collection of building elements at the construction level, that is, the building basic elements 
such as envelope system and equipment pipeline can be pre-assembled in the factory to reduce 
the assembling work on the site. This mainly refers to the optimization of each building element 
in the dimension of construction process (time). But in the space, the structure, the furniture, 
the form level performance conformity also has the further promotion room. Therefore, the 
meaning of "integration" not only refers to the rapid collection of architectural elements in the 
time dimension, but also refers to their appropriate occupation in the space dimension, and more 
importantly, their joint function in the space, structure, furniture and form. Only in this way can 
the "integrated" characteristics of "modular prefabrication (MIC)" be truly embodied. This 
indicates the direction for further design optimization of "modular prefabrication (MIC)". 
4.2.  4 dimensions of box unit: space, structure, construction and form 

Although it may not be possible to equate "container house" with "prefabricated box 
house" in the industry, there are obvious limitations. They believe that the construction products 
constructed by this technology often have "bottlenecks" -- the rigid appearance of "matchbox" 
and the interior space of "container". This is because designers do not distinguish the following 
four levels in the level of design thinking: spatial unit, structural unit, construction unit and 
morphological unit. For normal construction methods, the chance of overlap is not very strong. 
In the "box prefabrication" based on the space unit, the overlap probability of these four is very 
high. Therefore, in common sense thinking, these four levels are often simply overlapped and 
then simply copied according to the project and site size. However, as long as it is realized that 
these four layers cannot overlap each other, the permutation and combination can produce an 
infinite number of design changes. 

 

4.3.  Total design thinking of part and whole 

At the level of "design thinking", this design did not use standard box unit to stack and 
combine at the beginning, but conceived the whole volume and then divided it, so that units 
with different functions appeared. At the level of "design thinking", partial-whole is a pair of 
dialectical relations. It is always reflected in the four levels of 4.2 above. 

a) The logic of spatial organization can be divided into at least two ways: from the whole 
to the part, or from the part to the whole. 

b) Construction logic, because it is usually subject to the action of gravity, the whole is 
usually constructed from the local units from the bottom up. "Box prefabrication" is so 
powerful in this respect that designers may ignore the whole to the parts way of thinking. 

c) Structural logic. For box prefabrication, local performance at the unit level seems to be 
over-emphasized, which means that the overall performance will eventually show a lot 
of redundancy. If we further subdivide the structural requirements in combination with 
the construction process, we should be able to understand the different requirements of 
the building in the lifting stage and the completion stage. 

d) Morphological logic, similar to spatial logic, has two possible ways of thinking in 
different directions. For example, the form strategy of Xiong’an Civic Service Center 
project adopts the combination logic from the part to the whole, and sets up multiple 
modules for combination changes to achieve the overall effect. 

4.4.  Structural design concept of the whole process  
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"Non-closed box" three-dimensional module building system, which is to cancel the local 
enclosing surface "modular prefabrication" method, the most direct impact is to cause structural 
problems. This structural problem is reflected in at least two aspects: one is after the building 
is assembled (overall performance), and the other is during the construction lifting process (unit 
performance). After the combination of six cabinet units with complete faces, does the overall 
structure have large redundancy? If the overall structure performance is appropriate and the 
structure of the unit body is weak during the construction process, it can be solved by adding 
temporary support. These temporary supports can be combined with other design elements to 
absorb and integrate. For example, the design that combines element of component of fixed 
furniture, finite space. In fact, the whole process of structural design concept also reminds 
designers to need more accurate structural design, and more open structural vision. 

 

4.5.  Fixed furniture and spatial flexibility 

Through the integration of structure and fixed furniture, the "non-closed box" three-
dimensional module building system is strengthened. Another problem is that it will lead to 

the lack of long-term use space and flexibility [14]. This problem is not obvious at present 
because the project is very small, single user and has clear requirements. And the use of fixed 

furniture also effectively responded to the low cost of harsh conditions. However, if the 
design is oriented to large-scale, multi-user, high-density and affordable design conditions, it 
will be very dangerous. The research needs to consider whether this experiment can only be 

applied to small customized projects. Or is it necessary to further carefully balance stationary 
furniture with spatial flexibility in response to more general design conditions? Or is the 
space more flexible by replacing fixed furniture with high-strength connections between 

envelope surfaces? If we reflect on the hypothesis of this design experiment, we can find that 
there are at least two other solutions, such as construction and construction, besides the spatial 

strategy of reinforcing the structure with architectural elements. The advantages and 
disadvantages of the three need to be compared comprehensively. This is an area that needs to 

be addressed in follow-up studies. (Figure 13) 
Figure 13. Reflection on design optimization strategy in this experiment 

(Image source: author 1) 

The theoretical value of the above research is to reflect on this common "modular 
prefabrication" construction technology from the perspective of design, differentiate and 
analyze the meaning of the unit at the level of space, construction, structure and morphology, 
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and explore possible optimization approaches and working Spaces. Its application value 
provides a new idea for the design of "modular prefabricated" buildings, which provides a little 
exploration for the application of the technology to non-temporary buildings. With the gradual 
acceptance of "modular prefabricated" buildings by the society (12), this study may be beneficial 
to the upgrading and application scope of the domestic modular prefabricated building industry, 
so as to enhance the competitiveness of products in the overseas market in the future, to promote 
sustainable urban development with building technology innovation. Especially in the high-
density urban environment, its horizontal and vertical space potential has important application 
value. 

 

Image Source: 
Picture 1 

fromhttps://news.mingpao.com/ins/instantnews/web_tc/article/20180509/s00001/1525829562
833, traced by the author 1; Pictures 4b, 9a, b, c and 11c were taken by Xiao Qiubo. Picture 5 
was taken by Ge Jianping. The rest were drawn by the authors. 

 

Notes: 
1) the unit size of the temporary office area of xiongan civic service center reaches 4m 
(width) *4m (height) *12m (length), which is not the geometric size that can be achieved by 
ordinary projects and cannot adapt to the transportation conditions of high-density cities, so it 
is not universal. 
2) the facade design of the temporary office area of xiongan civic service center is worthy 
of reference. It USES the arrangement and combination of several different color modules to 
eliminate the stacked feeling of construction units. 
3) taking the temporary housing in nam ching street, sham shui Po, Hong Kong as an 
example, in the horizontal direction, assuming that the wall on the first floor is 150mm thick, 
the thickness of the unusable structure can reach 1500-2000mm after 10-20 units are assembled 
and accumulated horizontally, almost the size of a balcony or a living space. If classics clever 
processing, can increase a box body space, offer a living unit more namely. 
4) the position of the existing single-storey hut on the south side is characterized by large 
width and small depth; The location of the existing toilet in the middle of the yard, with an air 
quality on all sides; On the north side, there is a narrow and long gap (formerly car shed). There 
are existing brick houses on the east and west sides, with small face width and large depth. The 
east and west dimensions are 3.3m (wide) and the south and north depths are 12m (long). The 
north side of the main house is now located, which needs to be built after demolition. 
5) the final design scheme for the civil wrong layer three layer dimension, provide the room 
number of needs is as follows: a sitting room, a kitchen, dining room, bathroom, bedroom three 
(two couples a bedroom, a child bedroom), study, a garage, roof garden, and equipped with 
necessary kitchen utensils and appliances, sanitary ware, hardware, doors and Windows, 
furniture, lamps and lanterns. 
6) the original budget is 200,000 yuan, but the actual total cost is 240,000 yuan, over 20%. 
7) the cooling and ventilation path of southward buffer space may be: the overhanging 
window at the bottom of the south facade of # 1 box unit - the double-height air shaft in the 
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entrance porch of # 1 box unit - the overhanging window in the middle of the south facade of 
# 2 box unit, or the push-pull window on the west facade of # 2 box unit. The ventilation path 
of no. 1 box unit in the north-south direction may be: the upper hanging window at the bottom 
of the south facade of no. 1 box unit - the ventilation hole at the glass partition of no. 1 box unit 
- the upper hanging window at the north kitchen of no. 1 box unit. The possible paths for 
ventilation of the overall house in summer are (mainly by drawing air from the stairwell) : 
ventilation holes in the floor of the # 3 box unit (intended to introduce cool air from the shaded 
position of the garage); and overhanging Windows at the bottom of the south facade of the # 4 
box unit. 
8) the length of module 1 is 7m, and the entrance porch, dining room, kitchen and stairs are 
arranged successively from south to north (along the short direction). The length of module 2 
is 6m, and the balcony, parents' bedroom and toilet are arranged from south to north (dry and 
wet separation). 3 # module length 6m, from south to north layout stairs (along the short 
direction), living room; 4 # module length 6m, from south to north layout stairs (along the short 
direction of layout), study (above for children's bedroom), son's bedroom. 
9) specific measures are as follows: the top surfaces of modules 1 # and 3 #, which are 
located below, are cancelled, and they are u-shaped in section and replaced by hollow beams; 
For the upper 2 #, 4 # module bottom construction thickness reduced. For the overall structural 
performance, the actual bearing capacity is composed of the bottom floor slab of the upper unit 
and the wood beam of the lower unit. Before the completion of assembly, each unit module as 
long as it can meet the requirements of lifting the box without deformation 
10) this is due to insufficient preparation, no hanger was prepared, and the sling could not 
stay upright, so that some parts were pulled into the wooden box. There is a local gap (end 
position) between # 3 and # 1 box that is not tightly occluded. This should be the case in the 
process of lifting deformation caused by. 
11) cross-provincial logistics cost: 12,000 yuan, accounting for 1/20 of the total cost. 
12) Hong Kong will complete 2-3 non-temporary projects using this "modular prefabricated" 
construction technology, which are apartment type high-rise buildings, by 2022. See also: 
http://www.adrg.com.hk/projects/university-community-colleges. 
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Abstract. Airport is an important infrastructure of air transport system, which has the 
characteristics of large volume, high energy and resources consumption intensity, and 
prominent social impact. With the increasing constraints of resources and environment, 
the construction of a safe, healthy, efficient and comfortable green airport under 
reasonable environmental load is the inevitable direction of airport construction in the 
future. Some built airport buildings need to be renovated because of their long history, 
obsolete facilities and equipment, and low standard of planning and construction. At 
present, they have high energy consumption and poor comfort in operation. Hongqiao 
T1 terminal is used to be such a typical example. Green renovation of airport terminal 
building should be based on the comfort and energy-saving requirements of terminal 
building, taking into account the original architectural characteristics, and seeking a 
full fit between the building and the environment in order to achieve maximum comfort 
with the smallest consumption of resources and energy. During the renovation of 
Hongqiao T1 terminal, the green design strategies of airport buildings including natural 
lighting, natural ventilation, shading, air infiltration control, efficient air conditioning 
system and its control were all considered. The comprehensive energy consumption 
was 251.13 kWh/(m2a) before and 224.86 kWh/(m2a) after the renovation, the annual 
total energy consumption index is reduced by 10.4% (equivalent electricity method). 
A series of energy-saving renovation measures and performance-based analysis 
methods accompanied by repeated design deliberations during the renovation process 
of this project provide reference for green renovation of similar buildings with good 
operability and practicability.  

 

Keywords: Airport building; Green; Renovation; Case study 
 
1.  Introduction 
The terminal is the landmark building of the airport, with large building scale and volume, 
complex functions and processes, high energy consumption and high operation cost throughout 
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the year, and its energy cost accounts for about 25% [1] of the total operation cost of the airport. 
With the increasingly obvious constraints of resources and environment, the airport 
construction will not only meet the needs of providing safe and high-quality services, but also 
make more efficient use of resources, lower impact on the environment, and build a safe, 
healthy, efficient and comfortable green airport under a reasonable environmental load, which 
is the inevitable direction of airport construction in the future. At present, five airports in China 
have obtained three-star green building logo. Since the 12th Five Year Plan, the national 
scientific research support for green energy conservation of airport buildings has been 
increasing. A number of national science and technology research and development projects 
have been approved, and the green related standards of airport buildings have been gradually 
improved. 

Some airport buildings have a long history of construction, old facilities and equipment, 
low planning and construction standards, which affect the improvement of the overall 
production and service level, so they need to be green transformed. Hongqiao T1 terminal is a 
typical case. The green transformation should be based on the comfort and energy-saving 
requirements of the terminal building, while taking into account the characteristics of the 
original building, to seek the best balance between resources, environment and space quality, 
through the comprehensive design of architecture, structure, mechanical and electrical 
disciplines, so that the history can be continued, the current can be applied, and the future can 
be developed. Based on the reconstruction project of Hongqiao T1 terminal, this paper provides 
more technical support for the planning, design and sustainable development of large-scale 
airport hub transformation through the comprehensive research of energy-saving reconstruction 
design technology of the terminal. 

 

2.  Airport building characteristics and its influence on green design 
2.1. Architectural design features 

Due to the functional requirements, the architectural design of airport generally has the 
characteristics of large space, large depth and large area glass curtain wall.  
2.1.1.Large space.  

The existence of large space has many effects on the indoor environment, which will make 
the indoor temperature gradient and increase the difficulty of natural ventilation design. How 
to ensure a good air distribution, ensure the environmental parameters of the personnel activity 
area, and take into account the energy conservation are some of the key considerations in the 
green design. 
2.1.2. Large depth.  

Large depth space will bring challenges to lighting design. The introduction of natural 
lighting design in the inner area is not only to improve the indoor environment, but also to 
reduce the energy consumption of lighting. In order to solve the problem of daylighting in the 
inner area, skylights are usually needed in airport terminals, but at the same time, solar radiation 
and the deterioration of thermal environment are brought about, and the requirements for 
sunshade are put forward. Therefore, how to reasonably design the interior lighting of the 
airport terminal and give consideration to both lighting and sunshade are the points that need 
to be fully considered in the green design of the airport project. 
2.1.3. Large-area glass walls.  
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In order to meet the vision and landscape requirements of airport buildings, large-area 
glass walls are generally set up, especially the waiting area on the air side. Although this kind 
of design is advantageous in daylighting and visual field, it brings severe energy-saving 
problems. Compared with the solid wall, the thermal performance of glass has a large gap. In 
summer, a large amount of solar radiation will be introduced, which has a negative impact on 
thermal comfort and air conditioning energy consumption. In the green design of airport, it is 
important to control the ratio of window to wall and set up sunshade measures. 

 
2.2. Characteristics of building energy consumption 

2.2.1.High energy consumption intensity.  

Compared with other types of public buildings, airport buildings have higher energy 
consumption intensity. According to the report Investigation and test of green performance of 
civil airport terminal issued by CAAC in 2017[2], in hot summer and cold winter areas, the 
average annual power consumption per unit building area of the terminal is 175kWh/(m2a), 
about 1.6 times of the constraint value of class B commercial office buildings in GBT 51161-
2016Standard for energy consumption of civil buildings, 110 kWh/(m2a). The attention and 
control of energy consumption level is an important part of airport green design. 
2.2.2. Centralized energy supply settings.  

Due to the large scale and volume of the airport, it is a common design to set up a 
centralized energy station to supply cooling and heating for each area from the perspective of 
energy supply. According to the report Investigation and test of green performance of civil 
airport terminal issued by CAAC in 2017 [2], the power consumption of energy station accounts 
for 28% of the terminal power consumption. According to the characteristics of the centralized 
energy supply system, how to reduce the energy consumption on the energy station side and 
realize the reduction of the operation cost is another important content in the energy-saving 
design of the airport. 
 
2.3.Characteristics of building use 

2.3.1. Infiltration effect. 

In recent years, the relevant measured research shows that the infiltration volume of airport 
terminal is quite large, which is far beyond the recognition and estimation of traditional heating 
and air conditioning design. Especially in winter, the test results of heating capacity and heat 
load of air conditioning system in a specific airport case show that the heat loss caused by 
infiltration wind is almost equal to the heating capacity of air conditioning system. Fully aware 
of the problem of infiltration in the planning and design, reducing its impact on the indoor 
environment through reasonable architectural and air conditioning design is a problem that 
green airport design should pay attention to. 
2.3.2. Long term operation and change of passenger flow.  

The airport terminal is generally operated throughout the year, and the whole day operation 
time of some hub airports is more than 20h [3]. The airport passenger flow fluctuates greatly 
with the flight taking off and landing in different times of the day, which results in the airport's 
demand for air conditioning and lighting changes greatly in the whole day. This requires 
attention to the air conditioning and lighting system design and its control system. Energy 
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saving control strategies such as flight linkage and variable load operation of air conditioning 
are of great significance to airport energy saving. 
3.  Green renovation design practice of Hongqiao T1 terminal 

Based on the characteristics of the airport building and the needs of the terminal for 
comfort and energy conservation, the reconstruction of the existing airport building can achieve 
sustainable design through four aspects: making full use of the existing building, improving 
and reusing its functions; carrying out passive climate environment adaptation design, creating 
efficient and comfortable space; selecting efficient mechanical and electrical equipment, and 
introducing renewable energy properly; formulating reasonable management and operation 
strategy, and finally realizing the low-carbon ecological and low-cost operation of the building. 
In the reconstruction process of Hongqiao T1 terminal, green design strategies such as natural 
lighting, natural ventilation, sunshade, air infiltration control, efficient air conditioning system 
and its control are considered. After reconstruction, the project has one floor underground and 
four floors above ground, with a total construction area of 131800 square meters and a building 
height of 24m. The terminal has two sections, section A is mainly used for international flights 
and section B is mainly used for domestic flights. 

  

Figure 1 Before and after terminal reconstruction 

3.1. Natural ventilation design 

The natural ventilation design of the airport terminal has obvious benefits to reduce the 
energy consumption of air conditioning and ventilation in the transitional season. Combined 
with the spatial characteristics of the terminal, natural ventilation design should focus on the 
planning layout and facade openings, the use of ventilation components and the control of 
natural ventilation devices. 
3.1.1. Planning layout. 

In the planning and design stage of the whole airport and the configuration stage of the 
terminal, the local dominant wind direction in summer and transition season shall be fully 
considered, and the factors of surface wind pressure shall be paid attention to when considering 
the planning layout, so as to avoid the main functional spaces such as waiting and ticket 
handling being placed in the wind shadow area of the dominant wind direction, to ensure that 
the above areas can have good natural ventilation potential. 
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Figure 2 Distribution of surface pressure under the dominant wind direction 

 
3.1.2.Facade opening. 

When designing the details of the facade vent, it needs to rely on the analysis of the surface 
wind pressure conditions and the internal thermal pressure conditions, and optimize the position, 
area, size and opening mode of the facade door and window openings to increase the air flow 
and ventilation effect inside the terminal. It is one of the most suitable ventilation methods to 
set up high side window ventilation. The glass curtain wall is generally used as the external 
enclosure structure of the terminal. For the sake of safety and rainproof, the window opening 
of the glass curtain wall usually adopts the bottom hung window with a certain angle. This way 
of opening windows will weaken the natural ventilation effect, only 30% of the normal open 
ventilation capacity. It is necessary to increase the area and frequency of opening windows 
properly to ensure the effect of natural ventilation. Combined with the facade size and aesthetic 
factors, the opening module is recommended to be 3.0m - 4.5m wide and 0.9 - 1.2m high. For 
entrance hall of Hongqiao T1 terminal, the ventilation volume increased 7.6% in autumn after 
renovation. 

 

 
Figure 3 High side window in Hongqiao T1 terminal 

3.1.3 Proper use of ventilation components. 

For the deep terminal area, it is one of the feasible measures to set up the ventilation tower 
or the ventilation skylight combined with the roof shape to promote the indoor natural 
ventilation effect. The ventilation tower is generally set at the top of the building, which is 
guided by the high air flow formed by the bulge on the top of the building. The ventilation 
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tower is 1.0m-2.0m higher than the roof or the surrounding buildings. The ventilation tower 
can also be set in the relatively airtight area of the terminal, where the positive and negative 
wind pressure difference is small, and the indoor hot pressure ventilation needs to be 
strengthened. For the joint inspection hall, the ventilation volume increased 25.14% in autumn 
after renovation through eight ventilation tower. 

 

Figure 4Ventilation tower added after reconstruction 

3.2. Natural lighting design 

In the terminal building, in addition to the waiting hall, departure hall and other spaces 
that are connected with the outdoor and can use side windows for lighting, there are many large 
spaces in the middle of the building and cannot use side windows for lighting, such as joint 
inspection hall, connecting passage and commercial area. This kind of internal area often 
operates uninterruptedly and needs to maintain certain illuminance all the time. Therefore, the 
introduction of natural light to supplement artificial lighting in such areas will have great 
energy-saving benefits, especially for the connection channel, which is not sensitive to the 
illumination fluctuation, most of the lighting in the daytime can be replaced by natural light. In 
addition, the introduction of natural light can also make passengers feel the changes of the 
external environment, so as to improve the comfort. Therefore, when conditions permit, the 
possibility of improving natural lighting by adding a roof skylight should be explored in the 
internal space. 
3.2.1. Skylight design combined with modelling. 

After the ticket office of section A is raised, the inclined roof shape is set. Combined with 
the analysis of sunshine angle in four seasons, the optimal inclination angle of the inclined roof 
is determined to be 40 degrees, which makes the sunlight with lower angle in the morning, 
evening and winter reflect through the inner surface of the roof to enhance the indoor 
illumination, and avoids the too strong radiation reflection at noon in summer and transitional 
seasons. The inner surface of the inclined roof is made of reflective material with good 
scattering. Set the top skylight and sunshade grille or blind to disperse or filter the strong light. 
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Figure 2 Skylight analysis 

 

 

3.2.2.Lighting improvement on the top of inner space.  

Take the joint inspection hall of Hongqiao T1 terminal as an example. It is located between 
the land side and the air side of the terminal, with few external interfaces. In order to improve 
its lighting effect, combined with the roof structure design and the ventilation tower, it has 
designed a number of roof skylights, so that the joint inspection hall can keep bright and reduce 
artificial lighting. After transformation, the area under the skylight of the joint inspection hall 
has good natural lighting effect and the uniformity of the area affected by natural light is also 
good. 

 
Figure 5The performance of combination of ventilation tower and skylight 

3.3. Shading design 

To deal with the problem of solar radiation caused by large area glass curtain wall and 
skylight of airport terminal, sunshade design is an important solution strategy. For areas with 
cooling demand in summer, sunshade device is of great significance to improve indoor comfort 
and reduce energy consumption. 
3.3.1. Facade shading design. 

When using glass curtain wall, it is necessary to set sun shading in the east, south and west 
directions. In addition, when the sun altitude angle is low in the morning and afternoon, the east 
and west directions also need to consider anti glare. In summer, the northern direct radiation is 
mainly in the morning and evening. At this time, the solar radiation intensity is weak, so the 
effect of glare should be mainly considered. For the south direction, the direct radiation is 
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concentrated when the solar height angle is high, so the effect of the horizontal shading is the 
best. When the width of sunshade reaches 400mm, it is close to the best performance. For the 
east and west direction, when the width of sunshade reaches 500mm, the performance is ideal. 
In Hongqiao T1 terminal, perforated aluminum plate is set on the west air side facade for 
external sunshade, which is fixed on the facade with steel frame, about 1.5m away from the 
facade. In the west and southwest directions of the boarding bridge, vertical sunshade blinds 
with different inclination are set. 

 

Figure 6Shading of west airside facade and boarding bridge 
3.3.2. Inner sunshade components ofsky light and side window.  

For side windows and skylights, the main purpose is to prevent glare. If fixed and non-
transparent components such as grilles are used, it will inevitably weaken the natural light in 
the room. Therefore, if conditions permit, skylights should use sunshade components with a 
certain porosity or translucency, or automatic sunshade based on indoor irradiation control. The 
side window is the main transparent component of natural lighting and passenger's field of 
vision, which has a great impact on passenger's comfort, so it is necessary to adjust it at any 
time according to environmental changes. From the point of view of reducing the cost of manual 
operation, it is advisable to adopt the electric sunshade roller blinds controlled by zones, or to 
set the illuminance sensor receiver and the electric sunshade roller blinds for linkage in the 
room, so as to achieve the purpose of automatic control. 

 

Figure 7 Inner sunshade components in Hongqiao T1 terminal 

3.4. Air infiltration control 

3.4.1. Planning and layout optimization. 

Wind tunnel analysis or numerical simulation analysis should be carried out for the 
planning and layout of airport buildings. According to the results of wind pressure on the 
surface of the terminal in winter, large-scale entrance and exit should be avoided in the area 
with large wind pressure in the dominant wind direction in winter. Figure 2 shows the main 
wind direction of Hongqiao T1 terminal in winter. The main entrances and exits should not be 
set in the area with high red wind pressure. When the entrances and exits are set in the area with 
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high red wind pressure, it is suggested to add additional measures to strengthen the infiltration 
wind control. 
3.4.2. Add door bucket, screen door or double door. 

The door bucket is a transitional space set up at the entrance and exit of the building, which 
can be divided into external type and internal type. Combined with the "open-close" mode of 
the automatic screen door, the door bucket is suitable for the passenger flow channel at the 
entrance of the terminal, and can well limit the unorganized infiltration of the intermittent 
opening channel. The design principle of the double door is similar to that of the internal door 
bucket, but the design of the double door is more closely combined with the building. Therefore, 
considering the requirements of aesthetic design, when the door bucket is not installed, the 
double door can be used to control the unorganized air infiltration. 

 
Figure 8 Door bucket 

3.5. Efficient air conditioning system and its control 

3.5.1.Air conditioning cold and heat sources. 

Before the reconstruction, the terminal A is equipped with two refrigeration rooms, and 
the terminal B is equipped with one refrigeration room. The cooling source is centrifugal water 
chiller. The cooling water system is a constant flow system of primary pump and a variable 
flow system of secondary pump. The heat source is centralized heating by steam boiler. In the 
transformation, the capacity, form, equipment use and system use effect of the original system 
are considered, and the load characteristics of the new area and the transformation area are 
analyzed. The initial investment and annual operation cost of different cold source schemes are 
analyzed and compared, the results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. According to the actual 
situation, centralized water storage with centrifugal chillerand secondary pump system is 
selected finally. 
 

Table 1 Comparison of initial investment of different cold source schemes 
Cold source schemes Initial investment 

(×104yuan) 
Ratio (%) 

Decentralized Conventional centrifugal chiller 
and Primary pump 

4643.2 100 

Centralized 

Conventional centrifugal chiller 
and Secondary pump 

5098.3 109.8 

Ice storage with Centrifugal 
chiller and Secondary pump 

6158.1 132.6 

Water storage with Centrifugal 
chiller and Secondary pump 

6076.7 130.9 
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Table 2 Comparison of annual operating costs of different cold source schemes 

Comparison projects Decentralized 
Centralized 

conventional 
Centralized ice 

storage 
Centralized 

water storage 

Power distribution of main 
equipment in machine 

room (kVA) 

7990 6890 6245 4510 

Basic electricity charges 
(×104yuan/year) 

258.9 223.2 202.3 146.1 

Kilo watt-hourcharges 
(×104yuan/year) 

1021 918 745 633 

Annual operating expenses 
(×104yuan/year) 

1279.9 1141.2 947.3 779.1 

Ratio (%) 100 89.2 74.0 60.9 
 

3.5.2.Full use of natural energy.  

In the transformation of the terminal, it is mainly manifested in natural ventilation and 
outdoor fresh air operation of the air conditioning system in the transitional season. Due to the 
limitation of the existing building reconstruction, the large space in the transitional season needs 
to realize the fresh air operation through the air-conditioning box, and the office and business 
in the inner area need to realize the outdoor air operation through the fresh air-conditioning box 
for some periods. Because the space such as security inspection area and commercial corridoris 
very large, and there are many openings in the whole terminal, there is no need to install exhaust 
devices in the large space, but the installation of exhaust system in the inner area will effectively 
improve the introduction effect of fresh air. 
3.5.3.Frequency conversion technology. 

Due to the cost and equipment, frequency conversion technology is rarely used in the 
design of the old terminal. The air conditioning water system and air system of the original 
Hongqiao T1 terminal are fixed frequency. Terminal frequency conversion technology is 
mainly divided into water system and wind system. In the reconstruction project of Hongqiao 
T1 terminal, with reference to the successful experience of Pudong T2 terminal, Hongqiao 
terminal 2 and Nanjing Lukou International Airport, frequency conversion technology is 
adopted for air conditioning hot and cold water pumps and some air conditioning boxes, which 
provides conditions for energy-saving operation in the reconstruction area, and also provides 
cases for further energy-saving reconstruction of the terminal in the future. 
3.5.4. Control and detection system. 

The original design of Hongqiao T1 terminal is still in the primary stage of energy 
measurement, all of which are basic energy measurement systems. In the reconstruction of 
Hongqiao T1 terminal, the construction party has set up a subject to focus on the energy 
consumption detection and management system together with the design, hoping to provide a 
demonstration case for the establishment of intelligent energy efficiency management platform 
for large hub airports. 

3.6. Renovation performance 
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The trial operation of Hongqiao T1 terminal starts from March 2017. April 2017 to March 
2018 is a complete one-year operation period. The total annual power consumption is 18.329 
million kwh, the total natural gas consumption is 393000m3, the converted unit area power 
consumption index is 195kWh/m2, and the unit area natural gas consumption index is 
4.18m3/m2.The total energy consumption indexes converted by coal consumption and 
equivalent electricity method are 213.56kWh/m2 and 224.86kWh/m2 respectively. Compared 
with 2013 energy consumption data before reconstruction, the annual total energy consumption 
index is reduced by 10.4% (equivalent electricity method). 

 
Table 3 Comparison of comprehensive energy consumption before and after renovation 

Energy consumption per unit area Equivalent coal consumption Equivalent electricity 
Before 228.43 kWh/(m2a) 251.13 kWh/(m2a) 
After 213.56 kWh/(m2a) 224.86 kWh/(m2a) 

4.  Conclusion and Prospect 
In recent years, the concept of green building has been popularized in airport building 

design, and relevant scientific research work also provides support for the in-depth 
understanding of the green energy-saving characteristics of the airport. However, high-quality 
green airport design still needs the continuous efforts of the design industry, and relevant design 
and renovation experience should also be widely exchanged and popularized in the industry. 

By summarizing the practical experience of the current domestic green airport, it is 
suggested to pay attention to the following points in the design and renovation of the green 
airport: (1) Attach importance to the passive design of the airport. Good passive design 
measures, including natural ventilation, natural lighting, external shading and reasonable 
window wall ratio, can be applied in the airport and achieve good results, which provides 
important help for improving indoor environment quality and reducing terminal energy 
consumption. (2) Pay attention to the air infiltration, advance consideration and later 
intervention. From the planning and design stage, we should carefully analyze the location 
selection of the door opening and the setting mode of the entrance and exit. In the later stage of 
operation, we need to reasonably set the operation mode of the air conditioning box based on 
the objective situation of leakage to adapt to the changes of the environment. (3) Appropriate 
use mode of the airport and strengthen automatic control. The demand of airport building for 
the use of electromechanical system varies greatly in different periods of the day. Perfect 
automatic control system is particularly important to reduce the energy consumption of the 
airport, especially the flight linkage control lighting and control device, the variable load 
operation of cold station, etc., which is of great significance to the airport building. 
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Abstract: Taking the Guangzhou Research Institute of Construction Industry office 
building project as an example, the building's envelope structure and solar load are 
studied and discussed. Through the LEED Zero certification assessment, the zero-
energy technical solution for the building in the hot summer and warm winter zone is 
proposed. This project will provide a strong demonstration effect to green building 
energy-saving technologies in the hot summer and warm winter zone.  

 

Key words: Green Building; Zero Energy Consumption; LEED Zero Energy 
Certification  

 

1.  Project Overview 
The Guangzhou Research Institute of Construction Industry Office Building is located in 
Tianhe District Smart City Research Base, east to Smart Valley, south to Tianyun Road, and 
west to China Telecom Asia Pacific Information Engine. The project is currently preparing for 
additional construction. The height of the three-floor building is 9.8 meters and the total 
construction area is about 800 square meters. It is a comprehensive office building with various 
functions such as office and conference. This project introduces the US LEED Green Building 
Evaluation Standard and LEED Zero to review and guide the process of project design and 
renovation. The project aims to build a high-end, green, healthy and comfortable zero-energy 
office demonstration project by adopting energy-saving technical measures such as high-
efficiency envelope structure and solar photovoltaic power generation. 
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2.  Green Building Target 
The project design is based on LEED Zero Energy certification. Being integrated into the 

design concept of low-carbon and environmental protection, the location and transportation, 
sustainable sites, energy and atmosphere, water efficiency, materials and resources, indoor 
environmental quality, etc. in the LEED BD+C NC scoring system are taken into consideration. 
While making rational use of resources and energy, it also provides a green, healthy and natural 
office environment for office workers. 

 

2.1.  Building envelope structure 

In the building structure, the main part affecting the building energy-saving calculation is 
the exterior wall and the exterior window, and the exterior window with large energy 
consumption loss is the weak part in thermal insulation performance of the building external 
envelope structure. 

China's hot summer and warm winter areas include most of Guangdong and Guangxi, 
southern Fujian, Hainan, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan. The project is located in Guangzhou, 
Guangdong Province, and is a typical representative city in China's hot summer and warm 
winter area. In the hot summer and warm winter areas, the summer time is longer, the climate 
is hotter, while the winter time is shorter and the humidity is relatively large. Therefore, the 
building thermal design needs to fully meet the summer heat protection demand. The building 
energy-saving technology in the hot summer and warm winter areas has high requirements for 
material selection. Therefore, when selecting the protective structure materials, it is necessary 
to pay attention to the climate specificity of the area.  
2.1.1.  Roof structure.  

2.1.2.  From top to bottom, the accessible roof of the project uses 1:3 dry hard cement 
mortar 25mm, TPO polymer waterproof membrane 1mm, fiber cement board 10mm, extruded 
polystyrene board 100mm, air layer 50mm, floor board 1mm; From the top to the bottom, the 
planted roof of the project use inorganic planting soil 400mm, water storage board 20mm, TPO 
polymer waterproofing membrane 20mm, fiber cement board 10mm, extruded polystyrene 
board 100mm, air layer 50mm , and floor board 1mm. 

According to Article 3.4.1-1 of “Design Standard for Energy Efficiency of Public 
Buildings”(GB50189-2015), the heat transfer coefficient of the roof in the hot summer and 
warm winter zone should be less than 0.90. As shown in Table 1, the heat transfer coefficients 
of the two roofs are increased by more than 70% based on the national standard requirements. 

Table 1 Roof thermal properties 

roof area(㎡) 
thermal 
inertia 

index D 

the heat 
transfer 

coefficient K 
W / (㎡ K) 

Heat transfer 
coefficient 
increasing 
percentage 

accessible roof 275.21 1.77 0.22 75.6 
planted roof 115.72 7.16 0.19 78.9 

2.1.3.  Exterior wall structure.  
The heat loss of the wall accounts for 45% in the heat loss of the building envelope 

structure. Therefore, the project pays attention to the wall energy saving. The exterior wall 
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structure is selected by using the exterior wall insulation method with fiber cement board 
12mm+rock wool 50mm+fiber cement board 12mm. Filling the wall with insulation material 
can effectively prevent the inflow of heat from the outside building in the hot summer and 
warm winter areas. 

According to Article 3.4.11-1 of " Design Standard for Energy Efficiency of Public 
Buildings " (GB50189-2015), the heat transfer coefficient of the exterior wall in the hot summer 
and warm winter zone should be less than 1.5, so the heat transfer coefficient of the exterior 
wall is increased by 39.3% based on the national standard requirement. 

Table 2 Exterior wall thermal characteristics 

Structure name 
Component 

type 
area(
㎡) 

Area 
ratio 

the heat 
transfer 

coefficient K 
W / (㎡ K) 

thermal 
inertia 

index D 

Solar 
radiation 

absorption 
coefficient 

exterior wall 
structure one 

Main wall 680.55 1.00 0.87 1.33 0.65 

K considering a 
linear thermal 

bridge 
0.86 * 1.05 = 0.91 

2.1.4.  External window construction.  
The exterior window selected for this project is 50 series aluminum-plastic co-extruded 

casement window. As shown in Table 3, there are 4 kinds of glass configurations. The exterior 
window glass of this project is double-glazed, the sealed space between the glass is filled with 
air. 

The exterior window glass of this project is made of low-emission coated glass (low-E glass). 
Low-E glass has high light transmittance and low reflectivity, and its thermal insulation 
performance is better than ordinary white glass. Low-E glass could block outdoor heat radiation 
into the room, which is suitable for hot summer and warm winter areas where air conditioning 
is mainly based on refrigeration. Therefore, all the exterior window structures in the west and 
south directions of the project and most exterior window structures in the east are constructed 
with 6 high light transmission low-E+12+6 white glass, of which the visible light transmittance 
is 0.72 and the sunshade coefficient is 0.62. 

Table 3 exterior window structure 

No. Structure name 
Structure 
number 

the heat 
transfer 

coefficient 
K 

W / (㎡ K) 

Solar heat 
gain 

coefficient 

Visible light 
transmittance 

1 

6 high light 
transmission low-

E+12+6 white glass + 
built-in shutter 

18 2.40 0.11 0.600 

2 
6 white glass +12+6 

white glass 
108 2.70 0.48 0.870 
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3 
6 high light 

transmission low-
E+12+6 white glass 

115 2.20 0.35 0.610 

4 
6 white glass +12+6 
white glass+ built-in 

shutter 
122 2.50 0.13 0.850 

According to Article 3.3.1-5 of "Design Standard for Energy Efficiency of Public 
Buildings" (GB50189-2015), when the window-wall ratio of a single facade exterior window 
is between 0.2 and 0.3, the heat transfer coefficient should be less than 4, the solar heat gain 
coefficient of east, south and west side should be less than 0.44, while the northward solar heat 
gain coefficient should be less than 0.52. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient of the exterior 
window of the envelope structure is increased by 40% based on the requirements of the national 
standard. The overall solar heat gain coefficients of the four facades are increased according to 
the national standard requirements as shown in Table 4. 

 Table 4 Overall thermal performance of the exterior window 

orientation 
Facade 
number 

area 
the heat transfer 

coefficient K 
W / (㎡ K) 

Comprehensive 
solar heat gain 

coefficient 

Window
-wall 
Ratio 

Comprehensive 
solar heat gain 

coefficient 
increasing 
percentage 

south 3 92.78 2.33 0.12 0.39 72.7 
north 4 30.70 2.47 0.10 0.13 80.8 
east 1 59.67 2.50 0.10 0.24 77.3 
west 2 69.66 2.39 0.11 0.28 75 

average  252.81 2.40 0.11 0.26  

2.2.  Building envelope structure 

To obtain LEED Zero Energy certification, the project plans to adopt solar photovoltaic 
power generation technology, specifically the grid-connected photovoltaic power generation 
mode of “Generating and using the electricity, while using excess electricity to access the 
Internet”. Grid-connected photovoltaic power generation is the direct conversion of direct 
current generated by solar modules into alternating current which meets grid requirements and 
then connected to the public power grid. 
2.2.1.  Overview of solar photovoltaic technology.  

The photovoltaic power station in the project will be built by adopting a high-support 
sealed waterproof, which utilizes the additional 453-square-meter roof of the office building 
roof. It is estimated that 251 280Wp dual-glass PV modules will be installed with an installed 
capacity of 70.28kWp. 

After the PV modules are powered, it is connected to the AC lightning protection 
distribution box and the PV main meter, and is connected to the existing AC power distribution 
cabinet of the user to realize grid connection. In addition, the system is equipped with a 
monitoring system to provide users with system operating status and output of operating 
parameters. 
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The project uses solar photovoltaic power generation technology to convert solar energy into 
electrical energy. As shown in Table 5, the solar photovoltaic power station of the project is 
expected to be used for 25 years. The cumulative power generation in 25 years is about 
1,721,100 kilowatt hours, and the average annual power generation is about 68,800 kilowatt 
hours. which is of great significance to public building energy-saving technologies. 

Table 5 Photovoltaic power generation in 25 years 
year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Power generation 
/ thousand kWh 

77.3 76.6 75.9 75.2 74.5 73.8 73.1 72.3 71.6 

year 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Power generation 
/ thousand kWh 

70.9 70.2 69.5 68.8 68.1 67.4 66.7 66.0 65.3 

year 19 20 21 22 23 24 25   
Power generation 
/ thousand kWh 

64.6 63.9 63.2 62.5 61.8 61.1 60.4   

2.2.2.  Solar photovoltaic power generation benefits.  
After the solar photovoltaic power generation technology is adopted on the roof of the 

project, the roof will be installed with photovoltaic modules to prevent the roof surface from 
being exposed to the sun and prevent the aging cracking of the roof surface insulation layer, 
thereby prolonging the service life of the roof surface. At the same time, the installation of solar 
photovoltaic modules is equivalent to a layer of insulation, the overall temperature of the room 
will be reduced by 3-5 °C. 

The roof surface photovoltaic project uses a concrete high-support sealed waterproof 
method to build a distributed photovoltaic power station. After the project is completed, the 
office building roof is equivalent to an additional layer of space. This space can be used as a 
free-living lounge and sports space. Etc., increasing the space use value of the project. 

 

3.  Conclusion 
The annual electricity consumption of this office building is estimated to be 40-48 

thousand kWh, while the annual average power generation of the proposed solar photovoltaic 
power station is about 68.8 thousand kWh. The average annual residual power can reach to 
20.8-28.8 thousand kWh, ensuring grid-connected photovoltaic power generation mode which 
is “Generating and using the electricity, while using excess electricity to access the Internet”. 
By adopting LEED zero and LEED Platinum level as the standard, the office building achieves 
the goal of green building which is energy saving and healthy application through high-
efficiency envelope structure and solar photovoltaic power generation technology. The 
technical solutions for the building zero energy consumption in hot summer and warm winter 
area are provided, which effectively reduce the use of resources and energy. It has good 
promotion and application value and is a benchmark project for green, comfort, health and zero 
carbon in Guangzhou. 
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Abstract：In this paper, the thesis takes the sustainable development and regional 
design of Shenyang public transportation guidance system as the research object. The 
Semantic Differential and EAR(Extraction-Analysis- Replacement) color information 
method, which are often used in the field of urban architectural landscape planning and 
urban color, and they are used to analyze the audience‘s psychological land emotional 
experience as well as the sustainable development of the city on the basis of theoretical 
literature research. At the same time, this paper studies the design of subway in 
Shenyang public transportation system. The author has made many field research, 
collected relevant data, and made comparative studies with excellent cases at home and 
abroad. At the same time, how to design the green and environment- friendly materials 
used in the construction of the guide system. It provides some reference for efficient 
and sustainable development of Shenyang.  

Keywords: public transportation guidance system, sustainable development, green 
environmental protection, regionalization 

 

1.  Design of Public Traffic Guidance System in Shenyang City 
1.1.  Overview of Shenyang City 

Shenyang, the capital of Liaoning Province, is located in the northeastern part of China and is 
a typical cold city. As a famous historical and cultural city in the world, Shenyang is known as 
the birthplace of the two dynasties and the emperor of the two generations. It is the second 
largest cultural heritage city in China. Since ancient times, Shenyang City has been a multi-
ethnic combination city. It has been jointly developed and constructed by the people. In this 
vast land of Liao, the various ethnic groups have carried out profound economic exchanges and 
cultural exchanges, forming a comprehensive cultural area of the nation. 

 

1.2.  Status of the public transportation guidance system in Shenyang 

Shenyang Public Transport is a city public transportation system serving Shenyang City. 
Its history can be traced back to the 34th year of Guangxu Emperor Guangxu. It has more than 
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100 years of history, including subways, buses, trams, taxis, public bicycles, etc. It is one of 
the main modes of transportation for Shenyang citizens. According to the author's research 
content, the Shenyang public transportation guidance system is mainly divided into indoor 
subway guide design and outdoor bus guide design, and tram guide design. 

The Shenyang Metro Guide Design has been fully upgraded in 2013 through the 
rectification of the problems reflected by passengers. At present, it is relatively complete. 
Whether it is the entrance of the subway station, the design of the subway ticket or the design 
of the products around the subway, it has formed a systematic and coherent feature. Many 
stations in the design also reflect the combination with the surrounding environment and show 
the characteristics of the site itself, but most of them are not very deep, and some even give 
people a feeling of depression, which does not play a corresponding role. In addition, there are 
some problems such as warning signs and wear marks of the guide signs. Problems such as 
maintenance and update also need to be paid attention to by relevant departments. 

Shenyang outdoor public transportation guidance system is mainly divided into bus bus 
guide design and tram guide design. Since Shenyang is one of China's megacities, Shenyang 
City has a long history of bus development, and the current problems are relatively complicated. 
First, many guide signs may be missing or misplaced. There are also many bus stop signs that 
may be hampered or misunderstood due to untimely advertisements or different commercial 
sponsorships. Second, bus buses lack a unified planning and coherence. In order to improve the 
guiding effect of the public transportation guidance system in Shenyang, it is necessary to 
visually give passengers a holistic understanding, thus generating an integrated brand effect. 
Third, the lack of popularity of intelligence. Many first-tier cities in China have introduced 
intelligent public transport systems, which greatly facilitate the travel of passengers and 
enhance the multimedia of the whole society. At present, Shenyang City only adopts the 
intelligent public transportation system at some sites, and it also needs the popularization and 
application of the whole city. Fourth, there is a lack of care for special groups. The guiding 
design of the visually impaired or the elderly and other inconvenient passengers can reflect the 
humanistic concern expressed by the society. Shenyang bus bus also needs to strengthen the 
relative countermeasures. 

The tram, which is also used as an outdoor auxiliary traffic, has only resumed operation 
in Weinan District in recent years. Therefore, all aspects of the guide design are relatively 
perfect, and the renewal and maintenance of the facility can be enhanced. 

 
2.  the expression of the region in the urban public transportation guidance system 
2.1.  About the region 

The region, also called the region, is a concept that reflects the characteristics of time and 
space and integrates the characteristics of economy, society and culture. The interior shows a 
certain degree of continuity and similarity, and highlights unique features, advantages and 
functions within a certain range, and is geographically interrelated and also has obvious 
differences. The region is a complex formed by the combination of the natural environment and 
the human environment. It is a comprehensive understanding of human activities, natural 
conditions and human conditions for time and space, and its regional, humanistic and 
comprehensive nature is also very obvious. The various explicit and implicit characteristics 
related to the intrinsic nature of the region accumulated in the development process of a region 
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have formed their own cultural context. The geography, environment, tradition and history have 
profoundly affected this cultural context. It records the natural and humanistic characteristics 
of this region and is the most essential difference between different regions. 

 
2.2.  The expression of the region in the urban public transportation guidance system 

The way of travel and travel of urban residents and foreign tourists affects the development 
of public transport in a city. It shows the cultural heritage, historical heritage, folk customs and 
natural scenery of the city from the details of the city. The concentrated expression of the degree 
of development. Traffic guidance system refers to the visual design relationship and guiding 
relationship between various roads in a city and between people and public spaces. An 
important part of the traffic guidance system, the public transportation guidance system, is the 
most common essential guidance system in the city. The design of urban public transportation 
guidance system is not only in the long-term development of the era, but also in the standardized 
design implemented by the national standards. The modern guiding design is more 
representative of the urban image, urban environment, urban culture and so on. The design is 
integrated into the urban public transportation guidance system. We must pay attention to the 
characteristics of humanity, artistry and uniqueness while satisfying the functionality, so as to 
improve people's travel efficiency and help to establish urban traffic regulations. The order 
makes the design truly integrated into people's lives. 
 
2.3.  Summary of regional culture in Shenyang 

From the Neolithic period to the Qing Dynasty, from the birthplace of the new Chinese 
heavy industry to the National Games, Shenyang has a long history of development and strives 
to develop in a compatible regional culture. The regional cultural elements of Shenyang City 
can be summarized from three aspects: cultural heritage, local folk customs, and industrial 
culture. 

Shenyang's cultural heritage is divided into material cultural heritage and intangible 
cultural heritage. The material heritage includes the Shenyang Imperial Palace, which is 
characterized by the Manchu political system, religious beliefs and customs of life. There are 
also buildings such as Beiling and Dongling, which are included in the world cultural heritage. 
There are many intangible heritages, such as the Northeast Drum and the Hui Drum stilts. The 
brewing process of Laolongkou and many other non-cultural heritages integrate the life and 
culture of all ethnic groups and continue to evolve and precipitate in the long river of history. 

The local folk customs of Shenyang City can be described as rich and colorful, including 
traditional crafts, folk myths and legends, local specialties and snacks, and many other spiritual 
wealth and material wealth accumulated by the people of Shenyang for many years, 
representative of the shadow of the shadow, the traditional northeast two people, the Manchu 
The art of paper-cutting, the sheep soup of the Hui people, the dumplings of the old side, and 
the dialects of the Northeast are all deeply loved by the people of the country. 

Shenyang is a city that relies on the development of heavy industry. It has written a strong 
stroke in the history of China's industrial development. Industrial culture has been deeply 
integrated into the hearts of every Shenyang people, and it also plays an important role in the 
development of the entire city. Industrial culture mainly includes industrial relics, industrial 
buildings and industrial sites. At the same time of inquiry, we need to create brilliance on the 
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basis of inheritance and extension, thus promoting the sustainable development of Shenyang 
City. 

 
2.4.  Domestic and international excellent subway guide design cases 

              
                    Picture1                     Picture2 

Chengdu Metro opened Line 10 in 2017, which launched the “Most Chengdu Theme 
Train” , with the theme of “walking on the road and staying in Chengdu”(picture1), carefully 
extracting “Giant Panda and Qingcheng Mountain”, “Gaiwan Tea and Xiling Innovative fusion 
of elements such as "Snow Mountain", "hot pot and covered bridge", "spicy girl and wide and 
narrow alley", coupled with ginkgo leaf shape handle(picture2), hibiscus flower sticker, antique 
painting frame, from the inside to create the most Chengdu charm The theme train(picture3), 
which displays the beautiful scenery of Chengdu and Sichuan in an all-round way, successfully 
combines the local characteristics of Sichuan with the design of the guidance system. It is not 
only a good propaganda platform and development path, but also a tourism development in 
Chengdu and Chengdu. The culture of the citizens has played a good role in the cultivation of 
artistic sense. 

                          
                                     Picture3 

The new bus station in Moscow is equipped with facilities such as brake parking lights, 
ticket recharge machines, monitoring, free WIFI and mobile phone charging functions. The 
facilities are all available, and the British billings Jackson design company is commissioned for 
its guide design. . For the station, the first thing people pay attention to is the stop sign. 
According to people's attention, billings Jackson design has designed a white back panel, a blue 
logo and a black type of guide card. The important information on the recharge machine is 
marked with red(picture4). Visually intuitive and clear message. Based on the facilities such as 
ticket recharge machine, monitoring, free WIFI and mobile phone charging function, they 
designed a simple icon and a curve graph representing the Moscow city, and applied it on the 
station baffle to make the overall sense of technology. The information on the signboard is 
perfect, equipped with maps, bus routes, maps and bus route signs are all unified with the stop 
sign.(picture5) 
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                  Picture4                           Picture5 

3.  further exploration of Shenyang public transportation guidance system 
3.1.  Survey of existing public transportation color perception in Shenyang 

Based on the basic research and theoretical analysis of the public transportation guidance 
system in Shenyang, we will further introduce Osgood's Semantic Differential, which uses the 
verbal scale to make a quantitative measurement of the audience's psychological feelings. It is 
called the feeling recording method. This paper randomly surveys 100 passers-by of different 
identities and ages through the SD questionnaire survey, and conducts quantitative surveys on 
the emotional experience and cultural impressions conveyed by the subway, public 
transportation, and trams in Shenyang, such as Shenyang. Color perception, spatial design, font 
size, regional sense and satisfaction of subway, bus, and tram guide design. According to the 
survey results, 46% of passers-by believe that color has the greatest impact, 32% of passers-by 
think that regional influence is the most important, 11% of passers-by think that space design 
has the greatest impact, and 9% of passers-by think that font size has the greatest impact. In 
addition, it is necessary to make a comparative study on the symbols, colors and regional sense 
of the public transportation guidance system of Shenyang from the actual sample data, and 
collect the public transportation guidance system of Shenyang City in the minds of the audience. 

The public transportation guidance system should not only consider the visual design 
methods such as graphic symbols, fonts, colors, etc., but also integrate the public transportation 
guidance system into the regional expression in combination with the physiological needs and 
psychological needs of the audience, so as to achieve true human text. Public transportation 
guidance system design. It has been scientifically proven that mobilizing all the sensory organs 
of the human body can enhance people's perception and perception of the surrounding 
environment. The basic form of human contact and perception of the surrounding environment 
is to experience the coordination of the sensory organs. Therefore, the design should focus on 
the audience's sensory experience, psychological needs, folk customs, local characteristics, etc., 
to enhance the audience's perception of the surrounding environment. And feel, design a public 
transportation guidance system that truly meets the needs of the audience. 

3.2.  EAR color information method 

The EAR color information method is an "extraction-analysis-replacement" for color 
information. For the color extraction, it is the first to sort out and collect the color of the subway, 
bus and tram guides in Shenyang(picture6), and then gradually carry out in-depth color 
induction, use the grid to divide and merge the similar colors, and then reciprocate. The required 
color; 
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Picture6 

Color analysis is to calculate and analyze the area ratio of the color obtained above, and 
to obtain the disharmonious color which is different from most colors by analysis, according to 
the position of these disharmonious colors and its functional attributes, it is easy to adjust. Type, 
adjustable, non-adjustable; the final color replacement is the first adjustment of these three 
types of discordant colors, including the replacement of billboards, the change of color position, 
etc., and then after eliminating the discordant color The other colors are mixed to obtain an 
average color. 

 
Picture7 

 This average color is the main basis for the final color transformation. For the 
determination of the transformation plan, the color environment around the discordant color 
can be considered, and the similar color within the range of 60 degrees of the hue circle of the 
average color of the color environment is selected. 

Through this method, the public transportation guidance system of Shenyang City will be 
transformed into a new harmonious scene. On the one hand, it can pay attention to functionality, 
on the other hand, it can reflect the regional color of Shenyang. The sense of art has further led 
to the development and progress of the public transportation guidance system in Shenyang. 

4.  Conclusion 
Public transportation guidance system is a part of urban modernization, and it is also the 

only way for urban sustainable development. This paper has carried out a lot of theoretical 
research and case analysis on urban public transportation guidance system, on the basis of 
functionality. Combining the nature of the region, analyzing the psychology of the audience, 
on the basis of sorting out the status quo of the public transportation guidance system in 
Shenyang, deepening the people-oriented, and referring to the excellent cases at home and 
abroad, the design style of the public transportation guidance system in Shenyang is in line with 
the urban environment. Coordination, contribute to the sustainable development of Shenyang 
City. 
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Abstract. The energy efficiency enhancement in building air-conditioning systems is 
of great significance to building energy saving. Among various technical challenges, 
the optimal control of chiller plants contributes the most due to its large energy shares 
and high energy saving potential. To further enable the intelligent and automatic 
controls of building services systems, this paper proposes a novel data-driven approach 
to improving the energy efficiency of chiller plant. Firstly, the building cooling load 
prediction model is developed based on the historical operational data. Secondly, 
predictive modeling is conducted to quantify the underlying relationships among the 
chiller coefficient of performance (COP), part-load ratios (PLR) and outdoor 
conditions. Finally, PSO algorithms are used to construct optimal control strategies. 
The method has been tested using the real-world data from a commercial building in 
Hong Kong, China. The results show that the method proposed could achieve 
approximately 14% of energy savings compared to conventional chiller sequencing 
methods. The method proposed can be used as a general framework for optimizing the 
energy efficiency of chiller plants and is helpful for the development of smart building 
energy management.  
 
Key words. data mining; building cooling load; chiller COP prediction; PSO algorithm; 
chiller sequencing control 

 
1.Introduction 
In recent years, the energy consumption of centralized air conditioning system in large public 
buildings has been increasing rapidly. As the main energy consumption equipment of the central 
air-conditioning system, the chiller energy consumption usually accounts for more than 40% of 
the total energy consumption of the central air-conditioning system[1,2]. To meet the 
requirements of building indoor thermal comfort under the most adverse conditions, water 
chillers are usually designed based on the maximum load. As a result, chillers mostly work in 
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part-load conditions [3-5]. For a system operated jointly by multiple chillers, the chiller energy 
efficiency mayvary under different part-load ratios (i.e. denoted as PLR, which is the ratio 
between the actual cooling load supplied and the rated cooling capacity) and outdoor conditions 

[6-8]. Therefore, on the premise of meeting the demand of building cooling load, how to 
determine the optimal load distributions among multiple chillers has become the research focus 
of chiller energy savings[9,10]. 

This article aims to put forward a novel chiller energy efficiency optimization method 
based on data-driven method.The main idea is to integrate predictive modeling and 
optimization algorithms to realize the real-time implementation of chiller energy efficiency 
optimization. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 serves as the literature review. 
Section 3 describes the research methodology. The case study is shown in Section 4 and 
conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
 
2. literature review 

Many scholars have studied the optimal load distribution samong multiple chillers. Abou-
ziyan et al. proposed an uneven load distribution method and compared the proposed strategy 
with uniform distribution strategy. The results indicated an energy efficiency enhancement of 
22%~33%[11]. Yu et al. simulated the chiller operation energy efficiency under different outdoor 
temperatures and PLRs by using two control methods: pressure control and condensation 
temperature control[12]. Chen et al. established achiller energy efficiency model using the least 
square recursion method with forgetting factor, and optimized the load distribution of multiple 
chillers using sequential weighting factors[13,14].Shi et al. established a load distribution 
optimization model based on dynamic programming. Compared with traditional operation 
modes, the energy consumption of the chiller system could be decreased by 13.8%[15].  

Most of the studies above established the chiller performance model based on data 
provided by manufacturers or obtained by experimental simulations. These models are of 
limited value in practical applications, as the coefficient of performance (i.e., COP) is highly 
dependent on various factors, such as changes in outdoor environments, system configurations, 
machine degradations and etc., making it extremely difficult to accurately obtain the influences 
of these parameters on chiller power consumptions. For example, recent studies have shown 
that over the past 12 months, excessive fouling in the condenser pipe of a chiller has caused a 
20% decrease in the flow of cold water, making the COPs calculated from these fixed-form 
models inapplicable. In practice, equipment managers often use the initial COPs for chiller 
sequencing, which may lead to inaccurate decision-makings. The accurate estimations and 
predictions of COPs during chiller operations is crucial to the success of energy performance 
enhancement. To tackle the abovementioned problem, this study proposes a data-driven 
approach to optimize the load distributions among multiple chillers for energy savings. The 
methodology is validated through a case study in Hong Kong.  
 
3. Methodology 
3.1.Research framework 
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Fig.1Research framework 
 
3.2. Cooling load prediction model development 

The key of this study is to accurately predict the cooling load of the whole building. At 
this moment, we have a lot of choices available for predicting. This study adopts Random Forest 
to establish the prediction model for cooling load. Random Forest is a set of simple decision 
trees, and the input vectors run in multiple decision trees. For regression problems, the output 
values of all decision trees are average. Moreover, Random Forest models are good at learning 
complex and highly none-linear relations. We can also change the parameters to improve the 
performance of our model[16].  

Since chillers are complex systems, there are a lot of factors that will affect its performance, 
like changing environmental conditions and configurations of the local building context, as well 
as the impact of other parameters such as chiller degradation over time and exposure to different 
seasons/weathers. But it’s impossible for us to consider all the parameters. So, we choose time 
variable and outdoor conditions as the model inputs, and the total building cooling load as the 
model output[17,18]. In this study, the commonly used Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) was 
used for performance evaluation. 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̂�)

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 
3.3.COP prediction model development 

Chiller optimization relies heavily on the energy-efficiency of the chillers [18]. Clearly, 
power consumption increases as a function of the cooling load. Note that the amount of 
electricity consumed by a chiller is not only determined by the cooling load it should provide 
but also by its energy-efficiency. Intuitively, if this efficiency is low (e.g. such as poor 
maintenance), then more electricity will be consumed to support a required cooling demand. It 
is therefore of paramount importance to accurately quantify the energy-efficiency of a chiller, 
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which is measured by its COP [19,20]. 
Experimental research points out that the chiller COP will increase with the increasing of 

the cooling load and the maximum COP can be reached when cooling load is close to rated 
capacity [21]. Previous studies have shown that COP is affected by condensing temperature, 
evaporating temperature, outdoor conditions and PLR. Considering the computation cost and 
the ease of operation, we choose linear regression to establish the COP prediction model, the 
input parameters are PLR and outdoor conditions, the output parameter is COP. For evaluation, 
we also use RMSE as the evaluation index. 
 
3.4.Chiller performance optimization based on PSO algorithm 
3.4.1. Basic logic of chiller performance optimization. The basic optimization logic is that given 
a certain cooling load demand, the HVAC system will firstly determine the number of chillers 
to be turned on and their associated PLRs so that the total cooling load supplied is larger than 
the demand. In this study, the PLR of each chiller is optimized to minimize the total power 
consumption while ensuring the cooling load demand. 
3.4.2. PSO algorithm implementation. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an optimization 
algorithm established to simulate swarm intelligence. It is mainly used to solve optimization 
problems [22]. In our research, the objective function is the sum of total chiller power 
consumption and a penalty. The penalty is assigned by the optimization constraint, i.e., the total 
cooling load supplied should be no less than the cooling load demand. The variables to be 
optimized are the PLRs of each chiller. 
 
3.5. Performance evaluation 

After all the establishment of prediction models and optimization model, we will get the 
optimal PLR of each chiller given a certain building cooling load demand. Then we will 
evaluate the performance of our strategy based on the power consumption reduction ratio, 
which is the ratio between power reduction (i.e., actual power consumption – optimized power 
consumption) and the actual power consumptions. 
 
4. Case study 

The actual building operation data of a commercial building in Hong Kong were adopted 
for analysis. The chiller plant contains six chillers in total. The operation data were collected 
with one-minute interval from January 20, 2018 and December 31, 2018. The data variables 
can be roughly divided into four categories: 1) time variables (month, day, hour, minute and 
date types); 2) outdoor variables (outdoor dry bulb temperature and relative humidity); 3) 
operating parameters of the chiller (such as temperature and flowrate of chilled water and 
condensed water); 4) energy-related variables, such as the total building cooling load 
(calculated according to the water flow rate and temperature difference of the chiller), the total 
chiller power consumptions and the system efficiency (COP calculated according to the cooling 
load and the power consumption of the cooler)[23,24]. 
 
4.1.Data preprocessing 

The original data set contains nearly 520,000 observations. It was found that the chilled 
water flow rate contains many negative values. They were transformed into 0to prevent 
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generating negative cooling loads. As an example, Fig.2 shows the annual chilled water flow 
rates of Chiller 1. It can be seen that there are many 0 values, indicating that the chiller has a 
large amount of idle time. Fig.3 shows the cooling load of Chiller 1 in a certain week. It is 
apparent that there is a significant daily operation pattern. Based on the original data, the 
cooling load, power consumption and COP of each chiller can be calculated as below. 

Cooling load calculation: 
𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 4.2 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∗ (𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 − 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝) 

Electricity consumption calculation: 
𝑃 = 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ 11𝐾𝑉 ∗ 1.72 ∗ 0.94(𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) 

Where Flow means the chilled water flow rate, Return Temp means the temperature of 
returned chilled water, Supply Temp means the temperature of supplied chilled water, and Power 

factories the ratio between active power and total power. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The chilled water flow rate of Chiller 1 

 

 

Fig. 3 The cooling load of Chiller 1 in one-week 
 
4.2.Cooling load prediction model development using Random Forest 

We established a Random Forest regression model with the input of numerical variable 
data, including time, temperature and relative humidity, and the output is the cooling load value 
at that moment. The results indicated that our model could achieve fairly good performance 
with a RMSE of 1311. 

Fig. 4 is a comparison between the actual total cooling load from mid-January to mid-
march with the cooling load predicted by the model established by Random Forest. Light green 
is the actual cooling load, red is the predicted cooling load. 
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Fig.4Cooling load prediction model performance comparison 

 
4.3.COP prediction model using multiple Linear Regression 

Chiller COP is known to be a concave function of the PLR of the chiller. Therefore, PLR, 
outdoor temperature and relative humidity are the input variables used in establishing the COP 
prediction model. Since we do not know the actual installed capacity of each chiller of the 
chiller unit used in the building, but through calculation of the cooling load data, we found that 
the largest cooling load of the six chiller units was chiller 6 with 9718, while the largest cooling 
load of the other chiller units was 7944, 8127, 8855, 8289 and 8091, respectively. The reason 
for this difference may be that the actual working time of each chiller is different, and the 
mechanical loss is also different. Therefore, we assume that the installed capacity of each chiller 
is 10000 when it is installed, and then calculate the PLR of each chiller. 

By observing the COP value of each chiller calculated before, it was found that there were 
a large number of cases in which the COP value of each chiller was 0, which was meaningless 
for our prediction model. The COP value of 0 would obviously be directly predicted to be 
0.Therefore, a simple comparison is made here. Model 1 is the COP prediction model for all 
data, and Model 2 is the prediction model established after eliminating the COP value of 0. 
RMSE was used as the evaluation index for comparison between the two models, and the 
RMSE values from Model 1 were respectively 0.35, 0.30, 0.32, 0.39, 0.32 and 0.76, while the 
RMSE values from Model 2 were respectively 1.33, 1.77, 1.23, 1.50, 1.32 and 1.82. Obviously, 
the prediction accuracy of model 1 will be much higher, because as mentioned above, too much 
COPs with 0 value makes the prediction easier. However, this is of little significance for COP 
prediction, so we adopted Model 2 as the COP prediction model since Model 2 also has pretty 
good performance. 

For convenience of comparison, the actual COPs of Chiller 1 on March 10 to March 13 is 
selected for comparison with the COPs predicted by Model 1 and Model 2. As shown in the 
Fig.5, the light green represents the actual COPs, the dark green represents the COPs value 
predicted by Model 1, and the red represents the COPs predicted by Model 2.It can be found 
that when COP value is high, the prediction accuracy of Model 2 is higher and more realistic. 
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Fig.5: Comparison of COP of chiller 1 

 
4.4.Chiller performance optimization with PSO 

Firstly, we randomly choose one time point to test our optimization algorithm, from the 
original data set we found that the selected time point represented 10 a.m. on March 13, 2018, 
we can also get the detail data of all the variables at that time. After calculation, the electricity 
consumption was 1982.68 kWh. Then we do the optimization with PSO, the result is shown in 
Table 1. In the first row, there are Chillers from 1 to 6 and Total power which means power 
consumption. Data in second row stand for the optimization result, as we can see, the result 
suggested that only Chiller 5 should be turned on with the PLR 0.986, and the electricity 
consumption is 1105.77 kWh, indicated that we could have lower power consumption. 

 
Table 1Example results on PSO optimization at one time step 

 Chiller1 Chiller2 Chiller3 Chiller4 Chiller5 Chiller6 
Total 
power 

PLRs 0 0 0 0 0.986 0 1105.772 
 

Due to the huge data amount, the optimization is performed every 2-hour. In total, 1000 
optimization runs were conducted for performance testing, which corresponds to approximately 
85 days. The total power consumptions after optimization was 1,405,765 kWh, while the actual 
power consumption was 1,641,653 kWh. The energy saving is about 14.37%.Fig.6 shows the 
comparison between the optimized power consumption and the actual power consumption 
during this period. The green points are the actual energy consumption, and the red points are 
the optimized power consumption. 
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Fig.6: PSO optimization result of our model

5.Conclusions
The development of energy efficient buildings is crucial to global sustainability. The

performance optimization of HVAC systems has the largest impact on building energy saving.
In this study, we proposed an optimization strategy to minimize the power consumption of
HVAC systems with multiple chillers. Firstly, random forests and linear regression models are
developed to predict building cooling load and chiller COP. Second, a PSO-based
optimization method is developed to optimize the part-load ratio of each chiller so that the
overall power consumption is minimized while ensuring the building cooling load demand.

The methodology has been tested using real-world data. The results indicate an energy
saving of around 14% when comparing with conventional chiller operation strategy. Future
works will be conducted to enhance the performance prediction models and adding more
realistic constraints to the optimization process.
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Abstract. China is promoting the prefabricated construction. However, there is a short 
of the supporting construction technologies relating to the sponge city. This article aims 
to research the sponge city design strategies for the prefabricated social housing EPC 
project in the hot summer and warm winter climate zone. It takes Shenzhen as a case 
study to optimize the current sponge city design by selecting suitable sponge city 
products combination. The national standard called Assessment Standard for Sponge 
City Construction Effect published in early 2019 and the current policy in Shenzhen 
would be taken as the design regulation. Additionally, the sponge city construction 
experience about social housing would be considered as well to make the multiple 
design strategies according to the local environment, matching the identity of the social 
housing EPC project. This article could support the development of sponge city 
technology.  
 
Key words. prefabricated social housing, local environment, new technology 

 
Prefabricated housing is more and more popular. The urgency of the housing needs has been 
increased since more and more people coming into the city because of the China urbanization 
police. The prefabricated social housing equipped with the identities likes quick construction 
and less construction waste, therefore, has been promoted by the government to solve the urgent 
housing needs for low and middle income household. 

Sponge city, called Low impact development System (LIDs), could control the total runoff, 
peak runoff and the runoff pollution effectively. Reduce at the headstream, transfer at the 
midway and store at the terminal are the main methods in the Sponge city design. The national 
standard called Assessment Standard for Sponge City Construction Effect published in early 
2019 points out that the evaluation standard of the project is the effectiveness of the headstream 
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reduction of the project. The residential district is not only an important part of the city 
construction but also the headstream of the LIDs.  

Design well LIDs in the residential district could reach the target of headstream reduction, 
which is the key to the sponge city with the city scale. Therefore, sponge city design strategy 
in Prefabricated Social Housing EPC Project as the identical modern residential housing type 
is worth to promote and could be a good example for future applications.  

The hot summer and warm winter zone has long summer with high temperature and 
humidity. The range of the annual and daily temperature in there is narrow. Especially, the 
annual rainfall could reach to 1900mm. Additionally, the frequent rainstorm and the typhoon 
could cause the urban waterlog. Consequently, the construction of the sponge city is necessary. 
Shenzhen is a typical city in the hot summer and warm winter zone, having plenty of 
experiments of sponge city construction. This article would do the sponge city research based 
on the Changzhen Prefabricated Social Housing EPC Project. 
 
1.  Common problems in sponge city construction of prefabricated social housing  
1.1 The problem of roof rainwater drainage 

Waterlog in the monsoon is the common problem in many residential districts in China 
cites, especially in Shenzhen which belongs to the typical cities located in the subtropics 
monsoon climate. In the traditional sponge city construction mode, plenty of rainwater stays in 
the roofs. However, it would be difficult to make use of it if the buildings are high. The grey 
facilities like the sewer and the pump station are the main approaches in that mode to drain off 
the water, which just considers the quick transfer and terminal collection. However, the 
rainwater would be drained off rather than filtering to the ground through this way, and the 
district would waterlog. This kind of design could not meet the requirement of the sponge city 
construction standard. Meanwhile, the load threshold of the roof structure is limited, restricting 
the application possibility of the green roof. Therefore, the external facility helping to minimize 
the rainwater runoff becomes necessary. 
 
1.2 The water leakage problem of the LID facility about the basement roof 

According to the investigations, there would be checking and maintenance problems if the 
water leakage happens on the basement roof after the storage and infiltration facilities built. 
Most prefabricated social housing EPC projects are equipped with basements, and lots of areas 
of the green fields are backfilled to the top of the basement’s roof. Therefore, it discourages to 
build large areas of the permeable pavement and biological detention facilities on the green 
field if the covering soil’s depth is shallow. Otherwise, there would be a challenge to the sponge 
city construction.   
 
1.3 The simple and single the sponge city design—lack of innovation. 

There is a lack of reasonable rainwater runoff organization, innovative design, and 
landscape aesthetic views if just want to achieve the sponge city design standard. For example, 
1）the sponge city design style is simple and single. The facilities of the sponge city system are 
only the concave green space or gray rainwater collection facilities, which could not deal with 
the mass rainwater on site. 2)Biological detention facilities are simple and lack of diversity. 
Most plants here are low ground covers, lack of flowering plants. Moreover, the original soil is 
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exposed, the covering layer is also not treated. Therefore, the landscape is not satisfying, and 
the storage and infiltration function of the sponge city is greatly reduced. Furthermore, water 
accumulation is easy to breed mosquitoes. 

 
Figure 1.1 the sponge city design with the simple and singe plants  

1.4 The construction quality of the sponge city should be improved. 

Because there is a gap between the design and construction results, the traditional afforest 
construction method would impede the effect of the LID facilities. Furthermore, most builders 
are lack of the concepts and sensitivities of sponge city construction, making the situation worse.  

 
Figure 1.2 photo shooting on-site (the storage ability of the sponge city is destroyed 
by the unpredicted water) 

2.  Solutions 
Some feasible solutions have been given following according to problems mentioned 

above of the prefabricated social housing sponge city construction. 
 
2.1.  Drains off the roof rainwater— the combination of the grey and the green.  

The rainwater harvest facility is the main system of the roof rainwater draining off system, 
supported by the green roof. Based on the roof load type, the flat roof which only could bear 
low load would use the light container green roof design. The open green roof could be built if 
the roof could bear the load beyond 60kg/㎡. At the same time, the roof rainwater harvest 
system could be introduced. Therefore, the roof runoff could be controlled when the rainwater 
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is drained off to the underground rainwater harvest system through the rainwater standpipe, 
after the first drainage and infiltration through the green roof system. 

The waterlog risk could be decreased after the roof rainwater harvest system is established, 
because the ground surface runoff, the flood peak and the runoff coefficient could be reduced. 
Meanwhile, the collected rainwater enters the rainwater storage tank, sedimented and filtrated. 
After that, it could be used for greening and irrigation, landscape water supplement, road 
sprinkling, garage washing, and so on. High rainwater economic benefits could be made. In the 
future, if every residential district would establish the rainwater storage system and the green 
biological facilities, the amount of the peak runoff of the whole city would be reduced. The city 
waterlog could be released and the ability of the urban flood protesting could be improved. 

 
Figure 2.1 the flowchart of the roof rainwater runoff organization 
 

2.2.  Increasing the depth of the covering soil of the basement roof and optimizing the 

drainage path of the basement roof 

Two principles should be followed when designing the layout of sponge storage facilities: 
one is to make full use of the scrappy green space or the corner space according to the local 
environment, saving a small amount of rainwater for a while. The other one is to increase the 
depth of the covering soil of the basement roof and set up water storage and drainage board, 
enhancing storage capacity. Rummelsburg, the residential district in Berlin German, designs a 
sponge city system according to the above strategy. Firstly, rainwater is collected, evaporated 
and filtered by the green roof. And then, the remains are collected and transfer into the green 
courtyard on the garage roof by the downpipe located on the exterior wall of the house. 
Furthermore, the remains overflow to the green filed after being filtered by the soil. 
 
2.3.  The sponge city landscape design 

Qiujie Yan mentioned, the residential district sponge city design should consider the 
ecological function and aesthetic effect, and he provides an amount of artistic sponge city 
details design reference.For example, it would be better to combine the ecological tree pool and 
open ditch drainage, different paving materials and permeable materials, to create different 
landscape effects. Besides, prefabricated products could be considered to introduce in the 
sponge city landscape design.  
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2.4.  Optimizing the sponge city construction organization 

According to the actual project organization and management experience, there are some 
suggestions to optimize the sponge city construction organization and improve the whole 
project construction quality, achieving a better ecological environment construction. 1）Taking 
the management advantages of the EPC project mode, managing the full life cycle of the sponge 
city design in scientific and effective management and strictly following the new construction 
organization could avoid the disadvantages of empiricism.2）Having a clear understanding of 
the new materials for the sponge city construction.3）Arranging a reasonable construction 
process according to the identities of the sponge city facilities and technology of the materials.4）
Summing up the experience during the construction. Technicians should inspect and make 
records during the construction, and then rectify the construction problems in time.5）
Associating with all the construction interface and parties. Besides, feedback should be 
collected in time. 
 
3.  Case study—Prefabricated Social Housing EPC Project in Shenzhen 
3.1.  Background  

The Changzhen Prefabricated Social Housing EPC Project is located in Phenix, 
Guangming New District, Shenzhen, which is a sponge city construction pilot area. The 
transportation there is quiet convenient, Guanqiao road in the south, Keyu road in the west, and 
Changzhen station of Metro Line 6 and line 18 will be built in the southwest corner of the base 
in the future. The land area of the project is 158394.57 ㎡, the built- up area is 1138694.68 ㎡, 
the building density is 38.42% , the greening rate is 31.13%, and the whole sponge city area is 
167273.5 ㎡ . The goal of the project is to build an excellent sponge city demonstration 
community in Guangming New District, Shenzhen.  

The location of the project belongs to Western rain type, with stable groundwater table 
buried depth of 2.80-14.80m and corresponding elevation of 16.41-19.96m. The soil type in the 
site is loam soil, with soil permeability coefficient higher than 10-6m/s. Refering to relevant 
specifications, the target value of annual runoff total control rate is 65%. 
 
3.2.  Technical proposal 

The main lid technologies proposed in the “The Key points of Shenzhen Sponge City 
Planning” are: permeable brick pavement, roof greening, infiltration green space, biological 
detention facilities, infiltration pond, wet pond, rainwater wetland, grass planting ditch, 
infiltration pipe (channel), vegetation buffer zone, short-term rainwater waste facilities. The 
project comprehensively evaluates the climate characteristics, landscape effect, cost control, 
post maintenance and other factors of Shenzhen, and adopts technologies according to local 
conditions, including sunken green space, infiltration channel, ecological parking space, roof 
greening, and underground water reservoir. At the same time, vertical greening can be used 
locally, which can alleviate the urban heat island effect. Through the reasonable layout and 
optimized combination of these technologies, the runoff and pollution produced by rainwater 
are controlled, so that the natural hydrological cycle after urban development and construction 
is as close as possible to that before urban development, and through the means of combination 
of nature and manpower, the residential area has the function of absorbing rainwater, so as to 
achieve the construction goal of sponge city.  
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Figure 3.1 Hydrological schematic diagram of low impact development (from “The 
Technical Guide of Sponge City Construction”) 
 

The overall layout of sponge city presents the characteristics of "large and centralized, 
small and scattered". The storage and drainage board is set at the top of the basement, and the 
sponge storage and seepage facilities are set in a scattered way at the location where the cover 
soil of the basement roof is shallow. The anti-seepage facilities are set at the bottom of the 
storage and seepage facilities, in the form of wrapping impermeable geomembrane. When the 
top plate is covered with deep soil (≥ 1.5m), large-area permeable pavement is used for seepage 
storage facilities, and permeable blind pipe is laid at the bottom of the same facilities. 

 

Figure 3.2 Sponge facilities layout plan 
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According to the formula (4-1) in Chapter 4 of the technical guide for sponge city 
construction, the regulation and storage volume of the road, i.e. control volume V, that should 
be possessed by the corresponding technical measures for sponge city is calculated.  

V=10HφF = 10 * 23.5 * 0.5214 * 167273.5/10000 = 2014.54m³, that is, to absorb all 
rainwater generated under the design rainfall conditions, the project plot shall be set with a 
storage volume of not less than 2014.54m3. According to the situation of the project, 6 
catchment areas are set, and the catchment area is shown in the table below. 
 

Table 3.1 calculation of catchment area (left) and summary of sponge facilities (right) 

 
According to the calculation, the actual storage volume is 2441.08m³, the total annual 

runoff control rate of Guangming New District is more than 65% (23.5mm), the permeable 
pavement rate is 50.75%, the pollutant reduction rate is 54%, and the proportion of green space 
biological detention facilities is 11.64%, which meets the design goal of sponge city in 
Guangming District, Shenzhen. 

 
3.4.  Site stormwater management strategy 

The site stormwater management strategy focus on solving roof rainwater, demonstrate 7 
technical measures, emphasize the design concept of "storage, infiltration, stagnation, storage, 
purification, use and drainage" in sponge City, mainly adopt three strategies of source 
purification, end regulation and storage, and rainwater transmission path organization for site 
rainwater management. 

Green roof construction is combined with roof rainwater collection system. The roof 
rainwater is initially intercepted and filtered by the roof greening, and then discharged to the 
rainwater storage tank through the roof rainwater riser. The activity site is paved with rainwater 
treatment, and water permeable plastic, water permeable precast brick, grass inlaid brick and 
other materials are used in the fitness field, activity area and other activity sites to make the 
rainwater in situ emission reduction and absorption locally. Grass planting ditch replaces 
drainage pipe network / drainage ditch for rainwater transmission: in combination with 
topography, grass planting ditch is used instead of drainage pipe network and drainage ditch to 
connect various green sponge facilities in series and reduce the investment of rainwater pipe 
network at the site; intercepting ditch and water diversion ditch are set at the pavement and 
green land junction to organize drainage, assist in organizing surface rainwater runoff, and 
guide, intercept and drain rainwater on the road or roof To sponge facilities or rainwater network. 
Make use of rainwater garden, sunken green space and rainwater runoff of rainwater regulation 
and storage pool, make rational use of terrain, build sunken green space, biological detention 
zone, ecological parking space, and increase rainwater storage space. 
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3.3.  Storage volume accounting 



 
Figure 3.2 Rainwater runoff organization roadmap 

 

Figure 3.3 Overview of rainwater diversion process 
 

3.5.  Sponge city technical product derivative 

3.5.1.  Precast permeable paving 
In Changzhen project, prefabricated permeable pavement technology is adopted in outdoor 

hard square, and different aggregates are added to the prefabricated PC pavement. Through 
special molding process and surface treatment process, texture of different materials is imitated 
and ecological permeable function is attached, which meets the requirements of landscape 
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design and meets the design requirements at the same time. Prefabricated PC boards are formed 
as design methods of change, superposition and repetition rich landscape and diverse space. 

Different from the floor, wall, stairs and other components of the assembly type 
indemnificatory housing building, the PC board in the outdoor space, with less constraints, can 
play a more imaginative role. Through the design optimization, the sample building block can 
be obtained, which is easy to assemble, copy and produce. This module is used in the design of 
sponge city in residential area. Through the visual research and derivation of splicing 
combination, it is applied to each sponge scene space, so as to achieve the balance point of 
sponge city design landscape and cost control. 

 
Figure 3.4 Combination of prefabricated permeable pavement and sunken green space 

 

Figure 3.5 Analysis of permeable PC structure 
3.5.2.  Modular skyrise greenery 

Skyrise greenery refers to the use of green modules on the building surface , to achieve 
the function and cost optimization of building external surface beautification. Skyrise greenery 
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is about the greening on the roof and the greening on the vertical wall . It mainly has the 
following characteristics: 1) modular: standardized production ; 2) systematic: green vegetation 
management by modules, including irrigation system, support system and rainwater collection 
system. 3) easy loading and unloading: the direct splicing operation of different modules is 
simple, and the necessary loading and unloading work is very simple; 4) quick scene formation: 
good effect is formed when the modules are in accordance with the requirements. 5) easy 
maintenance: under the systematic vegetation management system, the watering and 
fertilization of vegetation can be completed in a short time. Moreover, according to the facade 
style of the building, we can choose appropriate greening methods to create a vibrant green 
building. 

Skyrise greenery is one of the technologies underestimated by the market in sponge city. 
The whole system of modular roof greening has good water storage effect, which can prevent 
matrix loss and slow down roof rainwater runoff. In the roof with insufficient roof load, light 
container roof greening can be tried. Vertical greening of exterior wall can reduce the urban 
heat island effect, which is of great significance for the construction of sponge city in residential 
area. 

 

Figure 3.7 Scenery and assembly diagram of skyrise greenery 
 

4.   Conclusion 
For the construction of sponge city in the EPC project of prefabricated social housing, we 

can't copy it mechanically. We need comprehensive consideration in many aspects, from the 
traditional extensive development mode to the new sponge community, to the sponge 
construction mode of prefabricated social housing that this paper focuses on. We need to 
consider more about the suitability of LID technology in the project location, except for the 
local specification, the local conditions of the project shall be fully analyzed; the EPC general 
contracting management mode shall be given full play to assist the construction of sponge City, 
and the construction management of sponge city shall be incorporated into the traditional 
construction supervision mode; the module combination derivative shall be popularized and 
utilized, and the characteristics of prefabricated finished or semi-finished components of the 
assembly type social housing EPC project shall be used for reference, so as to think more about 
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the pre production. The application of modular technology in sponge city construction will 
become an important development direction of sponge city technology product system. 
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Abstract. Sound environment largely influences urban lives. It is found that a 
comfortable sound environment is a key determinant in a healthy society since noise is 
becoming a serious pollutant in modern cities. There is no doubt that noise destroys an 
ecological environment and hinders a sustainable development. Studies showed sound 
level and sources are significance indicators to affect comfortable perception of a sound 
environment. It is known that sounds and their incident places are high correlated. 
Therefore, ecological symptoms reflected by sounds can represent ecological 
characteristics of the environment. Study on sounds and ecological environments has 
attracted more and more attentions nowadays in urban study. Shenzhen has typical 
ecological features that has tobe remained in its sustainable development. It is quite 
useful to study the relationships between sound environments and ecological 
characteristics of the environment for the city’s ecological evolution. Through 
analysing a broadly wide data from intensive and extensive field studies, relations of 
sound indicators and ecological indices of a physical environment in Shenzhen have 
been explored. The results are supposed to guide the city’s sustainable development 
and aid urban architects and designers theoretically and practically. 

 

Key words： Sound environment; Shenzhen; Ecological characteristics; Analyses of 
correlation; 

 
1.  Introduction 
In a process of urbanization and industrialization, noise is always a major issue to affect urban 
sustainable development, which is the same in current China. Studying a sound environment is 
always essential in a city’s sustainable development[1].Until now, many sound studies have 
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done on focusing a sound environment according to preference emotion [2, 3].In particular, sound 
sources and levels are regard as in high correlation with individuals’ perceptions, which is much 
influenced by the differences of building blocks[4], open spaces[5], and residential areas[6]. 
Researches suggested that natural sounds are often desired which could be brought up by an 
ecological environment, whereas traffic sounds are often unwanted and recognized as noise 
which caused by concrete roads destroying ecological features[7-10]. For example, birdsong 
sounds significantly increase comfortable feelings, but traffic sounds have negative 
effects[10].Moreover, some researchers found the increase of natural sounds can effectively 
improve the ecological environment quality[11]. After analyzing sound environment of the urban 
ecological multi-function zone, they found that the sound environment is closely related to the 
activities it carried[12].Although some sound and ecological factors have been considered, the 
correlation of the urban sound environments and its ecological characteristics research is 
considerably less. 

Shenzhen is a coastal city located in the southern China near Hong Kong. During the past 
30 years, it has transformed from a fishing-village place to one of the top four Chinese 
metropolises. The city’s population has then boomed from less than 100,000 to more than 20 
million with a huge constructions[4]. However, the city still remains the original ecological 
characteristics of hilly terrain and coastal ocean morphology. Due to having fruitful ecological 
features scattering in an urbanization construction, Shenzhen is chosen to do a study of a sound 
environment related with ecological characteristics. 

Shenzhen has ecological lines, which is appointed by the Shenzhen Urban Planning and 
Natural Resources Bureau[15]. It is defined according to the hilly terrain and coastline 
geographic features, in which a very natural topography remains while well-developed 
urbanization areas are far away. Very different sound environments can be seen inside and 
outside the ecological lines. Figure 1 shows three ecological zones according to their locations 
with the ecological lines. They are named the Ecological Zone (the areas inside the ecological 
lines), the Ecological Surrounding Zone (the vicinity areas of the ecological lines), and the 
Artificial Zone(urban developed areas usually far away of the ecological lines).  

 
Figure 1: Three Ecological Zones of Shenzhen 

Refer to studies on ecological environment, works have done on analyzing the ecological 
patches or corridors[13, 14].Studies have shown the environment in Shenzhen can be continued 
classifying into different types of patches and corridors[16]. Finally, prototypes standing for 
typical urban ecological fabrics in Shenzhen are extracted by analyzing the land usage. Then, 
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the sound features and ecological characteristics of different ecological fabrics are studied. Base 
on the correlation analysis, the influence of different ecological characteristics on the sound 
environment indicators is clarified. 

2.  Research method 
According to three Ecological Zones, 116 sites covering a vast range of Shenzhen areas 

were selected to collect study data via field measurements. The sites represent typical urban 
topology and ecological morphology. Various sound samples reflecting sound environments in 
Shenzhen have been collected. In totally, 702 study samples from 116 case study sites are 
obtained by route measurements,63,565 sound samples were got via fixed measurement. The 
sound features of sound level and the proportion of the sound sources are analyzed to depict the 
sound environment in the typical urban ecological areas.  

2.1.  Study site 

Each urban ecological group in Shenzhen has its unique urban morphology and ecological 
characteristics that configures its own sound environments features. In figure 2, according to 
three kinds of ecological zones, 116 sites were selected to carry out field studies that capture a 
wide range of urban ecological characteristics in different Shenzhen ecological zones. Among 
of them, 40 sites in Ecological Zone, 39 sites in Ecological Surrounding Zone and 37 sites in 
Artificial Zone. 

 
Figure 2:The location of study sites in Shenzhen. 

According to the patch and corridor differences, all the study sites can be classified into 
4ecological patch types and 2 ecological corridor types. In terms of patch, the ecological models 
can be defined as natural, leisure, residential, industrial ones; in terms of corridor, the ecological 
models can be defined as natural and artificial corridor. Totally, 59study sites 
arenaturalpatches,18leisurepatches,30residential patches,9are industrial patches; 18study sites 
are natural corridors while 14areartificialcorridors. 

The sound features and ecological characteristics of patches and corridors are analyzed. 
For calculating sound source contribution on typical urban ecological sound environments, a 
descriptor of occupation percentage of one kind of sound sources (natural, urban living, 
mechanical) named PctN, PctU, and PctM, is used and obtained by listening the studied sound 
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samples[17, 18]. In order to explore relationships between sounds and their incident ecological 
environment, urban ecological environmental parameters of Land Use (LU), Floor Area Ratio 
(FAR), Building Density (BD), Building Floor(BF), Road Area Ratio (RAR) and Greening 
Rate (GR) were got to each study site[19]. At the same time, the correlation analysis between the 
sound environment indicators and urban ecological characteristics of the environment in 
different ecological areas of Shenzhen was conducted. 

2.2.  Data collection 

Through a serial of intensive field studies, 116 specific sites had done the measurements 
according to their urban morphology and its ecological characteristics. According to the 
effective scope of sound sources, the urban environment parameters were calculated within 
500×500m of measurement spots [1]. All sound samples were collected via route or fixed 
measurement. In total, 702 sound environments samples are obtained by route measurements, 
and 63,565 samples are collected by fixed measurements. 

2.2.1.  Route measurement. 

The route measurement areas were selected according to typical features of territory's 
topography and its urban morphology. They were carried two days including a weekday and a 
weekend, and 1-5 times of each day in each studied spot covering morning, afternoon, and 
evening time period. Among of the data, 30 samples from the collection 2 times of each day, 
111 samples from the collection 3 times of each day, 532 samples from the collection 4 times 
of each day, 25 samples from the collection 5 times of each day and 4 samples from the 
collection 1 times of each day. Each measurement lasts 1 or 5 minutes. Among of them, 126 
samples lasts 1 minutes and 576 samples lasts 5 minutes.  

The sound samples include the natural environments, the built environments and the 
mixture of natural and built environments in three types of zones. The samples from route 
measurements reflect a diversity of Shenzhen sound environments according to spatial 
variations as 116 different study sites concluded. Geographically, sounds environments from 
the purely nature areas, low density-built areas with some natural components, and artificial 
areas barely with natural component are got. Eventually, 702 sound samples recordings have 
been got. 

2.2.2.  Fixed measurement. 
The fixed measurement sites were selected by summering the similar ecological 

topography and urban morphology. The measurement was made simultaneously in the multi 
study spots of one study site. The fixed data were collected through are temporal variation of 
Shenzhen ecological environments based on analyzing the data characteristics of route 
measurements. 

The measurement for each spot was carried out in one week of a season ranging 4 seasons. 
For each season, the fixed measurements were carried in 7days including 5 work days and 2 
weekends. For each day, the measurement continues 7.5 hours and then stops 0.5 hour and then 
restarts. Recording is saved up in every 10 minutes. 3recording sections were got in each day. 
Therefore, the fixed data cover every different times of a year. The data of fixed measurement 
cover more information of sound environments due to temporal variation. Totally, 63,565 
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recording files were got. Temporally, various time’s sound environment data from different 
season, week, day, and time in different of ecological areas are also obtained. 

3.  Results 
According to the measurement data, relationships between different sound and urban 

ecological environmental parameters are explored individually. Meanwhile, the correlation 
analysis between the sound environment indicators and urban ecological characteristics of the 
environment in different ecological areas of Shenzhen was conducted. The results of correlation 
analysis are discussed in the following sections. 

3.1.  Sound Environment in different patches and corridors 

Figure 3shows the average sound level, PctN and PctM in various patches and corridors. 
It shows that the sound level is varied from 58 dB(A) to 66 dB(A), the average sound level is 
61.4dB(A). In terms of patches, the highest sound level is found in industrial patches. PctN is 
the highest in natural patches. For the corridors, the sound level of the artificial corridors is the 
highest. The highest PctN is in natural corridors. It can be seen that the proportion of sound 
source is affected by the urban construction elements. With the increase of urban construction 
and development intensity, PctM gradually increases in the leisure and residential patches. 

 

 
Figure 3: The sound levels and proportion of sound sources of patches and corridors 

3.2.  Sound Environment in different ecological zones 

Clarifying the sound environment characteristics of each urban ecological zones by 
analyzing the indicators including parameters of sound level, PctN and PctM. From the Table 
1, the average sound level to all the time according to the fixed measurements is 59.8 dB(A). 
However, the highest average sound level occurs in the early morning (6:00 – 08:59) artificial 
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zone and the lowest one occurs in the morning (09:00 – 12:59) ecological zone. This variation 
might be related with creatures’ activity time. Maybe with the same reason, the sound level in 
summer is higher than that in winter although the difference is not obvious, but the variation in 
summer is rather bigger than that in winter, indicating winter is the rather quiet season in the 
Shenzhen ecological area. 

Table1: The sound levels and proportion of sound sources of 3 urban ecological zones 

Urban Ecological 
Zones  

Sound Level(dB(A)) Sound Source 
Early morning Morning Afternoon Early evening PctN PctM 

Ecological Zone 54.5 51.7 55.8 54.8 88% 7% 
Surrounding Zone 60.6 60.6 60.6 60.5 37% 32% 

Artificial Zone 65.0 64.8 64.7 64.7 23% 52% 

3.3.  Relationships of sound environment and its urban environmental parameters indifferent 

ecological zones 

Table 2,3&4shows the correlations of Land Use (LU), Floor Area Ratio (FAR), Building 
Density (BD), Building Floor(BF), Road Area Ratio (RAR) and Greening Rate (GR)with a 
sound environment referring sound level and source parameters in tree zones. Table 3 shows 
the correlations of urban development indices with a sound environment in the ecological zones 
referring sound level and source parameters. It shows that correlation is positive to the road and 
negative to the green land. It indicated more green lands have lower sound level and more road 
areas have higher sound level. According to sound source, a significant positive correlation is 
found to GR with PctN and RAR to PctM, whereas a significant negative is found RAR to PctN 
and GR to PctM. The results show that more road areas would create more mechanical sounds 
and less natural sounds but more green land would create more natural sounds both significantly. 

Table2: Relationships of sound level and source with development indices in the ecological zones. 

 RAR GR 
Sound Level .225* -.255* 

PctN -.557** .808** 
PctM .528** -.780** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

Table 3 shows that the sound level is positively correlated with LU, FAR, BD, BF and RAR, 
but negatively correlated with GR. However, the relationship between the PctN and urban 
development elements is opposite to the sound level and PctM. Table 4 shows that all 
correlations are positive in the sound level and are negative inPctN, except GR. They 
indicated with a denser development, a sound level is getting higher, and a denser 
development eliminating more natural sounds and creating more mechanical sounds. 

Table3: Relationships of sound level and source with development indices in the ecological surrounding zones. 

 LU FAR BD BF RAR GR 
Sound Level .198** .409** .340** .123* .409** -.475** 

PctN -.504** -.451** -.427** -.249** -.422** .495** 
PctM .458** .328** .250** .333** .425** -.386** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level  
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 
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 LU FAR BD BF RAR GR 
Sound Level 0.091 .328** .327** -0.03 .333** -.281** 

PctN -.300** -.364** -.439** -.239** -.173** .483** 
PctM .212** .137* .160** 0.091 .257** -.306** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level  
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

For explore the specific impact of each urban development elements on the sound 
environment, the research controlled other factors and analyzed the impact of the urban 
development indices on the sound environment from architectural designable indices, road 
indices and landscape indices. Figure4 reveals that the sound environment is affected by 
architectural designable indices. The influence of FAR on PctM is similar with the influence of 
BD on PctM, Additionally, the influence of architectural designable indices on PctM is higher 
than sound level. The sound environment of Artificial Zone is more affected by architectural 
designable indices than Ecological Surrounding Zone 

    

(a) BD - SoundLevel (b) BD -PctM (c) FAR -SoundLevel (d) FAR - PctM 
 the Surrounding Zone         the Artificial Zone 

Figure 4:Univariate linear regression analysis about development indices 

Figure5 explores the impact of RAR and GR on the sound environment in the surrounding 
zones and artificial zones. It shows that the influence of road elements on the sound 
environment in artificial zones is larger than the surrounding zones. These are mainly 
manifested that the sound level and PctM are relatively higher in the artificial zones under the 
same RAR, which is opposite to the PctN. It indicates that the road is the main carrier to 
produce mechanical sound. For landscape elements, the mechanical sound in the artificial 
zones is relatively higher than the surrounding zones under the same GR, which is opposite 
to the natural sound ratio. It shows that the landscape elements have a larger influence on the 
sound environment in artificial zones. Besides, the influence of landscape elements on the 
sound level is similar in the two ecological zones indicating that the sound level is less 
affected by the landscape elements in some zones with high development and the construction 
intensity. 

   

(a) RAR - SoundLevel (b) RAR -PctN (c) RAR -PctM 
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Table4: Relationships of sound level and source with development indices in the artificial zones. 



   

(d) GR - SoundLevel (e) GR -PctN (f) GR -PctM 
 the Surrounding Zone         the Artificial Zone 

Figure 5: Univariate linear regression analysis about road elements and landscape elements.(a)-(c) are univariate 
linear regression analysis about road elements;(d)-(f) are univariate linear regression analysis about landscape 
elements; 

4.  Conclusion 
Using sound environment data collected in the route and fixed field measurements, this 

study explores the relationships of urban sound environments and its ecological characteristics. 
Three ecological zones have been defined based on the Shenzhen Ecological Line. Meanwhile,6 
urban ecological fabric types according to ecological patches and corridors from ecology theory 
are also defined in the study.  

Though comparing sound level, the percentage of one kind of natural and mechanical 
sound sources in various ecological areas according to the ecological zone and fabric 
differences, it is found that the sound level is usually low to the areas inside the Ecological Line 
with more natural sounds and less mechanical sounds whereas the sound level is usually higher 
to the complete urbanization areas with more mechanical sounds. In the study, indices of L and 
Use, Floor Area Ratio, Building Density, Building Floor, Road Area Ratio and Greening Rate 
were got to characterize the different ecological areas. The building coverage, the ratio of floor 
area and greening have a greater impact on the sound environment indicators, especially in 
residential and industrial patches. Regarding the factor of different ecological zones, add green 
avenue are positive for the road sound environment. Additionally, it is useful to add green 
spaces in an urban context to mitigate the effect of mechanical sounds. 
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Abstract: Developing prefabricated buildings is a key trend of Chinese construction 
industry and a great change in construction ways. Given its characteristics, the 
assembled buildings with steel-structure have great developing potential. This paper 
analyses the characteristics of assembled buildings with steel-structure and combs 
relevant development status at home and abroad. Combining with the evaluation 
standard of prefabricated building, this paper analyses the technology of assembled 
buildings with light-weighted slab steel-structure adopted in Shen Zhen Cumark 
Building from the aspects of integrated design, green construction, construction 
processes and the EPC mode. Finally, some ideas and suggestions are put forward on 
better development of assembled buildings with steel-structure. 
 
Key words: Steel structure, prefabricated building, light-weighted slab technology, 
prefabrication ratio 

 
1. Introduction 
Prefabricated building is assembled by prefabricated components and parts on site. Compared 
with traditional construction ways, the development of prefabricated building is beneficial to 
resource saving, environment protecting, quality and efficiency improving, etc. It is a great 
reform of the construction industry in China. 

With the guidance of relevant policies and the improvement of architectural technology, 
prefabricated buildings have shown a trend of rapid development in China recently. Compared 
with other advanced countries, the proportion of steel-structure applied to assembled buildings 
in China is sufficiently low. Given the background of reducing excessive capacity in domestic 
steel industry and the advantages of steel structure buildings, it is imperative to promote the 
development of assembled buildings with steel-structure. 
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2.Advanteges of assembled buildings with steel-structure 
Generally, the structure system of steel-structure buildings is assembled on site by 

prefabricated components. Notwithstanding, steel-structure buildings with only structure 
system assembled cannot be called assembled buildings with steel-structure. Strictly speaking, 
the building envelope system, facility and pipeline system as well as interior decoration system 
are integrated by prefabricated parts in assembled buildings with steel-structure, apart from the 
structure system assembled by steel components.  

In addition to the basic characteristics of steel structure buildings such as main structure, 
anti-seismic performance, high degree of industrialization and sustainability, assembled 
buildings with steel-structure also have the following advantages. 

Steel structure is beneficial to standardized design, with structural safety guaranteed; 
The integration of external enclosure system can effectively improve construction quality 

and simplify the site construction processes; 
In addition to the utilization of prefabricated parts, the integration of equipment and 

pipeline system as well as interior decoration system can improve the adaptability and comfort 
of buildings and control the construction cost; 

The integration of components can reduce the damage to rust-proof layer of steel structure 
by welding; 

However, there are some problems existing, such as difficulties in meeting requirements 
for integrated design, construction organization and information management, high cost 
originating from the absence of scale effect, defects of steel structure buildings' floor, exterior 
and interior wall [1]. 
 
3. Overview of assembled buildings with steel-structure 
3.1 Development at home and abroad 

The Crystal Palace, which was exhibited at the world industrial expo in London, 1851, is 
the first prefabricated building with iron structure appearing in history [2]. After hundreds of 
years of development, different countries have chosen different roads in the area of steel 
structure building according to their own economic, social, industrial conditions and other 
characteristics. Low-rise cold-formed thin-walled steel building system is widely used among 
USA, Canada, Australia [3]. In Italy, the BSAIS steel structure building system is adopted in 
low-rise and multi-story housings [4]. Moreover, up to 80% of residential buildings in Sweden 
adopt SIS light steel structure system [5]. In Japan, assembled steel structure is widely utilized 
in low-rise and multi-story shopping malls, parking buildings. 

In China, steel structure buildings are moving forward to assembled buildings with steel-
structure recently. The integration of structure system, building envelope system, facility and 
pipeline system as well as interior decoration system promotes transition to common use system. 
At present, the application of assembled steel structure is still limited to the field of public 
buildings and industrial buildings while it has potential in the field of residential buildings. 
 

3.2 The evaluation standard and prefabrication ratio 

The evaluation standard of prefabricated building (GB/T51129-2017) unveiled on 
February 1, 2018 in China puts forward the concept of "prefabrication ratio", which refers to 
comprehensive proportion of prefabricated components and parts utilized for main structure, 
building envelope wall, interior partition wall as well as facility and pipeline in a single building, 
with underground parts excluded. In the standard, the prefabrication ratio is the basis for 
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classifying the evaluation grade of prefabricated buildings, which are divided into grades A, 
AA and AAA [1]. 

Owing to the structure system assembled by steel components, assembled buildings with 
steel-structure have an advantage over other types in scoring on main structure. Additionally, 
building envelope structure mostly adopting large panel and other assembling methods also 
helps. Moreover, non-wet construction and integrated kitchen and bathroom make contributions 
to achieving high prefabrication ratio. 
 
4. Practice on assembled steel-structure light weight building system 
4.1 Brief introduction of Cumark tower 

The Cumark tower is located in the west side of Gaoxin Road, Guangming New District, 
Shenzhen, with site 7654m2, total 38697m2,27822m2 above ground and a height of 76.4m. Its 
main structure was completed on October 26, 2017. With 2 floors underground and 17 floors 
above, 1-3 floors of the building are of commerce and 5-17 floors of the tower are utilized for 
office space, with an area of about 1500m2 each floor. The 4th floor of the tower provides users 
with activity space and the roof of the tower is designed with a garden. The tower is shown in 
Figure 1. 

The project adopts fully assembled steel-structure system, with the interior wall and 
building envelope wall adopting ALC, a prefabricated light plate system. In October 2018, the 
Cumark building had been certified by experts in relevant fields on a specialized appraisal 
meeting. In January 2019, the project was rated as the first batch of prefabricated buildings 
demonstration projects in Guangdong Province. 

Fig.1 The Cumark tower 
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The Cumark project adopts BIM to connect all aspects including architectural design, 
factory production, site construction, operation management, etc. Different specialties 
cooperate with each other to realize all-round information of the whole process. 

The basement of Cumark tower adopts reinforced concrete structure. With 17 floors above 
the ground, the building system utilizes composite slabs with steel bar truss deck and aerated 
concrete wallboard and the structure system is a composite structure of steel frame and steel 
braced frame.  

Beams, columns, and stairs are all installed out of prefabricated parts on site. The 
connection way is bolting or welding with bolts. The floor system is composed of slabs with 
steel bar truss deck and cast-in-place concrete and the building envelope system is composed 
of lightweight aerated concrete wallboard, aluminum alloy window as well as curtain wall 
system. 
4.2.1 Main structure design 

The main structure above ground of the project is composed of concrete-filled steel tubular 
columns, composite columns with steel, bracing steel, steel stairs and composite slabs with steel 
bar truss deck. Each part decomposed by BIM is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig.2Components and parts decomposed by BIM 
4.2.2 Slab system 

The slab system adopts composite slabs with steel bar truss deck, whose thickness is 
100mm and 200mm respectively. Compared with conventional cast-in-place reinforced 
concrete floor and common slab, it has advantages of less binding, no bracing, stable 
performance, convenient construction and material saving. 
4.2.3 Wall system 

Autoclaved aerated concrete wallboard, also known as ALC, is utilized for the exterior and 
interior walls. Its density grade is B05 (dry density less than 525kg / m3), and the strength grade 
is A3.5 (cubic compressive strength greater than 3.5Mpa). The ALC adopts vertical exterior 
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hanging installation and the fixation method is bolting with hooks. The width of the board is 
600mm and the height can be processed into fixed length parts according to the structure floor. 
The boards are directly inlaid between floors or hung outside the floor slab on site without 
scaffolding, which can avoid the wet operation, effectively save water, reduce waste of 
construction materials and lower labor costs. Windows of the exterior wall are fixed by steel 
frame rather than directly connected with wallboards, which fundamentally avoids the cracks 
caused by deformation inconsistency between the wall and windows. The surface of the exterior 
wallboard is filled with specialized modified silane adhesive for ALC, and the gap is filled with 
rock wool, PE and other sealing materials. The overall envelope wallboard is sprayed with 
elastic waterproof coatings and cleaning topcoat. 

 
4.3 Green building 

In addition to focusing on standardization and modularization, full consideration has been 
given to energy saving, land saving, water saving, material saving and environmental protection 
in accordance with the requirements of green buildings. Technical means adapting to the 
climate of Shenzhen have been adopted, and scientific organization has been carried out in 
accordance with the requirements of green construction in the construction process. The 
construction site forms a sharp contrast with that adopting conventional construction mode, 
clean and tidy, without scaffolding and mold, low noise and dust pollution and high construction 
efficiency. The green construction site is shown in Figure 3.The project has been rated as 
national two-star-level green building certification. 

Fig.3 Green construction site 
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Construction processes of the project are as follows, illustrated in Figure 4. 
a. The basement structure construction is completed;  
b. The steel stairs and lateral force resistance structural members are installed;  
c. The steel columns are hoisted, with steel beams installed and the concrete is cast in the steel 

pipe columns;  
d. The steel structures are installed in sequence according to the above construction process;  
e. The beam columns are installed, and slabs with steel bar truss deck are laid after the welding 

is completed;  
f. The steel structures and concrete casting are completed in sequence according to the above 

process;  
g. After the completion of the main structure, the wallboards installation control line is 

measured and install the exterior wall board;  
h. The windows are inserted synchronously;  
i. The exterior wallboards are sprayed with elastic waterproof coatings and cleaning topcoat. 

Fig.4 Construction processes 

4.5 The EPC mode 

The project of Cumark building is completed by engineering procurement construction, 
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4.4 Construction process 



also known as the EPC mode, referring to a construction mode in which the contractor, 
entrusted by the owner, carries out the whole process or several stages of contracting for design, 
procurement, construction, trial operation of the engineering construction project in accordance 
with the contract. 

The design, procurement and construction of the project shall be completed by the main 
contractor. Different from the conventional construction mode, a project of prefabricated 
building requires more refined and standardized design. Not only all specialties and 
departments within the design unit should cooperate, but also different design, production and 
construction units should cooperate. In this case, the EPC mode can effectively solve problems 
of intersection and coordination of design, production and construction stages, and ensure the 
smooth implementation. 

Through the EPC mode, the project realizes information of construction process, reduces 
the difficulties of organization and coordination management, reduces the construction cost, 
shortens the construction period, and improves the construction quality and safety. 

 
4.6 Brief summary 

The assembled steel-structure light-weighted slab building system utilized in Cumark 
tower provides a systematic solution in the aspects of main structure, floor slab, interior and 
exterior wallboards, etc. It has advantages of reliable quality and safety, rapid construction and 
environmental protection. 

According to the evaluation standard of prefabricated building (GB/T51129-2017) 
unveiled on February 1, 2018 in China, the Cumark tower project ultimately met the 
requirements of the highest AAA level of prefabricated building. 
 
5. Outlook 

The development of prefabricated buildings is contributive to promoting the transformation 
of construction industry and technological innovation. In terms of reducing pollution, saving 
resources and improving the quality of buildings, assembled buildings with steel-structure 
undoubtedly have advantages and good prospects for development. The development is 
dependent on the top design in view of industry development, which relies on efficient 
management system for scientific management organization, the establishment of a modern 
construction industry system and through long-term continuous technological innovation and 
project practice. To improve the level of steel structure manufacturing and assembled 
construction management capacity enables China's construction industry to develop in the 
direction of information, green as well as scientific and technological trend. 
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Abstract. Sustainable construction, or green building, is an indispensable solution to 

realize urban sustainability. Following the thriving business of green building, 

companies providing such services have increased the number of their employees. 

Notwithstanding many academic focuses are given to themes such as industrial chain, 

new technology, and standard and policy making, thoughts on the role of enterprises 

and human were not frequently shared from the view of outsider who take 

sociological qualitative research methods. *** is a Shenzhen based company, acting 

as a driving force in the field of green building technology and services. By observing 

and interviewing with the employees of ***, the study will look at how people that 

work in the field of green building and in the environment specially designed 

following the notion of green building behave, and how do the green behaviours do 

with urban sustainability at individual level, community level and national level. 

Through discussion on social awareness of green building companies and employees, 

the study will also try to propose possible ways of shaping green behaviours to 

promote urban sustainability. 

              Keywords. Green building; employee behaviour; green behaviouralintention; 

sustainable development 

 
1.  Background story 

The research of this paper is neither driven by meticulous rational analysis nor 

professional experiences, but for the reflection on the pro-environmental behaviour of 

surrounding people and of my own. The first time the researcher was taught about the term 

‘green building’ was in a general elective course ‘New-type Materials for Building and 

Decoration’ for undergraduateat Shenzhen University. Eight years later, in January 2019, an 

article went viral onthe social media platform WeChat that the Shenzhen-Hong Kong 
                                                             
1The term ‘employees’ in this paper refers to ‘employees working at green building companies’ if no specification is made. 
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International Centre, ‘envisioned as one of the tallest towers in the world2’, will serve as a 

symbolic icon for LonggangDistrict. That was breaking news for all Longgang residents 

including the researcher who worked in a nearby university adjacent to the future super 

skyscraper. The astounding 700-metre height drew the researcher in further reading related 

articles that she noticed that ‘the environmental goal for the building and the surrounding 

landscape is to obtain LEED Platinum certification.’ That was how the researcher 

reacquainted ‘green building’ but she was informed nothing else new.  

However, the rapid domestic development of green building allows few who care about 

sustainable issues to ignore. When she noticed in my working community the emergence of a 

group of energetic young people who are not quite the same as the crowd and found out they 

worked for a green building company, the fire ofunslakable curiosity was suddenly ignited: 

who are they, what are theydoing, and what does it deal with sustainable development? 

1.1.  Limitation and focus  

This study took a narrative tone, telling the ‘storiesof the employees’ which was resulted from 

the limitation of the researcher who inevitably taking a role as the ‘outsider’. With no 

required knowledge and experience to review from the inside, the researcher firmly focused 

on the people working at the green building company. By using a set of carefully designed 

qualitative tools, the study tempted to stage the employees to the public with the hope to let 

their voices be heard, their decisions be understood, their actions be seen, their power be 

acknowledged and their ambition to be realized.  

Therefore, the researcher shunned hot contentions such as ‘whether green building is 

green’ and if the green building companies execute simply the consultant agency in the 

market and have less significance than expected in the process of social development and 

urban sustainability.  

As it is widely learned that some residential buildings in China consume less energy than 

those of the European and American green buildings, for example the domestic hot water 

needed by the Chinese is 1/5 of the counterpart in the U.S. and 1/4 of the Japanese. Why? The 

reason goes to the habits of the residents, or the established cultural rules. Thus, this study 

postulated that as green building one but not the only way to urban sustainability, what can 

the employees do on the backdrop of global warming and environment deteriorating? 

Nevertheless, the role of the employees of green building companies as individual person who 

actively constructs his/her development and environment in both working and living contexts 

has not gained sufficient attention in architectural research. The Chinese society still has 

limited knowledge and awareness on this group of people: what they do, what the care about, 

and how their work and behaviour change the appearance, the structure and the spirit of cities.  

This paper canalso be supplementary sources to the public understanding of green 

building industry in China, including green building companies and the employees, and take 

actions to make changes for better delivery of green concept and behaviour to facilitate 

sustainable development in cities.    

 

2.  Research methods 

2.1.  Perspective of the researcher 

                                                             
2 More project details on AS+GG official website: http://smithgill.com/news/shinmao_shenzhen_press_release/ 
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Every individual is closely interacting with social development and meanwhile, shaped and 

led by the technology they use every day. Different choices are made and such differences 

facilitate social transformation where no one can escape.We are both insiders and outsiders.  

An insider of green building industry is likely to deliver to insiders for exampleshow to 

make more efficient design and how to meet legal obligation;while an outsider may convey to 

insiders about their understandingof green buildings based on the given accessible resources. 

In contrast to the outsider, an insider has the advantage to make resonance with the other 

insiders. By talking with insiders and observing their working environment, the researcher as 

outsider is able to describe how the landscape and interplay between green building industries, 

the green behaviours of the employees and urban sustainability have been recognized so far. 

Before planning on this paper, the researcher has only limited knowledge on green building. 

Therefore, this paper could also be considered the reflection of the interaction with the 

employees which initiated and facilitated the construction of the full cognitive picture of the 

researcher. Despite of the contentiousness to construct academic paper in the first-person 

perspective, the researcher aims to reflect the real situation and emotional condition by 

borrowing the tone of the employees.  

2.2.  Sample Details and Rapport 

Most of the research on social behaviours in the past adopted qualitative field work as the 

research method. However, in the era of Big Data, why do we take time to do interviews if the 

numbers can tell? We found that the function of Bid Data paralyzes when it is used to 

measure behaviours without labelling or a universal definition. A qualitative method is 

therefore applied in this study. 

2.2.1.  The reasons to choose employees working at agreen building company as the research 

participants are threefold. First, the employees are presumably among the group of people to 

first adopt green behaviours and take actions, based on preliminary observation. Green 

building is a solution to environmental protection, of which the stakeholders care about how 

to engage a wide range of public participation by improving public awareness and 

encouraging green behaviours to deal with environmental issues and promote urban 

sustainability. However, it takes several stages to foster green behaviour. A number of 

environmental agencies developed a bunch of guidebooks. China has been learning foreign 

experience on the construction, operation and maintenance of ‘sponge city’. Chinese scholar 

WANG Jiang studied a guide for conducting Watershed outreach campaigns by United 

States Environment Protection Agency, proposing that Chinese stakeholders can borrow the 

strategies shared in the Best Management Practices (BMPs) and develop an empirical 

instructional design for the Chinese public. Introduced in the Guide, the second step for the 

outreach for public is ‘to identify the target audience to focus on’ (Getting In Step: A Guide 

for Conducting Watershed Outreach Campaigns, 2010)of which the methodology was based 

on the Everett M. Rogers' diffusion of innovation theory. He proposed a ‘five categories’ of 

people that adopt new behaviours at different rates or in sequential stage. The terms and 

features for the first three categories of people are innovators (venturesome, frequently have 

high education levels, high social status and upward social mobility), early adopters 

(decisive and influential) and early majority (cautious and seek a myriad of information on 

an issue before they make a decision). Thus, the Guide suggested that targeting on the 15 to 
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20% of an audience, would help the behaviour to cross a tipping point and reach a critical 

mass to spread on its own. 

 

 

(Rogers, 2003) 

 

Second, architecture firms care, though not prevalently, about the role played by 

employees and their contribution to sustainable development. We can learn from the example 

of McCarthy Building Companies Inc. The company not only visions its employees as ‘active 

participants in the sustainability dialogue3’ but also considers the significance of ‘educating 

and training employees to provide them the tools they need to lead the way’ in principles of 

sustainability commitment. 

Third, employees are more susceptible to sustainable working environment than ordinary 

people. In addition to the affirmation ‘LEED buildings attract tenants, cost less to operate and 

boost employee productivity and retention’4 by the U.S Green Building Council (USGBC), 

the opinion that ‘green office’ exerts a positive impact on employee behaviour and 

productivity has gained much currency. 

2.2.2.  8 employees participated the study. At the beginning, one of them helped post a notice 

of participant recruiting on WeChat. 4 female and 3 male participants were interested in the 

study. They scanned the QR code and join the group. The other male participant had 

separated interview with the researcher. Among all the participants, 2 were at manager level 

and the rest were general staff. They all studied architecture or related engineering majors. 

They are from Guangdong, Hainan, Hunan, Hubei, Jiangxi, Shandong and Gansu Province, 

etc. Although no regional disparity appeared to have an influence on the responses, gender 

and working positions might be factors to the variety in answers.  

2.2.3.  The rapport was established between the researcher and the participants through 

working community activities. Consent forms were signed by with the 8 participants 

following the rules of IRB. 

2.3.  Focus group and individual interview 

To make the participants feel at ease, the researcher chose a coffee shop, a restaurant and a 

meeting room as the interview sites. No office hour was used for the interviews. All 
                                                             
3See more on McCarthy website: https://www.mccarthy.com/about/our-mission-values 
4 See more on USGBC-LEED website: https://new.usgbc.org/leed 
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participants talked in Mandarin Chinese. The focus group interview was conducted in a 

semi-open structure. The researcher used PPT slides with questions and issues to initiate the 

discussion. For individual interview, the researcher asked the participants open-ended 

questions. 

2.3.1.  Self-introduction. The purpose of this part is to understand how participants identify 

themselves and how they build up connections with the environment around them.  

2.3.2.  ‘LIVE’ scale of green behaviour. Participants were asked to answer ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ 

immediately to 30 questions, which were designed by referring to the scale of green 

behaviour and the textbook of green building. After that, participants were invited to share 

their feelings to the questions.  

2.3.3.  ‘What would you do in this situation?’ contains four settings designed for the 

employees to help the study understand their attitude and potential behaviours towards green 

behaviours, environment, green building and urban sustainability.  

Form 1 Four testing settings used in the focus group interview 

Setting A: You will design and decide for you 

and your family of the house you will live in. 

What you will consider? What you might give 

priority to? In what way they are green? 

 

情景Ａ: 你要为你和你的家庭决定、设计

居所，你会考虑哪些因素? 请描述你的

房子是怎样的，它从哪些方面能体现绿

色建筑的理念。 

Setting B: Your friend will visit your company 

and your office. How will you make a 

introduction? What are the features or 

achievement of your company? What makes 

your office different from others? In what way 

they are green? 

 

情景 B: 有朋友来参观你的公司和你的

办公室，你会怎么介绍？你的公司有怎

样的特点？你的公司有哪些成果？你工

作的办公室在哪些方面与普通的办公环

境不一样？哪些方面能体现绿色建筑的

理念？ 

Setting C: Talk about the green behaviours of 

your colleagues. For what they behave like this? 

How they adopt these behaviours? Do you feel 

like doing the same after you see them do? 

情景 C: 你在与同事们的相处中，发现他

们有哪些 green behaviour？他们为什么

会这么做？这种行为是如何形成的？你

看到这种行为后，是否也被传染有了类

似的行为？ 

 

Setting D: Think about all those cultural 

products, TV dramas, films, novels…Through 

the characters and settings, they show about the 

life and work about a specific professional 

group. How do the public name your 

profession? Which do you preferred to be 

called, a green architect, a green building 

designer, or a green building engineer? 

情景 D: 目前电视剧、电影、小说等文

化作品在通过角色塑造和场景描绘，向

公众展现一个职业群体的工作和生活。

你们希望自己被公众如何称呼？绿色建

筑师，绿色建筑设计师，还是绿色建筑

工程师？5 

 

5Jerry Yudelson, Green Building Through Integrated Design. 2009, McGraw 
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This study is based on several assumptions. The first is that human behaviour takes place in 

an environment and it affects the environment. The second is that human behaviour can be 

shaped by social activities, such as education, work, collective pressure, communication, the 

application of technology, etc.  

Endorsing a social constructivist view，the researcher took a role as an ‘outsider’ to 

understand the green building industry as well as the attitudes of the employees on green 

behaviours through interview interactions and observation in the office tour. Interviews are 

not only activities where the researcher can collect data, but also a process of conscientization 

for the participants to reflect on the questions. The researcher uses the first person of the 

participants in narration to retell the stories collected in the interview without any intention to 

represent anyone or any group. ‘I never thought about these questions in the past. It was an 

edifying experience allow me to reconsider my motivation, my role and my value of taking 

this job and what I would like to become’, a participant said.    

 

3.  Thematic stories  

Every story of a green building is a story about people. What about the stories of us? 

 

3.1.  PAST: how was my green behaviour fostered? 

Green behaviour is a pro-social and pro-environmental behaviour, having salutary impact on 

both society and environment. Green behaviours are highly integrated as it calls for every 

sector to merge and get balance to find the right sustainable solution. Based on Green Human 

Resources Management (GHRM), employees with green behaviours are competitive in labour 

market as they have propensity for bringing sustainable operation for the companies. 

The green behaviours of our colleagues are self-motivated without extrinsic stimulus. 

These green behaviours can be fostered by social ethics and values. At the same time, three of 

our employees negated the statement that we behave environmentally friendly because of the 

enactment of laws or regulations; and two denied that our green behaviours were the 

production of the education. It is possible that most people take the influence of social ethics 

and values as unconscious depress. Three of usargued that there seemed to be no lawson 

green behaviours. With only one exception, we asserted that education was the source of 

green behaviour. If we conceptualize the term as formal education, we have a bent for giving 

a negative answer.  

3.1.1.  Ethics featured deep-rooted green values and social norms was considered a source of 

green behaviours. Upon responding to the question whether our behaviours were affected by 

regulations or laws, we became aware of the absence of such rules in many provinces, or at 

least in the past few years. This could be the explanation why they at last ascribed the 

formation of green behaviours to ethics and value. 

Voice 01 The more I love nature, the more I foster interests in the Chinese traditional 

wisdom such as ‘Tian Ren He Yi (All heavenly people are in harmony as one)’ and ‘Dao Fa 

Zi Ran (The way follows nature)’Daoism. Some of my behaviours and hobbies are 

Daoism-oriented which make me an anomaly among my classmates and friends, but I am 

happy about it. 
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Voice 02 I will take Feng Shui into account when I choose my house. When it comes to 

the direction which the windows face to, I consider it a method giving compelling explanation 

to the lighting and ventilation rather than simply superstitious.  

Voice 03 Chinese people have been exhorted to be abstemious on production and 

consumption by traditional ethics, yet human disposition and behaviour turn out differently.  

Paradoxically, some of the traditional ethics hindered people’s green behaviours, the 

antipole of being the origin: 

Voice 04 Here is a conventional view which is widely accepted by Chinese families: do 

not make plans for the future of our children, as they will have their own happiness. It has 

become the strongest rebuttalof my family members whenever I point out the potential threat 

of some of their behaviours on future environment which may impede the process of 

sustainable development. 

3.1.2.  Education is referred to family and school education which is a purposeful activity that 

carries out a planned process. We admitted that a large proportion of our colleagues major, 

acting as a crucial factor in our decisions on choosing a job, especially for fresh graduates. 

What we learned on campus also shaped our attitude towards work and family.  

Voice 03 I was taught to save from wasting at a young age. My major at college also put 

much emphasis on the green value in life.  

Voice 04This job has strong and close interconnection with my major. 

3.1.3.  The working environment was another source that can stimulate green behaviour. Our 

office is endowed with green building values in its design. As we are gradually influenced by 

the green values it conveys, we start to have the incentive to green consumption. We also took 

part in the improvement of the office.  

Voice 05 The office of our company have been moved several times and for ten years 

the wood floor in that meeting room has always been with us. On one hand, it is economic 

and saves money; on the other hand, our boss is dedicated to green building and hopes to 

convey the green idea in our daily life.  

Voice 06The walls of our office are painted with diatom mud. The more I learn about 

and apply green building technology at work, the more I may use green materials such as 

diatom mud at home. 

Voice 07 In my part time, I want to conduct an analytical research on the indoor lighting 

of our office, which also takes the stroboscopic effect into consideration. The result may help 

us to improve our productivity at work. 

Voice 08 Now I am suffering from the noise in my neighbourhood. The windows of the 

room perform poor effect of sound insulation. Take this point into account, I prefer to buy a 

house in the future in a green real estate and use the knowledge I learned to do the interior 

design. Materials, structure, environment and technical facilities are all integral part of the 

green building which should be carefully designed at the very start of the project.  

Voice 09 A large number of green buildings in China get the ‘stars’ by installing 

machines of which the longest ‘life’ is around 10 years. However, most residents or the users 

of the building are only informed of how much energy may be saved by applying such 

machines without knowing in the future when these machines are no longer functioning, they 

would be troubled by the issues of how to remove the machines from the building. Therefore, 

instead of depending on machines to solve environmental problems, more green building 
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technologies are expected to be applied at the designing stage of a project. It is the most 

efficient and effective way. 

 

3.2.  NOW: how do I make quantitative to qualitative change of green behaviours? 

If we take environmental protection as an exam measured by green behaviours, then no 

individual human being nor human beings as a group can get a full score. Although the 

frequency of green behaviour is countable, any of the number will suffice to tell us whether 

environmental protection has been done enough. Accordingly, how does a quantitative to 

qualitative change of green behaviours achieved?  

The quantitative increase can be accumulated through the years of the individual 

perseverance, as well as the number of people impacted by the individual; the qualitative 

transformation can be described through the how the changes take place. Therefore, we are 

not surprised to see that only two of us affirmed that they neither had nor will have such 

situation to apply a technology though we know it might be harmful to the environment. 

We understand what green behaviour, and we also have green behaviours. At individual 

level,we try our best to reduce waste by recycling. At community level, green behaviour is 

imitable and contagious that it can exert crowd effect on people in the same group.In addition, 

we scrutinize the office to look for potential factors that may pollute our working 

environment. These make up the condition for quantitative increase. Our employees can not 

only live a green life, but through the improvement of working environment influence the 

others. We also ‘LIKE’ and appreciate the green behaviours of my colleagues and clients. 

These make up the condition for both quantitative and qualitative change. Giving ‘LIKE’s is 

the social recognition to a behaviour, which would be recognized by both the subject and 

object of the behaviour and increase the stability of the behaviour. However, we did not 

staunchly believe in ourselves that we would think where else something could be used before 

it being abandoned. 

3.2.1.  Consciousness of professional identity: where am I from and going? Architecture has     

its power to influence our world, so that individuals in this field, regardless of the varied 

missions they undertake, should recognize and respect her/his role in shaping civic life. On 

joining the company, many young colleagues had great ambition of what they can do in this 

field, matching their DNA (ex. major, hobby and green value) with the positions they are in. 

Voice 12 I majored in Architecture Design, and now I do project planning on green 

building. I care about the impact and effect of green buildings on human, and how people feel 

and experience.  

Voice 13 My work is about green building - exactly my major field. Ever since the 

College Entering Examination period, I studied green building and grew huge interest in it. It 

was a new major during that time and I was among the second batch of students trained 

specifically for the green building industry at my university. Wherever I travel, always carry a 

camera with me. I love photo-taking and at university, I equipped myself with Photoshop 

skills. I never expected that PS skills can help me so much at work. 

Voice 11 Sponge city is the concept followed by which the natural environment of my 

working community is designed. It impressed me by the first time I came to this place for the 

initial round of the job interview. I decisively rejected the offers from the other two 

companies. Being in the nature has an unleashing effect releasing emotional tension and 
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refreshing the spirit. When the bad moods are expelled, you come to realize how wonderful 

life could be in the nature. My penchant for nature and outdoor activities such as walking and 

climbing played as the decisive factor for major choice at university.  

Voice 10 My team is specialized in providing consulting services on sponge city. I 

pursue my working career at this company for the value of green architecture it bears. It is a 

judicious choice to start a career in any field of ecological and sustainable development.  

3.2.2.  The concept for the profession of our employees is nebulous. In the meantime, the 

corresponding public cognition is obscure, stripping away our self-esteem and confidenceat 

work.  

Voice 17They think my job is to plant trees. I was frequently asked about what I work 

for every time I went back home. My parents know about ‘architecture’ but their 

understanding of green architecture or green building is quite fuzzy. They find it a quite 

unfamiliar term in their life. Is the public clear about what green building is? I quite doubt it.  

Voice 18 Environmental protection. That is what my mom and dad think what I am 

doing. I have made millions of explanations but they repeatedly introduce me to their friends 

that my job is to protect the environment. 

Plagued by doubts and failing to dispel the feeling of inferiority, few has grasped a 

concrete view of how to improve public awareness. However, some are able to offer trenchant 

view of the prospect of green building industry. It is imperative to take immediate action. 

Voice 14 For centuries the history of architecture has existed, but the coordinating 

problem has not been solved yet. Design, construction, material sourcing cannot work well 

with each other, making the divergence gap between each sector huge. Thus, it does not 

matter to me which role I want to take in the green building industry. Every single part on the 

chain in architecture has its value, including the consultant. Fashioning an identity as a 

consultant, we should be equipped with comprehensive and technical knowledge of green 

building which strengthen our competence from the beginning to the end of the architectural 

industrial chain. For example, by fusing art and the green values to find more challenging 

projects.  

Voice 15 Consultants for green building technology seems to be the centre of a bow knot, 

integrating information of all sectors and then transfer them outwards. Among our colleagues, 

some had failed to adapt to the workplace and quitted the job; some are flounder to find 

footing; while the rest of us are clear of what we do and can do at work. We are confident 

because our company makes daily progress to make the green building a better industry, and 

our daily effort is the smallest unit of impetus to drive the industrial development. 

Voice 16 There needs a ‘person’ to make integration of the green industry happen. 

3.2.3.  Frustrated by the poor public recognition of our professional image, we rethink that 

how we review on the green building industry may influence how the public reflect on us. 

First, it is not an easy job. Second, it is widely regarded expensive in the market.  

Voice 19Green building industry in China is labour-intense. Incessant business trip, in 

and off-office to talk with our clients have deprived us of a large amount of time to be with 

our family. We stay online 24/7 to reply messages instantly or work on document whenever it 

is ordered. Commonly I return back home at midnight and departure for another business trip 

early in the morning so that for days I can only see the child falling asleep. 
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Cost has always been one of the key factors to influence decision making on green 

building whether it could be built or not build. Among those literatures that promote green 

building, there are largely two different discourse types. One reviewed that green buildings 

cost more to build than conventional buildings, but far less than previously assumed (Kats, 

2013). Customers are willing to pay for affordable cost to buy green services and values as 

they also enjoy moral good and a wide range of financial, health, and social benefits. Some 

other literature emphasized on a growing recognition that ‘green’ should not be construed as 

an ‘add-on’ feature evaluated independently as to its relative financial burdens and benefits. 

These arguments asked for changes of both paradigm and process to make green building an 

appealing option rather than an expensive one.  

Voice 20 Green building costs more than conventional building but less than we thought. 

However, the new generative paradigm for building is still in the air. In China, cost has 

not quit playing a major role in decision making on green building.  

 

3.3.  FUTURE: what are the changes I want to see and make? 

Voice 21My vision for my future house is not necessarily big but green. The ‘green’ 

value has gently but deeply shaped my life and the people around me. My cousin founded a 

decoration company and asked me to name it creatively. As I love the meaning of ‘green’, I 

tried several Chinese characters which was the homophone of ‘the colour green’ and finally 

named the company ‘绿舍’ (green house).  

In spite of the story above, not all of us agreed that our work afford our life greener than 

before. What changes are we expecting? 

3.3.1.  Regardless of our increasing concern on global environment such as the contentious 

issue of the teen climate activist Greta Thunberg or the US quitting the Paris climate 

agreement, the ‘green’ properties of my colleagues are not explicit. Green property is equal to 

the temperament with which an individual has a bent for green behaviours. Nevertheless, 

efforts made by this generation will pave the way for the next. Rather than mandatorily 

implanting the ‘green DNA’ in the employees, we are also thinking of methods of creating 

endogenous mechanism to develop green properties of my colleagues.  

Voice 22…I hardly I have a clear view on the changes of my colleagues in their work 

during these years. Some of them who left our company took green building simply as a job 

and infused no joy or enthusiasm in it. They hardly shared about their confusions or 

communicate with their team leader about their real thinking. This left me seeing no green 

properties in them. They might be active in learning new things at the beginning but they are 

gradually distracted by fancy things. For some other colleagues, on the contrary, they take 

‘green’ as their belief.  

3.3.2.  A company can shape the behaviours of its consumers through the products and 

service; we can also have impact on our clients through the project design we made for them. 

In addition, most of us are solicitous about whether they understand the knowledge and 

embrace the values we circumspectly convey to them. It is because beyond finishing the 

project, we additionally expect positive changes on their behaviours. Better understanding and 

foreseeing the needs of the clients, better carrying out.  

Voice 23 The support and endorsement of my clients is also a kind of green behaviour, 

because they appreciate the efforts I put in my work and they are more likely to follow what 
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you suggest them to do. Some of my them appear to grow interests in learning the standards 

and technology of green building. They also share with me about what their companies have 

achieved regarding the environmental corporate social responsibility. Once their awareness of 

green building was deepened and extended, they will work harder to implement the green 

value in the whole project. If some clients are not able to understand our delivery, it is also a 

worthful attempt as any transformation from zero to one takes time. I am sure that one day my 

clients will recognize the meaning of green building and sustainable living.  

3.3.3.  Environmental civil organizations as a down-top grassroot power are never too many 

to help deliver green ideas and green value in our community, which can draw strength from 

every citizen they approach to.  

Voice 24To registrate a non-profit environmental organization with X and my former 

colleagues has always been on my mind. It is not something that can only be realized after 

retirement at 60 years old…The society need never too many environmental civil 

organizations. As we have put much emphasis on education and the hot issues in the society, 

we attempt to deliver those we value the most through the non-profit organization in order to 

make a better working and living environment for us and to perform our maximum potential 

and value. 

We also resort to these organizations to deal with obstinate problems in life: 

Voice 25We adopt these green values but we are trapped in the jungle of barriers in the 

reality. We are plagued by value conflict even on the dinner table at home. … My family 

members waste and throw away things which for me I will keep and save. Ascratch on the 

appearance of the bottle will incur its end in the rubbish bin which is inacceptable for me. I 

always take the production life span of a bottle of how much water is used in the process of 

extraction of raw material, smelting and refining metal, removing poisonous substances, 

transporting and at last presenting in front of us. Many of our ‘modern’ people are followers 

of perfection and new things, without much consideration of the impact on the future 

environment. There is a traditional Chinese saying for parents to not worry about the furthest 

future of the children as the happiness is their own. In some circumstances it is true, but if we 

treat the environment by taking this value, I assume that our descendants would enjoy no life 

of green at all.  

At individual and institutional level, public service organizations can do far more than 

we expect. Yet, neither are we familiar with any such organizations nor do we know how 

many of these organization exist. 

Voice 26We are also thinking about to link and integrate all sectors of green building 

companies of the industries together. Running a non-profit organization can be a way out. The 

key point is transforming (化). It can gradually train and foster a market until it is ready to 

make debut of our products. The existing standards are good and the cases are awesome, 

while none of them has reached to every individual consumer and transform their lifestyle 

into a sustainable one. This transformation has not yet been localized as well. Once people 

perceive green to be conducive, they will pay for the green products and services. We hope to 

fulfil the team values in such practical way, not bragging. The green building companies can 

put more efforts in the client and employee community. If every individual colleague can join, 

we will see enable that exponential growth in our influence on promoting sustainable 

development.  
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We have all these wonderful ideas but how to activate them? How to get our non-profit 

organization started? How to keep it on track? What kind of curriculum are needed by the 

community, kindergarten and elderly college while instructors there could not develop on 

their own? What is the core value and logic to do all these things? How to make the 

not-for-profit organization make profit? The marginalized group, such as the working moms 

and the construction workers living at the bottom of the society, deserve our love and respect. 

How to provide green services to help them out of their troubles and improve their life? The 

green value generates not only the love of our nature, but also the insight into humanity. We 

should recognize its significance.  

3.3.4.  Public and general education for green building in China is of great need. Education 

has always been used as a propaganda tool of a new concept in the society. In China, much 

emphasis is put on formal education that the Chinese civil society is seldom activated to fulfil 

its educational duty especially at the community level. The insufficient provision of education 

of green building in China is obvious. Most of the Chinese provinces has a ‘Green Building 

Council’. In comparison to the websites of these non-profit organizations that unexceptionally 

dropped the button of ‘education’ or other similar functions at the last few boxes lining on the 

navigation bar on the front page, some international counterparts give ‘education’ a prior 

place. 

 

Screenshot of the website page for the Green build International Conference and Expo 

 

USGBC ‘refuses’ to hand over is educational duty to the others. It provides both free and 

paid education to three different periods or areas in education: instruction for the LEED 

Accredited Professional (AP), K-12 education and higher education.6 General non-formal 

and informal education for adults should not be neglected.  

Voice 27 … In terms of education, it is essential to transform the adults. Once they adopt 

the green behaviours, they will be capable to influence their next generation. 

Voice 28 … We have so many domestic cases for green building, but we lack of people 

who can organize activities such as the weekly tour study to sustainably deliver useful 

knowledge to the public.  

Study tours can involve urbanities to learn and deliver green buildings as the city’s name 

card. We are familiar with the summer camp held by Shenzhen Green Building Council 

which has played an active role in promoting public green awareness and values. To be 

compatible to the growth of green buildings in China, the public awareness is apparently left 

behind. By 27 Oct 2019, 3391 projects in China could be found on the USGBC project 

database. The number of projects having received the China Green Building Design Label 
                                                             
6https://new.usgbc.org/education 
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Three Star Certification also exceeded 800. These are quality resources for education of green 

building.  

3.3.5.  Women employees who have children and have a certain experience in the green 

building industry wish for no desperation or regret of working moms. Their obstacle to 

balancing work and family is so cruel that they have limited time with their children: 

Voice 29…if a working mom puts her heart and soul to achieve better working 

performance, she suffers from deprivation of speech at home. I have no choice but to 

relinquish my parenting duties to my mother-in-law. However, some of her habits going 

against the green values has kept bothering me for long. I am afraid that this kind of 

behaviour would be bad model for my kid. Once I have time, I will share with my kid of 

something related to green building and how I deal with things in live.  

The major worry of mothers working at the green building company might be the 

‘nature-deficit disorder’ in children born and raised in the city. Giving prior attention to the 

harmonious relation of man and nature, they are anxious to have their ‘green DNA’ for their 

children. Originating from the conflict of insufficient of time to be with the children and the 

requirement of dedication to work, the eager to pursue ‘balance work and family’ feeds on the 

vicious circle that women will keep struggling for social equality and freedom. With a 

growing female proportion in the green building industry, it is essential to rethink the ability, 

value and partnership for women. Women employees can lead with purpose to inspire others 

and drive continued creativity. They can be encouraged to set up non-profit organizations to 

free themselves for a broader space for both work and family.  

 

4.  Conclusions 

The article has highlighted the evidence of attitude, action and ambition of employees 

working at green building companies as the pioneers in shaping green behaviours and 

advancing technology in the process of urban sustainable development. Employees will be 

more aware of their role, attitude and expectation on work; they will draw more confidence in 

fully exploit their technology abilities to provide clients with better services; their growing 

group consciousness of the profession will facilitate the emergenceof a socially recognizable 

public image and duty to inspire their family, friends and clients around them to take 

coordinated action to improve the world a better place. 
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Districts
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Abstract.Walking is a fundamental travel mode. In Shenzhen, more than 75% of
citizens choose this mode of transportation in short-distance within 5km. This trend
indicates that the human behavior is changing dramatically over past decades while
the motor vehicles are the main tool of transportation. Therefore, at present the street
construction is not suitable to meet the needs of pedestrians. The previous studies
have found that certain street elements make an impact on pedestrian feelings, and
different types of staying activities are determined by building the street environment.
However, those studies were limited on descriptive presentation that lacks stronger
support. There is a lack of matching between street design studies and walking
behavior. The purpose of this study is to attempt to link the traditional public space
evaluation method with quantitative calculation. A street space model that divides
public streets into sidewalk, corner, and street square is proposed. And the correlation
between street environment elements and pedestrian behaviors are calculated with the
model. The results show that street width is the most essential element in all kinds of
street space types for it determines the main pedestrian behaviors. Among other
elements, spatial connection and protection, especially spatial connection, has a
relatively strong impact on pedestrian composition. The findings provide evidence for
street design guidance and optimizing building environment from pedestrian behavior
reaction.
Key Words. Pedestrian walking behavior; street environments; correlation

1. Research Background
1.1. Chaos and dehumanizing street environment in commercial district
Streets not only have transportation functions, but also serve as an important part of urban
public space. It is a must-have for citizens to reach various places from home, and it carries
most of the civic life. Walking is the most basic mode of transportation and an important way
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of communication in the city (Jan Gehl 1971). Street environment not only needs to support
transportation functions but also is responsible for social activities for pedestrians from
different social groups and physical condition.

The commercial district is the most dynamic part of a city and often located in densely
populated central and historical areas. It carries most of economic activities and frequent
public communications. But does commercial street environment can really satisfy
pedestrians? The answer is not “yes”. There are many problems in the street walking
environment, for example, the walking space is occupied by motor vehicles, walking facilities
are not enough humanized and walking environment lack sense of security（Deng et al
2018） .In Shenzhen, the current situation of commercial street environment has its own
characteristics. Some traditional commercial streets are in nonstandard measure or have poor
Infrastructure construction. Other new-build streets create super-wide space on a
non-approachable scale.

Figure 1- Chaos in traditional street Figure 2- Super-wide street

1.2. Pedestrian walking behavior reflecting environment quality
There are many researches using pedestrian’s behaviors to reflect environment quality.

Lewin（1951）and Lin et al. (1998) concluded that behavior is the result of interaction between
human and environment，indeed people’s behavior could provide feedback for environment
problems. Lin and Zhang(2017) evaluated openness, traffic convenience, guidance and
comfort in Shenzhen Oct-loft by studying pedestrian behavior in walking system including
passage space, open space and connecting space. Pooja（2007）explored pedestrian behaviors
to research the environment influence on values and perception of New Delhi people. He
believed that studying the environment influence on pedestrian could figure out space design
principles to satisfy users’ needs.

More specific researches on the relationship between pedestrian activities and streets
also have done before. Jung H and kimH S et al.（2016）investigated the change of pedestrian
satisfaction levels and pedestrian volume after the Design Street Project in Seoul. The
research results suggested that street design especially including micro-scale factors such as
sidewalk width and street lighting received a significant improvement on pedestrian
satisfaction level. Lai Y and Kontotosta E C.(2018)investigated open data in New York City
to test how pedestrian volumes were influenced by land use, building density and other
factors related to walkability. The findings showed the street landscape characteristics that
made impacts on pedestrian activities to large extent are influenced by timings.
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Although the previous studies have selected some walking environment physical
elements and found those factors making impact on pedestrian behaviors, they lack direct link
between different kinds of street space environment, and pedestrian volume and activity types.
A quantitative approach should be implemented to depict their relationships. Pearson’s

correlation coefficient is one of the most widely adopted methods of measuring the association
between variables of interest, which is used to evaluate the statistical relationship between
two continuous variables and is based on the covariance(Benesty et al., 2009). Therefore, this
study derives pair-wise Pearson correlation coeeficient between street environment
elements(width, protection, comfort, pleasant, floor pavement evaluation, and spatial
correlation), and pedestrian behaviors (including pedestrian volume, number of people
staying, and number of activity types) in different street types (sidewalk, and street corner) to
evaluate the importance of street environment elements with reference to pedestrian
behaviors.

The outline of the study is constructed as follows. Section 2 introduces the approaches to
form the dataset, and details of the correlation analysis. Data analysis is conducted in section
3, and section 4 discusses the conclusion and future work.

2. Research Methods
2.1. Site selecting
The first step is to select the commercial street for research. Since this paper studies
pedestrian activities in street space, the purpose is to study behavior rules in different street
spaces in general, rather than a specific street. Indeed, this study is going to use PSPL survey
method to select environment elements, the traditional PSPL survey method is used to limit
the size of public space. Therefore, street space types are firstly divided, and then each type of
street space is divided according to the street design standards. On this basis, we select the
specific space for research. Street space in the business district can be divided into three basic
types -- sidewalk, corner and square. After summarizing the recommended values of sidewalk
width in the regulations and guidelines as well as the values obtained from several street
pre-surveys, the width of street space is divided into three scales: less than 2.0m, 2-5.5m and
more than 5.5m.

Figure 3-Street space model and space types

Then, specific streets were selected for investigation in Shenzhen according to the scale
interval of each street space type, and 2-3 street space types were selected for each scale of
each space type. This study chooses the most typical streets with shops along the street and
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motor vehicle lanes are selected in this survey. In order to comprehensively cover the street
space types studied, the selected streets are located in three main business districts, Huaqiang
North business district, Dongmen business district, Luohu business district, as well as the
commercial streets of life in Xili business district of Nanshan district and Pingshan village
(urban village). The development status and construction process of these commercial
districts (streets) are different to some extent.

Table1- Research streets

Width Street location

Sidewalk

≤2.0m Hangtian Road/Nanqing Road /Commercial road in
Pingshan village

2.0-5.5m ZhenxingRoad/ZhenhuaRoad/Liuxian Avenue auxiliary
road

≥5.5m South Baoan Road/ East Shennan Road/Xinyuan Road

Street corner

≤2.0m Hangtian Road / Nanqing Road / Commercial road in
Pingshan village

2.0-5.5m ZhenxingRoad / ZhenhuaRoad / Liuxian Avenue
auxiliary road）

≥5.5m South Baoan Road / East Shennan Road / Xinyuan
Road

≤2.0m None

Square
2.0-5.5m South Renmin Road

≥5.5m Commercial road in Pingshan village /LishanRoad

2.2. Elements choosing
2.3. In this research, element choice is also based on PSPL research method. Firstly, width
is the basis of street space selection, and the most important element. Secondly, from the
comprehensive quality evaluation of space in the field observation method, five key factors
affecting the quality of public space are extracted: safety, comfort, pleasantness, evaluation of
ground pavement, and spatial connection. Pedestrian data were obtained from the map
marking method and the field counting method in the PSPL research method, including the
pedestrian volume, number of people staying and number of activity types in 10 minutes. The
walking behavior includes walking and staying. The number of people staying means the
number of pedestrians who have some activities that need to stay for a while in the
observation space rather than uniform walking through. According to Xu L Q (2014) research,
stopover activities are divided into six categories , which arethe number of types of street
activities in 10 minutes. Research design

The research process of this paper is divided into 3 steps in general: the evaluation of the
current situation of street space, pedestrian behavior data collection and correlation analysis.
The evidence of 5 key factors’ evaluation comes from space comprehensive quality
evaluation following "12 key words" of Jan Gehl’s team. There are three ratings for each
element：good, medium and poor. Evaluation results present in the following table.
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Table2- Evaluation of the current situation of street space
steets name wid

th
protect
ion

comf
ort

pleasa
nt

floor pavement
evaluation

spatial
connection.

sidewalk Commercial
road in
Pingshan
village

1.0
m

poor poor poor medium medium

Hangtian
Road

1.5
m

poor poor poor poor poor

Nanqing
Road

2.0
m

poor poor poor poor medium

Liuxian
Avenue
auxiliary
road

3.0
m

good medi
um

good medium good

Zhenxing
Road

3.5
m

poor poor mediu
m

poor good

Zhenhua
Road

4.0
m

mediu
m

poor mediu
m

poor good

East
Shennan
Road

4.0
m

good good good good good

South Baoan
Road

9.5
m

good good good good good

Xinyuan
Road

11.5
m

mediu
m

good mediu
m

good good

street
corner

Commercial
road in
Pingshan
village

1.0
m

poor poor good medium good

Hangtian
Road

1.5
m

poor poor poor poor medium

Nanqing
Road

2.0
m

poor poor poor poor good

Zhenxing
Road

3.5
m

poor poor poor poor good

Zhenhua
Road

3.5
m

mediu
m

poor poor poor good

Liuxian
Avenue
auxiliary
road

4.5
m

mediu
m

good mediu
m

medium good

East 9.0 good good good good good
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Shennan
Road

m

South Baoan
Road

10，
5m

good good good good good

Xinyuan
Road

11，
5m

good good good good good

square South
Renmin
Road

3.0
m

good good good good good

Commercial
road in
Pingshan
village

8.0
m

good poor mediu
m

good medium

Lishan Road 15
m

mediu
m

medi
um

mediu
m

good good

The second step is to collect pedestrian behavior data. Pedestrian volume, number of
people staying and number of activity types are manual recorded. To minimize the error,
statistics were made on working day，rest day，day and night respectively then we calculate
the mean value.

The third step is to conduct the correlation analysis between street environment elements
(width, protection, comfort, pleasant, floor pavement evaluation, and spatial correlation), and
pedestrian behaviors (pedestrian volume, number of people staying, and number of activity
types) in different types of the street (sidewalk, and street corner).Analysis is not derived in
square since we do not have enough data. Most of the street environment elements are
categorical variables, they need to be recoded as numerical, i.e., poor is recoded as 1, medium
is recoded as 5, and good is recoded as 10, and the pair-wise Pearson correlation score
(coefficient) is calculated between environment elements and pedestrian behaviors. The
higher the correlation score is, the more important the street environment element is w.r.t.
pedestrian behaviors. Finally the result is reported, and discussed.

3. Data analysis
The previous study have already selected 5 street environment elements and evaluated those
elements in chosen street space through "12 key words" of Jan Gehl’s team. How and to what
extent can those factors influence pedestrian volume, the number of people staying and the
number of activity types need more specific analysis.
Table3-Correlation score between street environment elements and pedestrian behaviors in

sidewalk (street corner)
Pedestrian
volume

Number of people
staying

Number of
activity types

Width 0.78 (0.64) 0.70 (0.70) 0.66 (0.12)
Protection 0.23 (0.61) 0.29 (0.64) 0.31 (0.00)
Comfort 0.54 (0.42) 0.37 (0.52) 0.35 (0.02)
Pleasant 0.21 (0.24) 0.35 (0.21) 0.47 (-0.26)
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Floor pavement
evaluation

0.51 (0.38) 0.26 (0.41) 0.21 (-0.16)

Spatial connection 0.58 (0.57) 0.77 (0.54) 0.84 (0.56)

Table 3 lists the correlation table between street environment elements (width, protection,
comfort, pleasant, floor pavement evaluation, and spatial correlation), and pedestrian
behaviors (including pedestrian volume, number of people staying, and number of activity
types) in sidewalk and street corner. In sidewalk, width has the largest correlation score (0.78)
with pedestrian volume, and spatial connection has the second largest score (0.58).
Meanwhile spatial connection has the largest correlation score with Number of people staying
(0.77) and Number of activity types (0.84), and Width has the second largest scores (0.70 and
0.66 respectively). In street corner, width, protection, and spatial connection have the largest,
the second largest, and the third largest correlation score with pedestrian volume (0.64, 0.61,
and 0.57) and number of people staying (0.70, 0.64, and 0.54).

The result indicates that the wider the sidewalk is and the stronger spatial connection
sidewalk has, more pedestrians tend to choose it to stay and pass through, and the spatial
connection is a more important factor than width. Meanwhile, in street corner, although
spatial connection is still important, people are more concerned with the safety and width.
Therefore, with 3 largest correlation scores and 3 secondly largest scores, width is the most
important factor in sidewalk and street corner condition. Similarly, spatial connection and
safety are the second and third most important factors.

Comparing with sidewalk, almost all the street environment elements have lower
correlation score with pedestrian behaviors in street corner, which indicates that pedestrians
are more possible to be influenced by the environment in street corner.

4. Conclusion and future work
In this study, the street space has been divided into sidewalk, street corner and square.
Then the environment elements impacting on pedestrian have been selected according to
PSPL research method. The result of correlation analysis suggests that width and spatial
connection have significant influence on pedestrian behavior either in sidewalk or street
corner. Therefore, width and spatial connection are two main elements to be carefully
concerned in street design or street reconstruction. Emphasizing the people-oriented will be
one of the most important concepts of urban design, which indeed follows the principle of
sustainable urban design.

It should be noticed that this research is just an attempt of using simple quantitative
method to analyze environment elements selected from traditional public space research
method and the pedestrian data are manual collected. In further study, more work should be
done in data collection and calculation method should be optimized.
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Abstract.The good design for bathroom space contributes to meeting the needs of 

users and optimizing the building space, which reflects the architectural design for 

the quality of life. Behavior management for specific users can also improve the 

efficiency of building space to a certain degree. At present, the design of public 

bathroom space for female dormitory in southern university of China is not 

satisfactory. This paper proposes a research framework from two perspectives: spatial 

design and female bathroom behavior. The pedestrian simulation software 

MassMotion is used for the behavioral simulation of the bathroom space in Haitangge 

and Shuyingge. The simulation results of different optimization models are compared 

and analyzed. The optimization suggestions for bathroom space design and girls' 

behavior management are supposed. The research provides a new technical path for 

the evaluation and optimization of related building space performance in the future. 

 

1.Introduction 

The good design for bathroom space contributes to meeting the needs of users and 

optimizing the building space, which reflects the architectural design for the quality of life. 

Behavior management for specific users can also improve the efficiency of building space to a 

certain degree. At present, the design of many student dormitory bathroom spaces in the 

southern part of China is not satisfactory.Taking Shenzhen University as an example, in the 

post-use evaluation of the existing dormitory, the satisfaction of public toilets is poor and 

there are many problems, including hygiene problems, privacy problems,insufficient facilities, 

aging equipment,and maintenance,etc
[1,2]

.Students also have a lot of dissatisfaction with the 

existing shower space. The problems in the existing bathroom space need to be solved 

urgently.  

Although the targeted research on the design of student dormitory bathroom space has 
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not appeared at home and abroad, in the research of bathroom facilities configuration, foreign 

scholars such as Rawls and Steven measured the time of using bathroom facilities in different 

public buildings, providing data sets for subsequent relevant simulation analysis 
[3, 4]

; 

Relevant scholars measured the number of bathroom facilities and the waiting time of users at 

the Chicago Soldiers Stadium 
[5]

.The earliest relevant standard for toilets and washrooms of 

the student dormitory in China is the quota for a squattoilet for 5-20 people in the―Dormitory 

Building Design Code‖in 1987; The―Ordinary Colleges and Universities Building Planning 

Area Index‖released in 1992 proposed that per capita building area of 6.5m
2
 includes the per 

capita sharing area of toilets and public washrooms; Later, with the improvement of living 

standards,the quota of sanitary facilities is basically a squattoilet for 4-8 people
 [6]

; In 2001, 

"Several Opinions on the Standards for the Construction of College Students' Apartments" 

increased the per capita construction area to 8 m
2
. The above results have certain reference 

significance for this article. 

MassMotion,the agent-based pedestrian simulation tool uses 3D environment and 

behavioral contours to analyze pedestrian movement and route selection, and is widely used 

in pedestrian planning and evacuation modeling (Table 1). Scholars previously focused on 

assessing the impact of architectural design on evacuation performance from a physics 

perspective; In 2017, Erica and other scholars pioneered a comprehensive conceptual model 

of decision-making and behavior of evacuation personnel during fire from a social and 

psychological perspective
 [7]

;Scholars such as Mohamed developed a multi-standard ranking 

framework for the integration of physics, society and psychology in 2018 
[8, 9, 10]

, and this 

framework will be expanded in the future. Under normal conditions,the use of public 

bathroom space involves activities such as moving and staying. Improper space design and 

behavior management will lead to the reduction in performance, convenience and comfort, 

and even cause regional congestion and safety problems. Based on the powerful capabilities 

of statistical analysis, simulation and visualization of MassMotion, this paper uses 

MassMotion to simulate the behavior of the bathroom space of Haitangge and Shuyingge, and 

compares the simulation results of different optimization models to propose the optimization 

suggestions for the design of bathroom space and the behavior management of girls. 

 

2.Research objects 

Haitangge and Shuyingge are located at the southeast corner of Xiyuan, 

HouhaiCampus,Shenzhen University (Figure 1). There are 9 floors and no elevator.The first 

floor is a study room, and the second floor has an overhead gallery leading to the north side of 

Wenxingge. There is an outdoor platform at the end of the walkway of each standard 

floor(Figure 2).The bathroom, washroom and shower are centrally located at the end of the 

walkway (Figure 3).Thereare12 squat toilets,8 shower rooms,22 taps and 2 washing machines 

in the bathroom space of each standard floor (Figure 4).There are 28 dormitories on each 

standard level, with a total of 112 girls.A bathroom is used by about9.3 people,even the quota 

ofa squattoilet for 8 people many years ago
[6]

have not been reached. 

Through field research, it is found that: (1) Public toiletlengthens the streamline of living 

space.In particular, students living on the west side need to travel a long distance to reach the 

bathroom space.(2) The number of bathroom facilities is too small, which causes students to 

wait in line when they take a bath.(3) The width of thewalkway is too narrow,clothes drying
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Table 1：Research results on evacuation from buildings by MassMotion at home and abroad
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also takes up some space,resulting in poor student traffic (Figure 5).(4) During class hours,the 

timefor students to start using the bathroom is concentrated at 20:20-21:20.Without class,the 

start time is dispersed between18:00-24:00. There is a peak crowd when the start time is 

concentrated at20:20-21:20.The above phenomenon comprehensively reflects the 

inefficientuse of existing bathroom spacecannot meet the needs of students. 

Figure 1：Location of Haitangge and Shuyingge 

Figure 2：Outdoor platform 

Figure 5：Walkway 

Figure 3：Schematic plan view of the standard layer (4F) of Haitangge and Shuyingge 

Figure 4：Bathroom facilities 
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3. Simulation analysis
3.1. Technical framework
From the perspective of physics, public bathroom lengthens the circulation of living space. So
it is considered to improve the layout of bathrooms in order to shorten the activity streamline
by more small-scale bathroom and toalleviate the crowd concentration. Too few bathroom
facilities lead students to wait in line. Based on the above, the layout and the number of
bathrooms are included as variables.

From the perspective of sociology and psychology, Erica and other scholars use the
preliminary conceptual model of human behavior to express the influence of human behavior
on evacuation[7]; Mohamed and other scholars believe that specific activities may reduce
human mobility, and the change of the number and sequence of activities may also influence
evacuation[8].The time when students start to use the bathroom is too concentrated, which
leads to a peak. Based on the characteristics of women needs, students have various ways of
washing clothes in autumn and winter. Some students wash clothes in the shower and more
students use the washing machine. Students may also adjust the order of activities according
to the specific situation. Based on the above, the start time, the way of washing clothes and
the sequence of activities are also included into the variables.

Accordingly, the research framework is proposed (Figure 6) and designs experiments to
assess the impact of variables on bathroom space performance(Table 2). Experimental
schemes1-3 are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6：Research framework for bathroom space design and behavior optimization
Table 2：The experiment design

Figure 7.Schematic plans of the experimental schemes 1-3
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3.2. Behavior Simulation by MassMotion
In spring and summer, the proportion of people using water-tap to wash clothes is 75%, the
proportion using washing machine to wash clothes is 25%; In autumn and winter, the
proportion of people using water-tap to wash clothes is 40%, the proportion using shower
room to wash clothes is 30%, and the proportion using washing machine to wash clothes is
30%.According to the data provided by Rawls, the per capita toilet time for women is 80
seconds and the hand washing time is 20 seconds[3].According to the field research, the
average bath time for students is15 minutes, the average washing time using water-tap or
shower room is 25 minutes, and the average washing time using washing machine is 40
minutes (Table3).The different experimental scheme models are imported and the parameters
are set(Table4) to run the simulation in MassMotion. The simulation time is set to
20:20-24:20.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of the impact on bathroom space design
Simulation results of experimental schemes2-3 and 1 (Table 5) are compared.

In scheme 1,a large number of students wait in line outside the shower in the interface
sceneat 01:00:00,and severe overcrowding occurs. The number of students drops to 98at
02:20:00 and then remains unchanged. The number of students whose duration is from
00:00:00 to 03:00:00is 14,and the number of students whose duration is from 03:00:00 to
04:00:00 is 98.High-density area is large and distributed around the shower.

The layout of bathrooms has no impact on performance. The same as scheme 1,there are
a large number of students waiting in line outside the shower in the interface scene at01:00:00
in scheme 2,and severe overcrowding occurs. The number of students drops quickly from
01:00:00 to 02:00:00,but remains unchanged after dropping to98 at 03:20:00. The number of
students whose duration is from 00:00:00 to 03:00:00is 14,and the number of students whose
duration is from 03:00:00 to 04:00:00 is 98. High-density area is large and distributed around
the shower. The reason is that the layout of more small-scale groups fshortens the activity
streamline of a small number of students, promoting them to return quickly to the bedroom
after the end of use, but it cannot improve the performance of the total. It shows that
improving the layout of bathrooms can not improve performance.

The number of bathrooms has a significant impact on performance. Compared with
scheme 1,there area small number of students waiting in line outside the shower in the
interface scene at 01:00:00in scheme 3,the crowding is low, and more students start to wash.
The number of students drops to54 at 03:25:00and then remains unchanged,44 less
thanscheme1.The number of students whose duration is from 00:00:00 to 03:00:00 is 55,41
more than scheme 1.The number of students whose duration is from 03:00:00 to 04:00:00 is
57,41 less than scheme 1.High-density area is reduced and distributed around the shower;
medium-density area is increased and distributed around the shower and the washing machine.
The reason is that increasing the number of bathroom sprovides more opportunities for
students to save time waiting in line. It shows that increasing the number of bathroom scan
significantly improve performance.
4.2. Analysis of the impact on student behavioral demand
Simulation results of experimental schemes 4-6 and 1 (Table 6) are compared.
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The start time has asignificant impact on performance.Comparedwithscheme1,there is no
queuing and crowding in the interface scene at 01:00:00in scheme 4,and more students start to
wash. The number of students reachesonly29at 04:00:00, 69less than scheme 1.The number of
students whose duration is from 00:00:00 to 02:00:00 is 71,58 more than scheme 1.The
number of students whose duration is from 02:00:00 to 04:00:00 is 6,93 less than scheme
1.There is no high-density area; medium-density area is increased and distributed around the
shower and the washing machine. The reason is that changing the start time allows students to
use the bathroom separately, saving a lot of time waiting in line. It shows that changing the
start time can significantly improve performance.

The way of washing clothes has an impact on performance. Compared with scheme 1,
there are a large number of students waiting in line outside the shower in the interface scene
at01:00:00in scheme 5,the crowding density is high, but more students start to wash. The
number of students drops to 88 at 03:55:00 and then remains unchanged,10 less than
scheme1.The number of students whose duration is from 00:00:00 to 03:00:00 is 21,7 more
than scheme1.The number of students whose duration is from 03:00:00 to 04:00:00 is 91,7
less than scheme 1.High-densityarea is reduced and distributed around the shower;
medium-density area is increased and distribute dneararound the washing machine. The
reason is that changing the way of washing clothes saves time for students who wash directly
in the shower, promoting them to leave the bathroom space quickly. It shows that changing
the way of washing clothes can improve performance.

The sequence of activities has an impact on performance. Compared with scheme 1,there
are more students waiting in line outside the shower in the interface scene at01:00:00in
scheme 6,and the crowding is even higher. The number of students drops to106 at 01:40:00
and then remains unchanged,8 more than scheme 1. The number of students whose duration is
from 00:00:00 to 03:00:00 is 5,9 less than scheme1.The number of students whose duration is
from 03:00:00 to 04:00:00 is 107,9 more than scheme 1.High-density area is increased and
distributed around the shower. The reason is that changing the sequence of activities allows
more students to use the shower, increasing the time students spend waiting in line. It shows
that changing the sequence of activities may reduce performance.

4.3. Suggestions for Optimization
Among the influencing factors of bathroom space design, the number of bathrooms has an
impact on performance. Among the influencing factors of student behavioral needs, the start
time, the way of washing clothes and the sequence of activities have an impact on
performance. Both the number of bathrooms and the start time have a significant impact on
performance.

Increasing the number of bathrooms or changing the start time can significantly improve
performance, changing the way of washing clothes can improve performance. Therefore, the
author suggests that in the design of the bathroom space of Haitangge and Shuyingge,
increase the number of toilets to16 or more, so that it can meet at least the quota of
asquattoilet for 7 people, increase the number of shower rooms, water-taps and washing
machines by at least double. In the behavior management of girls, during class hours, the time
when students start to use the bathroom can be dispersed from 20:20 to 24:00.In addition,
referring to the proportion of the users in autumn and winter, change the way some students
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wash their clothes, such asreducing the proportion of the user susing water-tapto
40%,increasing the proportionusingshower room andwashing machineto 30%.

5. Conclusion
This paperproposesa research framework from two perspectives of space design and female
bathroom behavior. The pedestrian simulation software MassMotion is used tosimulate the
behavior of public bathroom spacein Haitangge and Shuyingge. By comparing and analyzing
the simulation results of different optimization models, the influences of different factors on
the use efficiency of bathroom space are explored,and the optimization suggestions for
bathroom space design and behavior management of girls are proposed. The research
provides a new technical path for the evaluation and optimization of similar building space
performance in the future.

However, there are certain limitations in this study:(1) The optimization suggestion for
the design of bathroom space only provides direction, there is no specific guidance for the
scale of the transformation;(2) Ignoring the change of students' behavior, like that students
will return to their bedrooms waiting for no shower available;(3) Ignoring the influence of
management factors, like that some students may return to the dormitory to use the bathroom
after 24:20;(4)Ignoring the differences in the needs of different students, like that some
students may only bathe and wash clothes in the bathroom space, or individual students have
preferences for specific facilities.
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Table 3：Proportion of users in each facility and per capita use time

Table 4：Parameter setting of experimental scheme
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Table 5：Simulation results of experimental schemes 2-3 and 1
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Table 6：Simulation results of experimental schemes 4-6 and 1
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Abstract:At present, China's rural areas are in transition from traditional rural society
to modern rural areas, and the process of rural modernization is accelerating.In this
process, the development of rural public space is facing the dilemma forthe
degradation of social function, dilution of humanistic concept, generalization of
construction style, and formalization of public participation, and even triggers a series
of social contradictions and conflicts, which have a negative impact on social
integration and rural governance.Taking Hexi Village in Neixiang County of Henan
Province as an example, this paper reveals promotion strategyin rural public space
through the coupling analysis ofbehavior characteristics and appeals ofvillager, and
puts forward the countermeasures of constructing three-level rural public activity life
circle, adding small space and space aging.

Key words:Village; Public Space; Public Appeal; Hexi Village

Preface
Rural public space is the result of the long-term evolution of the regional environment. It

is the material space that accommodates the public life and the neighborhood exchanges. It
has unique spatial texture and is an important carrier of the rural spiritual culture. For a long
time, the development of rural construction has been weaken.Infrastructure and public service
facilities are extremely deficient, especially in rural public space[1]. In recent years, influenced
by the mechanization of agricultural production and the population structure of the
countryside, the traditional rural public space has gradually declined, and in the absence of
in-depth understanding of the countryside, many new rural public spaces in many places
focus too much on the political and economic functions, and pursue the over-aesthetic value
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and visual effect of space. The living needs and public needs of the villagers leave most of the
public space unused[2] , and the sense of rural space is missing.

Rural public space has its internal generation mechanism and specific development
environment. In the process of construction, the construction mode of urban public space
cannot be copied. It is necessary to combine the activity characteristics of villagers and the
actual needs of villagers to carry out the construction step by step and in a controlled manner..
Taking Hexi Village as an example, a village as a pilot project of QIANCUN SHIDIAN in
Henan Province, based on the social function of village public space degradation, humanistic
consciousness fade out, building style generalization and the formalization of public
participation in the village public space, this paper, analyses the coupling relationship
between villagers' behavior characteristics and public demands, and obtains the construction
policy of the village public space,used to guide the construction and practice of rural public
space.

1. Rural Public Space
Rural public space, as a material space to accommodate villagers' public life and
neighborhood exchanges, is the main place for villagers to enter freely, develop daily contacts
and participate in public affairs.In this paper, the definition of rural public space is carried out
in three aspects: its concept, main types and main characteristics.
1.1. Concept definition
The rural public space discussed in this paper is a material space carrier which carries the
villagers' daily communication, folk festivals and other public activities, and has village
memory and reflects the rural order. It includes village entrance, street, space under trees,
river and ponds, squares, sun farms, ancestral temples, village committees etc. These rural
public spaces constitute rural public opinions and collective memories, which play a positive
role in the harmonious interpersonal relationship, the increase of social capital, the formation
of rural consensus, the management of rural autonomy and the identification of rural areas.
1.2 Main types of rural public space

Name Spatial characteristics
Activities and

scale
Scene

Entrance
to

a village

A relatively large open
space at the entrance of a
village forms an entrance
space.

Chat, stop and
rest, eat and
discuss farming.
15-30sq.m.

Pond

The water source for
irrigation,which used for
public bathing and
providing aquatic products .

Washing,
chatting,
bathing .
30-80sq.m.
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Market
Square

The activity holds on fixed
days per month along the
main roads of villages .

shopping
Long 80-100m
Wide 30m

Sun field

When farmers harvest
crops, they specially leave a
piece of open land, which
used for airing grain.

Drying grain,
clothes fabrics.
30-1000sq.m.

Street
doorway

At the intersection of roads
in the countryside,which
often attracts various
vendors to stop.

Chat,rest,baby-si
tting.
10-30sq.m.

Space
under the
tree

Where rural residents will
choose to cool and have a
mill under trees in summer.

Cooling,chatting
caring , eating.

Temples

In front of some large-scale
ancestral halls and temples,
which is formed affiliated
small squares.

Sacrifice,
dance, chat.
40-80sq.m.

1.3 Main Characteristics
For the difference in population density and production relations between urban and rural
areas, the characteristics of public space in rural areas are followings.

（1）Functional derivation:Rural public space is often closely linked with villagers'
daily agricultural production. The vast rural public space has no obvious hierarchy, no fixed
facilities, and no prior design. It is a collateral function derived from the evolution of
production and lives relations, emphasizing practicability.For example, ponds used for
irrigation and raccoon, ancestral temples offering sacrifices and incense, as well as sunning
ground for harvesting and drying, become public spaces in the countryside

（2）Seasonal use of space:Because of the nature of self-sufficiency in agricultural
production, this rural public activity derived from agricultural production relations reflects a
real and intuitive scene of local public life.These derived public spaces have a certain
periodicity and seasonality in their use. In busy season, the use frequency of this kind of space
increases constantly, the activity that happens in the space increases ceaselessly.With the end
of the busy farming activities, the activity frequency of this kind of space will also decrease.

（3）Spontaneity of activity:Most rural public activities are spontaneous and generally
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relatively small in scale. For example, the most common phenomenon in rural areas is
Hammock Phenomenon and Small Bench Phenomenon,In other words, the villagers
themselves take small benches or hammocks and gather together under the trees at the
entrance of the village to form an instant spontaneous rest space. As a remedy strategy to the
lack of public recreational space in rural areas, The use of public space is generally based on
the size and shape of space and other conditions of appropriate transformation., mostly under
the trees such as villages, ponds and streets.

1.4. Current Situation
At present, China's rural areas are in the transition period from traditional rural society to
modern rural society, and the process of rural modernization is accelerating. In this process,
the development of rural public space is facing the dilemma of social function degradation,
dilution of humanistic concept, generalization of construction style, and formalization of
public participation, and even triggers a series of difficulties.Social contradictions and
conflicts have negative effects on social integration and rural governance.
1.4.1 The large construction,but the degraded function
Under the background of rural revitalization, rural public space has a new opportunities for
development. The construction of rural public space,whether traditional rural public space,
such as ancestral halls, temples, ancient villages, ancient streets, or modern rural public space,
such as cultural square, rural bookstores, comprehensive service centers, poverty alleviation
posts, are all in flourishing,for whose size and scale keep increase.According to the
investigation of rural public space using, the current construction and development of rural
public space pay more attention to the political and economic functions of space, pursues the
aesthetic value and visual effects of space, and its social functions such as public service,
social integration, emotional sustenance, culture and education are declining.Public space is
separated from the living area which is most closely related to daily life, and no longer as
accessible as the traditional layout of rural residential space. For example, the rural cultural
construction and service function of cultural square are virtually non-existent.Ancestral
temple has gradually become a rural tourist attractions, no longer a collective place of
worship.
1.4.2 The missing concept of space and weakened humanistic consciousness
In practice, the construction and development of rural public space gradually deviate from
human needs, ignoring villagers' living needs and public needs.First is urbanization,with the
influence of modern urban scenes spread by Internet and media, rural residents gradually lose
confidence in their local traditional regional culture and regard it as a symbol of poverty and
backwardness, which leads to the traditional local cultural space was gradually replaced by
modernization space.Second is politicization,The built public space becomes an important
platform for the government to publicize dominant ideology and display political authority,
ignoring the life needs and public needs of villagers.Thirdly, the construction is formalized. In
order to highlight the rural cultural characteristics, some areas carry out unrealistic
construction of rural public space. Without solving the basic municipal infrastructure, they
spend money to build a number of structures without practical use.
1.4.3 Lose contact with reality and style is homogeneous
Rural public space has always been an important carrier of local culture, but in the rapid
development of urbanization and rural construction, its local cultural characteristics are
gradually losing.One is the copying and application of the construction style. Some areas do
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not consider the actual situation of local villages, blindly follow the construction style of other
areas, and apply each other unchanged for some cultural landscapes and cultural symbols,
resulting in the lacking of local traditional local cultural characteristics in public space.Second,
the subjective will is strong, and the subjective space construction mode is often difficult to
integrate with it, making the rapidly built public space become the pure symbol of the
countryside.Third,the design is divorced from reality. Public space construction as an
important part of rural revitalization, due to the lack of in-depth research, design results often
do not conform to the actual situation in rural areas.
1.4.4 Lack of in-depth research , formalization of public participation
The construction and development of rural public space should be guided by the collective
needs of villagers, provide convenience and accessibility for villagers, and pay attention to the
practicability of space.In recent years, with the continuous deepening of the country's
attention to rural construction, local governments has made every effort to carry out rural
construction activities in order to implement the spirit of the Central Committee. However,
the time of rural construction is urgent and the task is arduous, which leads to the lack of
democratic consultation and repeated discussions with villagers, which eventually leads to the
imposition of the subjective construction mode of government departments on the rural areas
and the formalization of public participation.

2. Survey summary
This study conducts 13 field surveys on Hexi Village as the research object and the research
of time last from May to September in 2019.During the period the sunrise and sunset time of
the sun of the survey period basically coincide with the start and end time of villagers'
activities.

2.1 Geographical location
Hexi Village, an administrative village of Thousands of Villages in Henan Province in 2019,
is located in the northeast direction of Neixiang County, Nanyang City, Henan Province. It is
about 21 kilometers away from the county town (Fig.1). The total area of Hexi Village is
about 2.2 square kilometers. It has 449 households and a total population of about 1443.

Fig. 1 Geographical and Spatial Location of Hexi Village

2.2 Research methods
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The methods adopted include questionnaire survey, fixed-point observation, interview survey
and follow-up survey. The purpose of the questionnaire survey is to understand the public
demands of rural villagers. The purpose of fixed-point observation, interview and follow-up
survey is to understand the characteristics of villagers' activities (Table 1).

Table 1: List of research methods

Research methods Sample size Effective information

Questionnaire survey 1000 copies 897 questionnaires

Fixed-point observation method 8 public observation points 90 observations

Activity Note Method 1500 markers 1310 Behavior Notes

Follow-up investigation 30 tracking samples 27

2.3 Present Situation of Public Space
The old infrastructure, serious hollowing and uncoordinated rural construction style of Hexi
Village have led to the gradual removal of villagers from the old village, resulting in the loss
of vitality of the village and plunged into a vicious circle of "physical environment
deterioration-public vitality decline" (Fig.2). Eight public observation points of villagers'
activities along the streets were selected to observe the characteristics of villagers' behavior
(Fig.3) .

Fig.2: Present Situation and Problems of Public Space in Hexi Village

Fig.3: Current situation of public space and distribution of observation points in Hexi Village
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3 Analysis on the Activity Characteristics of Rural Public Space Users
3.1 Sample population characteristics
From the age statistics of the people who use the village activity space (Fig. 4-6), we can see
that the main groups are the elderly, women and children,who participate in the rural public
activities. Among them65% were aged from45 to 60 years old and 11% were over 60 years
old. Women make up make up 68 percent of the population because they have to stay are
home to care for the elderly and children. Among the major occupations of the population,
42% are engaged in agriculture all the year round, 28% are engaged in periodic work, 12%
are caring for their families, 10% are attending primary and secondary schools, and 8% are
raising babies.

Fig. 4: Population age statistics Fig.5: Gender ratio of population Fig.6: Occupational Proportion

3.2 General characteristics of behavior
There are three peaks in the total activities of the participants (Fig. 7). They reach the first
peak at 6:00-7:30 am, the highest in the day at 12:00-14:30pm and the third peak at
17:30-20:30pm.Among them, square dancing, running or walking are the main activities in
the first peak.Chatting, child-care, recreation and communication are the main activities in the
second peak.Walking, recreation and communication are the main activities in the third peak
(Fig.8).

Fig.7: Time Trend of Total Activities
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Fig.8: Total Characteristics of Different Activity Types

3.3 Time Distribution of Behavior
Through the actual analysis of different types of public activities, sports and fitness activities
such as square dancing and running mainly occur between 6:00-8:30am and 18:30-20:30pm.
Care for children, chatting, resting and intercourse are the most common and frequent
activities among the villagers. Care for children and intercourse mainly focus on 8:00-9:30
a.m. and 12:30-14:30 a.m. (fig. 9). In the observation, there is a significant gender difference
in the time of villagers' public activities. In the morning, the main activities are male villagers,
the ratio of male to female is 8:2, and in the afternoon, the ratio of female to male is
6:4(Fig.10).

Figure 9: Time Characteristics of Different Activity Types of Participants
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Fig.10: Gender ratio of morning and afternoon Fig.11: Spatial Distance Distribution of Activities

3.4 Activity Spatial Characteristics
According to the distribution of the active population in five specific spaces: village entrance,
street clearance, road sides, activity center and front entrance of house, it can be concluded
that the phenomenon of public activities is concentrated in 500m-1000m space units. When
the population density of public activities exceeds 1000 m, it decreases obviously, which is in
the range of 500 m. There is a dense distribution of population in open streets and entrances
to houses (Fig.11). It can be summarized as three areas of activity space (Fig.12).

Fig.12: Spatial Discrete Distribution and Circle Structure of Public Activities

(1) Activity based on Walking 3-5 Minutes
The activity space for this distance is usually in the residential entrance and exit space. The
main activities involved resting, communication and chatting. The space required for such
activities is relatively small.The number of people participating in such activities is generally
not large, and they are generally the elderly in the village. The relationship is relatively
familiar, and the activity space tends to be quiet and private..
(2) Activity circle based on walking 5-10 minutes
Such activities are mainly located under the trees ,at sides of the road and in the rural activity
center. The activity circle is relatively far away from home, with abundant types of activities,
more crowds gathered, more public, and relatively open interface.
(3) Activity circle based on walking 15 minutes
Because of the long distance and walking time, the activities have a strong purpose,such as
meetings,sports running , short resting,chatting and shopping. Generally at the village
entrance, the openness is strong, the mobility of personnel is strong, the number of people
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who come to this space for long-term activities is relatively small, and the demand for short
and convenient rest is urgent.

4 Public Appeal of Rural Residents
4.1 Survey on Satisfaction of Public Space Use
According to the survey of the satisfaction degree of villagers' public space, 62% of the
villagers are not satisfied with the present situation for the poor public environment,lacking of
seats,square is too far,broken lights,little activities and public toilets are not available at
all(Fig.13-14).

Fig. 13: Villager Satisfaction Survey Fig.14: Causes of Dissatisfaction Statistics

4.2 The Tendency of Public Space Reform in Rural Areas
Based on the survey of rural public space satisfaction, the reasons for villagers' dissatisfaction
with the status quo of rural public space can be summarized into four aspects: poor spatial
accessibility, weak continuity, insufficient leisure facilities and lack of post-management. In
view of the above four kinds of problems, 12 items are sorted out considered to be most
urgent to build rural public space. Among which,addition of open space and entrance sign at
the entrance to the village, addition of fitness space for the elderly, addition of seats under the
tree, addition of seats and big trees in the square and strengthening the sanitation management
of public toilets are the six items that villagers have the strongest desire to reform (Fig. 15).

Fig.15: Public Space Renovation Project Requirements
4.3 Suggestions on Rural Public Space
(1) Reuse of Micro Public Space
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There types and quantities of public space is small in the countryside, which can not meet the
needs. The phenomenon of villagers' self-contained seats is the residents' response strategy to
lacking of public space. They spontaneously promote the reuse of micro-space, such as corner
space, street space, surrounding space of buildings, and adding convenient recreational
facilities, which play a role of capillary in public space.
(2) Compound Function of Spatial
From the utilization rate of space, the rural public space has great flexibility. It can be used as
an auxiliary site for agricultural production, and can also served as a place to transport. It
improves the efficiency of space use and improves the mobility.The complexity of functions
improves the efficiency of space use, and at the same time improves the dynamic of time. The
space sign at the entrance of the village reflects the cultural cognition of the village itself. The
addition of seats reflects the need of villagers to stop and talk.
(3) The practicability of space construction
Purification and beautification of the environment are directly related to the basic quality of
public space. Rural garbage collection system lacks unified dispatch. Many abandoned
furniture are randomly discarded near the village pond, it is recycled and used as a fixed rest
facility for public space, which also reduces the cost of public space.

5 Construction Strategy of Rural Public Space
Rural public space is a good living environment for rural residents. Because the background
of rural in different areas is different, the level of development is uneven, and the
development demands of rural public space are diverse. Rural public space planning must pay
attention to the diverse needs of different villages, and plan reasonably according to the needs
of villagers. Public space. Therefore, the transformation of public space based on Villagers'
demands and activity characteristics should reflect the flexibility of time, the utilization of
small and micro space, and the optimization of available space.
5.1 Overall optimization of public space
(1) Constructing Three-level Rural Activity Circle
According to the circle characteristics and public demands , the population scale and
industrial characteristics of the village, the public space of the village, shall be arranged in an
overall way, and the supporting facilities shall be reasonably determined. The supporting
scale shall be suitable and appropriate. The service facilities in the village shall be arranged
near the geometric center of the village as far as possible for the convenience of residents, and
the facilities with external service functions shall be arranged beside the road with convenient
transportation orEntrance to a village.

Construct a 5-minute life circle aroundthehouse , a 10-minute leisure activity circle in
the street corner-a 15-minute cultural activity circle in the village entrance (Fig.16). The
five-minute life circle is mainly to add seat facilities behind the door. The 10-minute life
circle is the addition of small square, tabloid kiosk and small lecture hall. The 15-minute life
circle includes fitness venues, libraries, supermarkets, elementary schools, kindergartens,
health centers, cultural stations, rural financial service outlets, post offices, agricultural stores,
convenience supermarkets, farmers' markets and public service centers.
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Fig. 16: Public Service Facilities in Hexi Village Villagers' Gathering Area

(2) Improving the Quality of Public Space
Firstly, to environmental hygiene renovation,taking Environmental Protection as a
breakthrough point to encourage public participation,the villagers were launched to carry out
the beautification campaign at the street gate, carried out the special renovation of
environmental sanitation, guided the villagers to participate in and jointly manage, improved
the quality of public space, and made the spacebeautiful[12]. Secondly, the villagers should be
guided to make use of local construction waste and abandoned furniture, rebuild the rural
public environment, rebuild and add recreational facilities, so that they can become part of the
rural public space, and also solve the problem of waste utilization and space occupation.
(3) Improvement of spatial accessibility
The layout of public space should be combined with the geographical environment of villages,
residential distribution and villagers' needs, so as to gradually realize the balanced distribution
of public space. The first is to improve the village public transport network in transportation,
connect the public space and key buildings of villages through the series of pedestrian lanes
(Fig. 17), extend the service scope of rural public space and stimulate the vitality of villages;
the second is to develop small and medium-sized rural public space, improve service facilities
and avoid it. The idle rate is too high. Thirdly, we should improve the social accessibility of
rural public space and eliminate the phenomenon of spatial injustice. For example, we can
build rural public space that reflects rural culture and national characteristics and enhance
villagers' sense of identity.
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Fig. 17: Hexi Village Walking Roadway Diagram

5.2 Regeneration of Small Space
(1) Adding micro-space on besides the road
According to the function and location of villages and the environmental characteristics of
different types of activities, we should choose streets with less traffic to add recreational
facilities (Fig.18), so as to avoid disturbing traffic. In the micro-space setting, we should
combine the big trees at the street entrance and the villagers' activity needs to provide a small
amount of space. For example, edible plants, such as various seasonal vegetables, can be used
as far as possible to purify and beautify the street doorway, which can not only meet the
consumption needs of users, but also beautify the rural environment, and finally make the
space more ornamental at the same time, forming a rural characteristic landscape. (Fig.19).

Fig.18: recreational facilities along roads Fig.19:Design of micro-space at street entrance

(2) Added public space around major public buildings
Because more elderly people and their are declined activity, the maximum walking radius is
about 0.8 km for most elderly people. Adding micro-space along the periphery of the building
can increase the utilization rate of facilities, and also bring convenience to he elderly. Along
the building's periphery, the setting of micro-space should be combined with the building
function, considered the use characteristics and needs of the elderly, and determine the type
and form of setting micro-space. Recreational space around residential buildings can be
folded seats along the wall, and combined with the function of setting drying clothes and
quilts.
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Abstract. Rapid population growth and economic growth have led to a growing
demand for energy, food and water resources in China. It is especially important to
make a quantitative analysis on the effect of the Water-Energy-Food Nexus and its
changes, because of the uneven distribution of water resources in China, limited
regions rich in coal and cultivated land resources, and the interaction of these
resources. This paper made a quantitative analysis on the resources endowment and
consumption of water, energy and food in China’s 31 main regions (provinces,
municipalities and autonomous regions) in 2005 and 2014 by calculating the
supply-demand relation among water, energy and food in 2005 and 2014. The
analysis evaluated the self-sufficiency rates of water resources, primary energy,
secondary energy and food in the regions and adopted the method of Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to analyze the changes in the characteristics of
Water-Energy-Food Nexus in different regions. This study has found that the primary
energy in China was tending to be centralized in production and the secondary energy
and food have achieved the goal of meeting their own demands through technological
innovations; however, at the same time, secondary energy production and crop
planting have put the water resources under huge pressure. There was the
phenomenon with polarization in the self-sufficiency rate of water resources. The
most active types of Nexus in China were the types of energy and food production
and resources self-sufficiency. The negative correlation between water resources and
food increased in this period, while the negative correlation between secondary
energy and water resources has reduced. There was a positive correlation between
energy and food. All regions are recommended to actively develop the renewable
energy, to optimize resources allocation and to reduce resources consumption,
according to the corresponding characteristic types, so as to make the local
Water-Energy-Food Nexus become a powerful force for urban green and low-carbon
development.
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1. Introduction
As water, energy and food are important topics in the field of human sustainable

development research, the issues related to these three topics, as a whole, have become a
research hotspot which has been gradually developed in recent years. The concept (Scott et al.
2011) of “Risks of Water-Energy-Food Nexus” was first proposed in the Global Risk Report
released by the World Economic Forum in Jan. 2011. The collaboration and effective use of
“Energy-Water-Food (W-E-F)” not only can mitigate resources crises, but also can coordinate
the policy collaboration (Hussey 2012) of urban internal development and management.

At present, many institutions and scientific research units have carried out studies on
water, energy and food from different dimensions including scope (e.g. global, national, local
and regional), elements (e.g. land, energy, water resources), and fields (e.g. security,
investment, green development) (Li et al. 2011; Howells et al. 2013). At the same time,
scientists have also conducted studies in terms of strategies such as for improvements of
resources utilization, a collaboration of resources, international cooperation, and prospects on
policy recommendations (Rasul & Sharma 2015; Livia et al. 2013). It is worth noting that,
most of the current studies focus on a single aspect, such as water resources management,
energy system management or agricultural production planning (Bartos & Chester 2015; FAO
2014). There are also some studies focusing on the relationship between two aspects, such as
water-energy collaboration (Pereira-Cardenal 2016). Some studies focus on specific issues,
such as social and economic impacts of water resources, while some studies focus on the
description of concepts (Ackerman & Fisher, 2013, Chang et al. 2016; Olsson 2013) of
W-E-F collaboration management. However, few scholars have made a quantitative analysis
on the impact and importance of changes in supply and demand of water, energy and food on
the W-E-F collaboration management from the perspective of a supply-demand balance of
resources.

China’s energy, water resources and cultivated land resources are unfair and mismatched
in geographic spatial distribution, which objectively puts water resources, energy and food
production under huge pressure in China. However, which topic would be the key factor is
still uncertain. The water resources shortage in China is very serious: the total amount of
water resources shortage in China may reach to 400 billion cubic meters (Jiang, 2009). The
shortage of water will pose a threat to the energy and food production, which is hard to be
solved, especially in the large-scale government projects, such as the South-to-North Water
Diversion and the transportation of virtual water (Liang et al. 2012). For regions in China,
many studies have been carried out on the methods (Qin et al. 2015) of guaranteeing the
security of W-E-F system from the perspective of water, which released the information that
water might be a key factor affecting the security of W-E-F system. In 2017, China’s energy
consumption accounted for 23.2% (BP 2018) of the world’s total, thus the energy could also
limit the sustainable development of W-E-F system. The cultivated land area in China
accounted for 7-9% of the global total cultivated land area, while the Chinese population
accounted for more than 20% of the world population (Lam et al. 2013). Meanwhile, there
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were also other problems threatening food security, for instance, the irrigation with sewage,
and the enrichment of pollutants (Lam et al. 2013); therefore, food threat might also be a key
factor threatening China’s security (Lam et al. 2013).

This study has assumed that firstly the key factors affecting the security of the W-E-F
system in different regions are different, and secondly, the historical changes of these three
sorts of resources have affected the current situations and the trends about the future
development of the W-E-F Nexus. Based on the assumption, according to the endowment of
regional resources, this study has performed the research on three aspects: (1) to analyze the
current situations and the historical changes of the supply-demand relationship, respectively,
regarding water, food and energy in main regions in China; (2) to classify the regional
characteristics based on the comprehensive consideration on the W-E-F Nexus; and (3) to
make corresponding policy proposals.

2. Data and Methods
2.1 Data
The data of water consumption and water resources used in the supply-demand relationship of
water resources mainly has been collected from the China Statistical Yearbook on
Environment (2005 and 2014), and the sections of energy, resources and environment in the
Statistical Yearbook (2005 and 2014, the same below) of 31 regions. The population and
population density have been obtained from the sections of population and employment in the
Statistical Yearbook of various provinces.

The data of production and consumption of the primary energy and the secondary energy
used in the supply-demand relation of energy have been calculated according to the data of
energy balance table of each region in the China Energy Statistical Yearbook (2005 and 2014).
The regional Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has been obtained from the national economic
accounting section in the Statistical Yearbook of each region.

The data of per capita cultivated land area, food production, food imports and food
exports used in the supply-demand relationship of food have been calculated according to
relevant data of each region in the China Agricultural Statistical Yearbook (2005 and 2014)
and Yearbook of China Agricultural Products Processing Industries (2005 and 2014).

2.2 Configuration about Supply-Demand Relationship of Water, Energy and Food
The following formulas have been individually adopted in the calculations of the
self-sufficiency rate, the change of the self-sufficiency rate and the change range of the
self-sufficiency rate regarding water, primary energy, secondary energy and food,
respectively, used in the supply-demand relationship of water, energy and food:
Self-sufficiency rate: SSi=Pi/Ci Formula (1)

Change of self-sufficiency rate: V=SSj–SSi Formula (2)

Change range of self-sufficiency rate: R=|(SSj–SSi)/SSi| Formula (3)
In the Formula (1), SSi means the supply and demand ratio of water, primary energy,

secondary energy and food, respectively, in the ith year; Pimeans the supply of water, primary
energy, secondary energy and food, respectively, in the ith year; and Ci means the demand of
water, primary energy, secondary energy and and food, respectively, in the ith year.

In the Formula (2), V means the change of the self-sufficiency rate of water, energy and
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food, respectively, during the study period; and SSj means the supply and demand ratio of
water, energy and food, respectively, in the ith year.

In the Formula (3), R means the change range of the self-sufficiency rate of water,
energy and food, respectively, during the study period.

Among these formulas, the amount of water supply refers to the amount of available
fresh water, and the amount of water demand refers to the amount of water supplement in
agriculture, industry, life and ecological environment in total. The primary energy mainly
refers to raw coal, crude oil and natural gas. The secondary energy mainly refers to the sum of
energy products obtained after the calculation and transformation of the primary energy,
including the equivalent value of the amount of the secondary energy converted by other
primary energy and electricity multiplied by the conversion coefficient of standard coal of
each energy project. The amount of food supply refers to the total food output, and the
amount of food demand refers to the sum of resident rations, feed grains, seed grains, industry
grains, losses and others.

2.3 Establishment of Water-Energy-Food Nexus
This study has adopted a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with the Canoco 4.5 (Lepš &
Smilauer 2003), by taking the 31 regions in China as the samples, and the self-sufficiency
rates of water resources, primary energy, secondary energy and food in 2005 and 2014 as the
response variables. Moreover, a dual-sequence diagram of samples and variables has been
plotted by using the CanocoDraw 4.0. In the dual-sequence diagram of PCA, the variable
arrow denotes the direction of variable increase, and the length of the variable segment
denotes the variable abundance. The degree of acute angle between variables shows a positive
correlation, and vice versa. The projection of the sample in the variable and its extension
indicate the relationship between the sample and the variable.

3. Results
3.1 Water
According to Figure 1a and Table 1, in 2005, there were 6 regions in China with the
self-sufficiency rates of water resources of less than 1. The lowest self-sufficiency rate of
water resources was 0.11 in Ningxia, which seriously exceeded the load capacity of local
water resources, followed by three municipalities with a high population density of Shanghai,
Tianjin and Beijing, respectively. The highest self-sufficiency rate of water resources existed
in Tibet which is followed by Qinghai. In general, regions with relatively higher
self-sufficiency rates of water resources were concentrated in the southern and southwestern
of China, while regions with the lowest self-sufficiency rates of water resources were
concentrated in eastern China.
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Figure 1 Water Resources Supply-Demand Relationship in Various Regions of China
2005-2014

(a) Supply and Demand Ratio of Water Resources in Various Regions of China in 2005; (b)
Supply and Demand Ratio of Water Resources in Various Regions of China in 2014; (c) Change in the
Supply and Demand Ratio of Water Resources in Various Regions of China from 2005 to 2014; (d)
Change Range of Supply and Demand Ratio of Water Resources in Various Regions of China from
2005 to 2014.
Table 1 Self-sufficiency Levels of Water Resources, Energy and Food in 31 Main Regions

of China

Regions

Water
Self-sufficiency

Rate

Primary Energy
Self-sufficiency

Rate

Secondary
Energy

Self-sufficiency
Rate

Food
Self-sufficienc

y Rate

2005 2014 2005 2014 2005 2014 2005 2014
Beijing 0.67 0.54 0.20 0.08 0.65 0.64 0.22 0.13
Tianjin 0.46 0.47 0.72 0.76 0.85 0.76 0.32 0.49
Hebei 0.67 0.55 0.46 0.26 0.70 0.87 0.63 0.79
Shanxi 1.51 1.56 1.99 1.10 1.50 2.69 0.91 1.02
Inner

Mongolia 2.61 2.95 1.86 2.36 0.87 1.47 1.24 2.07

Liaoning 2.83 1.03 0.40 0.24 1.24 0.95 0.80 0.75
Jilin 5.69 2.30 0.45 0.37 0.88 0.91 1.55 1.44

Heilongjian
g 2.74 2.59 1.36 0.80 1.42 1.22 1.93 3.74

Shanghai 0.20 0.45 0.02 0.00 0.73 0.64 0.33 0.34
Jiangsu 0.90 0.68 0.15 0.07 0.78 0.84 1.01 1.29
Zhejiang 4.83 5.87 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.87 0.60 0.61
Anhui 3.46 2.86 0.92 0.62 0.99 1.12 1.06 1.48
Fujian 7.50 5.93 0.37 0.12 0.55 0.84 0.61 0.61
Jiangxi 7.26 6.29 0.56 0.35 0.72 0.72 1.00 1.18
Shandong 1.97 0.69 0.56 0.36 1.14 1.17 0.73 0.66
Henan 2.82 1.35 0.92 0.52 1.16 0.97 0.96 1.21
Hubei 3.69 3.17 0.10 0.09 0.81 0.73 0.94 1.04
Hunan 5.09 5.41 0.73 0.45 0.70 0.62 0.87 1.09

Guangdong 3.81 3.88 0.29 0.14 0.57 0.72 0.50 0.47
Guangxi 5.50 6.47 0.20 0.08 0.46 0.90 0.87 0.73
Hainan 6.98 8.52 0.04 0.02 0.36 1.58 0.49 0.54
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Chongqing 7.16 7.98 1.14 0.64 0.62 0.66 1.01 1.01
Sichuan 13.77 10.80 1.10 0.77 0.64 0.78 0.79 0.80
Guizhou 8.59 12.73 1.14 1.13 1.38 1.61 0.96 0.94
Yunnan 12.58 11.55 0.97 0.52 0.81 1.03 0.85 1.04
Tibet 134.11 144.94 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.76 0.89
Shaanxi 6.23 3.91 2.42 2.39 1.26 2.16 0.86 0.87
Gansu 2.19 1.65 0.70 0.64 1.26 1.19 0.91 1.44
Qinghai 28.59 30.14 1.84 0.98 0.99 1.17 0.50 0.62
Ningxia 0.11 0.14 0.62 0.78 1.76 1.71 1.30 1.63
Xinjiang 1.89 1.25 1.31 1.04 1.30 1.45 1.01 1.80

In 2014, the regions with self-sufficiency rates of water resources less than 1 became 7
(Figure 1b) with Shandong included. At the same time, the self-sufficiency rates of water
resources in Jilin and Shaanxi decreased by 3.39 and 2.32, respectively, with the change
ranges of 147% and 59%. The self-sufficiency rate of water resources in Guizhou increased
by 4.14, with the change range of 33% (Figure 1c and Figure 1d).

The regions with increased self-sufficiency rates of water resources were in the regions
with relatively higher self-sufficiency rates of water resources and nearby regions, and vice
versa (Figure 1c). There were the maximum decrease of self-sufficiency rates of water
resources in Jilin, Liaoning, Shandong and Henan. (Figure 1d).

3.2 Energy
3.2.1 Primary Energy Self-sufficiency Rate.
In 2005, there were 8 regions with the primary energy self-sufficiency rates of less than 0.25.
The primary energy self-sufficiency rates were individually greater than or equal to 1 in
Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi, Shanxi, Guizhou, Qinghai, Sichuan and Yunnan. Among
them, the supply-demand ratio of primary energy in Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Shaanxi, and
Qinghai was, respectively, greater than or equal to 1.5, which indicates those regions were the
main regions for China’s energy output in the studies period (Figure 2a).

Figure 2 Primary Energy Supply-Demand Relationship in Various Regions of China
2005-2014

(a) Supply and Demand Ratio of Primary Energy in Various Regions of China in 2005; (b) Supply and
Demand Ratio of Water Primary Energy in Various Regions of China in 2014; (c) Change in the
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Supply and Demand Ratio of Primary Energy in Various Regions of China from 2005 to 2014; (d)
Change Range of Supply and Demand Ratio of Primary Energy in Various Regions of China from
2005 to 2014.
Notes: The data of Tibet refers to relevant documents and local government reports. In addition to
Tibet, the primary energy data of each region are calculated according to the data of energy balance
table of each region in China Energy Statistical Yearbook 2006 and China Energy Statistical Yearbook
2015.

In 2014, the regions with primary energy self-sufficiency rates less than 0.25 became 11
with Liaoning, Fujian and Guangdong included. The regions with primary energy
self-sufficiency rates greater than or equal to 1 decreased to 5. Among them, the regions with
primary energy self-sufficiency rates individually greater than or equal to 1.5 were Inner
Mongolia and Shaanxi, and regions with primary energy self-sufficiency rates between 1 and
1.5 were Xinjiang, Shanxi and Guizhou (Figure 2b). The regions with the increased
self-sufficiency rates were Inner Mongolia, Ningxia and Tianjin. The self-sufficiency rates of
the remaining 28 regions all decreased. The largest decrease scale was found in Heilongjiang,
Shanxi, Qinghai and Yunnan, which was between 0.5 and 1 (Figure 2c). The largest change
range existed in Guangxi, Guangdong, Fujian, Jiangsu and Tianjin, and such change range
was greater than or equal to 1 (Figure 2d).

3.2.2 Secondary Energy Self-sufficiency Rate. In 2005, the region with the secondary energy
self-sufficiency rate of less than 0.25 was Tibet. There were 2 regions with the secondary
energy self-sufficiency rates between 0.25 and 0.5, namely Hainan and Guizhou. There were
10 regions with the secondary energy self-sufficiency rates of greater than or equal to 1,
among which only in Ningxia, the secondary energy self-sufficiency rate was greater than 1.5.
The secondary energy self-sufficiency rates of other 18 regions were between 0.5 and 1
(Figure 3a).

Figure 3 Secondary Energy Supply-Demand Relationship in Various Regions of China
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improvement.
Water resources self-sufficiency type: The water resources were relatively abundant and

the ecological environment was relatively sound in the regions of this type. Special attention
has to be paid to the impact on the water body and water quality in the production of food and
energy. In 2005, this type has mainly included 4 regions of Sichuan, Yunnan, Tibet and
Qinghai. The regions of this type remained the same as that in 2014.

Energy and food production type: The energy or energy processing industry and
agriculture in the regions of this type were relatively developed. In 2005, this type mainly
included a total of 7 regions of Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Guizhou, Shaanxi,
Ningxia and Xinjiang. In 2014, the regions of this type increased to 9 with Anhui and Gansu
included. During 2005-2014, this type was relatively active, and the regions of this type
changed a lot. At the same time, the location of each region of this type has been changed
greatly, such as Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Ningxia and Guizhou.

Energy and food dependence type: There were higher dependence on food and energy in
the regions of this type than that in other regions. In 2005, this type mainly included 6 regions
of Guangdong, Hubei, Guangxi, Fujian, Hainan and Zhejiang. The regions of this type
remained the same as that in 2014. However, Zhejiang and Hainan showed significant
improvement in dependence.

Resources self-sufficiency type: The self-sufficiency rate of energy and food resources in
the regions of this type was around 1, and the self-sufficiency rate of water resources was 1 to
5. All kinds of resources conditions basically met their own needs. In 2005, this type mainly
included 10 regions of Liaoning, Shandong, Jilin, Jiangxi, Hunan, Gansu, Chongqing, Anhui
and Henan. In 2014, the regions of this type decreased to 7, as Gansu, Anhui and Liaoning
were excluded. This type was relatively active and Jilin presented the biggest change.

In summary, the most active types were the energy and food production type and the
resources self-sufficiency type. The other three types were relatively stable. According to the
relationship of response variables, the food, primary energy and water resources were almost
at right angles and uncorrelated in 2005. There was a weak negative correlation between
secondary energy and water resources. In 2014, the negative correlation between water
resources and food has been strengthened, while the negative correlation between secondary
energy and water resources has been weakened. There was a positive correlation between
energy and food. In particular, the correlation between primary energy and food was strong,
while the correlation between primary energy and secondary energy has been weakened.

4. Discussion
4.1 Resources Endowments and Changes in Supply and Demand Levels of Water, Energy and
Food in Various Regions of China

There are three situations for low self-sufficiency rate of water resources in China.
Firstly, the total amount of local water resources is low. The contradiction between water
supply and demand in the regions of extreme water scarcity such as Ningxia is the most
prominent. Secondly, the population pressure is high. Beijing, Shanghai and Jiangsu have a
significant migration population as they have a high level of economic development. Thirdly,
other factors, such as climate change influence the water-energy demand. Water conservation
and increased self-sufficiency rate mainly focus on the latter two types of regions. Due to
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good economic conditions, the water conservation and energy conservation in agriculture
have been taken as one of the key tasks in Beijing, Shanghai and other regions, such as
wisdom agriculture, precise irrigation/fertilization technology (Zi et al. 2013). However, the
self-sufficiency rates in Shandong and Liaoning have decreased sharply, by 186% and 175%
respectively. Figure 1 indicated that water resources have affected food supply. Therefore, it
is necessary to pay sufficient attention combined with early actions to these regions where
great changes in water resources have been caused by climate change and other factors, as
extreme climate change will provide fewer water resources for agriculture, energy production,
cities and ecosystems around the world and will even endanger lives (IPCC 2018, Michelle et
al. 2016, Cai et al. 2014).

Except for Inner Mongolia and Ningxia, the primary energy self-sufficiency rates in
other regions in China all have decreased. For China, the primary energy self-sufficiency rate
has increased from 0.81 to 0.83. The primary energy in China tends to be centralized in
production. At the same time, China is reducing its dependence on traditional coal resources
and actively exploring the promotion and application of wind energy, solar energy,
geothermal energy and so on (Li et al, 2012). From 2005 to 2014, there was a rapid technical
innovation of the secondary energy in China, and a variety of secondary energy technologies
such as liquefied natural gas and so on were developed. The self-sufficiency rates in most
regions in China had increased, especially in Shanxi, which had been transformed from a
primary energy export region to a secondary energy export region. In addition, Shanxi had
vigorously developed the photovoltaic industry, etc., and stimulated food production at the
same time (Figure 3ab). China has become the country with the largest production and
consumption (BP 2018, IEA 2018) of renewable energy in the world, and this study suggests
including renewable energy into the energy balance table.

There are three situations for low self-sufficiency rate of water resources in China.
Firstly, the urbanization level is high, and the cultivated land area is relatively scarce, such as
Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangdong. Secondly, the cultivated land area is relatively abundant;
however, the food production capacity is weak due to geographical limitations, such as Tibet
and Qinghai. Thirdly, other factors, such as the labor force is lack caused by urbanization in
China. There is a limited capacity for the improvement of food self-sufficiency rate in the
regions of the former two situations. However, with the improvement of planting technologies,
the self-sufficiency rate has also been increased in some regions. For the last situation, for
instance, the scale production and the improved crops can be used to improve self-sufficiency
rate in Henan, Hunan and other regions. Food production regions are increasingly
concentrated in the northern regions of China (i.e., Heilongjiang, Ningxia, Inner Mongolia,
Xinjiang) and other regions with scarce water resources. This change in the food planting
pattern makes the problem of water shortage in the northern regions of China more serious,
and the demand of spatial collaboration between water and food is more prominent.

4.2 Study on Water-Energy-Food Collaboration in China
There is a correlation between water, energy and food. In particular, there is a positive
correlation between primary energy, secondary energy and food. A large amount of water
resources will be consumed in the production process of traditional energy, especially in the
secondary energy. Ningxia has facilitated the production of secondary energy under the
conditions of severe water shortage, which has put great pressure on local and surrounding
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water resources. As Inner Mongolia has transformed from the primary energy production
region to the development with the consideration of agriculture, the self-sufficiency rate of
water resources has been increased. This has brought a good mitigation effect on the issue of
ecological fragility caused by water shortage in Inner Mongolia. This is because almost any
form of energy production needs water, among which, coal requires the most amount of water
(Qin 2017). Then, the emissions of the coal power plant will not only pollute the air and cause
acid rain, but will also damage the water ecosystem. The correlation between water and food
is quite weak, but the negative correlation between the two is strengthening. With the increase
of human food consumption, the situation of “competition in demand for water between food
and energy” is facing worsening risks. This requires local governments to learn the
experience of Inner Mongolia and to fully coordinate the goal collaboration of multiple
sectors including energy industry, water resources management, and agricultural production
from the planning level, so as to develop practical and effective implementation plans and
management measures on this basis. In addition, the regions of resources self-sufficiency type
and the regions of energy and food production type are relatively active, and they are more
likely to transform from each other, especially those in the border, such as Anhui and Gansu.
The active guiding of these regions is conducive to better achieving the Nexus and the
balanced relationship.

In the past decade, the food and energy in China have been gradually improved to the
level of self-sufficiency. However, the self-sufficiency rate of water has decreased by 0.51.
This is associated with the water consumption in food and energy production process, and it
may also be associated with the decrease in the amount of available water resources, due to
climate change (Andrew & Mikhail 2017). Currently, China has made a red line for industrial
water efficiency to strictly control the amount of water utilisation (Qin et al. 2015). China's
major pressure is to develop renewable energy (e.g. solar energy and geothermal energy) to
increase the primary energy self-sufficiency rate. Especially in Tibet, the severe shortage of
the primary energy and the secondary energy has limited the economic development and the
living standards. Once rich geothermal, solar energy and wind energy resources in Tibet are
developed, it will greatly solve the serious shortage of energy supply in Tibet. It is
increasingly urgent to reduce China’s heavy dependence on coal, and to develop a clean
production method of secondary energy with less water demand.

4.3 Water-Energy-Food Collaboration and Strategies
The management personnel should strengthen collaboration and coordination and develop the
collaborative development strategies which match the characteristics of urban development
rules. Therefore, cities should include water resources management into urban energy
planning through informatization, big data and other new technologies, and establish a
coordination mechanism between the departments of energy and water resources management
through the administrative management platform. Moreover, it is recommended to strengthen
the construction of urban infrastructure such as energy, environmental protection, water
conservancy, transportation and construction. Also, to select new technologies and new
equipment according to local conditions to improve the production efficiency will be the good
countermeasure. And to reduce the losses of resources and energy, facilitate public
awareness through activities, increase incentives and use market mechanisms to encourage
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and guide relevant industries and consumers to save energy, save water and save food in the
end.

Funding: This research was funded by International S&T Cooperation Projects of
Inter-government: Technologies and demonstration of integrated energy system & carbon
emission research on city level grant number 2017YFE0101700
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